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The Annual Budget Statement for the 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework (MTREF)  

PART 1 - THE ANNUAL BUDGET 

1. The Executive Mayor’s Budget Speech 

 

SPEECH BY EXECUTIVE MAYOR AT THE OCCASSION OF THE APPROVAL OF 

BUDGET AND IDP REVIEW FOR THE 2014/15 MTREF 

    

28 May 2014          

 

Honourable Speaker 

The Alderman present here 

Members of Mayoral Committee 

Chairperson of Section 79 Committees 

Honourable Councillors 

Municipal Manager, executive directors and other staff present 

Members of the public and media 

Comrades and friends 

 

In tabling the budget estimates for the next three years, I am reminded of an old but 

intriguing poem by an African poet who wrote: 

 Africa, tell me Africa 

 Is this your back that is bent 

 That breaks under the weight of humiliation 

I was intrigued by this dramatic illustration of problems on our continent. But the poet 

proceeds to respond to his own question as follows: 

That tree there, in splendid loneliness amongst white faded flowers 

 That is Africa, your Africa 

 It grows patiently and obstinately 

 And its fruits gradually acquire  

 The bitter taste of liberty 

These are powerful words that display dramatic imagery that will probably keep us talking for 

hours on end. But it illustrates in a profound way how we are the architects of our own 

destinies, and, if we persevere, we can enjoy the fruits of our endeavours even if sometimes 

they may be bitter in taste. 

Honourable Speaker, the budget I table today is part of a continuous story of change, 

progress and development. In fact we have a story to tell that is good. A story that illustrates 

the endurance we showed as a nation and citizens of this municipality, to overthrow the 

Apartheid evil, replacing it with democracy. 
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We are in the 20th year of our democracy. And the story of the last two decades is that of 

powerful and irrevocable change during which we all worked tirelessly to build a better life for 

our children. 

Why? So that they may enjoy, not the bitter, but rather the sweet taste of liberty. 

Today, in our municipal jurisdiction, over 92% of our citizenry have access to clean running 

water and over 91% to basic sanitation and electricity. This is probably the highest in the 

country. 

Over the last 20 years, thousands of our citizens have become the recipients of houses 

bringing dignity and stability to them and their families. 

On the economic front we have seen considerable growth in our city with the economy 

having grown from 10 billion Rand to over 25 billion Rand by 2013. In fact the new malls, 

hospitals under construction, office blocks and housing developments, to name but a few, 

are physical manifestations of this growth. 

All these efforts must have contributed substantially to enable the drop in unemployment 

from 35% to 31% as well as a considerable drop in the poverty index from 41% to 31% in 

our municipality. 

Clearly, these factors are indicative of our efforts, so we may enjoy the sweet taste of liberty. 

The last few years have also been eventful in the history of the municipality. We embarked 

on a focussed intervention programme to establish good governance arrangements, 

improved financial management and ethical conduct amongst our employees. We have also 

embarked on a concerted effort to upgrade and improve our bulk infrastructure capacity and 

capability at a cost of about R600 million, so as to lay a basis for development over the next 

20 to 30 years. 

I am proud to say that Sol Plaatje Municipality is today considered to be amongst the best 

managed municipalities in the country and ranks among the top seven (7) in terms of 

financial viability. This is not our opinion but that of external agencies such as ratings 

agencies, National Treasury and so forth. 

These are some of the visible fruits of our endeavours so we may continue to enjoy the 

sweet taste of liberty. 

Honourable members, Let us not deny these truths for short term advantage. But let us 

reassert these facts so as to inculcate a sense of confidence in our citizenry. Confidence is 

after all one of the essential ingredients to successful development. 
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THE AGENDA FOR DEVELOPMENT 

The IDP of the municipality captures our agenda for development.  When we tabled the 5 

year strategic agenda for the SPM in March 2012, we aligned the IDP with all policy 

documents, including that of the Province, the District development plans and thereafter the 

National Development Plan. 

The development strategy and issues of focus as outlined in the IDP, remain valid today and 

only  needs  refinements where required. In line with that focus our implementation plans 

firstly aimed at upgrading the ageing bulk infrastructure and future needs of our city so as to 

unlock development. Based on the work that has been done or still underway, a basis has 

been laid to stimulate growth for the next 20 odd years.  

Most of these bulk projects which started in 2011/12 are complete and a few remaining will 

be completed later in 2014. 

So for example, the increased electrical capacity of 80 MVA, the associated upgrades to the 

network and several electrical substations, have all been 100% completed, whilst a new 

substation that is being built at Midlands is progressing well. Noting that these upgrades will 

unlock development projects all over the city, this latter one is particularly important as it will,  

together with the HA Morris station, support new growth in areas  from Roodepan  to the  

Northern parts of Galeshewe and  right down till Homestead. The Silson substation will do 

the same in the south covering areas such as Donkerhoek in Galeshewe to areas such as 

Riviera and Carters Glen right down to Diamond Park. These are but two examples. 

Since some of these bulk projects are underway and likely to also complete soon, it was 

opportune to refocus emphasis to the reticulation and other infrastructure needs of our city 

over the next few years, the detail of which I will outline later in my presentation.  

Furthermore, the IDP prioritises and emphasises the need to upgrade all informal 

settlements. To that end the planning and surveying processes are done on a continuous 

basis. The projects that were planned for township establishment in the previous year, 

commenced with the implementation of services in the current year of which examples are 

Diamond Park for the provision of water and sanitation services for 892 units and 167 in 

Ritchie, to mention but two examples. Upon completion the process of developing houses 

will commence. 

What these examples indicate, is that the informal settlement improvement project is well 

underway and proactively planned. 

ECONOMY 

The economy of Sol Plaatje Municipality in 2004 was approximately R10 billion. By 2013 it 

had grown to over R25 billion. In that period unemployment had dropped as did the poverty 

index by 10%. 

In the same period educational levels had increased with persons with a matriculation 

certificate, rising to almost 30%, and persons with tertiary education increasing to just over 

10%. I foresee that with the establishment of the Sol Plaatje University we are well 

positioned to see considerable improvements in this scenario. 

However, even now, these are profound indicators of an economy that has considerable 

potential. 
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Information obtained from economic projections suggests that the Sol Plaatje Municipal 

economy will grow to over R27 billion in 2014.  

I am confident that more growth is possible. In order to achieve that, we need unity of 

purpose, clarity of vision and confidence of all of our citizens. To that end I have been 

interacting with all interest groups since the beginning of this year so as to build consensus 

on the development imperative. 

In the current budget we availed funds to conduct more research on the actions that we 

need to take to diversify the city’s economy. We need to develop the primary sector as well 

as stimulating and developing the secondary sectors. We are currently evaluating proposals 

from potential partners in the research process. The ultimate aim is to ensure that we 

determine the future growth opportunities and work towards its realisation. 

The municipality also needs to support certain signature events as part of its promotional 

activity and marketing of tourism. For now these events which are spread throughout the 

year are: the opening of the legislature (February), the Diamonds and Dorings Festival 

(April), The Gariep Cultural Festival (August) and the Northern Cape Skate board 

extravaganza (September). There are other events which attract visitors to our city also but 

these tend to be adhoc in nature and need to be better coordinated. The tourism value of 

such events must not be under estimated. This initiative includes the Wildeklawer schools 

rugby and netball tournaments.  

IDP PRIORITIES  

As stated before this is the opportunity to review the IDP and refine it. The broad thrust of 

the IDP remains valid as do the projects prioritised therein. As we proceed we need to 

complete the bulk projects and then proceed to focus on the reticulation services. In the 

current year we started this refocus by introducing a renewed effort to improve our roads, a 

focus on informal settlement development and also a focus on the cleaning of the city. 

The bulk projects that are allocated resources in order to complete, is essentially the 

Homevale sewerage works which is allocated R62,7 million and funded from RBIG and MIG 

conditional grants as well as from own funds. The project is progressing well and is likely to 

complete by December 2014. The project is part of our overall aim to create sufficient 

capacity to unlock development for next two decades. 

The other bulk project is in the water services sector and aims to address the problem of 

non-revenue water. The phenomenon of water losses is a worldwide problem. In many 

developed countries water losses amount to about 25%. In Mid- and Southern Africa, the 

problem ranges from 28% to 50%. Due to our concerted effort in the last year or so, we 

managed to bring down losses to about 43% from a projected 58% and we believe that with 

the current efforts we could do so by another 10 to 15%. The Zone metering project which is 

currently underway will result in dividing the city into 15 management zones as well as the 

installation of pressure relieve valves. This will considerably reduce pipe bursts. Apart from 

the current allocation, the project is provided for in the budget with a further R7 million to 

deal with the matter.  

However water leaks also occur on the door step of our homes and at meters. Whilst citizens 

are required to cover the costs if the leak is on their side of the meter, we believe that in 

some instances we need to take a proactive stance and deal with the problem and  have 

therefore availed the sum of R5 million for this purpose. 
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We are also redoubling our efforts to deal with leaks on the main supply line from Riverton. 

We commenced with the project this year and will avail a further R5 million to decisively 

address leaks and upgrade of the pipe-line.    

One of the key focuses as a supplier of water is to ensure certainty of supply and the quality 

of the water. We have made considerable strides in both. Members will remember that we 

renewed the low level pumps that extract water from the river, we completed the isolation 

tasks at Newton reservoirs and we are now looking at improving capacity at Riverton. 

Currently plans are afoot to replace the old high lift pumps that pump water to Kimberley 

ensuring that the entire system will be a renewed network. The allocation for this is just over 

R12 million. 

The municipal manager has also put a team together to look at the feasibility of putting in a 

supply line from the Orange River as an alternative future supply. The aim is not only to 

ensure an alternative supply line but also to benefit from reduction of purification costs. As 

members know the costs of purifying Vaal River water is higher due to the quality of the raw 

water from upstream areas. But this is a futuristic matter and the economics of it will 

determine its viability.  

Ritchie has insufficient capacity to meet the demands of society and emerging commercial 

operations in the area. The matter needs attention. Last year we completed a new state of 

the art sewerage facility and now we need to augment the bulk and connector water 

infrastructure. For that purpose we have budgeted R29,5 million in the outer year. This will 

give us enough time to plan the project to every detail before commencing.  

Honourable members will also see in the budget documents that we plan to set up a proper 

satellite fire station in Ritchie for which funds to the tune of R10,66 million are availed in the 

outer year.  

Any area that is close to a river usually has lots of commercial potential. Accordingly our 

efforts in the last few years have focused on setting the area up for a state of readiness and 

benefit from this. 

We have also completed the upgrade of the satellite service centre in Ritchie. In due course 

I will be launching the office. The upgrade done will ensure that the office is directly 

connected to the head offices enabling all municipal services being rendered close to those 

who need it. 

On the reticulation side the electrification of Diamond park is allocated a sum of R3 million 

and a further R8 million is allocated in the outer years for the electrification in Colville, the 

area in waterloo street and Jacksonville in Roodepan. The collective impact of this is that 

some 946 houses will benefit from such connections. 

We have also budgeted funds for the Lerato Park Housing Development  in the sum of R18 

million in the two outer years for bulk water mains and R9 million  for sewerage mains,  so as 

to facilitate the future phases of this major housing project. 

We are progressively running out of burial space. We previously approved the establishment 

of a new cemetery in Phutanang with some work having been done on its establishment.   

Budgetary provision is made to the extent of R11,9 million to finalise this project. We also 

need to name the cemetery but in the meantime for our planning purposes we refer to it as 

the Sol Plaatje cemetery. 
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Whilst a considerable amount of work has been done in the management of the landfill site 

to ensure that it meets the minimum standards required, we still need to develop it properly 

so as to meet the society’s increasing disposal needs. As part of the on-going development 

of the site the sum of R1 million is allocated followed by a further R8,4 million in the outer 

years. All these allocations will go towards providing proper access roads, office 

accommodation and a mass measuring weigh bridge amongst other. 

Earlier this year I embarked on a renewed effort to keep our city clean, to focus people on 

the problem of illegal dumping and push the agenda of the responsibilities of each citizen. I 

want to reiterate this today by asking our citizens to stop and think before they dump. 

The financial burden of clearing illegal dumps, places a huge strain on the Municipality’s 

limited resources.  Furthermore, we can ill afford the adverse social and health impact, 

including the vector-borne diseases we expose our children to, when they play in these 

dumps.   

The Municipality has put in place a waste management plan based on the “cradle to grave” 

principle. However, the civic responsibility of each citizen is paramount. I urge all of you once 

more to respect the environment and the people who live in it. 

We are also investing in reliable new fleet for this purpose. Two specialised refuse 

compactors will be procured in the next financial year as well as load luggers as part of the 

plan to reduce dumps. These will be used to remove skips wherein people can drop their 

excess refuse. 

I have already alluded to the fact that in the IDP the development of existing informal areas 

is prioritised.  

We have done well in respect of the timely pre-planning of informal settlement 

developments. We have followed a process of identifying areas for developing, then 

finalising the town planning arrangements, presenting the ideas to COGHSTA for funding for 

implementation of services before requesting housing funds. This ensures that we are in a 

state of readiness for development when funds are available.  

Currently various areas are being surveyed and town planning processes being worked on 

so as to ensure that some 4026 sites are planned and ready for future developments.  We 

have previously already approved 1047 sites in Waterloo, Phomolong, Jacksonville and 

Lindelani. Two are currently ready and in the approval process being Colville 130 and 

Donkerhoek 111. The remainder are Ivory Park, Kutlwanong, Santa Centre, Promised Land, 

Phomolong, and Snake Park. All this is in addition to the Lerato Park Development. 

The installation of services in various areas such as in Ritchie and Diamond Park is currently 

underway 

This year we also plan to provide water & sanitation services to 72 sites in Jacksonville upon 

which the development of houses will follow. 

In the ensuing financial year we aim to develop housing in Lindelani (300) Galeshewe Infill 

(62) and Phutanang (60). We await confirmation from Coghsta in this regard. We will also 

convert 131 units at Dingaan Hostels into family units. 

The current projects coming to fruition will result in a total of 508 being completed. This in 

addition to the 491 at Lerato Park. What is clear is that if we are in a state of readiness we 

could benefit from increased allocations resulting in a speedier delivery process. 
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In addition to the BNG housing program, a funding allocation has been confirmed by 

COGHSTA to fund 192 units in Lerato park under FLISP program as well as 35 units for 

secondary FLISP market. 

In the current financial year we provided resources to the sum of R8 million for the repairs 

and maintenance of municipal owned flats and hostels. The project is progressing well with a 

number municipal rental stock being refurbished and some under-way with about 38% of the 

adjusted budget of R5 million having been spent. 

The storm water maintenance is on an on-going program in which storm water systems  are 

maintained in various areas in Kimberley. Coupled with this effort is the upgrading of the 

storm water project in Green point of which phase 1 will be completed by June 2014.  The 

last phase will be completed in 2014/15 financial year, but for this last phase we are awaiting 

funds from COGHSTA (R6million). 

Furthermore R 7.3 million has been availed in the 14/15 financial for the paving and 

upgrading of gravel roads in Promised Land and Lindani area. 

Recently the traffic flow studies done by consultants appointed by ourselves, and that done 

by the new university team was discussed by the Mayoral committee. We also discussed the 

matter of Bultfontein road as well as the problem of heavy traffic flowing through our city and 

creating traffic congestion and damage to our roads. In due course the matter will be placed 

before council for a final resolution on the matter including other longer term considerations. 

In the current financial year we commenced on an energy saving programme by replacing 

sodium based street lights with LED fittings and focussing on lights that were not functional. 

To date some 620 units were fitted resulting in an estimated 347 kilo watts electricity per 

year being saved and a projected saving of R89 000 per year. The multiplier effect of this is 

obvious. We wish to repeat the programme in the next year and will be negotiating with the 

department of energy for funds in this regard. 

The issue of energy savings is a reality that we need to factor into our plans. The 

sophistication of our systems was recently tested when during load shedding SPM was 

requested by ESCOM to provide a net saving of 11KVA. During the period and apart from 

the actual load shedding by ESCOM, we used the opportunity to control the use of geysers 

by our customers in a way which resulted in us contributing about 23 KVA. This was done 

without any negative impact on our customers.  Not only are out hearts in the right place, we 

lead by action! 

We recognised several years ago that in order to render effective service delivery we 

required good efficient tools of trade. Noting the ageing fleet where the youngest vehicle was 

15 years old we embarked on a fleet renewal programme focussing firstly on direct service 

delivery vehicles and specialised service vehicles, such as the sewerage suction machine. 

We continue on this trend of renewal and have budgeted R12 million for that purpose. Upon 

this we should be in a good state and sufficiently equipped to respond to calls with speed 

and act efficiently. 

The Municipality has resumed with the upgrade of Roads Infrastructure and R35 million has 

been allocated in the current year 2013/2014. It is in our plans which we shall remain 

committed to execute to completion over the next 2 years. We are waiting in anticipation for 

payment of R74 million from Transnet as reimbursement on the Kamfersdam Water 

Levelling Project. This additional funding would have resulted in the capital expenditure to be 

R205 million for 2014/2015.  
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These funds are earmarked to address Roads and Stormwater and related Infrastructure as 

well as Water and Sanitation Projects that are critical to a cleaner, safer and continuous 

service availability. Thus Honourable Speaker, the amount mentioned above will be 

incorporated in our budget through an adjustment budget. 

THE OPERATING BUDGET  

 

The municipal budget for the three financial years commencing on the 1st of July 2014 can 

be summarised as follows:  

 

2014/15:  R 1,648 billion 

 

2015/16:  R 1,740 billion 

 

2016/17:  R 1,848 billion 

 

This is a total revenue projection of just over R5,236 billion over the MTREF. 

 

The proposed expenditure can be summarised as follows: 

 

2014/15: R1, 632 billion 

 

2015/16: R1, 729 billion 

 

2016/17: R 1, 840 billion  

 

This is a total operating expenditure budget of R5,201 billion. 

 

This budget shall therefore result in a net operating surplus of just a little over R35 million in 

the period. 

 

THE CAPITAL BUDGET 

 

The capital budget over the next three years amounts to: 

 

2014/15:  R131,1 million  

 

2015/16: R 93,9 million  

 

2016/17: R 84,1 million  

 

The total capital  expenditure  over the next three years amounts to  R309,2 million, which is  

funded through own revenue sources in the amount of R72,1 million and conditional grants 

in the amount of R237,0 million. Clearly this is less than what we invested in our economy 

over the last three years, as that period was influenced by the loan to implement certain bulk 

projects. 

 

The municipality derives its revenue from property rates and service charges on various 

services rendered by the municipality.  The major sources of revenue from service charges 

come from the sale of water and electricity followed by service charges on refuse removal 

and sanitation. 
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Property rates constitute an average of 24% of the total revenue projected for the MTREF, 

and service charges 59% of the total.  Thus property rates and service charges constitute 

83% of the total revenue of the municipality, whilst operating grants contribute only 9% of the 

total budget.  The remainder is contributed by various other sources such as revenue from 

rental of facilities and equipment which include halls and rental of municipal flats and other 

properties. 

 

BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS 

 

To arrive at these revenue estimates, various assumptions were made based on prior 

experiences, current and forecasted economic conditions as well as other guidelines to 

inform the budget and revenue estimates.  The following play a key role in revenue 

estimates: 

 

 

I. Consumer price index as forecasted by National Treasury. 

II. Impact of Rand/Dollar exchange rate on pricing of goods and services. 

III. The estimated demand in municipal services. 

IV. Realistically anticipated revenue projection based on realistically projected collection 

rate for services. 

V. Electricity tariff increases as approved by NERSA for Licensed Distributors. 

VI. Cost reflective tariffs for trading services. 

VII. Indigent Household Policy in terms of a quantum subsidy and the targeted number of 

households. 

 

It is worth mentioning that the municipality is currently busy with the valuation of all 

properties in preparation of a General Valuation Roll which will be made public in January 

2015, with the effective date of 1 July 2015.  We urge all property owners to be vigilant at 

this time and work with us for a fair, transparent and equitable valuations process – the 

GV2015. 

 

 

TARIFFS 

 

The revenue as mentioned herein is determined through price/tariff determination processes, 

using the current years’ tariffs for all services benchmark/baseline. We considered the needs 

of service delivery, the state of the world wide economy and impact on society and 

endeavoured to keep tariffs as low as possible. 

 

It is hereby proposed that the tariff for major services be increased as follows for 2014/15 

financial year. 

 

Property rates   6.99% 

Sewerage   6.50% 

Refuse collection  5.90% 

Water    14.99%  

Electricity   6.72%  
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It needs to be mentioned that the application of electricity tariffs are subject to NERSA 

approval. 

 

The average tariff increase for 2014/15 shall be 8.13% whilst the same is projected at 6.62% 

for 2015/16 and 6.83% for 2016/17. 

 

The approval of the above tariff increase shall ensure that we are able to deliver services 

and fund the operations of the municipality adequately  

 

On the other side, it is important that I allude to the impact of the proposed tariff increases on 

a household account as determined by National Treasury Regulations that  

An indigent household bill for the 2014/15 financial year shall be subsidized as follows: 

Free/subsidized 50 Kwh (kilo watts per hour) of electricity 

Free/subsidized 6 kilolitre of water 

Free/subsidized sewerage (flat rate) 

Free/subsidized refuse (flat rate) 

Rates are set at 0.011618c in the rand (thus basically below 2 cents), based on the value of 

the property. 

Their account will mainly be rates whilst all other services are free up to the quantum 

approved. Consumption above the quantum on water and electricity becomes the 

responsibility of the consumer/indigent as such. 

On average the estimated household bill shall increase as follow: 

A small household’s account as estimated shall increase by R78.98 (from R892.79 to 

R971.77) per month  

A medium household’s account shall increase by R140.21 per month (from R1,672.75 to 

R1,812.96 per month) 

Whilst a large household shall increase by R234.10 per month (from R2,793.84 to R3,027.94 

per month) 

These consumption levels are estimates and based on norms and standards as per National 

Treasury and the actual bill will depend on actual consumption per household. 

Honourable members will observe that we have approached the matter of tariff setting with 

extreme caution and prudence, ensuring that the impact on society is not disproportionate 

and onerous. However the water tariff needs some elaboration. Due to the installation of a 

new bulk meter which measures the amount of water extracted from the river it has become 

necessary to further align what has been extracted with the utilisation rate in order to 

achieve cost recovery. This has resulted in the need to also correct the tariff setting. This 

budget correction has a once off impact on the tariff and in future, the tariff setting will once 

again be within the normal increases as can be seen from the proposed tariffs for other 

services in future years.  
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BUDGET ANALYSIS 

 

The expenditure budget comprises of employee costs and benefits, costs of bulk purchases 

of water and electricity, costs of maintenance and consumables to ensure that our plants, 

machinery are operational and cost of goods and services.  Therefore the following make up 

the operational expenditure budget. 

 

I. Employee cost shall constitute 34% of the operational expenditure. 

II. Bulk purchase shall constitute 26% of the total operational expenditure. 

III. Debt and asset impairment and depreciation shall constitute 3% of the total OPEX. 

IV. Other expenditure shall constitute 19% of the budget. 

V. Remuneration of Councillors makes up 1% of the total OPEX 

VI. Repairs and maintenance makes up 5%. 

VII. The difference is made up of various expenditure items. 

 

This municipality is dedicated in supporting the poorest of the poor households through the 

indigent subsidy.  The policy as approved provides for a full subsidization of 6 kl of water, 50 

kwh of electricity, and full subsidization of basic sanitation and refuse removal.  This shall 

cost R46,6 million in the 2014/15 period. 

 

The operational expenditure budget is allocated to various votes within the municipality as 

follows for 2014/15. 

 

Executive and Councillors:     R38,2 million  

 

Municipal and General:     R311,6 million  

 

Municipal Manager:      R16,5 million  

 

Corporate Services:      R56,6 million  

  

Community Services:      R165,0 million  

  

Finance:       R101,5 million  

 

Strategy Economic, Development & Planning:  R38,7 million 

 

Infrastructure Services:     R904,2 million  

 

The municipality shall further continue to support, through grants and subsidies, the following 

prestigious events and institutions to name but a few: 

 

SPCA:     R1.3 million 

 

Keep Kimberley Clean:  R150,000 

 

Sol Plaatje Education Trust:  R200,000 

 

Gariep Festival:   R1.3 million 
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Diamonds & Dorings:       R1.3 million  

 

It is projected that with a collection rate of between 88.5% - 90.5% over the MTREF, the 

municipality shall be liquid enough to settle its debts and other obligations as they fall due 

and maintain a cost coverage ratio as required of 3 months. 

 

In order to achieve these objectives we will require enhanced revenue management tactics 

and Credit Control and Debt Collection methods.  The last few years has proven that if we 

are cash flush we can develop infrastructure confidently and improve service delivery to our 

citizenry. Anything else is risky and it leads to deterioration of service levels and quality and 

uncertainty of availability of services. 

 

POLICY REVIEWS 

In support of this budget, it became imperative that the all budget related policies be 

reviewed to ensure that they address the realities of the community of Sol Plaatje 

Municipality. We have also done some benchmarking of our policies with those of our peers 

and we have found that most of these policies and the provisions therein considered every 

situation that we encounter when we deal with the provisioning of basic services and the 

commercial activities of the municipality. 

We have also taken time to revise the Electricity By-Laws to ensure that it aligns itself with 

the current legislative requirements such as Electricity Regulations Act, National Credit Act 

and the revised Credit Control and Debt Collection Policy. These policies are included in the 

budget statement and we will engage with them in detail during the budget discussion 

sessions here in the chamber as well as during the public participation. 

CONSULTATION PROCESSES 

 

Honourable Speaker, the draft recommendations of this budget are contained in Section 3 of 

the Budget Book, and will be dealt with when the budget is presented to Council for 

adoption. 

I would like to propose that when the public participation process unfolds these issues be 

thoroughly discussed. The time table for public participation on the revised IDP and Budget 

is set for the middle of April the detail of which is on page 4. These inputs will need to be 

considered and factored in before we finalise the budget. 

I invite all Councillors, mayoral committee members and other Committee Chairpersons to 

be part of this process. The Municipal Manager and the Executive Directors are also to 

support all these meetings. 

I may also add that in terms of National Treasury Budget Funding Credibility Testing Tools, 

this tabled budget is considered credible and funded. 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion I wish to thank all those officials who work hard to render a better service to 

our citizens. I urge those who do not do so, to search their conscience for their laxity.  And if 

you lose your job, don’t expect sympathy from me. 

 I also wish to thank all those personnel members who worked hard to put this IDP and 

budget together. 

I thank my fellow councillors in the Mayco for their support and commitment to the people of 

SPM. 

I thank members of this council and the public out there for their continuous support. 

I wish to express my gratitude to the municipal manager and senior managers for their 

unwavering commitment to the task at hand. 

I thank my family for their support and indulgence of my overzealous work ethic. 

I know it is traditional to adopt the budget with sherry. We have agreed that for today we will 

adopt it by enjoying the fruits of our labour and I mean that literally. 

Previously we started writing a new story for our city. Today we continued on that path and 

in recognition that we have a good story to tell.  

And that is a story that we will tell. 

I hereby table the IDP, the Budget and SDBIP as stipulated on the agenda 

 

THANK YOU 

 

 

 

____________________     ___________________ 

Ald KD Molusi       Date 
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2. Council resolutions 

Tabling of the Annual Budget for 2014/15 MTREF  

 Ald KD Molusi 28 May 2014 

 

Purpose 

 

Tabling of the Annual Budget of the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality for the financial year 

2014/15 and indicative allocations for the two projected outer years 2015/16 and 2016/17, 

including policies and tariffs.   

 

Background 

 

In terms of the Section 24 (2) of Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) a Council of a 

Municipality must approve an annual budget before the start of the financial year.  Section 

24 (1) further requires that the Mayor must approve the annual budget at least 30 days 

before the start of the financial year. It is in compliance to Section 24 of MFMA that an 

annual budget is being tabled before this Council today 

 

The municipal council was presented with the draft budget, policies (only those with 

amendments) as well as proposed tariffs in the meeting that took place on the 26 March 

2014.  

 

Subsequent to this, public meetings were held under the leadership of the Executive Mayor 

and councillors at various venues across the municipal areas where inputs were received 

from the public at large. Many of these were general comments, some specific requests all 

of which were noted. 

 

It should be noted also, that an application for tariff increases for electricity has since been 

submitted to NERSA, and a response is still being awaited. 

 

Annexures 

 

Budget Part 1 and 2 

Budget Annexures 

Section 1: Budget Schedules and supporting tables 

Section 2: Tariffs 

Section 3: History of Tariffs 

Section 4: IDP Overview 

Section 5: Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan 

Section 6: Budget Policies – as per March budget book 

Section 7: By-Laws – as per March budget book 

Section 8: MFMA Circulars– as per March budget book 

ANNEXURE 

SEPARATE REPORTS 

Motivation 

 

None 
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Personnel Implications 

 

None 

 

Financial Implications 

 

The Sol Plaatje Municipality shall not incur any further additional expenditure by adopting 

this budget other than as per the budget. 

 

Legal Authority and Implications 

 

MFMA Section 16 

Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations 

MFMA Circulars 

 

The Annual Budget was discussed with the office of the Executive Mayor, Municipal 

Manager, Executive Directors, General Managers, various Line Managers and Financial 

Managers. 

 

Consultation 

 

Executive Mayor – Ald KD Molusi 

Municipal Manager – Mr GH Akharwaray 

Chief Financial Officer – Mrs ZL Mahloko 

IDP Manager – Mr M Stols 

 

Contact Person 

Mrs ZL Mahloko 

Chief Financial Officer 

Contact number: 053-8306500 

Mr M Stols:   Tel (053) 830-6726 

Mr JJ Wagner:       Tel (053) 830-6504 

Mr P Pretorius:  Tel (053) 830-6202 

Mr BC Anthony:  Tel (053) 830-6437 

Mrs CC Henderson: Tel (053) 830-6533 

Mrs CA Jenneke:  Tel (053) 830-6564 

 

The Annual Budget will be tabled by the Executive Mayor, Ald KD Molusi. 

 

 RECOMMENDATION: 

  

That Council resolves as follows: 

 

1. That in terms of section 16 of the Municipal Finance Management Act, 56 of 
2003, approves the Annual Budget of the municipality for the financial year 
2014/15; and indicative allocations for the two projected outer years 2015/16 and 
2016/17, and the multi-year single year capital appropriations as set out in the 
Annual Budget in the following tables: 

 

1.1 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure by Standard 

classification) Annexure/Section 1 – Table A2; 
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1.2 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure by municipal 

vote) Annexure/Section 1 - Table A3; 

1.3 Budgeted Financial Performance (Revenue by Source and Expenditure 

by type) Annexure/Section 1 – Table A4 and  

1.4 Multi-year and single year capital appropriations by municipal vote and 

Standard classification and associated funding by source.  

Annexure/Section 1 - Table A5. 

 

2. Approves the financial position, cash flow, cash-backed reserve/accumulated 
surplus, asset management and basic service delivery targets as set out in the 
following tables: 

 

2.1 Budgeted Financial Position: Annexure/Section 1 – Table A6; 

2.2  Budgeted Cash Flow:  Annexure/Section 1 – Table A7; 
2.3  Cash backed reserves and accumulated surplus reconciliation:

 Annexure/Section 1 – Table A8; 
2.4  Asset Management:  Annexure/Section 1 – Table A9; and 
2.5  Basic service delivery measurement: Annexure/Section 1 –Table A10. 

 

3. That in terms of sections 74 and 75A of the Local Government:  Municipal 
Systems Act, Act 32 of 2000 as amended, the tariffs for the supply of water, 
electricity, waste removal services, sanitation services, property rates and all 
other tariffs as set out in Annexure 2, are approved by Council. 

  

4. That Council approves the final reviewed Integrated Development Plan reflected 
in Annexure/Section 4 for the period 2013/14 to 2016/17. 

 

5. That Council approves the final Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan 
for 2014/15 as per Annexure/Section 5 of the Annual Budget 

 

6. That in terms of section 24(2)(c )(v) of the Municipal Finance Management Act, 
56 of 2003, the budget-related policies, including any amendments as set out in 
Budget Annexure/Section 6 as per the tabled Budget Book of March 2014 are 
approved for the budget year 2014/15. 
 

7. That the Basic Services Indigent Packages as set out in Annexure/Section 1 and 
the Executive summary, is approved. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________     ___________________ 

Ald KD Molusi       Date 
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3. Executive Summary 

Introduction 

The 2014/15 Budget Statement is presented after key government speeches that have 

recently been delivered. The State President of the Republic of South Africa, Honourable 

Jacob Zuma delivered his state of the Nation Address where he emphasised the milestones 

that had been achieved since the African National Congress won the election in 1994. 

Subsequent to the state of the nation address were the State of the Provinces Addresses 

which were then followed immediately by the Minister of Finance when he was delivering the 

Annual Budget of the Country for the 2014/15 period. 

It is now time that local governments follow the tune to present the budget statements for the 

2014/15 MTREF which covers the period 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2017.     

The MFMA and the MBRR gives guidance on the preparation of the annual budgets as well 

as the National Treasury’s Circular that are issued from time to time. The annual budget of 

the municipality is therefore presented herein in terms of the MBRR and the relevant 

circulars. 

In summary the total budget of the municipality for 2014/15 MTREF is presented in the table 

1 below: 

Consolidated Overview of the 2014/15 MTREF 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 
Expenditure Framework 

Budget 
Year 

2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget 
Year +2 
2016/17 

R'000 R'000 R'000 

Total Operating Revenue (Excl Capital transfers 
and contributions) 

1,648,410 1,740,738 1,848,652 

Total Operating Expenditure 1,632,584 1,729,687 1,840,250 

Operating Surplus 15,826 11,051 8,401 

Capital transfers and contributions 88,927 73,997 74,156 

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year 104,754 85,048 82,557 

 

OPERATING BUDGET 

The operating budget of the municipality is split between operating revenue by source, 

expenditure by type and expenditure by vote.  

Operating expenditure budget is compiled using various approaches, the zero-based budget 

approach, incremental budgeting using prior years’ experience and management’s best 

estimates as well as needs based budgeting.  

The total operating expenditure budget by type has increased from R1,544,849 bn as per the 

2013/14 adjusted budget to R1,632,584 bn for 2014/15. Table 2 below presents the year on 

year growth and the average growth over the MTREF 
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Expenditure by type 

 

Table 2 above can be explained as follows: 

 That employee costs shall grow by 12% from 2013/14 Original budget to 2014/15 

and 10% growth based on the adjusted budget, whilst remuneration of Councillors is 

growing by 7.3% based on the original budget for 2013/14 and 6.2% on the adjusted 

budget. 

 That debt impairment shall grow by 9% year on year from 2013/14 to 2014/15 

 Finance charges increases by 12% based on the Adjusted budget as a result of the 

full implementation of the last stage of the expenditure on the loan 

 Bulk purchases of water and electricity increases by 6% based on the Adjusted 

budget. During the adjustment budget Bulk Purchases Water was adjusted upwards 

from R38m to R66m, this was based on the full year projection until our servitude 

period commenced again on 1 April each year. The loss on site of 8% was deducted 

for the period under review. The possibility of a catchment dam for the backwash 

water is also being investigated which will contribute to curbing the municipality’s 

water losses. It should be noted that the meter replacement programme at the plant 

is in its final stages, the full impact at this stage cannot be reliably determined but the 

basis of the R60m provision was based on the current year’s consumption levels. 

The increase in bulk water is not an increase in sales but an once of correction of 

bulk water purchased. 

 Whilst other materials indicates a 5% growth year on year from 2013/14 Original 

budget to 2014/15 

 A 1% increase on grants and subsidies made is projected for the same period of 

2013/14 to 2014/15 

 Other expenditure is set to increase by 6% from 2013/14 Original budget to 2014/15 

and a decline of 9% when compared to the Adjusted budget with the major 

contributing factor being the issue pertaining to the inclusion of the Housing projects 

within the municipal budget  

 The overall operating expenditure budget increases by 9% year on year from 

2013/14 Original budget and increases by 4% when compared to the Adjusted 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A4 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure)

Description 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

% 

Growth

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

% 

Growth

Budget Year 

2014/15

% 

Growth 

Original 

2013/14

% 

Growth 

Adjusted 

2013/14

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

% 

Growth

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

% 

Growth

% Growth 

over 5 years

Expenditure By Type

Employ ee related costs 407,342      435,428      6.9% 490,534      498,334      1.6% 547,624      11.6% 9.9% 581,540      6.2% 614,684      6% 41.2%

Remuneration of councillors 16,415        17,243        5.0% 18,607        18,807        1.1% 19,968        7.3% 6.2% 21,265        6.5% 22,541        6% 30.7%

Debt impairment 103,688      110,819      6.9% 133,000      133,000      0.0% 145,000      9.0% 9.0% 156,760      8.1% 169,353      8% 52.8%

Depreciation & asset impairment 38,888        42,291        8.8% 49,150        49,150        0.0% 52,550        6.9% 6.9% 56,916        8.3% 61,664        8% 45.8%

Finance charges 17,088        24,694        44.5% 36,718        32,718        -10.9% 36,559        -0.4% 11.7% 29,995        -18.0% 28,796        -4% 16.6%

Bulk purchases 290,022      347,076      19.7% 379,000      399,000      5.3% 422,000      11.3% 5.8% 456,460      8.2% 492,221      8% 41.8%

Other materials 68,422        68,982        0.8% 83,300        84,660        1.6% 87,135        4.6% 2.9% 91,403        4.9% 95,825        5% 38.9%

Contracted serv ices –              –              –              –              –              –              –              

Transfers and grants 2,907          2,623          -9.8% 54,070        54,428        0.7% 54,750        1.3% 0.6% 58,050        6.0% 61,295        6% 2237.2%

Other ex penditure 253,694      241,651      -4.7% 251,225      294,175      17.1% 266,997      6.3% -9.2% 277,297      3.9% 293,870      6% 21.6%

Loss on disposal of PPE 1,968          1,030          -47.6% –              –              –              –              -100.0%

Total Expenditure 1,200,434    1,291,837    7.6% 1,495,603    1,564,272    4.6% 1,632,584    9.2% 4.4% 1,729,687    5.9% 1,840,250    6% 42.5%

Current Year 2013/14 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework
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budget to 2014/15 and 6% increases from 2014/15 to 2015/16 and a further 6% 

growth from 2015/16 to 2016/17 

For the period 2012/13 to 2016/17, the operating expenditure budget reflects a 42% growth.  

It is part of financial management strategy for stronger cash flow position and financial 

sustainability to manage and control expenditure to ensure that there is a balance between 

the growth rate of revenue and expenditure. Sol Plaatje Municipality funds its operations 

mainly from revenue generated from service charges and property rates and taxes of which 

the increase directly impacts on affordability and sustainability of municipal services. 

Councillor allowances increases are the function of the Minister of the Department 

Corporative Governance and only an estimate is projected based on inflation and other 

assumptions as will be alluded to herein. 

Revenue by source 

The municipality raised its revenue through sale of municipal services being water and 

electricity as well as service charges for refuse removal, sanitation and other services as 

well as from property rates and taxes. 

The municipal services are billed monthly based on consumption and approved tariffs. A 

consolidated bill is then sent out to the customer. The municipality is also appointed as an 

agent by the Department of Transport for motor vehicle registration and licensing and as 

such earns commission which mainly covers the direct costs of providing the service.  

The municipality levies rates on the value of the property and development within its 

jurisdiction. Rates are payable annually by no later than 30 September each year or monthly 

as the municipal account falls due.  

The table 3 below presents the revenue by source as projected for the 2014/15 MTREF: 

 

The table above can be summarised as follows based on the 2013/14 Original budget: 

Description (R thousand) 2011/12 2012/13

Revenue By Source

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome
% 

Growth

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

% 

Growth

Budget Year 

2014/15

% Growth 

Original 

2013/14

% Growth 

Adjusted 

2013/14

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

% 

Growth

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

% 

Growth

% Growth 

over 5 

years

Property  rates 271,038      331,348      22% 367,941      367,941      0% 397,946      8% 8% 435,051      9% 474,222      9% 43%

Property  rates - penalties & collection charges –              –              –              –              

Serv ice charges - electricity  rev enue 480,070      539,544      12% 570,492      540,492      -5% 608,853      7% 13% 647,592      6% 692,575      7% 28%

Serv ice charges - w ater rev enue 169,936      198,997      17% 203,457      203,457      0% 239,315      18% 18% 251,342      5% 266,631      6% 34%

Serv ice charges - sanitation rev enue 52,962        58,667        11% 61,541        61,541        0% 67,187        9% 9% 71,618        7% 76,600        7% 31%

Serv ice charges - refuse rev enue 37,731        41,221        9% 43,744        44,744        2% 46,841        7% 5% 49,562        6% 52,117        5% 26%

Serv ice charges - other 1                -100% –              –              –              –              

Rental of facilities and equipment 12,416        14,253        15% 15,721        15,866        1% 17,606        12% 11% 18,697        6% 19,753        6% 39%

Interest earned - ex ternal inv estments 8,565          15,173        77% 9,000          12,000        33% 12,000        33% 0% 12,500        4% 13,000        4% -14%

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 30,424        32,108        6% 32,000        48,000        50% 45,000        41% -6% 42,000        -7% 40,000        -5% 25%

Div idends receiv ed –              –              –              –              –              

Fines 5,424          4,652          -14% 7,634          7,634          0% 7,635          0% 0% 8,085          6% 8,523          5% 83%

Licences and permits 3,797          2,568          -32% 3,259          3,259          0% 2,672          -18% -18% 2,834          6% 2,991          6% 16%

Agency  serv ices 3,603          4,860          35% 3,650          3,650          0% 4,900          34% 34% 5,194          6% 5,480          6% 13%

Transfers recognised - operational 154,482      166,865      8% 163,883      167,306      2% 164,710      1% -2% 160,300      -3% 158,657      -1% -5%

Other rev enue 25,323        34,581        37% 28,398        68,960        143% 33,745        19% -51% 35,964        7% 38,103        6% 10%

Gains on disposal of PPE

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers 

and contributions) 1,255,771    1,444,839    15% 1,510,719    1,544,849    2% 1,648,410    9% 7% 1,740,738    6% 1,848,652    6% 28%

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure FrameworkCurrent Year 2013/14
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 That revenue from Property rates shall increase by 8% against a tariff increase of 

6.99% 

 That revenue from Service charges of Electricity shall increase by 7% against the 

tariff increase of 6.72% 

 That revenue from Water service charges shall increase by 18% against the tariff 

increase of 14.99% 

 Licences and permits revenue is projected to decrease by 18%, while income from 

agency services increases by 34% from 2013/14 to 2014/15 

 That revenue from Service charges for sanitation shall increase by 9% against a tariff 

increase of 6.50% 

 That revenue from refuse collection shall increase by 7% against a tariff increase of 

5.90% 

The year on year revenue growth is 9% from 2013/14 to 2014/15, 6% from 2014/15 to 

2015/16 and 6% from 2016/17. The overall revenue growth for the period 1 July 2012 to 30 

June 2017 is projected at 28%. 

Service charges – tariffs 

The municipality is raising revenue by means of service charges from all its services. The 

Water Services and Electricity by-laws give effect to the raising of tariffs and clearly spell out 

the rights and responsibilities of customers and the municipality. All service charges and 

tariffs are determined with the objective of cost recovery rather than making profits. 

However, the trading services are ring-fenced and the costs include both direct and indirect 

costs. The average tariff increase increases is depicted in Table 4 below 

Tariffs 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Rates  6.99% 9.32% 9.00% 

Sewer and sanitation 6.50% 6.59% 6.96% 

Cleansing/Refuse collection 5.90% 5.81% 5.15% 

Water 14.99% 5.03% 6.08% 

Electricity 6.72% 6.36% 6.95% 

Average tariff increases/Municipal CPI 8.13% 6.62% 6.83% 

 

The Capital Budget 

The capital budget of the municipality is funded from grants and subsidies from government 

as well as own revenue sources. There is no intent to take up a new loan in the 2014/15 

financial year.  

The Division of Revenue Bill 2014 indicated a huge reduction on grants on Integrated 

National Electrification Projects by 85% in 2014/15, from a gazetted R20 million in the DoRA. 

This has resulted in serious repercussions for the municipality as the projects planned for 

implementation as per the 2013/14 MTREF for 2014/15 can no longer be executed. This is in 

spite of a growing demand for municipal services at the informal settlements of which 

electricity is the most demanded. 
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The Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) has also been reduced in the 2014/15 compared to 

the gazetted amount as per the DoRA 2013. The Provincial Gazette was partially made 

available at this time. 

There are still uncertainties with the Neighbourhood Development Grant. There conditions of 

grant have been reviewed and the purpose has now been shifted to Urban Networks 

Elements. The latest communication from National Treasury as the transferring department 

playing the monitoring role on conditional grant spending have approved the urban network 

elements identified as follows:  

Table 5 below depicts the status on the NDPG  

Network Element Municipal Submission NDP Review 

Hub Kimberley CBD Indian 
Centre 

Identified urban hub 
accepted 

Secondary Nodes RC Elliot The secondary networks 
need to be identified and 
clearly indicated on one map 
and should be prioritised 
using the population size 
clusters of the township 
within a radius of 7.5km 

Secondary Transport 
Routes 

Ramatsela 
Seochoareng 
Hulana 
Morgan 
Nobengula Roads 
 

Existing nodes North Cape Mall 
Pavilion Mall 

Identified existing nodes 
accepted 

 

Following this exercise will be the process of conducting feasibility studies with the aim of 

identified projects for funding. A technical assistance grant has been allocated towards this 

project. 

Table 6 below indicates funding mix for CAPEX in the 2014/15 MTREF. 

 

Funding sources of Capex 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 
Framework 

Adjustment 
Budget 
2013/14 

Budget 
Year 

2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget 
Year +2 
2016/17 

 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 

Total government grants 145,015 88,927 73,997 74,156 

Other transfers and grants 
 

– – – 

Borrowing 54,100 – – – 

Internally generated funds 98,398 42,255 19,942 10,000 

Total Capital Funding 297,513 131,183 93,939 84,156 
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Top Five funded projects 

Homevale Waste Water Treatment Plant – R62 774 000 

The Homevale Waste Water Treatment Plant Project involves the building of a new 15ML 

per day capacity plant that is will enable the municipality to accommodate the current sewer 

and sanitation services demand as well as taking into account the future demand for sanitary 

services. 

The project was awarded in May 2010 and construction resumed in March 2012 at R168 

million. The project construction period as estimated to end by December 2014 and the 

commissioning of the facility will resume immediately. Currently, the existing plant has a 

capacity of 33ML per day and has also been refurbished and upgraded to a 38ML per day. 

Upon completion of the additional wing to the plant, the total sewer capacity will reach 

maximum of 53ML per day. This capacity shall be able to accommodate approximately a 

population size of 372 000. Sol Plaatje’s current population growth rate is estimated at 

2.04% over 10 years (2001 – 2011)1 .  

Riverton High Lift Pumps – R12 164 000 

A high lift water pump is a gravity powered piston that uses the power of water moving 

downhill to a lift portion of that water above the source. There are currently two high lift 

pumps which have reached their full capacity and lifespan thus increasing the risk of water 

availability.  

As such, this project has been identified as urgent to ensure that the supply is not 

threatened. The high lift pumps are internationally imported goods and the process involves 

the installation and commissioning of the pumps. Two high lift water pumps shall be 

procured with the allocated funds. 

                                                
1
 See www.statssa.gov.za/findstatistics/northerncape/solplaatje 

 

http://www.statssa.gov.za/findstatistics/northerncape/solplaatje
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Fleet replacement – R12 000 000 

Fleet is key for service delivery. It is for this reason that the replacement of fleet had been 

prioritised in the last 3 budget cycles. Due to the increase in service delivery demand and 

the effort to ensure a clean and safe city, it is for this reason that refuse collection and plant 

and machinery necessary to ensure a cleaner city shall be prioritized in the 2014/15 

allocation. 

The various vehicles and machinery have been identified for procurement in the 2014/15 
financial year prioritising core service delivery functions within SPM. The units will either 
replace old uneconomical assets or be an addition to the current fleet in an effort to bolster 
service delivery to the community. Unfortunately not all needs across the broad spectrum of 
the organisation can be immediately addressed, due to budgetary constraint. 
 
Herewith a synopsis of the recommended Fleet Replacement Program for 2014/2015 as was 
identified as priority service delivery requirements. 
 
Cleansing and Sanitation 

DESCRIPTION ESTIMATED COSTS (VAT INCL.) 

1x Grab Truck R930 000 

2x Load Luggers (Skip Loader) R840 000 each 

2x Vacuum/Jetting Trucks R2.6m each 

 
Cemeteries – R11 994 000 

The municipality is in the process of establishing a new cemetery to accommodate the city’s 

requirement. Land in Phuthanang has been identified for this purpose. The costs of 

cemetery establishment include the construction of roads, facilities and office block at the 

cemetery. The project is planned to complete in 2015/16 financial year.   

Zone metering – R7 million 

Zone metering project entails the demarcation of the city into zones for the purposes of 

managing water resources. Currently, the entire water reticulation is interlinked and makes it 

impossible for the Engineers to properly manage the system and attend to service 

interruptions without affecting the entire city if not neighbourhoods along the route of the 

interruption. 

It is also difficult currently to perform water balancing by zone to enable management to 

understand the demand levels as well as losses per zone. Therefore the project is very 

crucial for planning of supply, pressure management and maintenance. 

The project resumed in 2013/14 financial year and shall continue into 2014/15 and 15/16 

period. 

3.1 Operating revenue framework 

The municipality’s revenue is determined through tariff determination for various services at 

affordable levels and tariffs that are fair and set at realistic levels. A consideration is made to 

the households and citizens in the municipality who do not have adequate means to afford 

municipal services. 
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The revenue raising strategy of the municipality is based on the following key components: 

 National Treasury guidelines 

 Estimated demand in municipal services 

 Realistic revenue projections based on realistically projected collection rate for 

services 

 Electricity tariff increases as approved by the National Electricity Regulator South 

Africa 

 Tariffs for trading services that are cost reflective 

 The raising of property rates in line with the property rates policy as reviewed 

annually and within the prescripts of Municipal Property Rates Act 6 of 2004 

  The Indigent Household Policy which is aimed at assisting the poor 

 All other tariffs and including tariffs for rental of municipal properties and flats 

The table 7 below presents revenue by source for the period 2010/11 to 2016/17. 

 

The table 8 below however, indicates percentage weighting per revenue source and the 

following summary is made: 

 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A4 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure)

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Revenue By Source

Property  rates 209,351       271,038       331,348       367,941       367,941       367,941       397,946       435,051       474,222       

Property  rates - penalties & collection charges

Serv ice charges - electricity  rev enue 360,485       480,070       539,544       570,492       540,492       540,492       608,853       647,592       692,575       

Serv ice charges - w ater rev enue 132,727       169,936       198,997       203,457       203,457       203,457       239,315       251,342       266,631       

Serv ice charges - sanitation rev enue 45,180         52,962         58,667         61,541         61,541         61,541         67,187         71,618         76,600         

Serv ice charges - refuse rev enue 32,932         37,731         41,221         43,744         44,744         44,744         46,841         49,562         52,117         

Serv ice charges - other 81               

Rental of facilities and equipment 12,739         12,416         14,253         15,721         15,866         15,866         17,606         18,697         19,753         

Interest earned - ex ternal inv estments 4,802           8,565           15,173         9,000           12,000         12,000         12,000         12,500         13,000         

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 30,000         30,424         32,108         32,000         48,000         48,000         45,000         42,000         40,000         

Div idends receiv ed –               –               –               –               –               –               

Fines 3,635           5,424           4,652           7,634           7,634           7,634           7,635           8,085           8,523           

Licences and permits 3,125           3,797           2,568           3,259           3,259           3,259           2,672           2,834           2,991           

Agency  serv ices 3,808           3,603           4,860           3,650           3,650           3,650           4,900           5,194           5,480           

Transfers recognised - operational 138,963       154,482       166,865       163,883       167,306       167,306       164,710       160,300       158,657       

Other rev enue 26,476         25,323         34,581         28,398         68,960         68,960         33,745         35,964         38,103         

Gains on disposal of PPE

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers 

and contributions)
1,004,304     1,255,770     1,444,839     1,510,719     1,544,849     1,544,849     1,648,410     1,740,738     1,848,652     

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
Current Year 2013/14

Description (R'000) Current Year 2013/14

Financial Performance

Adjusted 

Budget
% Weighting

Budget Year 

2014/15
% Weighting

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16
% Weighting

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17
% Weighting

Property  rates 367,941         24% 397,946         24% 435,051         25% 474,222         26%

Serv ice charges 850,233         55% 962,195         58% 1,020,113       59% 1,087,923       59%

Inv estment rev enue 12,000           1% 12,000           1% 12,500           1% 13,000           1%

Transfers recognised - operational 167,306         11% 164,710         10% 160,300         9% 158,657         9%

Other ow n rev enue 147,369         10% 111,558         7% 112,774         6% 114,850         6%

Total Revenue (excluding capital 

transfers and contributions) 1,544,849       100% 1,648,410       100% 1,740,738       100% 1,848,652       100%

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework
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Indicated in the charts below is the summarised weighting per major Revenue Source 
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 That service charges of electricity, water, sanitation and refuse removal accounts for 

58% of the projected revenues in 2014/15, 59% in both the 2015/16 and 2016/17 

financial years. 

 Revenue from Property rates is 24% increasing marginally to 26% in 2016/17 

 Operating grants and subsidies received are reducing by a percentage each year 

from 10% in 2014/15 to 8% by 2016/17. The reduction in the equitable share 

allocation is attributable to the change in the formula that was introduced in the 2013 

appropriations as per DoRA 2013. This can have a huge impact on the servicing of 

indigents and other priorities funded by ES. 

Indicated in the charts below is the weighting per Service Charges 
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As indicated in the charts above the major contributing revenue derived from Service 

Charges is attributable to Service Charges – Electricity Revenue with an average weighting 

of 63%, followed by Service Charges – Water Revenue with an average weighting of 25%. 

The detailed report on operating transfers and grants receipts for the period is presented 

below and this basically indicates the following: 

 That operating grants and subsidies reduces over the period as a result of reduction 

in equitable share allocation and single year allocations of other grants 

 Provincial grants are based on 2013 provincial gazette and these will be updated as 

soon as the provincial gazette for 2014 is published. 

 National government grants are significantly reducing as a result of reduction of INEP 

allocation from R20 million per annum to R3 million 

 The RBIG from Department of Water Affairs is highly fluctuating but with the 

understanding we have with the department, it is hoped that the future allocations 

shall match the previous year’s allocations 
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 As indicated in the chart below the overall grants from National Government decreases by 

1.4% when comparing the growth from the original allocation for 2013/14 to 2014/15, its 

declining by 5% when compared to 2015/16 financial year and this is mainly attributable to the 

zero amount that was gazetted for the EPWP Incentive grant, lastly it decrease by 2% from 

2015/16 to 2016/17. 

 

 As indicated in the chart below the overall grants from Provincial Government increases by 

65% when comparing the growth from the original allocation for 2013/14 to 2014/15,this as a 

result of the increased allocation for Libraries, its increasing by 46% when compared to 

2015/16 financial year and lastly it increases by 13% from 2015/16 to 2016/17. 
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As indicated in the chart above, the year-on-year growth based on the 2013/14 Original budget is 3.8%. As previously alluded the major impact on the 

municipality was in terms of the sharp downwards adjustment on INEP with a 85% decline. RBIG funding was gazetted at r25,000 million. The zero rand 

gazetted amount on EDSM also adversely affects the municipality in that nothing was gazetted for 2014/15 financial year or the outer two years. The 

municipality received a roll-over approval for 2013/14 on EDSM amounting to R5,9 million. Concerns were raised by the transferring department in respect of 

expenditure on this grant and serious remedial action needed to be taken in this regard. On a positive note as at end of March 2014, the expenditure on the 

approved roll-over was standing at 94.9%  funds allocated by Provincial government also shows a downward trend from 2013/14 to 2014/15.
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Table 9 is a breakdown of Transfers and grant receipts  

 

  

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA18 Transfers and grant receipts

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

RECEIPTS:

Operating Transfers and Grants

National Government: 133,342        145,508        157,830        157,963        159,586        159,586        155,804        147,940        144,793        

Local Gov ernment Equitable Share 121,743        131,806        146,493        145,905        145,905        145,905        145,440        142,823        139,575        

Finance Management 1,200           1,450           1,500           1,550           1,550           1,550           1,600           1,650           1,700           

Municipal Sy stems Improv ement 750              790              800              890              890              890              934              967              1,018           

EPWP Incentiv e 9,649           11,462         7,660           6,618           6,618           6,618           5,330           

Infrastructure Skills Dev elopment 1,377           3,000           4,623           4,623           2,500           2,500           2,500           

Provincial Government: 3,983           4,133           6,920           4,444           4,444           4,444           7,372           10,735         12,148         

Health subsidy 2,306           2,435           2,525           2,663           2,663           2,663           2,809           2,978           3,141           

COGHSTA 3,100           

DWA 500              500              

Library 1,100           1,086           1,295           1,781           1,281           1,281           4,563           7,757           9,007           

Prov incial Resort Subsidy 577              612              –               

District Municipality: –               2,218           800              –               1,800           1,800           –               –               –               

Frances Baard District Municipality 2,218           800              1,800           1,800           

Other grant providers: 1,638           2,622           1,315           1,476           1,476           1,476           1,534           1,626           1,715           

MIG ops 1,638           1,370           1,215           1,476           1,476           1,476           1,534           1,626           1,715           

Other grant providers: 1,253           100              

Total Operating Transfers and Grants 138,963        154,481        166,865        163,883        167,306        167,306        164,710        160,300        158,657        

Capital Transfers and Grants

National Government: 42,084         71,601         97,644         75,767         92,769         92,769         78,677         68,484         68,324         

 Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) 34,750         45,363         50,674         50,767         53,905         53,905         45,677         47,153         49,175         

Neighbourhood Dev elopment Partnership 1,780           7,220           –               –               –               5,000           10,736         11,288         

EDSM 50               5,000           5,950           5,950           4,815           

INEP 1,690           18,813         15,086         20,000         32,914         32,914         3,000           5,000           3,000           

Department of Water Affairs 3,864           205              31,833         25,000         5,550           

INEP (Eskom) 45               46               

Provincial Government: 6,326           4,651           3,240           20,000         47,482         47,482         10,250         5,513           5,832           

DWA 15,000         20,617         20,617         5,000           

COGHSTA 3,240           21,865         21,865         

DHLG (GURP) 6,326           4,651           5,000           5,000           5,000           5,250           5,513           5,832           

District Municipality: 2,066           2,486           1,306           –               4,764           4,764           –               –               –               

Frances Baard District Municipality 2,066           2,486           1,306           4,764           4,764           

Other grant providers: 2,050           24,448         7,768           –               –               –               –               –               –               

Transnet 2,050           24,448         7,768           

Lotto

Total Capital Transfers and Grants 52,527         103,186        109,958        95,767         145,015        145,015        88,927         73,997         74,156         

TOTAL RECEIPTS OF TRANSFERS & GRANTS 191,490        257,668        276,823        259,650        312,321        312,321        253,637        234,298        232,812        

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
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Revenue from property rates  

Property rates are levied in line with the Municipal Property Rates Act and the Policy as 

approved by the Council. Property rates are based on the values as indicated in the general 

valuation roll (GV 2011) with the date of valuation being 1 July 2011. Interim valuations are 

conducted after this date due to land sub-divisions, alterations to buildings, demolitions and 

new buildings and improvements through supplementary valuation rolls. 

Accordingly the rates levied per individual property will depend on the amendment to that 

property change in valuation compared with the average change to all properties. The total 

amount of property rates included in the budget is 8% more than in 2013/14 and it takes into 

account the supplementary valuations during the year. 

Rebates and concessions are granted on certain categories of property usages and/or 

property owner. Table 10 below presents the assumptions made in estimating revenue from 

property rates. 

 

The municipality strives to ensure equitability of revenue across the revenue base. The 

average tariff increase across all categories is 6.99% for 2014/15 financial year. 

The graph below reflects the percentage contributions by category. State owned properties 

contribute 42% and business and business residential contributes 24% of the total revenue 

generated from this source.  

The mining sector contributions to rates are insignificant as it is less than one percent. We 

are currently investigating valuations approaches for the mining sector. 

The municipality has its own Property Valuation Section with an appointed City Valuer in line 

with the Local Government: Municipal Property Rates Act.  The section is currently busy with 

property valuation in preparation for the 2015 General Valuation Roll (2015 GV). The 

following timelines are expected to be achieved as per table 11 below. 

  

 Grouped Categories Market Value Exemptions Net Ratable Value T ariffs 13/14 Current Billable  Ra tes Income T ariffs 14/15 Proposed Billable  Income Percentage  Increases

Agricultural Residential 173,215,500 4,140,500 169,075,000 0.002172 R 367,230.90 0.002324 R 392,864.16 6.98%

Agricultural Business 10,760,400 0 10,760,400 0.002715 R 29,214.49 0.002905 R 31,253.70 6.98%

Agricultural Farms 844,323,014 0 844,323,014 0.001629 R 1,375,402.19 0.001743 R 1,471,407.30 6.98%

Business/Res Bus Unreg 2,676,843,317 5,550,600 2,671,292,717 0.032578 R 87,025,374.13 0.034854 R 93,105,589.77 6.99%

State Owned/Public Schools 1,870,392,400 0 1,870,392,400 0.080359 R 150,302,862.87 0.087135 R 162,977,260.41 8.43%

Industrial 205,755,700 0 205,755,700 0.046152 R 9,496,037.07 0.047634 R 9,800,963.07 3.21%

Mining 7,273,300 0 7,273,300 0.179179 R 1,303,222.62 0.191698 R 1,394,275.08 6.99%

Residential 10,542,477,848 583,138,192 9,959,339,656 0.010859 R 108,148,469.32 0.011618 R 115,708,047.33 6.99%

Residential Bus Registered 205,409,300 8,316,300 197,093,000 0.019655 R 3,873,862.92 0.021493 R 4,236,195.06 9.35%

Pensioners Residential 224,874,077 6,951,077 217,923,000 0.010859 R 2,366,425.86 0.011618 R 1,265,919.51 6.99%

Public Service Infrastructure 31,397,800 9,419,340 21,978,460 0 R 0.00 0.000000 R 0.00 0.00%

Non-ratable 897,373,764 0 0 0 R 0.00 0.000000 R 0.00 0.00%

Land Reform Beneficieries 8,888,400 3,108,000 5,780,400 0 R 0.00 0.011618 R 0.00 0.00%

MRes Improved 229,684,220 48,573,700 181,110,520 0.010859 R 1,966,679.14 0.011618 R 2,104,150.01 6.99%

Totals 17,928,669,040 669,197,709 16,362,097,567 0.028358286 R 366,254,781.50 0.031161 R 392,487,925.40 6.99%
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Date Action 

1 August 2012 – 30 August 2014 Inspections of properties: Kimberley, 
Galeshewe, Rural Areas and Specialised 
Properties 

1 March 2014  - 1 September 2014 Valuations and formula modelling 

1 September 2014 – 30 September 
2014 

Quality Control 

1 October 2014 – 30 October 2014 Reconciliation with land audit/GIS 

1 November 2014 – 30 November 
2014 

Quality Control 

1 December 2014 – 31 December 
2014 

Media programme 

1 January 2015 Date of Valuation 

25 January 2015 Submission of financial and other statistics to 
CFO 

31 January 2015 Submission of Valuation Roll to Accounting 
Officer 

2 February 2015 – 13 March 2015 Objection period 

23 March 2015 - Appeals – Dates to be decided by the Appeal 
Board upon submission of appeals by SPM 

1 June 2015 – 30 June 2015 Upload G.V. to Financial System and test 

1 July 2015 Implementation of G.V. for rating purposes 

1 July 2015 – 1 October 2015 Late objections and quality control 

1 January 2015 – 1 January 2019 Maintenance – monthly reconciliations with GIS, 
Town Planning, Building Services, Deeds 
Office, S.G. Office.  Primary source - GIS 

 

Supplementary Valuation Rolls are produced roughly every quarter (at least 4 times a year) 

to update the General Valuation Roll.  This is performed concurrent to the schedule above 
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Sale of water and sanitation 

The progressive nature of stepped tariff structure for water allows for the needs of the 

indigents. At the same time, it is designed to discourage high water consumption levels. 

There is a 14.99% proposed tariff increase for water services to accommodate the reading 

the new water demand as per the latest figures. This is also in line with National Treasury’s 

circular 66 of cost recovery based tariffs for trading services. It should be emphasised that 

as a result of the increase in Bulk purchases Water this necessitated the increase of 14.99% 

to be able to meet the demand and be in a position to settle our Water account, as the failure 

thereof will have dire consequences for the municipality’s cash flow position. And it will have 

a direct bearing on our ability to provide this essential basic service to our community and 

businesses at large. It should also be borne in mind that in terms of R-Value increase per kl 

the impact is still affordable for example, the average increase for Step Tariff: Residential (0-

6kl) is R1.16/kl over the MTREF and the increase from 2013/14 financial year to 2014/15 is 

62 cents/kl.  

 

The proposed water tariffs for 2014/15 are summarised in the tables 12 below: 

 

 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Water tariffs

Domestic

Basic charge/fix ed fee (Rands/month)

Serv ice point - v acant land (Rands/month)

Water usage - flat rate tariff (c/kl)

Water usage - life line tariff  Residential (0-6kl)             4.14             4.76             5.00             5.30 

Water usage - Block 1 (c/kl)  Residential (7-20kl)            17.60            20.24            21.25            22.52 

Water usage - Block 2 (c/kl)  Residential (21-40kl)            19.10            22.78            23.92            25.35 

Water usage - Block 3 (c/kl)  Residential (41-60kl)            20.94            24.08            25.29            26.81 

Water usage - Block 4 (c/kl)  Residential (more than 60kl)            22.38            25.74            27.02            28.64 

Other

Current Year 

2013/14

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA13a Service Tariffs by category

Description
Provide description of tariff 

structure where appropriate

2013/14

R-Value % Increase

R-Value 

Increase % Increase

R-Value 

Increase % Increase

R-Value 

Increase 

 Residential (0-6kl)                 4.14 14.98%             0.62 5.04%             0.24 6.00%             0.30             1.16 

 Residential (7-20kl)               17.60 15.00%             2.64 4.99%             1.01 5.98%             1.27             4.92 

 Residential (21-40kl)               19.81 14.99%             2.97 5.00%             1.14 5.98%             1.43             5.54 

 Residential (41-60kl)               20.94 15.00%             3.14 5.02%             1.21 6.01%             1.52             5.87 

 Residential (more than 60kl)               22.38 15.01%             3.36 4.97%             1.28 6.00%             1.62             6.26 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 Increase 

over MTREF 

(R-Value)

Water tariffs
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Comparison between current water charges and the proposed increases 

For all step tariffs, the average tariff increases are as follow, from  

2013/14 to 2014/15, the average tariff increase is 14.99% 

2014/15 to 2015/16, the average tariff increase is 5.00% 

2015/16 to 2016/17, the average tariff increase is 6.00% 

 

Residential (0-6kl) 

2013/14 to 2014/15 the R-Value increase is 62 cents/kl 

2014/15 to 2015/16 the R-Value increase is 24 cents/kl 

2015/16 to 2016/17 the R-Value increase is 30 cents/kl 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R1.16 

 

Residential (7-20kl) 

2013/14 to 2014/15 the R-Value increase is R2.64/kl 

2014/15 to 2015/16 the R-Value increase is R1.01/kl 

2015/16 to 2016/17 the R-Value increase is R1.27/kl 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R4.92 

 

Residential (21-40kl) 

2013/14 to 2014/15 the R-Value increase is R2.97/kl 

2014/15 to 2015/16 the R-Value increase is R1.14/kl 

2015/16 to 2016/17 the R-Value increase is R1.43/kl 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R5.54 

 

Residential (41-60kl) 

2013/14 to 2014/15 the R-Value increase is R3.14/kl 

2014/15 to 2015/16 the R-Value increase is R1.21/kl 

2015/16 to 2016/17 the R-Value increase is R1.52/kl 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R5.87 

 

Residential (more than 60kl) 

2013/14 to 2014/15 the R-Value increase is R3.36/kl 

2014/15 to 2015/16 the R-Value increase is R1.28/kl 

2015/16 to 2016/17 the R-Value increase is R1.62/kl 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R6.26 

 

Sanitation tariffs for 2014/15 MTREF 

Sanitation is charged at flat tariff per category and the tariffs proposed for all customers are 

presented in the tables 13 below: 

 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Waste water tariffs

Domestic

Waste w ater - flat rate tariff (c/kl)          116.65          124.23          132.42          141.64 

Current Year 

2013/14

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA13a Service Tariffs by category

Description
Provide description of tariff 

structure where appropriate
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Comparison between current sanitation charges and the proposed increases 

As indicated in the table above from  

2013/14 to 2014/15, the tariff increase is 6.50% and the R-Value increase is R7.58.  

2014/15 to 2015/16, the tariff increase is 6.59% and the R-Value increase is R8.19 

2015/16 to 2016/17, the tariff increase is 6.96% and the R-Value increase is R9.22 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R24.99 

 

Refuse removal and impact of tariff increases 

Tariffs on refuse collection are levied to recover costs of providing the service directly to the 

customer. This budget proposes a 5.9% increase on refuse collection tariffs for the 2014/15 

financial period. 

The tables 14 below presents the impact of the proposed tariffs increases: 

 

 

Comparison between current refuse removal charges and the proposed increases 

2013/14 to 2014/15, the tariff increase is 5.90% and the R-Value increase is R4.94.  

2014/15 to 2015/16, the tariff increase is 5.81% and the R-Value increase is 5.15 

2015/16 to 2016/17, the tariff increase is 5.15% and the R-Value increase is R4.83 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R14.92 

 

2013/14

R-Value % Increase

R-Value 

Increase % Increase

R-Value 

Increase % Increase

R-Value 

Increase 

            116.65 6.50%             7.58 6.59%             8.19 6.96%             9.22            24.99 

Waste water tariffs
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

Increase 

over MTREF 

(R-Value)

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Waste management tariffs

Domestic

Street cleaning charge

Basic charge/fix ed fee            83.70            88.64            93.79            98.62 

80l bin - once a w eek

250l bin - once a w eek

Current Year 

2013/14

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA13a Service Tariffs by category

Description
Provide description of tariff 

structure where appropriate

2013/14

R-Value % Increase

R-Value 

Increase % Increase

R-Value 

Increase % Increase

R-Value 

Increase 

Basic charge/fix ed fee               83.70 5.90%             4.94 5.81%             5.15 5.15%             4.83            14.92 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

Waste management tariffs
Increase 

over MTREF 

(R-Value)
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Sale of electricity and the impact on tariff increases 

The proposed revisions of tariffs have been developed in line with the municipality’s 

Electricity By-Laws, Tariff Policy as approved and it complies with Section 74 of the 

Municipal Systems Act as well as the recommendations of the NERSA and internal funding 

requirements for 2014/15. 

In terms of Section 75A of the Local Government Municipal Systems Act, any fees, charges 

or tariffs which a municipality may levy and recover in respect of any function or service of 

the municipality, must be approved by a resolution passed by the municipal council with a 

supporting vote by majority of its members. Whilst the Electricity Regulation Act requires that 

the proposed revisions of electricity consumption based tariffs shall be submitted to NERSA 

for approval prior to implementation. 

At this present moment, a draft application has been submitted to NERSA whilst NERSA on 

the other hand has not yet issued a definitive guideline for municipal increases for 2014/15. 

As a result of the above, the average revenue increase requirement is 6.72%, as depicted in 

tables 15 below. 

 

 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Electricity tariffs

Domestic

Basic charge/fix ed fee (Rands/month)

Serv ice point - v acant land (Rands/month)

FBE  (how  is this targeted?) 

Life-line tariff - meter  (describe structure) 

Life-line tariff - prepaid  (describe structure) 

Flat rate tariff - meter (c/kwh)

Flat rate tariff - prepaid(c/kwh)

Meter - IBT Block 1 (c/kw h)  Block 1 (0 - 50 Kw h)          1.1177          1.1928          1.2687          1.3568 

Meter - IBT Block 2 (c/kw h)  Block 2 (51 - 350 Kw h)          1.5321          1.6351          1.7390          1.8599 

Meter - IBT Block 3 (c/kw h)  Block 3 (351 - 600 Kw h)          1.6577          1.7691          1.8816          2.0124 

Meter - IBT Block 4 (c/kw h)  Block 4 ( > 600 Kw h)          1.7582          1.8764          1.9957          2.1344 

Meter - IBT Block 5 (c/kw h)  (fill in thresholds) 

Prepaid - IBT Block 1 (c/kw h)  Block 1 (0 - 50 Kw h)          1.1177          1.1928          1.2687          1.3568 

Prepaid - IBT Block 2 (c/kw h)  Block 2 (51 - 350 Kw h)          1.5321          1.6351          1.7390          1.8599 

Prepaid - IBT Block 3 (c/kw h)  Block 3 (351 - 600 Kw h)          1.6577          1.7691          1.8816          2.0124 

Prepaid - IBT Block 4 (c/kw h)  Block 4 ( > 600 Kw h)          1.7582          1.8764          1.9957          2.1344 

Prepaid - IBT Block 5 (c/kw h)  (fill in thresholds) 

Other

Current Year 

2013/14

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA13a Service Tariffs by category

Description
Provide description of tariff 

structure where appropriate
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A comparison between current electricity charges and increases are presented in the table 

above the following can be summarised: 

 

For all IBT blocks the average tariff increase are as follow, from  

2013/14 to 2014/15, the average tariff increase is 6.72% 

2014/15 to 2015/16, the average tariff increase is 6.36% 

2015/16 to 2016/17, the average tariff increase is 6.95% 

 

Block 1 (0 - 50Kwh) from 

2013/14 to 2014/15 the R-Value increase is R0.0751 (c/Kwh).  

2014/15 to 2015/16 the R-Value increase is R0.0759 (c/Kwh) 

2015/16 to 2016/17 the R-Value increase is R0.0881 (c/Kwh) 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R0.2391 (c/Kwh) 

 

Block 2 (51 - 350Kwh) from 

2013/14 to 2014/15 the R-Value increase is R0.1030 (c/Kwh).  

2014/15 to 2015/16 the R-Value increase is R0.1039 (c/Kwh) 

2015/16 to 2016/17 the R-Value increase is R0.1209 (c/Kwh) 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R0.3278 (c/Kwh) 

 

Block 3 (351 - 600Kwh) from 

2013/14 to 2014/15 the R-Value increase is R0.1114 (c/Kwh).  

2014/15 to 2015/16 the R-Value increase is R0.1125 (c/Kwh) 

2015/16 to 2016/17 the R-Value increase is R0.1308 (c/Kwh) 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R0.3547 (c/Kwh) 

 

Block 4 (> 600Kwh) from 

2013/14 to 2014/15 the R-Value increase is R0.1182 (c/Kwh).  

2014/15 to 2015/16 R-Value increase is R0.1193 (c/Kwh) 

2015/16 to 2016/17 the R-Value increase is R0.1387 (c/Kwh) 

The overall R-Value increase over the MTREF is R0.3762 (c/Kwh) 

2013/14

R-Value 

(c/Kwh) % Increase

R-Value 

Increase 

(c/Kwh) % Increase

R-Value 

Increase 

(c/Kwh) % Increase

R-Value 

Increase 

(c/Kwh)

 Block 1 (0 - 50 Kw h)             1.1177 6.72%          0.0751 6.36%          0.0759 6.94%          0.0881          0.2391 

 Block 2 (51 - 350 Kw h)             1.5321 6.72%          0.1030 6.35%          0.1039 6.95%          0.1209          0.3278 

 Block 3 (351 - 600 Kw h)             1.6577 6.72%          0.1114 6.36%          0.1125 6.95%          0.1308          0.3547 

 Block 4 ( > 600 Kw h)             1.7582 6.72%          0.1182 6.36%          0.1193 6.95%          0.1387          0.3762 

Electricity Tariffs Increase 

over MTREF 

(c/kwh)

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17
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NERSA Application 

 The NERSA guideline electricity tariff increase for the upcoming financial year is 7.39 

%2 

 Sol Plaatje Municipality has submitted an application for approval of its tariffs on the 

28th of February 2014 and is still awaiting feedback. 

 The basis of this application is requesting NERSA to approve an increase in our 

electricity tariffs of 6.7 % for all categories of users. 

 These tariffs must still be taken to the public and Council for consideration. 

 

As indicated in the tables below we requested approval of the following billing structures and 

tariffs from NERSA. Please note that the tariffs quoted herein are all EXCLUDING VAT. 

Domestic Users 

DOMESTIC USERS 

Proposed IBT Tariffs 2014/2015 R/kWh 

BLOCK 1 BLOCK 2 BLOCK 3 BLOCK 4 

0-50 51-350 351-600 >600 

1.0461 1.4340 1.5515 1.6455 

Commercial Small Power Users 

COMMERCIAL SMALL POWER USERS (<100kVa) 

Proposed Tariffs for the Financial Year 2014/2015 
EXCLUDING VAT 

Tariff Description Tariff – R/kWh 

Small Power Users R 1.9612 

 

Large Power Users 

Proposed Tariffs for the Financial Year 2014/2015 

Energy Charges R/kWh EXCLUDING VAT 

High Demand Season 

June - August 

Peak Standard Off-peak 

R 3.2839 R 1.3213 R 0.8221 

Low Demand Season 

September - May 

R 1.5808 R 0.9306 R 0.7133 

Network Access Charge 
R/kVA 

Network Demand Charge 
R/kVA 

Basic Charge - per 
month 

R 36.88 R 109.47 R 2 880.90 

 

  

                                                
2
 Per correspondence from NERSA dated the 20

th
 of November 2013 
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Overall impact of tariffs on households 

The following table 16 shows the overall expected impact on the tariff increases on large, 

medium households and small households receiving free basis services in the 2014/15 

financial year. 

 

3.2 Operating expenditure framework 

The municipality’s expenditure for the 2014/15 budget and MTREF is informed by the 
following: 
 

• Modelling of feasible and sustainable budgets over the medium term, 

• Cognisance of international, national and local economic- and fiscal conditions, 

• Expenditure limits set by realistic and realisable revenue levels, 

 The asset repairs and maintenance goals, 

• Relevant (budget and other) legislative imperatives, and 

 Operational gains and efficiencies directed to fund areas of strategic priority and 
known commitments. 
 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA14 Household bills

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Rand/cent % incr.

Monthly Account for Household - 'Middle 

Income Range'

1

Rates and services charges:

Property  rates          453.04          497.89          512.21          557.90          557.90          557.90             7.0%          596.87          652.38          711.10 

Electricity : Basic lev y          126.78          180.66          198.70 

Electricity : Consumption          730.35          910.00        1 000.88        1 432.65        1 432.65        1 432.65             6.7%        1 538.36        1 636.20        1 749.92 

Water: Basic lev y

Water: Consumption          253.51          293.13          340.22          370.53          370.53          370.53           15.0%          426.09          447.53          474.74 

Sanitation            71.53            78.59            86.45            92.09            92.09            92.09             6.5%            98.08          104.54          111.82 

Refuse remov al            52.89            57.24            61.82            66.08            66.08            66.08             5.9%            69.98            75.65            79.54 

Other

sub-total        1 688.10        2 017.51        2 200.27        2 519.25        2 519.25        2 519.25             8.3%        2 729.39        2 916.30        3 127.11 

VAT on Serv ices          172.91          212.75          236.33          274.59          274.59          274.59          298.55          316.95          338.24 

Total large household bill:        1 861.01        2 230.25        2 436.59        2 793.84        2 793.84        2 793.84             8.4%        3 027.94        3 233.25        3 465.36 

% increase/-decrease           19.8%             9.3%           14.7%                 –                  –              8.4%             6.8%             7.2% 

Monthly Account for Household - 'Affordable 

Range' 

2

Rates and services charges:

Property  rates            84.90          335.50          362.66          395.01          395.01          395.01             7.0%          422.60          461.91          503.48 

Electricity : Basic lev y

Electricity : Consumption          508.13          621.71          654.12          670.32          670.32          670.32             6.7%          715.38          760.88          813.76 

Water: Basic lev y

Water: Consumption          198.90          227.80          268.41          292.33          292.33          292.33           15.0%          336.17          353.08          374.55 

Sanitation            71.53            78.59            86.45            92.09            92.09            92.09             6.5%            98.08          104.54          111.82 

Refuse remov al            52.89            57.24            61.82            66.08            66.08            66.08             5.9%            69.98            75.65            79.54 

Other

sub-total          916.35        1 320.84        1 433.46        1 515.84        1 515.84        1 515.84             8.3%        1 642.22        1 756.06        1 883.15 

VAT on Serv ices          116.40          137.95          149.91          156.92          156.92          156.92          170.75          181.18          193.15 

Total small household bill:        1 032.75        1 458.79        1 583.37        1 672.75        1 672.75        1 672.75             8.4%        1 812.96        1 937.24        2 076.30 

% increase/-decrease           41.3%             8.5%             5.6%                 –                  –              8.4%             6.9%             7.2% 

            -0.79             -0.34             -1.00                 -   
Monthly Account for Household - 'Indigent' 

Household receiving free basic services

3

Rates and services charges:

Property  rates          197.15          213.11          232.12          232.12          232.12             7.0%          248.33          271.43          295.86 

Electricity : Basic lev y

Electricity : Consumption          279.30          349.16          384.03          385.01          385.01          385.01             6.7%          410.89          437.02          467.40 

Water: Basic lev y

Water: Consumption          145.48          162.47          178.61          194.53          194.53          194.53           15.0%          223.71          234.96          249.24 

Sanitation             6.5%                 –                  –  

Refuse remov al             5.9%                 –                  –  

Other   

sub-total          424.78          708.78          775.75          811.65          811.65          811.65             8.8%          882.93          943.41        1 012.50 

VAT on Serv ices            59.47            71.63            78.77            81.13            81.13            81.13            88.84            94.08          100.33 

Total small household bill:          484.25          780.41          854.51          892.79          892.79          892.79             8.8%          971.77        1 037.49        1 112.83 

% increase/-decrease           61.2%             9.5%             4.5%                 –                  –              8.8%             6.8%             7.3% 

Ref

Current Year 2013/14

Description
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The following table 17 is a high level summary of the 2014/15 budget and MTREF  
 

 
 
The table 18 below reflects the percentage weighting per expenditure by type. 

 

Staff costs for the 2014/15 financial year amounts to R548,148 million and is an equivalent 
to 34% of the total operating expenditure. Based on the three year collective SALGBC 
agreement, salary increases that have been factored into this budget at a percentage 
increase of 7% for the 2014/15 financial year. Similar, inflation-linked increases are 
estimated for the outer years of the municipality’s MTREF. A provision has been made for 
Task Implementation. 
 
The cost associated with the remuneration of councillors is determined by the Minister of 
Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs in accordance with the Remuneration of 
Public Office Bearers Act, 1998 (Act 20 of 1998). The most recent proclamation in this 
regard has been taken into account in compiling the City’s budget. 
 
The provision for debt impairment was based on collection rates achieved to date and 
projected over the MTREF period, as well as the City’s arrears and debt recovery policies. 
For the 2014/15 financial year this amount equates to R145 million and escalates to 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Expenditure By Type

 Audited 

Outcome 

 Audited 

Outcome 

 Audited 

Outcome 

 Original 

Budget 

 Adjusted 

Budget 

 Full Year 

Forecast 

 Budget Year 

2014/15 

 Budget Year 

+1 2015/16 

 Budget Year 

+2 2016/17 

Employ ee related costs 365,241       407,342       435,428       490,534       498,334       498,334       547,624       581,540       614,684       

Remuneration of councillors 13,331         16,415         17,243         18,607         18,807         18,807         19,968         21,265         22,541         

Debt impairment 97,383         103,688       110,819       133,000       133,000       133,000       145,000       156,760       169,353       

Depreciation & asset impairment 39,520         38,888         42,291         49,150         49,150         49,150         52,550         56,916         61,664         

Finance charges 10,552         17,088         24,694         36,718         32,718         32,718         36,559         29,995         28,796         

Bulk purchases 234,315       290,022       347,076       379,000       399,000       399,000       422,000       456,460       492,221       

Other materials 51,065         68,422         68,982         83,300         84,660         84,660         87,135         91,403         95,825         

Transfers and grants 3,191           2,907           2,623           54,070         54,428         54,428         54,750         58,050         61,295         

Other ex penditure 213,722       253,694       241,651       251,225       294,175       294,175       266,997       277,297       293,870       

Total Expenditure 1,028,320     1,200,434     1,291,837     1,495,603     1,564,272     1,564,272     1,632,584     1,729,687     1,840,250     

 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework  Current Year 2013/14 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A4 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure)

Description

R thousand
Adjusted 

Budget

% 

Weighting

Budget Year 

2014/15

% 

Weighting

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

% 

Weighting

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

% 

Weighting

Expenditure By Type

Employ ee related costs 498,334      32% 547,624      34% 581,540      34% 614,684      33%

Remuneration of councillors 18,807        1% 19,968        1% 21,265        1% 22,541        1%

Debt impairment 133,000      9% 145,000      9% 156,760      9% 169,353      9%

Depreciation & asset impairment 49,150        3% 52,550        3% 56,916        3% 61,664        3%

Finance charges 32,718        2% 36,559        2% 29,995        2% 28,796        2%

Bulk purchases 399,000      26% 422,000      26% 456,460      26% 492,221      27%

Other materials 84,660        5% 87,135        5% 91,403        5% 95,825        5%

Contracted serv ices –              0% –              0% –              0% –              0%

Transfers and grants 54,428        3% 54,750        3% 58,050        3% 61,295        3%

Other ex penditure 294,175      19% 266,997      16% 277,297      16% 293,870      16%

Loss on disposal of PPE –              0% –              0% –              0% –              0%

Total Expenditure 1,564,272    100% 1,632,584    100% 1,729,687    100% 1,840,250    100%

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework
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R156,760 million in 2015/16. While this expenditure is considered to be a non-cash flow 
item, it informs the total cost associated with rendering the services of the municipality, as 
well as the municipality’s realistically anticipated revenues. 
 
Budget appropriations for depreciation and asset impairment total R52,550 million for the 
2014/15 financial year. The increase in the outer years is mainly due to the projected 85% 
capital budget expenditure on qualifying assets. In addition, multi-year projects, which were 
previously capitalised in final year of the budget is now capitalised when the asset is 
commissioned. Moveable assets are depreciated in the same year based on full budget 
spending and a detail assessment of each project is now performed to evaluate asset life 
span before calculation for the actual budget. 
 
Finance charges consist primarily of the repayment of interest on long-term borrowing (cost 
of capital). Finance charges equates to 2 per cent (R36,559 million) of 2014/15 operating 
expenditure, and it includes redemption costs. There are no new loans planned for 2014/15 
MTREF. 
 
Budgetary provision for bulk purchases are largely informed by the purchase of electricity 
and water from the suppliers, i.e. Eskom and DWA. In this regard, annual price increases 
have been factored into the budget appropriations, which in turn impacts on tariff 
requirements for these tariff-based services. 
 
Other materials provisions cater for sundry items such as the purchase of materials for 
maintenance as well as the hiring of machinery and equipment and labour costs. The annual 
budget of other materials for 2014/15 is R87,135 million which equates to 5% of the total 
operating budget. The allocation is kept at 5% of total budget for the two outer years being 
2015/16 and 2016/17 in the amounts of R91,403 million and R95,825 million respectively. 
 
The following graph gives a breakdown of the main expenditure categories for 2014/15 to 
2016/17. 
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Priority given to Repairs and Maintenance 
 
The municipality acknowledges its obligation to optimally preserve its extended asset base 
and recognises current inherent backlogs in this regard. There have been significant 
improvements in the approach for the budgeting of repairs and maintenance in recent 
financial years. The 2014/15 appropriations again are aiming for an above CPI level on year 
on year increases to this cost component.  
 
In terms of the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations, operational repairs and 
maintenance is not considered a direct expenditure driver, but an outcome of other 
expenditures, such as remuneration, purchases of materials and contracted services. 
Considering these cost drivers, the following table is a consolidation of all the expenditures 
associated with repairs and maintenance. 
 
The total Repairs & Maintenance allocation for 2014/15 equates to R87,135 million, whilst in 
2015/16, the budget is projected to increase by 5% to R91,403 million and by a further 5% in 
2016/17 to R95,825 million.  
 
The bulk of labour costs is included under Total employee related costs which results in a 
reduced actual expenditure incurred under Repairs and Maintenance. 
 
Operational repairs and maintenance (by service) as depicted in table 19 below 
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NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA34c Repairs and maintenance expenditure by asset class

Description Ref 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand 1
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Repairs and maintenance expenditure by Asset Class/Sub-class

Infrastructure 44 857         55 679         54 868         71 300         73 300         73 300         72 091         76 386         80 798         

Infrastructure - Road transport 14 373         16 896         18 197         15 500         16 500         16 500         15 376         14 009         14 014         

Roads, Pavements & Bridges 14 373         16 896         18 197         15 500         16 500         16 500         15 376         14 009         14 014         

Storm water –               –               

Infrastructure - Electricity 13 227         20 228         21 672         16 920         16 920         16 920         16 579         18 115         19 615         

Generation –               –               

Transmission & Reticulation 9 169           13 969         14 126         14 000         14 000         14 000         10 779         11 793         12 724         

Street Lighting 4 058           6 259           7 546           2 920           2 920           2 920           5 800           6 322           6 891           

Infrastructure - Water 13 240         18 555         15 000         28 880         29 380         29 380         29 037         30 836         32 316         

Dams & Reservoirs 191              543              420              420              420              

Water purification 139              156              172              460              460              460              

Reticulation 12 911         17 856         14 828         28 000         28 500         28 500         29 037         30 836         32 316         

Infrastructure - Sanitation 3 410           –               –               2 500           3 000           3 000           6 449           8 540           9 521           

Reticulation 2 242           2 500           3 000           3 000           6 449           8 540           9 521           

Sewerage purification 1 167           –               –               

Infrastructure - Other 607              –               –               7 500           7 500           7 500           4 650           4 886           5 332           

Waste Management 568              7 500           7 500           7 500           4 650           4 886           5 332           

Transportation 2 –               –               

Gas –               –               

Other 3 39               –               –               

Community 4 722           10 576         11 716         6 750           8 360           8 360           9 890           9 805           9 827           

Parks & gardens 164              189              211              1 350           2 670           2 670           3 250           3 460           3 712           

Sportsfields & stadia –               –               

Sw imming pools 157              165              172              250              250              250              300              320              335              

Community  halls 345              389              412              550              550              550              620              650              670              

Libraries 118              124              129              200              200              200              220              210              200              

Recreational facilities 1 023           4 106           4 125           1 000           1 000           1 000           1 250           1 100           1 000           

Fire, safety  & emergency 1 628           3 589           4 580           2 000           2 000           2 000           2 500           2 300           2 170           

Security  and policing –               –               

Buses 7 –               –               

Clinics 307              269              293              500              500              500              530              550              540              

Museums & Art Galleries –               –               

Cemeteries 228              489              493              500              500              500              500              500              500              

Social rental housing 8 –               –               

Other 751              1 256           1 301           400              690              690              720              715              700              

Heritage assets –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Buildings

Other 9

Investment properties –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Housing dev elopment

Other

Other assets 1 487           2 167           2 398           5 250           3 000           3 000           5 155           5 212           5 200           

General v ehicles 1 000           1 000           1 000           1 200           1 100           1 000           

Specialised v ehicles 10 –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Plant & equipment –               –               

Computers - hardw are/equipment –               –               

Furniture and other office equipment 804              1 185           1 358           1 650           1 650           1 650           1 890           1 920           1 940           

Abattoirs –               –               

Markets 390              518              527              300              300              300              315              322              325              

Civ ic Land and Buildings –               –               

Other Buildings 292              464              513              500              500              500              550              570              585              

Other Land –               –               

Surplus Assets - (Inv estment or Inv entory ) –               –               

Other 1 800           (450)             (450)             1 200           1 300           1 350           

Agricultural assets –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

List sub-class

Biological assets –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

List sub-class

Intangibles –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Computers - softw are & programming

Other (list sub-class)

Total Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure 1 51 065         68 422         68 982         83 300         84 660         84 660         87 136         91 403         95 825         

Specialised vehicles –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Refuse

Fire

Conserv ancy

Ambulances

R&M as a % of PPE 6.1% 7.4% 6.5% 6.4% 6.2% 6.2% 6.7% 6.6% 6.8%

R&M as % Operating Expenditure 5.0% 5.7% 5.3% 5.6% 5.4% 5.4% 5.3% 5.3% 5.2%

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
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3.3 Free Basic Services: Basic Social Services Package 

 
The City provides free basic services (electricity, refuse removal, water, sanitation and rates) 
to residential properties by application by those with limited income levels. 
 
The procedure allows any resident who is required to pay for the mentioned services and 
whose gross monthly household income is R3,750 or below, to register as indigent to 
receive the same benefits. A target of 12 000 households is estimated to be registered as 
such. It should be noted that the poverty level income for households is set at R2,300 as per 
the new equitable share formula. 
 
The municipality shall supply free basic electricity of 50kWh per month to each household 
verified. The assistance to the households mentioned above are regulated by Council’s 
budget related policies which are reviewed annually based on modelling the impact of the 
tariffs and policies on all residential properties. All the free basic services are provided for in 
the municipality’s operating budget under grants and subsidies made. 
 
The municipality also grant a discount to pensioners in the form of a 50% subsidisation of 

their property rates –this then forms part of Cost of FBS as it is subsidised by equitable 

share. Requirements for Pensioner Subsidy is indicated below: 

 

 Accountholder must be the registered owner and full time occupant of property 

 Household income may not exceed R 130,000.00 per annum (gross income) 

 May not be registered as indigent and in receipt of an Indigent Subsidy 

 Only owners of property with rating category “Residential” qualify 

 Must be at least 60 years of age on the 1st of July of the financial year concerned. 

 No additional dwelling on the property or residential business 

 May not own more than one residential property 

 

On the matter of the assumptions regarding the pensioner subsidy, we increase it 

substantially from the current year because the income threshold for qualifying has moved 

from R90,000.00 to R130,000.00 – we anticipate more successful applications. 

The difference in the actual indigent subsidy calculated of R46m and the R50m provided 

under Grants and subsidies paid is mainly attributable to the bulk provision of water by 

means of standpipes that will have to billed or at least estimated on an average usage per 

month. Secondly provision is also made for the refuse collection of informal settlements of 

about 6,000 households. It should also be noted that the indigent subsidy excludes VAT. 
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The following are the proposed tariffs for services as per the proposed tariffs and shall be 
funded from equitable share allocation for 2014/15 MTREF as contained in tables 20 and 21 
below. 
 

 
 
Free basic water of 6kl per month per household R4.76 
Free basic sanitation per month per household R124.23 
Free basic electricity 50kWh per month per household R1.1928 (c/Kwh) 
Free basic refuse removal per month per household R88.64 
 

 
 
3.4 Capital expenditure framework 
The capital expenditure framework is based on the key performance areas of the 

municipality as well as service delivery priorities as identified and agreed upon by Council 

with the public. 

Infrastructure development and provision of access to basic services remains priority in the 

2014/15 MTREF. However, due to the reduction in grants gazetted such as MIG and INEP, 

the current access to services backlog will even take longer to eradicate as the municipality 

shall not have the financial capacity to fund the projects. There is an apparent increase in 

demand for houses which leads to people invading vacant pieces of lands and later demand 

basic municipal services such as water, sanitation and electricity.  

Whereas the key objective of the municipality is Infrastructure led growth path in the local 

economy to ensure sustainable development, the following have been identified as priority 

spending areas in the capital expenditure budget for 2014/15 and the two outer years up to 

2016/17 

 Bulk Infrastructure projects  

 Roads rehabilitation and development 

 Towards a Green Economy 

 Energy saving 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A10 Basic service delivery measurement

Level of 

Service
Per Month

Tariff 

2014/15

Tariff 

2015/16

Tariff 

2016/17

Budget 

Year 

2014/15

Budget 

Year +1 

2015/16

Budget 

Year +2 

2016/17

Budgeted No of Indigents (Thousands) 12               14               16               

R R R R'000 R'000 R'000

Cost of Free Basic Services provided (R'000)

Water (6 kilolitres per household per month) 6 12 4.76            5.00            5.30           4,329          4,832          5,423          

Sanitation (free sanitation service) (Flat Rate) 1 12 124.23        132.42        141.64       18,831        21,327        22,811        

Electricity/other energy (50kwh per household per month) 50 12 1.1928 1.2687 1.3568 10,045        10,684        11,426        

Refuse (removed once a week) (Flat Rate) 1 12 88.64          93.79          98.62         13,436        15,105        16,817        

Total cost of FBS provided (minimum social package) 46,640        51,947        56,477        

Description

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Groups of Individuals

Indigents subsidy 50,000         50,000         50,000         50,000         53,250         56,445         

Total Non-Cash Grants To Groups Of Individuals: –               –               –               50,000         50,000         50,000         50,000         53,250         56,445         

TOTAL NON-CASH TRANSFERS AND GRANTS –               –               –               50,000         50,000         50,000         50,000         53,250         56,445         

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA21 Transfers and grants made by the municipality
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 Climate change 

 Clean and Green City 

 Embark on a Growth and Development Strategy with a 30-year planning horizon 

 Inner City Revival linked to new University 

 Ward/Precinct Plans 

 Disaster management issues 

In the contrary, the growth in demand service is not mainly by paying residents including 

businesses, but by the indigent households. This is supported by the graph findings from 

Census 2011 and the charts below: 

 

 

 

Labour market Education (aged 20 +) 

Unemployment 
Rate (official) 

Youth Unemployment 
Rate (official) 
15-34 years 

No Schooling Matric Higher Education 

2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 

41,3% 31,9% 51,5% 41,7% 11,3% 7,1% 21,9% 29,2% 8,7% 10,4% 
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The following tables 23 and 24 are the projects for implementation in the 2014/15 and the 

two outer years 2015/16 to 2016/17 by municipal vote: 

 

 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A5 Budgeted Capital Expenditure by vote, standard classification and funding

Vote Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Capital expenditure - Vote

Multi-year expenditure  to be appropriated

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES –               –               –               –               –               –               12,994         8,410           10,660         

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING–               –               2,178           2,700           –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 67,397         110,668       175,180       83,980         83,980         83,980         74,774         49,735         38,515         

Capital multi-year expenditure sub-total 67,397         110,668       177,358       86,680         83,980         83,980         87,769         58,145         49,175         

Single-year expenditure to be appropriated

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 106             3,566           –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 396             394             –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 36               77               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES 271             1,226           –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 7,689           984             –               11,722         5,222           5,222           –               –               –               

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 2,310           685             1,923           1,000           3,850           3,850           1,000           1,500           6,000           

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING1,354           10,693         –               6,300           11,725         11,725         10,250         16,249         17,120         

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES –               –               –               133,165       192,736       192,736       32,164         18,045         11,861         

Capital single-year expenditure sub-total 12,162         17,625         1,923           152,187       213,533       213,533       43,414         35,794         34,981         

Total Capital Expenditure - Vote 79,559         128,292       179,281       238,867       297,513       297,513       131,183       93,939         84,156         

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
Current Year 2013/14
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As indicated in the chart above the bulk of the envisaged capital expenditure is designated to Infrastructure and Services which is broken down 

as follow 825% (2014/15), 72% (2015/16) and 60% (2016/17) 

This is followed by Community Services with the breakdown as follow 10% (2014/15), 9% (2015/16) and 13% (2016/17)  

Strategy, Economic Planning and Development 8% (2014/15), 17% (2015/16) and 20% (2016/17) 

Financial Services 1% (2014/15), 2% (2015/16) and 7% (2016/17) 

 

 

 –   

 20,000

 40,000

 60,000

 80,000

 100,000

 120,000

 140,000

Vote 1 -
EXECUTIVE

AND
COUNCIL

Vote 2 -
MUNICIPAL

AND
GENERAL

Vote 3 -
MUNICIPAL
MANAGER

Vote 4 -
CORPORATE

SERVICES

Vote 5 -
COMMUNITY
SERVICES

Vote 6 -
FINANCIAL
SERVICES

Vote 7 -
STRATEGY

ECON
DEVELOPME

NT AND
PLANNING

Vote 8 -
INFRASTRUC

TURE AND
SERVICES

Total

Budget Year 2014/15 –   –   –   –   12,994 1,000 10,250 106,938 131,183

Budget Year +1 2015/16 –   –   –   –   8,410 1,500 16,249 67,780 93,939

Budget Year +2 2016/17 –   –   –   –   10,660 6,000 17,120 50,376 84,156

% Spent Budget Year 2014/15 0% 0% 0% 0% 10% 1% 8% 82% 100%

% Spent Budget Year +1 2015/16 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 2% 17% 72% 100%

% Spent Budget Year +2 2016/17 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 7% 20% 60% 100%

R
'0

0
0
 

Capital Expenditure per Municipal Vote 
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Indicated in the chart above is the budgeted capital expenditure per Standard Classification of the bulk of the capital expenditure to be incurred 

is on Waster Water Management and Water for 2014/15 financial year.. 

 

 –   

 20,000

 40,000

 60,000

 80,000

 100,000

 120,000

 140,000

Budget and
treasury office

Community
and social
services

Planning and
development

Electricity Water Waste water
management

Waste
management

Other Total

Budget Year 2014/15 1,000 12,994 10,250 3,000 29,164 62,774 –   12,000 131,183

Budget Year +1 2015/16 1,500 8,410 16,249 5,045 27,000 26,735 –   9,000 93,939

Budget Year +2 2016/17 6,000 10,660 17,120 7,861 13,000 –   –   29,515 84,156

% Spent Budget Year 2014/15 1% 10% 8% 2% 22% 48% 0% 9% 100%

% Spent Budget Year +1 2015/16 2% 9% 17% 5% 29% 28% 0% 10% 100%

% Spent Budget Year +2 2016/17 7% 13% 20% 9% 15% 0% 0% 35% 100%

R
'0

0
0
 

Capital Expenditure per Standard Classification 
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4. Annual budget tables 

Table A1: Adjustments Budget Summary 

Table A2: Adjustments Budget Financial Performance (standard classification)  

Table A3: Adjustments Budget Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure by 

municipal vote) 

Table A4: Adjustments Budget Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure)  

Table A5: Adjustments Capital Expenditure Budget by vote and funding 

Table A6: Adjustments Budget Financial Position 

Table A7: Adjustments Budget Cash Flows 

Table A8: Cash backed reserves/accumulated surplus reconciliation 

Table A9: Asset Management 

Table A10: Basic service delivery measurement 

Please refer to Section 1: Budget Schedules and supporting tables 

PART 2 – SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 
 
5. Overview of Annual Budget Process 
 
Section 24 of the MFMA requires the municipal council to, at least 30 days before the start of 
the financial year; consider the annual budget for approval. Whilst section 53 requires the 
Mayor of a municipality to provide general political guidance over the budget process and 
the priorities that must guide the preparation of the budget. In addition, Chapter 2 of the 
Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations, gazetted on 17 April 2009, states that the 
Mayor of a municipality must establish a Budget Steering Committee to provide technical 
assistance to the Mayor in discharging the responsibilities as set out in section 53 of the Act: 
 

(1) The mayor of a municipality must establish a budget steering committee (BSC) to 
provide technical assistance to the mayor in discharging the responsibilities set out in 
section 53 of the Act. 

(2) The Steering committee must consist of at least the following persons: 
a) the councillor responsible for financial matters; 
b) the municipal manager; 
c) the chief financial officer; 
d) the senior managers responsible for at least the three largest votes in the 
municipality; 
e) the manager responsible for budgeting; 
f) the manager responsible for planning; and 
g) any technical experts on infrastructure 
 

The 2014/15 financial year signifies the 3rd year of the current 5-year IDP cycle. Re-
allocation of resources was considered in terms of the IDP review, budget realities and 
sundry strategic considerations. The principles applied to the MTREF and presented to the 
BSC informed a number of financial scenarios over the short, medium term and long term. 
These scenarios are based on revenue and expenditure parameters applied to current 
financial plans and are utilised to calculate the affordability and sustainability of the City’s 
budget over the medium to long term. 
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Budget process overview 
 
Section 21 of the MFMA requires the Mayor to table a time schedule that sets out the 
process to draft the IDP and prepare the budget, 10 months before the start of the new 
financial year. At the postponed Mayoral Committee meeting held on 25 July 2013 it was 
referred back to MM for interaction with EMT and the Executive Mayor. At the special 
Mayoral Committee meeting of 5 August 2013, it was recommended by the Executive Mayor 
for approval by Council In compliance with this requirement, the IDP- and budget cycle time 
schedule (process plan) was tabled to Council on the 1 October 2013. 
 
In compliance to the above requirements, the budget process for the 2014/15 MTREF period 
proceeded according to the following timeline: 
 
August 2013 
Submission of IDP/Budget timetable to Council for approval; Outline of budget process to 
EMT; Strategic session with EMT / Mayco / BSC re budget strategy, process and guidance. 
 
September 2013 
Mayoral oversight in terms of Section 52 of the MFMA – Mayor provided strategic focus 
areas and guidance for the budget preparation process in terms of the Integrated 
Development Plan. 
 
October 2013 
Directorates-based consultative sessions with the IDP and Finance Departments; Executive 
Directors attended EMT and Council meetings 
Budget Steering Committee meetings 
Budget Integration Cluster Meetings  
 
November / December 2013 
Service departments workshop on their 2014/15 budget proposals  
BSC  
Capital investment plans for 3-year MTREF period and budgeting per strategic alignment to 
the draft IDP. 
 
January / February 2014 
Drafting of the detailed Operating and Capital Budgets. 
Tabling of the Mid-year Budget and performance assessment 
Tabling of the Adjustment Budget 
 
March 2014 
EMT 
BSC 
Mayoral Committee 
Informal Council meeting 
Tabling of the Annual Budget 
 
April 2014 
The budget, IDP and tariff proposals shall be published for comment and consultation as 
part of the public participation process. Comments received as a result of the public 
participation process to be submitted to Mayco for consideration. 
 
May 2014 
The 2013/14 MTREF budget, as amended, is scheduled for adoption by Council. 
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6. Overview of the alignment of annual budget with IDP 

The municipality’s Integrated Development Plan (IDP) is its principal strategic planning 
instrument, which guides and informs its on-going planning, management and development 
actions. The IDP represents the city administration’s commitment to exercise its executive 
authority (except in cases where it is in conflict with national or provincial legislation, in which 
case such legislation prevails), and is effectively the local government’s blueprint by which it 
strives to realise its vision for Sol Plaatje Municipality in the short, medium and long term. 
 
However, while the IDP represents the strategic intent of the municipality, it is also compiled 
with the understanding that a number of challenges will need to be overcome in order to 
achieve the strategic objectives it sets out. Some of these challenges are known, while 
others are as yet unknown and may arise at any time due to any number of national and 
international economic, political or social 
events. 
 
The 5-Year term of office IDP (2012/13-2016/17) for the municipality was developed in line 
with the Term of Office IDP Process Plan (2011/12 -2015/16), approved by Council and the 
2012/13 IDP and Budget Time-Schedule of Events approved by the Executive Mayor and 
noted by Council. 
 
The 2012/13 Time Schedule applicable to the IDP (2012/13-2016/17) review for the City 
included the following key IDP processes and deliverables: 
 

 Advertisement of time-schedule on website, local newspapers and notice boards; 

 Engagement with communities/Ward and Sector organisations to participate in the 
prioritisation of Council initiatives at Ward level; 

 Submission of summary of engagement inputs and responses to public inputs by line 
departments Councils  

 Table draft Annual Report to Mayco; 

 Table draft IDP and Budget Report to Mayco and Council; 

 Publication of 2012/13 oversight report; 

 Conduct IDP/ Municipal Scorecard (SDBIP)/Budget Public Hearings to obtain public 
comment from communities, provincial government and other relevant stakeholders 
on the draft IDP; 

 Final approval of the IDP/SDBIP and Budget document by Council resolution, 

 setting taxes and tariffs, approving changes to the IDP and budget related policies, 
approval of measurable performance objectives for revenue by source and 
expenditure by vote before the start of the financial year; 

 Notification of approved 2014/15-2016/17 reviewed IDP and Budget to public; 

 Response to public comment in respect of Budget, tariffs and policies; 

 Approval of performance agreements of the Municipal Manager and Section 57 
Managers by Executive Mayor within 28 days after the approval of the IDP and 
Budget. Submission to the MEC of Local Government and publication within 14 days 
after approval; and 

 Notification of approved 2014/2015 top management performance agreement (S57 
employees) to the public. 
 

Community Consultation 
 
In accordance with the MFMA, Municipal Systems Act (32 of 2000) and the Municipal 
Property Rates Act (6 of 2004), the tabled 2014/15 MTREF and associated documentation 
will be published for consultation after it is tabled in Council on 26 March 2014. As depicted 
in the table below is the proposed public participation programme for 2014/15. 
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The municipality’s priority objectives are set out in its Integrated Development Plan (IDP) 
which provides the strategic framework that guides the city’s planning and budgeting over 
the course of the five year political term. Five pillars have been identified to focus delivery 
and translate the electoral mandate into the organisational structures of the municipality. 
 
The 5 key performance areas of the municipality are: 
KPA 1: Provide an enabling environment for Local Economic Development in SPM within the 
context of National and Provincial Frameworks 
KPA 2: Infrastructure Development and Sustainable Service Delivery 
KPA 3: Municipal Financial Viability and Management 
KPA 4: Municipal Institutional Development and Transformation 
KPA 5: Good Governance and Public Participation 
 
The intergovernmental development agenda for Sol Plaatje Local Municipality 
 
The municipality engages with the Province and National Government in a structured and 
functional manner. At a political level, formal engagements between the Provincial Cabinet 
and the City’s Mayoral Committee take place quarterly through MUNMEC and IGR.  
 
Internally, administration interacts with various committees of Councils and through the 
Mayoral Committee. These interactions are aimed at ensuring maximum benefit for the 
municipality through better planning, coordination and accountability among all spheres of 
government; enhancing the municipality’s strategic objectives of infrastructure investment for 
economic growth, service delivery and institutional efficiency and achieving better and more 
efficient resource utilisation.  
 
In short, all the aforementioned engagements are aimed at ensuring that the municipality 
extracts value and benefit from its participation in intergovernmental and international 
cooperative relations. The national and provincial priorities, policies and strategies of 
importance include amongst others which is are driving forces by the IDP 2012/13 – 2016/17 

 Towards a Fifteen Year Review:  

 National Spatial Development Perspective: 

 AsgiSA: Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative, South Africa 

 The Local Government Turnaround Strategy (LGTAS)  

 The Outcomes Based Approach to Service Delivery  

 National Development Plan (NDP) –Vision 2030 

 Northern Cape Growth and Development Strategy 

 Frances Baard Growth and Development Strategy 
 
The vision of the municipality is  
 

SOL PLAATJE, A DYNAMIC AND CARING MUNICIPALITY THAT PROVIDES A 
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF AFFORDABLE SERVICES TO ALL ITS RESIDENTS 

 
The budget is allocated against the five strategic focus areas. This visionary framework is 
rolled out into objectives, key performance indicators (KPIs) and targets for implementation. 
These are then broken down into Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plans 
(SDBIPs) that reflect the detailed projects. Each of these projects is allocated budgetary and 
other resources. 
 
The figure as depicted in table 25 below visually represents the link between the IDP and the 
Budget: 
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Strategic Objective

R thousand

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

To prov ide an enabling env ironment for LED in SPM w ithin the contex t of 

National and Prov incial Framew orks

To initiate, lead and sustain an inv estment env ironment for job creation in the 

SPM Area

To lev erage municipal assets and the municipal procurement process w ith 

the v iew  to stimulate redistribution and grow th

To ensure adequate prov ision of new  bulk infrastructure to unlock and sustain 

dev elopment and grow th

To ensure continuous maintenance, refurbishment, upgrade and replacement 

of ex isting infrastructure assets

To ensure sustainable deliv ery  in respect of w ater and sanitation, electricity , 

solid w aste management and roads and stormw ater as w ell as community  

serv ices to all residents of SPMTo ensure sustainable deliv ery  of community  serv ices (personal health, 

env ironmental health, libraries, parks and recreation, emergency  and traffic 

serv ices) to all residents of SPM

KPA 3:                                 

Municipal Financial Viability  

and Management

Ensure sound financial management and financial sustainability  of SPM

434,847            501,391          544,507          101,510            107,874         114,115         1,000           1,500           6,000           

To prov ide an ov erarching framew ork for sustainable municipal performance 

improv ement

To prov ide a framew ork for Municipal Transformation and Institutional 

Dev elopment

To ensure an Unqualified Audit Report

To enhance the public profile, reputation and positioning of the SPM

Total 1,737,337         1,814,736        1,922,808        1,632,583         1,729,688       1,840,251       131,183        93,939         84,156         

Goal

1,233,828       119,933        76,190         61,036         

–               

1,076,505        

–               –               –               

221,574          217,133          398,165            410,916         432,972         –               –               

43,632           

6,336               

226,172            

6,716              7,086              14,042              14,885           15,704           

1,061,942         1,145,032        

8,039               8,550              9,050              38,723              41,189           

1,080,143         1,154,824       

KPA 5:                                 

Good Gov ernance and Public 

Participation

KPA 4:                                

Municipal Institutional 

Dev elopment and 

Transformation

KPA2:                                  

Basic and Sustainable 

Serv ice Deliv ery  and 

Infrastructure Dev elopment

KPA 1:                                 

Local Economic Dev elopment

Revenue Capital ExpenditureExpenditure

10,250         16,249         17,120         
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7. Measurable performance objectives and indicators 

The Municipality endeavours to have a seamless link between IDP, as the strategic plan, the 

Budget, the SDBIP, which operationalise the IDP and the Budget and the performance 

agreements of top and middle management – as well as to all levels of staff. This is 

illustrated in the diagramme below: 

 

The IDP include a Multi-Year Municipal Performance Plan setting the annual KPI’s and 

targets for each IDP Objective aligned to the key focus areas for the 2014/15 MTREF has 

been prepared considering the available resources and possible financial risks. 

The Key Performance Indicators and targets identified for the 2014/15 Financial Year are per 

Municipal Vote (Directorate). It assigns the responsibility of each Directorate for its specific 

KPI and target. These KPI’s and Targets again inform the Performance Contract for the 

Municipal Manager and Managers accountable to the Municipal Manager as well as middle 

managers. 
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As depicted in Table 26 below are the key IDP objectives and Key Performance Indicators as per supporting table SA7 

Description Unit of measurement 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 Current Year 2013/14 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Original 
Budget 

Adjusted 
Budget 

Full Year 
Forecast 

Budget 
Year 

2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget 
Year +2 
2016/17 

1. Local Economic Development                     

1.1 To provide an enabling 
environment for LED in SPM within 
the context of National and Provincial 
Frameworks 

                    

Ensuring the turnaround time for building 
plan approval to 4 weeks by 30 June 
2015 for buildings or architectural 
buildings less than 500 m2 in accordance 
with NBRBSA - 103/1977  

Average time in weeks 
to approve building 
plans 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

12 weeks 8 weeks  4 weeks 10 weeks  10 weeks 8 6 4 

Ensuring the turnaround time for building 
plan approval to 60 days (8 weeks) by 30 
June 2015 for buildings or architectural 
buildings more than 500m² in accordance 
with NBRBSA - 103/1977  

Average time in weeks 
to approve building 
plans 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

12 weeks 8 weeks 8 weeks 10 weeks  10 weeks 10 9 8 

Improving the turnaround time for 
development applications (rezoning) from 
receipt of all sectional comments, 
submission to Development and Planning 
Committee and Council to 12 weeks by 
30 June 2014 

Average time in weeks 
to approve building 
plans 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

12 - 
16weeks 

8 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 12 12 

1.2 To initiate, lead and sustain an 
investment environment for job 
creation in the SPM Area 

                    

Create 400 FTE jobs through initiatives of 
the SPM (including LED, EPWP, Capital 
Projects, Maintenance activities etc) 
annually (by 30 June 2017) 

No of FTE jobs created 280 115 115 320 320 320 300 350 375 

To alienate earmarked Municipal land 
and properties for development purposes 
in line with the SDF/LUMS  

R value of proceeds 
received from land  
and property sales 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000  7,000,000  7,000,000  

                      

1.3 To leverage municipal assets and 
the municipal assets and the 
municipal procurement process with 
the view to stimulate redistribution 
and growth 
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Description Unit of measurement 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 Current Year 2013/14 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Original 
Budget 

Adjusted 
Budget 

Full Year 
Forecast 

Budget 
Year 

2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget 
Year +2 
2016/17 

Ensuring that at least 60% of the 
Municipality's own procurement for goods 
and services are sourced from local BEE 
and SMME service providers quarterly 
(Supply Chain Management) 

% of the Municipality's 
own procurement for 
goods and services 

65% 63% 65% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 

2. Service Delivery                     

2.1 To ensure adequate provision of 
bulk infrastructure to unlock and 
sustain development and growth 

                    

Replace 2 old high lift pumps at Riverton 
Waste Purification Works with new ones 
by December 2014  

% progress with the 
implementation of the 
project 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

2 60% 60% 100%     

2.2 To ensure continuous 
maintenance, refurbishment, upgrade 
and replacement of existing 
infrastructure assets 

                    

Decrease electricity losses to 12% by 30 
June 2017 

% electricity losses 16% 27% 
Not a target 
in this FY 

15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 14% 

Decrease non-revenue water losses to 
20% by 30 June 2017  

% water losses 58% 35% 
Not a target 
in this FY 

35% 35% 35% 30% 25% 20% 

Meters of bulk pipe 
lines fixed 

                  

Save 10 MW of electricity during peak 
times by switching off 2 kW geysers of 25 
000 households as requested by Eskom 

Units of electricity 
saved 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

10 MW 10MW 10MW 10MW 10MW 10MW 

Achieve Bluedrop Status by 30 June 
2017 

% status achieved 
Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

90% 90% 90% 92% 95% 100% 

Achieve Greendrop Status by 30 June 
2017 

% status achieved 
Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

85% 85% 85% 90% 95% 100% 

Paving of 8,5 km of residential streets by 
30 June 2017  

Km of streets paved 
Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

2.5 km 5.5 km  8.5 km 

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 
respect of water and sanitation, 
electricity, solid waste management, 
housing and roads and stormwater 
services to all residents of SPM 
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Description Unit of measurement 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 Current Year 2013/14 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Original 
Budget 

Adjusted 
Budget 

Full Year 
Forecast 

Budget 
Year 

2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget 
Year +2 
2016/17 

2492 Additional Households connected 
to water network by 30 June 2017 

No of houses 
connected to water 
network 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

836 1356 1356 892 1692 2492 

2492 Additional Households connected 
to sewer network by 30 June 2017 

No of houses 
connected to sewer 
network 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

836 1356 1356 892 1692 2492 

1800 Additional Households provided 
with a weekly solid waste removal 
service by 30 June 2017 

No of houses receiving 
a weekly solid waste 
removal service 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

600 600 600 600 1200 1800 

786 Additional  households connected to 
the electricity network by 30 June 2017 

No of houses 
connected to electricity 
network 

1 
Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

1287 1700 1700 214 571 786 

Indigent households to receive free basic 
services (water, electricity and waste 
removal according to national guidelines) 
by 30 June 2017 

No of indigent 
households receiving 
free basic services 

0 
Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

12000 12000 12000 12,000  14,000  16,000  

1375 Additional Households provided 
with a subsidised house by 30 June 2017 

No of houses 
constructed 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

440 787 787 375 875 1375 

2000 Additional new erven planned, 
surveyed and ready for installation of 
municipal services in existing informal 
settlements by 30 June 2017 

No of erven surveyed 
on approved SG 
diagramme 

10% 
Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

1136 1272 1272 - 1,000 2,000 

A planned, prioritised and budgetted 
operational plan for each section in the 
Directorate Community and Social 
Services (Personal Health, 
Environmental Health, Library, Parks and 
Recreation, Emergency, Traffic, Motor 
Registration and Licensing and Social 
Development) 

% of operational plans 
submitted 

85% 
Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

To improve the SCM turnaround time to 
12 weeks for annual contracts from 
closing date to date of award 

Average time in weeks 
to awards tenders 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 

To improve the SCM turnaround time to 6 
weeks for once of contracts from closing 
date to date of award  

Average time in weeks 
to awards tenders 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 

3. Financial Management and Viability                     

3.1 To ensure sound financial                     
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Description Unit of measurement 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 Current Year 2013/14 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Original 
Budget 

Adjusted 
Budget 

Full Year 
Forecast 

Budget 
Year 

2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget 
Year +2 
2016/17 

management and financial 
sustainability of the SPM 

Improve revenue enhancement by 
ensuring a collection rate of 95%  after 
debt write off  by 30 June 2017 

% collection rate 85% 91% 88% 88% 88% 88% 88.5% 89.4% 90.5% 

To spend at least 95% of the Capital 
Budget (including grants) on capital 
projects identifed ito the IDP by 30 June 
2017 

% capex of capital 
budget 

100% 100% 100% 87% 87% 87% 87% 90% 95% 

To spend at least 95% of the Operational 
Budget annually (30 June) 

% opex of operational 
budget 

95% 94% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 

Maintain the debt coverage ratio at 
current levels or at least 2:1 against net 
assets of the municipality by 30 June 
2017 

Debt coverage  (Total 
operating revenue-
operating grants 
received)/debt service 
payments due within 
the year) 

25% 25% 25% 02:01 10:01 10:01 02:01 02:01 02:01 

Reducing the ratio of outstanding service 
debtors to revenue to 10% by 30 June 
2017 

Service debtors to 
revenue – (Total 
outstanding service 
debtors/ revenue 
received for services) 

25% 24% 25% 40% 40% 40% 35% 20% 10% 

Increase the cost coverage ratio to 3:1 
annually or maintain the current status by 
30 June 2017 

Cost coverage 
(Available cash + 
investments/ monthly 
fixed operating 
expenditure) 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

02:01 03:01 03:01 03:01 03:01 03:01 

Increase the municipal reserves by at 
least 10% per annum from the previous 
year's actual balance annually (30 June) 

% increase 300% 200% 16% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 

To spend at least 10% of the operational 
budget on O & M by 30 June 2017 

% spend on O&M 5% 5% 6% 6% 6% 6% 7% 8% 10% 

Decrease employee related costs to 30 
% of the Operational Budget by 30 June 
2017 

Employee related cost 
as a % of Ops Budget 

36% 34% 33% 33% 34% 34% 33% 31% 30% 

4. Municipal Institution and 
Transformation 

                    

4.1 To provide an overarching 
framework for sustainable municipal 
performance improvement 
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Description Unit of measurement 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 Current Year 2013/14 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Original 
Budget 

Adjusted 
Budget 

Full Year 
Forecast 

Budget 
Year 

2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget 
Year +2 
2016/17 

Review Integrated Performance 
Management Policy annually by 31 May 

% progress in 
reviewing PMS Policy 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Complete individual performance 
management to all levels of staff by 30 
June 2017 

% progress in 
establish PMS to all 
levels 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

60% 20% 20% 50% 75% 100% 

Conduct bi-annual performance 
assessments of the Municipal Manager 
and Managers reporting directly to the 
Municipal Manager annually 

No of assessments 
conducted 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

Submit quarterly organisational 
performance reports to the Executive 
Mayor by the 20th of the month following 
the end of each Quarter 

No of reports 
submitted 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

4 4 4 4 4 4 

Conduct bi-annual performance 
assessments of Middle Management (up 
to level 6) annually by 30 June 

No of assessments 
conducted 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

4.2  To provide a framework for 
Municipal Transformation and 
Institutional Development 

                    

An approved Human Resource 
Management Plan with specific reference 
to staffing (attraction/retention), HRA, 
HRM and HRD by 30 June 2017 

% progress in 
preparing HRM Plan 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

100% 100% 50% 50% 100% 100% 100% 

All levels of personnel on the 
organogram of the SPM should be 100% 
representative according to the 
Employment Equity Plan of the 
Municipality as well as the most recent 
Provincial EAP Profiles by 30 June 2017 

% progress  100% 100% 100% 87% 87% 87% 70% 70% 70% 

Facilitate the implementation of an 
Enterprise Risk Management Framework 
annually 

Number of Risk 
assessments 
conducted 

- - - - - - 4 4 4 

Submission of an Annual Report on risk 
management maturity level of SPM to NT 
by 30 June each year 

Maturity report 
submitted 

- - - - - - 1 1 1 

5. Good Governance and Public 
Participation 

                    

5.1 Ensure an Unqualified Audit 
Report 
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Description Unit of measurement 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 Current Year 2013/14 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Audited 
Outcome 

Original 
Budget 

Adjusted 
Budget 

Full Year 
Forecast 

Budget 
Year 

2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget 
Year +2 
2016/17 

To implement an effective and efficient 
Supply Chain Management System by 
ensuring that successful appeals is not 
more than 5% of tenders/quotes 
submitted by 30 June 2014 

% successful appeals  
Not a 
target in 
this FY 

0% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Ensure a clean audit report by 30 June 
2017 

Annual AGSA opinion qualified qualified unqualified 50% 50% 50% 100% 100% 100% 

5.2 Enhance the Public Profile, 
Reputation and Positioning of SPM 

                    

Ensure an updated and interactive web 
site linked to other spheres of 
Government on a continuous basis 

% compliant to 
relevant legislation 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a 
target in 
this FY 

Not a target 
in this FY 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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8. Overview of budget related policies 

8.1 Overview of budget related-policies 

 
8.1.1 Approved policies 
 
The following budget-related policies have been approved by Council and are available on 
the municipal website. 
 
(1) Cash and Investment Policy approved on the 7/4/2005 as per resolution C22/2005 
(2) Travelling and Subsistence Allowance Policy as per resolution C594/09 
(3) Short and Long Term Borrowing Policy 
(4) Budget Policy  
 
8.1.2 Draft policies and policies reviewed 
 
The following budget-related policies have been drafted or reviewed and will be tabled at 
Council with the budget: 
 
8.1.3 Customer Care, Credit control and debt collection policies 
 
This Policy has been formulated in terms of section 96 (b) and 98 of the Local Government: 
Municipal Systems Act, 2000 and the Credit Control and Debt Collection By-Law.  
 
8.1.4 Tariff Policies 
The Municipal System Act requires Council to adopt a Tariff Policy. The general financial 
management functions covered in section 62 of the MFMA include the implementation of a 
tariff policy.  
 
Specific legislation applicable to each service has been taken into consideration when 
determining this policy.  

9. Overview of Budget Assumptions 2014/15 MTREF 

In terms of the Local Government Systems Act, section 26 prescribes the core components 

of the Integrated Development Plan, and section 26 (h) requires the inclusion of a financial 

management plan which should include a budget projection for at least the next three years. 

The financial plan is expected to determine the financial affordability and sustainability levels 

of the municipality over the medium term. 

On the other hand, the Municipal Budget Reporting Regulations requires that the Accounting 

Officer must ensure that the budget related policies are prepared and submitted to Council. 

One of the policies referred to in the regulations is the Municipality’s Long Term Financial 

Plan which is aimed at ensuring that all long term financial planning of the municipality is 

based on a structured and consistent methodology thus ensuring sustainability and 

affordability of municipal services. 

For any budget, it is important that the municipality has an appropriate funding mix for 

operational and capital expenditure budgets thus eliminating future risks of inadequate 

funding of the Integrated Development Plan and other functions and responsibilities of the 

municipality. 
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9.1 Long term financial management approach 

The 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure Framework (MTREF) is the 3rd of the 

municipality’s 5 year IDP period. In executing the IDP priorities, the Executive Mayor has 

identified certain strategic areas which include the following: 

 Ensuring clean and safe city 

 Ensuring land tenure for the residents of the City of Kimberley/Security of tenure 

 Human Settlements 

 Provisioning of access to basic services 

 Investment promotion  

 Creation of job opportunities 

 Infrastructure upgrade/refurbishment 

 Increasing infrastructure capacity to accommodate projected development and 

growth 

 Social and financial relief of the indigent households  

The 2014/15 MTREF started with the review of the past performance of the municipality for 

the last five years, the assessment of the current economic outlook and internal consultation 

processes. The process included the following; 

 Executive Management Team Analysis of the past five years performance and 

outcomes 

 Presentations to the Executive Mayor, through the Budget Steering Committee 

 Presentations to full Council on the IDP and Budget Status as per the findings of the 

analysis 

 Presentations/ Consultations with Management Committee (Executive management 

meeting with line function managers and project managers) 

 Interdepartmental consultations for budget and tariff determinations 

 Public participation 

9.2 Economic outlook 

South Africa is a global market player and as such the economic outlook is affected by the 

domestic and international indicators/projections and performances. There are serious 

domestic issues such as service delivery protests, the e-tolls, increase in government taxes, 

protests in the mining industry and the much anticipated National and Provincial Elections. 

Whilst on the international front, the financial crisis, rand-dollar and other currencies 

exchange rates, the increases in the oil prices which still poses a risk. 

The current statistics reflect the following economic indicators for the country, compared to 

the Northern Cape and Sol Plaatje Municipality: 

In the light of this, the South African Reserve Bank’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) and 

the Bureau of Economic Research (BER) revised the Gross Domestic Product growth 

projections for 2014 to 3.5%.  

Furthermore, BER projects the rand-dollar exchange rates at an average of $1/R10.20 and 

for the end of 2015 at $1/R9.50. 
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Last year, the Consumer Price Index was revised to include a larger weighting to food costs. 

The inflation is expected to remain within the SARB target range of between 3% and 6%. In 

terms of National Treasury’s circular 70, the CPI forecast for the next three years are 

expected to remain in the upper limit due to petrol, energy and food costs. The graph below 

depicts the CPI for the past years and projections the future as per the BER projections. 

At its last meeting, the Monetary Policy Committee adjusted the interest rate by 50 basis 

points, thus increasing the repo-rate from 5% to 5.5%. The lending rate remained 

unchanged at 9% in March 2014. 

9.3 National and Provincial Government Influences 

The Local Government Budgets and Expenditure Review published by National Treasury 

highlighted the following: 

 Limited focus on economic development 

 Inadequate spending on repairs and maintenance 

 Prevalence of non-priority spending 

 Out-dated spatial plans 

 Poor quality of IDP’s 

 Unfunded budgets 

 Poor revenue management practices 

 Badly managed procurement processes 

 Poor asset management plans/or absence thereof 

 Delays in approving development plans 

 Under-spending of capital projects 

 Deteriorating levels of service delivery  

However, during the mid-term visit that took place on the 6 and 7 February 2014, the 

following acknowledgements were made by National Treasury as per their Draft 

Assessment Report; 

 Improved level of preparedness for the visit 

 The status of the audit report and the improvement thereon though the opinion 

remained “Qualified Audit Opinion” 

 Improvement on the financial results 

 Basis of revenue estimation were commended due to lower variances between 

estimates and actuals 

 Slow capital expenditure that might lead to under-spending at year end 

 Improved cash flow position  

The major influence of the National Government on the municipality’s budget was the 

substantial reduction of the conditional grants. In line with the National objectives of job 

creation, quality and sustainable service delivery and social responsibility, the municipality 

has reflected these in its key performance areas and indicators. 
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9.4 Financial modelling 

The outcome of the MTREF modelling includes the strategic focus areas as envisaged in the 

IDP Review 2014/15 as well as the economic and financial data obtained locally and 

nationally. The assumptions on which the MTREF was compiled based on include the 

following; 

 Increase year on year maintenance budget to ensure certainty of the availability of 

services 

 Higher than inflation increases in personnel costs 

 Inflation based adjustment of general expenses (administration costs, goods and 

services) 

 Augmentation of EPWP by Municipality Job Creation Project with the special focus 

on cleaning the city’s environment 

 National and Provincial Allocation as per the DoRA and Northern Cape Provincial 

gazette 

9.5 Expenditure Analysis  

General inflation outlook and its impact on municipal activities 

The general CPI as projected by National Treasury for the next three years is 5.6% for 

2014/16, 5.4% for 2015/16 and 5.4% for 2016/17. These levels are within the South African 

Reserve Bank (SARB) inflation targeting range of between 3% and 6%. As depicted in Table 

27, the average tariff increases (Municipal CPI) for the next three years is projected at 8.22% 

for 2014/15, 6.62% for 2015/16 and 6.83% for 2016/17. 

 

Tariffs 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

CPI Projections 6.20% 5.90% 5.50% 

  
   

Rates  6.99% 9.32% 9.00% 

Sewer and sanitation 6.50% 6.59% 6.96% 

Cleansing/Refuse collection 5.90% 5.81% 5.15% 

Water 14.99% 5.03% 6.08% 

Electricity 6.72% 6.36% 6.95% 

Average tariff increases/Municipal CPI 8.13% 6.62% 6.83% 

 

Collection rate per service 

The municipality’s projected revenue collection rates are based on realistic and sustainable 

trends. There is an expected improvement in the collection rate for electricity due to the roll 

out of prepaid electricity devices to residential customers as well as the on-going project of 

meter replacement. The municipality has embarked on meter audit for all large power users 

which is also expected to make material contributions on billing and revenue recovered. 
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The municipality is continuously integrating the electricity prepayment system with the billing 

system to ensure that customers do not go undetected in the non-payment of other 

municipal services. We are moving one residence/property, one account. This move serve 

as better as we struggled with the collections on landlord and tenant accounts. 

The budget proposes R145 million contributions to bad debts and is based on the average 

collection rate on all services (excluding housing rental) of 91%. 

Salary increases 

A three year salary and wage collective agreement was entered into in 2012 and shall expire 

on the 30th of June 2014. A  CPI plus 1% rounded to 7% has been used as a reasonable 

estimate for the period 1 July 2014 and the two outer years. 

The graph below indicates annual salaries and wages increases against the CPI over the 

same periods. 

 

Ensuring maintenance of existing assets 

The mid-term budget review and adjustment budget indicated an accelerated expenditure on 

maintenance. National Treasury’s circulars 66 refers to Circular’s 54, 55 and 58 which are all 

stressing the importance of securing he health of municipality’s asset base by increasing 

spending on repairs and maintenance. NT’s Circular 58 places emphasis on increasing 

allocations to repairs and maintenance as well as the renewal of existing assets. 

We are gradually increasing the percentage year on year growth of maintenance budget as 

well as the targeted percentage of maintenance budget against operating budget. The table 

below depicts the year on year growth of maintenance budget. 
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Interest rates 

Finance costs on long term borrowing are fixed for the loan repayment term at 12.5% whilst 

the investment interest rates remained constant at 5.5%. The average investment rate is 

linked to the Repo rate for call deposits and is closer to 5.0% and while term deposits is 

closer to 6.0%.  

 

Depreciation 

Depreciation is calculated after having taken into account the asset class and its condition. 

The municipality has adopted the National Treasury Guidelines on asset lifespan within the 

ambits of Generally Recognised Accounting Practices standards depending on the nature of 

the asset. An annual capital expenditure rate of 85% was assumed. Depreciation on all 

classes is calculated on a straight line method for the duration of the lifespan of the asset. 

Assets under construction or work in progress (WIP) are not depreciated until construction is 

completed and construction costs capitalised. Assets are depreciated once the completion 

certificate is signed. 

9.6 Revenue analysis – a three year projection 

Services demand growth 

The current economic conditions have restricted any material service demand growth 

projections. At a very conservative level, an annual growth in service demand of 1% has 

been assumed as indicated in Table 28 below: 

19/07/2012
Budget Year

2014/15
Budget Year +1

2015/16
Budget Year +2

2016/17

Long-term Borrowing 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5%

Prime Lending Rate 8.5% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0%

Repo Rate 5.0% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5%

Investment Rate 5.0% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5%

0.0%

2.0%

4.0%

6.0%

8.0%

10.0%

12.0%

14.0%

Borrowing and Investment Rate 2014/15 
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Property rates and taxes 

A one percentage growth on property valuation roll 2014/15 has been projected. The 

municipality is in the process of completing property valuations for the 2015 General 

Valuation Roll. Due to uncertainties associated with this, as the valuations are subject to 

objections from rate payers and future growth of properties and development/s. The 

determination of ratios can still create a big shift in tariffs from government and other 

categories. 

 

 

  

R thousand
2014/15Tariff 

Increase

2014 y on y 

growth

2015/16Tariff 

Increase

2015 y on y 

growth

2016/17Tariff 

Increase

2016 y on y 

growth

Revenue By Source

Property  rates 6.99% 8% 7.35% 9% 7.09% 9%

Property  rates - penalties & collection charges

Serv ice charges - electricity  rev enue 6.72% 13% 6.95% 6% 7.01% 7%

Serv ice charges - w ater rev enue 14.99% 18% 6.25% 5% 5.78% 6%

Serv ice charges - sanitation rev enue 6.50% 9% 4.41% 7% 3.11% 7%

Serv ice charges - refuse rev enue 5.90% 5% 4.75% 6% 4.57% 5%

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Property rates (rate in the Rand)

Residential properties  Residential  0,010859  0,011618  0,012701  0,013844 

Residential properties - v acant land

Formal/informal settlements

Small holdings

Farm properties - used  Agricultural farms  0,001629  0,001743  0,001905  0,002077 

Farm properties - not used  Agricultural business  0,002715  0,002905  0,003176  0,003462 

Industrial properties  Industrial  0,046152  0,047634  0,052073  0,056760 

Business and commercial properties  Business/Residential business 

not registered 

 0,032578  0,034854  0,038102  0,041532 

Communal land - residential

Communal land - small holdings

Communal land - farm property

Communal land - business and commercial

Communal land - other

State-ow ned properties  State / Public schools  0,080359  0,087135  0,095256  0,103829 

Municipal properties  Municipal residential  0,010859  0,011618  0,012701  0,013844 

Public serv ice infrastructure  Public serv ices infrastr.  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

Priv ately  ow ned tow ns serv iced by  the ow ner

State trust land

Restitution and redistribution properties

Protected areas

National monuments properties

Current Year 

2013/14

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA13a Service Tariffs by category

Description
Provide description of tariff 

structure where appropriate
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Water and sanitation 

A service growth of 1% was applied to water and sanitation over the 2014/15 MTREF. This 

is based on average growth over the past years. As reflected in the table above, the growth 

in revenue more the percentage increases is associated with the benefits of reducing non-

revenue water and the billing of informal settlements for free basic water. 

Whilst the non-revenue water minimisation projects are continuing with the implementation, 

the municipality still suffers high water losses of which the projections indicate a reduction 

over the 2014/15 MTREF as a result of various projects aimed at non-revenue water 

minimisation such as pressure management in the water reticulation network. 

It is also worth mentioning that through the process of dealing with water losses reduction, it 

was realised that the water meter installed at Riverton was old and needed replacement.  

Since the replacement of the meter, the water intake has substantially increased to almost 

double the levels previously recorded by the old replaced meter, thus bringing the bulk water 

costs to double up since the mid-term and was adjusted accordingly in the adjustment 

budget. 

This has a direct impact on the water tariffs.  National Treasury circulars and Department of 

Water Affairs Guidelines on water tariffs setting, we are required to ensure a cost reflective 

tariff for water and other trading services. It is for this reason that the water tariff increases 

by 14% in the 2014/15 to correct the error as well as ensuring that water remains a 

financially sustainable function of the municipality. 

Electricity 

Electricity has projected no service growth over the MTREF due to the unknown impact of 

energy saving plans and increasing tariffs which lead to reduced consumption. However, 

lessons learnt from the electricity meter replacement projects yielded positive results. It is 

planned that in the 2014/15 financial year, approximately 5 000 prepaid Plessey meters/ old 

meters as well as the replacement of conventional meters for residential customers shall be 

replaced. 

Refuse collection 

A demand for refuse collection is projected to be 1% in the 2014/15 financial year and 1% 

each year thereafter. The 1% projection is based on the plans of the municipality to extend 

the service to more than 9 000 households in the recently formalised areas such as Lerato 

Park etc. these customers shall likely qualify as Indigent and shall benefit from free basic 

refuse collection service which is fully subsidised by the municipality.  

Major tariffs and charges 

The negative impact of the current economic conditions coupled with the fast depreciating 

South African rand (ZAR) currency against international currencies, demand for new and 

upgraded infrastructure, higher than inflation increases in staff costs and the implementation 

task grading system, has compelled higher than CPI levels unavoidable. 

National Treasury’s circular 66 encourages municipalities to keep increases in rates, tariffs 

and other charges at the levels that reflect an appropriate balance between the interests of 
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the poor households and other customers thus ensuring sustainability of the municipality. A 

justification of any increase above the SARB inflation target band is required. 

Table 29 below indicates proposed tariff increases for major municipal services. 

Tariffs  2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

CPI Projections 5.90% 6.20% 5.90% 5.50% 

          

Rates  8.91% 6.99% 9.32% 9.00% 

Sewer and sanitation 6.50% 6.50% 6.59% 6.96% 

Waste Management/Refuse collection 6.90% 5.90% 5.81% 5.15% 

Water 8.90% 14.99% 5.03% 6.08% 

Electricity 6.90% 6.72% 6.36% 6.95% 

Average tariff increases/Municipal CPI 7.79% 8.13% 6.62% 6.83% 

 

The graphs below depicts tariff increases over the 2014/15 MTREF and the base year 

2013/14 
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Property rates 

The rates revenue is set to increase by 8% in the 2014/15 financial year and 9% in the 

2015/16 financial year and 9% in 2016/17. 

For the 2015/16 MTREF, a new general valuation shall be adopted for implementation up to 

30 June 2019. The municipality has adopted a procedure of valuing all properties every four 

years.  

Kimberley’s property sector has been remarkably resilient against the global and national 

economic factors putting pressure on the bigger centres.  Whilst there is a marked slowdown 

in the value appreciation of property, there is still real growth in the residential and business 

property sectors. 

It is anticipated that the property values for the General Valuation 2015 would increase 

between 5 and 15 % in general.  The middle income residential sectors are expected to 

enjoy the bulk of this growth with the number of transactions and the corresponding values 

of these for higher income residential areas are relatively subdued.  Banks are finding 

greater security and value in the middle income residential areas and are therefore very 

active and prepared to expose themselves to 100 % of the value of the purchase prices. 

The commercial sector is divided with limited increase in value of Grade C and below office 

space and retail accommodation fighting to stay competitive.  The retail sector has been 

affected by the embattled national economy with families having in general less disposable 

income.  Rentals have had to be adjusted accordingly to assist the shop owners.  Grade C 

office space is characterised by old lease agreements with rentals which are no longer 

market related and need to be reviewed.  However, the possible increase in these rentals 

should also be accompanied with the upgrading of the office space which is very expensive 

when dealing with older buildings. 

Grade A and B office accommodation is enjoying premium rentals with secure tenants.  An 

additional 15 000 square meters is expected to be made available in the next two to three 

years with government taking up much of the existing Grade A and B accommodation.  We 

have seen robust activity in this sector with some high value transactions taking place. 
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We are expecting minimal growth in the Industrial property sector with little demand to satisfy 

the substantial supply.  This has put weak competition in the sector to achieve better rentals.  

Kimberley lacks a sufficient primary manufacturing base and its old industrial areas are 

suffering with high vacancy rates and low rentals.   

The agricultural sector is being challenged with erratic weather affecting the productivity of 

the farming activities.  Transactions in this sector are subdued but there is still value to be 

had.  A disturbing trend of larger corporations buying out the small family farm owner is 

noticed nationally, however in Kimberley there is still a strong family farmer component. 

As a result, our property rates will be adjusted, though disproportionately, to accommodate 

the increases in the property values for the G.V. 2015.  A challenge remains though in 

getting the contribution of property taxes per sector to a more sustainable base.  Our 

reliance on the residential, business and state sectors of property taxation is far in excess of 

the other sectors and therefor the burden to these requires some relief through 

industrial/investment growth and development measures to widen our tax base and spread 

the burden more evenly.  We have proposed an increase of 6.99 % on average for our 

property rates for the upcoming financial year and are striving to maintain a similar increase 

or lower in the medium term. 

Electricity 

The municipality distributes and sell electricity to all its customers with the exception of 

Ritchie which is served by Eskom through a service level agreement. Residential customers 

and some small businesses / commercial businesses are served through prepaid and 

conventional electricity metering. The municipality encourages its citizens to convert from 

conventional to prepaid electricity metering.  

To date, there has been an announcement made by National Electricity Regulator South 

Africa (NERSA) with regards to bulk tariff increases for 2014/15. Our budget assumptions for 

bulk and sales are based on the approval as per the 2013/14 MYPD announcement which 

approved tariff increases as follows: 

An application has however been submitted to NERSA for the proposed electricity price 

increases for the 2014/15 financial year and is summarised hereunder: 

The municipality revenue increase requirement is for the next financial year is 6.72% and 

6.95% and 7.01% for the two outer years. The higher than CPI increase is attributed to the 

higher than CPI increase of bulk and employee costs and other cost drivers affected by 

external factors such as oil price increases etc. 

The finance charges associated with electricity for the 2014/15 financial year are stabilising 

as a result of no further new loans budgeted for.  

The proposed tariffs are therefore subject to change to take into account the NERSA’s price 

determination.   

Water and sanitation 

National Treasury’s Circular 66 stipulates that municipalities must review the level and 

structure of water and sanitation tariffs. If the tariffs are not cost reflective, the municipality 
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should develop a pricing strategy to phase in the necessary tariff increases in a manner that 

spreads the impact on consumers over a period of time. It was further required that an 

appropriate tariff structure that is cots reflective should be in place by 1 July 2014. 

It has been an unfortunate situation that since the issuance of the circular, there was no 

suspicion that the bulk water costs are underfunded as a result of technical fault of the old 

meter that has since been replaced. Therefore the corrected tariff that is cost reflective has 

to be in place from 1 July 2014 as alluded to above. 

Refuse removal 

In terms of Circular 66 referred to above, it is further specific about the refuse removal tariffs 

and that municipalities are required to have a cost reflective tariff of refuse removal (solid 

waste) by 2015. A detailed review of cost drivers for refuse removal shall be initiated as soon 

as possible during the budget process 2015/16. 

A landfill site disposal tariff is soon to be introduced as soon as the necessary infrastructure 

is put in place for this purpose. For now, the municipality has invested over a million rand in 

the past financial year on the landfill site to restore the site to a state as required by law. 

However, to fully cover the costs of service provision, the revenue increase requirement from 

refuse removal service charges are 5.90%, 4.75% and 4.57% for 2014/15, 2015/16 and 

2016/17 financial years respectively. 

Housing Rental Stock 

The tariffs for housing rental stock are currently mixed where the market related rental tariff 

was introduced and for certain customers, due to their circumstances a special tariff was 

recommended by the Housing Committee and approved by Council in the form of minutes. 

The monthly rental per unit is inclusive of refuse removal and water and sanitation service 

charges. The revenue requirement to fund housing management and administration is as 

follows for the financial years 2014/15, 2015/16 and 2016/17. 

There is an urgent need to review the rental amounts for municipal services and the review 

of some Council decisions taken years ago needs to be made to ensure self sufficiency of 

the housing function in the near future. 

Equitable share 

The equitable share formula has been reviewed by National Treasury and its stakeholders in 

conjunction with South African Local Government Association with the assistance from the 

Financial and Fiscal Commission as well as Statistics South Africa (STATSSA). The new 

formula came into effect in the 2013/14 MTREF.  

The formula provides for subsidisation of provisioning of free basic services of water, 

electricity, and sanitation and refuse removal for every poor household. A poor household is 

defined in terms of the Indigent Household Policy. The equitable share also provides for the 

institutional costs of the municipality, a community services component which provides 

funding towards the delivery of core municipal services that are not included under basic 

services. To ensure that the funds for institutional costs and non-trading services are 
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targeted to the preciously disadvantaged communities, the formula provides for a revenue 

adjustment factor reflecting municipalities ability to generate own revenue. 

The formula was also based on the Census 2011 outcomes to reflect population estimates 

and projected increase in the cost for services such as water and electricity. 

The equitable share provision included in the budget is based on the 2014 Division of 

Revenue Act (DoRA). The following amounts have been allocated to Sol Plaatje Local 

Municipality as per the 2014 DoRA. 

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/16 

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 

145 905 145 440 142 823 139 575 

 

Capital expenditure 

The total capital budget included for the next three years is funded as follows as per Table 

30. 

Funding sources of Capex 

 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 
Expenditure Framework  

Budget Year 
2014/15 

Budget Year 
+1 2015/16 

Budget Year 
+2 2016/17 

R'000 R'000 R'000 

Funded by:    

National Government 78,677 68,484 68,324 

Provincial Government 10,250 5,513 5,832 

District Municipality 

   Other transfers and grants – – – 

Transfers recognised - capital 88,927 73,997 74,156 

Public contributions & donations 

   Borrowing 

   Internally generated funds 42,255 19,942 10,000 

Total Capital Funding 131,183 93,939 84,156 
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Grants received from National and Provincial Government remains a significant source of 

funding for the CAPEX over the 2014/15 MTREF. No external borrowings are planned for 

the MTREF thus far. 

Borrowing and credit rating 

The municipality borrows funds in line with the Long Term borrowing policy and Chapter 6 of 

MFMA and is influenced by the capital financing requirements. The municipality requires a 

credit rating that is demonstrating ability to meet financial obligations as they fall due. 

Potential lenders consider the rating in assessing the credit risk and this subsequently 

affects the financing costs. 

For the 2013/14 MTREF, Moody’s Rating Agency rated the municipality as Baa.3 which was 

a downgrade from Aaa.3 for the past three years. The downgrade was purely as a result of 

the downgrade of government for various reasons. 

10. Overview of budget funding 

 

Year on year funding 

Funding the activities of the municipality is key in every budget cycle. Local authorities are 

established with a specific mandate in terms of the Constitution of the Republic of South 

Africa as amended. The demand for municipal services is un-ending and it is increasing.  

Recently, we have been working hard on human settlements matters which are an indication 

of the need for housing which will immediately translate to more township establishment, 

bulk infrastructure and provision for water and sanitation, refuse removal and water and of 

cause billing implications.  
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The municipality’s budget is funded mainly from own revenue sources and to an extent 

grants and subsidies from National, Provincial and District Municipality, and long term 

borrowing to fund capital projects. 

Table 31 below presents the Summary of Revenues financing activities for the 2014/15 

MTREF: 

 

The table above indicates that the total budget of the municipality was 74.7% funded by own 

revenue whilst 9.0% of the funds were from operational grant, 7.8% capital grants and 2.9% 

from long term borrowings in 2013/14. For the 2014/15 MTREF the funding percentages are 

as follows: 

 

2014/15: 83.37% own funds, 9.26% operational grants and subsidies, 5% capital grants, 

2.37% internally generated funds and the total grants and subsidies is weighted at 14.25%. 

 

2015/16   86.41% own funds, 8.74% operational grants and subsidies, 4.03% capital grants, 

1.09% internally generated funds and the total grants and subsidies is weighted at 12.77%. 

 

2016/17   87.44% own funds, 8.21% operational grants and subsidies, 3.84% capital grants, 

0.52% internally generated funds and the total grants and subsidies is weighted at 12.05%. 

 

  

R’000 % Weighting R’000 % Weighting R’000 % Weighting R’000 % Weighting

Ow n Generated Funds              1,377,543 74.77%            1,483,700 83.37%        1,580,438 86.14%         1,689,995 87.44%

Transfer recognised - Operational 167,306               9.08% 164,710             9.26% 160,300         8.74% 158,657          8.21%

Total Operational Revenue Budget              1,544,849 83.85%            1,648,410 92.63%        1,740,738 94.88%         1,848,652 95.65%

Transfer recognised - Capital 145,015               7.87% 88,927               5.00% 73,997           4.03% 74,156            3.84%

Borrow ing                   54,100 2.94%                         –  0.00%                     –  0.00%                      –  0.00%

Internally generated funds 98,398                 5.34% 42,255               2.37% 19,942           1.09% 10,000            0.52%

Total Capital Budget                 297,513 16.15%               131,183 7.37%             93,939 5.12%              84,156 4.35%

Total Revenue and Financing 1,842,362            100.00% 1,779,592          100.00% 1,834,677      100.00% 1,932,807       100.00%

Total Grants & Subsidies                 312,321 16.95%               253,637 14.25%           234,298 12.77%            232,812 12.05%

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17Adjustment Budget 2013/14
Budgeted Standard Item
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Own Revenue Sources 

As seen above, the major source of funds for the municipality is funds generated internally 

from raising service charges as well as the property rates. Table 32 below presents detailed 

revenue by source projections for the period 2014/15 to 2016/17. 

 
    

Description 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework 

R thousand 
Budget Year 

2014/15 
Budget Year 
+1 2015/16 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 

Revenue By Source 
   

Property rates 397,946 435,051 474,222 

Property rates - penalties & collection charges 
   

Service charges - electricity revenue 608,853 647,592 692,575 

Service charges - water revenue 239,315 251,342 266,631 

Service charges - sanitation revenue 67,187 71,618 76,600 

Service charges - refuse revenue 46,841 49,562 52,117 

Service charges - other 
   

Rental of facilities and equipment 17,606 18,697 19,753 

Interest earned - external investments 12,000 12,500 13,000 

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 45,000 42,000 40,000 

Dividends received – – – 

Fines 7,635 8,085 8,523 

Licences and permits 2,672 2,834 2,991 

Agency services 4,900 5,194 5,480 

Transfers recognised - operational 164,710 160,300 158,657 

Other revenue 33,745 35,964 38,103 

Gains on disposal of PPE 
   

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and 
contributions) 

1,648,410 1,740,738 1,848,652 

 

See Table A4 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure) – Annual Budget 

Schedules 

Revenue from electricity remains the biggest source of income followed by rates and water 

charges. Based on the DoRA 2014, equitable share amounting to R145 440m has been 

allocated and R142 823m for 2015/16 and R139 575m is gazetted for 2016/17. A declining 

trend in the equitable share allocation is evident which might imply review of provision of 

basic services as well as other expenditure funded by equitable in the near future.  Table 33 
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The table above represents the weighting in percentages of each revenue source as per the 

table above for 2014/15 MTREF.  

Table 34 below presents the major parameters applied to the operating budget for the 

2014/15 MTREF 

 

 

Description (R thousand)

Revenue By Source

Adjusted 

Budget
Weighting %

Budget Year 

2014/15
Weighting %

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16
Weighting %

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17
Weighting %

Property  rates 367,941       24% 397,946       24% 435,051       25% 474,222       26%

Serv ice charges - electricity  rev enue 540,492       35% 608,853       37% 647,592       37% 692,575       37%

Serv ice charges - w ater rev enue 203,457       13% 239,315       15% 251,342       14% 266,631       14%

Serv ice charges - sanitation rev enue 61,541         4% 67,187         4% 71,618         4% 76,600         4%

Serv ice charges - refuse rev enue 44,744         3% 46,841         3% 49,562         3% 52,117         3%

Rental of facilities and equipment 15,866         1% 17,606         1% 18,697         1% 19,753         1%

Interest earned - ex ternal inv estments 12,000         1% 12,000         1% 12,500         1% 13,000         1%

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 48,000         3% 45,000         3% 42,000         2% 40,000         2%

Fines 7,634           0% 7,635           0% 8,085           0% 8,523           0%

Licences and permits 3,259           0% 2,672           0% 2,834           0% 2,991           0%

Agency  serv ices 3,650           0% 4,900           0% 5,194           0% 5,480           0%

Transfers recognised - operational 167,306       11% 164,710       10% 160,300       9% 158,657       9%

Other rev enue 68,960         4% 33,745         2% 35,964         2% 38,103         2%

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers 

and contributions) 1,544,849     100% 1,648,410     100% 1,740,738     100% 1,848,652     100%

Current Year 2013/14 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework

Description

Budget 

Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

CPI 6% 5% 5%

COLLECTION RATES (Average)

Property rates 88.0% 90.0% 91.0%

Refuse removal 88.0% 89.4% 90.0%

Sanitation 88.0% 88.0% 90.7%

Water 89.0% 89.0% 89.0%

Electricity 89.4% 90.5% 91.5%

Average 88.5% 89.4% 90.4%

REVENUE GROWTH

Property rates 8.2% 9.3% 9.0%

Electricity 12.6% 6.4% 6.9%

Water 17.6% 5.0% 6.1%

Sanitation 9.2% 6.6% 7.0%

Refuse removal 4.7% 5.8% 5.2%

EXPENDITURE PARAMETERS

Salary increases (Collective agreement) 7.0% 6.5% 6.0%

Notch increases provision 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Task implementation 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

Bulk purchases 5.8% 8.2% 7.8%

General expenses -10.4% 2.7% 5.7%

Repairs and maintenance 2.9% 4.9% 4.8%

Interest paid 11.7% -18.0% -4.0%

Interest on investments 0.0% 4.2% 4.0%
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Investments 

Indicated in the table below are the budgeted investments at various A+ banking institutions 

consisting of call deposits and term deposits ranging from 3 to 9 months with different dates 

of maturity. The budgeted investments are R262, 936 m for 2014/15 financial which was 

determined very conservatively. The investments as at 28 February was standing at R348, 

591 m 

 

Borrowing 

Borrowing is done in terms of chapter 6 of the MFMA and in line with the Municipality’s 

approved borrowing policy. Long term loans shall be taken up when they are affordable and 

sustainable. Therefore the municipality does not intend to enter into a loan agreement in the 

2014/15 financial year. 

Funding measures 

As per MFMA Circular 42, the MFMA through section 18 requires that the annual budget can 

only be funded by realistically anticipated revenue to be collected and cash-backed 

accumulated funds from previous’ years, not committed for other purposes. The capital 

budget may be funded by cash-backed current year surpluses in the Financial Performance 

budget, including capital grants and other contributions, cash-backed accumulated funds 

from previous’ years, not committed for other purposes and borrowing.  

The credibility of annual budget means that it must be capable of implementation when 

approved. A credible budget must be consistent with the IDP and achievable in terms of 

service delivery and performance targets; revenue and expenditure projections must be 

realistic; and the implementation of the budget must improve the financial viability of the 

municipality. 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA15 Investment particulars by type

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

R thousand

Parent municipality

Securities - National Gov ernment

Listed Corporate Bonds

Deposits - Bank 69,990         171,931        336,560        226,948        183,012        183,012        262,936        312,547        395,616        

Deposits - Public Inv estment Commissioners

Deposits - Corporation for Public Deposits

Bankers Acceptance Certificates

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit - Banks

Guaranteed Endow ment Policies (sinking)

Repurchase Agreements - Banks

Municipal Bonds

Municipality sub-total 69,990         171,931        336,560        226,948        183,012        183,012        262,936        312,547        395,616        

Entities

Securities - National Gov ernment

Listed Corporate Bonds

Deposits - Bank

Deposits - Public Inv estment Commissioners

Deposits - Corporation for Public Deposits

Bankers Acceptance Certificates

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit - Banks

Guaranteed Endow ment Policies (sinking)

Repurchase Agreements - Banks

Entities sub-total –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               –               

Consolidated total: 69,990         171,931        336,560        226,948        183,012        183,012        262,936        312,547        395,616        

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
Investment type
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The budget funding reconciliation is shown as Part 1 Financial Performance budget result 

(surplus/deficit) (Table 35) 

Cash flow budget result as shown in Part 2 (Table 36) 

Reconciling available cash and investments to determine the amount of reserves and 

accumulated surplus that is cash backed to ensure compliance with the MFMA section 

18(1)(b) as illustrated in Part 3. (Table 37). The assumptions are based on the draft budget 

but there are no material changes that significantly influence these assumptions. The 

provincial gazette was partially made available. 

 

 

  

SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY (NC091)
Part 1 - Budgeting for Financial Performance

Budget Year Budget Year +1 Budget Year +2

Description Ref 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

R'000 R'000 R'000

Revenue by Source (Table 1)

Property rates A 397 946 435 051 474 222

Service charges A 962 195 1 020 113 1 087 923

Rental of facilities and equipment B 17 606 18 697 19 753

Interest earned - external investments D 12 000 12 500 13 000

Interest earned - outstanding debtors D 45 000 42 000 40 000

Fines B 7 635 8 085 8 523

Licenses and permits B 7 572 8 028 8 470

Government grants & subsidies - ops 161 428 153 824 150 931

Government grants & subsidies - capital E 83 677 68 484 68 324

Other income B 33 745 35 964 38 103

Total Revenue By Source 1 728 804 1 802 746 1 909 249

Internal recoveries 58 021 61 183 64 834

Cross Subsidization 56 800 56 800 56 800

Total 1 843 625 1 920 729 2 030 883

Operating Expenditure by Type (Table 6)

Employee related costs C 547 623 581 540 614 684

Remuneration of Councilors 19 968 21 265 22 541

Bad debts F 145 000 156 760 169 353

Collection costs 1 800 1 917 2 032

Depreciation 52 550 56 916 61 664

Repairs and maintenance 87 135 91 403 95 825

Interest external 36 559 29 996 28 797

Bulk purchases - Electricity 422 000 456 460 492 221

Bulk purchases - Water

Grants and subsidies paid 54 750 58 050 61 295

General Expenditure 261 915 268 904 284 112

Total Operating Expenditure By Type 1 629 300 1 723 211 1 832 524

Internal Transfer 58 021 61 183 64 834

Cross Subsidization 56 800 56 800 56 800

Total 1 744 121 1 841 194 1 954 158

Operating Surplus/(Deficit) 99 504 79 535 76 725
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SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY (NC091)
Part 2 - Budgeting for Cash Flow

Budget Year Budget Year +1 Budget Year +2

Description Ref 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

R'000 R'000 R'000

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Receipts

Cash receipts from ratepayers, government and other A,B 1 302 790 1 401 085 1 517 334

Cash receipts from government - operating 161 428 153 824 150 931

Cash receipts from government and other - capital 83 677 68 484 68 324

Interest received D 23 250 23 000 23 000

Receipts

Cash paid to suppliers and employees I (1 380 191) (1 467 539) (1 560 710)

Finance charges (36 559) (29 996) (28 797)

NET CASH FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 154 395 148 858 170 082

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Receipts

Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment 0 0 0

Increase in investment properties 0 0 0

(Increase)/decrease in non-current receivables (262) (278) (294)

Receipts

Purchase of property, plant and equipment G (125 932) (88 426) (78 324)

(Increase)/decrease in current assets 0 0 0

Increase in non-current investments 0 0 0

NET CASH FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES (126 194) (88 704) (78 618)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Receipts

New loans raised G 0 0 0

Increase in consumer deposits 1 264 1 268 1 163

Payments

Repayment of borrowing G (15 827) (11 051) (8 401)

NET CASH FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES (14 563) (9 783) (7 238)

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH 13 638 50 371 84 225

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 236 901 250 539 300 910

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 250 539 300 910 385 136
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SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY (NC091)
Part 3 - Reconciliation of reserves and commitments backed by cash/investments

Budget Year Budget Year +1 Budget Year +2

Description Ref 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

R'000 R'000 R'000

Reserves to be backed by cash H 91 830 19 098 20 261

Creditors unpaid at year end 164 034 174 696 185 177

Total commitments 255 864 193 794 205 438

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 250 539 300 910 385 136

Long term investments 0 0 0

Cash and investments available 250 539 300 910 385 136

Explanation notes/references

A It is the billed/accrued amount and it is assumed that 90% will be collected (average at 89% including interest on debtors and billed)

B It is assumed that a 100% is received/collected

C Included is a provision for an average increase of 7% 

D Interest received in the cash flow comprises of 25% of interest on debtors and 100% of investment interest

E All grants will be received and spent except for roll over capital projects

F Bad/Doubtful debts have been provided at 11% of billable revenue

G Capital budgeted expenditure of R125,9m is funded by R83,6m grants, R0m donation, R0m from a loan and R42,3m from

    operating (counter funding/CRR)

H The municipality has these projected reserves in the budgeted financial position that need to be backed by cash 

I Counter funding included in capital projects deducted from operating expenditure

Is the municipality's budget appropriately funded - Yes

-cash receipts projections are realistic as the cash flow were reduced in line with expected levels of collection

- bad debts have been provided at approximately 11% of billed revenue
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As indicated in Table 38 above the municipal budget has been fully funded since 2010/11 

financial year. Cash and cash equivalents are increasing steadily over the MTREF period 

from R250m in 2014/15 to R355m in 2016/17.  

 

As indicated in the chart below, the cash position of the municipality improved tremendously 

over the past three financial years. As indicated in the chart above, from 30 June 2011 to 30 

June 2012 investments increased by R101,944m which constitutes a 146% increase from 

the previous year’s balance of R69,971m. And from 30 June 2012 to 30 June 2013, 

investments increased by R164,630m constituting a 96% increase year-on-year 

NC091 Sol Plaatje Supporting Table SA10 Funding measurement

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Funding measures

Cash/cash equiv alents at the y ear end - R'000 18(1)b 1 60,572         160,286       323,965       215,553       171,617       171,617           250,538       300,909       385,134       

Cash + inv estments at the y r end less applications - R'000 18(1)b 2 130,338       305,387       437,559       334,740       275,965       275,965           473,040       517,843       580,038       

Cash y ear end/monthly  employ ee/supplier pay ments 18(1)b 3 0.9              2.0              3.7              2.2              1.7              1.7                 2.3              2.6              3.1              

Surplus/(Deficit) ex cluding depreciation offsets: R'000 18(1) 4 26,873         158,524       262,959       110,882       125,592       125,592           104,754       85,048         82,557         

Serv ice charge rev  % change - macro CPIX target ex clusiv e 18(1)a,(2) 5 N.A. 23.6% 9.6% 0.6% (8.3%) (6.0%) 5.7% 1.0% 1.4%

Cash receipts % of Ratepay er & Other rev enue 18(1)a,(2) 6 88.2% 97.2% 97.5% 86.4% 82.1% 82.1% 88.5% 89.4% 90.5%

Debt impairment ex pense as a % of total billable rev enue 18(1)a,(2) 7 12.3% 10.1% 9.4% 10.5% 10.8% 10.8% 10.5% 10.6% 10.7%

Capital pay ments % of capital ex penditure 18(1)c;19 8 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Borrow ing receipts % of capital ex penditure (ex cl. transfers) 18(1)c 9 130.8% 171.7% 82.3% 37.8% 35.5% 35.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Grants % of Gov t. legislated/gazetted allocations 18(1)a 10 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Current consumer debtors % change - incr(decr) 18(1)a 11 N.A. 32.8% 29.4% (20.8%) 0.0% 0.0% 35.8% 0.5% (3.7%)

Long term receiv ables % change - incr(decr) 18(1)a 12 N.A. 0.0% 131.6% (100.0%) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6.0% 6.0%

R&M % of Property  Plant & Equipment 20(1)(v i) 13 6.1% 7.4% 6.5% 6.4% 6.2% 6.2% 6.3% 6.5% 6.7%

Asset renew al % of capital budget 20(1)(v i) 14 24.3% 5.8% 31.3% 70.8% 58.0% 58.0% 77.1% 55.1% 28.2%

High Level Outcome of Funding Compliance

Total Operating Revenue 1,004,304     1,255,770     1,444,839     1,510,719     1,544,849     1,544,849        1,648,410     1,740,738     1,848,652     

Total Operating Expenditure 1,028,320     1,200,434     1,291,837     1,495,603     1,564,272     1,564,272        1,632,584     1,729,687     1,840,250     

Surplus/(Deficit) Budgeted Operating Statement (24,016)        55,336         153,001       15,115         (19,423)        (19,423)           15,826         11,051         8,401           

Surplus/(Deficit) Considering Reserves and Cash Backing 106,322       360,724       590,560       349,855       256,542       256,542           488,866       528,894       588,439       

MTREF Funded (1) / Unfunded (0) 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

MTREF Funded  / Unfunded  15         

Description
MFMA 

section
Ref

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
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Cash receipts as % of Ratepayers & Other Revenue is projected at 89% (2014/15); 90% 

(2015/16) and 91% (2016/17) discounted by the rate per annum on Debt Impairment as a % 

of total billable revenue. 

Indicated in the chart below is the % Increase (Decrease) in the Funding measurements 

over the 2014/15 MTREF 

 

Indicated in the chart below is the R-Value Increase (Decrease) in Funding measurements 

over the 2014/15 MTREF 

 –   
 50,000

 100,000
 150,000
 200,000
 250,000
 300,000
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Call investment
deposits at year-

end

R-Value increase
year

% Increase year-
on-year

30-Jun-11 69,971

30-Jun-12 171,915 101,944 146%

30-Jun-13 336,545 164,630 96%

R
'0

0
0
 

Call investment deposits at year-end 
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Financial Ratios: The ratios indicated below were calculated as per Circular 71 of National Treasury. Ratios that are above or below the norm 

have explanatory notes.

 

Annexure 2 Annexure 2 Annexure 2

Interpretation of results Interpretation of results Interpretation of results

N A T I O N A L T R E A S U R Y 

MFMA Circular No 71 

Municipal Finance Management Act No. 56 of 

2003 

Template for Calculation of Uniform Financial Ratios and Norms 

NO RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE NORM/RANGE INPUT DESCRIPTION
DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS
INTERPRETATION

MUNICIPAL COMMENTS 

(#)

R'000 R'000 R'000

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

7% 5% 4%

Total Operating Expenditure 1,632,584                     1,729,687                     1,840,250                     

Taxation Expense                                 -                                   -                                   -   

Total Capital Expenditure 131,183                        93,939                          84,156                          

0% 0% 0%

PPE, Investment Property and 

Intangible Impairment

PPE at carrying value 1,377,415                     1,408,925                     1,425,585                     

Investment at carrying value 190,000                        199,500                        209,475                        

Intangible Assets at carrying value 2,874                           3,047                           3,229                           

6% 6% 6%

Total Repairs and Maintenance 

Expenditure
87,135                          91,403                          95,825                          

PPE at carrying value 1,377,415                     1,408,925                     1,425,585                     

Investment Property at Carrying 

value
190,000                        199,500                        209,475                        

9% 9% 10%

Total Repairs and Maintenance 

Expenditure including Labour Costs
142,505                        150,029                        157,696                        

PPE at carrying value 1,377,415                     1,408,925                     1,425,585                     

Investment Property at Carrying 

value
190,000                        199,500                        209,475                        

1. FINANCIAL POSITION

A. Asset Management/Utilisation

1

2

3

Budgeted Capital 

Expenditure. Completion 

of loan funded bulk 

projects. Downward 

adjustment on conditional 

grants as per DoRA

Expenditure on R&M 

includes only materials 

and no labour costs

Please refer to page 2 of 

MFMA Circular No.71

Please refer to page 3 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

Please refer to page 4 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

Repairs and Maintenance as a 

% of Property, Plant and 

Equipment and Investment 

Property (Carrying Value)

Total Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure/ 

Property, Plant and Equipment and Investment 

Property (Carrying value) x 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Financial Performance, 

IDP, Budgets and In-Year Reports

8%

Impairment of Property, Plant 

and Equipment, Investment 

Property and Intangible assets 

(Carrying Value)

Property, Plant and Equipment + Investment 

Property + Intangible Assets Impairment/(Total 

Property, Plant and Equipment + Investment 

Property + Intangible Assets) × 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Notes to the AFS and AR
0%

Capital Expenditure to Total 

Expenditure 

Total Capital Expenditure / Total Expenditure 

(Total Operating expenditure + Capital 

expenditure) × 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Notes to the AFS, Budget, In-Year 

reports, IDP and AR

10% - 20%

3.1

Repairs and Maintenance as a 

% of Property, Plant and 

Equipment and Investment 

Property (Carrying Value)

Total Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure/ 

Property, Plant and Equipment and Investment 

Property (Carrying value) x 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Financial Performance, 

IDP, Budgets and In-Year Reports

8%
Please refer to page 4 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

Calculation of Expenditure 

on R&M including 

materials and labour costs
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NO RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE NORM/RANGE INPUT DESCRIPTION
DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS
INTERPRETATION

MUNICIPAL COMMENTS 

(#)

R'000 R'000 R'000

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

87% 89% 90%

Gross Debtors closing balance 1,025,877                     1,183,769                     1,341,739                     

Gross Debtors opening balance 840,616                        1,025,877                     1,183,769                     

Bad debts written Off –                                –                                –                                

Billed Revenue 1,405,141                     1,497,164                     1,602,145                     

0% 0% 0%

Consumer Debtors Bad debts 

written off 
–                                –                                –                                

Consumer Debtors Current bad debt 

Provision
145,000                        156,760                        169,353                        

59 days 56 days 49 days

Gross debtors 1,025,877                     1,183,769                     1,341,739                     

Bad debts Provision 799,340                        956,100                        1,125,453                     

Billed Revenue 1,405,141                     1,497,164                     1,602,145                     

2 Month 2 Month 3 Month

Cash and cash equivalents                                 -                                   -                                   -   

Unspent Conditional Grants                                 -                                   -                                   -   

Overdraft 12,444                          11,573                          10,416                          

Short Term Investments 262,936                        312,547                        395,616                        

Total Annual Operational 

Expenditure
1,632,584                     1,729,687                     1,840,250                     

3.26 3.38 3.52

Current Assets 751,806                        805,059                        872,005                        

Current Liabilities 230,326                        237,926                        247,765                        

3% 2% 2%

Interest Paid 36,559                          29,995                          28,796                          

Redemption 15,827                          11,051                          8,401                           

Total Operating Expenditure 1,632,584                     1,729,687                     1,840,250                     

Taxation Expense –                                –                                –                                

16% 14% 12%

Total Debt 238,231                        215,258                        197,300                        

Total Operating Revenue 1,648,410                     1,740,738                     1,848,652                     

Operational Conditional Grants 164,710                        160,300                        158,657                        

805% 929% 1143%

Cash and cash Equivalents

Bank Overdraft 12,444                          11,573                          10,416                          

Short Term Investment 262,936                        312,547                        395,616                        

Long Term Investment –                                –                                –                                

Unspent Grants –                                –                                –                                

Net Assets 1,600,758                     1,680,294                     1,757,019                     

Share Premium –                                –                                –                                

Share Capital –                                –                                –                                

Revaluation Reserve –                                –                                –                                

Fair Value Adjustment Reserve –                                –                                –                                

Accumulated Surplus 1,569,658                     1,647,894                     1,723,319                     

E. Sustainability

1

Level of Cash Backed Reserves 

(Net Assets - Accumulated 

Surplus)

(Cash and Cash Equivalents - Bank overdraft + 

Short Term Investment + Long Term Investment - 

Unspent grants) / (Net Assets - Accumulated 

Surplus - Non Controlling Interest Share Premium - 

Share Capital - Fair Value Adjustment - 

Revaluation Reserve) x 100

Statement Financial Position, 

Budget and AR 100%
Please refer to page 9 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

2
Debt (Total Borrowings) / 

Revenue

(Overdraft + Current Finance Lease Obligation + 

Non current Finance Lease Obligation + Short 

Term Borrowings + Long term borrowing) / (Total 

Operating Revenue - Operational Conditional 

Grants) x 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Budget, IDP and AR
45%

Please refer to page 9 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

D. Liability Management

1

Capital Cost(Interest Paid and 

Redemption) as a % of Total 

Operating Expenditure 

Capital Cost(Interest Paid and Redemption) / Total 

Operating Expenditure x 00

Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Cash Flows, 

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Budget, IDP, In-Year Reports and 

AR

6% - 8%
Please refer to page 8 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

2 Current Ratio Current Assets /  Current Liabilities

Statement of Financial Position, 

Budget, IDP and AR 1.5 - 2:1
Please refer to page 7 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

Included in Gross Debtors 

is unpaid grants as well as 

non-billed revenue. A 

portion of gross debtors 

includes Property Rates 

and Government debt

C. Liquidity Management

1

Cash / Cost Coverage Ratio 

(Excl. Unspent Conditional 

Grants)

((Cash and Cash Equivalents  - Unspent 

Conditional Grants  - Overdraft) + Short Term 

Investment) / Monthly Fixed Operational 

Expenditure  excluding (Depreciation, 

Amortisation, Provision for Bad Debts, Impairment 

and Loss on Disposal of Assets)                                                                                                               

Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Financial Performance,  

Notes to the AFS, Budget, In year 

Reports and AR

1 - 3 Months
Please refer to page 7 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

3 Net Debtors Days 
((Gross Debtors - Bad debt Provision)/ Actual 

Billed Revenue)) × 365

Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Financial Performance,  

Notes to the AFS, Budget and AR
30 days

Please refer to page 6 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

2
Bad Debts Written-off as % of  

Provision for Bad Debt 

Bad Debts Written-off/Provision for Bad debts x 

100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Notes to the AFS, Budget and AR

100%
Please refer to page 5 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

B. Debtors Management 

1 Collection Rate 

(Gross Debtors Closing Balance + Billed Revenue 

- Gross Debtors Opening Balance - Bad Debts 

Written Off)/Billed Revenue x 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Financial Performance,  

Notes to the AFS, Budget , In-Year 

Reports, IDP and AR

95%
Please refer to page 5 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

The opening balance of 

Gross Debtors as per the 

adjustment budget is too 

low.
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NO RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE NORM/RANGE INPUT DESCRIPTION
DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS
INTERPRETATION

MUNICIPAL COMMENTS 

(#)

R'000 R'000 R'000

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

4% 4% 4%

Total Operating Revenue 1,648,410                     1,740,738                     1,848,652                     

52,550                          56,916                          61,664                          

Total Operating Expenditure 1,632,584                     1,729,687                     1,840,250                     

Taxation Expense –                                –                                –                                

14% 13% 13%

Total Electricity Revenue 608,861                        647,600                        692,583                        

Total Electricity Expenditure 526,015                        561,949                        602,784                        

22% 21% 20%

Total Water Revenue 239,316                        251,343                        266,632                        

Total Water Expenditure 185,596                        199,560                        212,950                        

10% 9% 9%

Total Refuse Revenue 50,141                          53,060                          55,807                          

Total Refuse Expenditure 45,141                          48,060                          50,807                          

24% 23% 22%

Total Sanitation and Water Waste 

Revenue 
68,318                          72,816                          77,865                          

Total Sanitation and Water Waste 

Expenditure
52,142                          56,384                          60,773                          

15% 15% 14%

Number of units purchased and/or 

generated ('000)
503,641                        508,677                        513,765                        

Number of units sold ('000) 428,110                        432,391                        441,853                        

30% 25% 20%

Number of kilolitres purchased 

and/or purified ('000)
30,165                          30,445                          30,734                          

Number of kilolitres sold ('000) 21,155                          22,778                          24,539                          

2
Water Distribution Losses 

(Percentage) 

(Number of Kilolitres Water Purchased or Purified - 

Number of Kilolitres Water Sold) / Number of 

Kilolitres Water Purchased or Purified × 100

Annual Report, Audit Report  and 

Notes to Annual Financial 

Statements

15% - 30%
Please refer to page 13 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

B. Distribution Losses

1
Electricity Distribution Losses 

(Percentage) 

(Number of Electricity Units Purchased and/or 

Generated - Number of units sold) / Number of 

Electricity Units Purchased and/or generated) × 

100

Annual Report, Audit Report and 

Notes to Annual Financial 

Statements

7% - 10%
Please refer to page 13 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

Total Electricity Losses 

includes technical losses. 

According to NERSA's 

Municipal Tariff 

Benchmark for 2014/15, 

the tolerable range is 5% - 

12%

5
Net Surplus /Deficit Sanitation 

and Waste Water 

Total Sanitation and Waste Water Revenue less 

Total Sanitation and Waste Water 

Expenditure/Total Sanitation and Waste Water 

Revenue × 100

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Notes to AFS, Budget, IDP, In-Year 

reports and AR
= or > 0%

Please refer to page 12 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

4 Net Surplus /Deficit Refuse 
Total Refuse Revenue less Total Refuse 

Expenditure/Total Refuse Revenue  × 100

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and AR = or > 0%
Please refer to page 12 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

3 Net Surplus /Deficit Water 
Total Water Revenue less Total Water 

Expenditure/Total Water Revenue  × 100

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and AR
= or > 0%

Please refer to page 11 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

2 Net Surplus /Deficit Electricity 
Total Electricity Revenue less Total Electricity 

Expenditure/Total Electricity Revenue × 100

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Notes to AFS, Budget, IDP, In-Year 

reports and AR

0% - 15%
Please refer to page 10 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

2. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

A. Efficiency

1 Net Operating Surplus Margin 
(Total Operating Revenue -  Total Operating 

Expenditure)/Total Operating Revenue

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Budget, In-Year reports, AR, 

Statement of Comparison of Budget 

and Actual Amounts and Statement 

of Changes in Net Asset

= or > 0%
Please refer to page 10 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

Depreciation - Revalued Portion 

(Only populate if depreciation line 

item in the Statement of Financial 

Performance is based on the 

revalued asset value)
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NO RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE NORM/RANGE INPUT DESCRIPTION
DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS
INTERPRETATION

MUNICIPAL COMMENTS 

(#)

R'000 R'000 R'000

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

1% 1% 1%

Number of Active Debtors Accounts 

(Previous)
                          60,332                           60,891                           61,500 

Number of Active Debtors Accounts 

(Current)
                          60,891                           61,500                           62,115 

3% 4% 6%

CPI 6% 5% 5%

Total Revenue (Previous) 1,689,864                     1,737,337                     1,814,735                     

Total Revenue (Current) 1,737,337                     1,814,735                     1,922,807                     

7% 6% 6%

CPI 6% 5% 5%

Total Revenue Exl.Capital (Previous) 1,544,849                     1,648,410                     1,740,738                     

Total Revenue Exl.Capital (Current) 1,648,410                     1,740,738                     1,848,652                     

28 days 29 days 29 days

Trade Creditors 180,679                        190,010                        199,266                        

Contracted Services –                                –                                –                                

Repairs and Maintenance 87,135                          91,403                          95,825                          

General expenses 263,715                        270,821                        286,144                        

Bulk Purchases 422,000                        456,460                        492,221                        

Capital Credit Purchases (Capital 

Credit Purchases refers to additions 

of Investment Property and 

Property,Plant and Equipment)

1,567,415                     1,608,425                     1,635,060                     

0% 0% 0%

Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful and 

Unauthorised Expenditure
                                -                                   -                                   -   

Total Operating Expenditure 1,632,584                     1,729,687                     1,840,250                     

Taxation Expense                                 -                                   -                                   -   

35% 35% 35%

Employee/personnel related cost 547,624                        581,540                        614,684                        

Councillors Remuneration 19,968                          21,265                          22,541                          

Total Operating Expenditure 1,632,584                     1,729,687                     1,840,250                     

Taxation Expense –                                –                                –                                

0% 0% 0%

Contracted Services –                                –                                –                                

Total Operating Expenditure 1,632,584                     1,729,687                     1,840,250                     

Taxation Expense –                                –                                –                                

4
Contracted Services % of Total 

Operating Expenditure

Contracted Services / Total Operating Expenditure 

x100

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and AR
2% - 5%

Please refer to page 17 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

3
Remuneration as % of Total 

Operating Expenditure

Remuneration (Employee Related Costs and 

Councillors' Remuneration) /Total Operating 

Expenditure x100

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and AR
25% - 40%

Please refer to page 17 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

2

Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful 

and Unauthorised Expenditure / 

Total Operating Expenditure 

(Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful and 

Unauthorised Expenditure) / Total Operating 

Expenditure x100

Statement Financial Performance, 

Notes to Annual Financial 

Statements and AR

0%
Please refer to page 16 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

D. Expenditure Management

1
Creditors Payment Period 

(Trade Creditors)

Trade Creditors Outstanding / Credit Purchases 

(Operating and Capital) × 365

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Notes to  AFS, Budget, In-Year 

reports and AR
30 days

Please refer to page 16 of 

MFMA Circular No.71

The sharp decline in 

capital grants as per 

DoRA had a huge 

influence on this ratio 

3
Revenue Growth (%) - 

Excluding capital grants

(Period under review's Total Revenue Excluding 

capital grants- previous period's Total Revenue 

excluding capital grants)/ previous period's Total 

Revenue excluding capital grants ) x 100

Statement of Financial Performance, 

Notes to  AFS , Budget, IDP, In-

Year reports and AR

= CPI
Please refer to page 15 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

2 Revenue Growth (%)

(Period under review's Total Revenue - previous 

period's Total Revenue)/ previous period's Total 

Revenue ) x 100

Statement of Financial Performance,  

Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and AR
= CPI

Please refer to page 15 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

C. Revenue Management

1
Growth in Number of Active 

Consumer Accounts

(Period under review's number of Active Debtor 

Accounts - previous period's number of Active 

Debtor Accounts)/ previous number of Active 

Debtor Accounts x 100

Debtors System None
Please refer to page 14 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

Number of Active Debtors 

Accounts (Current) was as 

at 31 December 2013
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NO RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE NORM/RANGE INPUT DESCRIPTION
DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS

DATA INPUTS                                    

AND RESULTS
INTERPRETATION

MUNICIPAL COMMENTS 

(#)

R'000 R'000 R'000

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

32% 21% 12%

Internally generated funds 42,255                          19,942                          10,000                          

Borrowings –                                –                                –                                

Total Capital Expenditure 131,183                        93,939                          84,156                          

32% 21% 12%

Internally generated funds 42,255                          19,942                          10,000                          

Total Capital Expenditure 131,183                        93,939                          84,156                          

95% 95% 95%

Total Revenue 1,648,410                     1,740,738                     1,848,652                     

Government grant and subsidies 164,710                        160,300                        158,657                        

Public contributions and Donations –                                –                                –                                

Capital Grants 88,927                          73,997                          74,156                          

100% 100% 100%

Actual Capital Expenditure 131,183                        93,939                          84,156                          

Budget Capital Expenditure 131,183                        93,939                          84,156                          

100% 100% 100%

Actual Operating Expenditure 1,632,584                     1,729,687                     1,840,250                     

Budget Operating Expenditure 1,632,584                     1,729,687                     1,840,250                     

95% 96% 96%

Actual Operating Revenue 1,648,410                     1,740,738                     1,848,652                     

Budget Operating Revenue 1,737,337                     1,814,735                     1,922,807                     

100% 100% 100%

Actual Service Charges and 

Property Rates Revenue
1,405,141                     1,497,164                     1,602,145                     

Budget Service Charges and 

Property Rates Revenue
1,405,141                     1,497,164                     1,602,145                     

4

Service Charges and Property 

Rates Revenue Budget 

Implementation Indicator

Actual Service Charges and Property Rates 

Revenue / Budget Service Charges and Property 

Rates Revenue x 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Budget, AFS Appendices, IDP, In-

Year reports and AR

95% - 100%
Please refer to page 21 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

3
Operating Revenue Budget 

Implementation Indicator 

Actual Operating Revenue / Budget Operating 

Revenue x 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Budget, AFS Appendices, IDP, In-

Year reports and AR

95% - 100%
Please refer to page 20 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

2
Operating Expenditure Budget 

Implementation Indicator

Actual Operating Expenditure / Budgeted 

Operating Expenditure x 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Budget, AFS Appendices, IDP, In-

Year reports and AR

95% - 100%
Please refer to page 20 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

3. BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION

1
Capital Expenditure Budget 

Implementation Indicator

Actual capital Expenditure / Budget Capital 

Expenditure x 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Budget, AFS Appendices, In-Year 

reports and AR

95% - 100%
Please refer to page 19 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

3

Own Source Revenue to Total 

Operating Revenue(Including 

Agency Revenue)

Own Source Revenue (Total revenue - Government 

grants and Subsidies - Public Contributions and 

Donations)/ Total Operating Revenue (including 

agency services) x 100

Statement Financial Performance, 

Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and AR None
Please refer to page 18 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

2

Own funded Capital Expenditure 

(Internally Generated Funds) to 

Total Capital Expenditure 

Own funded Capital Expenditure (Internally 

Generated Funds) / Total Capital Expenditure x 

100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Budget, AFS Appendices, Notes to 

the Annual Financial Statements 

(Statement of Comparative and 

Actual Information) Budget, IDP, In-

Year reports and AR

None
Please refer to page 18 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71

E. Grant Dependency

1

Own funded Capital Expenditure 

(Internally generated funds + 

Borrowings) to Total Capital 

Expenditure 

Own funded Capital Expenditure (Internally 

generated funds + Borrowings) / Total Capital 

Expenditure x 100

Statement of Financial Position, 

Budget, AFS Appendices, Notes to 

the Annual Financial Statements 

(Statement of Comparative and 

Actual Information), Budget, IDP, In-

Year reports and AR

None
Please refer to page 18 of 

MFMA Circular No. 71
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11. Expenditure on allocations and grant programmes 

 

Indicated in the Table 39 below is the summary of expenditure on allocation and grant 

programme 

 

 
  

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

EXPENDITURE:

Operating expenditure of Transfers and Grants

National Government: 133,342       145,508       157,830       157,963       159,586       159,586       155,804       147,940       144,793       

Local Gov ernment Equitable Share 121,743       131,806       146,493       145,905       145,905       145,905       145,440       142,823       139,575       

Finance Management 1,200           1,450           1,500           1,550           1,550           1,550           1,600           1,650           1,700           

Municipal Sy stems Improv ement 750             790             800             890             890             890             934             967             1,018           

EPWP Incentiv e 9,649           11,462         7,660           6,618           6,618           6,618           5,330           

Infrastructure Skills Dev elopment 1,377           3,000           4,623           4,623           2,500           2,500           2,500           

Provincial Government: 3,983           5,386           6,920           4,444           4,444           4,444           7,372           10,735         12,148         

Health subsidy 2,306           2,435           2,525           2,663           2,663           2,663           2,809           2,978           3,141           

COGHSTA 1,048           3,100           

DWA 205             500             500             

Library 1,100           1,086           1,295           1,781           1,281           1,281           4,563           7,757           9,007           

Prov incial Resort Subsidy 577             612             –               

District Municipality: –               2,218           800             –               1,800           1,800           –               –               –               

Frances Baard District Municipality 2,218           800             1,800           1,800           

Other grant providers: 1,638           1,370           1,315           1,476           1,476           1,476           1,534           1,626           1,715           

MIG ops 1,638           1,370           1,215           1,476           1,476           1,476           1,534           1,626           1,715           

Other grant providers: 100             

Total operating expenditure of Transfers and 

Grants:
138,963       154,482       166,865       163,883       167,306       167,306       164,710       160,300       158,657       

Capital expenditure of Transfers and Grants

National Government: 40,946         70,026         97,644         75,767         92,769         92,769         78,677         68,484         68,324         

 Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) 33,612         43,993         50,674         50,767         53,905         53,905         45,677         47,153         49,175         

Neighbourhood Dev elopment Partnership 7,220           –               –               –               5,000           10,736         11,288         

EDSM 7,335           50               5,000           5,950           5,950           4,815           

INEP 18,813         15,086         20,000         32,914         32,914         3,000           5,000           3,000           

Department of Water Affairs 31,833         25,000         5,550           

INEP (Eskom) 45               46               

Provincial Government: 6,326           3,604           3,240           20,000         47,482         47,482         10,250         5,513           5,832           

DWA 15,000         20,617         20,617         5,000           

COGHSTA 3,240           21,865         21,865         

DHLG (GURP) 6,326           3,604           5,000           5,000           5,000           5,250           5,513           5,832           

District Municipality: 1,566           –               1,306           –               4,764           4,764           –               –               –               

Frances Baard District Municipality 1,566           1,306           4,764           4,764           

Other grant providers: 2,050           29,557         7,768           –               –               –               –               –               –               

Transnet 2,050           24,448         7,768           –               –               

Other grants 5,109           –               –               

Total capital expenditure of Transfers and 

Grants 50,889         103,187       109,958       95,767         145,015       145,015       88,927         73,997         74,156         

TOTAL EXPENDITURE OF TRANSFERS AND 

GRANTS
189,852       257,669       276,823       259,650       312,321       312,321       253,637       234,298       232,812       

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA19 Expenditure on transfers and grant programme
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Indicated in the chart below is the breakdown of operational grants received from National, 

Provincial, FBDM and Other grant providers. The downward trend as alluded to in the 

budget assumptions will place serious strain on the municipal available cash reserves. 

Grants from FBDM have the same budget process as SPM, and therefore all allocations 

received from the district is factored into the adjustment. So indicated below ops grants 

decrease by R2,596m or 1.6% from 2013/14 to 2014/15. For the 2015/16 financial year the 

decrease is R4,409m or 2.7% and 2016/17 the R-Value decrease is R1,644m or 1%. 

 

 
 

Indicated in the chart below is the breakdown of capital grants received from National, 

Provincial, FBDM and Other grant providers. The downward trend as alluded to in the 

budget assumptions will place serious strain on the municipal available cash reserves. In 

respect of capital grants this will have a dire negative effect on service delivery and the 

municipality’s ability to provide quality and timeous services to the community. Grants from 

FBDM have the same budget process than SPM, and therefore all allocations received from 

the district is factored into the adjustment. Indicated below capital grants decrease by 

R56,088m or 38.7% from 2013/14 to 2014/15. And by 16.8% from 2014/15 to 2015/16. A 

marginal decrease from 2015/16 to 2016/17 is experienced. 
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Indicated in the table 40 below is the capital expenditure per grant per project. 

 

 
  

Capital Expenditure on allocations and Grant Programmes 2014/15

Name of Grant

Amount 

Gazetted Project/S Funded by Grant

MIG 27,774,232 Homevale Waste Water Treatment Plant(15ml extension)

MIG 8,755,575 Phutanang Cemetery

MIG 1,000,000 Landfill Site

MIG 8,147,426 Riverton High Lift Pump

Grand Total 45,677,233

Name of Grant

Amount 

Gazetted Project Funded by Grant

NDPG 5,000,000 Neighborhood Development Partnership Grant

Grand Total 5,000,000

Name of Grant

Amount 

Gazetted Project Funded by Grant

GURP 5,250,000 DHLG

Grand Total 5,250,000

Name of Grant

Amount 

Gazetted Project Funded by Grant

INEP 3,000,000 Electrification of Diamant Park Phase 2

Grand Total 3,000,000

Name of Grant

Amount 

Gazetted Project Funded by Grant

RBIG 25,000,000 Homevale Waste Water Treatment Plant(15ml extension)

Grand Total 25,000,000

Name of Grant

DWA - 

Confirmation 

Letter Project Funded by Grant

ACIP 5,000,000 Water Conservation and Demand Side Management

Grand Total 5,000,000

Total Capital Grant 

Expenditure 88,927,233
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12. Allocations and grants made by the municipality 

Table 41 

 

 The grant made to the SPCA for the running of the Pound and to assist the municipality 

in caring for stray or abandoned animals within the SPM which increases incrementally 

by R0.05 m per annum. 

 Donation Keep Kimberley Clean is made to this institution to aid in keeping our city 

clean and hygienic. 

 Sol Plaatje Educational Trust – The trust was established in honour of the legacy of 

one of the founder members of the ANC Solomon Plaatje. This grant is to develop and 

enhance skills in the previously disadvantaged communities. SPM commit funding 

annually to this trust. 

 Gariep Festival – It is an annual festival held during August/September of each year 

and it is funded in order to attract more visitors and tourist to our region in order to 

realize economic growth and promote Kimberley as an ideal city for investment and 

prosperity. The main purpose is also to promote Arts and Culture to our broader 

community. 

 Diamonds and Dorings Festival – It is an annual festival held during April of each year 

and is also to promote arts and culture and tourism in our municipality. 

 Assistance is also provided to Diamantveld High School to host the Wildeklawer 

Tournament amounting to R0.1 m. 

 Funds are also availed for Arts and culture and Other Grants is a provision for 

organizations to apply for grant funding during the financial year with the condition that 

Council approves any such applications during the adjustment budget. 

 The total budgeted Indigent Subsidy is factored in at R50,000 m (2014/15) 

 

It should be noted that the SPM does not make any grants to the following: 

 Other municipalities 

 Any municipal entities  

 Any other organs of state 

 
  

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA21 Transfers and grants made by the municipality

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Cash Transfers to Organisations

SPCA 450              550              650              870              1,170           1,170           1,300           1,350           1,400           

Donation Keep Kimberley Clean 110              120              120              120              150              150              150              

Sol Plaatje Educational trust 177              188              188              188              200              200              200              

Gariep Festival 1,000           1,000           1,000           1,100           1,100           1,100           1,300           1,300           1,300           

Diamond and Dorings Festival 1,000           1,000           676              1,300           1,500           1,500           1,300           1,300           1,300           

Wildeklawer Tournament (Mayorol Gala) 150              150              100              100              100              

Arts and Culture 200              200              200              

Development - Rugby, Cricket, Soccer

Grant Griqua Diamonds (Cricket) 100              100              

Other 741              357              10               492              100              100              200              200              200              

Total Cash Transfers To Organisations 3,191           2,907           2,623           4,070           4,428           4,428           4,750           4,800           4,850           

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
Current Year 2013/14
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13. Councillor and board member allowances and employee benefits 

Staff costs for the 2014/15 financial year amounts to R547,624 million and is equivalent to 
34% of the total operating expenditure. Based on the three year collective SALGBC 
agreement, salary increases that have been factored into this budget at a percentage 
increase of 7% for the 2014/15 financial year. Similar, inflation-linked increases are 
estimated for the outer years of the municipality’s MTREF. A provision has been made for 
the full implementation of Task and notch increases. 
 
The packages for senior managers is budgeted at R10,628m which constitutes 1.9% of the 
total employee costs. No performance bonuses were budgeted for, for senior managers. 
Overtime is budgeted at R17,549m for the 2014/15 financial year which constitutes 3.2% of 
the total employee related costs. Expenditure on overtime is a huge concern and a 
concerted effort has been done to monitor and manage overtime efficiently and effectively. 
 
The cost associated with the remuneration of councillors is determined by the Minister of 
Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs in accordance with the Remuneration of 
Public Office Bearers Act, 1998 (Act 20 of 1998). The most recent proclamation in this 
regard has been taken into account in compiling the City’s budget. 
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Indicated in Table 42 below is the breakdown on Councillor’s remuneration and total 

employee costs. 

 

14. Monthly revenue, expenditure and cash-flow targets  

Indicated in the table below is the monthly revenue, expenditure and cash flow targets which 

are based on the previous years’ actuals and other factors that influence these projections.  

 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA22 Summary councillor and staff benefits

Summary of Employee and Councillor 

remuneration
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

A B C D E F G H I

Councillors (Political Office Bearers plus Other)

Basic Salaries and Wages 13 331         16 415         17 243         17 428         12 266         12 266         18 300         19 489         20 659         

Pension and UIF Contributions 826             826             

Medical Aid Contributions 469             469             

Motor Vehicle Allow ance 3 687           3 687           

Cellphone Allow ance 1 559           1 559           

Housing Allow ances –               –               

Other benefits and allow ances 1 179           –               –               1 668           1 776           1 883           

Sub Total - Councillors 13 331         16 415         17 243         18 607         18 807         18 807         19 968         21 265         22 541         

% increase 23.1%          5.0%           7.9%           1.1%           –               6.2%           6.5%           6.0%           

Senior Managers of the Municipality

Basic Salaries and Wages 4 365           4 276           5 189           6 048           6 048           6 048           6 390           6 805           7 213           

Pension and UIF Contributions 679             664             790             1 097           1 097           1 097           1 168           1 244           1 319           

Medical Aid Contributions 122             173             208             224             224             224             215             229             242             

Ov ertime –               –               

Performance Bonus –               –               

Motor Vehicle Allow ance 1 238           1 793           1 793           1 992           1 992           1 992           1 992           2 122           2 249           

Cellphone Allow ance –               –               

Housing Allow ances 29               57               61               41               41               41               36               38               40               

Other benefits and allow ances 55               987             599             619             619             619             828             881             934             

Pay ments in lieu of leav e –               –               

Long serv ice aw ards –               –               

Post-retirement benefit obligations –               –               

Sub Total - Senior Managers of Municipality 6 488           7 950           8 639           10 021         10 021         10 021         10 628         11 319         11 998         

% increase 22.5%          8.7%           16.0%          –               –               6.1%           6.5%           6.0%           

Other Municipal Staff

Basic Salaries and Wages 198 515       219 673       230 550       282 460       284 260       284 260       293 953       312 044       329 710       

Pension and UIF Contributions 31 479         34 189         35 642         48 030         48 030         48 030         47 571         50 498         53 357         

Medical Aid Contributions 24 061         28 227         30 509         35 729         35 729         35 729         37 026         39 324         41 570         

Ov ertime 11 957         14 638         18 532         14 454         14 454         14 454         17 549         18 614         19 650         

Performance Bonus –               –               

Motor Vehicle Allow ance 15 539         21 874         25 794         28 072         28 072         28 072         27 936         29 650         31 326         

Cellphone Allow ance –               –               

Housing Allow ances 2 083           1 847           1 867           2 196           2 196           2 196           1 966           2 087           2 206           

Other benefits and allow ances 37 512         33 040         41 537         18 441         18 441         18 441         47 684         50 618         53 481         

Pay ments in lieu of leav e 6 255           6 289           –               7 455           7 455           7 455           7 500           7 988           8 467           

Long serv ice aw ards 6 552           7 657           8 411           11 098         11 098         11 098         11 404         12 105         12 788         

Post-retirement benefit obligations 24 802         31 957         33 947         32 579         38 579         38 579         44 406         47 293         50 130         

Sub Total - Other Municipal Staff 358 753       399 392       426 789       480 514       488 314       488 314       536 996       570 221       602 686       

% increase 11.3%          6.9%           12.6%          1.6%           –               10.0%          6.2%           5.7%           

Total Parent Municipality 378 572       423 757       452 671       509 141       517 141       517 141       567 591       602 805       637 225       

11.9%          6.8%           12.5%          1.6%           –               9.8%           6.2%           5.7%           

TOTAL SALARY, ALLOWANCES & BENEFITS 378 572       423 757       452 671       509 141       517 141       517 141       567 591       602 805       637 225       

% increase 11.9%          6.8%           12.5%          1.6%           –               9.8%           6.2%           5.7%           

TOTAL MANAGERS AND STAFF 365 241       407 342       435 428       490 534       498 334       498 334       547 624       581 540       614 684       

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
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 (Tables 43 and 44) 

 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA25 Budgeted monthly revenue and expenditure

Description

R thousand July August Sept. October November December January February March April May June
Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Revenue By Source

Property  rates 18,420       18,420       185,000     18,420       18,420       18,420       18,420       18,420       18,420       18,420       18,420       28,746       397,946        435,051        474,222        

Property  rates - penalties & collection charges –             –               –               –               

Serv ice charges - electricity  rev enue 64,000       64,000       55,540       38,667       39,667       39,667       39,667       39,667       39,667       55,540       55,540       77,233       608,853        647,592        692,575        

Serv ice charges - w ater rev enue 15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       18,000       25,500       28,500       28,500       25,500       18,000       15,000       20,315       239,315        251,342        266,631        

Serv ice charges - sanitation rev enue 5,599         5,599         5,599         5,599         5,599         5,599         5,599         5,599         5,599         5,599         5,599         5,599         67,187         71,618         76,600         

Serv ice charges - refuse rev enue 3,903         3,903         3,903         3,903         3,903         3,903         3,903         3,903         3,903         3,903         3,903         3,903         46,841         49,562         52,117         

Serv ice charges - other –             –               –               –               

Rental of facilities and equipment 500           650           780           950           1,230         1,450         1,850         1,900         1,910         2,000         2,050         2,336         17,606         18,697         19,753         

Interest earned - ex ternal inv estments 500           500           650           780           1,000         1,150         1,150         1,150         1,200         1,200         1,350         1,370         12,000         12,500         13,000         

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 2,500         2,500         2,650         2,650         2,650         3,200         3,560         3,750         3,860         4,000         5,300         8,380         45,000         42,000         40,000         

Div idends receiv ed –             –               –               –               

Fines 636           636           636           636           636           636           636           636           636           636           636           637           7,635           8,085           8,523           

Licences and permits 50             50             50             50             50             50             100           150           240           360           578           944           2,672           2,834           2,991           

Agency  serv ices 400           400           400           400           400           400           400           400           400           400           400           500           4,900           5,194           5,480           

Transfers recognised - operational 51,000       54,000       54,000       5,710         164,710        160,300        158,657        

Other rev enue 150           750           890           1,500         1,850         3,500         3,650         3,800         3,850         3,900         4,000         5,905         33,745         35,964         38,103         

Gains on disposal of PPE –             –               –               –               

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and contributions)162,659     112,409     271,099     88,555       147,405     103,475     107,435     107,875     159,185     113,959     112,777     161,577     1,648,410     1,740,738     1,848,652     

Expenditure By Type

Employ ee related costs 40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       65,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       82,624       547,624        581,540        614,684        

Remuneration of councillors 1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         19,968         21,265         22,541         

Debt impairment 145,000     –             145,000        156,760        169,353        

Depreciation & asset impairment 4,379         4,379         4,379         39,413       52,550         56,916         61,664         

Finance charges 18,200       18,359       36,559         29,995         28,796         

Bulk purchases 47,000       50,000       30,000       30,000       30,000       30,000       35,000       35,000       35,000       25,000       25,000       50,000       422,000        456,460        492,221        

Other materials 3,500         3,760         8,520         8,520         8,520         8,520         6,500         7,000         7,950         8,520         10,100       5,725         87,135         91,403         95,825         

Contracted serv ices –             –               –               –               

Transfers and grants 2,500         2,500         2,890         3,200         3,971         4,323         5,000         5,498         5,700         5,750         6,000         7,418         54,750         58,050         61,295         

Other ex penditure 5,000         6,000         21,000       21,000       21,000       15,874       26,540       28,750       29,000       32,100       32,560       28,173       266,997        277,297        293,870        

Loss on disposal of PPE –             –               –               –               

Total Expenditure 244,664     103,924     108,453     104,384     105,155     147,960     114,704     117,912     123,693     113,034     115,324     233,376     1,632,584     1,729,687     1,840,250     

Surplus/(Deficit) (82,005)      8,485         162,645     (15,829)      42,250       (44,485)      (7,269)        (10,037)      35,492       925           (2,547)        (71,799)      15,826         11,051         8,401           

Transfers recognised - capital 5,000         5,500         5,750         5,968         6,150         6,150         6,500         6,745         6,810         7,450         8,921         17,983       88,927         73,997         74,156         

Contributions recognised - capital –             –               –               –               

Contributed assets –             –               –               –               

Surplus/(Deficit) after capital transfers & 

contributions
(77,005)      13,985       168,395     (9,861)        48,400       (38,335)      (769)          (3,292)        42,302       8,375         6,374         (53,815)      104,754        85,048         82,557         

Tax ation –             –               –               –               

Attributable to minorities –             –               –               –               

Share of surplus/ (deficit) of associate –             –               –               –               

Surplus/(Deficit) (77,005)      13,985       168,395     (9,861)        48,400       (38,335)      (769)          (3,292)        42,302       8,375         6,374         (53,815)      104,754        85,048         82,557         

Budget Year 2014/15
Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework
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NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA30 Budgeted monthly cash flow

MONTHLY CASH FLOWS

R thousand July August Sept. October November December January February March April May June
Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Cash Receipts By Source

Property  rates 17,197       17,197       165,000     17,197       17,197       17,197       17,197       17,197       17,197       17,197       17,197       13,218       350,193        387,195        422,058        

Property  rates - penalties & collection charges –             –               –               –               

Serv ice charges - electricity  rev enue 64,000       64,000       55,540       38,667       39,667       39,667       39,667       39,667       39,667       55,540       55,540       12,856       544,476        582,833        623,317        

Serv ice charges - w ater rev enue 17,949       17,949       17,949       17,949       17,949       17,949       17,949       17,949       17,949       17,949       17,949       13,162       210,597        213,640        237,302        

Serv ice charges - sanitation rev enue 5,039         5,039         5,039         5,039         5,039         5,039         5,039         5,039         5,039         5,039         5,039         3,695         59,124         63,024         69,489         

Serv ice charges - refuse rev enue 3,513         3,513         3,513         3,513         3,513         3,513         3,513         3,513         3,513         3,513         3,513         2,577         41,220         44,323         46,905         

Serv ice charges - other –             –               –               –               

Rental of facilities and equipment 500           650           780           950           1,230         1,450         1,850         1,900         1,910         2,000         2,050         2,336         17,606         18,697         19,753         

Interest earned - ex ternal inv estments 500           500           650           780           1,000         1,150         1,150         1,150         1,200         1,200         1,350         1,370         12,000         12,500         13,000         

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         250           11,250         10,500         10,000         

Div idends receiv ed –             –               –               –               

Fines 636           636           636           636           636           636           636           636           636           636           636           637           7,635           8,085           8,523           

Licences and permits 50             50             50             50             50             50             100           150           240           360           578           944           2,672           2,834           2,991           

Agency  serv ices 400           400           400           400           400           400           400           400           400           400           400           500           4,900           5,194           5,480           

Transfer receipts - operational 51,000       54,000       54,000       5,710         164,710        160,300        158,657        

Other rev enue 150           750           890           1,500         1,850         3,500         3,650         3,800         3,850         3,900         4,000         2,530         30,370         34,999         37,941         

Cash Receipts by Source 161,934     111,684     251,447     87,681       143,531     91,551       92,151       92,401       146,601     108,734     109,252     59,785       1,456,753     1,544,124     1,655,416     

Other Cash Flows by Source

Transfer receipts - capital 5,000         5,500         5,750         5,968         6,150         6,150         6,500         6,745         6,810         7,450         8,921         17,983       88,927         73,997         74,156         

Contributions recognised - capital & Contributed assets –             

Proceeds on disposal of PPE –             

Short term loans –             

Borrow ing long term/refinancing –             

Increase (decrease) in consumer deposits –             

Decrease (Increase) in non-current debtors –             

Decrease (increase) other non-current receiv ables –             

Decrease (increase) in non-current inv estments –             

Total Cash Receipts by Source 166,934     117,184     257,197     93,649       149,681     97,701       98,651       99,146       153,411     116,184     118,173     77,768       1,545,681     1,618,121     1,729,571     

Cash Payments by Type

Employ ee related costs 40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       65,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       82,624       547,624        581,540        614,684        

Remuneration of councillors 1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         1,664         19,968         21,265         22,541         

Finance charges 18,200       18,359       36,559         29,995         28,796         

Bulk purchases - Electricity 47,000       50,000       30,000       30,000       30,000       30,000       35,000       35,000       35,000       25,000       25,000       50,000       422,000        456,460        492,221        

Bulk purchases - Water & Sew er –             

Other materials 3,500         3,760         8,520         8,520         8,520         8,520         6,500         7,000         7,950         8,520         10,100       5,725         87,135         91,403         95,825         

Contracted serv ices –             

Transfers and grants - other municipalities –             

Transfers and grants - other 3,000         1,500         250           4,750           4,800           4,850           

Other ex penditure 5,000         6,000         21,000       21,000       21,000       15,874       26,540       28,750       29,000       32,100       32,560       28,174       266,998        277,297        293,871        

Cash Payments by Type 100,164     101,424     102,684     101,184     101,184     139,258     109,704     112,414     113,614     107,284     109,324     186,796     1,385,034     1,462,761     1,552,789     

Other Cash Flows/Payments by Type

Capital assets 4,100         5,000         5,750         6,700         8,750         9,950         10,800       15,250       15,600       15,650       16,600       17,033       131,183        93,939         84,156         

Repay ment of borrow ing 7,913         7,914         15,827         11,051         8,401           

Other Cash Flow s/Pay ments –             

Total Cash Payments by Type 104,264     106,424     108,434     107,884     109,934     157,121     120,504     127,664     129,214     122,934     125,924     211,742     1,532,043     1,567,751     1,645,346     

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH HELD 62,670       10,760       148,763     (14,235)      39,747       (59,420)      (21,853)      (28,518)      24,197       (6,750)        (7,751)        (133,974)    13,637         50,370         84,226         

Cash/cash equiv alents at the month/y ear begin: 236,901     299,571     310,332     459,095     444,860     484,607     425,187     403,334     374,816     399,013     392,263     384,513     236,901        250,538        300,909        

Cash/cash equiv alents at the month/y ear end: 299,571     310,332     459,095     444,860     484,607     425,187     403,334     374,816     399,013     392,263     384,513     250,538     250,538        300,909        385,134        

Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework
Budget Year 2014/15
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15. Annual budgets by Municipal Vote 

As indicated in the chart below the major revenue contributed are Municipal and General as 

a result of the Equitable Share under Grants and subsidies including other grants like 

EPWP. Secondly capital grants are also recognised here in the Statement of Financial 

Performance at year-end. Lastly, Interest on Outstanding Debtors is also budgeted for under 

this vote. This is followed by Financial Services where Property Rates is provided for. The 

other major contributor is Infrastructure and Service as a result of all Service charges 

resorting under there. 

 

Indicated in the chart below is the percentage weighting per Municipal vote for the 2014/15 

financial year with the major contributors being Infrastructure contributing 56%, Financial 

Services 24% and Municipal and General 17 %. 
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As indicated in the chart below the major expenditure is driven by Infrastructure and 

Services followed by Municipal and General with Post Health Retirement Benefits that are 

budgeted for under this vote, the indigent subsidy provided, Depreciation on all other assets 

as well Debt Impairment provision. 

 
 

Indicated in the chart below is the percentage weighting per Municipal vote for the 2014/15 

financial year with Infrastructure and Services being the major cost driver at 56%, 

Community Services 10% and Municipal and General 19 %. 
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The tables below are the high-level summary on both operational expenditure and 

revenue per municipal vote for 2014/15 MTREF. 

 

MUNICIPAL VOTE 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 2015/16   
R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

Employee Relate Costs 12,688 13,450 14,189 

Remuneration of Councillors 19,968 21,265 22,541 

Depreciation – – – 

Repairs and maintenance 2 2 2 

General Expenses - Other 5,589 5,925 6,250 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 38,247 40,642 42,984 

Other income – – – 

TOTAL REVENUE – – – 

    
MUNICIPAL VOTE 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 2015/16   
R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

Employee Relate Costs 59,406 63,268 67,064 

Depreciation 38,550 40,949 43,406 

Repairs and maintenance 11,100 8,163 6,395 

Interest on external borrowings 2,929 1,406 884 

General Expenses - Grants and Subsidies 53,900 57,150 60,345 

General Expenses - Other 96,079 91,613 95,371 

Contributions to provisions and reserves 51,000 55,000 60,000 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 312,964 317,549 333,465 

Rent of facilities and equipment 3 3 3 

Interest earned external investment 12,000 12,500 13,000 

Interest earned outstanding debt 45,000 42,000 40,000 

Grants and subsidies receives - ops 150,770 142,823 139,575 

Grants and subsidies receives -CAPITAL 88,927 73,997 74,156 

Other revenue 3,630 3,853 4,031 

TOTAL REVENUE 300,330 275,176 270,764 

    

MUNICIPAL VOTE 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

MUNICIPAL MANAGER 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 2015/16   
R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

Employee Relate Costs 13,663 14,483 15,279 

Depreciation – – – 

Repairs ad maintenance 10 10 11 

General Expenses - Other 2,839 3,010 3,175 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 16,512 17,503 18,465 

Grants and Subsidy - Operating 1,534 1,626 1,715 

Other revenue 632 670 707 

TOTAL REVENUE 2,166 2,296 2,422 
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MUNICIPAL VOTE 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

CORPORATE SERVICES 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 2015/16   
R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

Employee Relate Costs 44,768 47,443 50,081 

Depreciation – – – 

Repairs ad maintenance 1,281 1,357 1,432 

General Expenses - Other 10,572 11,174 11,780 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 56,621 59,975 63,292 

Service charges – – – 

Contributions to provisions and reserves 
   Rent of facilities and equipment 26 28 29 

Grants and subsidies receives - ops 2,500 2,500 2,500 

Other revenue 4,026 4,409 4,790 

TOTAL REVENUE 6,552 6,936 7,319 

    

MUNICIPAL VOTE 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 2015/16   
R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

Employee Relate Costs 136,754 145,204 153,449 

Depreciation – – – 

Repairs ad maintenance 5,345 5,656 5,958 

General Expenses - Other 22,969 27,194 29,441 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 165,068 178,054 188,848 

Service charges – – – 

Rent of facilities and equipment 4,671 4,952 5,224 

Fines 7,635 8,085 8,523 

Licences and permits 2,412 2,557 2,697 

Income for agency services 4,900 5,194 5,480 

Grants and subsidies receives - ops 7,372 10,735 12,148 

Other revenue 6,467 6,830 7,184 

TOTAL REVENUE 33,457 38,353 41,256 
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MUNICIPAL VOTE 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 2015/16   
R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

Employee Relate Costs 82,645 87,881 92,998 

Collection costs 600 639 677 

Depreciation – – – 

Repairs ad maintenance 704 749 794 

General Expenses - Grants and Subsidies 850 900 950 

General Expenses - Other 16,710 17,704 18,696 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 101,510 107,874 114,115 

Property rates  397,946 435,051 474,222 

Service charges – – – 

Contributions to provisions and reserves – – – 

Rent of facilities and equipment – – – 

Fines – – – 

Licences and permits 260 277 294 

Grants and Subsidy - Operating 2,534 2,617 2,718 

Other revenue 10,626 11,311 11,984 

TOTAL REVENUE 411,367 449,256 489,218 

    

MUNICIPAL VOTE 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

STRATEGY,ECONOMIC  PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 2015/16   
R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

Employee Relate Costs 27,625 29,338 31,010 

Depreciation – – – 

Repairs ad maintenance 4,370 4,710 5,075 

General Expenses - Other 6,728 7,141 7,548 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 38,723 41,189 43,632 

Service charges – – – 

Rent of facilities and equipment 1,038 1,104 1,169 

Other revenue 7,001 7,446 7,881 

TOTAL REVENUE 8,039 8,550 9,050 

    
MUNICIPAL VOTE 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 2015/16   
R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

Employee Relate Costs 170,073 180,473 190,614 

Collection costs 1,200 1,278 1,355 

Depreciation 14,000 15,967 18,258 

Repairs ad maintenance 64,325 70,755 76,158 

Bulk purchases 422,000 456,460 492,221 

General Expenses - Other 103,710 111,620 119,577 

Interest on external borrowings 49,457 39,640 36,313 

Contributions to provisions and reserves 94,000 101,760 109,353 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 918,764 977,953 1,043,849 

Service charges 962,195 1,020,113 1,087,923 

Rent of facilities and equipment 11,868 12,610 13,328 

Grants and subsidies receives - ops – – – 

Other revenue 1,362 1,445 1,528 

TOTAL REVENUE 975,425 1,034,169 1,102,779 
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Annual budgets Property rates and by Major service 

 

PROPERTY RATES 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 
2015/16   R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

EXPENDITURE       

EMP COST SALARIES                       316,211                        335,783                        354,916  

EMP COST SOCIAL CONTR                       121,931                        129,638                        137,189  

REMUNERATION COUNCILORS                         19,968                          21,265                          22,541  

COLLECTION COSTS                             600                              639                              677  

DEPRECIATION                         38,550                          40,949                          43,406  

REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE                         30,421                          29,026                          29,041  

EXPENSE EXTERNAL BORROW                           1,604                              493                              425  

GRANTS & SUBSIDIES PAID                         54,750                          58,050                          61,295  

GENERAL EXPENSES OTHER                       190,505                        194,853                        205,515  

DEBT IMPAIRMENT                         51,000                          55,000                          60,000  

TOTAL                       825,540                        865,696                        915,006  

INCOME       

PROPERTY RATES                       397,946                        435,051                        474,222  

RENT FACILITIES & EQUIPMENT                         14,306                          15,199                          16,063  

INT EARNED EXT INVESTMENTS                         12,000                          12,500                          13,000  

INT EARNED OUT DEBTORS                         45,000                          42,000                          40,000  

FINES                           7,635                            8,085                            8,523  

LICENSES & PERMITS                           2,672                            2,834                            2,991  

INCOME FOR AGENCY SERVICES                           4,900                            5,194                            5,480  

GRANTS & SUBS OPERATING                       164,710                        160,300                        158,657  

OTHER REVENUE                         32,605                          34,757                          36,830  

TOTAL                       681,774                        715,919                        755,765  

INTERNAL TRANSFERS                          66,491                          70,288                          74,347  

CROSS SUBSIDIZATION                         78,600                          80,402                          85,353  

TOTAL REVENUE                       826,865                        866,610                        915,465  

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)                           1,325                              913                              459  

    

SEWERAGE 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 
2015/16   R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

EXPENDITURE       

EMP COST SALARIES                         21,109                          22,375                          23,606  

EMP COST SOCIAL CONTR                           4,505                            4,775                            5,038  

DEPRECIATION                           4,400                            4,664                            6,221  

REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE                           6,449                            8,540                            9,521  

EXPENSE EXTERNAL BORROW                           3,690                            3,322                            2,982  

GENERAL EXPENSES OTHER                         10,139                          10,746                          11,336  

TOTAL                         50,291                          54,423                          58,704  

INCOME       

SERVICE CHARGES                         67,187                          71,618                          76,600  

OTHER REVENUE                           1,131                            1,199                            1,265  

TOTAL                         68,318                          72,816                          77,865  

INTERNAL TRANSFERS                                –                                  –                                  –   

CROSS SUBSIDIZATION                        (15,000)                        (15,000)                        (18,000) 

TOTAL REVENUE                         53,318                          57,816                          59,865  

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)                           3,026                            3,394                            1,161  
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REFUSE 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 
2015/16   R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

EXPENDITURE       

EMP COST SALARIES                         19,949                          21,149                          22,317  

EMP COST SOCIAL CONTR                           5,011                            5,313                            5,606  

DEPRECIATION                           1,900                            2,050                            2,150  

REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE                           4,650                            4,886                            5,332  

GENERAL EXPENSES OTHER                         13,631                          14,662                          15,403  

TOTAL                         45,141                          48,060                          50,807  

INCOME       

SERVICE CHARGES                         46,841                          49,562                          52,117  

RENT FACILITIES & EQUIPMENT                           3,300                            3,498                            3,690  

TOTAL                         50,141                          53,060                          55,807  

INTERNAL TRANSFERS                                –                                  –                                  –   

CROSS SUBSIDIZATION                          (5,000)                          (5,000)                          (5,000) 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE                         45,141                          48,060                          50,807  

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)                                (0)                                –                                  –   

    

WATER 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 
2015/16   R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

EXPENDITURE       

EMP COST SALARIES                         23,884                          25,317                          26,710  

EMP COST SOCIAL CONTR                           5,923                            6,279                            6,624  

DEPRECIATION                           4,000                            4,220                            4,452  

REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE                         29,037                          30,836                          32,316  

EXPENSE EXTERNAL BORROW                           6,655                            5,466                            5,285  

BULK PURCHASES                         60,000                          65,500                          69,984  

GENERAL EXPENSES OTHER                         30,097                          32,943                          36,080  

DEBT IMPAIRMENT                         26,000                          29,000                          31,500  

TOTAL                       185,596                        199,560                        212,950  

INCOME       

SERVICE CHARGES                       239,315                        251,342                        266,631  

OTHER REVENUE                                 1                                  1                                  1  

TOTAL                       239,316                        251,343                        266,632  

INTERNAL TRANSFERS                         (29,875)                        (31,293)                        (33,012) 

CROSS SUBSIDIZATION                        (19,000)                        (19,000)                        (19,000) 

TOTAL REVENUE                       190,441                        201,049                        214,620  

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)                           4,845                            1,489                            1,670  
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ELECTRICITY 

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework 

Budget Year 2014/15    
R'000 

Budget Year +1 
2015/16   R'000 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 R'000 

EXPENDITURE       

EMP COST SALARIES                         23,695                          25,170                          26,611  

EMP COST SOCIAL CONTR                           5,406                            5,742                            6,069  

COLLECTION COSTS                           1,200                            1,278                            1,355  

DEPRECIATION                           3,700                            5,033                            5,436  

REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE                         16,579                          18,115                          19,615  

EXPENSE EXTERNAL BORROW                         24,611                          20,715                          20,105  

BULK PURCHASES                       362,000                        390,960                        422,237  

GENERAL EXPENSES OTHER                         20,825                          22,176                          23,504  

DEBT IMPAIRMENT                         68,000                          72,760                          77,853  

TOTAL                       526,015                        561,949                        602,784  

INCOME       

SERVICE CHARGES                       608,853                        647,592                        692,575  

OTHER REVENUE                                 8                                  8                                  8  

TOTAL                       608,861                        647,600                        692,583  

INTERNAL TRANSFERS                        (36,615)                        (38,995)                        (41,335) 

CROSS SUBSIDIZATION                        (39,600)                        (41,402)                        (43,353) 

TOTAL REVENUE                       532,646                        567,203                        607,894  

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)                           6,630                            5,254                            5,110  
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16. Contracts having future budgetary implications 

Table 46 below depicts the project of the Phutanang Cemetry as having future budgetary 

implications 

 

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA37 Projects delayed from previous financial year/s

Ref.

1,2
Original 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

R thousand Year

Parent municipality:

List all capital projects grouped by Municipal Vote Examples Examples

Community  Serv ices 1 Phutanang Cemetery  Community Cemeteries 2013/14 10,722         4,222           11,994         

Entities:

List all capital projects grouped by Municipal Entity

Entity Name

Project name

Municipal Vote/Capital project

Previous 

target year to 

complete

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

Project name
Project 

number

Asset Sub-Class  

3

Asset Class  

3

GPS co-ordinates

4
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17. Capital expenditure by project 

Table 47

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA36 Detailed capital budget

Municipal Vote/Capital project

Individually 

Approved

(Yes/No)

Asset Class     Asset Sub-Class   GPS co-ordinates

R thousand 6 3 3 5

Audited 

Outcome    

2012/13

Current Year 

2013/14        

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17
Ward location

New or 

renewal

Parent municipality:

List all capital projects grouped by Municipal Vote

Total expenditure previous year 179,281        

Strategy, Economic Development and PlanningGURP projects No Other Other unknown 16,595         5,250           5,513           5,832           ALL Renew al

Neighborhood Development No Other Sportsfields & stadia various 32,024         5,000           5,000           10,736         11,288         ALL New

Infrastructure and Services

Electricity Energy  Efficiency  and Demand side Management No Infrastructure - Electricity Street Lighting various 10,755         5,940           –               –               4,815           ALL Renew al

Integrated National Electricity  Program Diamant Park Phase 2 No Infrastructure - Electricity Transmission & Reticulation -28.739869, 24.742096 11,000         3,000           5,000           3,000           25 Renew al

Integrated National Electricity  Program Eskom Grant No Infrastructure - Electricity Transmission & Reticulation unknown 91               45               46               ALL Renew al

Transport Fleet Replacement Program No Infrastructure - Road transport Transportation n/a 29,300         8,300           12,000         9,000           ALL Renew al

Water and Sanitation Ritchie Bulk Supply No Infrastructure - Sanitation Reticulation -29.037251, 24.585785 29,515         29,515         ALL New

Water and Sanitation Lerato Park Water No Infrastructure - Water Reticulation -28.676088, 24.714344 27,000         18,000         9,000           ALL New

Water and Sanitation Zone Metering Yes Infrastructure - Water Transmission & Reticulation various 29,000         22,000         7,000           ALL New

Water and Sanitation Water Conserv ation & Demand side Yes Infrastructure - Water Transmission & Reticulation various 15,000         5,000           5,000           5,000           ALL New

Water and Sanitation Replacement of Water Meters Yes Infrastructure - Water Transmission & Reticulation various 15,000         2,000           5,000           4,000           4,000           ALL Renew al

Water and Sanitation Riv erton High Lift Pumps Yes Infrastructure - Water Water purification -28.519676, 24.695918 18,164         6,000           12,164         –               ALL Renew al

Water and Sanitation Homev ale WWT 15 ml Upgrade Yes Infrastructure - Sanitation Sewerage purification -28.696664, 24.734092 145,171        55,662         62,774         26,735         ALL Renew al

Directorate : Finanancial Services

Information Technology It Replacement Program: Hardw are No Other Assets Computers - hardware/equipment n/a 9,500           1,000           1,000           1,500           6,000           ALL Renew al

Directorate: Community Services –               ALL New

Cemetries Phutanang Cemetry Yes Community Cemeteries -28.726730, 24.698753 16,217         4,222           11,994         ALL

Env ironmental Landfill Site Upgrade Yes Community Waste Management -28.738217, 24.690780 10,410         1,000           1,000           8,410           ALL Renew al

Emergency  Serv ices Satelite Fire Station No Community Fire, safety & emergency -29.037251, 24.585785 10,660         10,660         ALL New

Total Capital expenditure 179,281        116,125        131,183        93,939         84,156         

Project information

Program/Project description
Project 

number

IDP 

Goal 

code 

2

Prior year outcomes

Total Project 

Estimate

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
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18. Legislation and compliance status 

Compliance with the MFMA implementation requirements has been substantially adhered to 
through the following activities: 
 

 Budget and Treasury Office - A budget office and Treasury office has been established 
in accordance with the MFMA. 
 

 No councillors are serving in the Bid Adjudication Committee 
 

 Budgeting - The annual budget is prepared in accordance with the requirements 
prescribed by National Treasury and the MFMA. 
 

 In Year Reporting - 100% compliance with regards to reporting to National Treasury in 
electronic format on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis. 
 

 Annual Report - The annual report is prepared in accordance with the MFMA and 
National Treasury requirements. 
 

 Internship Programme - The municipality has been participating in the Municipal Finance 
Management Internship Programme, has employed a number of interns to undergo 
training in various finance, internal audit and in IT Departments. Three interns completed 
their two-year training period at the end of October 2013 and their contracts have been 
extended by a further 12 months. 

19. Service delivery agreements 

The municipality has entered into a service delivery agreement with Eskom for the sale of 

electricity and roll out of free basic electricity to all households in Ritchie area. The SLA to be 

finalised. 

20. Municipal Manager’s Quality Certificate 

I, GH Akharwaray, Municipal Manager of Sol Plaatje Municipality, hereby certify that the 

annual budget and supporting documentation have been prepared in accordance with the 

Municipal Finance Management Act and the regulations made under the Act, and that the 

Annual Budget and supporting documents are consistent with the Integrated Development 

Plan of the municipality. 

Print Name:  GH Akharwaray 

Municipal Manager of Sol Plaatje Municipality NC091 

Signature:  …………………………… 

Date:  ………………………………… 
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NC091 Sol Plaatje -  Contact Information

A. GENERAL INFORMATION

Municipality NC091 Sol Plaatje

Grade Grade 4 1 Grade in terms of the Remuneration of Public Office Bearers Act.

Province NC NORTHERN CAPE

Web Address www.solplaatje.org.za

e-mail Address info@solplaatje.org.za

Postal address:

P.O. Box X5030

City / Town Kimberley

Postal Code 8300

Street address

Building Civic Centre

Street No. & Name Sol Plaatje Drive

City / Town Kimberley

Postal Code 8301

General Contacts

Telephone number 538,306,911

Fax number 538,331,005

Speaker:

Name OM Matika Name S Isaacs

Telephone number 538,306,460 Telephone number 538,306,489

Cell number 828,694,856 Cell number 795,324,597

Fax number Fax number

E-mail address Mmatika@solplaatje.org.za E-mail address Sisaacs@solplaatje.org.za

Name KD Molusi Name D Holele

Telephone number 538,306,269 Telephone number 538,306,720

Cell number 832,616,436 Cell number 798,934,785

Fax number 865,364,885 Fax number 865,364,885

E-mail address dholele@solplaatje.org.za E-mail address dholele@solplaatje.org.za

Municipal Manager:

Name G Akharwaray Name J Bonokwane

Telephone number 538,306,100 Telephone number 538,306,100

Cell number 832558808 Cell number 727213953

Fax number 538,331,005 Fax number 538,331,005

E-mail address gakharwaray@solplaatje.org.za E-mail address jbonokwane@solplaatje.org.za

Chief Financial Officer

Name ZL Mahloko Name B Vermeulen

Telephone number 053 8306500 Telephone number 538,306,502

Cell number 719775042 Cell number 723344161

Fax number 053 8314658 Fax number 538,314,658

E-mail address zmahloko@solplaatje.org.za E-mail address bvermeulen@solplaatje.org.za

Name C Henderson Name C Jenneke

Telephone number 538,306,533 Telephone number 538,306,564

Cell number 832609374 Cell number 824027793

Fax number 866812135 Fax number 538,314,658

E-mail address chenderson@solplaatje.org.za E-mail address cjenneke@solplaatje.org.za

Secretary/PA to the Municipal Manager:

Official responsible for submitting financial information

D. MANAGEMENT LEADERSHIP

Official responsible for submitting financial information

Secretary/PA to the Chief Financial Officer

Secretary/PA to the Mayor/Executive Mayor:Mayor/Executive Mayor:

B. CONTACT INFORMATION

C. POLITICAL LEADERSHIP

Secretary/PA to the Speaker:

http://www.solplaatje.org.za/
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mailto:dholele@solplaatje.org.za
mailto:dholele@solplaatje.org.za
mailto:gakharwaray@solplaatje.org.za
mailto:jbonokwane@solplaatje.org.za
mailto:bvermeulen@solplaatje.org.za
mailto:chenderson@solplaatje.org.za
mailto:cjenneke@solplaatje.org.za


Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousands
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Financial Performance

Property rates 209,351           271,038           331,348           367,941           367,941           367,941           397,946           435,051           474,222           

Service charges 571,406           740,699           838,429           879,233           850,233           850,233           962,195           1,020,113        1,087,923        

Investment revenue 4,802                8,565                15,173             9,000                12,000             12,000             12,000             12,500             13,000             

Transfers recognised - operational 138,963           154,482           166,865           163,883           167,306           167,306           164,710           160,300           158,657           

Other own revenue 79,783             80,987             93,022             90,662             147,369           147,369           111,558           112,774           114,850           

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and 

contributions)

1,004,304        1,255,771        1,444,839        1,510,719        1,544,849        1,544,849        1,648,410        1,740,738        1,848,652        

Employee costs 365,241           407,342           435,428           490,534           498,334           498,334           547,624           581,540           614,684           

Remuneration of councillors 13,331             16,415             17,243             18,607             18,807             18,807             19,968             21,265             22,541             

Depreciation & asset impairment 39,520             38,888             42,291             49,150             49,150             49,150             52,550             56,916             61,664             

Finance charges 10,552             17,088             24,694             36,718             32,718             32,718             36,559             29,995             28,796             

Materials and bulk purchases 285,380           358,444           416,058           462,300           483,660           483,660           509,135           547,863           588,046           

Transfers and grants 3,191                2,907                2,623                54,070             54,428             54,428             54,750             58,050             61,295             

Other expenditure 311,105           359,349           353,500           384,225           427,175           427,175           411,997           434,057           463,224           

Total Expenditure 1,028,320        1,200,434        1,291,837        1,495,603        1,564,272        1,564,272        1,632,584        1,729,687        1,840,250        

Surplus/(Deficit) (24,016)            55,337             153,001           15,115             (19,423)            (19,423)            15,826             11,051             8,401                

Transfers recognised - capital 50,889             103,187           109,958           95,767             145,015           145,015           88,927             73,997             74,156             

Contributions recognised - capital & contributed assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Surplus/(Deficit) after capital transfers & 

contributions

26,873             158,525           262,959           110,882           125,592           125,592           104,754           85,048             82,557             

Share of surplus/ (deficit) of associate –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year 26,873             158,525           262,959           110,882           125,592           125,592           104,754           85,048             82,557             

Capital expenditure & funds sources

Capital expenditure 79,559             128,292           179,281           238,867           297,513           297,513           131,183           93,939             84,156             

Transfers recognised - capital 49,125             85,596             109,958           95,767             145,015           145,015           88,927             73,997             74,156             

Public contributions & donations –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Borrowing 30,433             36,327             57,073             54,100             54,100             54,100             –                     –                     –                     

Internally generated funds –                     6,369                12,251             89,000             98,398             98,398             42,255             19,942             10,000             

Total sources of capital funds 79,559             128,292           179,281           238,867           297,513           297,513           131,183           93,939             84,156             

Financial position

Total current assets 341,764           528,924           790,296           594,956           551,020           551,020           751,806           805,059           872,005           

Total non current assets 961,961           1,127,357        1,253,201        1,429,004        1,487,650        1,487,650        1,581,719        1,623,179        1,650,291        

Total current liabilities 175,943           190,709           244,699           211,293           211,293           211,293           230,326           237,926           247,765           

Total non current liabilities 261,866           352,868           423,135           517,322           517,322           517,322           502,441           510,018           517,512           

Community wealth/Equity 865,916           1,112,704        1,375,663        1,295,345        1,310,055        1,310,055        1,600,758        1,680,294        1,757,019        

Cash flows

Net cash from (used) operating 76,058             161,488           302,281           169,272           183,982           183,982           159,383           154,094           175,619           

Net cash from (used) investing (79,559)            (128,292)          (179,281)          (238,867)          (297,513)          (297,513)          (131,183)          (93,939)            (84,156)            

Net cash from (used) financing 37,901             66,517             40,680             40,148             40,148             40,148             (14,564)            (9,784)              (7,239)              

Cash/cash equivalents at the year end 60,572             160,286           323,965           215,553           171,617           171,617           250,538           300,909           385,134           

Cash backing/surplus reconciliation

Cash and investments available 60,571             160,285           323,965           215,553           171,617           171,617           250,492           300,974           385,200           

Application of cash and investments (69,767)            (145,102)          (113,594)          (119,187)          (104,348)          (104,348)          (222,548)          (216,869)          (194,838)          

Balance - surplus (shortfall) 130,338           305,387           437,559           334,740           275,965           275,965           473,040           517,843           580,038           

Asset management

Asset register summary (WDV) 961,961           1,118,776        1,242,280        1,429,004        1,487,650        1,487,650        1,570,289        1,611,471        1,638,289        

Depreciation & asset impairment 39,520             38,888             42,291             49,150             49,150             49,150             52,550             56,916             61,664             

Renewal of Existing Assets 19,357             7,092                56,132             169,145           164,121           164,121           101,188           51,793             23,693             

Repairs and Maintenance 51,065             68,422             68,982             83,300             84,660             84,660             87,136             91,403             95,825             

Free services

Cost of Free Basic Services provided 97,986             157,060           7,585                47,872             47,872             47,872             46,640             51,947             56,477             

Revenue cost of free services provided 162,734           222,664           81,149             127,999           127,999           127,999           132,364           145,661           158,625           

Households below minimum service level

Water: 9                       7                       7                       7                       7                       7                       6                       6                       5                       

Sanitation/sewerage: 9                       9                       9                       7                       7                       7                       6                       6                       5                       

Energy: 9                       9                       9                       7                       7                       7                       7                       6                       5                       

Refuse: 9                       9                       9                       9                       9                       9                       8                       8                       7                       

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Current Year 2013/14

NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A1 Budget Summary



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A2 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure by standard classification)

Standard Classification Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Revenue - Standard

Governance and administration 445,499            577,879            672,993            679,989            752,640            752,640            720,716            733,983            770,060            

Executive and council 223,215            294,539            322,572            294,615            365,643            365,643            302,496            277,472            273,187            

Budget and treasury office 213,021            273,722            346,424            371,020            371,020            371,020            403,348            440,716            480,165            

Corporate services 9,263                9,618                3,997                14,354              15,978              15,978              14,872              15,796              16,708              

Community and public safety 23,908              22,226              23,781              29,250              68,977              68,977              34,244              39,217              42,192              

Community and social services 10,564              9,341                8,801                13,033              12,533              12,533              16,147              20,005              21,901              

Sport and recreation 3,714                3,226                4,121                5,273                6,033                6,033                6,351                6,730                7,098                

Public safety 337                  414                  397                  337                  337                  337                  369                  391                  413                  

Housing 6,947                6,775                7,921                7,943                47,410              47,410              8,569                9,113                9,639                

Health 2,346                2,469                2,541                2,663                2,663                2,663                2,809                2,978                3,141                

Economic and environmental services 6,767                10,628              10,313              9,694                9,694                9,694                10,913              11,575              12,220              

Planning and development 2,089                1,984                2,491                2,307                2,307                2,307                2,910                3,089                3,264                

Road transport 4,678                8,644                7,823                7,387                7,387                7,387                8,003                8,485                8,956                

Environmental protection –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Trading services 574,975            745,080            843,221            883,323            854,323            854,323            966,635            1,024,819         1,092,887         

Electricity 360,008            480,748            540,172            570,500            540,500            540,500            608,861            647,600            692,583            

Water 132,851            170,063            199,314            203,458            203,458            203,458            239,316            251,343            266,632            

Waste water management 46,520              53,846              59,617              62,522              62,522              62,522              68,318              72,816              77,865              

Waste management 35,596              40,423              44,119              46,844              47,844              47,844              50,141              53,060              55,807              

Other 4,044                3,145                4,488                4,230                4,230                4,230                4,828                5,141                5,449                

Total Revenue - Standard 1,055,193         1,358,958         1,554,796         1,606,486         1,689,864         1,689,864         1,737,337         1,814,735         1,922,807         

Expenditure - Standard

Governance and administration 350,397            399,402            393,574            497,562            498,773            498,773            526,701            544,930            574,290            

Executive and council 250,025            285,642            271,747            349,774            349,162            349,162            366,399            374,781            394,455            

Budget and treasury office 57,107              62,091              70,681              83,519              83,719              83,719              92,131              97,886              103,528            

Corporate services 43,265              51,669              51,146              64,269              65,892              65,892              68,171              72,264              76,307              

Community and public safety 131,877            150,687            168,786            175,576            217,183            217,183            197,169            212,651            226,055            

Community and social services 43,071              48,752              54,598              60,861              61,411              61,411              68,817              75,936              80,986              

Sport and recreation 30,384              35,940              39,792              38,348              39,668              39,668              41,162              43,698              46,171              

Public safety 29,317              32,565              39,315              40,232              40,232              40,232              48,346              51,741              55,240              

Housing 15,990              18,624              19,486              18,367              58,104              58,104              19,833              21,100              22,348              

Health 13,115              14,805              15,596              17,767              17,767              17,767              19,010              20,176              21,310              

Economic and environmental services 62,352              69,931              65,219              80,708              82,408              82,408              90,676              96,432              102,302            

Planning and development 17,398              17,353              18,425              23,596              24,296              24,296              27,407              29,166              30,916              

Road transport 44,954              52,578              46,794              57,112              58,112              58,112              63,269              67,266              71,386              

Environmental protection –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Trading services 476,812            572,781            656,043            733,309            757,459            757,459            808,894            865,953            927,315            

Electricity 305,243            382,944            430,581            484,874            484,047            484,047            526,015            561,949            602,784            

Water 102,657            107,620            135,274            157,333            180,366            180,366            185,596            199,560            212,950            

Waste water management 32,537              43,498              47,158              49,258              48,202              48,202              52,142              56,384              60,773              

Waste management 36,375              38,719              43,030              41,844              44,844              44,844              45,141              48,060              50,807              

Other 6,882                7,634                8,215                8,449                8,449                8,449                9,145                9,721                10,289              

Total Expenditure - Standard 1,028,320         1,200,434         1,291,837         1,495,603         1,564,272         1,564,272         1,632,584         1,729,687         1,840,250         

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year 26,873              158,525            262,959            110,882            125,592            125,592            104,754            85,048              82,557              

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A2 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure by standard classification)

Standard Classification Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Revenue - Standard

Municipal governance and administration 445,499           577,879           672,993           679,989           752,640           752,640           720,716           733,983           770,060           

Executive and council 223,215           294,539           322,572           294,615           365,643           365,643           302,496           277,472           273,187           

Mayor and Council 221,656           292,707           321,356           292,538           363,566           363,566           300,330           275,176           270,764           

Municipal Manager 1,559               1,832               1,215               2,077               2,077               2,077               2,166               2,296               2,422               

Budget and treasury office 213,021           273,722           346,424           371,020           371,020           371,020           403,348           440,716           480,165           

Corporate services 9,263               9,618               3,997               14,354             15,978             15,978             14,872             15,796             16,708             

Human Resources 786                  –                    –                    

Information Technology 6,510               5,990               7,111               7,111               7,111               8,019               8,540               9,053               

Property Services 200                  214                  191                  301                  301                  301                  301                  319                  337                  

Other Admin 2,553               2,628               3,806               6,942               8,566               8,566               6,552               6,936               7,319               

Community and public safety 23,908             22,226             23,781             29,250             68,977             68,977             34,244             39,217             42,192             

Community and social services 10,564             9,341               8,801               13,033             12,533             12,533             16,147             20,005             21,901             

Libraries and Archives 1,434               1,402               1,584               2,101               1,601               1,601               4,897               8,091               9,341               

Museums & Art Galleries etc –                    –                    

Community halls and Facilities 512                  420                  780                  672                  672                  672                  850                  901                  951                  

Cemeteries & Crematoriums 1,341               1,323               1,472               1,680               1,680               1,680               1,750               1,846               1,939               

Child Care –                    –                    

Aged Care –                    –                    

Other Community 7,277               6,197               4,965               8,580               8,580               8,580               8,650               9,168               9,672               

Other Social –                    –                    

Sport and recreation 3,714               3,226               4,121               5,273               6,033               6,033               6,351               6,730               7,098               

Public safety 337                  414                  397                  337                  337                  337                  369                  391                  413                  

Police –                    –                    

Fire 337                  414                  397                  337                  337                  337                  369                  391                  413                  

Civil Defence –                    –                    

Street Lighting –                    –                    

Other –                    –                    

Housing 6,947               6,775               7,921               7,943               47,410             47,410             8,569               9,113               9,639               

Health 2,346               2,469               2,541               2,663               2,663               2,663               2,809               2,978               3,141               

Clinics 2,346               2,469               2,541               2,663               2,663               2,663               2,809               2,978               3,141               

Ambulance

Other   

Economic and environmental services 6,767               10,628             10,313             9,694               9,694               9,694               10,913             11,575             12,220             

Planning and development 2,089               1,984               2,491               2,307               2,307               2,307               2,910               3,089               3,264               

Economic Development/Planning 630                  749                  888                  887                  887                  887                  1,050               1,118               1,184               

Town Planning/Building enforcement 1,459               1,234               1,602               1,420               1,420               1,420               1,860               1,972               2,080               

Licensing & Regulation –                    –                    

Road transport 4,678               8,644               7,823               7,387               7,387               7,387               8,003               8,485               8,956               

Roads 254                  343                  (36)                   50                    50                    50                    1                      1                      1                      

Public Buses –                    –                    

Parking Garages –                    –                    

Vehicle Licensing and Testing 4,364               8,089               7,659               7,136               7,136               7,136               7,782               8,249               8,703               

Other 59                    213                  200                  201                  201                  201                  220                  235                  252                  

Environmental protection –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Pollution Control

Biodiversity & Landscape

Other

Trading services 574,975           745,080           843,221           883,323           854,323           854,323           966,635           1,024,819        1,092,887        

Electricity 360,008           480,748           540,172           570,500           540,500           540,500           608,861           647,600           692,583           

Electricity Distribution 360,008           480,748           540,172           570,500           540,500           540,500           608,861           647,600           692,583           

Electricity Generation –                    –                    

Water 132,851           170,063           199,314           203,458           203,458           203,458           239,316           251,343           266,632           

Water Distribution 132,851           170,063           199,314           203,458           203,458           203,458           239,316           251,343           266,632           

Water Storage –                    –                    

Waste water management 46,520             53,846             59,617             62,522             62,522             62,522             68,318             72,816             77,865             

Sewerage 46,520             53,846             59,617             62,522             62,522             62,522             68,318             72,816             77,865             

Storm Water Management –                    –                    

Public Toilets –                    –                    

Waste management 35,596             40,423             44,119             46,844             47,844             47,844             50,141             53,060             55,807             

Solid Waste 35,596             40,423             44,119             46,844             47,844             47,844             50,141             53,060             55,807             

Other 4,044               3,145               4,488               4,230               4,230               4,230               4,828               5,141               5,449               

Air Transport –                    –                    

Abattoirs

Tourism 30                    212                  65                    65                    65                    72                    77                    81                    

Forestry

Markets 4,014               3,145               4,276               4,165               4,165               4,165               4,756               5,065               5,369               

Total Revenue - Standard 1,055,193        1,358,958        1,554,796        1,606,486        1,689,864        1,689,864        1,737,337        1,814,735        1,922,807        

Expenditure - Standard

Municipal governance and administration 350,397           399,402           393,574           497,562           498,773           498,773           526,701           544,930           574,290           

Executive and council 250,025           285,642           271,747           349,774           349,162           349,162           366,399           374,781           394,455           

Mayor and Council 240,058           274,560           260,452           334,333           333,721           333,721           349,887           357,278           375,990           

Municipal Manager 9,967               11,083             11,296             15,441             15,441             15,441             16,512             17,503             18,465             

Budget and treasury office 57,107             62,091             70,681             83,519             83,719             83,719             92,131             97,886             103,528           

Corporate services 43,265             51,669             51,146             64,269             65,892             65,892             68,171             72,264             76,307             

Human Resources 3,075               9,215               4,905               4,859               4,859               4,859               5,371               5,694               6,007               

Information Technology 6,491               6,076               6,877               8,364               8,364               8,364               9,378               9,988               10,587             

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



Property Services 1,419               1,907               1,896               2,048               2,048               2,048               2,171               2,301               2,428               

Other Admin 32,280             34,470             37,468             48,998             50,621             50,621             51,250             54,281             57,286             

Community and public safety 131,877           150,687           168,786           175,576           217,183           217,183           197,169           212,651           226,055           

Community and social services 43,071             48,752             54,598             60,861             61,411             61,411             68,817             75,936             80,986             

Libraries and Archives 7,917               8,254               9,759               11,247             10,747             10,747             15,399             19,256             21,125             

Museums & Art Galleries etc –                    –                    

Community halls and Facilities 1,647               1,820               2,060               2,019               2,019               2,019               2,254               2,389               2,521               

Cemeteries & Crematoriums 9,210               10,102             11,571             12,673             12,673             12,673             13,512             14,382             15,235             

Child Care –                    –                    

Aged Care –                    –                    

Other Community 24,297             28,576             31,209             34,922             35,972             35,972             37,652             39,909             42,105             

Other Social –                    –                    

Sport and recreation 30,384             35,940             39,792             38,348             39,668             39,668             41,162             43,698             46,171             

Public safety 29,317             32,565             39,315             40,232             40,232             40,232             48,346             51,741             55,240             

Police –                    –                    

Fire 15,946             18,735             20,752             21,232             21,232             21,232             26,546             28,139             29,687             

Civil Defence –                    –                    

Street Lighting 13,371             13,830             18,563             19,000             19,000             19,000             21,800             23,602             25,553             

Other –                    –                    

Housing 15,990             18,624             19,486             18,367             58,104             58,104             19,833             21,100             22,348             

Health 13,115             14,805             15,596             17,767             17,767             17,767             19,010             20,176             21,310             

Clinics 13,115             14,805             15,596             17,767             17,767             17,767             19,010             20,176             21,310             

Ambulance –                    –                    

Other   –                    –                    

Economic and environmental services 62,352             69,931             65,219             80,708             82,408             82,408             90,676             96,432             102,302           

Planning and development 17,398             17,353             18,425             23,596             24,296             24,296             27,407             29,166             30,916             

Economic Development/Planning 10,939             10,577             11,217             14,342             14,742             14,742             16,105             17,191             18,286             

Town Planning/Building enforcement 6,459               6,775               7,208               9,253               9,553               9,553               11,301             11,975             12,630             

Licensing & Regulation –                    –                    

Road transport 44,954             52,578             46,794             57,112             58,112             58,112             63,269             67,266             71,386             

Roads 22,745             25,013             16,286             16,717             17,717             17,717             18,187             19,550             20,993             

Public Buses –                    –                    

Parking Garages –                    –                    

Vehicle Licensing and Testing 5,683               6,497               7,433               9,293               9,293               9,293               9,533               10,105             10,695             

Other 16,526             21,068             23,075             31,103             31,103             31,103             35,549             37,611             39,698             

Environmental protection –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Pollution Control

Biodiversity & Landscape

Other

Trading services 476,812           572,781           656,043           733,309           757,459           757,459           808,894           865,953           927,315           

Electricity 305,243           382,944           430,581           484,874           484,047           484,047           526,015           561,949           602,784           

Electricity Distribution 305,243           382,944           430,581           484,874           484,047           484,047           526,015           561,949           602,784           

Electricity Generation –                    –                    

Water 102,657           107,620           135,274           157,333           180,366           180,366           185,596           199,560           212,950           

Water Distribution 102,657           107,620           135,274           157,333           180,366           180,366           185,596           199,560           212,950           

Water Storage –                    –                    

Waste water management 32,537             43,498             47,158             49,258             48,202             48,202             52,142             56,384             60,773             

Sewerage 31,147             42,266             45,803             47,522             46,466             46,466             50,291             54,423             58,704             

Storm Water Management –                    –                    

Public Toilets 1,390               1,232               1,356               1,737               1,737               1,737               1,851               1,962               2,070               

Waste management 36,375             38,719             43,030             41,844             44,844             44,844             45,141             48,060             50,807             

Solid Waste 36,375             38,719             43,030             41,844             44,844             44,844             45,141             48,060             50,807             

Other 6,882               7,634               8,215               8,449               8,449               8,449               9,145               9,721               10,289             

Air Transport –                    –                    

Abattoirs –                    –                    

Tourism 2,232               2,394               2,361               2,344               2,344               2,344               2,339               2,473               2,606               

Forestry –                    –                    

Markets 4,650               5,239               5,854               6,105               6,105               6,105               6,806               7,248               7,683               

Total Expenditure - Standard 1,028,320        1,200,434        1,291,837        1,495,603        1,564,272        1,564,272        1,632,584        1,729,687        1,840,250        

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year 26,873             158,525           262,959           110,882           125,592           125,592           104,754           85,048             82,557             

References

1. Government Finance Statistics Functions and Sub-functions are standardised to assist national and international accounts and comparison

2. Total Revenue by Standard Classification must reconcile to total operating revenue shown in Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure)

3. Total Expenditure by Standard Classification must reconcile to total operating expenditure shown in Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure)

check oprev balance -                  -0                    -                  0                     0                     0                     -0                    0                     -1                    

check opexp balance 0                     0                     -1                    0                     -0                    -0                    1                     0                     0                     

4. All amounts must be classified under a Standard (modified GFS) classification. The GFS function 'Other' is only for Abbatoirs, Air Transport, Markets and Tourism - and if used must be supported by footnotes. 

Nothing else may be placed under 'Other'. Assign associate share to relevant classification



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A3 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure by municipal vote)

Vote Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Revenue by Vote

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 35                      31                      120                    –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 221,436            292,676            321,236            292,538            363,566            363,566            300,330            275,176            270,764            

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 1,559                1,832                1,215                2,077                2,077                2,077                2,166                2,296                2,422                

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES 2,553                3,414                3,806                6,942                8,566                8,566                6,552                6,936                7,319                

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 21,324              23,540              23,519              28,443              28,703              28,703              33,457              38,353              41,256              

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 219,718            279,712            346,424            378,131            378,131            378,131            411,367            449,256            489,218            

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 6,179                5,343                7,169                6,838                6,838                6,838                8,039                8,550                9,050                

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 582,390            752,410            851,306            891,517            901,984            901,984            975,425            1,034,169         1,102,779         

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Total Revenue by Vote 1,055,193         1,358,958         1,554,796         1,606,486         1,689,864         1,689,864         1,737,337         1,814,735         1,922,807         

Expenditure by Vote to be appropriated

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 29,262              35,259              36,239              36,702              38,002              38,002              38,247              40,642              42,984              

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 209,895            239,300            224,212            297,631            297,219            297,219            311,639            316,636            333,006            

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 9,967                11,083              11,296              15,441              15,441              15,441              16,512              17,503              18,465              

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES 35,355              43,686              42,373              53,857              55,480              55,480              56,621              59,975              63,292              

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 109,100            124,729            138,170            147,501            149,371            149,371            165,068            178,054            188,848            

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 63,598              68,167              77,558              91,883              92,083              92,083              101,510            107,874            114,115            

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 25,699              26,893              28,536              34,093              34,793              34,793              38,723              41,189              43,632              

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 545,444            651,316            733,453            818,496            881,883            881,883            904,263            967,816            1,035,907         

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

0 –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Total Expenditure by Vote 1,028,320         1,200,434         1,291,837         1,495,603         1,564,272         1,564,272         1,632,584         1,729,687         1,840,250         

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year 26,873              158,525            262,959            110,882            125,592            125,592            104,754            85,048              82,557              

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A3 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure by municipal vote)A

Vote Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Revenue by Vote

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 35                     31                     120                   –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

1.1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 35                     31                     120                   

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 221,436            292,676            321,236            292,538            363,566            363,566            300,330            275,176            270,764            

2.1 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 221,436            292,676            321,236            292,538            363,566            363,566            300,330            275,176            270,764            

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 1,559                1,832                1,215                2,077                2,077                2,077                2,166                2,296                2,422                

3.1 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 1,559                1,832                1,215                2,077                2,077                2,077                2,166                2,296                2,422                

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES 2,553                3,414                3,806                6,942                8,566                8,566                6,552                6,936                7,319                

4.1 - CORPORATE SERVICES 2,553                3,414                3,806                6,942                8,566                8,566                6,552                6,936                7,319                

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 21,324              23,540              23,519              28,443              28,703              28,703              33,457              38,353              41,256              

5.1 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 21,324              23,540              23,519              28,443              28,703              28,703              33,457              38,353              41,256              

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 219,718            279,712            346,424            378,131            378,131            378,131            411,367            449,256            489,218            

6.1 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 219,718            279,712            346,424            378,131            378,131            378,131            411,367            449,256            489,218            

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 6,179                5,343                7,169                6,838                6,838                6,838                8,039                8,550                9,050                

7.1 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 6,179                5,343                7,169                6,838                6,838                6,838                8,039                8,550                9,050                

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 582,390            752,410            851,306            891,517            901,984            901,984            975,425            1,034,169         1,102,779         

8.1 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 582,390            752,410            851,306            891,517            901,984            901,984            975,425            1,034,169         1,102,779         

Total Revenue by Vote 1,055,193         1,358,958         1,554,796         1,606,486         1,689,864         1,689,864         1,737,337         1,814,735         1,922,807         

Expenditure by Vote

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 29,262              35,259              36,239              36,702              38,002              38,002              38,247              40,642              42,984              

1.1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 29,262              35,259              36,239              36,702              38,002              38,002              38,247              40,642              42,984              

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 209,895            239,300            224,212            297,631            297,219            297,219            311,639            316,636            333,006            
2.1 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 209,895            239,300            224,212            297,631            297,219            297,219            311,639            316,636            333,006            

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 9,967                11,083              11,296              15,441              15,441              15,441              16,512              17,503              18,465              

3.1 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 9,967                11,083              11,296              15,441              15,441              15,441              16,512              17,503              18,465              

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES 35,355              43,686              42,373              53,857              55,480              55,480              56,621              59,975              63,292              

4.1 - CORPORATE SERVICES 35,355              43,686              42,373              53,857              55,480              55,480              56,621              59,975              63,292              

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 109,100            124,729            138,170            147,501            149,371            149,371            165,068            178,054            188,848            

5.1 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 109,100            124,729            138,170            147,501            149,371            149,371            165,068            178,054            188,848            

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 63,598              68,167              77,558              91,883              92,083              92,083              101,510            107,874            114,115            

6.1 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 63,598              68,167              77,558              91,883              92,083              92,083              101,510            107,874            114,115            

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING25,699              26,893              28,536              34,093              34,793              34,793              38,723              41,189              43,632              

7.1 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 25,699              26,893              28,536              34,093              34,793              34,793              38,723              41,189              43,632              

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 545,444            651,316            733,453            818,496            881,883            881,883            904,263            967,816            1,035,907         

8.1 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 545,444            651,316            733,453            818,496            881,883            881,883            904,263            967,816            1,035,907         

Total Expenditure by Vote 1,028,320         1,200,434         1,291,837         1,495,603         1,564,272         1,564,272         1,632,584         1,729,687         1,840,250         

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year 26,873              158,525            262,959            110,882            125,592            125,592            104,754            85,048              82,557              

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A4 Budgeted Financial Performance (revenue and expenditure)

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Revenue By Source

Property rates 209,351            271,038            331,348            367,941            367,941            367,941            397,946            435,051            474,222            

Property rates - penalties & collection charges

Service charges - electricity revenue 360,485            480,070            539,544            570,492            540,492            540,492            608,853            647,592            692,575            

Service charges - water revenue 132,727            169,936            198,997            203,457            203,457            203,457            239,315            251,342            266,631            

Service charges - sanitation revenue 45,180              52,962              58,667              61,541              61,541              61,541              67,187              71,618              76,600              

Service charges - refuse revenue 32,932              37,731              41,221              43,744              44,744              44,744              46,841              49,562              52,117              

Service charges - other 81                     1                       

Rental of facilities and equipment 12,739              12,416              14,253              15,721              15,866              15,866              17,606              18,697              19,753              

Interest earned - external investments 4,802                8,565                15,173              9,000                12,000              12,000              12,000              12,500              13,000              

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 30,000              30,424              32,108              32,000              48,000              48,000              45,000              42,000              40,000              

Dividends received –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Fines 3,635                5,424                4,652                7,634                7,634                7,634                7,635                8,085                8,523                

Licences and permits 3,125                3,797                2,568                3,259                3,259                3,259                2,672                2,834                2,991                

Agency services 3,808                3,603                4,860                3,650                3,650                3,650                4,900                5,194                5,480                

Transfers recognised - operational 138,963            154,482            166,865            163,883            167,306            167,306            164,710            160,300            158,657            

Other revenue 26,476              25,323              34,581              28,398              68,960              68,960              33,745              35,964              38,103              

Gains on disposal of PPE

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and 

contributions)

1,004,304         1,255,771         1,444,839         1,510,719         1,544,849         1,544,849         1,648,410         1,740,738         1,848,652         

Expenditure By Type

Employee related costs 365,241            407,342            435,428            490,534            498,334            498,334            547,624            581,540            614,684            

Remuneration of councillors 13,331              16,415              17,243              18,607              18,807              18,807              19,968              21,265              22,541              

Debt impairment 97,383              103,688            110,819            133,000            133,000            133,000            145,000            156,760            169,353            

Depreciation & asset impairment 39,520              38,888              42,291              49,150              49,150              49,150              52,550              56,916              61,664              

Finance charges 10,552              17,088              24,694              36,718              32,718              32,718              36,559              29,995              28,796              

Bulk purchases 234,315            290,022            347,076            379,000            399,000            399,000            422,000            456,460            492,221            

Other materials 51,065              68,422              68,982              83,300              84,660              84,660              87,135              91,403              95,825              

Contracted services –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Transfers and grants 3,191                2,907                2,623                54,070              54,428              54,428              54,750              58,050              61,295              

Other expenditure 213,722            253,694            241,651            251,225            294,175            294,175            266,997            277,297            293,870            

Loss on disposal of PPE 1,968                1,030                –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Total Expenditure 1,028,320         1,200,434         1,291,837         1,495,603         1,564,272         1,564,272         1,632,584         1,729,687         1,840,250         

Surplus/(Deficit) (24,016)             55,337              153,001            15,115              (19,423)             (19,423)             15,826              11,051              8,401                

Transfers recognised - capital 50,889              103,187            109,958            95,767              145,015            145,015            88,927              73,997              74,156              

Contributions recognised - capital –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Contributed assets

Surplus/(Deficit) after capital transfers & 

contributions

26,873              158,525            262,959            110,882            125,592            125,592            104,754            85,048              82,557              

Taxation

Surplus/(Deficit) after taxation 26,873              158,525            262,959            110,882            125,592            125,592            104,754            85,048              82,557              

Attributable to minorities

Surplus/(Deficit) attributable to municipality 26,873              158,525            262,959            110,882            125,592            125,592            104,754            85,048              82,557              

Share of surplus/ (deficit) of associate

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year 26,873              158,525            262,959            110,882            125,592            125,592            104,754            85,048              82,557              

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Current Year 2013/14



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A5 Budgeted Capital Expenditure by vote, standard classification and funding

Vote Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Capital expenditure - Vote

Multi-year expenditure  to be appropriated

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    12,994             8,410               10,660             

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING –                    –                    2,178               2,700               –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 67,397             110,668           175,180           83,980             83,980             83,980             74,774             49,735             38,515             

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Capital multi-year expenditure sub-total 67,397             110,668           177,358           86,680             83,980             83,980             87,769             58,145             49,175             

Single-year expenditure to be appropriated

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 106                  3,566               –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 396                  394                  –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 36                    77                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES 271                  1,226               –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 7,689               984                  –                    11,722             5,222               5,222               –                    –                    –                    

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 2,310               685                  1,923               1,000               3,850               3,850               1,000               1,500               6,000               

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 1,354               10,693             –                    6,300               11,725             11,725             10,250             16,249             17,120             

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES –                    –                    –                    133,165           192,736           192,736           32,164             18,045             11,861             

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

0 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Capital single-year expenditure sub-total 12,162             17,625             1,923               152,187           213,533           213,533           43,414             35,794             34,981             

Total Capital Expenditure - Vote 79,559             128,292           179,281           238,867           297,513           297,513           131,183           93,939             84,156             

Capital Expenditure - Standard

Governance and administration 2,310               2,455               5,240               1,000               3,850               3,850               1,000               1,500               6,000               

Executive and council 544                  3,317               –                    –                    

Budget and treasury office 362                  685                  1,923               1,000               3,850               3,850               1,000               1,500               6,000               

Corporate services 1,948               1,226               –                    –                    

Community and public safety 7,689               6,334               35,349             11,722             10,222             10,222             12,994             8,410               10,660             

Community and social services 7,689               902                  35,349             11,722             5,222               5,222               12,994             8,410               10,660             

Sport and recreation 5,432               –                    –                    

Public safety –                    –                    –                    

Housing 5,000               5,000               

Health –                    –                    

Economic and environmental services 13,710             10,745             2,178               11,800             67,567             67,567             10,250             16,249             17,120             

Planning and development 1,354               10,693             2,178               11,800             11,725             11,725             10,250             16,249             17,120             

Road transport 12,356             53                    –                    55,842             55,842             

Environmental protection –                    –                    

Trading services 50,505             108,362           126,618           150,145           197,973           197,973           94,938             58,780             50,376             

Electricity 8,210               13,180             43,231             65,100             91,167             91,167             3,000               5,045               7,861               

Water 7,001               16,622             50,178             35,000             41,364             41,364             29,164             27,000             42,515             

Waste water management 34,203             76,913             33,209             50,045             65,443             65,443             62,774             26,735             

Waste management 1,090               1,647               –                    –                    –                    

Other 5,345               395                  9,896               64,200             17,900             17,900             12,000             9,000               –                    

Total Capital Expenditure - Standard 79,559             128,292           179,281           238,867           297,513           297,513           131,183           93,939             84,156             

Funded by:

National Government 42,997             58,329             97,644             75,767             92,770             92,770             78,677             68,484             68,324             

Provincial Government 6,129               3,604               3,240               20,000             47,482             47,482             10,250             5,513               5,832               

District Municipality 2,218               1,306               4,764               4,764               

Other transfers and grants 21,446             7,768               –                    –                    

Transfers recognised - capital 49,125             85,596             109,958           95,767             145,015           145,015           88,927             73,997             74,156             

Public contributions & donations –                    –                    

Borrowing 30,433             36,327             57,073             54,100             54,100             54,100             

Internally generated funds 6,369               12,251             89,000             98,398             98,398             42,255             19,942             10,000             

Total Capital Funding 79,559             128,292           179,281           238,867           297,513           297,513           131,183           93,939             84,156             

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Current Year 2013/14



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A5 Budgeted Capital Expenditure by vote, standard classification and funding

Vote Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Capital expenditure - Municipal Vote

Multi-year expenditure appropriation

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     12,994              8,410                10,660              

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING –                     –                     2,178                2,700                –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 67,397              110,668            175,180            83,980              83,980              83,980              74,774              49,735              38,515              

–                     –                     –                     

Capital multi-year expenditure sub-total 67,397              110,668            177,358            86,680              83,980              83,980              87,769              58,145              49,175              

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A6 Budgeted Financial Position

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

ASSETS

Current assets

Cash –                    –                    –                    –                    

Call investment deposits 69,990              171,931            336,560            226,948            183,012            183,012            262,936            312,547            395,616            

Consumer debtors 120,786            173,768            209,465            186,276            186,276            186,276            226,537            227,669            216,286            

Other debtors 132,047            161,969            224,990            157,848            157,848            157,848            240,670            241,879            235,762            

Current portion of long-term receivables –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Inventory 18,942              21,257              19,281              23,884              23,884              23,884              21,664              22,964              24,341              

Total current assets 341,764            528,924            790,296            594,956            551,020            551,020            751,806            805,059            872,005            

Non current assets

Long-term receivables 1,779                4,119                –                    –                    4,628                4,906                5,201                

Investments –                    –                    

Investment property 123,653            183,760            183,655            125,222            125,222            125,222            190,000            199,500            209,475            

Investment in Associate –                    –                    

Property, plant and equipment 834,339            930,094            1,056,018         1,298,364         1,357,010         1,357,010         1,377,415         1,408,925         1,425,585         

Agricultural –                    –                    

Biological –                    –                    

Intangible 3,969                4,922                2,607                5,418                5,418                5,418                2,874                3,047                3,229                

Other non-current assets 6,802                6,802                –                    –                    6,802                6,802                6,802                

Total non current assets 961,961            1,127,357         1,253,201         1,429,004         1,487,650         1,487,650         1,581,719         1,623,179         1,650,291         

TOTAL ASSETS 1,303,725         1,656,281         2,043,497         2,023,960         2,038,670         2,038,670         2,333,525         2,428,238         2,522,297         

LIABILITIES

Current liabilities

Bank overdraft 9,418                11,645              12,595              11,395              11,395              11,395              12,444              11,573              10,416              

Borrowing 14,440              9,472                11,356              16,658              16,658              16,658              11,051              8,401                8,465                

Consumer deposits 11,857              14,098              15,318              16,671              16,671              16,671              18,113              19,381              20,544              

Trade and other payables 135,460            150,285            198,644            160,493            160,493            160,493            180,679            190,010            199,266            

Provisions 4,768                5,209                6,786                6,076                6,076                6,076                8,039                8,561                9,075                

Total current liabilities 175,943            190,709            244,699            211,293            211,293            211,293            230,326            237,926            247,765            

Non current liabilities

Borrowing 93,955              156,472            195,337            260,233            260,233            260,233            214,736            195,284            178,419            

Provisions 167,912            196,396            227,798            257,089            257,089            257,089            287,705            314,733            339,093            

Total non current liabilities 261,866            352,868            423,135            517,322            517,322            517,322            502,441            510,018            517,512            

TOTAL LIABILITIES 437,809            543,577            667,834            728,615            728,615            728,615            732,767            747,943            765,277            

NET ASSETS 865,916            1,112,704         1,375,663         1,295,345         1,310,055         1,310,055         1,600,758         1,680,294         1,757,019         

COMMUNITY WEALTH/EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit) 837,219            1,067,468         1,243,948         1,264,845         1,279,555         1,279,555         1,569,658         1,647,894         1,723,319         

Reserves 28,697              45,236              131,715            30,500              30,500              30,500              31,100              32,400              33,700              

Minorities' interests

TOTAL COMMUNITY WEALTH/EQUITY 865,916            1,112,704         1,375,663         1,295,345         1,310,055         1,310,055         1,600,758         1,680,294         1,757,019         

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Current Year 2013/14



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A7 Budgeted Cash Flows

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Receipts

Ratepayers and other 758,839            1,062,300         1,230,692         1,155,536         1,120,587         1,120,587         1,302,790         1,401,085         1,517,334         

Government - operating 138,963            154,482            166,865            163,883            167,306            167,306            164,710            160,300            158,657            

Government - capital 50,889              98,078              109,958            95,767              145,015            145,015            88,927              73,997              74,156              

Interest 34,802              38,989              47,282              16,040              44,617              44,617              23,250              23,000              23,000              

Dividends –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Payments

Suppliers and employees (893,692)           (1,172,366)        (1,225,199)        (1,221,166)        (1,256,397)        (1,256,397)        (1,378,985)        (1,469,493)        (1,563,880)        

Finance charges (10,552)            (17,088)            (24,694)            (36,718)            (32,718)            (32,718)            (36,559)            (29,996)            (28,797)            

Transfers and Grants (3,191)              (2,907)              (2,623)              (4,070)              (4,428)              (4,428)              (4,750)              (4,800)              (4,850)              

NET CASH FROM/(USED) OPERATING ACTIVITIES 76,058              161,488            302,281            169,272            183,982            183,982            159,383            154,094            175,619            

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Receipts

Proceeds on disposal of PPE

Decrease (Increase) in non-current debtors

Decrease (increase) other non-current receivables

Decrease (increase) in non-current investments

Payments

Capital assets (79,559)            (128,292)           (179,281)           (238,867)           (297,513)           (297,513)           (131,183)           (93,939)            (84,156)            

NET CASH FROM/(USED) INVESTING ACTIVITIES (79,559)            (128,292)           (179,281)           (238,867)           (297,513)           (297,513)           (131,183)           (93,939)            (84,156)            

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Receipts

Short term loans –                    –                    

Borrowing long term/refinancing 39,818              73,316              57,073              54,100              54,100              54,100              

Increase (decrease) in consumer deposits 1,163                1,163                1,163                1,263                1,267                1,162                

Payments

Repayment of borrowing (1,917)              (6,798)              (16,393)            (15,115)            (15,115)            (15,115)            (15,827)            (11,051)            (8,401)              

NET CASH FROM/(USED) FINANCING ACTIVITIES 37,901              66,517              40,680              40,148              40,148              40,148              (14,564)            (9,784)              (7,239)              

NET INCREASE/ (DECREASE) IN CASH HELD 34,400              99,714              163,680            (29,447)            (73,383)            (73,383)            13,637              50,371              84,225              

Cash/cash equivalents at the year begin: 26,172              60,572              160,286            245,000            245,000            245,000            236,901            250,538            300,909            

Cash/cash equivalents at the year end: 60,572              160,286            323,965            215,553            171,617            171,617            250,538            300,909            385,134            

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Current Year 2013/14



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A8 Cash backed reserves/accumulated surplus reconciliation

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Cash and investments available

Cash/cash equivalents at the year end 60,572              160,286            323,965            215,553            171,617            171,617            250,538            300,909            385,134            

Other current investments  > 90 days (1)                     (0)                     (0)                     0                      –                    –                    (46)                   65                    67                    

Non current assets - Investments –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Cash and investments available: 60,571              160,285            323,965            215,553            171,617            171,617            250,492            300,974            385,200            

Application of cash and investments

Unspent conditional transfers 9,239                7,220                35,106              –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Unspent borrowing –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Statutory requirements

Other working capital requirements (107,702)           (197,558)           (280,414)           (149,687)           (134,848)           (134,848)           (253,648)           (249,269)           (228,538)           

Other provisions

Long term investments committed –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Reserves to be backed by cash/investments 28,697              45,236              131,715            30,500              30,500              30,500              31,100              32,400              33,700              

Total Application of cash and investments: (69,767)            (145,102)           (113,594)           (119,187)           (104,348)           (104,348)           (222,548)           (216,869)           (194,838)           

Surplus(shortfall) 130,338            305,387            437,559            334,740            275,965            275,965            473,040            517,843            580,038            

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
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NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A9 Asset Management

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

Total New Assets 60,201              121,200            123,149            69,723              133,392            133,392            29,994              42,146              60,463              

  Infrastructure - Road transport –                     53                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

  Infrastructure - Electricity 9,608                13,181              28,231              10,000              51,764              51,764              –                     –                     –                     

  Infrastructure - Water –                     9,889                44,178              27,000              32,000              32,000              12,000              23,000              38,515              

  Infrastructure - Sanitation 34,203              78,306              –                     6,200                9,781                9,781                –                     –                     –                     

  Infrastructure - Other 1,090                –                     –                     3,700                9,600                9,600                –                     –                     –                     

Infrastructure 44,902             101,428           72,409             46,900             103,145           103,145           12,000             23,000             38,515             

Community 9,710                10,811              35,349              10,722              4,222                4,222                12,994              8,410                10,660              

Heritage assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Investment properties –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Other assets 5,590                8,961                15,391              12,101              26,025              26,025              5,000                10,736              11,288              

Agricultural Assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Biological assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Intangibles –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Total Renewal of Existing Assets 19,357              7,092                56,132              169,145            164,121            164,121            101,188            51,793              23,693              

  Infrastructure - Road transport 12,356              –                     –                     35,000              55,842              55,842              –                     –                     –                     

  Infrastructure - Electricity –                     –                     15,000              66,100              39,403              39,403              3,000                5,045                7,861                

  Infrastructure - Water 7,001                6,733                6,000                8,000                9,364                9,364                17,164              4,000                4,000                

  Infrastructure - Sanitation –                     –                     33,209              50,045              55,662              55,662              62,774              26,735              –                     

  Infrastructure - Other –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Infrastructure 19,357             6,733               54,209             159,145           160,271           160,271           82,938             35,780             11,861             

Community –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Heritage assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Investment properties –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Other assets –                     360                   1,923                10,000              3,850                3,850                18,250              16,013              11,832              

Agricultural Assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Biological assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Intangibles –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Total Capital Expenditure

  Infrastructure - Road transport 12,356              53                     –                     35,000              55,842              55,842              –                     –                     –                     

  Infrastructure - Electricity 9,608                13,181              43,231              76,100              91,167              91,167              3,000                5,045                7,861                

  Infrastructure - Water 7,001                16,622              50,178              35,000              41,364              41,364              29,164              27,000              42,515              

  Infrastructure - Sanitation 34,203              78,306              33,209              56,245              65,443              65,443              62,774              26,735              –                     

  Infrastructure - Other 1,090                –                     –                     3,700                9,600                9,600                –                     –                     –                     

Infrastructure 64,259             108,161           126,618           206,045           263,416           263,416           94,938             58,780             50,376             

Community 9,710                10,811              35,349              10,722              4,222                4,222                12,994              8,410                10,660              

Heritage assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Investment properties –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Other assets 5,590                9,321                17,314              22,101              29,875              29,875              23,250              26,749              23,120              

Agricultural Assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Biological assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Intangibles –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURE - Asset class 79,559              128,292            179,281            238,867            297,513            297,513            131,183            93,939              84,156              

ASSET REGISTER SUMMARY - PPE (WDV)

  Infrastructure - Road transport 205,053            206,225            

  Infrastructure - Electricity 94,101              133,809            

  Infrastructure - Water 101,315            147,977            

  Infrastructure - Sanitation 182,401            211,656            

  Infrastructure - Other 834,339            1,298,364         1,357,010         1,357,010         1,377,415         1,408,925         1,425,585         

Infrastructure 834,339           582,869           699,666           1,298,364        1,357,010        1,357,010        1,377,415        1,408,925        1,425,585        

Community 311,393            298,452            

Heritage assets

Investment properties 123,653            183,760            183,655            125,222            125,222            125,222            190,000            199,500            209,475            

Other assets 35,832              57,901              

Agricultural Assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Biological assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Intangibles 3,969                4,922                2,607                5,418                5,418                5,418                2,874                3,047                3,229                

TOTAL ASSET REGISTER SUMMARY - PPE (WDV) 961,961            1,118,776         1,242,280         1,429,004         1,487,650         1,487,650         1,570,289         1,611,471         1,638,289         

EXPENDITURE OTHER ITEMS

Depreciation & asset impairment 39,520              38,888              42,291              49,150              49,150              49,150              52,550              56,916              61,664              

Repairs and Maintenance by Asset Class 51,065              68,422              68,982              83,300              84,660              84,660              87,136              91,403              95,825              

  Infrastructure - Road transport 14,373              16,896              18,197              15,500              16,500              16,500              15,376              14,009              14,014              

  Infrastructure - Electricity 13,227              20,228              21,672              16,920              16,920              16,920              16,579              18,115              19,615              

  Infrastructure - Water 13,240              18,555              15,000              28,880              29,380              29,380              29,037              30,836              32,316              

  Infrastructure - Sanitation 3,410                –                     –                     2,500                3,000                3,000                6,449                8,540                9,521                

  Infrastructure - Other 607                   –                     –                     7,500                7,500                7,500                4,650                4,886                5,332                

Infrastructure 44,857             55,679             54,868             71,300             73,300             73,300             72,091             76,386             80,798             

Community 4,722                10,576              11,716              6,750                8,360                8,360                9,890                9,805                9,827                

Heritage assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Investment properties –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Other assets 1,487                2,167                2,398                5,250                3,000                3,000                5,155                5,212                5,200                

TOTAL EXPENDITURE OTHER ITEMS 90,585              107,310            111,274            132,450            133,810            133,810            139,686            148,319            157,490            

Renewal of Existing Assets as % of total capex 24.3% 5.5% 31.3% 70.8% 55.2% 55.2% 77.1% 55.1% 28.2%

Renewal of Existing Assets as % of deprecn" 49.0% 18.2% 132.7% 344.1% 333.9% 333.9% 192.6% 91.0% 38.4%

R&M as a % of PPE 6.1% 7.4% 6.5% 6.4% 6.2% 6.2% 6.3% 6.5% 6.7%

Renewal and R&M as a % of PPE 7.0% 7.0% 10.0% 18.0% 17.0% 17.0% 12.0% 9.0% 7.0%

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Table A10 Basic service delivery measurement

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Outcome Outcome Outcome
Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Household service targets

Water:

Piped water inside dwelling 41,786              43,064              52,832              52,910              52,910              52,910              53,802                54,602              55,402              

Piped water inside yard (but not in dwelling) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Using public tap (at least min.service level) –                     

Other water supply (at least min.service level) –                     –                     

Minimum Service Level and Above sub-total 41,786              43,064              52,832              52,910              52,910              52,910              53,802                54,602              55,402              

Using public tap (< min.service level) –                     

Other water supply (< min.service level)

No water supply 8,743                7,465                7,465                7,387                7,387                7,387                6,495                  5,695                4,895                

Below Minimum Service Level sub-total 8,743                7,465                7,465                7,387                7,387                7,387                6,495                  5,695                4,895                

Total number of households 50,529              50,529              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297                60,297              60,297              

Sanitation/sewerage:

Flush toilet (connected to sewerage) 41,186              41,186              51,741              53,097              53,097              53,097              53,989                54,789              55,589              

Flush toilet (with septic tank)

Chemical toilet

Pit toilet (ventilated) –                     

Other toilet provisions (> min.service level)

Minimum Service Level and Above sub-total 41,186              41,186              51,741              53,097              53,097              53,097              53,989                54,789              55,589              

Bucket toilet –                     

Other toilet provisions (< min.service level)

No toilet provisions 9,343                9,343                8,556                7,200                7,200                7,200                6,308                  5,508                4,708                

Below Minimum Service Level sub-total 9,343                9,343                8,556                7,200                7,200                7,200                6,308                  5,508                4,708                

Total number of households 50,529              50,529              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297                60,297              60,297              

Energy:

Electricity (at least min.service level) 5,249                3,306                12,742              12,727              12,727              12,727              12,941                13,691              14,441              

Electricity - prepaid (min.service level) 36,153              38,096              38,948              40,663              40,663              40,663              40,663                40,663              40,663              

Minimum Service Level and Above sub-total 41,402              41,402              51,690              53,390              53,390              53,390              53,604                54,354              55,104              

Electricity (< min.service level)

Electricity - prepaid (< min. service level)

Other energy sources 9,127                9,127                8,607                6,907                6,907                6,907                6,693                  5,943                5,193                

Below Minimum Service Level sub-total 9,127                9,127                8,607                6,907                6,907                6,907                6,693                  5,943                5,193                

Total number of households 50,529              50,529              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297                60,297              60,297              

Refuse:

Removed at least once a week 41,039              41,039              50,807              51,407              51,407              51,407              52,007                52,607              53,207              

Minimum Service Level and Above sub-total 41,039              41,039              50,807              51,407              51,407              51,407              52,007                52,607              53,207              

Removed less frequently than once a week

Using communal refuse dump

Using own refuse dump

Other rubbish disposal

No rubbish disposal 9,490                9,490                9,490                8,890                8,890                8,890                8,290                  7,690                7,090                

Below Minimum Service Level sub-total 9,490                9,490                9,490                8,890                8,890                8,890                8,290                  7,690                7,090                

Total number of households 50,529              50,529              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297                60,297              60,297              

Households receiving Free Basic Service

Water (6 kilolitres per household per month) 51,000              62,000              5,280                15,000              15,000              15,000              12,000                14,000              16,000              

Sanitation (free minimum level service) 23,000              27,000              5,280                15,000              15,000              15,000              12,000                14,000              16,000              

Electricity/other energy (50kwh per household per month) 23,000              27,000              5,280                15,000              15,000              15,000              12,000                14,000              16,000              

Refuse (removed at least once a week) 23,000              27,000              5,280                15,000              15,000              15,000              12,000                14,000              16,000              

Cost of Free Basic Services provided (R'000)

Water (6 kilolitres per household per month) 43,055              65,303              610                   3,922                3,922                3,922                4,329                  4,832                5,423                

Sanitation (free sanitation service) 22,395              32,470              2,929                18,418              18,418              18,418              18,831                21,327              22,811              

Electricity/other energy (50kwh per household per month) 15,974              35,640              1,952                12,316              12,316              12,316              10,045                10,684              11,426              

Refuse (removed once a week) 16,562              23,647              2,094                13,216              13,216              13,216              13,436                15,105              16,817              

Total cost of FBS provided (minimum social package) 97,986              157,060            7,585                47,872              47,872              47,872              46,640                51,947              56,477              

Highest level of free service provided

Property rates (R value threshold) 15,000              15,000              15,000              15,000              15,000              15,000              15,000                15,000              15,000              

Water (kilolitres per household per month) 6                       6                       6                       6                       6                       6                       6                         6                       6                       

Sanitation (kilolitres per household per month) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                       –                     –                     

Sanitation (Rand per household per month) 82                     100                   110                   117                   117                   117                   124                     132                   142                   

Electricity (kwh per household per month) 50                     50                     50                     50                     50                     50                     50                       50                     50                     

Refuse (average litres per week) 21                     21                     21                     21                     21                     21                     21                       21                     21                     

Revenue cost of free services provided (R'000)

Property rates (R15 000 threshold rebate) 64,748              65,604              73,564              80,126              80,126              80,126              85,724                93,714              102,148            

Property rates (other exemptions, reductions and 

rebates) –                     –                     

Water 43,055              65,303              610                   3,922                3,922                3,922                4,329                  4,832                5,423                

Sanitation 22,395              32,470              2,929                18,418              18,418              18,418              18,831                21,327              22,811              

Electricity/other energy 15,974              35,640              1,952                12,316              12,316              12,316              10,045                10,684              11,426              

Refuse 16,562              23,647              2,094                13,216              13,216              13,216              13,436                15,105              16,817              

Municipal Housing - rental rebates –                     –                     

Housing - top structure subsidies –                     –                     

Other –                     –                     

Total revenue cost of free services provided (total 

social package) 162,734            222,664            81,149              127,999            127,999            127,999            132,364             145,661            158,625            

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Description



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA1 Supportinging detail to 'Budgeted Financial Performance'

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

R thousand

REVENUE ITEMS:

Property rates

Total Property Rates 209,351 271,038 331,348 367,941 367,941 367,941 397,946 435,051 474,222

less Revenue Foregone

Net Property Rates 209,351           271,038           331,348           367,941           367,941           367,941           397,946           435,051           474,222           

Service charges - electricity revenue

Total Service charges - electricity revenue 360,485 480,070 539,544 570,492 540,492 540,492 608,853 647,592 692,575

less Revenue Foregone

Net Service charges - electricity revenue 360,485           480,070           539,544           570,492           540,492           540,492           608,853           647,592           692,575           

Service charges - water revenue

Total Service charges - water revenue 132,727 169,936 198,997 203,457 203,457 203,457 239,315 251,342 266,631

less Revenue Foregone

Net Service charges - water revenue 132,727           169,936           198,997           203,457           203,457           203,457           239,315           251,342           266,631           

Service charges - sanitation revenue

Total Service charges - sanitation revenue 45,180 52,962 58,667 61,541 61,541 61,541 67,187 71,618 76,600

less Revenue Foregone

Net Service charges - sanitation revenue 45,180              52,962              58,667              61,541              61,541              61,541              67,187              71,618              76,600              

Service charges - refuse revenue

Total refuse removal revenue 32,932              37,731              41,221              43,744 44,744 44,744 46,841              49,562              52,117              

Total landfill revenue

less Revenue Foregone

Net Service charges - refuse revenue 32,932              37,731              41,221              43,744              44,744              44,744              46,841              49,562              52,117              

Other Revenue by source

List other revenue by source

Fuel levy –                     –                     

Other revenue 26,476              25,323              34,581              28,398              68,960              68,960              33,745              35,964              38,103              

Total 'Other' Revenue 26,476              25,323              34,581              28,398              68,960              68,960              33,745              35,964              38,103              

EXPENDITURE ITEMS:

Employee related costs

Basic Salaries and Wages 203,781           223,950           235,740           288,487           290,287           290,287           300,343           318,849           336,923           

Pension and UIF Contributions 32,158              34,853              36,431              49,116              49,116              49,116              48,739              51,743              54,676              

Medical Aid Contributions 24,182              28,401              30,717              35,916              35,916              35,916              37,241              39,553              41,812              

Overtime 12,079              14,638              18,532              14,454              14,454              14,454              17,549              18,614              19,650              

Performance Bonus –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Motor Vehicle Allowance 16,777              23,666              27,587              30,079              30,079              30,079              29,929              31,772              33,575              

Cellphone Allowance –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Housing Allowances 2,111                1,904                1,928                2,237                2,237                2,237                2,002                2,126                2,246                

Other benefits and allowances 36,544              34,027              42,136              19,114              19,114              19,114              48,512              51,499              54,416              

Payments in lieu of leave 6,255                6,289                –                     7,455                7,455                7,455                7,500                7,988                8,467                

Long service awards 6,552                7,657                8,411                11,098              11,098              11,098              11,404              12,105              12,788              

Post-retirement benefit obligations 24,802              31,957              33,947              32,579              38,579              38,579              44,406              47,293              50,130              

sub-total 365,241           407,342           435,428           490,534           498,334           498,334           547,624           581,540           614,684           

Less: Employees costs capitalised to PPE

Total Employee related costs 365,241           407,342           435,428           490,534           498,334           498,334           547,624           581,540           614,684           

Contributions recognised - capital

List contributions by contract

Public Contributions and Donations

Total Contributions recognised - capital –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Depreciation & asset impairment

Depreciation of Property, Plant & Equipment 39,520              38,888              42,291              49,150              49,150              49,150              52,550              56,916              61,664              

Lease amortisation –                     –                     

Capital asset impairment –                     –                     

Depreciation resulting from revaluation of PPE –                     –                     

Total Depreciation & asset impairment 39,520              38,888              42,291              49,150              49,150              49,150              52,550              56,916              61,664              

Bulk purchases

Electricity Bulk Purchases 213,320           269,731           302,662           341,000           333,000           333,000           362,000           390,960           422,237           

Water Bulk Purchases 20,995              20,291              44,414              38,000              66,000              66,000              60,000              65,500              69,984              

Total bulk purchases 234,315           290,022           347,076           379,000           399,000           399,000           422,000           456,460           492,221           

Transfers and grants

Cash transfers and grants 3,191                2,907                2,623                4,070                4,428                4,428                4,750                4,800                4,850                

Non-cash transfers and grants –                     –                     –                     50,000              50,000              50,000              50,000              53,250              56,445              

Total transfers and grants 3,191                2,907                2,623                54,070              54,428              54,428              54,750              58,050              61,295              

Contracted services

List services provided by contract –                     

sub-total –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Allocations to organs of state:

Electricity

Water

Sanitation

Other

Total contracted services –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Other Expenditure By Type

Collection costs 147                   59                     1,589                1,100                1,100                1,100                1,800                1,917                2,032                

Contributions to 'other' provisions

Consultant fees

Audit fees 3,732                4,048                3,293                4,600                4,600                4,600                4,900                5,219                5,532                

General expenses 72,568              85,870              47,998              26,703              64,485              64,485              27,764              29,299              30,786              

Loss on PPE 396                   1,968                1,030                

Electricity Consumption 27,301              39,530              38,555              47,713              48,008              48,008              51,599              56,083              60,915              

Discount on early payment 2,674                7,201                22,727              34,000              31,000              31,000              33,000              35,145              37,254              

Professional Fees 18,545              19,188              24,038              23,262              23,262              23,262              25,096              26,459              27,798              

Projects and Counter funding 22,073              14,807              20,980              33,370              40,113              40,113              37,334              38,100              40,097              

Protective clothing and Uniforms 2,232                2,575                2,541                2,862                2,862                2,862                3,068                3,249                3,426                

Fuel-Petrol 7,343                9,201                8,565                11,765              11,765              11,765              13,358              14,608              15,397              

Conference and Seminars 4,347                5,328                6,227                6,097                6,197                6,197                7,345                7,807                8,261                

Clarification/Purification 7,314                5,273                4,942                6,806                6,806                6,806                6,706                7,078                7,467                

Telephone & Communication Exp 5,171                5,649                4,818                5,356                5,356                5,356                6,353                6,736                7,111                

Job Creation Cleaning Project 6,707                6,836                6,432                6,000                6,000                6,000                6,000                6,000                6,000                

Printing and Sationery 3,658                4,599                4,443                6,065                6,065                6,065                5,918                6,284                6,642                

Projects EPWP 9,649                11,462              9,379                6,618                6,618                6,618                5,330                –                     –                     

Course Fees/Central Train FD 2,967                3,671                4,041                4,452                4,752                4,752                4,826                5,137                5,443                

Membership Fees 1,810                2,946                3,721                3,764                4,014                4,014                4,412                4,699                4,981                

Water 4,757                11,592              13,180              3,529                3,529                3,529                4,344                4,602                4,853                

Ward Committee Activities 3,495                3,801                4,290                3,800                3,800                3,800                3,800                4,028                4,250                

Insurance 2,364                2,878                3,368                3,303                3,783                3,783                3,753                3,992                4,208                

Purchase Furn & Equip < R10 000 521                   735                   342                   3,348                3,348                3,348                3,321                3,527                3,729                

Stores and Materials 1,591                1,508                1,589                2,170                2,170                2,170                2,276                2,411                2,544                

Bank Charges 1,047                1,552                1,896                1,910                1,910                1,910                2,250                2,396                2,540                

Training 1,312                1,417                1,664                2,631                2,631                2,631                2,445                2,522                2,604                

Total 'Other' Expenditure 213,722           253,694           241,651           251,225           294,175           294,175           266,997           277,297           293,870           

Repairs and Maintenance 

by Expenditure Item

Employee related costs

Other materials 51,065              68,422              68,982              83,300              84,660              84,660              87,135              91,403              95,825              

Contracted Services

Other Expenditure

Total Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure 51,065              68,422              68,982              83,300              84,660              84,660              87,135              91,403              95,825              

check 0                       (0)                      (0)                      (0)                      (0)                      (0)                      (0)                      (0)                      0                       

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Current Year 2013/14

Description



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA2 Matrix Financial Performance Budget (revenue source/expenditure type and dept.)

Description

R thousand

Revenue By Source

Property rates 397,946            397,946            

Property rates - penalties & collection charges –                    

Service charges - electricity revenue 608,853            608,853            

Service charges - water revenue 239,315            239,315            

Service charges - sanitation revenue 67,187              67,187              

Service charges - refuse revenue 46,841              46,841              

Service charges - other –                    

Rental of facilities and equipment 3                      26                    4,671                1,038                11,868              17,606              

Interest earned - external investments 12,000              12,000              

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 45,000              45,000              

Dividends received –                    

Fines 7,635                7,635                

Licences and permits 2,412                260                  2,672                

Agency services 4,900                4,900                

Other revenue 3,630                632                  4,026                6,467                10,626              7,001                1,362                33,745              

Transfers recognised - operational 150,770            1,534                2,500                7,372                2,534                164,710            

Gains on disposal of PPE –                    

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and contributions) –                    211,403            2,166                6,552                33,457              411,367            8,039                975,425            1,648,410         

Expenditure By Type

Employee related costs 12,688              59,406              13,663              44,768              136,754            82,645              27,625              170,073            547,624            

Remuneration of councillors 19,968              19,968              

Debt impairment 51,000              94,000              145,000            

Depreciation & asset impairment 38,550              14,000              52,550              

Finance charges 1,604                34,955              36,559              

Bulk purchases 422,000            422,000            

Other materials 2                      11,100              10                    1,281                5,345                704                  4,370                64,325              87,135              

Contracted services –                    

Transfers and grants 53,900              850                  –                    54,750              

Other expenditure 5,589                96,079              2,839                10,572              22,969              17,310              6,728                104,910            266,998            

Loss on disposal of PPE –                    

Total Expenditure 38,247              311,639            16,512              56,621              165,068            101,510            38,723              904,263            1,632,584         

Surplus/(Deficit) (38,247)            (100,236)           (14,346)            (50,069)            (131,611)           309,857            (30,684)            71,163              15,826              

Transfers recognised - capital 88,927              88,927              

Contributions recognised - capital –                    

Contributed assets –                    

Surplus/(Deficit) after capital transfers & 

contributions

(38,247)            (11,309)            (14,346)            (50,069)            (131,611)           309,857            (30,684)            71,163              104,754            

TotalVote 7 - 

STRATEGY 

ECON 

DEVELOPMEN

T AND 

PLANNING

Vote 8 - 
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Vote 5 - 
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Vote 6 - 
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SERVICES

Vote 1 - 

EXECUTIVE 

AND COUNCIL

Vote 2 - 
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NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA3 Supportinging detail to 'Budgeted Financial Position'

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

R thousand

ASSETS

Call investment deposits

Call deposits < 90 days 69,990              171,931            336,560            226,948            183,012            183,012            262,936            312,547            395,616            

Other current investments > 90 days –                    –                    

Total Call investment deposits 69,990              171,931            336,560            226,948            183,012            183,012            262,936            312,547            395,616            

Consumer debtors

Consumer debtors 379,710            486,278            638,070            840,616            840,616            840,616            1,025,877         1,183,769         1,341,739         

Less: Provision for debt impairment (258,925)           (312,510)           (428,605)           (654,340)           (654,340)           (654,340)           (799,340)           (956,100)           (1,125,453)        

Total Consumer debtors 120,786            173,768            209,465            186,276            186,276            186,276            226,537            227,669            216,286            

Debt impairment provision

Balance at the beginning of the year 398,340            258,925            312,510            521,340            521,340            521,340            654,340            799,340            956,100            

Contributions to the provision 105,224            106,664            122,000            133,000            133,000            133,000            145,000            156,760            169,353            

Bad debts written off (244,639)           (53,078)            (5,905)              –                    –                    

Balance at end of year 258,925            312,510            428,605            654,340            654,340            654,340            799,340            956,100            1,125,453         

Property, plant and equipment (PPE)

PPE at cost/valuation (excl. finance leases) 1,215,207         1,359,741         1,514,075         1,811,227         1,869,873         1,869,873         1,942,827         2,031,254         2,109,578         

Leases recognised as PPE –                    –                    

Less: Accumulated depreciation 380,867            429,647            458,057            512,863            512,863            512,863            565,413            622,329            683,993            

Total Property, plant and equipment (PPE) 834,339            930,094            1,056,018         1,298,364         1,357,010         1,357,010         1,377,415         1,408,925         1,425,585         

LIABILITIES

Current liabilities - Borrowing

Short term loans (other than bank overdraft) –                    –                    

Current portion of long-term liabilities 14,440              9,472                11,356              16,658              16,658              16,658              11,051              8,401                8,465                

Total Current liabilities - Borrowing 14,440              9,472                11,356              16,658              16,658              16,658              11,051              8,401                8,465                

Trade and other payables

Trade and other creditors 115,250            130,560            147,009            147,545            147,545            147,545            164,034            174,696            185,177            

Unspent conditional transfers 9,239                7,220                35,106              –                    –                    

VAT 10,971              12,504              16,530              12,948              12,948              12,948              16,646              15,314              14,089              

Total Trade and other payables 135,460            150,285            198,644            160,493            160,493            160,493            180,679            190,010            199,266            

Non current liabilities - Borrowing

Borrowing 93,955              156,472            195,337            260,233            260,233            260,233            214,736            195,284            178,419            

Finance leases (including PPP asset element) –                    –                    

Total Non current liabilities - Borrowing 93,955              156,472            195,337            260,233            260,233            260,233            214,736            195,284            178,419            

Provisions - non-current

Retirement benefits 135,685            158,630            186,016            209,645            209,645            209,645            236,464            260,110            280,919            

List other major provision items

Refuse landfill site rehabilitation

Other 32,227              37,766              41,782              47,444              47,444              47,444              51,241              54,623              58,173              

Total Provisions - non-current 167,912            196,396            227,798            257,089            257,089            257,089            287,705            314,733            339,093            

CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit)

Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit) - opening balance 810,346            908,944            980,989            1,153,962         1,153,962         1,153,962         1,464,905         1,562,846         1,640,762         

GRAP adjustments –                    –                    

Restated balance 810,346            908,944            980,989            1,153,962         1,153,962         1,153,962         1,464,905         1,562,846         1,640,762         

Surplus/(Deficit) 26,873              158,525            262,959            110,882            125,592            125,592            104,754            85,048              82,557              

Appropriations to Reserves

Transfers from Reserves

Depreciation offsets

Other adjustments

Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit) 837,219            1,067,468         1,243,948         1,264,845         1,279,555         1,279,555         1,569,658         1,647,894         1,723,319         

Reserves

Housing Development Fund –                    –                    

Capital replacement 1,409                17,533              103,605            1,500                1,500                1,500                2,000                2,500                3,000                

Self-insurance 18,561              18,639              18,878              19,500              19,500              19,500              19,500              20,000              20,500              

COID 8,727                9,064                9,232                9,500                9,500                9,500                9,600                9,900                10,200              

Revaluation –                    –                    

Total Reserves 28,697              45,236              131,715            30,500              30,500              30,500              31,100              32,400              33,700              

TOTAL COMMUNITY WEALTH/EQUITY 865,916            1,112,704         1,375,663         1,295,345         1,310,055         1,310,055         1,600,758         1,680,294         1,757,019         

Total capital expenditure includes expenditure on nationally significant priorities:

Provision of basic services

Description

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Current Year 2013/14



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA4 Reconciliation of IDP strategic objectives and budget (revenue)

Strategic Objective Goal
Goal

Code
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

KPA 1:                                    

Local Economic Development

To provide an enabling environment for LED in SPM 

within the context of National and Provincial Frameworks

               4,674                5,396                7,286                6,838                6,838                6,838                8,039                8,550                9,050 

To initiate, lead and sustain an investment environment 

for job creation in the SPM Area

               1,459 

To leverage municipal assets and the municipal 

procurement process with the view to stimulate 

redistribution and growth

                  200 

KPA2:                                     

Basic and Sustainable Service 

Delivery and Infrastructure 

Development

To ensure adequate provision of new bulk infrastructure 

to unlock and sustain development and growth

To ensure continuous maintenance, refurbishment, 

upgrade and replacement of existing infrastructure 

assets

            579,333             822,216             885,318             901,876             912,344             912,344          1,061,942          1,076,505          1,145,032 

To ensure sustainable delivery in respect of water and 

sanitation, electricity, solid waste management and 

roads and stormwater as well as community services to 

all residents of SPM

               6,947 

To ensure sustainable delivery of community services 

(personal health, environmental health, libraries, parks 

and recreation, emergency and traffic services) to all 

residents of SPM

              16,961 

KPA 3:                                 

Municipal Financial Viability 

and Management

Ensure sound financial management and financial 

sustainability of SPM

            213,021             316,012             388,033             393,605             393,605             393,605             434,847             501,391             544,507 

KPA 4:                                

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

To provide an overarching framework for sustainable 

municipal performance improvement

               1,559                5,066                4,940                5,921                7,804                7,804                6,336                6,716                7,086 

To provide a framework for Municipal Transformation 

and Institutional Development

               9,063 

KPA 5:                                    

Good Governance and Public 

Participation

To ensure an Unqualified Audit Report             221,976             210,267             269,220             298,245             369,273             369,273             226,172             221,574             217,133 

To enhance the public profile, reputation and positioning 

of the SPM

Allocations to other priorities

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and contributions) 1,055,194        1,358,958        1,554,797        1,606,486        1,689,865        1,689,865        1,737,337        1,814,736        1,922,808        

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA5 Reconciliation of IDP strategic objectives and budget (operating expenditure)

Strategic Objective Goal
Goal

Code
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

KPA1:                                  

Local Economic 

Development

To provide an enabling 

environment for LED in SPM 

within the context of National and 

Provincial Frameworks

              17,820               26,893               28,539               34,093               34,793               34,793               38,723               41,189               43,632 

To initiate, lead and sustain an 

investment environment for job 

creation in the SPM Area

                6,459 

To leverage municipal assets and 

the municipal procurement 

process with the view to stimulate 

redistribution and growth

                1,419 

KPA 2:                                 

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

To ensure adequate provision of 

new bulk infrastructure to unlock 

and sustain development and 

growth

To ensure continuous 

maintenance, refurbishment, 

upgrade and replacement of 

existing infrastructure assets

            521,766             790,455             888,111             980,632          1,044,019          1,044,019          1,080,143          1,154,823          1,233,827 

To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste 

management and roads and 

stormwater services as well as 

community services to all 

residents of SPM

              15,990 

To ensure sustainable delivery of 

community services (personal 

health, environmental health, 

libraries, parks and recreation, 

emergency and traffic services) to 

all residents of SPM

            115,887 

KPA 3:                                

Municipal Financial 

Viability and Management

Ensure sound financial 

management and financial 

sustainability of SPM

              57,107               68,167               77,743               91,883               92,083               92,083             101,510             107,874             114,115 

KPA 4:                                 

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable 

municipal performance 

improvement

              41,846                 8,970                 9,552               13,149               17,942               17,942               14,042               14,885               15,704 

To provide a framework for 

Municipal Transformation and 

Institutional Development

                9,967 

KPA 5:                                 

Good Governance and 

Public Participation

To ensure an Unqualified Audit 

Report

            240,058             305,949             287,893             375,846             375,434             375,434             398,165             410,916             432,972 

To enhance the public profile, 

reputation and positioning of the 

SPM

Allocations to other priorities

Total Expenditure 1,028,319        1,200,434        1,291,837        1,495,604        1,564,272        1,564,272        1,632,583        1,729,687        1,840,250        

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA6 Reconciliation of IDP strategic objectives and budget (capital expenditure)

Strategic Objective Goal
Goal 

Code
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

KPA 1:                                Local 

Economic Development

To provide an enabling 

environment for LED in SPM within 

the context of National and 

Provincial Frameworks

A                  1,354                  1,238                  2,178                  9,000                11,725                11,725                10,250                16,249                17,120 

B

To initiate, lead and sustain an 

investment environment for job 

creation in the SPM Area

C

D

To leverage municipal assets and 

the municipal procurement 

process with the view to stimulate 

redistribution and growth

E

F

KPA 2:                                Basic 

and Sustainable Service Delivery 

and Infrastructure Development

To ensure adequate provision of 

new bulk infrastructure to unlock 

and sustain development and 

growth

G

H

To ensure continuous 

maintenance, refurbishment, 

upgrade and replacement of 

existing infrastructure assets

I                67,397                98,514              126,618              217,145              276,716              276,716              106,938                67,780                50,376 

J

To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste 

management and roads and 

stormwater services as well as 

community services to all 

residents of SPM

K

L

To ensure sustainable delivery of 

community services (personal 

health, environmental health, 

libraries, parks and recreation, 

emergency and traffic services) to 

all residents of SPM

M                10,558                34,847                12,994                  8,410                10,660 

KPA 3:                                

Municipal Financial Viability and 

Management

Ensure sound financial 

management and financial 

sustainability of SPM

                 1,948                  1,807                  1,923                  1,000                  3,850                  3,850                  1,000                  1,500                  6,000 

KPA 4:                                 

Municipal Institutional 

Development and Transformation

To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable 

municipal performance 

improvement

                    538                     396                     502 

To provide a framework for 

Municipal Transformation and 

Institutional Development

KPA 5:                                Good 

Governance and Public 

Participation

To ensure an Unqualified Audit 

Report

               11,722                  5,222                  5,222 

To enhance the public profile, 

reputation and positioning of the 

SPM

N                  8,323                15,780                13,213 

O

P

Allocations to other priorities

Total Capital Expenditure 79,559              128,293            179,281            238,867            297,513            297,513            131,183            93,939              84,156              

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA7 Measureable performance objectives

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

1. Local Economic Development

1.1 To provide an enabling environment for LED in SPM within the context of National and Provincial Frameworks

Ensuring the turnaround time for building plan approval to 4 weeks by 30 June 2017 for buildings or architectural buildings less than 500 m2 in accordance with NBRBSA - 

103/1977 

Average time in weeks to approve building plans Not a target in 

this FY

12 weeks 8 weeks 4 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks 8 6 4

Ensuring the turnaround time for building plan approval to 60 days (8 weeks) by 30 June 2017 for buildings or architectural buildings more than 500m² in accordance with 

NBRBSA - 103/1977 

Average time in weeks to approve building plans Not a target in 

this FY

12 weeks 8 weeks 8 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks 10 9 8

Improving the turnaround time for development applications (rezoning) from receipt of all sectional comments, submission to Development and Planning Committee and 

Council to 12 weeks by 30 June 2017

Average time in weeks to approve building plans Not a target in 

this FY

12 - 16weeks 8 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 12 12

1.2 To initiate, lead and sustain an investment environment for job creation in the SPM Area

Create 1025 FTE jobs through initiatives of the SPM (including LED, EPWP, Capital Projects, Maintenance activities etc) annually (by 30 June 2017) No of FTE jobs created 280 115 115 320 320 320 300 350 375

To alienate earmarked Municipal land and properties for development purposes in line with the SDF/LUMS on an annual basis R value of proceeds received from land  and property sales Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 7,000,000 7,000,000 

1.3 To leverage municipal assets and the municipal assets and the municipal procurement process with the view to stimulate redistribution and growth

Ensuring that at least 60% of the Municipality's own procurement for goods and services are sourced from local BEE and SMME service providers quarterly (Supply Chain 

Management)

% of the Municipality's own procurement for goods and services 65% 63% 65% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

2. Service Delivery

2.1 To ensure adequate provision of bulk infrastructure to unlock and sustain development and growth

Replace 2 old high lift pumps at Riverton Waste Purification Works with new ones by December 2014 

% progress with the implementation of the project Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

2 60% 60% 100%

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, refurbishment, upgrade and replacement of existing infrastructure assets
Decrease electricity losses to 14% by 30 June 2017 % electricity losses 16% 27% Not a target in 

this FY

15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 14%

% water losses 58% 35% Not a target in 

this FY

35% 35% 35% 30% 25% 20%

Meters of bulk pipe lines fixed

Save 10 MW of electricity during peak times by switching off 2 kW geysers of 25 000 households as requested by Eskom

Units of electricity saved Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

10 MW 10MW 10MW 10MW 10MW 10MW

Achieve Bluedrop Status by 30 June 2017

% status achieved Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

90% 90% 90% 92% 95% 100%

Achieve Greendrop Status by 30 June 2017

% status achieved Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

85% 85% 85% 90% 95% 100%

Paving of 8,5 km of residential streets by 30 June 2017 

Km of streets paved Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

2.5 km 5.5 km 8.5 km

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in respect of water and sanitation, electricity, solid waste management, housing and roads and stormwater services to all 

residents of SPM

2492 Additional Households connected to water network by 30 June 2017

No of houses connected to water network Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

836 1356 1356 892 1692 2492

2492 Additional Households connected to sewer network by 30 June 2017

No of houses connected to sewer network Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

836 1356 1356 892 1692 2492

1800 Additional Households to be provided with a weekly solid waste removal service by 30 June 2017

No of houses receiving a weekly solid waste removal service Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

600 600 600 600 1200 1800

786 Additional  households connected to the electricity network by 30 June 2017

No of houses connected to electricity network 1 Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

1287 1700 1700 214 571 786

16 000 Indigent households to receive free basic services (water, electricity and waste removal according to national guidelines) by 30 June 2017 No of indigent households receiving free basic services 0
Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY
12000 12000 12000 12,000 14,000 16,000 

1375 Additional Households provided with a subsidised house by 30 June 2017

No of houses constructed Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

440 787 787 375 875 1375

2000 Additional new erven planned, surveyed and ready for installation of municipal services in existing informal settlements by 30 June 2017

No of erven surveyed on approved SG diagramme 10% Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

1136 1272 1272 - 1,000 2,000

Decrease non-revenue water losses to 20% by 30 June 2017 

Unit of measurementDescription

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



A planned, prioritised and budgeted operational plan for each section in the Directorate Community and Social Development Services (Personal Health, Environmental Health, 

Library, Parks and Recreation, Emergency, Traffic, Motor Registration and Licensing and Social Development)

% of operational plans submitted 85% Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

To improve the SCM turnaround time to 12 weeks for annual contracts from closing date to date of award

Average time in weeks to awards tenders Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks

To improve the SCM turnaround time to 6 weeks for once of contracts from closing date to date of award 

Average time in weeks to awards tenders Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks

3. Financial Management and Viability

3.1 To ensure sound financial management and financial sustainability of the SPM
Improve revenue enhancement by ensuring a collection rate of 90,5%  after debt write off  by 30 June 2017 % collection rate 85% 91% 88% 88% 88% 88% 88,5% 89,4% 90,5%

To spend at least 95% of the Capital Budget (including grants) on capital projects identifed ito the IDP by 30 June 2017

% capex of capital budget 100% 100% 100% 87% 87% 87% 87% 90% 95%

To spend at least 95% of the Operational Budget annually (30 June)

% opex of operational budget 95% 94% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95%

Maintain the debt coverage ratio at current levels or at least 2:1 against net assets of the municipality by 30 June 2017

Debt coverage  (Total operating revenue-operating grants received)/debt service 

payments due within the year)

25% 25% 25% 02:01 10:01 10:01 02:01 02:01 02:01

Reducing the ratio of outstanding service debtors to revenue to 10% by 30 June 2017

Service debtors to revenue – (Total outstanding service debtors/ revenue received for 

services)

25% 24% 25% 40% 40% 40% 35% 20% 10%

Increase the cost coverage ratio to 3:1 annually or maintain the current status by 30 June 2017

Cost coverage (Available cash + investments/ monthly fixed operating expenditure) Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

02:01 03:01 03:01 03:01 03:01 03:01

Increase the municipal reserves by at least 10% per annum from the previous year's actual balance annually (30 June) % increase 300% 200% 16% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
To spend at least 10% of the operational budget on O & M by 30 June 2017 % spend on O&M 5% 5% 6% 6% 6% 6% 7% 8% 10%
Decrease employee related costs to 30 % of the Operational Budget by 30 June 2017 Employee related cost as a % of Ops Budget 36% 34% 33% 33% 34% 34% 33% 31% 30%

4. Municipal Institution and Transformation

4.1 To provide an overarching framework for sustainable municipal performance improvement

Review Integrated Performance Management Policy annually by 31 May % progress in reviewing PMS Policy Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Complete individual performance management to all levels of staff by 30 June 2017 % progress in establish PMS to all levels Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

60% 20% 20% 50% 75% 100%

Conduct bi-annual performance assessments of the Municipal Manager and Managers reporting directly to the Municipal Manager annually No of assessments conducted Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

2 2 2 2 2 2

Submit quarterly organisational performance reports to the Executive Mayor by the 20th of the month following the end of each Quarter No of reports submitted Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

4 4 4 4 4 4

Conduct bi-annual performance assessments of Middle Management (up to level 6) annually by 30 June No of assessments conducted Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

2 2 2 2 2 2

4.2  To provide a framework for Municipal Transformation and Institutional Development

An approved Human Resource Management Plan with specific reference to staffing (attraction/retention), HRA, HRM and HRD by 30 June 2017

% progress in preparing HRM Plan Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

100% 100% 50% 50% 100% 100% 100%

All levels of personnel on the organogram of the SPM should be 100% representative according to the Employment Equity Plan of the Municipality as well as the most recent 

Provincial EAP Profiles by 30 June 2017

% progress 100% 100% 100% 87% 87% 87% 70% 70% 70%

Facilitate the implementation of an Enterprise Risk Management Framework annually Number of Risk assessments conducted - - - - - - 4 4 4

Submission of an Annual Report on risk management maturity level of SPM to NT by 30 June each year Maturity report submitted - - - - - - 1 1 1

5. Good Governance and Public Participation

5.1 Ensure an Unqualified Audit Report

To implement an effective and efficient Supply Chain Management System by ensuring that successful appeals is not more than 5% of tenders/quotes submitted by 30 June 

2017

% successful appeals Not a target in 

this FY

0% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

Ensure a clean audit report by 30 June 2017 Annual AGSA opinion qualified qualified unqualified 50% 50% 50% 100% 100% 100%

5.2 Enhance the Public Profile, Reputation and Positioning of SPM

Ensure an updated and interactive web site linked to other spheres of Government on a continuous basis % compliant to relevant legislation

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

Not a target in 

this FY

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA8 Performance indicators and benchmarks

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Borrowing Management

Credit Rating A3.za Aa3.za Aa3.za Baa1.za Baa1.za Baa1.za

Capital Charges to Operating Expenditure Interest & Principal Paid /Operating 

Expenditure

1.2% 2.0% 3.2% 3.5% 3.1% 3.1% 3.2% 2.4% 2.0%

Capital Charges to Own Revenue Finance charges & Repayment of borrowing 

/Own Revenue

1.4% 2.2% 3.2% 3.8% 3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 2.6% 2.2%

Borrowed funding of 'own' capital expenditure Borrowing/Capital expenditure excl. transfers 

and grants and contributions

130.8% 171.7% 82.3% 37.8% 35.5% 35.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Safety of Capital

Gearing Long Term Borrowing/ Funds & Reserves 327.4% 345.9% 148.3% 853.2% 853.2% 853.2% 690.5% 602.7% 529.4%

Liquidity

Current Ratio Current assets/current liabilities                    1.9                    2.8                    3.2                    2.8                    2.6                    2.6                    3.3                    3.4                    3.5 

Current Ratio adjusted for aged debtors Current assets less debtors > 90 days/current 

liabilities

                   1.9                    2.8                    3.2                    2.8                    2.6                    2.6                    3.3                    3.4                    3.5 

Liquidity Ratio Monetary Assets/Current Liabilities                    0.4                    0.9                    1.4                    1.1                    0.9                    0.9                    1.1                    1.3                    1.6 

Revenue Management

Annual Debtors Collection Rate (Payment Level 

%)

Last 12 Mths Receipts/Last 12 Mths Billing 88.2% 97.2% 97.5% 86.4% 82.1% 0.0% 88.5% 89.4%

Current Debtors Collection Rate (Cash receipts % 

of Ratepayer & Other revenue)

88.2% 97.2% 97.5% 86.4% 82.1% 82.1% 88.5% 89.4% 90.5%

Outstanding Debtors to Revenue Total Outstanding Debtors to Annual Revenue 25.2% 26.9% 30.4% 22.8% 22.3% 22.3% 28.6% 27.3% 24.7%

Longstanding Debtors Recovered Debtors > 12 Mths Recovered/Total Debtors > 

12 Months Old

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Creditors Management

Creditors System Efficiency % of Creditors Paid Within Terms 

(within`MFMA' s 65(e))

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Creditors to Cash and Investments 190.3% 81.5% 45.4% 68.4% 86.0% 86.0% 65.5% 58.1% 48.1%

Other Indicators

Total Volume Losses (kW)
66,265            82,660            75,531            76,286            71,912            

Total Cost of Losses (Rand '000)
26,630            35,669            50,193            47,659            47,555            47,555            50,751            53,978            53,881            

% Volume (units purchased and generated 

less units sold)/units purchased and 

generated

12.5% 13.2% 16.6% 15.0% 16.0% 16.0% 15.0% 15.0% 14.0%

Total Volume Losses (kℓ)
3,232              2,522              13,107            9,110              7,668              6,195              

Total Cost of Losses (Rand '000)
3,682              2,893              19,370            7,711              9,104              9,104              6,979              6,108              5,184              

% Volume (units purchased and generated 

less units sold)/units purchased and 

generated

17.5% 14.3% 44.0% 35.0% 45.0% 45.0% 30.0% 25.0% 20.0%

Employee costs Employee costs/(Total Revenue - capital 

revenue)

36.4% 32.4% 30.1% 32.5% 32.3% 32.3% 33.2% 33.4% 33.3%

Remuneration Total remuneration/(Total Revenue - capital 

revenue)

37.7% 33.7% 31.3% 33.7% 33.5% 33.5% 34.4% 34.6% 34.5%

Repairs & Maintenance R&M/(Total Revenue excluding capital 

revenue)

5.1% 5.4% 4.8% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.3% 5.3% 5.2%

Finance charges & Depreciation FC&D/(Total Revenue - capital revenue) 5.0% 4.5% 4.6% 5.7% 5.3% 5.3% 5.4% 5.0% 4.9%

IDP regulation financial viability indicators

i. Debt coverage (Total Operating Revenue - Operating 

Grants)/Debt service payments due within 

financial year)

                 18.9                  17.3                  41.0                  22.5                  22.5                  22.5                  43.6                  50.3                  53.8 

ii.O/S Service Debtors to Revenue Total outstanding service debtors/annual 

revenue received for services

31.9% 32.8% 36.7% 27.2% 27.9% 27.9% 33.9% 31.9% 28.6%

iii. Cost coverage (Available cash + Investments)/monthly fixed 

operational expenditure

                   0.9                    2.0                    3.7                    2.2                    1.7                    1.7                    2.3                    2.6                    3.1 

Water Distribution Losses (2)

Description of financial indicator

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

Basis of calculation

Current Year 2013/14

Electricity Distribution Losses (2)



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA9 Social, economic and demographic statistics and assumptions
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 Current Year 

2013/14

Outcome Outcome Outcome Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Outcome Outcome

Demographics

Population                   201                   243                   248                   243                   243                   246                   248                   248                   248                   248 

Females aged 0 - 19                     40                     46                     42                     42                     42                     46                     46                     46                     46 

Males aged 0 - 19                     40                     47                     43                     43                     34                     47                     47                     47                     47 

Females aged 20 - 59                     55                     70                     68                     68                     42                     70                     70                     70                     70 

Males aged 20 - 59                     50                     65                     62                     62                     39                     65                     65                     65                     65 

Females aged 60 -70                       7                       7                       7                       7 

Males aged 60 - 70                       5                       5                       5                       5 

Unemployment                     28                     28                     79                     28                     28                     32                     79                     79                     79                     79 

Monthly household income (no. of households) 1, 12

No income No income                4,393              79,310                7,032            100,797                7,032                7,032                7,032                7,032 

R1 - R1 600 R1 - R4 800            127,071            114,291                2,001                   140                     96              35,211                2,001                2,001                2,001                2,001 

R1 601 - R3 200 R4 801 - R9 600              32,171                9,682                3,215                6,842                3,215                3,215                3,215                3,215 

R3 201 - R6 400 R9 601 - 19 600              26,483              11,928                9,683                   331                   102              32,335                9,683                9,683                9,683                9,683 

R6 401 - R12 800 R19 601 - 38 200              12,879              10,923              11,291                4,141                3,831              15,244              11,291              11,291              11,291              11,291 

R12 801 - R25 600 R38 201 -  R76 400                3,615                5,243                8,977                9,636                8,770              11,355                8,977                8,977                8,977                8,977 

R25 601 - R51 200 R76 401 - R153 800                1,078                2,056                7,235              11,364              11,378              11,222                7,235                7,235                7,235                7,235 

R52 201 - R102 400 R153 801 - R307 600                   611                   333                5,776              10,865              11,277                7,741                5,776                5,776                5,776                5,776 

R102 401 - R204 800 R307 601 - R614 400                   310                   242                3,506              18,458              19,451                2,327                3,506                3,506                3,506                3,506 

R204 801 - R409 600 R614 401 - R1228 800                   134                     78                1,087                3,755                3,964                   575                1,087                1,087                1,087                1,087 

R409 601 - R819 200 R1228 801 - R2457 600                   268                   283                   268                   268                   268                   268 

 > R819 200  > R2457 600                   224                   225                   224                   224                   224                   224 

Poverty profiles (no. of households)

< R2 060 per household per month 13

<R38 200 per household (4 persons) per annum 2 < R 38 200 per household (4 persons) per annum              33,222 33222.00 33222.00 33222.00 33222.00

Household/demographics (000)

Number of people in municipal area                   201                   243                   248                   243 243                                    245                   248                   248                   248                   248 

Number of poor people in municipal area                     81                     74 33                    45                    44                    44                    33                    33                                        33                     33 

Number of households in municipal area                     50                     52                     60                     52 52                                        52                     60                     60                     60                     60 

Number of poor households in municipal area                       9                     21 21                                        22                       9                       9                       9                       9 

Definition of poor household (R per month)

Housing statistics 3

Formal              41,282              46,230              49,202              49,202              49,202              49,202              49,202              49,202              49,202              49,202 

Informal                9,247                5,733              11,095              11,095              11,095              11,095              11,095              11,095              11,095              11,095 

Total number of households              50,529              51,963              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297              60,297 

Dwellings provided by municipality 4                   440                   440                   440                   440                   440 

Dwellings provided by province/s

Dwellings provided by private sector 5

Total new housing dwellings                      -                        -                     440                      -                        -                        -                     440                   440                   440                   440 

Economic 6

Inflation/inflation outlook (CPIX) 9.9% 5.5% 5.4% 5.5% 5.5% 6.2% 5.9%

Interest rate - borrowing 12.0% 11.4% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5%

Interest rate - investment 10.8% 6.0% 5.6% 5.0% 5.0% 6.0% 6.0%

Remuneration increases 8.5% 6.1% 7.0% 7.0% 7.0% 7.0% 6.5%

Consumption growth (electricity) 25.8% 13.5% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Consumption growth (water) 10.7% 6.5% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Collection rates 7

Property tax/service charges 209,351           271,038           331,348           90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%

Rental of facilities & equipment 12,740             12,416             14,253             100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Interest - external investments 4,802               8,565               15,173             100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Interest - debtors 31,283             30,424             32,108             25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0%

Revenue from agency services 3,489               3,603               4,860               100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Detail on the provision of municipal services for A10

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Ref.
Outcome Outcome Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Household service targets (000)

Water:

Piped water inside dwelling 41,786             43,064             52,832             52,910             52,910             52,910             53,802             54,602             

Piped water inside yard (but not in dwelling) –                    –                    –                    –                    

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework

Description of economic indicator

Ref.

Basis of calculation 2001 Census 2007 Survey 2011 Census

Total municipal services

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje Supporting Table SA10 Funding measurement

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Funding measures

Cash/cash equivalents at the year end - R'000 18(1)b 60,572            160,286          323,965          215,553          171,617          171,617          250,538          300,909          385,134          

Cash + investments at the yr end less applications - R'000 18(1)b 130,338          305,387          437,559          334,740          275,965          275,965          473,040          517,843          580,038          

Cash year end/monthly employee/supplier payments 18(1)b 0.9                  2.0                  3.7                  2.2                  1.7                  1.7                  2.3                  2.6                  3.1                  

Surplus/(Deficit) excluding depreciation offsets: R'000 18(1) 26,873            158,525          262,959          110,882          125,592          125,592          104,754          85,048            82,557            

Service charge rev % change - macro CPIX target exclusive 18(1)a,(2) N.A. 23.6% 9.6% 0.6% (8.3%) (6.0%) 5.7% 1.0% 1.4%

Cash receipts % of Ratepayer & Other revenue 18(1)a,(2) 88.2% 97.2% 97.5% 86.4% 82.1% 82.1% 88.5% 89.4% 90.5%

Debt impairment expense as a % of total billable revenue 18(1)a,(2) 12.3% 10.1% 9.4% 10.5% 10.8% 10.8% 10.5% 10.6% 10.7%

Capital payments % of capital expenditure 18(1)c;19 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Borrowing receipts % of capital expenditure (excl. transfers) 18(1)c 130.8% 171.7% 82.3% 37.8% 35.5% 35.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Grants % of Govt. legislated/gazetted allocations 18(1)a 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Current consumer debtors % change - incr(decr) 18(1)a N.A. 32.8% 29.4% (20.8%) 0.0% 0.0% 35.8% 0.5% (3.7%)

Long term receivables % change - incr(decr) 18(1)a N.A. 0.0% 131.6% (100.0%) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6.0% 6.0%

R&M % of Property Plant & Equipment 20(1)(vi) 6.1% 7.4% 6.5% 6.4% 6.2% 6.2% 6.3% 6.5% 6.7%

Asset renewal % of capital budget 20(1)(vi) 24.3% 5.5% 31.3% 70.8% 55.2% 55.2% 77.1% 55.1% 28.2%

Description

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

FrameworkMFMA 

section

Current Year 2013/14



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA11 Property rates summary

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Valuation:

Date of valuation: 2007/01/01 2011/01/01 2011/01/01

Financial year valuation used 2007/2008 2012/13 2012/2013 2011/12 2013/14

Municipal by-laws s6 in place? (Y/N) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Municipal/assistant valuer appointed? (Y/N) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Municipal partnership s38 used? (Y/N) No No No No No No No No No

No. of assistant valuers (FTE) 3                       3                       1                       3                       1                       1                       1                       1                       1                       

No. of data collectors (FTE) 3                       3                       5                       3                       10                     10                     10                     10                     10                     

No. of internal valuers (FTE) 2                       2                       1                       2                       1                       1                       1                       1                       1                       

No. of external valuers (FTE) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     2                       –                     –                     

No. of additional valuers (FTE) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Valuation appeal board established? (Y/N) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Implementation time of new valuation roll (mths) 6                       3                       2                       2                       10                     

No. of properties 61,730              52,502              53,000              53,100              53,376              53,376              53,376              53,376              53,376              

No. of sectional title values 1,713                1,750                1,750                1,750                1,750                1,750                1,750                

No. of unreasonably difficult properties s7(2) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

No. of supplementary valuations 1,656                1,713                1,500                1,218                1,500                1,500                1,500                1,500                

No. of valuation roll amendments –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

No. of objections by rate payers 1                       –                     5                       –                     –                     15                     5,000                15                     

No. of appeals by rate payers –                     –                     3                       –                     –                     –                     500                   –                     

No. of successful objections –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

No. of successful objections > 10% –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Supplementary valuation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Public service infrastructure value (Rm) 595                   31                     31                     32                     31                     31                     31                     31                     31                     

Municipality owned property value (Rm) 41                     468                   468                   468                   468                   577                   580                   581                   581                   

Valuation reductions:

Valuation reductions-public infrastructure (Rm) 179                   9                       9                       9                       9                       9                       9                       9                       9                       

Valuation reductions-nature reserves/park (Rm) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Valuation reductions-mineral rights (Rm) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Valuation reductions-R15,000 threshold (Rm) 650                   653                   653                   653                   653                   653                   700                   700                   

Valuation reductions-public worship (Rm) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Valuation reductions-other (Rm) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Total valuation reductions: 829                   662                   9                       662                   662                   662                   662                   709                   709                   

Total value used for rating (Rm) 12,508              15,800              16,000              16,150              16,150              16,150              16,362              18,000              18,000              

Total land value (Rm) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Total value of improvements (Rm) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Total market value (Rm) 13,578              17,101              17,200              17,568              17,568              17,568              17,929              20,000              20,000              

Rating:

Residential rate used to determine rate for other 

categories? (Y/N) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Differential rates used? (Y/N) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Limit on annual rate increase (s20)? (Y/N) No No No No No No No No No

Special rating area used? (Y/N) No No No No No

Phasing-in properties s21 (number) 694 165 222 165 222 222 222 222 222

Rates policy accompanying budget? (Y/N) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fixed amount minimum value (R'000) –                     –                     

Non-residential prescribed ratio s19? (%) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Rate revenue:

Rate revenue budget (R '000) 208,320            271,038            331,241            367,941            367,000            367,000            387,082            400,000            420,000            

Rate revenue expected to collect (R'000) 197,904            252,066            308,054            345,864            348,650            348,650            348,374            360,000            378,000            

Expected cash collection rate (%) 93.0% 93.0% 95.0% 94.0% 95.0% 95.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%

Special rating areas (R'000) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Rebates, exemptions - indigent (R'000) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Rebates, exemptions - pensioners (R'000) 200                   250                   250                   600                   600                   600                   –                     –                     –                     

Rebates, exemptions - bona fide farm. (R'000) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Rebates, exemptions - other (R'000) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Phase-in reductions/discounts (R'000) –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Total rebates,exemptns,reductns,discs (R'000) 200                   250                   250                   600                   600                   600                   –                     –                     –                     

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Description



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA12a Property rates by category (current year)

Description

Resi. Indust. Bus. & 

Comm.

Farm props. State-owned Muni props. Public 

service infra.

Private 

owned towns

Formal & 

Informal 

Settle.

Comm. Land State trust 

land

Section 

8(2)(n) (note 

1)

Protect. 

Areas

National 

Monum/ts

Public 

benefit 

organs.

Mining 

Props.

Current Year 2013/14

Valuation:

No. of properties 40,995           175                254                823                1,615             5,726             78                  3,004             1                    427                30                  

No. of sectional title property values –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

No. of unreasonably difficult properties s7(2) –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

No. of supplementary valuations

Supplementary valuation (Rm)

No. of valuation roll amendments

No. of objections by rate-payers

No. of appeals by rate-payers

No. of appeals by rate-payers finalised

No. of successful objections

No. of successful objections > 10%

Estimated no. of properties not valued

Years since last valuation (select) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Frequency of valuation (select) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Method of valuation used (select) Market Market Market Market Market Market Dep.Replace Market Market Market Market Market Market Dep.Replace Market Market

Base of valuation (select) Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Other Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr. Land & impr.

Phasing-in properties s21 (number) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Combination of rating types used? (Y/N) No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Flat rate used? (Y/N) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Is balance rated by uniform rate/variable rate? Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

Valuation reductions:

Valuation reductions-public infrastructure (Rm)

Valuation reductions-nature reserves/park (Rm)

Valuation reductions-mineral rights (Rm)

Valuation reductions-R15,000 threshold (Rm)

Valuation reductions-public worship (Rm)

Valuation reductions-other (Rm)

Total valuation reductions:

Total value used for rating (Rm)

Total land value (Rm)

Total value of improvements (Rm)

Total market value (Rm)

Rating:

Average rate

Rate revenue budget (R '000) 201,781         9,496             29                  1,375             150,303         1,967             –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  1,303             

Rate revenue expected to collect (R'000) 190,214         8,546             29                  1,362             148,800         1,868             –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  1,238             

Expected cash collection rate (%)

Special rating areas (R'000)

Rebates, exemptions - indigent (R'000) –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

Rebates, exemptions - pensioners (R'000) 6,951             –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

Rebates, exemptions - bona fide farm. (R'000)

Rebates, exemptions - other (R'000) 601,146         –                  –                  –                  –                  48,574           9,419             –                  –                  –                  3,108             –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

Phase-in reductions/discounts (R'000)

Total rebates,exemptns,reductns,discs (R'000)





NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA12b Property rates by category (budget year)

Description

Resi. Indust. Bus. & 

Comm.

Farm props. State-owned Muni props. Public 

service infra.

Private 

owned towns

Formal & 

Informal 

Settle.

Comm. Land State trust 

land

Section 

8(2)(n) (note 

1)

Protect. 

Areas

National 

Monum/ts

Public 

benefit 

organs.

Mining 

Props.

Budget Year 2014/15

Valuation:

No. of properties 40,995           175                254                823                1,615             5,726             78                  3,004             1                    427                30                  

No. of sectional title property values

No. of unreasonably difficult properties s7(2)

No. of supplementary valuations

Supplementary valuation (Rm) 134,701,000  13,722,000    101,845,000  16,290,000    33,260,000    49,934,100    995,000         1,685,000      56,991,000    222,000         

No. of valuation roll amendments

No. of objections by rate-payers 1,500             

No. of appeals by rate-payers –                  

No. of appeals by rate-payers finalised 5                    

No. of successful objections –                  

No. of successful objections > 10% –                  

Estimated no. of properties not valued –                  

Years since last valuation (select) Yes

Frequency of valuation (select) 31500000

Method of valuation used (select) 468000000

Base of valuation (select)

Phasing-in properties s21 (number)

Combination of rating types used? (Y/N) No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Flat rate used? (Y/N) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Is balance rated by uniform rate/variable rate? Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

Valuation reductions:

Valuation reductions-public infrastructure (Rm) 9                    

Valuation reductions-nature reserves/park (Rm) –                  

Valuation reductions-mineral rights (Rm) –                  

Valuation reductions-R15,000 threshold (Rm) 653                

Valuation reductions-public worship (Rm) –                  

Valuation reductions-other (Rm) –                  

Total valuation reductions:

Total value used for rating (Rm) 16,150           

Total land value (Rm) –                  

Total value of improvements (Rm) –                  

Total market value (Rm) 17,568           

Rating:

Average rate

Rate revenue budget (R '000) 211,184         9,473             31                  1,458             161,469         2,085             –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  1,381             

Rate revenue expected to collect (R'000) 199,311         8,526             31                  1,443             159,855         1,980             –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  1,312             

Expected cash collection rate (%)

Special rating areas (R'000)

Rebates, exemptions - indigent (R'000) –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

Rebates, exemptions - pensioners (R'000) 6,951             –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

Rebates, exemptions - bona fide farm. (R'000)

Rebates, exemptions - other (R'000) 601,146         –                  –                  –                  –                  48,574           9,419             –                  –                  –                  3,108             –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

Phase-in reductions/discounts (R'000)

Total rebates,exemptns,reductns,discs (R'000)





NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA13a Service Tariffs by category

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Property rates (rate in the Rand)

Residential properties  Residential  0,008514  0,008301  0,009970  0,010859  0,011618  0,012701  0,013844 

Residential properties - vacant land

Formal/informal settlements

Small holdings

Farm properties - used  Agricultural farms  0,001277  0,001245  0,001495  0,001629  0,001743  0,001905  0,002077 

Farm properties - not used  Agricultural business  0,002129  0,002075  0,002492  0,002715  0,002905  0,003176  0,003462 

Industrial properties  Industrial  0,036185  0,035280  0,042370  0,046152  0,047634  0,052073  0,056760 

Business and commercial properties  Business/Residential business 

not registered 

 0,025542  0,024903  0,029909  0,032578  0,034854  0,038102  0,041532 

Communal land - residential

Communal land - small holdings

Communal land - farm property

Communal land - business and commercial

Communal land - other

State-owned properties  State / Public schools  0,063004  0,061429  0,073774  0,080359  0,087135  0,095256  0,103829 

Municipal properties  Municipal residential  0,008514  0,008301  0,009970  0,010859  0,011618  0,012701  0,013844 

Public service infrastructure  Public services infrastr.  0,002129  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

Privately owned towns serviced by the owner

State trust land

Restitution and redistribution properties

Protected areas

National monuments properties

Exemptions, reductions and rebates (Rands)

Residential properties

R15 000 threshhold rebate              15,000              15,000              15,000              15,000              15,000              15,000              15,000 

General residential rebate

Indigent rebate or exemption

Pensioners/social grants rebate or exemption 

Temporary relief rebate or exemption

 Bona fide farmers rebate or exemption

Other rebates or exemptions

Water tariffs

Domestic

Basic charge/fixed fee (Rands/month)

Service point - vacant land (Rands/month)

Water usage - flat rate tariff (c/kl)

Water usage - life line tariff  Residential (0-6kl)                      -                        -    3,80  4,14  4,76  5,00  5,30 

Water usage - Block 1 (c/kl)  Residential (7-20kl)  12,47  14,70  16,16  17,60  20,24  21,25  22,52 

Water usage - Block 2 (c/kl)  Residential (21-40kl)  13,77  16,55  18,19  19,81  22,78  23,92  25,35 

Water usage - Block 3 (c/kl)  Residential (41-60kl)  14,21  17,50  19,23  20,94  24,08  25,29  26,81 

Water usage - Block 4 (c/kl)  Residential (more than 60kl)  15,27  18,70  20,55  22,38  25,74  27,02  28,64 

Other

Waste water tariffs

Domestic

Basic charge/fixed fee (Rands/month)  85,83  99,55  109,50  116,65  124,23  132,42  141,64 

Service point - vacant land (Rands/month)

Waste water - flat rate tariff (c/kl)

Volumetric charge - Block 1 (c/kl)  (fill in structure) 

Volumetric charge - Block 2 (c/kl)  (fill in structure) 

Volumetric charge - Block 3 (c/kl)  (fill in structure) 

Volumetric charge - Block 4 (c/kl)  (fill in structure) 

Other

Electricity tariffs

Domestic

Basic charge/fixed fee (Rands/month)

Service point - vacant land (Rands/month)

FBE  (how is this targeted?) 

Life-line tariff - meter  (describe structure) 

Life-line tariff - prepaid  (describe structure) 

Flat rate tariff - meter (c/kwh)

Flat rate tariff - prepaid(c/kwh)

Meter - IBT Block 1 (c/kwh)  Block 1 (0 - 50 Kwh)  1.1177  1,1928  1,2687  1,3568 

Meter - IBT Block 2 (c/kwh)  Block 2 (51 - 350 Kwh)  1.5321  1,6351  1,7390  1,8599 

Meter - IBT Block 3 (c/kwh)  Block 3 (351 - 600 Kwh)  1.6577  1,7691  1,8816  2,0124 

Meter - IBT Block 4 (c/kwh)  Block 4 ( > 600 Kwh)  1.7582  1,8764  1,9957  2,1344 

Meter - IBT Block 5 (c/kwh)  (fill in thresholds) 

Prepaid - IBT Block 1 (c/kwh)  Block 1 (0 - 50 Kwh)  1.1177  1,1928  1,2687  1,3568 

Prepaid - IBT Block 2 (c/kwh)  Block 2 (51 - 350 Kwh)  1.5321  1,6351  1,7390  1,8599 

Prepaid - IBT Block 3 (c/kwh)  Block 3 (351 - 600 Kwh)  1.6577  1,7691  1,8816  2,0124 

Prepaid - IBT Block 4 (c/kwh)  Block 4 ( > 600 Kwh)  1.7582  1,8764  1,9957  2,1344 

Prepaid - IBT Block 5 (c/kwh)  (fill in thresholds) 

Other

Waste management tariffs

Domestic

Street cleaning charge

Basic charge/fixed fee  63,47  72,50  78,30  83,70  88,64  93,79  98,62 

80l bin - once a week

250l bin - once a week

Current Year 

2013/14
Description

Provide description of tariff 

structure where appropriate
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA13b Service Tariffs by category - explanatory

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Exemptions, reductions and rebates (Rands)

Residential properties

R15 000 threshhold rebate               15,000               15,000               15,000               15,000               15,000               15,000               15,000 

Water tariffs

Domestic   (fill in thresholds) 

Availability vacant serviced land  Availability vacant serviced  110,00  120,00  135,00  150,00  170,00  180,00  190,00 

Residential (0-6kl)  Residential (0-6kl)                        -                          -    3,80  4,14  4,76  5,00  5,30 

Residential (7-20kl)  Residential (7-20kl)  12,47  14,70  16,16  17,60  20,24  21,25  22,52 

Residential (21-40kl)  Residential (21-40kl)  13,77  16,55  18,19  19,81  22,78  23,92  25,35 

Residential (41-60kl)  Residential (41-60kl)  14,21  17,50  19,23  20,94  24,08  25,29  26,81 

Residential (more than 60kl)  Residential (more than 60kl)  15,27  18,70  20,55  22,38  25,74  27,02  28,64 

  (fill in thresholds) 

  (fill in thresholds) 

  (fill in thresholds) 

Waste water tariffs

Domestic  (fill in structure) 

Basic charge (Rands/month)  (fill in structure)  85,83  99,55  109,50  116,65  124,23  132,42  141,64 

Availability vacant serviced land  Availability vacant serviced  75,00  87,50  96,20  102,45  109,11  116,30  124,40 

 (fill in structure) 

 (fill in structure) 

 (fill in structure) 

 (fill in structure) 

 (fill in structure) 

 (fill in structure) 

Electricity tariffs

Domestic  (fill in thresholds) 

Kimpower - conventional  Usage above 552 kwh  144,53  205,95  226,52 

Availability vacant serviced land  Availability vacant serviced  110,00  120,00  135,00  150,00  170,00  180,00  190,00 

Kimlite 1 - conventional  Kimlite 1 - conventional  1,1632  1,4108  1,5517 

Kimpower - conventional  Kimpower - conventional  0,8326  1,0374  1,1410 

Kimlite 1 - prepaid  Kimlite 1 - prepaid  1,1632  1,3559  1,4914 

Kimlite 2 - prepaid  Kimlite 2 - prepaid  1,0752  1,4756  1,6230 

Indigents - prepaid  Indigents - prepaid  0,9982  1,3268  1,4593 

       Meter - IBT Block 1 (c/kwh)  Block 1 (0 - 50 Kwh)  1.1177  1,1928  1,2687  1,3568 

       Meter - IBT Block 2 (c/kwh)  Block 2 (51 - 350 Kwh)  1.5321  1,6351  1,7390  1,8599 

       Meter - IBT Block 3 (c/kwh)  Block 3 (351 - 600 Kwh)  1.6577  1,7691  1,8816  2,0124 

       Meter - IBT Block 4 (c/kwh)  Block 4 (> 600 Kwh)  1.7582  1,8764  1,9957  2,1344 

 (fill in thresholds) 

Current Year 

2013/14
2012/13Description

Provide description of tariff 

structure where appropriate
2010/11 2011/12



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA14 Household bills

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Rand/cent % incr.

Monthly Account for Household - 'Middle Income 

Range'

Rates and services charges:

Property rates               453.04               497.89               512.21               557.90               557.90               557.90                 7.0%               596.87               652.38               711.10 

Electricity: Basic levy               126.78               180.66               198.70 

Electricity: Consumption               730.35               910.00            1,000.88            1,432.65            1,432.65            1,432.65                 6.7%            1,538.36            1,636.20            1,749.92 

Water: Basic levy

Water: Consumption               253.51               293.13               340.22               370.53               370.53               370.53               15.0%               426.09               447.53               474.74 

Sanitation                 71.53                 78.59                 86.45                 92.09                 92.09                 92.09                 6.5%                 98.08               104.54               111.82 

Refuse removal                 52.89                 57.24                 61.82                 66.08                 66.08                 66.08                 5.9%                 69.98                 75.65                 79.54 

Other

sub-total            1,688.10            2,017.51            2,200.27            2,519.25            2,519.25            2,519.25                 8.3%            2,729.39            2,916.30            3,127.11 

VAT on Services               172.91               212.75               236.33               274.59               274.59               274.59               298.55               316.95               338.24 

Total large household bill:            1,861.01            2,230.25            2,436.59            2,793.84            2,793.84            2,793.84                 8.4%            3,027.94            3,233.25            3,465.36 

% increase/-decrease               19.8%                 9.3%               14.7%                       –                        –                  8.4%                 6.8%                 7.2% 

Monthly Account for Household - 'Affordable Range' 

Rates and services charges:

Property rates                 84.90               335.50               362.66               395.01               395.01               395.01                 7.0%               422.60               461.91               503.48 
Electricity: Basic levy

Electricity: Consumption               508.13               621.71               654.12               670.32               670.32               670.32                 6.7%               715.38               760.88               813.76 
Water: Basic levy

Water: Consumption               198.90               227.80               268.41               292.33               292.33               292.33               15.0%               336.17               353.08               374.55 
Sanitation                 71.53                 78.59                 86.45                 92.09                 92.09                 92.09                 6.5%                 98.08               104.54               111.82 
Refuse removal                 52.89                 57.24                 61.82                 66.08                 66.08                 66.08                 5.9%                 69.98                 75.65                 79.54 
Other

sub-total               916.35            1,320.84            1,433.46            1,515.84            1,515.84            1,515.84                 8.3%            1,642.22            1,756.06            1,883.15 
VAT on Services               116.40               137.95               149.91               156.92               156.92               156.92               170.75               181.18               193.15 

Total small household bill:            1,032.75            1,458.79            1,583.37            1,672.75            1,672.75            1,672.75                 8.4%            1,812.96            1,937.24            2,076.30 
% increase/-decrease               41.3%                 8.5%                 5.6%                       –                        –                  8.4%                 6.9%                 7.2% 

Monthly Account for Household - 'Indigent' 

Household receiving free basic services

Rates and services charges:

Property rates               197.15               213.11               232.12               232.12               232.12                 7.0%               248.33               271.43               295.86 

Electricity: Basic levy

Electricity: Consumption               279.30               349.16               384.03               385.01               385.01               385.01                 6.7%               410.89               437.02               467.40 

Water: Basic levy

Water: Consumption               145.48               162.47               178.61               194.53               194.53               194.53               15.0%               223.71               234.96               249.24 

Sanitation                 6.5%                       –                        –  

Refuse removal                 5.9%                       –                        –  

Other   

sub-total               424.78               708.78               775.75               811.65               811.65               811.65                 8.8%               882.93               943.41            1,012.50 

VAT on Services                 59.47                 71.63                 78.77                 81.13                 81.13                 81.13                 88.84                 94.08               100.33 

Total small household bill:               484.25               780.41               854.51               892.79               892.79               892.79                 8.8%               971.77            1,037.49            1,112.83 

% increase/-decrease               61.2%                 9.5%                 4.5%                       –                        –                  8.8%                 6.8%                 7.3% 

Current Year 2013/14

Description



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA15 Investment particulars by type

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

R thousand

Parent municipality

Securities - National Government

Listed Corporate Bonds

Deposits - Bank 69,990              171,931            336,560            226,948            183,012            183,012            262,936            312,547            395,616            

Deposits - Public Investment Commissioners

Deposits - Corporation for Public Deposits

Bankers Acceptance Certificates

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit - Banks

Guaranteed Endowment Policies (sinking)

Repurchase Agreements - Banks

Municipal Bonds

Municipality sub-total 69,990              171,931            336,560            226,948            183,012            183,012            262,936            312,547            395,616            

Entities

Securities - National Government

Listed Corporate Bonds

Deposits - Bank

Deposits - Public Investment Commissioners

Deposits - Corporation for Public Deposits

Bankers Acceptance Certificates

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit - Banks

Guaranteed Endowment Policies (sinking)

Repurchase Agreements - Banks

Entities sub-total –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Consolidated total: 69,990              171,931            336,560            226,948            183,012            183,012            262,936            312,547            395,616            

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Investment type



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA16 Investment particulars by maturity

Investments by Maturity Period of Investment
Capital Guarantee

(Yes/ No)

Variable or Fixed 

interest rate

Interest Rate 

3.

Commission Paid 

(Rands)
Commission Recipient

Name of institution & investment ID Yrs/Months

Parent municipality

Absa Bank    20-7127-2547 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.80 11.06.2014

Absa Bank   20-7018-8810 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.43 02.04.2014

Absa Bank  20 -6295-4443 1 yr Fixed Yes Fixed 06.12 24.06.2014

Absa Bank  20-6864-3664 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.41 24.03.2014

Absa Bank  20-7228-1090 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.38 17.03.2014

Absa Bank  20-7291-5615 6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.71 02.06.2014

Absa Bank  20-7315-5743 6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 06.43 28.08.2014

Absa Bank  20-7407-4687 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.83 24.06.2014

Absa Bank 20-7325-2802 6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.65 09.04.2014

First Rand  PVH3C06026 6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.725 06.06.2014

First Rand  PVH3C06028 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.475 07.04.2014

First Rand  PVH4116012 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.45 16.05.2014

First Rand  PVH4211005 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.95 11.06.2014

First Rand  PVH4214027 6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 06.35 14.08.2014

First Rand PVH3115029 4mths Notice Yes Fixed 15.05.2013

First Rand PVH3A09027 6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.55 09.04.2014

First Rand PVH4221018 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.95 23.06.2014

First Rand,Nedbank,S'dard,Investec, Call a/c Yes Variable 03.80

Investec Bank  DBMM140854244 3 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.90 28.05.2014

Investec Bank  DBRK131444660 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.98 06.06.2014

Investec Bank DB RK131348654 6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.80 03.06.2014

Investec Bank DBMM130642879 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.65 06.03.2014

Investec Bank DBMM140854243 6mths Notice Yes Fixed 06.60 28.08.2014

Investec Bank DBRK131545327 6mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.55 15.04.2014

Investec Bank DBRK140453356 6mths Notice Yes Fixed 06.35 14.08.2014

Nedbank  9002324052 INV.105 6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.58 06.03.2014

Nedbank  9002324052 INV.109 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.35 04.03.2014

Nedbank  9002324052 INV.112 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.51 25.03.2014

Nedbank  9002324052 INV.113 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.41 02.04.2014

Nedbank  9002324052 INV.115 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.70 23.06.2014

Nedbank 9002324052  INV 99 4mths Notice Yes Fixed 30.09.2013

Nedbank 9002324052  INV.107  6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.40 15.04.2014

Nedbank 9002324052  INV.114  6 mths Notice Yes Fixed 06.20 14.08.2014

Standard Bank  048466271-029 6mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.475 15.04.2014

Standard Bank  048466271-031 9 mths Fixed Yes Fixed 05.55 01.04.2014

Standard Bank  048466271-035 4mths Notice Yes Fixed 05.50 02.04.2014

Standard Bank  048466271-036 4 mths Notice Yes Fixed 06.00 04.06.2014

Standard Bank  048466271-037 6mths Notice Yes Fixed 06.30 14.08.2014

Municipality sub-totalTOTAL INVESTMENTS AND INTEREST

Type of Investment
Expiry date of 

investment



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA17 Borrowing

Borrowing - Categorised by type 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Parent municipality

Long-Term Loans (annuity/reducing balance) 93,955              156,472            195,337            260,233            260,233            260,233            214,736            195,284            178,419            

Long-Term Loans (non-annuity)

Local registered stock

Instalment Credit

Financial Leases

PPP liabilities

Finance Granted By Cap Equipment Supplier

Marketable Bonds

Non-Marketable Bonds

Bankers Acceptances

Financial derivatives

Other Securities

Municipality sub-total 93,955              156,472            195,337            260,233            260,233            260,233            214,736            195,284            178,419            

Entities

Long-Term Loans (annuity/reducing balance)

Long-Term Loans (non-annuity)

Local registered stock

Instalment Credit

Financial Leases

PPP liabilities

Finance Granted By Cap Equipment Supplier

Marketable Bonds

Non-Marketable Bonds

Bankers Acceptances

Financial derivatives

Other Securities

Entities sub-total –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Total Borrowing 93,955              156,472            195,337            260,233            260,233            260,233            214,736            195,284            178,419            

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA18 Transfers and grant receipts

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

RECEIPTS:

Operating Transfers and Grants

National Government: 133,342            145,508            157,830            157,963            159,586            159,586            155,804            147,940            144,793            

Local Government Equitable Share 121,743            131,806            146,493            145,905            145,905            145,905            145,440            142,823            139,575            

Finance Management 1,200                1,450                1,500                1,550                1,550                1,550                1,600                1,650                1,700                

Municipal Systems Improvement 750                  790                  800                  890                  890                  890                  934                  967                  1,018                

EPWP Incentive 9,649                11,462              7,660                6,618                6,618                6,618                5,330                

Infrastructure Skills Development 1,377                3,000                4,623                4,623                2,500                2,500                2,500                

Provincial Government: 3,983                4,133                6,920                4,444                4,444                4,444                7,372                10,735              12,148              

Health subsidy 2,306                2,435                2,525                2,663                2,663                2,663                2,809                2,978                3,141                

COGHSTA 3,100                

DWA 500                  500                  

Library 1,100                1,086                1,295                1,781                1,281                1,281                4,563                7,757                9,007                

Provincial Resort Subsidy 577                  612                  –                    

District Municipality: –                    2,218                800                  –                    1,800                1,800                –                    –                    –                    

Frances Baard District Municipality 2,218                800                  1,800                1,800                

Other grant providers: 1,638                2,622                1,315                1,476                1,476                1,476                1,534                1,626                1,715                

MIG ops 1,638                1,370                1,215                1,476                1,476                1,476                1,534                1,626                1,715                

Other grant providers: 1,253                100                  

Total Operating Transfers and Grants 138,963            154,481            166,865            163,883            167,306            167,306            164,710            160,300            158,657            

Capital Transfers and Grants

National Government: 42,084              71,601              97,644              75,767              92,769              92,769              78,677              68,484              68,324              

 Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) 34,750              45,363              50,674              50,767              53,905              53,905              45,677              47,153              49,175              

Neighbourhood Development Partnership 1,780                7,220                –                    –                    –                    5,000                10,736              11,288              

EDSM 50                    5,000                5,950                5,950                4,815                

INEP 1,690                18,813              15,086              20,000              32,914              32,914              3,000                5,000                3,000                

Department of Water Affairs 3,864                205                  31,833              25,000              5,550                

INEP (Eskom) 45                    46                    

Provincial Government: 6,326                4,651                3,240                20,000              47,482              47,482              10,250              5,513                5,832                

DWA 15,000              20,617              20,617              5,000                

COGHSTA 3,240                21,865              21,865              

DHLG (GURP) 6,326                4,651                5,000                5,000                5,000                5,250                5,513                5,832                

District Municipality: 2,066                2,486                1,306                –                    4,764                4,764                –                    –                    –                    

Frances Baard District Municipality 2,066                2,486                1,306                4,764                4,764                

Other grant providers: 2,050                24,448              7,768                –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Transnet 2,050                24,448              7,768                

Lotto

Total Capital Transfers and Grants 52,527              103,186            109,958            95,767              145,015            145,015            88,927              73,997              74,156              

TOTAL RECEIPTS OF TRANSFERS & GRANTS 191,490            257,668            276,823            259,650            312,321            312,321            253,637            234,298            232,812            

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA19 Expenditure on transfers and grant programme

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

EXPENDITURE:

Operating expenditure of Transfers and Grants

National Government: 133,342            145,508            157,830            157,963            159,586            159,586            155,804            147,940            144,793            

Local Government Equitable Share 121,743            131,806            146,493            145,905            145,905            145,905            145,440            142,823            139,575            

Finance Management 1,200                1,450                1,500                1,550                1,550                1,550                1,600                1,650                1,700                

Municipal Systems Improvement 750                  790                  800                  890                  890                  890                  934                  967                  1,018                

EPWP Incentive 9,649                11,462              7,660                6,618                6,618                6,618                5,330                

Infrastructure Skills Development 1,377                3,000                4,623                4,623                2,500                2,500                2,500                

Provincial Government: 3,983                5,386                6,920                4,444                4,444                4,444                7,372                10,735              12,148              

Health subsidy 2,306                2,435                2,525                2,663                2,663                2,663                2,809                2,978                3,141                

COGHSTA 1,048                3,100                

DWA 205                  500                  500                  

Library 1,100                1,086                1,295                1,781                1,281                1,281                4,563                7,757                9,007                

Provincial Resort Subsidy 577                  612                  –                    

District Municipality: –                    2,218                800                  –                    1,800                1,800                –                    –                    –                    

Frances Baard District Municipality 2,218                800                  1,800                1,800                

Other grant providers: 1,638                1,370                1,315                1,476                1,476                1,476                1,534                1,626                1,715                

MIG ops 1,638                1,370                1,215                1,476                1,476                1,476                1,534                1,626                1,715                

Other grant providers: 100                  

Total operating expenditure of Transfers and Grants: 138,963            154,482            166,865            163,883            167,306            167,306            164,710            160,300            158,657            

Capital expenditure of Transfers and Grants

National Government: 40,947              70,026              97,644              75,767              92,769              92,769              78,677              68,484              68,324              

 Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) 33,612              43,993              50,674              50,767              53,905              53,905              45,677              47,153              49,175              

Neighbourhood Development Partnership 7,220                –                    –                    –                    5,000                10,736              11,288              

EDSM 7,335                50                    5,000                5,950                5,950                4,815                

INEP 18,813              15,086              20,000              32,914              32,914              3,000                5,000                3,000                

Department of Water Affairs 31,833              25,000              5,550                

INEP (Eskom) 45                    46                    

Provincial Government: 6,326                3,604                3,240                20,000              47,482              47,482              10,250              5,513                5,832                

DWA 15,000              20,617              20,617              5,000                

COGHSTA 3,240                21,865              21,865              

DHLG (GURP) 6,326                3,604                5,000                5,000                5,000                5,250                5,513                5,832                

District Municipality: 1,566                –                    1,306                –                    4,764                4,764                –                    –                    –                    

Frances Baard District Municipality 1,566                1,306                4,764                4,764                

Other grant providers: 2,050                29,557              7,768                –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Transnet 2,050                24,448              7,768                –                    –                    

Other 5,109                –                    –                    

Total capital expenditure of Transfers and Grants 50,889              103,187            109,958            95,767              145,015            145,015            88,927              73,997              74,156              

TOTAL EXPENDITURE OF TRANSFERS AND GRANTS 189,852            257,669            276,823            259,650            312,321            312,321            253,637            234,298            232,812            

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA20 Reconciliation of transfers, grant receipts and unspent funds

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Operating transfers and grants:

National Government:

Balance unspent at beginning of the year –                      –                      

Current year receipts 134,980            146,878            159,045            159,439            161,062            161,062            157,338            149,566            146,508            

Conditions met - transferred to revenue 134,980            146,878            159,045            159,439            161,062            161,062            157,338            149,566            146,508            

Conditions still to be met - transferred to liabilities –                      –                      

Provincial Government:

Balance unspent at beginning of the year –                      –                      

Current year receipts 3,983                4,133                6,920                4,444                4,444                4,444                7,372                10,735              12,148              

Conditions met - transferred to revenue 3,983                4,133                6,920                4,444                4,444                4,444                7,372                10,735              12,148              

Conditions still to be met - transferred to liabilities –                      –                      

District Municipality:

Balance unspent at beginning of the year –                      

Current year receipts 2,218                800                    1,800                1,800                

Conditions met - transferred to revenue –                      2,218                800                    –                      1,800                1,800                –                      –                      –                      

Conditions still to be met - transferred to liabilities –                      –                      

Other grant providers:

Balance unspent at beginning of the year –                      –                      

Current year receipts 1,253                100                    –                      –                      

Conditions met - transferred to revenue –                      1,253                100                    –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Conditions still to be met - transferred to liabilities –                      –                      

Total operating transfers and grants revenue 138,963            154,482            166,865            163,883            167,306            167,306            164,710            160,300            158,657            

Total operating transfers and grants - CTBM –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Capital transfers and grants:

National Government:

Balance unspent at beginning of the year 256                    8,030                7,220                

Current year receipts 46,457              57,614              90,424              95,767              112,769            112,769            78,677              68,484              68,324              

Conditions met - transferred to revenue 38,683              58,424              97,644              95,767              112,769            112,769            78,677              68,484              68,324              

Conditions still to be met - transferred to liabilities 8,030                7,220                –                      –                      

Provincial Government:

Balance unspent at beginning of the year 799                    –                      –                      

Current year receipts 5,527                3,604                3,240                27,482              27,482              10,250              5,513                5,832                

Conditions met - transferred to revenue 6,326                3,604                3,240                –                      27,482              27,482              10,250              5,513                5,832                

Conditions still to be met - transferred to liabilities –                      –                      

District Municipality:

Balance unspent at beginning of the year 2,381                1,209                –                      –                      

Current year receipts 894                    1,009                1,306                4,764                4,764                

Conditions met - transferred to revenue 2,066                2,218                1,306                –                      4,764                4,764                –                      –                      –                      

Conditions still to be met - transferred to liabilities 1,209                –                      –                      

Other grant providers:

Balance unspent at beginning of the year –                      –                      

Current year receipts 2,050                21,350              7,768                –                      –                      

Conditions met - transferred to revenue 2,050                21,350              7,768                –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Conditions still to be met - transferred to liabilities –                      –                      

Total capital transfers and grants revenue 49,125              85,595              109,958            95,767              145,015            145,015            88,927              73,997              74,156              

Total capital transfers and grants - CTBM 9,239                7,220                –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

TOTAL TRANSFERS AND GRANTS REVENUE 188,088            240,077            276,823            259,650            312,322            312,322            253,637            234,298            232,812            

TOTAL TRANSFERS AND GRANTS - CTBM 9,239                7,220                –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA21 Transfers and grants made by the municipality

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Cash Transfers to other municipalities

Insert description

Total Cash Transfers To Municipalities: –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Cash Transfers to Entities/Other External Mechanisms

Insert description

Total Cash Transfers To Entities/Ems' –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Cash Transfers to other Organs of State

Insert description

Total Cash Transfers To Other Organs Of State: –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Cash Transfers to Organisations

SPCA 450                   550                   650                   870                   1,170                1,170                1,300                1,350                1,400                

Donation Keep Kimberley Clean 110                   120                   120                   120                   150                   150                   150                   

Sol Plaatje Educational trust 177                   188                   188                   188                   200                   200                   200                   

Gariep Festival 1,000                1,000                1,000                1,100                1,100                1,100                1,300                1,300                1,300                

Diamond and Dorings Festival 1,000                1,000                676                   1,300                1,500                1,500                1,300                1,300                1,300                

Wildeklawer Tournament (Mayorol Gala) 150                   150                   100                   100                   100                   

Arts and Culture 200                   200                   200                   

Development - Rugby, Cricket, Soccer

Grant Griqua Diamonds (Cricket) 100                   100                   

Other 741                   357                   10                     492                   100                   100                   200                   200                   200                   

Total Cash Transfers To Organisations 3,191                2,907                2,623                4,070                4,428                4,428                4,750                4,800                4,850                

Cash Transfers to Groups of Individuals

Insert description

Total Cash Transfers To Groups Of Individuals: –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

TOTAL CASH TRANSFERS AND GRANTS 3,191                2,907                2,623                4,070                4,428                4,428                4,750                4,800                4,850                

Groups of Individuals

Insert description

50,000              50,000              50,000              50,000              53,250              56,445              

Total Non-Cash Grants To Groups Of Individuals: –                     –                     –                     50,000              50,000              50,000              50,000              53,250              56,445              

TOTAL NON-CASH TRANSFERS AND GRANTS –                     –                     –                     50,000              50,000              50,000              50,000              53,250              56,445              

TOTAL TRANSFERS AND GRANTS 3,191                2,907                2,623                54,070              54,428              54,428              54,750              58,050              61,295              

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework
Current Year 2013/14



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA22 Summary councillor and staff benefits

Summary of Employee and Councillor remuneration 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

A B C D E F G H I

Councillors (Political Office Bearers plus Other)

Basic Salaries and Wages 13,331              16,415              17,243              17,428              12,266              12,266              18,300              19,489              20,659              

Pension and UIF Contributions 826                   826                   

Medical Aid Contributions 469                   469                   

Motor Vehicle Allowance 3,687                3,687                

Cellphone Allowance 1,559                1,559                

Housing Allowances –                     –                     

Other benefits and allowances 1,179                –                     –                     1,668                1,776                1,883                

Sub Total - Councillors 13,331              16,415              17,243              18,607              18,807              18,807              19,968              21,265              22,541              

% increase 23.1%               5.0%                 7.9%                 1.1%                 –                     6.2%                 6.5%                 6.0%                 

Senior Managers of the Municipality

Basic Salaries and Wages 4,365                4,276                5,189                6,048                6,048                6,048                6,390                6,805                7,213                

Pension and UIF Contributions 679                   664                   790                   1,097                1,097                1,097                1,168                1,244                1,319                

Medical Aid Contributions 122                   173                   208                   224                   224                   224                   215                   229                   242                   

Overtime –                     –                     

Performance Bonus –                     –                     

Motor Vehicle Allowance 1,238                1,793                1,793                1,992                1,992                1,992                1,992                2,122                2,249                

Cellphone Allowance –                     –                     

Housing Allowances 29                     57                     61                     41                     41                     41                     36                     38                     40                     

Other benefits and allowances 55                     987                   599                   619                   619                   619                   828                   881                   934                   

Payments in lieu of leave –                     –                     

Long service awards –                     –                     

Post-retirement benefit obligations –                     –                     

Sub Total - Senior Managers of Municipality 6,488                7,950                8,639                10,021              10,021              10,021              10,628              11,319              11,998              

% increase 22.5%               8.7%                 16.0%               –                     –                     6.1%                 6.5%                 6.0%                 

Other Municipal Staff

Basic Salaries and Wages 198,515            219,673            230,550            282,460            284,260            284,260            293,953            312,044            329,710            

Pension and UIF Contributions 31,479              34,189              35,642              48,030              48,030              48,030              47,571              50,498              53,357              

Medical Aid Contributions 24,061              28,227              30,509              35,729              35,729              35,729              37,026              39,324              41,570              

Overtime 11,957              14,638              18,532              14,454              14,454              14,454              17,549              18,614              19,650              

Performance Bonus –                     –                     

Motor Vehicle Allowance 15,539              21,874              25,794              28,072              28,072              28,072              27,936              29,650              31,326              

Cellphone Allowance –                     –                     

Housing Allowances 2,083                1,847                1,867                2,196                2,196                2,196                1,966                2,087                2,206                

Other benefits and allowances 37,512              33,040              41,537              18,441              18,441              18,441              47,684              50,618              53,481              

Payments in lieu of leave 6,255                6,289                –                     7,455                7,455                7,455                7,500                7,988                8,467                

Long service awards 6,552                7,657                8,411                11,098              11,098              11,098              11,404              12,105              12,788              

Post-retirement benefit obligations 24,802              31,957              33,947              32,579              38,579              38,579              44,406              47,293              50,130              

Sub Total - Other Municipal Staff 358,753            399,392            426,789            480,514            488,314            488,314            536,996            570,221            602,686            

% increase 11.3%               6.9%                 12.6%               1.6%                 –                     10.0%               6.2%                 5.7%                 

Total Parent Municipality 378,572            423,757            452,671            509,141            517,141            517,141            567,591            602,805            637,225            

11.9%               6.8%                 12.5%               1.6%                 –                     9.8%                 6.2%                 5.7%                 

Board Members of Entities

Basic Salaries and Wages

Pension and UIF Contributions

Medical Aid Contributions

Overtime

Performance Bonus

Motor Vehicle Allowance

Cellphone Allowance

Housing Allowances

Other benefits and allowances

Board Fees

Payments in lieu of leave

Long service awards

Post-retirement benefit obligations

Sub Total - Board Members of Entities –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

% increase –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Senior Managers of Entities

Basic Salaries and Wages

Pension and UIF Contributions

Medical Aid Contributions

Overtime

Performance Bonus

Motor Vehicle Allowance

Cellphone Allowance

Housing Allowances

Other benefits and allowances

Payments in lieu of leave

Long service awards

Post-retirement benefit obligations

Sub Total - Senior Managers of Entities –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

% increase –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Other Staff of Entities

Basic Salaries and Wages

Pension and UIF Contributions

Medical Aid Contributions

Overtime

Performance Bonus

Motor Vehicle Allowance

Cellphone Allowance

Housing Allowances

Other benefits and allowances

Payments in lieu of leave

Long service awards

Post-retirement benefit obligations

Sub Total - Other Staff of Entities –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

% increase –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Total Municipal Entities –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

TOTAL SALARY, ALLOWANCES & BENEFITS
378,572            423,757            452,671            509,141            517,141            517,141            567,591            602,805            637,225            

% increase 11.9%               6.8%                 12.5%               1.6%                 –                     9.8%                 6.2%                 5.7%                 

TOTAL MANAGERS AND STAFF 365,241            407,342            435,428            490,534            498,334            498,334            547,624            581,540            614,684            

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA23 Salaries, allowances & benefits (political office bearers/councillors/senior managers)

Disclosure of Salaries, Allowances & Benefits 1.
Contributions In-kind 

benefits

Total Package

Rand per annum 1. 2.

Councillors

Speaker 1       602,453            26,181              628,634            

Chief Whip –                     

Executive Mayor 1       753,067            26,181              779,248            

Deputy Executive Mayor –                     

Executive Committee 10     5,648,006         261,808            5,909,813         

Total for all other councillors 50     11,296,418       1,353,447         12,649,865       

Total Councillors 62     18,299,944       –                       1,667,617         19,967,560       

Senior Managers of the Municipality

Municipal Manager (MM) 1       1,482,796         274,916             175,200            1,932,912         

Chief Finance Officer 1       665,805            161,699             346,807            1,174,311         

Director: Infrastructure 1       665,805            171,562             336,944            1,174,311         

Director: Community Services 1       665,805            124,685             383,821            1,174,311         

Director: Strategy 1       665,805            186,117             322,389            1,174,311         

Director: Corporate Services 1       665,805            178,298             330,208            1,174,311         

List of each offical with packages >= senior manager

Head: IDP 1       560,492            150,738             282,930            994,160            

Head: Internal Audit & Performance Management 1       508,644            95,503                293,580            897,727            

Head: Office of PMU 1       508,644            155,235             267,937            931,816            

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

Total Senior Managers of the Municipality 9       6,389,601         1,498,753          2,739,816         –                     10,628,170       

A Heading for Each Entity

List each member of board by designation

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

–                     

Total for municipal entities –     –                     –                       –                     –                     –                     

TOTAL COST OF COUNCILLOR, DIRECTOR and EXECUTIVE 

REMUNERATION
71     24,689,545       1,498,753          4,407,433         –                     30,595,730       

No.

AllowancesSalary Performance  

Bonuses



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA24 Summary of personnel numbers

Summary of Personnel Numbers

Number Positions
Permanent 

employees

Contract 

employees
Positions

Permanent 

employees

Contract 

employees
Positions

Permanent 

employees

Contract 

employees

Municipal Council and Boards of Municipal Entities

Councillors (Political Office Bearers plus Other Councillors) 62                   62                   62                   62                   62                   62                   

Board Members of municipal entities

Municipal employees

Municipal Manager and Senior Managers 9                     8                     9                     9                     9                     8                     1                     

Other Managers 82                   57                   4                     82                   61                   4                     86                   64                   3                     

Professionals 67                   44                   1                     67                   48                   1                     163                 76                   11                   

Finance 20                   14                   20                   16                   19                   12                   

Spatial/town planning 5                     3                     5                     3                     7                     2                     2                     

Information Technology 3                     2                     3                     2                     8                     4                     3                     

Roads 1                     1                     1                     1                     4                     2                     2                     

Electricity 7                     6                     

Water 2                     2                     2                     2                     2                     1                     

Sanitation 2                     1                     2                     1                     3                     1                     1                     

Refuse

Other 34                   21                   1                     34                   23                   1                     113                 48                   3                     

Technicians 149                 54                   6                     149                 56                   6                     275                 176                 17                   

Finance 8                     6                     

Spatial/town planning 7                     5                     7                     5                     16                   14                   

Information Technology 3                     3                     3                     3                     4                     4                     

Roads 7                     5                     7                     5                     6                     4                     

Electricity 9                     5                     9                     7                     161                 95                   12                   

Water 2                     2                     2                     2                     22                   11                   3                     

Sanitation 3                     3                     3                     3                     29                   22                   

Refuse 1                     1                     1                     1                     1                     1                     

Other 117                 31                   5                     117                 31                   5                     28                   20                   1                     

Clerks (Clerical and administrative) 521                 364                 64                   521                 366                 64                   531                 323                 84                   

Service and sales workers 246                 140                 66                   246                 140                 66                   256                 193                 16                   

Skilled agricultural and fishery workers 9                     5                     1                     9                     7                     1                     

Craft and related trades 130                 79                   2                     130                 79                   2                     

Plant and Machine Operators 170                 117                 9                     170                 117                 9                     138                 91                   5                     

Elementary Occupations 1,072              675                 150                 1,072              675                 150                 978                 617                 116                 

TOTAL PERSONNEL NUMBERS 2,517              1,605              303                 2,517              1,620              303                 2,498              1,610              253                 

% increase –                   0.9%               –                   (0.8%)              (0.6%)              (16.5%)            

Total municipal employees headcount 2,455              1,543              303                 2,455              1,543              303                 2,436              1,548              252                 

Finance personnel headcount 315                 230                 27                   315                 230                 27                   344                 226                 44                   

Human Resources personnel headcount 14                   11                   1                     14                   11                   1                     14                   12                   

Current Year 2013/14 Budget Year 2014/152012/13



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA25 Budgeted monthly revenue and expenditure

Description

R thousand July August Sept. October November December January February March April May June
Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Revenue By Source

Property rates 18,420           18,420           185,000         18,420           18,420           18,420           18,420           18,420           18,420           18,420           18,420           28,746           397,946            435,051            474,222            

Property rates - penalties & collection charges –                 –                    –                    –                    

Service charges - electricity revenue 64,000           64,000           55,540           38,667           39,667           39,667           39,667           39,667           39,667           55,540           55,540           77,233           608,853            647,592            692,575            

Service charges - water revenue 15,000           15,000           15,000           15,000           18,000           25,500           28,500           28,500           25,500           18,000           15,000           20,315           239,315            251,342            266,631            

Service charges - sanitation revenue 5,599             5,599             5,599             5,599             5,599             5,599             5,599             5,599             5,599             5,599             5,599             5,599             67,187              71,618              76,600              

Service charges - refuse revenue 3,903             3,903             3,903             3,903             3,903             3,903             3,903             3,903             3,903             3,903             3,903             3,903             46,841              49,562              52,117              

Service charges - other –                 –                    –                    –                    

Rental of facilities and equipment 500                650                780                950                1,230             1,450             1,850             1,900             1,910             2,000             2,050             2,336             17,606              18,697              19,753              

Interest earned - external investments 500                500                650                780                1,000             1,150             1,150             1,150             1,200             1,200             1,350             1,370             12,000              12,500              13,000              

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 2,500             2,500             2,650             2,650             2,650             3,200             3,560             3,750             3,860             4,000             5,300             8,380             45,000              42,000              40,000              

Dividends received –                 –                    –                    –                    

Fines 636                636                636                636                636                636                636                636                636                636                636                637                7,635                8,085                8,523                

Licences and permits 50                 50                 50                 50                 50                 50                 100                150                240                360                578                944                2,672                2,834                2,991                

Agency services 400                400                400                400                400                400                400                400                400                400                400                500                4,900                5,194                5,480                

Transfers recognised - operational 51,000           54,000           54,000           5,710             164,710            160,300            158,657            

Other revenue 150                750                890                1,500             1,850             3,500             3,650             3,800             3,850             3,900             4,000             5,905             33,745              35,964              38,103              

Gains on disposal of PPE –                 –                    –                    –                    

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and contributions)162,659         112,409         271,099         88,555           147,405         103,475         107,435         107,875         159,185         113,959         112,777         161,577         1,648,410         1,740,738         1,848,652         

Expenditure By Type

Employee related costs 40,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           65,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           82,624           547,624            581,540            614,684            

Remuneration of councillors 1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             19,968              21,265              22,541              

Debt impairment 145,000         –                 145,000            156,760            169,353            

Depreciation & asset impairment 4,379             4,379             4,379             39,413           52,550              56,916              61,664              

Finance charges 18,200           18,359           36,559              29,995              28,796              

Bulk purchases 47,000           50,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           35,000           35,000           35,000           25,000           25,000           50,000           422,000            456,460            492,221            

Other materials 3,500             3,760             8,520             8,520             8,520             8,520             6,500             7,000             7,950             8,520             10,100           5,725             87,135              91,403              95,825              

Contracted services –                 –                    –                    –                    

Transfers and grants 2,500             2,500             2,890             3,200             3,971             4,323             5,000             5,498             5,700             5,750             6,000             7,418             54,750              58,050              61,295              

Other expenditure 5,000             6,000             21,000           21,000           21,000           15,874           26,540           28,750           29,000           32,100           32,560           28,173           266,997            277,297            293,870            

Loss on disposal of PPE –                 –                    –                    –                    

Total Expenditure 244,664         103,924         108,453         104,384         105,155         147,960         114,704         117,912         123,693         113,034         115,324         233,376         1,632,584         1,729,687         1,840,250         

Surplus/(Deficit) (82,005)          8,485             162,645         (15,829)          42,250           (44,485)          (7,269)           (10,037)          35,492           925                (2,547)           (71,799)          15,826              11,051              8,401                

Transfers recognised - capital 5,000             5,500             5,750             5,968             6,150             6,150             6,500             6,745             6,810             7,450             8,921             17,983           88,927              73,997              74,156              

Contributions recognised - capital –                 –                    –                    –                    

Contributed assets –                 –                    –                    –                    

Surplus/(Deficit) after capital transfers & 

contributions
(77,005)          13,985           168,395         (9,861)           48,400           (38,335)          (769)              (3,292)           42,302           8,375             6,374             (53,815)          104,754            85,048              82,557              

Taxation –                 –                    –                    –                    

Attributable to minorities –                 –                    –                    –                    

Share of surplus/ (deficit) of associate –                 –                    –                    –                    

Surplus/(Deficit) (77,005)          13,985           168,395         (9,861)           48,400           (38,335)          (769)              (3,292)           42,302           8,375             6,374             (53,815)          104,754            85,048              82,557              

Budget Year 2014/15
Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA26 Budgeted monthly revenue and expenditure (municipal vote)

Description

R thousand July August Sept. October November December January February March April May June
Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Revenue by Vote

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 57,850           13,941           13,941           13,941           55,200           13,941           13,941           13,941           56,560           13,941           7,941             25,191           300,330            275,176            270,764            

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 50                  50                  50                  50                  100                105                150                150                200                275                244                742                2,166                2,296                2,422                

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES 500                500                500                500                500                500                500                500                500                550                702                800                6,552                6,936                7,319                

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 1,000             1,000             1,500             1,950             2,000             2,500             3,000             3,000             3,050             3,100             3,200             8,157             33,457              38,353              41,256              

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 19,670           19,670           185,000         19,670           19,670           19,670           19,670           19,670           19,670           19,670           19,670           29,669           411,367            449,256            489,218            

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 500                500                500                500                500                459                750                750                605                823                870                1,282             8,039                8,550                9,050                

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 88,089           82,248           75,358           57,912           75,585           72,450           75,924           76,609           85,410           83,050           89,071           113,719         975,425            1,034,169         1,102,779         0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

Total Revenue by Vote 167,659         117,909         276,849         94,523           153,555         109,625         113,935         114,620         165,995         121,409         121,698         179,562         1,737,337         1,814,735         1,922,807         

Expenditure by Vote to be appropriated

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL 3,187             3,187             3,187             3,187             3,187             3,187             3,187             3,187             3,187             3,187             3,187             3,188             38,247              40,642              42,984              

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL 155,000         14,240           14,240           9,240             10,240           14,240           14,240           14,240           14,240           14,240           6,240             31,240           311,639            316,636            333,006            

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER 1,000             1,000             1,000             1,500             1,500             1,500             1,500             1,500             1,500             1,500             1,500             1,512             16,512              17,503              18,465              

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES 4,718             4,718             4,718             4,718             4,718             5,718             4,718             4,718             4,718             4,748             4,718             3,689             56,621              59,975              63,292              

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 13,482           13,482           8,482             8,482             10,482           15,482           13,482           13,482           13,482           13,317           7,482             33,929           165,068            178,054            188,848            

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 8,459             8,459             8,459             8,459             8,459             8,459             8,459             8,459             8,459             8,459             8,459             8,459             101,510            107,874            114,115            

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 3,227             3,227             3,227             3,442             3,227             3,227             3,227             3,227             3,227             3,227             3,227             3,012             38,723              41,189              43,632              

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 55,590           55,610           65,139           65,355           63,341           96,146           65,890           69,098           74,879           64,355           80,510           148,347         904,263            967,816            1,035,907         0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

Total Expenditure by Vote 244,664         103,924         108,453         104,384         105,155         147,960         114,704         117,912         123,693         113,034         115,324         233,376         1,632,584         1,729,687         1,840,250         

Surplus/(Deficit) before assoc. (77,005)          13,985           168,396         (9,861)            48,400           (38,335)          (769)               (3,292)            42,302           8,375             6,374             (53,814)          104,754            85,048              82,557              

Taxation –                  –                     –                     –                     

Attributable to minorities –                  –                     –                     –                     

Share of surplus/ (deficit) of associate –                  –                     –                     –                     

Surplus/(Deficit) (77,005)          13,985           168,396         (9,861)            48,400           (38,335)          (769)               (3,292)            42,302           8,375             6,374             (53,814)          104,754            85,048              82,557              

Budget Year 2014/15
Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA27 Budgeted monthly revenue and expenditure (standard classification)

Description

R thousand July August Sept. October November December January February March April May June
Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Revenue - Standard

Governance and administration 79,920          30,836          197,416        31,336          84,420          31,836          31,836          31,836          83,920          31,836          35,416          50,107          720,716           733,983           770,060           

Executive and council 61,000          11,916          11,916          11,916          65,000          11,916          11,916          11,916          64,000          11,916          11,916          17,167          302,496           277,472           273,187           

Budget and treasury office 18,420          18,420          185,000        18,420          18,420          18,420          18,420          18,420          18,420          18,420          22,000          30,568          403,348           440,716           480,165           

Corporate services 500               500               500               1,000            1,000            1,500            1,500            1,500            1,500            1,500            1,500            2,372            14,872             15,796             16,708             

Community and public safety 1,701            1,701            1,701            1,706            2,306            2,306            2,306            2,806            2,811            3,261            3,276            8,363            34,244             39,217             42,192             

Community and social services 500               500               500               500               1,000            1,000            1,000            1,500            1,500            1,500            1,500            5,147            16,147             20,005             21,901             

Sport and recreation 450               450               450               450               500               500               500               500               500               500               500               1,051            6,351               6,730               7,098               

Public safety 20                 20                 20                 25                 25                 25                 25                 25                 30                 30                 45                 79                 369                  391                  413                  

Housing 500               500               500               500               550               550               550               550               550               1,000            1,000            1,819            8,569               9,113               9,639               

Health 231               231               231               231               231               231               231               231               231               231               231               268               2,809               2,978               3,141               

Economic and environmental services 910               910               910               910               910               910               910               910               910               910               910               903               10,913             11,575             12,220             

Planning and development 243               243               243               243               243               243               243               243               243               243               243               237               2,910               3,089               3,264               

Road transport 667               667               667               667               667               667               667               667               667               667               667               666               8,003               8,485               8,956               

Environmental protection –                 –                    –                    –                    

Trading services 85,128          84,462          76,822          60,571          65,919          74,573          78,883          79,068          78,354          85,402          82,096          115,357        966,635           1,024,819        1,092,887        

Electricity 64,000          64,000          51,540          35,667          39,667          39,667          39,667          39,667          39,981          55,540          55,540          83,925          608,861           647,600           692,583           

Water 11,255          10,589          15,409          15,031          16,379          25,033          29,343          29,528          28,500          19,989          16,683          21,577          239,316           251,343           266,632           

Waste water management 5,694            5,694            5,694            5,694            5,694            5,694            5,694            5,694            5,694            5,694            5,694            5,684            68,318             72,816             77,865             

Waste management 4,179            4,179            4,179            4,179            4,179            4,179            4,179            4,179            4,179            4,179            4,179            4,172            50,141             53,060             55,807             

Other 4,828            4,828               5,141               5,449               
Total Revenue - Standard 167,659        117,909        276,849        94,523          153,555        109,625        113,935        114,620        165,995        121,409        121,698        179,558        1,737,337        1,814,735        1,922,807        

Expenditure - Standard

Governance and administration 162,673        18,987          30,987          30,987          30,987          50,987          19,739          21,487          31,487          26,937          24,937          76,506          526,701           544,930           574,290           

Executive and council 150,000        8,309            18,309          18,309          18,309          38,309          6,561            8,309            18,309          13,309          11,309          57,057          366,399           374,781           394,455           

Budget and treasury office 7,673            5,678            7,678            7,678            7,678            7,678            7,678            7,678            7,678            7,678            7,678            9,678            92,131             97,886             103,528           

Corporate services 5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,000            5,500            5,500            5,500            5,950            5,950            9,771            68,171             72,264             76,307             

Community and public safety 12,075          12,235          12,755          13,235          13,815          14,035          15,745          15,985          16,805          17,335          20,185          32,964          197,169           212,651           226,055           

Community and social services 4,300            4,300            4,300            4,300            4,300            4,300            5,000            5,000            5,700            6,000            7,500            13,817          68,817             75,936             80,986             

Sport and recreation 2,500            2,500            2,890            3,200            3,500            3,500            3,750            3,750            3,750            3,750            3,750            4,322            41,162             43,698             46,171             

Public safety 3,200            3,200            3,200            3,200            3,200            3,200            3,560            3,750            3,860            4,000            5,300            8,676            48,346             51,741             55,240             

Housing 500               650               780               950               1,230            1,450            1,850            1,900            1,910            2,000            2,050            4,563            19,833             21,100             22,348             

Health 1,575            1,585            1,585            1,585            1,585            1,585            1,585            1,585            1,585            1,585            1,585            1,585            19,010             20,176             21,310             

Economic and environmental services 3,500            4,400            4,900            6,000            6,000            6,500            7,150            8,100            8,200            8,890            11,000          16,036          90,676             96,432             102,302           

Planning and development 1,000            1,000            1,500            1,500            1,500            1,500            1,650            2,200            2,200            2,890            3,500            6,967            27,407             29,166             30,916             

Road transport 2,500            3,400            3,400            4,500            4,500            5,000            5,500            5,900            6,000            6,000            7,500            9,069            63,269             67,266             71,386             

Environmental protection –                 –                    –                    –                    

Trading services 65,654          67,540          59,049          53,400          53,591          75,676          71,308          71,578          66,439          59,110          58,440          107,109        808,894           865,953           927,315           

Electricity 56,560          56,000          49,441          37,500          30,500          38,068          38,000          38,270          36,331          36,000          40,332          69,013          526,015           561,949           602,784           

Water 1,000            3,500            1,500            7,792            14,983          29,500          25,200          25,200          22,000          15,000          10,000          29,921          185,596           199,560           212,950           

Waste water management 4,340            4,326            4,346            4,346            4,346            4,346            4,346            4,346            4,346            4,346            4,346            4,362            52,142             56,384             60,773             

Waste management 3,754            3,714            3,762            3,762            3,762            3,762            3,762            3,762            3,762            3,764            3,762            3,813            45,141             48,060             50,807             

Other 762               762               762               762               762               762               762               762               762               762               762               763               9,145               9,721               10,289             

Total Expenditure - Standard 244,664        103,924        108,453        104,384        105,155        147,960        114,704        117,912        123,693        113,034        115,324        233,377        1,632,584        1,729,687        1,840,250        

Surplus/(Deficit) before assoc. (77,005)         13,985          168,396        (9,861)           48,400          (38,335)         (769)              (3,292)           42,302          8,375            6,374            (53,818)         104,754           85,048             82,557             

Share of surplus/ (deficit) of associate –                 –                    –                    –                    

Surplus/(Deficit) (77,005)         13,985          168,396        (9,861)           48,400          (38,335)         (769)              (3,292)           42,302          8,375            6,374            (53,818)         104,754           85,048             82,557             

Budget Year 2014/15
Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA28 Budgeted monthly capital expenditure (municipal vote)

Description

R thousand July August Sept. October Nov. Dec. January Feb. March April May June
Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Multi-year expenditure to be appropriated

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 100                150                150                500                500                750                1,000             1,500             1,750             2,000             2,000             2,594             12,994              8,410                10,660              

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING –                  –                     –                     –                     
Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 3,500             4,300             3,550             3,500             5,550             6,450             6,500             10,150           9,000             8,530             9,460             4,284             74,774              49,735              38,515              

Capital multi-year expenditure sub-total 3,600             4,450             3,700             4,000             6,050             7,200             7,500             11,650           10,750           10,530           11,460           6,879             87,769              58,145              49,175              

Single-year expenditure to be appropriated

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES –                  –                     –                     –                     

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 100                100                100                100                100                100                120                140                140                1,000                1,500                6,000                

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 50                  50                  100                100                150                200                500                750                1,000             1,000             6,350             10,250              16,249              17,120              

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 500                500                2,000             2,500             2,500             2,500             3,000             3,000             4,000             4,000             4,000             3,664             32,164              18,045              11,861              0 –                  –                     –                     –                     

Capital single-year expenditure sub-total 500                550                2,050             2,700             2,700             2,750             3,300             3,600             4,850             5,120             5,140             10,154           43,414              35,794              34,981              

Total Capital Expenditure 4,100             5,000             5,750             6,700             8,750             9,950             10,800           15,250           15,600           15,650           16,600           17,033           131,183            93,939              84,156              

Budget Year 2014/15
Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA29 Budgeted monthly capital expenditure (standard classification)

Description

R thousand July August Sept. October Nov. Dec. January Feb. March April May June
Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Capital Expenditure - Standard

Governance and administration –                  –                  50                  50                  100                100                100                100                100                100                150                150                1,000                1,500                6,000                

Executive and council –                  –                     –                     –                     

Budget and treasury office –                  –                  50                  50                  100                100                100                100                100                100                150                150                1,000                1,500                6,000                

Corporate services –                  –                     –                     –                     

Community and public safety 100                300                400                450                500                650                1,200             2,000             2,000             2,000             2,000             1,394             12,994              8,410                10,660              

Community and social services 100                300                400                450                500                650                1,200             2,000             2,000             2,000             2,000             1,394             12,994              8,410                10,660              

Sport and recreation –                  –                     –                     –                     

Public safety –                  –                     –                     –                     

Housing –                  –                     –                     –                     

Health –                  –                     –                     –                     

Economic and environmental services –                  –                  –                  –                  500                500                650                650                650                650                700                5,950             10,250              16,249              17,120              

Planning and development –                  –                  –                  –                  500                500                650                650                650                650                700                5,950             10,250              16,249              17,120              

Road transport –                  –                     –                     –                     

Environmental protection –                  –                     –                     –                     

Trading services 3,500             4,200             4,800             5,700             7,150             8,200             8,250             11,300           11,350           11,400           11,550           7,538             94,938              58,780              50,376              

Electricity –                  –                  –                  –                  150                200                250                300                350                400                550                800                3,000                5,045                7,861                

Water 500                700                800                1,200             2,000             2,000             2,000             4,000             4,000             4,000             4,000             3,964             29,164              27,000              42,515              

Waste water management 3,000             3,500             4,000             4,500             5,000             6,000             6,000             7,000             7,000             7,000             7,000             2,774             62,774              26,735              –                     

Waste management –                  –                     –                     –                     

Other 500                500                500                500                500                500                600                1,200             1,500             1,500             2,200             2,000             12,000              9,000                –                     

Total Capital Expenditure - Standard 4,100             5,000             5,750             6,700             8,750             9,950             10,800           15,250           15,600           15,650           16,600           17,033           131,183            93,939              84,156              

Funded by:

National Government 1,800             2,000             2,500             3,000             3,500             4,000             7,500             8,500             9,500             10,500           12,500           13,377           78,677              68,484              68,324              

Provincial Government 200                250                250                300                300                300                450                450                500                550                600                6,100             10,250              5,513                5,832                

Budget Year 2014/15
Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA30 Budgeted monthly cash flow

MONTHLY CASH FLOWS

R thousand July August Sept. October November December January February March April May June
Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Cash Receipts By Source

Property rates 17,197           17,197           165,000         17,197           17,197           17,197           17,197           17,197           17,197           17,197           17,197           13,218           350,193            387,195            422,058            

Property rates - penalties & collection charges –                  –                     –                     –                     

Service charges - electricity revenue 64,000           64,000           55,540           38,667           39,667           39,667           39,667           39,667           39,667           55,540           55,540           12,856           544,476            582,833            623,317            

Service charges - water revenue 17,949           17,949           17,949           17,949           17,949           17,949           17,949           17,949           17,949           17,949           17,949           13,162           210,597            213,640            237,302            

Service charges - sanitation revenue 5,039             5,039             5,039             5,039             5,039             5,039             5,039             5,039             5,039             5,039             5,039             3,695             59,124              63,024              69,489              

Service charges - refuse revenue 3,513             3,513             3,513             3,513             3,513             3,513             3,513             3,513             3,513             3,513             3,513             2,577             41,220              44,323              46,905              

Service charges - other –                  –                     –                     –                     

Rental of facilities and equipment 500                650                780                950                1,230             1,450             1,850             1,900             1,910             2,000             2,050             2,336             17,606              18,697              19,753              

Interest earned - external investments 500                500                650                780                1,000             1,150             1,150             1,150             1,200             1,200             1,350             1,370             12,000              12,500              13,000              

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 1,000             1,000             1,000             1,000             1,000             1,000             1,000             1,000             1,000             1,000             1,000             250                11,250              10,500              10,000              

Dividends received –                  –                     –                     –                     

Fines 636                636                636                636                636                636                636                636                636                636                636                637                7,635                8,085                8,523                

Licences and permits 50                  50                  50                  50                  50                  50                  100                150                240                360                578                944                2,672                2,834                2,991                

Agency services 400                400                400                400                400                400                400                400                400                400                400                500                4,900                5,194                5,480                

Transfer receipts - operational 51,000           54,000           54,000           5,710             164,710            160,300            158,657            

Other revenue 150                750                890                1,500             1,850             3,500             3,650             3,800             3,850             3,900             4,000             2,530             30,370              34,999              37,941              

Cash Receipts by Source 161,934         111,684         251,447         87,681           143,531         91,551           92,151           92,401           146,601         108,734         109,252         59,785           1,456,753         1,544,124         1,655,416         

Other Cash Flows by Source

Transfer receipts - capital 5,000             5,500             5,750             5,968             6,150             6,150             6,500             6,745             6,810             7,450             8,921             17,983           88,927              73,997              74,156              

Contributions recognised - capital & Contributed assets –                  

Proceeds on disposal of PPE –                  

Short term loans –                  

Borrowing long term/refinancing –                  

Increase (decrease) in consumer deposits –                  

Decrease (Increase) in non-current debtors –                  

Decrease (increase) other non-current receivables –                  

Decrease (increase) in non-current investments –                  

Total Cash Receipts by Source 166,934         117,184         257,197         93,649           149,681         97,701           98,651           99,146           153,411         116,184         118,173         77,768           1,545,681         1,618,121         1,729,571         

Cash Payments by Type

Employee related costs 40,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           65,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           40,000           82,624           547,624            581,540            614,684            

Remuneration of councillors 1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             1,664             19,968              21,265              22,541              

Finance charges 18,200           18,359           36,559              29,995              28,796              

Bulk purchases - Electricity 47,000           50,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           35,000           35,000           35,000           25,000           25,000           50,000           422,000            456,460            492,221            

Bulk purchases - Water & Sewer –                  

Other materials 3,500             3,760             8,520             8,520             8,520             8,520             6,500             7,000             7,950             8,520             10,100           5,725             87,135              91,403              95,825              

Contracted services –                  

Transfers and grants - other municipalities –                  

Transfers and grants - other 3,000             1,500             250                4,750                4,800                4,850                

Other expenditure 5,000             6,000             21,000           21,000           21,000           15,874           26,540           28,750           29,000           32,100           32,560           28,174           266,998            277,297            293,871            

Cash Payments by Type 100,164         101,424         102,684         101,184         101,184         139,258         109,704         112,414         113,614         107,284         109,324         186,796         1,385,034         1,462,761         1,552,789         

Other Cash Flows/Payments by Type

Capital assets 4,100             5,000             5,750             6,700             8,750             9,950             10,800           15,250           15,600           15,650           16,600           17,033           131,183            93,939              84,156              

Repayment of borrowing 7,913             7,914             15,827              11,051              8,401                

Other Cash Flows/Payments –                  

Total Cash Payments by Type 104,264         106,424         108,434         107,884         109,934         157,121         120,504         127,664         129,214         122,934         125,924         211,742         1,532,043         1,567,751         1,645,346         

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH HELD 62,670           10,760           148,763         (14,235)          39,747           (59,420)          (21,853)          (28,518)          24,197           (6,750)            (7,751)            (133,974)        13,637              50,370              84,226              

Cash/cash equivalents at the month/year begin: 236,901         299,571         310,332         459,095         444,860         484,607         425,187         403,334         374,816         399,013         392,263         384,513         236,901            250,538            300,909            

Cash/cash equivalents at the month/year end: 299,571         310,332         459,095         444,860         484,607         425,187         403,334         374,816         399,013         392,263         384,513         250,538         250,538            300,909            385,134            

Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework
Budget Year 2014/15



NC091 Sol Plaatje - NOT REQUIRED - municipality does not have entities

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R million
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Financial Performance

Property rates

Service charges

Investment revenue

Transfers recognised - operational

Other own revenue

Contributions recognised - capital & contributed assets

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and contributions) –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Employee costs

Remuneration of Board Members

Depreciation & asset impairment

Finance charges

Materials and bulk purchases

Transfers and grants

Other expenditure

Total Expenditure –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Surplus/(Deficit) –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Capital expenditure & funds sources

Capital expenditure

Transfers recognised - operational

Public contributions & donations

Borrowing

Internally generated funds

Total sources –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Financial position

Total current assets

Total non current assets

Total current liabilities

Total non current liabilities

Equity

Cash flows

Net cash from (used) operating

Net cash from (used) investing

Net cash from (used) financing

Cash/cash equivalents at the year end

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA32 List of external mechanisms

External mechanism
Period of 

agreement 1.

Monetary value 

of agreement 

2.

Name of organisation Number R thousand

DBSA Loan @ 10%     Mths 360 Loan 31-03-2015 3,086                

DBSA Loan @ 12%     Mths 360 Loan 31-03-2016 2,573                

DBSA Loan @ 12%     Mths 360 Loan 31-03-2017 943                   

DBSA Loan @ 10.91%     Mths 360 Loan 31-12-2019 1,974                

DBSA Loan @ 12.61%     Mths 240 Loan 31-12-2028 2,505                

DBSA Loan @ 13.12%     Mths 72 Loan 31-12-2015 1,508                

DBSA Loan @ 6.75%     Mths 288 Loan 31-12-2023 513                   

DBSA Loan @ 6.75%     Mths 288 Loan 31-12-2015 1,045                

DBSA Loan @ 12.445%     Mths 240 Loan 31-06-2031 31,261              

Service provided

Expiry date of service 

delivery agreement or 

contract

Yrs/ 

Mths



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA33 Contracts having future budgetary implications

Description
Preceding 

Years

Current Year 

2013/14

Forecast 

2017/18

Forecast 

2018/19

Forecast 

2019/20

Forecast 

2020/21

Forecast 

2021/22

Forecast 

2022/23

Forecast 

2023/24

Total 

Contract 

Value

R thousand Total
Original 

Budget

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17
Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

Parent Municipality:

Revenue Obligation By Contract

Contract 1 –                  

No contracts greater than R5 Million –                  

Contract 3 etc –                  

Total Operating Revenue Implication –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

Expenditure Obligation By Contract

Contract 1 –                  

No contracts greater than R5 Million –                  

Contract 3 etc –                  

Total Operating Expenditure Implication –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  

Capital Expenditure Obligation By Contract

Homevale Waste Water Treatment Plant 55,045              62,774              26,735              144,554         

–                  

–                  

Total Capital Expenditure Implication –                     55,045              62,774              26,735              –                     –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  144,554         

Total Parent Expenditure Implication –                     55,045              62,774              26,735              –                     –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  –                  144,554         

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework

No contracts greater than R5 Million

No contracts greater than R5 Million



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA34a Capital expenditure on new assets by asset class

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Capital expenditure on new assets by Asset Class/Sub-class

Infrastructure 44,902             101,428           72,409             46,900             103,145           103,145           12,000             23,000             38,515             

Infrastructure - Road transport –                    53                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Roads, Pavements & Bridges 53                    –                    –                    

Storm water

Infrastructure - Electricity 9,608               13,181             28,231             10,000             51,764             51,764             –                    –                    –                    

Generation 9,608               11,858             28,231             10,000             51,764             51,764             

Transmission & Reticulation

Street Lighting 1,323               

Infrastructure - Water –                    9,889               44,178             27,000             32,000             32,000             12,000             23,000             38,515             

Dams & Reservoirs

Water purification 27,000             32,000             32,000             12,000             5,000               

Reticulation 9,889               44,178             18,000             38,515             

Infrastructure - Sanitation 34,203             78,306             –                    6,200               9,781               9,781               –                    –                    –                    

Reticulation 78,306             6,200               9,781               9,781               

Sewerage purification 34,203             

Infrastructure - Other 1,090               –                    –                    3,700               9,600               9,600               –                    –                    –                    

Waste Management 1,090               

Transportation

Gas

Other 3,700               9,600               9,600               

Community 9,710               10,811             35,349             10,722             4,222               4,222               12,994             8,410               10,660             

Parks & gardens 1,117               

Sportsfields & stadia

Swimming pools

Community halls

Libraries

Recreational facilities 5,976               4,315               

Fire, safety & emergency 10,660             

Security and policing

Buses

Clinics

Museums & Art Galleries

Cemeteries 10,722             4,222               4,222               11,994             

Social rental housing

Other 3,733               5,379               35,349             1,000               8,410               

Heritage assets –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Buildings

Other

Investment properties –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Housing development

Other

Other assets 5,590               8,961               15,391             12,101             26,025             26,025             5,000               10,736             11,288             

General vehicles 1,200               2,556               8,000               8,300               8,300               

Specialised vehicles –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Plant & equipment 298                  

Computers - hardware/equipment 4,637               2,850               2,850               

Furniture and other office equipment 3,398               1,063               

Abattoirs

Markets

Civic Land and Buildings

Other Buildings 275                  

Other Land

Surplus Assets - (Investment or Inventory)

Other 419                  705                  15,391             4,101               14,875             14,875             5,000               10,736             11,288             

Agricultural assets –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

List sub-class

Biological assets –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

List sub-class

Intangibles –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Computers - software & programming

Other (list sub-class)

Total Capital Expenditure on new assets 60,201             121,200           123,149           69,723             133,392           133,392           29,994             42,146             60,463             

Specialised vehicles –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Refuse

Fire

Conservancy

Ambulances

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA34b Capital expenditure on the renewal of existing assets by asset class

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Capital expenditure on renewal of existing assets by Asset Class/Sub-class

Infrastructure 19,357             6,733               54,209             159,145           160,271           160,271           82,938             35,780             11,861             

Infrastructure - Road transport 12,356             –                    –                    35,000             55,842             55,842             –                    –                    –                    

Roads, Pavements & Bridges 12,356             35,000             55,842             55,842             

Storm water –                    –                    

Infrastructure - Electricity –                    –                    15,000             66,100             39,403             39,403             3,000               5,045               7,861               

Generation 15,000             42,000             21,884             21,884             3,000               5,045               7,861               

Transmission & Reticulation 24,100             17,519             17,519             

Street Lighting –                    –                    

Infrastructure - Water 7,001               6,733               6,000               8,000               9,364               9,364               17,164             4,000               4,000               

Dams & Reservoirs

Water purification 17,164             4,000               4,000               

Reticulation 7,001               6,733               6,000               8,000               9,364               9,364               

Infrastructure - Sanitation –                    –                    33,209             50,045             55,662             55,662             62,774             26,735             –                    

Reticulation 33,209             50,045             55,662             55,662             62,774             26,735             

Sewerage purification

Infrastructure - Other –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Waste Management

Transportation

Gas

Other –                    –                    

Community –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Parks & gardens

Sportsfields & stadia

Swimming pools

Community halls

Libraries

Recreational facilities

Fire, safety & emergency

Security and policing

Buses

Clinics

Museums & Art Galleries

Cemeteries

Social rental housing

Other

Heritage assets –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Buildings

Other

Investment properties –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Housing development –                    –                    

Other

Other assets –                    360                  1,923               10,000             3,850               3,850               18,250             16,013             11,832             

General vehicles 12,000             9,000               

Specialised vehicles –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Plant & equipment

Computers - hardware/equipment 1,923               1,000               3,850               3,850               1,000               1,500               6,000               

Furniture and other office equipment 106                  

Abattoirs

Markets

Civic Land and Buildings

Other Buildings 253                  

Other Land 8,000               

Surplus Assets - (Investment or Inventory)

Other 1,000               5,250               5,513               5,832               

Agricultural assets –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

List sub-class

Biological assets –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

List sub-class

Intangibles –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Computers - software & programming

Other (list sub-class)

Total Capital Expenditure on renewal of existing assets 19,357             7,092               56,132             169,145           164,121           164,121           101,188           51,793             23,693             

Specialised vehicles –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Refuse

Fire

Conservancy

Ambulances

Renewal of Existing Assets as % of total capex 24.3% 5.5% 31.3% 70.8% 55.2% 55.2% 77.1% 55.1% 28.2%

Renewal of Existing Assets as % of deprecn" 49.0% 18.2% 132.7% 344.1% 333.9% 333.9% 192.6% 91.0% 38.4%

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA34c Repairs and maintenance expenditure by asset class

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Repairs and maintenance expenditure by Asset Class/Sub-class

Infrastructure 44,857              55,679              54,868              71,300              73,300              73,300              72,091              76,386              80,798              

Infrastructure - Road transport 14,373              16,896              18,197              15,500              16,500              16,500              15,376              14,009              14,014              

Roads, Pavements & Bridges 14,373              16,896              18,197              15,500              16,500              16,500              15,376              14,009              14,014              

Storm water –                     –                     

Infrastructure - Electricity 13,227              20,228              21,672              16,920              16,920              16,920              16,579              18,115              19,615              

Generation –                     –                     

Transmission & Reticulation 9,169                13,969              14,126              14,000              14,000              14,000              10,779              11,793              12,724              

Street Lighting 4,058                6,259                7,546                2,920                2,920                2,920                5,800                6,322                6,891                

Infrastructure - Water 13,240              18,555              15,000              28,880              29,380              29,380              29,037              30,836              32,316              

Dams & Reservoirs 191                   543                   420                   420                   420                   

Water purification 139                   156                   172                   460                   460                   460                   

Reticulation 12,911              17,856              14,828              28,000              28,500              28,500              29,037              30,836              32,316              

Infrastructure - Sanitation 3,410                –                     –                     2,500                3,000                3,000                6,449                8,540                9,521                

Reticulation 2,242                2,500                3,000                3,000                6,449                8,540                9,521                

Sewerage purification 1,167                –                     –                     

Infrastructure - Other 607                   –                     –                     7,500                7,500                7,500                4,650                4,886                5,332                

Waste Management 568                   7,500                7,500                7,500                4,650                4,886                5,332                

Transportation –                     –                     

Gas –                     –                     

Other 39                     –                     –                     

Community 4,722                10,576              11,716              6,750                8,360                8,360                9,890                9,805                9,827                

Parks & gardens 164                   189                   211                   1,350                2,670                2,670                3,250                3,460                3,712                

Sportsfields & stadia –                     –                     

Swimming pools 157                   165                   172                   250                   250                   250                   300                   320                   335                   

Community halls 345                   389                   412                   550                   550                   550                   620                   650                   670                   

Libraries 118                   124                   129                   200                   200                   200                   220                   210                   200                   

Recreational facilities 1,023                4,106                4,125                1,000                1,000                1,000                1,250                1,100                1,000                

Fire, safety & emergency 1,628                3,589                4,580                2,000                2,000                2,000                2,500                2,300                2,170                

Security and policing –                     –                     

Buses –                     –                     

Clinics 307                   269                   293                   500                   500                   500                   530                   550                   540                   

Museums & Art Galleries –                     –                     

Cemeteries 228                   489                   493                   500                   500                   500                   500                   500                   500                   

Social rental housing –                     –                     

Other 751                   1,256                1,301                400                   690                   690                   720                   715                   700                   

Heritage assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Buildings

Other

Investment properties –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Housing development

Other

Other assets 1,487                2,167                2,398                5,250                3,000                3,000                5,155                5,212                5,200                

General vehicles 1,000                1,000                1,000                1,200                1,100                1,000                

Specialised vehicles –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Plant & equipment –                     –                     

Computers - hardware/equipment –                     –                     

Furniture and other office equipment 804                   1,185                1,358                1,650                1,650                1,650                1,890                1,920                1,940                

Abattoirs –                     –                     

Markets 390                   518                   527                   300                   300                   300                   315                   322                   325                   

Civic Land and Buildings –                     –                     

Other Buildings 292                   464                   513                   500                   500                   500                   550                   570                   585                   

Other Land –                     –                     

Surplus Assets - (Investment or Inventory) –                     –                     

Other 1,800                (450)                  (450)                  1,200                1,300                1,350                

Agricultural assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

List sub-class

Biological assets –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

List sub-class

Intangibles –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Computers - software & programming

Other (list sub-class)

Total Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure 51,065              68,422              68,982              83,300              84,660              84,660              87,136              91,403              95,825              

Specialised vehicles –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Refuse

Fire

Conservancy

Ambulances

R&M as a % of PPE 6.1% 7.4% 6.5% 6.4% 6.2% 6.2% 6.3% 6.5% 6.7%

R&M as % Operating Expenditure 5.0% 5.7% 5.3% 5.6% 5.4% 5.4% 5.3% 5.3% 5.2%

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA34d Depreciation by asset class

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

Depreciation by Asset Class/Sub-class

Infrastructure 17,330             19,721             21,081             32,228             32,228             32,228             24,344             25,820             27,879             

Infrastructure - Road transport 8,482               8,745               8,725               21,575             21,575             21,575             8,824               8,824               8,824               

Roads, Pavements & Bridges 7,430               7,739               7,722               14,324             14,324             14,324             7,822               7,822               7,822               

Storm water 1,052               1,006               1,003               7,251               7,251               7,251               1,002               1,002               1,002               

Infrastructure - Electricity 3,165               3,232               3,290               3,068               3,068               3,068               3,410               4,040               4,530               

Generation 723                  2,757               2,782               1,339               1,339               1,339               2,882               3,382               3,782               

Transmission & Reticulation 1,935               1,339               1,339               1,339               

Street Lighting 507                  476                  508                  390                  390                  390                  528                  658                  748                  

Infrastructure - Water 2,713               3,340               3,515               3,569               3,569               3,569               3,815               4,215               4,515               

Dams & Reservoirs 560                  892                  892                  892                  

Water purification 1,250               3,340               3,515               1,283               1,283               1,283               3,815               4,215               4,515               

Reticulation 903                  1,394               1,394               1,394               

Infrastructure - Sanitation 1,577               2,934               3,954               2,343               2,343               2,343               6,645               6,991               8,160               

Reticulation –                    –                    

Sewerage purification 1,577               2,934               3,954               2,343               2,343               2,343               6,645               6,991               8,160               

Infrastructure - Other 1,392               1,470               1,597               1,673               1,673               1,673               1,650               1,750               1,850               

Waste Management

Transportation

Gas

Other 1,392               1,470               1,597               1,673               1,673               1,673               1,650               1,750               1,850               

Community 11,027             6,453               6,581               4,462               4,462               4,462               8,581               9,581               9,981               

Parks & gardens

Sportsfields & stadia

Swimming pools

Community halls

Libraries

Recreational facilities

Fire, safety & emergency

Security and policing

Buses

Clinics

Museums & Art Galleries

Cemeteries

Social rental housing

Other 11,027             6,453               6,581               4,462               4,462               4,462               8,581               9,581               9,981               

Heritage assets –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Buildings

Other

Investment properties –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Housing development

Other

Other assets 9,094               10,068             12,109             10,151             10,151             10,151             17,109             19,109             21,509             

General vehicles

Specialised vehicles –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Plant & equipment

Computers - hardware/equipment

Furniture and other office equipment

Abattoirs

Markets

Civic Land and Buildings

Other Buildings

Other Land

Surplus Assets - (Investment or Inventory)

Other 9,094               10,068             12,109             10,151             10,151             10,151             17,109             19,109             21,509             

Agricultural assets –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

List sub-class

Biological assets –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

List sub-class

Intangibles 2,069               2,646               2,521               2,309               2,309               2,309               2,516               2,406               2,296               

Computers - software & programming 1,303               2,540               2,415               1,453               1,453               1,453               2,410               2,300               2,190               

Investment properties 767                  106                  106                  856                  856                  856                  106                  106                  106                  

Total Depreciation 39,520             38,888             42,292             49,150             49,150             49,150             52,550             56,916             61,664             

Specialised vehicles –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    

Refuse

Fire

Conservancy

Ambulances

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA35 Future financial implications of the capital budget

Vote Description

R thousand
Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

F

o

r

e
Capital expenditure

Vote 1 - EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL –                     –                     –                     

Vote 2 - MUNICIPAL AND GENERAL –                     –                     –                     

Vote 3 - MUNICIPAL MANAGER –                     –                     –                     

Vote 4 - CORPORATE SERVICES –                     –                     –                     

Vote 5 - COMMUNITY SERVICES 12,994              8,410                10,660              

Vote 6 - FINANCIAL SERVICES 1,000                1,500                6,000                

Vote 7 - STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 10,250              16,249              17,120              

Vote 8 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 106,938            67,780              50,376              

Total Capital Expenditure 131,183            93,939              84,156              Future operational costs by vote

Net Financial Implications 131,183            93,939              84,156              

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA36 Detailed capital budget

Municipal Vote/Capital project
Individually 

Approved

(Yes/No)

Asset Class     Asset Sub-Class   GPS co-ordinates

R thousand 6 3 3 5

Audited 

Outcome    

2012/13

Current Year 

2013/14        

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17
Ward location

New or 

renewal

Parent municipality:

List all capital projects grouped by Municipal Vote

Total expenditure previous year 179,281           

Strategy, Economic Development and PlanningGURP projects No Other Other unknown 16,595             5,250               5,513               5,832               ALL Renewal

Neighborhood Development No Other Sportsfields & stadia various 32,024             5,000               5,000               10,736             11,288             ALL New

Infrastructure and Services

Electricity Energy Efficiency and Demand side Management No Infrastructure - Electricity Street Lighting various 10,755             5,940               –                    –                    4,815               ALL Renewal

Integrated National Electricity Program Diamant Park Phase 2 No Infrastructure - Electricity Transmission & Reticulation -28.739869, 24.742096 11,000             3,000               5,000               3,000               25 Renewal

Integrated National Electricity Program Eskom Grant No Infrastructure - Electricity Transmission & Reticulation unknown 91                    45                    46                    ALL Renewal

Transport Fleet Replacement Program No Infrastructure - Road transport Transportation n/a 29,300             8,300               12,000             9,000               ALL Renewal

Water and Sanitation Ritchie Bulk Supply No Infrastructure - Sanitation Reticulation -29.037251, 24.585785 29,515             29,515             ALL New

Water and Sanitation Lerato Park Water No Infrastructure - Water Reticulation -28.676088, 24.714344 27,000             18,000             9,000               ALL New

Water and Sanitation Zone Metering Yes Infrastructure - Water Transmission & Reticulation various 29,000             22,000             7,000               ALL New

Water and Sanitation Water Conservation & Demand side Yes Infrastructure - Water Transmission & Reticulation various 15,000             5,000               5,000               5,000               ALL New

Water and Sanitation Replacement of Water Meters Yes Infrastructure - Water Transmission & Reticulation various 15,000             2,000               5,000               4,000               4,000               ALL Renewal

Water and Sanitation Riverton High Lift Pumps Yes Infrastructure - Water Water purification -28.519676, 24.695918 18,164             6,000               12,164             –                    ALL Renewal

Water and Sanitation Homevale WWT 15 ml Upgrade Yes Infrastructure - Sanitation Sewerage purification -28.696664, 24.734092 145,171           55,662             62,774             26,735             ALL Renewal

Directorate : Finanancial Services

Information Technology It Replacement Program: Hardware No Other Assets Computers - hardware/equipment n/a 9,500               1,000               1,000               1,500               6,000               ALL Renewal

Directorate: Community Services –                    ALL New

Cemetries Phutanang Cemetry Yes Community Cemeteries -28.726730, 24.698753 16,217             4,222               11,994             ALL

Environmental Landfill Site Upgrade Yes Community Waste Management -28.738217, 24.690780 10,410             1,000               1,000               8,410               ALL Renewal

Emergency Services Satelite Fire Station No Community Fire, safety & emergency -29.037251, 24.585785 10,660             10,660             ALL New

Total Capital expenditure 179,281           116,125           131,183           93,939             84,156             

Project information

Program/Project description
Project 

number

IDP 

Goal 

code 

2

Prior year outcomes

Total Project 

Estimate

2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework



NC091 Sol Plaatje - Supporting Table SA37 Projects delayed from previous financial year/s

Ref.

1,2
Original 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year +1 

2015/16

Budget Year +2 

2016/17

R thousand Year

Parent municipality:

List all capital projects grouped by Municipal Vote Examples Examples

Community Services 1 Phutanang Cemetery Community Cemeteries 28°43' 11" 2013/14 10,722              4,222                11,994              

Municipal Vote/Capital project

Previous target 

year to 

complete

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework

Project name
Project 

number

Asset Sub-Class  

3

Asset Class  

3

GPS co-ordinates

4
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Page 11 APPROVAL OF VARIOUS TARIFFS : 1 JULY 2014 - 30 JUNE 2015

That, in terms of Section 24(2) of the Local Government : Municipal Finance Management  Act, 2003 (Act No. 56),

the following levies, fees and tariffs for Sol Plaatje Municipality be levied, and a General Rate be recovered on the

values appearing in the 2011 General Valuation Roll

TARIFFS SUBJECT TO VALUE ADDED TAX INCLUDES 14% VAT.

ANY FUTURE CHANGES IN VAT WILL BE IMPLEMENTED ACCORDINGLY.

1.1 LEVY OF RATES    (FINANCE/VALUATIONS)

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Agricultural Residential 0.002172 0.002324 0.002541 0.002769

Agricultural Business 0.002715 0.002905 0.003176 0.003462

Agricultural Farms 0.001629 0.001743 0.001905 0.002077

Business / Residential Business not registered 0.032578 0.034854 0.038102 0.041532

State / Public schools 0.080359 0.087135 0.095256 0.103829

Industrial 0.046152 0.047634 0.052073 0.056760

Residential / Municipal Residential 0.010859 0.011618 0.012701 0.013844

Residential Business registered 0.019655 0.021493 0.023496 0.025611

Public Services Infrastructure 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Mining 0.179179 0.191698 0.209564 0.228425

Average rates tariff 0.022442 .0.024533 0.026820 0.029234

1 An allowance has been made for the inclusion of discounts for Pensioners meeting certain criteria.

The discount is proposed at 50%.

2 Public Service Infrastructure is no longer feasable to rate due to the regulated rating ratios.

It is therefore zero (0) rated.

3 Differentiation in the tariffs for the categories "Agricultural Properties" have been included to introduce greater 

parity within this sector.

4 The 2011/2012 Financial year saw the implementation of the General Valuation Roll 2011.

5 The Municipality is preparing for the implementation of the 2015 General Valuation Roll which will be

implemented in the 2015/2016 financial year.

6 The income threshold of pensioners to qualify for a discount to be  R 130 000 per annum



Page 2 PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

1.2 MUNICIPAL SWIMMING POOLS & SPORTS FIELDS (COMMUNITY & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES)

1.2.1 Karen Muir Swimming Pool

Admission fees  -  Children 9.40                    10.00                  10.50 11.03

Admission fees  -  Adults 10.50                  12.00                  12.60 13.23

Hire of bath 990.00                1,050.00             1,102.50 1,157.63

Hire of bath for functions 1,111.00             1,200.00             1,260.00 1,323.00

Season tickets   -  Children 94.00                  98.00                  102.90 108.05

Season tickets   -  Adults 154.00                160.00                168.00 176.40

Loss deposit 770.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

1.2.2 Florianville Swimming Pool

Admission fees  -  Children 7.70                    8.00                    8.40 8.82

Admission fees  -  Adults 9.90                    10.00                  10.50 11.03

Hire of bath 908.00                1,000.00             1,050.00 1,102.50

Season tickets  -  Children 72.00                  75.00                  78.75 82.69

Season tickets  -  Adults 94.00                  100.00                105.00 110.25

Loss deposit 649.00                700.00                735.00 771.75

1.2.3 Roodepan Swimming Pool

Admission fees  -  Children 7.70                    8.00                    8.40 8.82

Admission fees  -  Adults 9.90                    10.00                  10.50 11.03

Hire of bath 908.00                1,000.00             1,050.00 1,102.50

Season tickets  -  Children 72.00                  75.00                  78.75 82.69

Season tickets  -  Adults 94.00                  100.00                105.00 110.25

Loss deposit 649.00                700.00                735.00 771.75

1.2.4 Galeshewe Swimming Pool

Admission fees  -  Children 6.60                    7.00                    7.35 7.72

Admission fees  -  Adults 8.80                    9.50                    9.98 10.47

Hire of bath 1,045.00             1,100.00             1,155.00 1,212.75

Hire of bath with lights 1,100.00             1,500.00             1,575.00 1,653.75

Season tickets  -  Children 77.00                  80.00                  84.00 88.20

Season tickets  -  Adults 83.00                  100.00                105.00 110.25

Loss deposit 798.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

1.2.5 De Beers Stadium

Hire of athletics track 1,045.00             1,100.00             1,155.00 1,212.75

Loss deposit 847.00                1,100.00             1,155.00 1,212.75

Apparatus per day 589.00                600.00                630.00 661.50

Loss deposit 847.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

Lights Per metered use Per metered use Per metered use Per metered use

Training sessions (Schools/Clubs) per season 154.00                160.00                168.00 176.40

Hire of sports field/preparation fee 589.00                600.00                630.00 661.50

Loss deposit 847.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

Lights Per metered use Per metered use Per metered use Per metered use

Preparation Fee 589.00                600.00                630.00 661.50

VIP Lounge 589.00                600.00                630.00 661.50

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01
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HIRE OF STADIUM

Other than sport 1,595.00             1,700.00             1,785.00 1,874.25

Loss Deposit 847.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

Music festivals/commercial use 15,950.00           17,000.00           17,850.00 18,742.50

Loss deposit 24,600.00           26,000.00           27,300.00 28,665.00

HIRE OF HALL NO. 4

Indoor sport 118.00                120.00                126.00 132.30

Hire of cafeteria/bar 259.00                270.00                283.50 297.68

Loss deposit 847.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

PRACTICE SESSIONS FOR ATHLETICS

Season ticket for individuals 143.00                145.00                152.25 159.86

Individual per session 33.00                  35.00                  36.75 38.59

GROUPS:

 1 - 10 per session 55.00                  57.00                  59.85 62.84

11 - 20 per session 77.00                  80.00                  84.00 88.20

21 - 30 per session 94.00                  98.00                  102.90 108.05

31 - 40 per session 116.00                120.00                126.00 132.30

41 - 60 per session 141.00                145.00                152.25 159.86

61 and more per session 198.00                205.00                215.25 226.01

1.2.6 Galeshewe Stadium

Sport per day 710.00                850.00                892.50 937.13

Loss deposit 908.00                970.00                1,018.50 1,069.43

Other than sport 3,245.00             3,500.00             3,675.00 3,858.75

Loss deposit 710.00                950.00                997.50 1,047.38

Lights Per metered use Per metered use Per metered use Per metered use

Music festivals/commercial use 12,870.00           13,750.00           14,437.50 15,159.38

Loss deposit 23,320.00           24,500.00           25,725.00 27,011.25

It is proposed that if a request is received from a Welfare Organization to use the above facilities at a 

reduced tariff, authority be granted to lease the facilities at 50% of the normal tariff plus a relevant deposit

which is refundable.  It is further proposed that if a request is received from a school to use the above

facilities at a reduced tariff, authority be granted to allow a discount of 25% on the normal tariff plus the

relevant deposit which is refundable.  Furthermore, if a contract is drawn up with a specific Provincial or

National body for the hire of any of the abovementioned facilities for sport (seasonal), a fee of R33 000-00

be charged for the season.

Deposit for reservation = 25% of total reservation fee to be paid within 7 days of booking.

Cancellation fee = 25% of total reservation fee.

1.2.7 Galeshewe Arena

Hire of arena per day 259.00 300.00 315.00                 330.75

Hire of hall per day 118.00 150.00 157.50                 165.38

Lights Per metered use Per metered use Per metered use Per metered use

Loss deposit NEW 500.00 525.00                 551.25

1.2.8 West-End Indoor Facility

Competitive sport -

Prior occupation per day 517.00                540.00                567.00 595.35

Main Hall (per day) 1,166.00             1,250.00             1,312.50 1,378.13

Key deposit 1,166.00             1,250.00             1,312.50 1,378.13

Small Hall (per day) 721.00                775.00                813.75 854.44

Key Deposit 649.00                775.00                813.75 854.44

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Training sessions -

Main Hall (per hour) 118.00                125.00                131.25 137.81



Page 4Key deposit 165.00                175.00                183.75 192.94

Small Hall (per hour) 83.00                  90.00                  94.50 99.23

Key deposit 154.00                165.00                173.25 181.91

Other than sport -

Prior occupation per day 589.00                625.00                656.25 689.06

Main Hall 1,298.00             1,500.00             1,575.00 1,653.75

Deposit 1,166.00             1,250.00             1,312.50 1,378.13

Small Hall 814.00                860.00                903.00 948.15

Deposit 781.00                860.00                903.00 948.15

Commercial use -

Prior occupation per day 589.00                625.00                656.25 689.06

Main Hall (per day) 3,245.00             3,500.00             3,675.00 3,858.75

Key deposit 10,362.00           10,500.00           11,025.00 11,576.25

Small Hall (per day) 1,298.00             1,400.00             1,470.00 1,543.50

Key deposit 1,166.00             1,400.00             1,470.00 1,543.50

Kitchen (per day) 385.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

Key deposit 457.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

Braai (per day) 385.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

Key deposit 473.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

Conference room 270.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

Key deposit 259.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

1.2.9 West-End Club

Commercial use -

Prior occupation per day 550.00                690.00                724.50 760.73

Main Hall (per day) 3,245.00             3,450.00             3,622.50 3,803.63

Key deposit 8,118.00             8,600.00             9,030.00 9,481.50

Competitive sport -

Prior occupation per day 655.00                690.00                720.00 750.00

Main Hall (per day) 765.00                800.00                840.00 882.00

Key deposit 765.00                800.00                840.00 882.00

Training sessions -

Main Hall (per hour) 121.00                130.00                136.50 143.33

Key deposit 198.00                200.00                210.00 220.50

Main Hall (other than specified) 1,562.00             1,650.00             1,732.50 1,819.13

Key deposit 1,562.00             1,650.00             1,732.50 1,819.13

Kitchen 424.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

Key deposit 484.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

Braai area 424.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

Key deposit 352.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

Trog Bar 539.00                600.00                630.00 661.50

Key deposit 363.00                550.00                577.50 606.38

Soccer Field 424.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

Key deposit 490.00                550.00                577.50 606.38

Cricket field 418.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

Key deposit 495.00                550.00                577.50 606.38

Air Conditioner 385.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Deposit on hiring of facilities 50% of total 50% of total 50% of total 50% of total

(Within 7 days of the request for the reservation) amount amount amount amount 

Cancellation



Page 5If a reservation is cancelled within 30 days of occupation the refund to the client will be 50% of the deposit

amount paid.

If a reservation is cancelled within 10 days of occupation the client will forfait the total deposit amount paid.

Conditions

1.  Right of admission reserved.

2.  Facility used at own risk.

3.  Total reservation fee to be paid within 10 (ten) days of booking.

4.  Payment to be made in relation to booking.

5.  Facility may not be used unless payment is received in advance.

6.  Use of the facility will not be allowed unless a contract has been completed and signed by the Lessee.

7.  No equipment may be removed from the facility.

8.  Facility to be left in same condition as it was found on occupation.

9.  Lessee will be held responsible for any littering, damages or loss of any equipment of the property and strict

     action will be taken against such lessee.

10. Losses and breakages of any items brought onto the premises by the lessee will not be compensated by

      the lessor of this facility.

11. A fee of R605.00 will be paid if the lessee needs to decorate the hall one day or more before the function.

12. Canceling of bookings - see cancellations.

13. No private liquor allowed on premises.  No private bar allowed on premises.  Strict adherence to the 

     aforementioned can lead to arrest, prohibition from the facility and forteiture of total deposit.

14. A corkage fee of R22.00 must be paid for wine and champagne.

15. The playing of musical instruments, live musical performances and any other form of amplified music is

      prohibited outdoors.  The playing of music will be allowed indoor only until 24:00.   

16. Ignorance of any of the above can lead to:  Arrest, prohibition from the facility and forfeiture of total deposit. 

17.  All reservations will be accommodated on the basis of first come first served.

1.2.10 Open Mine Caravan Park

Caravans - (per Caravan) 94.00                  98.00                  104.00 110.00

               - (per person) 47.00                  50.00                  52.50 55.13

Caravan Club

Minimum of 20 Caravans - (per Caravan) 72.00                  77.00                  80.85 84.89

                                    - (per person) 47.00                  50.00                  52.50 55.13

Pensioners - (per Caravan) 71.00                  76.00                  79.80 83.79

                 - (per person) 39.00                  45.00                  47.25 49.61

Tent (per site) 71.00                  76.00                  79.80 83.79

       (per person) 47.00                  50.00                  52.50 55.13

Day Visitors:

Car (per car) 52.00                  55.00                  57.75 60.64

      (per person) 60.00                  63.00                  66.00 69.00

Bus (per bus) 270.00                285.00                299.25 314.21

       (per person) 47.00                  50.00                  52.50 55.13
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PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

1.3 BURIAL PLOT FEES    (COMMUNITY & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES)

1.3.1 West-End and Kenilworth Cemeteries

Re-opening (casket) 666.00                730.00                766.50 804.83

Re-opening (adults) 534.00                590.00                619.50 650.48

Re-opening (babies) 424.00                470.00                493.50 518.18

Burial of ashes 121.00                150.00                157.50 165.38

Grave fees (adult) 897.00                990.00                1,039.50 1,091.48

Grave fees (children under 7) 693.00                760.00                798.00 837.90

Special graves (casket) 1,271.00             1,400.00             1,470.00 1,543.50

Wall of Remembrance (per niche) 633.00                700.00                735.00 771.75

Two burials per grave 1,298.00             1,430.00             1,501.50 1,576.58

Reserved graves 1,936.00             2,130.00             2,236.50 2,348.33

Monument erection fee - single graves 292.00                320.00                336.00 352.80

Monument erection fee - double graves 473.00                520.00                546.00 573.30

Sundry payment - Saturday funerals 644.00                710.00                745.50 782.78

1.3.2 Roodepan and Ritchie Cemeteries

Re-opening (casket) 561.00                620.00                651.00 683.55

Re-opening (adults) 429.00                470.00                493.50 518.18

Re-opening (babies) 374.00                410.00                430.50 452.03

Burial of ashes 132.00                150.00                157.50 165.38

Grave fees (adult) 737.00                850.00                892.50 937.13

Grave fees (children under 7) 484.00                550.00                577.50 606.38

Special graves (casket) 1,012.00             1,200.00             1,260.00 1,323.00

Pauper graves 220.00                250.00                262.50 275.63

Two burials per grave 1,309.00             1,500.00             1,575.00 1,653.75

Reserved graves 1,210.00             1,500.00             1,575.00 1,653.75

Monument erection fee - single graves 297.00                350.00                367.50 385.88

Monument erection fee - double graves 484.00                550.00                577.50 606.38

Sundry payment - Saturday funerals 616.00                700.00                735.00 771.75

1.3.3 Galeshewe, Greenpoint, Motswedimosa and 

Rietvale Cemeteries

Re-opening (casket) 484.00                550.00                577.50 606.38

Re-opening (adults) 473.00                520.00                546.00 573.30

Re-opening (babies) 352.00                390.00                409.50 429.98

Burial of ashes 132.00                150.00                157.50 165.38

Grave fees (adult) 605.00                700.00                735.00 771.75

Grave fees (children under 7) 451.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

Special graves (casket) 759.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

Pauper graves 242.00                270.00                283.50 297.68

Two burials per grave 671.00                800.00                840.00 882.00

Reserved graves 781.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

Monument erection fee - single graves 308.00                350.00                367.50 385.88

Monument erection fee - double graves 506.00                600.00                630.00 661.50

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01
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New Cemetery

Re-opening (dome casket/casket) 484.00                550.00                577.50 606.38

Re-opening (adults)-normal 473.00                520.00                546.00 573.30

Re-opening (babies) 352.00                390.00                409.50 429.98

Burial of ashes 132.00                150.00                157.50 165.38

Grave fees (adult) 605.00                700.00                735.00 771.75

Grave fees (children under 7) 451.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

Special graves (dome casket/casket) 759.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

Pauper graves 242.00                270.00                283.50 297.68

Two burials per grave 671.00                800.00                840.00 882.00

Reserved graves 781.00                900.00                945.00 992.25

Monument erection fee - single graves 308.00                350.00                367.50 385.88

Monument erection fee - double graves 506.00                600.00                630.00 661.50

1.4 PLEASURE RESORTS AND CARAVAN PARKS    (COMMUNITY & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES)

50% Discount on school groups with a minimum of 30 day visitors (Riverton).

That a 10% commission be paid to Travel Institutions that make bookings at the Pleasure Resorts

(accommodation only).

That a 10% commission be paid to Consultants who make bookings at the Pleasure Resorts

(accommodation only).

That a 10% levy be charged on the normal tariff on all one-day reservations during weekends and long weekends.

Accommodation cancellation

If a reservation is cancelled within 20 days of occupation the refund to the client will be 85% of the total amount

paid.

If a reservation is cancelled within 10 days of occupation the client will forfeit the total deposit amount paid.

No refund will be made to a client who does not arrive or who departs prior to the departure date.

Accommodation deposit

A deposit must be paid within 48 hours of the date of the request for a reservation.  Deposit amount is 75%

of total amount.

Preference would be given to all clients (reservations) who utilise accommodation for longer periods 

during high peak season.  Deposits for such reservations will be the full amount of the reservation

with the provision that payments being received within the month the reservation has been

done.

       1.4.1 Riverton Pleasure Resort

Chalets/Villas

To be hired at a basic tariff of R120.00 per unit and a rate of R100.00 per bed available in the unit, with the

proviso  that if a five-bed unit is available and only a four-bed unit is required, the tariff for a four-bed unit is

applicable (converted to the nearest multiple of 5).

Rondavels

To be hired at a basic tariff of R70.00 per unit and a rate of R80.00 per bed available in the unit.  If group

bookings are made where more than 50 beds are required, a 15% discount becomes applicable.

Upgraded Rondavels:  To be hired at a basic tariff of R100.00 per unit and a rate of R90.00 per bed  

available in unit.

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Caravan Park

Caravan (per day) 60.00                  80.00 84.00 88.20
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Caravan Clubs (minimum of 15 caravans)

   (excluding December holidays) 30% discount 30% discount 30% discount 30% discount

Pensioners (excluding December holidays) 50% discount 40% discount 40% discount 40% discount

Super Tube per ride 2.00                    2.00 2.10 2.21

Day visitors 20.00                  20.00 21.00 22.05

Day visitors (1 May - 31 August) 15.00                  15.00 15.75 16.54

Cars 25.00                  30.00 31.50 33.08

Season ticket (minimum 100 tickets) 50% discount 50% discount 50% discount 50% discount

Boats 45.00                  45.00 47.25 49.61

Hall (for period of 24 hours) 400.00                400.00 420.00 441.00

Key deposits

Chalets and Villas 200.00                200.00 210.00 220.50

Rondavels 200.00                200.00 210.00 220.50

Hall 200.00                200.00 210.00 220.50

Group reservations 5,000.00             5,000.00 5,250.00 5,512.50

For calculation of tariffs, a day will be calculated from 15:00 - 11:00 the following day or part thereof.  In the

event of these times being exceeded a pro-rata hourly rate of 10% of the tariff will be recovered from the 

deposit.  If the occupier should choose to occupy the living unit before the stipulated time the abovementioned

payment of 10% will be payable, subject to availability.

1.4.2 Langleg Pleasure Resort

Chalets

To be hired at a basic tariff of R100.00 per unit and a rate of R90.00 per bed available.

Rondavels

To be hired at a basic tariff of R70.00 per unit and a rate of R35.00 per bed available in unit.

Key deposits

Resort 10,000.00           12,000.00 12,600.00 13,230.00

Chalets 200.00                200.00 210.00 220.50

Rondavels 100.00                100.00 105.00 110.25

Music Festivals/Rallies:  R15-00 per person entering the facility plus accommodation costs.

(Key deposit of R12000-00 as well as payment for 10 (ten) security guards from a recognized security

company on the day of the festival is compulsory)

Camping sites

Tent 6 persons(per day) 60.00                  80.00 84.00 88.20

Per person (per day) 20.00                  20.00 21.00 22.05

Caravans

Per caravan (per day) 60.00                  80.00 84.00 88.20

Per person (per day) 20.00                  20.00 21.00 22.05

Hall

24-hour period 600.00                650.00 682.50 716.63

Per person 20.00                  15.00 15.75 16.54

Key deposit 300.00                400.00 420.00 441.00

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Day visitors

Per person 20.00                  20.00 21.00 22.05

Cars 25.00                  30.00 31.50 33.08

Group accommodation
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Per person per night (without bedding) 70.00                  80.00 84.00 88.20

Per person per night (with bedding) 90.00                  95.00 99.75 104.74

For calculation of tariffs, a day will be calculated from 15:00 - 11:00 the following day or a part thereof.  In the

event of these times being exceeded a pro-rata hourly rate of 10% of the tariff will be recovered from the deposit.

If the occupier should choose to occupy the living unit before the stipulated time the abovementioned payment 

of 10% will be payable, sugject to availability.

1.4.3 Rekaofela and Transka Pleasure Resorts

Chalets : Rekaofela

To be hired at a basic tariff of R150.00 per unit and a rate of R133.00 per bed abailable.  (Amount converted to 

the nearest multiple of 5).  

Key deposit 200.00                200.00 210.00 220.50

Chalets : Transka

To be hired at a basic tariff of R100-00 per unit and a rate of R100.00 per bed available in the unit.

High Peak Season: Increase of 10% on approved tariffs. (1 December - 3 January and Easter Weekend)

Key deposit 200.00                210.00 220.50 231.53

Caravan Park :Transka

Caravan (per day) 60.00                  80.00 84.00 88.20

Per person (per day) 25.00                  25.00 26.25 27.56

Group accommodation

Transka - per person per night (with bedding) 80.00                  90.00 94.50 99.23

Key deposit(per unit) 500.00                600.00 630.00 661.50

Rekaofela - per person per night 90.00                  95.00 99.75 104.74

Key deposit (per sleeping unit) 500.00                700.00 735.00 771.75

Hall  - (24-hour period) Kopano 770.00                800.00 840.00 882.00

       -  (48-hour period) 825.00                850.00 892.50 937.13

       -  (72-hour period) 880.00                900.00 945.00 992.25

       -  (96-hour period) 902.00                950.00 997.50 1,047.38

          (More than 96 hours) 935.00                1,500.00 1,575.00 1,653.75

Key deposit 500.00                1,000.00 1,050.00 1,102.50

Training Centre - Mongano Hall

Per person per night 90.00                  95.00                  99.75 104.74

Key deposit (per unit) 800.00                1,000.00             1,050.00 1,102.50

Hall  -  (24-hour period) 1,000.00             1,500.00             1,575.00 1,653.75

         -  (48-hour period) 1,100.00             1,600.00             1,680.00 1,764.00

       -  (72-hour period) 1,200.00             1,700.00             1,785.00 1,874.25

       -  (96-hour period) 1,300.00             1,800.00             1,890.00 1,984.50

          (More than 96 hours) 1,500.00             3,000.00             3,150.00 3,307.50

Key deposit 800.00                1,000.00             1,050.00 1,102.50

Prior occupation 150.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Recreation Hall - Riverside Hall

Hall  -  (24-hour period) 1,800.00             4,000.00             4,200.00 4,410.00

       -  (48-hour period) 1,900.00             4,200.00             4,410.00 4,630.50

       -  (72-hour period) 2,000.00             4,400.00             4,620.00 4,851.00

       -  (96-hour period) 2,100.00             4,600.00             4,830.00 5,071.50

          (More than 96 hours) 2,500.00             5,000.00             5,250.00 5,512.50

Prior occupation (per day) 150.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

Key deposit 1,000.00             2,000.00             2,100.00 2,205.00
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Conference Hall

Hall, tables and chairs -    (10 persons per 24-hour period) 300.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

Hall, tables and chairs -    (25 persons per 24-hour period) 400.00                750.00                787.50 826.88

Meals and refreshments

That a 10% levy be charged on all catering costs over weekends, long weekends and public holidays.

Catering at Rekaofela Resort is compulsory

No outside Caterers are allowed to do catering at this facility

Daily conference tariff: R500,00 per person per day for a minimum of 20-40 delegates.  Less than 20 delegates,

R600.00 per person per day

Breakfast 33.00                  35.00                  36.75 38.59

38.50                  40.00                  42.00 44.10

49.50                  50.00                  52.50 55.13

57.20                  60.00                  63.00 66.15

66.00                  70.00                  73.50 77.18

71.50                  80.00                  84.00 88.20

77.00                  90.00                  94.50 99.23

Lunch / Dinner 22.00                  40.00                  42.00 44.10

24.20                  50.00                  52.50 55.13

27.50                  55.00                  57.75 60.64

29.70                  60.00                  63.00 66.15

33.00                  65.00                  68.25 71.66

44.00                  70.00                  73.50 77.18

49.50                  75.00                  78.75 82.69

52.80                  80.00                  84.00 88.20

55.00                  85.00                  89.25 93.71

77.00                  90.00                  94.50 99.23

83.60                  95.00                  99.75 104.74

93.50                  100.00                105.00 110.25

104.50                110.00                115.50 121.28

121.00                130.00                136.50 143.33

140.00                150.00                157.50 165.38

Poeding 16.50                  20.00                  21.00 22.05

19.80                  25.00                  26.25 27.56

26.40                  30.00                  31.50 33.08

Additional meals

Finger lunch per person 40.00                  45.00                  47.25 49.61

50.00                  55.00                  57.75 60.64

60.00                  65.00                  68.25 71.66

75.00                  80.00                  84.00 88.20

80.00                  85.00                  89.25 93.71

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Spitbraai per person 260.00                270.00                283.50 297.68

160.00                180.00                189.00 198.45

190.00                200.00                210.00 220.50

Weddings per person 150.00                160.00                168.00 176.40

170.00                190.00                199.50 209.48

190.00                210.00                220.50 231.53

250.00                270.00                283.50 297.68

Coffee/Tea & Refreshments

Coffee/Tea (per person) 8.00                    9.00                    9.45 9.92

Coffee/Tea & refreshments (per person) 20.00                  35.00                  36.75 38.59
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Tableclothes (weddings) each 20.00                  21.00                  22.05 23.15

Crockery and cutlery (per day) 150.00                250.00                262.50 275.63

Overhead projector (per day) 44.00                  60.00                  63.00 66.15

Video machine (per day) 44.00                  55.00                  57.75 60.64

Television (per day) 44.00                  45.00                  47.25 49.61

Flip chart 40.00                  35.00                  36.75 38.59

Flip chart paper (per batch) 200.00                210.00                220.50 231.53

Cool room (24-hours) 65.00                  70.00                  73.50 77.18

Kopano Hall - Audio visual equipment 150.00                157.50                165.38 173.64

Tables and chairs 220.00                250.00                262.50 275.63

Data Projector (per day) 260.00                150.00                157.50 165.38

Printing charges and phone calls

Paper prints - A4 1.50                    2.00                    2.10 2.21

   Paper prints - A3 2.30                    3.50                    3.68 3.86

Fax - A4 11.00                  11.00                  11.55 12.13

Phone calls (normal charge) plus 25.00% 25.00% 25.00% 25.00%

Day Visitor Tariff

Per person (Transka) 20.00                  20.00                  21.00 22.05

School children out of season (Transka) 10.00                  10.00                  10.50 11.03

Buses (15 Seater and more) / Cars 25.00                  25.00                  26.25 27.56

Putt-Putt 20.00                  20.00                  21.00 22.05

Wood (per bundle) 20.00                  25.00                  26.25 27.56

Wood (per bag) 50.00                  50.00                  52.50 55.13

Ice (per pack) 15.00                  15.00                  15.75 16.54

Sale of grass per m2 (only Garden Dealers) 55.00                  70.00                  73.50 77.18

For calculation of tariffs, a day will be calculated from 15:00 - 11:00 the following day or part thereof.  In the

of these times being exceeded a pro-rata hourly rate of 10% of the tariff will be recovered from the deposit.  If

the occupier should choose to occupy the living unit before the stipulated time the abovementioned payment 

of 10% will be payable, subject to availability. 

Hire of Lapas

Lapa A 350.00                350.00                367.50 385.88

Lapa B 350.00                350.00                367.50 385.88

Lapa C 400.00                400.00                420.00 441.00

Key deposits on A, B and C 100.00                100.00                105.00 110.25

Cancellation fee on Conferences, Seminars and Training sessions is 25% of the total reservation fee.

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

1.4.4 Adventure Centre

Course fees

Instruction (per activity, per person) 275.00                300.00 315.00 330.75                 

1-Activity introduction (per person) -

instruction, refreshments, equipment 300.00                315.00 330.75 347.29                 

Instructor's fees

Instructor's fees per day (with OAA Level 2 training) 350.00                350.00 367.50 385.88                 

Instructor's fees per day (with OAA Level 3 training) 400.00                420.00 441.00 463.05                 

Instructor's transport costs (per Km) 3.50                    3.50 3.68 3.86                     

Cancellation fee is 25% of the total reservation fee.

CONDITIONS:
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2.  Entry at own risk.

3.  Private parties are not allowed in any accommodation.

4.  Noise or disturbing music is not allowed.

5.  The refund of key deposits between 07:00 - 11:30, after the chalet has been checked by a member of the 

     Resort Staff.

6.  No refunds during weekends.

7.  No parking on grass or paving areas.

8.  No bedding and equipment may be removed from the chalets or may be used outside the chalet.

9.  A day is calculated from 15:00 - 11:00 the next day.

10. No day visitors are allowed at the chalets without the knowledge of the Manager.

11. Day visitors must leave the premises at 18:00.

12. The amount of people will be determined by the amount of beds in the chalets.

13. No animals are allowed in the Resort.

14. Payment to be made in relation to the booking made.

15. If the chalets are evacuated later than 11:00, an additional tariff will be charged.

16. The chalets must be left in the same condition as it was found on occupation.

17. The visitors will be responsible for any damages or loss of any equipment in the chalets.

18. Strict action will be taken against any person who damages or removes any equipment or belongings of

      the Sol Plaatje Pleasure Resorts.

19. No visitor has the authority to choose his chalet or stand to be occupied.

20. Hotplates may only be used to cook on and not as heaters.

21. No tents may be erected next to accommodation units.

22. Ignorance or any of the above can lead to (without refunding of any payment made in advance) 

     arrests, prohibitance from the Resort and no refunds on key deposits.

23. The management has the authority to determine whether any occupier's behaviour is acceptable to the

      Resort Manager.

24. Normal meal hours will be:  08:00 - 09:00; 13:00 - 14:00; 18:00 - 19:00.  A levy of 10% will be charged on all

     meals taken outside the normal meal hours.

25. There will be no refund of the payment should the occupier cancel any time during their visit or should the

      person be prohibited from the resort.

26. All meals at weddings will be served not later than 20H00 and the kitchen will be closed at 22h30.  A levy

     equal to the key deposit on the hall will be charged in the case of  exceeding the prescribed hours.

27. No private caterers or private individuals are allowed to use any catering equipment or kitchen facilities 

     or any resourses of the Rekaofela Resort for personnel or private use.

28. The serving of meals in all cases will not exceed the 2.5 hour prescribed time frame.

29. In the event of catering at Rekaofela, all payments must be received 5 days prior to the actual reservation

     date. In the case of not receiving payment in the prescribed period no catering will be done, the reservation 

     cancelled and the cancellation fee is applicable.

30. All individuals, private institutions, schools, political parties, private companies, wedding arrangements,

     family reunions etc. must pay upfront (see par. 28) before any service are to be rendered.

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

31. In the event of outstanding accounts, no new reservations will be eccepted before all outstanding payments 

     have been received. Where state departments are involved, no service will be provided without an official 

     order at least 4 days prior to the reservation.(see par. 28 and cancellation fee)

32. Preference would be given to all clients (reservations) who utilise accommodation for longer periods 

      during high peak season.  Such reservations will be accommodated well in advance of 1/2 day

      reservations with the provision that payments being received within the month the reservation has been

      done.

1.4.5 PERSONNAL HEALTH

PATIENT INFORMATION FROM CLINICS

Per enquiry per person NEW 350.00                370.00                 400.00                 

1.5 HOUSING    (SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE)

That the rental on all Municipal Renting Schemes be increased as

per National Housing Guidelines as per the following based on market related rentals:
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1 Bedroom 1,018.00             1,079.00             1,144.00              1,213.00              

2 Bedroom 1,280.00             1,357.00             1,438.00              1,524.00              

Hercules Court

1 Bedroom 1,130.00             1,198.00             1,270.00              1,346.00              

2 Bedroom 1,400.00             1,484.00             1,573.00              1,667.00              

Holland Court

1 Bedroom 1,520.00             1,611.00             1,708.00              1,810.00              

2 Bedroom 1,852.00             1,963.00             2,081.00              2,206.00              

3 Bedroom 1,954.00             2,071.00             2,195.00              2,327.00              

Bachelor 1,313.00             1,392.00             1,476.00              1,565.00              

Newton Court

1 Bedroom 1,670.00             1,770.00             1,876.00              1,989.00              

2 Bedroom 2,060.00             2,184.00             2,315.00              2,454.00              

3 Bedroom 2,350.00             2,491.00             2,640.00              2,798.00              

Tiffany Court

2 Bedroom 2,060.00             2,184.00             2,315.00              2,454.00              

Eugenie Court

1 Bedroom 1,652.00             1,751.00             1,856.00              1,967.00              

2 Bedroom 1,960.00             2,078.00             2,203.00              2,335.00              

Jonker Court

1 Bedroom 1,362.00             1,444.00             1,531.00              1,623.00              

2 Bedroom 1,655.00             1,754.00             1,859.00              1,971.00              

Eureka Court

1 Bedroom 1,362.00             1,444.00             1,531.00              1,623.00              

2 Bedroom 1,655.00             1,754.00             1,859.00              1,971.00              

Krisant Court

1 Bedroom 1,307.00             1,385.00             1,468.00              1,556.00              

2 Bedroom 1,672.00             1,772.00             1,878.00              1,991.00              

Roodepan Flats

1 Bedroom 490.00                 519.00                 550.00                 583.00                 

2 Bedroom 817.00                 866.00                 918.00                 973.00                 

3 Bedroom 1,111.00             1,178.00             1,249.00              1,324.00              

Flamingo Court

1 Bedroom 855.00                 906.00                 960.00                 1,018.00              

2 Bedroom 1,070.00             1,134.00             1,202.00              1,274.00              

Bachelor 780.00                 827.00                 877.00                 930.00                 

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Carports

Carport with locking facility (per month) 71.00                   75.00                   80.00                   85.00                   

Carport without locking facility (per month) 33.00                   35.00                   37.00                   39.00                   

Key deposit 80.00                   85.00                   90.00                   95.00                   

By-pass houses

7 Villiers street 1,204.00             1,276.00             1,353.00              1,434.00              

9 Villiers street 1,144.00             1,213.00             1,286.00              1,363.00              

27a St Augustines road 1,258.00             1,333.00             1,413.00              1,498.00              

28 St Augustines road 1,438.00             1,524.00             1,615.00              1,712.00              

29 St Augustines road 1,138.00             1,206.00             1,278.00              1,355.00              

20 Auction 1,242.00             1,317.00             1,396.00              1,480.00              

4 Marriott 1,133.00             1,201.00             1,273.00              1,349.00              

21 Diebel 1,530.00             1,622.00             1,719.00              1,822.00              

13 Fuller 1,013.00             1,074.00             1,138.00              1,206.00              

49 Jacobson 1,732.00             1,836.00             1,946.00              2,063.00              

183 Barkly 720.00                 763.00                 809.00                 858.00                 

185 Barkly 855.00                 906.00                 960.00                 1,018.00              

30 Meyer 2,309.00             2,448.00             2,595.00              2,751.00              

West end Nursery house 1,258.00             1,333.00             1,413.00              1,498.00              
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104a Waterworks street 1,418.00             1,503.00             1,593.00              1,689.00              

Santa centre

Rental units 44.00 47.00                   50.00                   53.00                   

Dingaan family units

Bachelor 196.00 208.00                 220.00                 233.00                 

1 Bedroom 220.00 233.00                 247.00                 262.00                 

Selling Scheme

Administration charges 65.00 69.00                   73.00                   77.00                   

Insurance 31.60 33.00                   35.00                   37.00                   

1.6 MARK   (STRATEGY, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & PLANNING SERVICES)

Huur

Kantoor (per m2) per maand 20.00                   22.00                   24.00                   26.00                   

Koelkamers per maand

Buite 1,995.00             2,168.00             2,359.00              2,520.00              

Binne 3,980.00             4,315.00             4,705.00              5,026.00              

Buite geboue (per m2) per maand 24.00                   26.00                   28.00                   31.00                   

Parkering per maand 40.00                   44.00                   48.00                   54.00                   

Transaksiefooi per transaksie 0.40                     0.45                     0.50                     0.55                     

Rypmaakkoste per houer 2.50                     3.00                     3.50                     3.80                     

Trollies per dag

Trekwaentjies 3.65                     3.95                     4.50                     4.80                     

Pomptrollies 17.65                   19.15                   21.00                   22.50                   

Stoorruimte (per m2) per maand 7.00                     7.60                     8.50                     9.10                     

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

1.7 SIDEWALK AND ROAD TARIFFS  (SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE)

Lowered curbing per meter 179.70                 190.00                 200.00                 210.00                 

Per safety pole on sidewalk 162.30                 170.00                 180.00                 190.00                 

Tar patching work per m2 -

area ÷ 30mm thickness installed 239.60                 250.00                 275.00                 300.00                 

Red soil and Gravel:

Sale of red soil and gravel to institutes, e.g. Schools, Churches, District Council etc

   - Collected at stockpile per 5 m3 (Truck) 196.00                 210.00                 220.00                 230.00                 

   -  Delivery in Kimberley per 5 m3 520.00                 550.00                 600.00                 650.00                 

Lowered kerbs inspections 55.00                   60.00                   65.00                   70.00                   

Erf peg inspections (per inspection) 107.00                 115.00                 125.00                 130.00                 

1.8 URBAN PLANNING  (STRATEGY, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & PLANNING SERVICES)

1.8.1 Building Control Section

Building Plan Inspection Fees

The fees for the approval of building plans of all buildings (including covered stoep, veranda's, carports and

outbuildings) calculated along the external walls on each floor and excluding the areas of external staircases, 

chimney breasts, architectural features and eaves, are as floows:

The minimum charge for any approval 500.00                 530.00                 561.80                 595.51                 
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Minor building work as defined in the definitions  of the NBR 500.00                 530.00                 561.80                 595.51                 

Swimming Pool 500.00                 530.00                 561.80                 595.51                 

Re-inspection of defective work (every inspection more than two) 500.00                 530.00                 561.80                 595.51                 

Re-submission of lapsed plans 900.00                 954.00                 1,011.24              1,071.91              

Alterations to drainage systems 410.00                 434.60                 460.68                 488.32                 

For all new buildings per m2 12.50                   13.25                   14.05                   14.89                   

For all as-built buildings, completed or under construction 60.00                   63.60                   67.42                   71.46                   

For new buildings over 500m2 (per m2) 11.00                   11.66                   12.36                   13.10                   

For all new buildings per m2 exceeding 1000m2 10.00                   10.60                   11.24                   11.91                   

Per Government subsidized house 50.00                   53.00                   56.18                   59.55                   

For additions to any existing building per m2 12.50                   13.25                   14.05                   14.89                   

For additions over 500m2 (per m2) 11.00                   11.66                   12.36                   131.10                 

For additions of buildings per m2 exceeding 1000m2 10.00                   10.60                  11.24                   11.91                   

For business temporary structure/s per square meter 4.00                     4.24                    4.49                     4.76                     

For any government building/s per square meter 5.00                     53.00                  5.62                     5.96                     

For residential temporary structure per square meter 2.00                     2.12                    2.25                     2.38                     

For internal alterations to existing buildings,

 Between 0 & 250m2 any existing building per m2 750.00                 795.00                 842.70                 893.26                 

 Between 250 & 500m2 any existing building per m2 850.00                 901.00                 955.06                 1,012.36              

 Between 500 & 750m2 any existing building per m2 1,450.00             1,537.00             1,629.22              1,726.97              

 Between 750 & 1000m2 any existing building per m2 2,600.00             2,756.00             2,921.36              3,096.64              

 Between 1000 & 5000m2 any existing building per m2 5,300.00             5,618.00             5,955.08              6,312.38              

 Between 5000 & 10000m2 any existing building per m2 8,750.00             9,275.00             9,831.50              10,421.39            

Private Contractors - Council supervision per m2

per house type (over and above inspection fees) 100.00                 106.00                 112.36                 119.10                 

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Postage of Plans  less than weigh 1Kg 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

Postage of Plans less than weigh 2Kg 300.00                 318.00                 337.08                 357.30                 

Postage of Plans less than weigh 5Kg 600.00                 636.00                 674.16                 714.61                 

Postage of Plans less than weigh 7Kg 1,200.00             1,272.00             1,348.32              1,429.22              

Postage of Plans exceeding weigh 7Kg 2,000.00             2,120.00             2,247.20              2,382.03              

1.8.1.2 Building Control Penalty and Fine schedule for Law-Enforcement (New)

Completed illegal building  per m2 15.00 15.90 16.85 17.90                   

Submission fee for CIB per m2 45.00                   47.70 50.50                   53.50                   

Occupancy cert for CIB per m2 1.00                     1.10 1.16                     1.22                     

Aggressive CIB per m2 15.00                   15.90 16.85 17.90                   

Accumulative daily fine CIB 100.00                 106.00 112.00                 119.00                 

Under construction illegal work per m2 60.00                   63.60 67.40                   71.50                   

Submission fee for completed illegal work per m2 60.00                   63.60 67.40                   71.50                   

Occupancy certificate for UCIW per m2 5.00                     5.30 5.60                     5.95                     

Aggressive UCIW per m2 100.00                 106.00 112.30                 119.00                 

Accumulative daily fine UCIW 100.00                 106.00 112.00                 119.00                 

Dumping building rubble exceed 30days per m3 200.00                 212.00 224.70                 238.20                 

Dumping building rubble exceed 60days per m3 300.00                 318.00 337.00                 357.30                 

Encroachment to council land    (per day) 100.00                 106.00 112.00                 119.00                 

Failing to display building permit onsite 500.00                 530.00 562.00                 596.00                 

Aggressive FDBP    (per day) 100.00                 106.00 112.00                 119.00                 

Shark for business 100.00                 106.00 112.00                 119.00                 

Aggressive transgressor of erectiion of Shark for business 1,000.00             1,060.00 1,124.00              1,191.00              

Structure as nuisance in terms of Section 10 100.00                 106.00 112.00                 119.00                 

Aggressive structure as nuisance 1,000.00             1,060.00 1,124.00              1,191.00              
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Unauthorised erected public tent 1000-5000m2 1,000.00             1,060.00 1,124.00              1,191.00              

Unauthorised erected public tent 2000-10000m2 2,000.00             2,120.00 2,247.00              2,382.00              

Unauthorised erected public tent 10000-above 5,000.00             5,300.00 5,618.00              5,955.00              

Unauthorised erected artist stage 1,500.00             1,590.00 1,685.00              1,786.00              

Unauthorised demolising of structure/s 5,000.00             5,300.00 5,618.00              5,955.00              

Unauthorised occupying building/s 2,500.00             2,650.00 2,809.00              2,978.00              

Aggressive unauthorised occupying building/s    (per day) 100.00                 106.00 112.00                 119.00                 

Services rendered:   Application in terms of the Northern Cape Planning and Development Act, 1998

(Act 7 of 1998): Basic fee plus 2,100.00             2,226.00             2,359.56              2,501.13              

Rezoning 770.00                 816.20                 865.17                 917.08                 

Consent use / Conditional uses 770.00                 816.20                 865.17                 917.08                 

All Departures to be approved by Council  (except delegated departures) 770.00                 816.20                 865.17                 917.08                 

Subdivision:

Basic subdivision fee 770.00                 816.20                 865.17                 917.08                 

Thereafter:

       3-10 erven an additional R100-00 (per erf) 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

       11-50 erven an additional R50-00 (per erf) 90.00                   95.40                   101.12                 107.19                 

       51 and above erven an additional  R10-00 (per erf) 20.00                   21.20                   22.47                   23.82                   

Advertising deposit per application  (Local Newspapers) 1,500.00             1,590.00             1,685.40              1,786.52              

Removal, Suspension or Amendment of Title Deed 770.00                 816.20                 865.17                 917.08                 

Advertising:  Government Gazette 3,800.00             4,028.00             4,269.68              4,525.86              

Advertising: Local Newspaper (two placements) 2,500.00             2,650.00             2,809.00              2,977.54              

Amendment of condition of approval/layout plan of previous Council decision without the basic fee 770.00                 816.20                 865.17                 917.08                 

Extension of Council approval without basic fee 770.00                 816.20                 865.17                 917.08                 

Cancellation Fee 300.00                 318.00 337.08 357.30

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Delegated Departures as per Zoning Scheme:

Delegated departures (coverage:  Erven less than 500 

500m² not exceeding 60%) 450.00                 477.00                 505.62                 535.96                 

Delegated departures (second dwelling: max 75m²)  (excluding electrical contribution fees) 450.00                 477.00                 505.62                 535.96                 

Delegated departures (garages/carports: not exceeding 6m on Street Building Lines except title conditions 450.00                 477.00                 505.62                 535.96                 

for garages)

All departures excluding the above for Council approval 1,300.00             1,378.00             1,460.68              1,548.32              

Home Businesses:  Per application only

(No basic fee)

Home business registration 550.00                 583.00                 617.98                 655.06                 

Home business registration (Galeshewe) 550.00                 583.00                 617.98                 655.06                 

Other:

Information (without copy costs) 25.00                   26.50                   28.09                   29.78                   

Zoning Certificate 80.00                   84.80                   89.89                   95.28                   

CUP Reports/SDF/LUMS/IDP/GURP 900.00                 954.00                 1,011.24              1,071.92              

Building Plan research (without copy costs) 25.00                   26.50                   28.09                   29.78                   

Building statistics - Monthly 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

                           - Annually 1,100.00             1,166.00             1,235.96              1,310.12              

       1.8.3 Advertising

Application fee 1,000.00             250.00                 263.00                 277.00                 

Directional sign board single once off NEW 1,000.00             1,050.00              1,103.00              

Directional sign board double once off NEW 1,960.00             2,058.00              2,161.00              

LED - Digital Billboard displayed on municipal property per month 1,500.00             1,500.00             1,575.00              1,654.00              

-                       -                       

Advertising/marketing board per sign, per month depend with sizes:   -                       -                       

Small < 10 m² single (double 2X) NEW 170.00                 179.00                 188.00                 

Medium 10.1 > 20 m² (single) (double 2X) NEW 220.00                 231.00                 243.00                 
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X-Large   > 30.1 m² (single) (double 2X) NEW 320.00                 336.00                 353.00                 

-                       -                       

Per banner 220.00 240.00                 252.00                 265.00                 

Illegal Boards NEW 300.00                 315.00                 331.00                 

Illegal Boards Additional fee if not removed within 2 (two) weeks NEW 200.00                 210.00                 221.00                 

NGO's, Churches, Schools etc. deposit upfront and if the posters are removed within a week, the deposit NEW 1,000.00             1,050.00              1,103.00              

is 100% refundable, if it is not removed within a week Council will be liable to clean the city and the deposit

is then non-refundable

Political poster deposit upfront and if the posters are removed within a week, the deposit is 100% NEW 5,000.00             5,250.00              5,513.00              

refundable, if it is not removed within a week Council will be liable to clean the city and the deposit is then 

non-refundable

       1.8.4 Plan Printing Charges

Paper prints:

Size A4 5.00                     5.30                     5.62                     5.96                     

Size A3 7.50                     7.95                     8.43                     8.93                     

Size A2 10.00                   10.60                   11.24                   11.91                   

Size A1 40.00                   42.40                   44.94                   47.64                   

Size A0 60.00                   63.60                   67.42                   71.46                   

Opaque Film Prints & Transparent Prints

Size A4 15.00                   15.90                   16.85                   17.87                   

Size A3 30.00                   31.80                   33.71                   35.73                   

Size A2 80.00                   84.80                   89.89                   95.28                   

Size A1 110.00                 116.60                 123.60                 131.01                 

Size A0 170.00                 180.20                 191.01                 202.47                 

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Plans plotted by REGIS System

Size A4 34.50                   36.57                   38.76                   41.09                   

Size A3 46.00                   48.76                   51.69                   54.79                   

Size A2 92.50                   98.05                   103.93                 110.17                 

Size A1 138.50                 146.81                 155.62                 164.96                 

Size A0 162.00                 171.72                 182.02                 192.94                 

Paper prints: Color

Size A4 3.00                     3.18                     3.37                     3.57                     

Size A3 3.00                     3.18                     3.37                     3.57                     

Size A2 8.00                     8.48                     8.99                     9.53                     

Size A1 44.00                   46.64                   49.44                   52.40                   

Size A0 55.00                   58.30                   61.80                   65.51                   

Opaque Film Prints & Transparent Prints Color

Size A4 19.00                   20.14                   21.35                   22.63                   

Size A3 36.00                   38.16                   40.45                   42.88                   

Size A2 97.00                   102.82                 108.99                 115.53                 

Size A1 133.00                 140.98                 149.44                 158.41                 

Size A0 205.00                 211.00                 223.66                 237.08                 

Plans plotted by REGIS System - Color

Size A4 46.00                   48.76                   51.69                   54.79                   

Size A3 69.00                   73.14                   77.53                   82.18                   

Size A2 115.50                 122.43                 129.78                 137.56                 

Size A1 185.00                 196.10                 207.87                 220.34                 

Size A0 196.50                 208.29                 220.79                 234.03                 

Other

Information (without copy cart) 20.00                   21.20                   22.47                   23.82                   

CUP Reports/SDF/LUMS/IDP/GURP 100.00                 106.00                 112.36                 119.10                 

Building Plan search fee (without copy cart) 1,000.00             1,060.00             1,123.60              1,191.02              

Building Statistics - Monthly 100.00                 106.00                 112.36                 119.10                 

                            - Annually 1,000.00             1,060.00             1,123.60              1,191.02              

Building Occupancy Certificate 100.00                 106.00                 112.36                 119.10                 
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Hoarding on Municipal property per square meter 100.00                 106.00                112.36                 119.10                 

Compulsory (removal executed by Municipal) of Building 

     rubble per m3 load 500.00                 530.00                 561.80                 595.51                 

Penalty on illegal building structure/s, per day and to be

     attached to account 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

Penalty on illegal encroaching to adjacent erf/erven, 

     per day and to be attached to account 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

Penalty on Illegal usage of property other than as zoned,

     per day and to be attached to account 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

Penalty on Illegal closing of adjacent neighbour access, 

     per day and to be attached to account 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

Penalty on Illegal closing for storm water flow allowance, 

     per day and to be attached to account 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

Penalty on deviation from approved building plan/s, 

     per day and to be attached to account 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

Penalty on illegal encroaching to municipality land or 

    property, per day and to be attached to account 150.00                 159.00                 168.54                 178.65                 

Unauthorised sewer connection 1,000.00             1,060.00             1,123.60              1,191.02              

Unauthorised water connection 1,000.00             1,060.00             1,123.60              1,191.02              

Unauthorised electrical connection 1,000.00             1,060.00             1,123.60              1,197.02              

Commencing building work or statutory stages controlled without council authorisation 500.00                 530.00                 561.80                 595.51                 

Unauthorised erection of structures for event 15,000.00           15,900.00           16,854.00            17,865.24            
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PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

1.9 PARKS & REACREATION  (COMMUNITY & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES)

1.9.1 TARIFFS FOR RECREATION HALL

Development Sport

Training sessions (Monday - Thursday)

07:45 - 16:30 (per hour) 33.00 36.00                  37.80 39.69

Deposit 72.00 80.00                  84.00 88.20

* Monday - Friday

07:00 - 12:00 (per session) 220.00 240.00                252.00 264.60

12:00 - 17:00 (per session) 220.00 240.00                252.00 264.60

17:00 - 07:00 (per hour) 275.00 300.00                315.00 330.75

* Saturdays

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 440.00 485.00                509.25 534.71

For every additional hour which the facility is used

an additional tariff is payable 220.00 245.00                257.25 270.11

* Sundays & Public Holidays

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 484.00 500.00                525.00 551.25

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 242.00 250.00                262.50 275.63

* All Dances

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 1,540.00 1,700.00             1,785.00 1,874.25

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 462.00 500.00                525.00 551.25

* Funerals - for 4 hours 407.00 450.00                472.50 496.13

For every additional hour 220.00 245.00                257.25 270.11

Preparation fee (per hour) 275.00 300.00                315.00 330.75

* Deposit 726.00 800.00 840.00                 882.00                 

1.9.2 TARIFFS FOR SOCIAL CENTRE, R C ELLIOTT HALL

AND RITCHIE

Development Sport

Training sessions (Monday - Thursday)

07:45 - 16:30 (per hour) 33.00 36.00 37.80 39.69

Deposit 72.00 80.00 84.00 88.20

* Monday - Friday

07:00 - 12:00 (per session) 220.00 240.00 252.00 264.60

12:00 - 17:00 (per session) 220.00 240.00 252.00 264.60

17:00 - 07:00 (per hour) 275.00 300.00 315.00 330.75

* Saturdays

A basic fee charged for 4 hours or part thereof 440.00 485.00 509.25 534.71

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 220.00 245.00 257.25 270.11

* Sundays & Public Holidays

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 484.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 242.00                250.00                262.50 275.63

* All Dances

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 1,540.00             1,700.00             1,785.00 1,874.25

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 462.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01
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* Funerals - for 4 hours 407.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

For every additional hour 220.00                245.00                257.25 270.11

Preparation fee (per hour) 275.00                300.00                315.00 330.75

* Deposit 726.00                800.00                840.00 882.00

1.9.3 TARIFFS FOR FLORIANVILLE HALL

Development Sport

Training sessions (Monday - Thursday)

07:45 - 16:30 (per hour) 33.00                  36.00                  37.80 39.69

Deposit 72.00                  80.00                  84.00 88.20

* Monday - Friday

07:00 - 12:00 (per session) 220.00                240.00                252.00 264.60

12:00 - 17:00 (per session) 220.00                240.00                252.00 264.60

17:00 - 07:00 (per hour) 275.00                300.00                315.00 330.75

0.00 0.00

* Saturdays

A basic fee charged for 4 hours or part thereof 440.00                460.00                483.00 507.15

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 220.00                240.00                252.00 264.60

* Sundays & Public Holidays

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 484.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 242.00                250.00                262.50 275.63

* All Dances

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 1,540.00             1,700.00             1,785.00 1,874.25

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 462.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

* Funerals - for 4 hours 407.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

For every additional hour 220.00                245.00                257.25 270.11

Preparation fee (per hour) 275.00                300.00                315.00 330.75

* Deposit 726.00                800.00                840.00 882.00

GARDNER WILLIAMS HALL, GREENPOINT HALL

AND GALESHEWE CENTRE (ABATHO BANTU HALL)

1.9.4 Development Sport

Training sessions (Monday - Thursday)

07:45 - 16:30 (per hour) 33.00                  36.00                  37.80 39.69

Deposit 72.00                  80.00                  84.00 88.20

* Monday - Friday

07:00 - 12:00 (per session) 154.00                170.00                178.50 187.43

12:00 - 17:00 (per session) 154.00                170.00                178.50 187.43

17:00 - 07:00 (per hour) 154.00                170.00                178.50 187.43

* Saturdays

A basic fee charged for 4 hours or part thereof 418.00                460.00                483.00 507.15

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 209.00                230.00                241.50 253.58

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

* Sundays & Public Holidays

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 484.00                530.00                556.50 584.33
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* Deposit 726.00                800.00                840.00                 882.00

* All Dances

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 1,320.00             1,700.00             1,785.00 1,874.25

For every additional hour which the facility is used an additional tariff is payable 462.00                500.00                525.00 551.25

* Funerals - for 4 hours 484.00                450.00                472.50 496.13

For every additional hour 220.00                245.00                257.25 270.11

Preparation fee (per hour) 275.00                300.00                315.00 330.75

* Deposit 726.00                800.00                840.00                 882.00

1.9.5 CITY HALL

* Monday - Friday

07:00 - 12:00 (per session) 660.00                730.00                766.50 804.83

12:00 - 17:00 (per session) 660.00                730.00                766.50 804.83

17:00 - 07:00 (per hour) 385.00                425.00                446.25 468.56

* Saturdays

A basic fee charged for 4 hours or part thereof 935.00                1,050.00             1,102.50 1,157.63

For every additional hour which the facility is used

an additional tariff is payable 275.00                300.00                315.00 330.75

* Sundays & Public Holidays

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 1,034.00             1,200.00             1,260.00 1,323.00

For every additional hour which the facility is used

an additional tariff is payable 352.00                390.00                409.50 429.98

* Deposit 726.00                850.00                892.50 937.13

** All Dances

A basic fee is charged for 4 hours or part thereof 1,595.00             1,700.00             1,785.00 1,874.25

For every additional hour which the facility is used

an additional tariff is payable 473.00                520.00                546.00 573.30

** Deposit 726.00 850.00                892.50 937.13

*** Supper Room

07:00 - 12:00 (per session) 550.00                600.00                630.00 661.50

12:00 - 17:00 (per session) 550.00                600.00                630.00 661.50

17:00 - 07:00 (per hour) 693.00                765.00                803.25 843.41

*** Funerals - for 4 hours 1,023.00             1,100.00             1,155.00 1,212.75

For every additional hour 264.00                300.00                315.00 330.75

Aircon \ 8 hour session 682.00                800.00                840.00 882.00

Preparation fee (per hour) 303.00                350.00                367.50 385.88

*** Deposit 726.00 750.00                787.50 826.88

It is proposed that if a request is received from the following organisations/institutions, that a 50%

discount be granted:

*  Registered Welfare Organisations

*  Registered Non-profitable Organisations

*  Schools

*  Churches

NB.  Government Departments to pay full tariff.

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01
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1.9.6 PROPERTY SERVICES

Administration costs per transaction levy  -

15% of the sale / hire price:

*  Minimum 500.00                500.00                550.00                 550.00                 

*  Maximum 1,500.00             1,500.00             1,650.00              1,650.00              
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1.9.7 TRAFFIC

FUNCTIONS, MARCHES & SPORT

Monday to Saturday

One or two Officers per event 800.00                880.00                920.00                 920.00                 

Three or four Officers per event 1,600.00             1,760.00             1,840.00              1,840.00              

More than four Officers per event 2,000.00             2,200.00             2,300.00              2,300.00              

Sunday and Public Holidays

Per Officer per hour or part thereof 750.00                825.00                865.00                 865.00                 

ESCORT OF ABNORMAL LOADS

Monday to Saturday

Per Officer per hour or part thereof 450.00                495.00                520.00                 520.00                 

Sunday and Public Holidays

Per Officer per hour or part thereof 1,500.00             1,700.00             1,850.00              2,000.00              

RENTAL OF ROAD SIGNS

Renting of temporary Road Signs - 250.00                275.00                290.00                 290.00                 

Deposit per sign 150.00                165.00                180.00                 180.00                 

HIRE OF PARKING BAY

Hiring of a Parking Bay per Parking Bay per Day 150.00                150.00                150.00                 150.00                 

SEARCH FEES

Service of Summonses for other Local Authorities (per Summons executed) 75.00                  85.00                  90.00                   90.00                   

WEIGHBRIDGE

0   -  3500 kg 100.00 100.00 90.00                   90.00                   

3500 - 9000 kg 200.00 200.00 90.00                   90.00                   

9000 - 16000 kg 300.00 300.00 90.00                   90.00                   

Above 16000 kg 500.00 500.00 90.00                   90.00                   

1.9.8 LIBRARY

Videos, Fiksie en Nie-fiksie /  DVD 5.50                    5.50                    5.78                     6.06                     

Damaged barcode 2.10                    2.10                    2.21                     2.32                     

Postal tariffs : reminders 6.50                    6.75                    7.09                     7.44                     

Fines : per week 1.60                    2.00                    2.10                     2.21                     

         : per month 6.40                    8.00                    8.40                     8.82                     

Maximum fine per item 26.00                  30.00                  31.50                   33.08                   

Reservation fee 4.00                    4.00                    4.20                     4.41                     

Admin fee : Phone calls 8.50                    8.50                    8.93                     9.37                     

Admin fee : Cell phone calls 15.00                  15.00                  15.75                   16.54                   

Book record covers 5.00                    5.00                    5.25                     5.51                     

Duplicate computer membership card 20.00                  20.00                  21.00                   22.05                   

Photocopy charges - A4 0.50                    0.50                    0.53                     0.55                     

                             - A3 1.00                    1.00                    1.05                     1.10                     

Country members (per annum) 105.00                110.00                115.50                 121.28                 

Visitors - deposit 105.00                110.00                115.50                 121.28                 

            - fee 85.00                  90.00                  94.50                   99.23                   

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS
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Laminates:

A4 7.50                    7.75                    8.14                     8.54                     

A3 11.00                  11.50                  12.08                   12.68                   

85mm x 60 3.00                    4.00                    4.20                     4.41                     

Inter library loans 65.00                  65.00                  68.25                   71.66                   

Books rebinding 45.00                  45.00                  47.25                   49.61                   

Toilet tariff 0.50                    0.50                    0.53                     0.55                     

CD container / DVD 5.00                    5.00                    5.25                     5.51                     
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Fax facility:

Local per page 4.50                    4.50                    4.73                     4.96                     

National per page 7.50                    8.00                    8.40                     8.82                     

International per page 32.00                  33.00                  34.65                   36.38                   

Faxes received per page 2.50                    2.75                    2.89                     3.03                     

Fax to mail (all 086 numbers) per page 7.50                    7.50                    7.88                     8.27                     

MAIN- AND GALESHEWE LIBRARIES

Non-profitable Organisations and Cultural Activities

Per session 100.00                100.00                105.00                 110.25                 

Kitchen facilities 40.00                  40.00                  42.00                   44.10                   

Deposit 275.00                300.00                315.00                 330.75                 

Commercial Institutions and Political Parties

Per session 240.00                250.00                262.50                 275.63                 

Kitchen facilities 40.00                  40.00                  42.00                   44.10                   

Deposit 275.00                300.00                315.00                 330.75                 

Audio visual material (per item) 50.00                  50.00                  52.50                   55.13                   

Data Projector (Main Library only) per session 260.00                270.00                283.50                 297.68                 

HALL RENTALS

SONNY LEON LIBRARY

Non-profitable organisations and Cultural Activities

Per session 75.00                  75.00                  78.75                   82.69                   

Kitchen facilities 40.00                  40.00                  42.00                   44.10                   

Deposit 275.00                300.00                315.00                 330.75                 

Commercial Institutions and Political Parties

Per session 130.00                140.00                147.00                 154.35                 

Kitchen facilities 40.00                  40.00                  42.00                   44.10                   

Deposit 275.00                300.00                315.00                 330.75                 

Audio visual material (per item) 50.00                  50.00                  52.50                   55.13                   

HALL RENTALS

BEACONSFIELD AND JUDY SCOTT LIBRARIES

Non-profitable organizations and Cultural Activities

Per session 75.00                  75.00                  78.75                   82.69                   

Kitchen 40.00                  40.00                  42.00                   44.10                   

Deposit 275.00                300.00                315.00                 330.75                 

Commercial Institutions and Political Parties

Per session 130.00                140.00                147.00                 154.35                 

Kitchen facilities 40.00                  40.00                  42.00                   44.10                   

Deposit 275.00                300.00                315.00                 330.75                 

Audio visual material (per item) 50.00                  50.00                  52.50                   55.13                   

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED
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AFRICANA LIBRARY

Research fees

* National 675.00                690.00                724.50                 760.73                 

* International 800.00                850.00                892.50                 937.13                 

* Pro rata fees will be levied for partially research request

1.9.9 EMERGENCY SERVICES

Km Turnout fees

(Calculated per vehicle per Km traveled from turnout to the incident to return to the Fire Station)

*  Fire fighting vehicle 25.00 27.50 30.25 33.28

*  Assistance vehicle 5.10 5.10 5.61 6.17
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Turnout fees for the fire fighting vehicles, portable pumps and assistance vehicles

(Calculated per fire fighting vehicle, portable pump or assistance vehicle for the first two (2) hours from 

turnout to the incident to the time the vehicle return to the Fire Station)

Fire fighting vehicles / Rescue pumper 1200.00 1320.00 1,452.00 1,597.20

Portable pump 600.00 660.00 726.00 798.60

Assistance vehicle 600.00 660.00 726.00 798.60

Hazmat Pumps 1200.00 1320.00 1,452.00 1,597.20

Turnout fees for the fire fighting vehicles, portable pumps and assistance vehicles

(Calculated per fire fighting vehicle, portable pump or assistance vechicle for every hour or part thereof after

the first two (2) hours from the first minute from the first two (2) hours to the time the vehicle return to the 

Fire Station)

Fire fighting vehicles / Rescue pumper 600.00 660.00 726.00 798.60

Portable pump 300.00 330.00 363.00 399.30

Assistance vehicle 300.00 330.00 363.00 399.30

Hazmat Pumps 600.00 660.00 726.00 798.60

Personnel tariffs

(Calculated per personnel member on duty at the incident for every hour or part thereof from the turnout to the

 incident to the time the vehicle return to the Fire Station)

Chief Emergency service or any member 330.00 363.00 399.30 439.23

Specialized equipment

(Calculated per unit used)

Chemical extinguisher 250.00 275.00 302.50 332.75

CO² extinguisher 250.00 275.00 302.50 332.75

Breathing apparatus 175.00 193.00 212.30 233.53

Refill of SCBA/SCUBA cylinder : per cylinder 20.00 22.00 24.20 26.62

     * Jaws of Life rescue equipment - per incident / use 520.00 572.00 629.20 692.12

     * Rollgliss rescue equipment - per incident / use 520.00 572.00 629.20 692.12

     * Medical equipment (consumables) - per patient 250.00 275.00 302.50 332.75

     * Pneumatic Equipment - per incident / use 520.00 572.00 629.20 692.12

     * Chemical suites - per suit per incident Replacement cost + 20% Replacement cost + 20% Replacement cost + 20%

     * Hazmat equipment (consumables) - per incident / use Replacement cost + 20% Replacement cost + 20% Replacement cost + 20%

Fire extinguishing material

(Calculated per unit state or part thereof)

Water - municipal tariff per Kl

CO² - purchase tariff per Kg Tarrif +20% Tarrif +20% Tarrif +20% Tarrif +20%

Dry chemical powder - purchase tariff per Kg Tarrif +20% Tarrif +20% Tarrif +20% Tarrif +20%

Foam - purchase tariff per liter Tarrif +20% Tarrif +20% Tarrif +20% Tarrif +20%

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED
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Inspection fees

(Calculated per inspection or plan approved)

Fire prevention inspection, building plans and sites per project 300.00 330.00 363.00 399.30

Inspection of flammable liquids, solids and gasses installations:

*  1 liter - 2000 liter 350.00 385.00 423.50 465.85

*  2001 liter - 5000 liter 450.00 495.00 544.50 598.95

*  5001 liter - 50000 liter 550.00 605.00 665.50 732.05

*  50001 lire and more 650.00 715.00 786.50 865.15

*Tankers - irrespective the size and inspected at the Emergency Services - per registration certificate 330.00 363.00 399.30 439.23

Inspection and service of fire extinguishers for Municipal Sections - per extingiusher serviced. as per tender as per tender as per tender as per tender

Monitoring of fire alarms (per month per alarm) 145.00 145.00 159.50 175.45
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As per Prospectus - calculated in terms of time and material used.

1.9.10 DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Tram

Single trip (Adults) 25.00                  25.00                   30.00                   35.00                   

Single trip (Children - Primary School) 10.00                  10.00                   10.00                   10.00                   

Regional Tourism Centre

Kiosk:

Minimum tender price/month - 12 month period 1,002.00             1,050.00             1,100.00              1,150.00              

Cubicles:

Minimum tender price/month - 12 month period 700.00                750.00                 800.00                 850.00                 

Exhibition space per m² per day 12.00                  13.00                   14.00                   15.00                   

Hawkers shelter per day 24.00                  25.00                   27.00                   30.00                   

Informal Trade facilities

Stalls with storage facilities 240.00                260.00                 285.00                 310.00                 

Stalls without storage facilities 114.00                125.00                 135.00                 145.00                 

Fruits and Vegetable Structures 160.00                170.00                 180.00                 190.00                 

Pension Pay Points ( Card Carrying Pensioners) 50.00                  50.00                   50.00                   50.00                   

Caravans within CBD  (Auction set-off price) 300.00                330.00                 360.00                 390.00                 

Caravans outside CBD 150.00                165.00                 180.00                 195.00                 

1.9.11 POUND SERVICES

Impounding:

Horses, donkey's, cattle and pigs per day 110.00 121.00 133.10 146.41

Sheep and goat (each) 40.00 44.00 48.40 53.24

Maintenance

Horses, donkey's, cattle and pigs per day 40.00 44.00 48.40 53.24

Sheep and goat (each) 20.00 22.00 24.20 26.62

G.W.K rent tariff

Large stock unit 40.00 44.00 48.40 53.24

Small stock unit 25.00 27.50 30.25 33.28

The tariff per kilometre will be applicable for animals brought to the  pound by an individual with a (LCV) light

commercial vehicle.  The tariff paid will be in accordance with the AA Vehicle Rates Calculator. 
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1.10 LABORATORY TARIFFS  (COMMUNITY & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES)

Chemical Analysis

Digester samples 425.00                446.00                 468.00                 491.00                 

Waste activated sludge 120.00                126.00                 132.00                 139.00                 

Sludge volume index 60.00                  63.00                   66.00                   69.00                   

Nitrates 95.00                  100.00                 105.00                 110.00                 

Potassium 115.00                121.00                 127.00                 133.00                 

Sulfates                    115.00                121.00                 127.00                 133.00                 

Phosphate 115.00                121.00                 127.00                 133.00                 

Fluoride 115.00                121.00                 127.00                 133.00                 

Total solids 115.00                121.00                 127.00                 133.00                 

Free Residual Chlorine 60.00                  63.00                   66.00                   69.00                   

Magnesium 130.00                137.00                 144.00                 151.00                 

COD 106.00                111.00                 117.00                 123.00                 

TKN = Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 130.00                137.00                 144.00                 151.00                 

NH-3/Ammonia 130.00                137.00                 144.00                 151.00                 

Zinc 130.00                137.00                 144.00                 151.00                 
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Manganese 130.00                137.00                 144.00                 151.00                 

Plate Count 121.00 127.00                 133.00                 140.00                 

Suspended solids 121.00 127.00                 133.00                 140.00                 

Hardness 121.00 127.00                 133.00                 140.00                 

Alkalinity 121.00 127.00                 133.00                 140.00                 

Total Chloride 121.00 127.00                 133.00                 140.00                 

Aluminium 121.00 127.00                 133.00                 140.00                 

Packets

Water Bacteriological E. coli and coli 243.00                255.00                 268.00                 281.00                 

1.11 MISCELLANEOUS    (FINANCIAL SERVICES)

1.11.1 Furnishing of information

(a)  Search of any account 44.00                  47.00                   50.00                   53.00                   

(b)  For the inspection of any Deed document or diagram or any details relating thereto 44.00                  47.00                   50.00                   53.00                   

(c ) For the supply of any Certificate of Valuation or of the outstanding charges against property 44.00                  47.00                   50.00                   53.00                   

(excluding requests by the court for estate purposes or by attorneys) 

(d)  In respect of any search of information where a fee for such search has not been prescribed by (a), (b) or (c). 130.00                140.00                 150.00                 160.00                 

NB. ABOVE -  In respect of (a)(b) and (d) for every hour or portion thereof

1.11.2 Water - Reconnection fees 550.00                600.00                 640.00                 680.00                 

Water - Disconnection fees 550.00                600.00                 640.00                 680.00                 

Water - Temporary consumption (Funerals, etc.) 130.00                140.00                 150.00                 160.00                 

1.11.3 Special meter reading 130.00                140.00                 150.00                 160.00                 

1.11.4 Meter test - Electricity 430.00                450.00                 480.00                 500.00                 

Electricity - Temporary consumption (Funerals, etc.) 220.00                230.00                 250.00                 260.00                 

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED
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1.11.5 Electricity - Non-payment penalty:

*  For Conventional meters 350.00                400.00                 450.00                 500.00                 

*  For Prepaid meters 200.00                250.00                 300.00                 350.00                 

1.11.6 Electricity - Reconnection fees

(Controller Wire) 400.00                450.00                 500.00                 550.00                 

Tampering administration fee 1,000.00             1,100.00             1,200.00              1,300.00              

Tamper disconnection fee 2,000.00             2,200.00             2,400.00              2,500.00              

Tamper reconnection fee 2,000.00             2,200.00             2,400.00              2,500.00              

1.11.7 Informal Housing - Erven with pails

Bulk refuse 21.50                  23.00                   25.00                   27.00                   

Pails See sanitation See sanitation See sanitation See sanitation

High Mast 19.50                  21.00                   23.00                   25.00                   

Gravel road 18.50                  20.00                   22.00                   24.00                   

Stand pipe 21.50                  23.00                   25.00                   27.00                   

1.11.8 Informal Housing - Sewered Erven

Bulk refuse 21.50                  23.00                   25.00                   27.00                   

Sewerage See sanitation See sanitation See sanitation See sanitation
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Gravel road 19.50                  20.00                   22.00                   24.00                   

Stand pipe 21.50                  23.00                   25.00                   27.00                   

1.11.9 Dog license fees (per year)

Dogs (male) and sterilized bitches

(per dog to a maximum of two dogs) 75.00                  80.00                   85.00                   90.00                   

Bitches (per bitch to a maximum of two dogs) 160.00                170.00                 180.00                 190.00                 

Three dogs and more with written permission from

Council 280.00                300.00                 330.00                 350.00                 

Pensioners (maximum 1 dog) 19.00                  20.00                   21.00                   22.00                   

1.11.10 Electricity availability 150.00                170.00                 180.00                 190.00                 

1.11.11 Water availability 150.00                170.00                 180.00                 190.00                 

1.11.12 Fixed electricity (limited supply - 2Amps) 150.00                170.00                 180.00                 190.00                 

1.11.13 Deposits - Electricity and Water Supply

Flats:

1-Bedroom 830.00                900.00                 950.00                 1,000.00              

2-Bedroom 950.00                1,000.00             1,050.00              1,100.00              

3-Bedroom 950.00                1,000.00             1,050.00              1,100.00              

Townhouses:

2-Bedroom 950.00                1,000.00             1,050.00              1,100.00              

3-Bedroom 1,200.00             1,300.00             1,400.00              1,500.00              

Domestic Houses:

2-Bedroom 950.00                1,000.00             1,050.00              1,100.00              

3-Bedroom 1,200.00             1,300.00             1,400.00              1,500.00              

More than 3-bedrooms 1,850.00             2,000.00             2,100.00              2,200.00              

Builders water deposit 1,850.00             2,000.00             2,100.00              2,200.00              
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Business/Industries:

Small power users 1,850.00             2,000.00             2,100.00              2,200.00              

Large power users 4,356.00             4,700.00             5,000.00              5,300.00              

Rural consumers

Informal housing 54.00                  57.00                   60.00                   65.00                   

Businesses/Industries:

Bulk water supply 4,356.00             4,700.00             5,000.00              5,300.00              

Indigents - Water deposit 48.00                  50.00                   55.00                   60.00                   

1.11.14 Valuation Roll (CD or Disk) 3,300.00             3,500.00             3,750.00              4,000.00              

1.11.15 Address List (CD or Disk) 3,300.00             3,500.00             3,750.00              4,000.00              

1.11.16 Penalty for an unmetered (official)

Water connection 8,565.00             9,000.00             9,500.00              10,000.00            

Thereafter a daily penalty until meter is installed (per day) 860.00                900.00                 950.00                 1,000.00              

Consumption per house 4,230.00             4,500.00             5,100.00              5,300.00              

1.11.17 Electricity and water availability for Business/Industries/State to be determined.  Increase to be in line with

average tariff increase

1.11.18 Late objection to General Valuation Roll or Supplementary Valuation Roll

Prescribed application fee for consideration of late objection and review 250.00                250.00                300.00                 300.00                 
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1.11.20 All financial transactions on services or other, billed by the municipality attracting interest will be

charged such interest at a rate of prime (bank rate) plus 1 %.

1.12 WATER TARIFFS   (SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE)

1.12.1 Water Connections

Size of                Size of

Connection          Meter

(mm)                   (mm)   

20                       15 5,554.00             6,386.54             6,705.87              7,108.22              

25                       20 5,772.00             6,637.22             6,969.08              7,387.23              

40                       32 11,400.00           13,108.86           13,764.30            14,590.16            

50                       40 13,417.00           15,428.21           16,199.62            17,171.60            

80                       50 21,889.00           25,170.16           26,428.67            28,014.39            

Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs

100                      75 25,532.00           29,359.25           30,827.21            32,676.84            

Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs

150                    100 30,260.00           34,795.97           36,535.77            38,727.92            

Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs

250                    150 30,260.00           34,795.97           36,535.77            38,727.92            

Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs

300                    150 30,260.00           34,795.97           36,535.77            38,727.92            

Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs Additional costs

Builders Water

These connections are temporary connections supplied for the purpose of providing construction water during

the period when building activities are taking place.  The cost of this connection will be 50% of the initial cost 

of a similar size connection for general use but in the case of larger meters, any additional cost required to 

install the meter will be payable in full.  A deposit of R1060 (refundable on closure of account) is payable. 

1.12.2 Testing of Water Meters

Tariff per meter tested 845.00 971.67                 1,020.25              1,081.46              

1.12.3 Exposure of Services 

Tariff per service exposure 420.00 482.96                 507.11                 537.53                 

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED
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1.12.4 Water   (Normal tariff structure)

Schools, Sports fields and Parks 12.69 14.59                   15.32                   16.24                   

Charities/Churches 12.69 14.59                   15.32                   16.24                   

Business - Commercial 21.54 24.77                   26.01                   27.57                   

Business - Industrial * 17.60 20.24                   21.25                   22.52                   

Residential (0 - 6 Kl) 4.14 4.76                     5.00                     5.30                     

Residential (7 - 20 Kl) 17.60 20.24                   21.25                   22.52                   

Residential (21 - 40 Kl) 19.81 22.78                   23.92                   25.35                   

Residential (41 - 60 Kl) 20.94 24.08                   25.29                   26.81                   

Residential (more than 60 Kl) 22.38 25.74                   27.02                   28.64                   

Flats (0 - 6 Kl) 4.14 4.76                     5.00                     5.30                     

Flats (7 - 20 Kl) * 17.60 20.24                   21.25                   22.52                   

Flats (21 - 40 Kl) 19.81 22.78                   23.92                   25.35                   

Flats (more than 40 Kl) 22.38 25.74                   27.02                   28.64                   

Builders Water 24.77 28.49                   29.91                   31.71                   

Rural consumers: as above plus 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00%

Purified effluent tariffs

For sale to De Beers:

From 1 July - 30 June per month 42,912.05           49,344.56           51,811.79            54,920.50            

         Plus per Kl 0.121 0.14                     0.15                     0.15                     

For sale to Municipality:

Approved Institutional Consumers / per Kl 1.40 1.61                     1.69                     1.79                     
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CONSUMPTION CATEGORIZATION

Residential

Any consumer located in a stand-alone house with associated ground surrounding the house.

Flat

Any consumer located in a dwelling grouped with other dwellings and not having grounds associated with that

specific dwelling even when there is ground associated with the dwelling complex.

Charity/Church

Any consumer which carries out bona fide charity work and which is registered as a charitable non-profit

organization will be classified as charity.

Any consumer where the property is used for the primary purpose of religious gatherings and where the 

property is situated on an Erf zoned as "Church".

Parks, Schools and Sports Fields

A Park is defined as a municipal park where vegetation is grown for the purpose of beautifying the City.

A School is a property where the primary activity is educational.

Sorts fields are organizations where the primary activity is the playing of sports requiring grassed surfaces and

where the area of grassed surface exceeds 1000m².

Business : Industrial

Any consumer where the primary activity is manufacturing or processing and where water is either a component

of the manufactured product or is used in the process for cleaning, cooling or similar purposes.
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Business : Commercial

Any consumer where the primary activity is commercial or retail and the primary activity is not water-based

cleaning.

Rural Consumers

Any consumer located outside the municipal boundaries.

Builders Water

Any water supplied through a builders connection.

1.13 CLEANSING SERVICES  (SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE)

For the removal of refuse the tariff of charges shall be at the following rates:

1.13.1 All premises other than private dwelling houses:

(a)  Payable by the owner -

      One regular removal of refuse not exceeding 0,8m³ per week per month 492.85                521.93                 552.25                 580.69                 

(b)  Payable by the owner or occupier at the  discretion of the Council for each additional removal of

      removal of 0,8m³ of refuse per week per month 492.85                521.93                 552.25                 580.69                 

c)   where the owner or occupier provides containers for the removal of refuse by bulk which can be    

      mechanically emptied in the Council's vehicle and of which the volume does not exceed

      1,6m³ per one removal per week per month * 492.85                521.93                 552.25                 580.69                 

     Where more than one removal is necessary payment must be made monthly ia advance.

(d)  Where the owner or occupier provides containers for the removal of refuse in bulk which can be loaded
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      6m³ per one removal per week the tariff for each removal shall be 1,850.00             1,959.15             2,072.98              2,179.73              

      Where more than one removal is necessary payment must be made monthly in advance. 

(e)  Where the owner or occupier hires a 1,54m³ bulk container from the City Council - that hire shall be 300.40                318.12                 336.61                 353.94                 

      6,0m³ container hire 433.00                458.55                 485.19                 510.18                 

(f)  Where special garden refuse is removed the tariff per per m
2
 applicable shall be 48.00                  50.83                   53.79                   56.56                   

(g)  All premises pay the tariff of one regular refuse removal per week where the actual removal is undertaken 

      by the business itself.   The tariff shall be * 492.85                521.93                 552.25                 580.69                 

(h)  Payable by the owner of a small business that generates one container or bag of refuse per week and

     that such concession only be implemented on receipt of a written application from such business 249.10                263.80                 279.12                 293.50                 

1.13.2 Private dwellings

Payable by the owner for one regular removal of refuse per week - the tariff shall be 83.70                  88.64                   93.79                   98.62                   

1.13.3 Flats 41.85                  44.32                   46.90                   49.31                   

1.13.4 A basic monthly charge - Residential 41.85                  44.32                   46.90                   49.31                   

(availability charge)        - Business 249.10                263.80                 279.12                 293.50                 
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1.14 SANITATION TARIFFS  (SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE)

1.14.1 Sewerage

Private dwelling houses and premises (excluding flats, semi-detached dwellings, hotels, boarding and lodging

houses and hostels):

Basic monthly charge (two sanitary convenience) 116.65                124.23                 132.42                 141.64                 

Additional monthly charge (each additional connection, excluding private dwellings) 70.00                  74.55                   79.46                   84.99                   

Flats and semi-detached dwellings:

Basic monthly charge (first living unit) 116.65                124.23                 132.42                 141.64                 

Additional monthly charge (each additional unit) 70.00                  74.55                   79.46                   84.99                   

Hotel, Boarding Houses, Lodging Houses and Hostels

Basic monthly charge (two sanitary conveniences) 116.65                124.23                 132.42                 141.64                 

Additional monthly charge (each additional connection) 70.00                  74.55                   79.46                   84.99                   

A basic monthly charge (availability charge) in terms of Section 5 of the By-law to Sewerage and Sanitary

charges (PN 140 dated 01/02/1974) as amended 102.45                109.11                 116.30                 124.40                 

1.14.2 Conservancy Tank and Night-soil Removals

Removal of slops from conservancy tanks by vacuum tanker:

A.  Within 10km of CBD

     (Monday - Friday between 08:00 and 16:00)

     Basic charge (first 5Kl) 193.90                206.50                 220.11                 235.43                 

     Additional charge (per 1Kl or part thereof) 32.00                  34.08                   36.33                   38.85                   

     Vacuum tanker transport charge (per call) 160.00                170.40                 181.63                 194.27                 

B.  Within 10km of CBD

     (After hours, Monday - Friday & Saturdays)
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     Additional charge (per 1Kl or part thereof) 52.00                  55.38                   59.03                   63.14                   

     Vacuum tanker transport charge (per call) 224.00                238.56                 254.28                 271.98                 

C.  Within 10km of CBD

     (Sundays and Public Holidays)

     Basic charge (first 5Kl) 399.40                425.36                 453.39                 484.95                 

     Additional charge (per 1Kl or part thereof) 62.00                  66.03                   70.38                   75.28                   

     Vacuum tanker transport charge (per call) 315.00                335.48                 357.58                 382.47                 

D.  Further than 10km from CBD

     (Per km further)

     As above (A to C) plus km charge

     Any tanker/km 35.00                  38.50                   42.35                   46.59                   

     The number of calls made by the vacuum tanker each month will be governed by the capacity of the  

     owner's conservancy tank.

     A surcharge of 50% will be levied on the tariffs in the case of premises which can be connected to the

     sewerage system after the period allowed in terms of the connection notice has expired.
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Removal of night-soil:

Basic monthly charge (two night-soil pails, five times per fortnight) 91.10                  97.02                   103.42                 110.61                 

Additional monthly charge (each additional pail removal, five times per fortnight) 50.00                  53.25                   56.76                   60.71                   

Occasional hire of bucket (per day per bucket) 25.00                  26.63                   28.38                   30.35                   

Removal of night-soil from building premises and contractor's sites (surcharge not applicable)

Basic monthly charge (one pail, three times a week) 628.35                669.19                 713.29                 762.94                 

Basic monthly charge (one pail, six times a week) 931.90                992.47                 1,057.88              1,131.51              

1.14.3 Blockages and Portable Toilets

Internal sewer blockages:

Basic charge (Monday - Friday between 08:00 - 16:00) 385.00                410.03                 437.05                 467.46                 

Basic charge after hours (Monday - Saturdays) 470.00                500.55                 533.54                 570.67                 

Basic charge (Sundays and Public holidays) 700.00                745.50                 794.63                 849.93                 

Service will only be provided to clients presenting a valid municipal account.  Category B clients will be

entitled to the percentage discounts to which they are entitled.

Portable Toilets:

Hire rate per day on site 175.00                186.38                 198.66                 212.48                 

Transport charge (per vehicle) 375.00                399.38                 425.69                 455.32                 

Sewer Connections:

Sewer connection (100mm) 2,175.00             2,316.38             2,469.02              2,640.87              

Sewer connection (150mm) 2,525.00             2,689.13             2,866.34              3,065.84              
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Shower plus usage of towel (per person) 10.00                  10.65                   11.35                   12.14                   

1.15 DISCOUNT EARLY PAYMENT

A discount on the early payment of water, rates, sewerage and refuse services charges if the account is 

paid before or on the monthly deadline date.  To be implemented from the first account run in July. 10% 10% 10% 10%

1.16 ELECTRICITY (SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE)

1.16.1 TARIFFS FOR SERVICE CONNECTIONS

SCALE 4 - STREET LIGHTS

Cost of an additional street light As per quote As per quote As per quote As per quote

Cost to move a street  light As per quote As per quote As per quote As per quote

Replacement of a damaged street light pole:

*  6m single cantilever 15,865.00 16,931.13           18,007.95            19,259.50            

*  9m single cantilever 25,215.00 26,909.45           28,620.89            30,610.04            

*  9m double cantilever 25,533.00 27,248.82           28,981.84            30,996.08            

* 12m single cantilever 27,067.00 28,885.90           30,723.05            32,858.30            

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

SINGLE PHASE DIS- & RECONNECTION FEE  WHEREBY AN ELECTRICIAN IS INVOLVED 

Disconnection fee for an O/H supply system 1,737.00 1,853.73             1,971.62              2,108.65              

Disconnection fee for an U/G supply system 4,182.00 4,463.03             4,746.88              5,076.79              

Reconnection fee for an P/H supply system 1,765.00 1,883.61             2,003.41              2,142.64              

Reconnection fee for an U/G supply system 231.00 246.52                 262.20                 280.43                 

3-PHASE DIS- & RECONNECTION FEE

WHEREBY AN ELECTRICIAN IS INVOLVED

Disconnection fee for an O/H supply system 2,475.00 2,641.32             2,809.31              3,004.55              

Disconnection fee for an U/G supply system 4,310.00 4,599.63             4,892.17              5,232.17              

Reconnection fee for an O/H supply system 3,415.00 3,644.49             3,876.28              4,145.68              

Reconnection fee for an U/G supply system 4,310.00 4,599.63             4,892.17              5,232.17              

CALL OUT TO CONSUMER

Call out to a fault on consumer's installation 350.00 373.52                 397.28                 424.89                 

1.16.2 COSTS OF NEW SERVICE CONNECTIONS

60-AMP STANDARD SINGLE PHASE

Airdac connection from O/H supply system with prepayment meter & ready board 12,540.00 13,382.69           14,233.83            15,223.08            

Airdac connection from O/H supply system with prepayment meter only 11,010.00 11,749.87           12,497.16            13,365.72            

Cable connection from U/G supply system with prepayment meter 17,490.00 18,665.33           19,852.44            21,232.19            

Cable connection from U/G supply system with conventional meter 15,510.00 16,552.27           17,605.00            18,828.54            

60AMP STANDARD 3-PHASE

Airdac connection from O/H supply system with prepayment meter & ready board 15,255.00 16,280.14           17,315.55            18,518.98            

Airdac connection from P/H supply system with prepayment meter only 13,725.00 14,647.32           15,578.89            16,661.62            

Cable connection from U/G supply system with prepayment meter 18,990.00 20,266.13           21,555.05            23,053.13            

Cable connection from U/G supply system with conventional meter 22,725.00 24,252.12           25,794.55            27,587.28            

ALTERATIONS TO SERVICE CONNECTIONS

Alterations on existing single phase connection As per quote As per quote As per quote As per quote

Alterations on existing 3-phase connection As per quote As per quote As per quote As per quote
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UPGRADING OF AN EXISTING SINGLE PHASE

SERVICE CONNECTION ON CONDITION OF

A service connection with a 10 x 2mm square service cable upgraded to max. 80-amp with curve 1MCB at As per quote and As per quote and As per quote and As per quote and

consumer mains and curve 2MCB at supply authority mains  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions

A service connection with a 16 x 2mm square service cable upgraded to max. 100-amp with curve 1MCB at As per quote and As per quote and As per quote and As per quote and

consumer mains and curve 2MCB at supply authority mains.  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions

UPGRADING OF AN EXISTING 3-PHASE SERVICE

CONNECTION ON CONDITION OF

A service connection with a 10 x 4mm square service cable upgraded to max. 80-amp with curve 1MCB at As per quote and As per quote and As per quote and As per quote and

consumer mains and curve 2MCB at supply authority mains  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions

A service connection with a 16 x 4mm square service cable upgraded to max. 100-amp with curve 1MCB at As per quote and As per quote and As per quote and As per quote and

consumer mains and curve 2MCB at supply authority mains  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions  stipulated conditions

PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED

PRESENT TARIFFS TARIFFS TARIFFS

TARIFFS  2014/07/01 2015/07/01 2016/07/01

R R R R

Supply above 100A (single & 3-phase) As per quote As per quote As per quote As per quote

Replacement of conventional meter with prepayment 

meter (Meter only) Bin price + VAT Bin price + VAT Bin price + VAT Bin price + VAT

Replacement of conventional meter with prepayment

meter (Meter and labour) 6,100.00 6,509.92             6,923.95              7,405.17              

NB. MAXIMUM OF TWO PREPAYMENT METERS DOMESTIC ERF, EXCEPT WHEN 3-PHASE 

CABLES AND VARIOUS

Installation of public address system 3,300.00 3,521.76             3,745.74              4,006.07              

Meter test 660.00 704.35                 749.15                 801.21                 

Special meter reading 215.00 229.45                 244.04                 261.00                 

1.16.4 ELECTRICITY TARIFFS (POWER USERS)

(Subject to the approval of the NERSA)

NERSA guideline tariffs for municipalities necessitate the introduction and implementation of 

inclined block tariff for domestic users.  This has had a major impact on all categories of electricity tariffs.

In addtion to this, SPM sought to simplifiy and align it's "Large Power User" tariffs with Eskom's municipal billing

structure.  This required a revision of all commercial/business based tariffs.

For large power users a low and  high demand season tariff was introduced.

A.  The customer groupings are as follows:

      Domestic:  Defined as houses, churches, schools, halls, old age homes, other charitable and non profitable organisations

      Small Power Users:  Defined as all other consumers with a maximum demand less than 100kVA.

      Large Power Users:  Defined as all consumers with a maximum demand greater than 100kVA.

   1.16.4.1 Domestic Tariff (Conventional and Prepaids)

Block 1 (0 - 50 Kwh) 1.1177 1.1928                 1.2687                 1.3568                 

Block 2 (51 - 350 Kwh) 1.5321 1.6351                 1.7390                 1.8599                 

Block 3 (351 - 600 Kwh) 1.6577 1.7691                 1.8816                 2.0124                 

Block 4 ( > 600 Kwh) 1.7582 1.8764                 1.9957                 2.1344                 

   1.16.4.2 Business Tariff

   1.16.4.2.1 Small Power Users (Conventional and prepaid meters)

Energy charge per Kwhr 1.8675 1.9930 2.1198 2.2671

   1.16.4.2.2 Large Power Users

Basic charge per month 3078.00 3,284.84             3,493.76              3,736.57              

Network Demand Charge R/kVA 116.96 124.82                 132.76                 141.99                 



Page 34Network Access Charge R/kVA 39.40 42.05                   44.72                   47.83                   

Energy Charges R/Kwh

Low Demand Season: (September - May)

Peak 1.6890 1.8025 1.9171 2.0504

Standard 0.9006 0.9611 1.0222 1.0933

Off-peak 0.7621 0.8133 0.8651 0.9252

High Demand Season: (June - August)

Peak 3.5086 3.7443 3.9825 4.2592

Standard 1.1970 1.2774 1.3587 1.4531

Off-peak 0.8783 0.9374 0.9970 1.0663

   1.16.4.3 Street Lights 

Energy charge per Kwhr 1.1177 1.1928 1.2687 1.3568



 

 

HISTORY OF 

TARIFFS 
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SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY 

TARIFF HISTORY

96/97 97/98 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15

RATES 12.53% 10.62% 9.53% 9.96% 9.91% 9.99% 8.85% 9.99% 8.50% 7.98% 6.03% 6.00% 8.50% 11.97% 8.50% 9.91% 9.80% 8.91% 6.99%

SEWERAGE 9.96% 9.00% 5.36% 3.75% 5.46% 5.50% 5.50% 6.50% 4.00% 4.00% 5.61% 6.00% 7.54% 9.50% 7.00% 9.90% 9.90% 6.50% 6.50%

CLEANSING 12.02% 9.00% 5.42% 4.18% 5.15% 5.50% 5.50% 6.00% 5.00% 4.00% 5.81% 6.00% 9.53% 9.00% 7.00% 8.00% 8.00% 6.90% 5.90%

WATER 11.33% 17.26% 17.50% 5.00% 8.72% 9.97% 9.63% 14.92% 8.40% 6.90% 6.01% 6.00% 18.96% 9.60% 9.50% 11.95% 9.90% 8.90% 14.99%

ELECTRICITY 9.18% 12.50% 4.98% 5.00% 4.99% 5.50% 5.51% 4.93% 4.00% 4.30% 5.78% 5.60% 32.60% 34.00% 22.22% 24.98% 9.99% 6.90% 6.72%

AVERAGE 11.00% 11.68% 8.50% 5.97% 6.95% 7.46% 7.44% 8.61% 6.31% 5.88% 6.03% 5.84% 15.43% 20.46% 14.60% 14.09% 9.85% 7.79% 8.13%
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1. Introduction  

IDP Review 2013/14 

 

The Sol Plaatje Municipal (SPM) Council adopted its 5-year Integrated 

Development Plan for its term of office on 29 May 2012. 

 

This is the 2nd review of the 2012/13 – 2016/17 IDP and is therefore not a 

“new” IDP. This reviewed IDP indicates the changes to the adopted IDP 

and the implementation of the Plan thus far – at mid-year 2013/14 as 

well as new information, both internal and external that will have an 

effect on the further implementation of the IDP. The IDP will also be 

reviewed in terms of the relevance of its strategic objectives in line with 

shifts in national and provincial policies and plans. 

 
 

Driving Forces behind the Sol Plaatje IDP Review 
 

 

Sol Plaatje did not develop its IDP in isolation.  A range of National and 

Provincial policy documents informs IDP thinking and creates an 

important context for its own plans and strategies.   

 

Achieving a developmental state is not the responsibility of 

government alone – let alone local municipalities. In the spirit of the 

National Planning Commission‟s “National Development Plan - Vision 

2030”, stronger social partnerships between government, organised 

labour, organised business and the community constituency are 

needed to address investment, employment and poverty challenges 

our country faces. 

 

Government has developed a range of intervention approaches to 

support and guide action on growth and development. The most 

important of these documents in relation to local government are: 

 

1. The Local Government Turnaround Strategy (LGTAS) 

2. The Outcomes Based Approach to Service Delivery 

  

  Of specific interest for Sol Plaatje is Outcome 8 and 9: 

 
o Outcome 8 refers to “SUSTAINABLE HUMAN SETTLEMENTS AND 

IMPROVED QUALITY OF HOUSEHOLD LIFE” 
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o Outcome 9 refers to “A RESPONSIVE, ACCOUNTABLE, EFFECTIVE 

AND EFFICIENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM” 

 

3. National Development Plan (NDP) – Vision 2030 

4. Northern Cape Growth and Development Strategy 

5. Francis Baard Growth and Development Strategy 
 

Key aspects of these National, Provincial and District plans 

underpinning SPM‟s Strategic Development Agenda (IDP Chapter 5) 

are highlighted in Chapter 2 of the IDP (pp14-33) and are not repeated 

here. 

 

However, the National Development Plan (NDP) – Vision 2030 has been 

given greater emphasis as the point of departure for all spheres of 

Government in terms of planning and budgeting for next 20 to 30 

years. The Plan includes integrated strategies for accelerating growth, 

eliminating poverty and reducing inequality.  The NDP further 

emphasises lowering the cost of living for households and reducing the 

cost of doing business, especially for small and emerging enterprises. 

 

In light of the above and for SPM to contribute towards the vision of the 

NDP it will, as a priority, embark on a process to develop a Growth and 

Development Strategy with a 30 year planning horizon.  

 

The main objective of the GDS will be to address the following question: 

 
“What will Sol Plaatje be able to offer a child born today in 

Galeshewe in 30 years’ time? Can we be sure that such a child 

will have access to a dignified quality of life, be equipped with 

the right skills and have access to quality services and 

employment?” 

 

The truth is that we cannot answer this question today and we cannot 

presume that anything will be better in the future unless we act today! 

 

At present the long term planning framework of the Municipality is 

fragmented and to a large extent incoherent which complicates 

development decision making and management. A variety of plans, 

frameworks and policies exist, which in their own right is sound, but the 

integration and alignment of these plans, frameworks and policies are 

weak (see a list of these plans, frameworks and policies as well as their 

status in Section ,pp of this document).  

 

Through the GDS process SPM will achieve proper alignment between 

the different spheres‟ of government‟s plans and policies as well as 
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sectoral and budget alignment. This is demonstrated in the illustration 

below: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At present their exist a “gap” in the planning hierarchy in the sense that 

from a long-term planning perspective on national, provincial and 

district level the SPM need to align its planning with these documents 

on a “medium-term” perspective instead of a long-term perspective 

such as the GDS. In the illustration below this “gap” is filled with the SPM 

GDS which will then feed into the 5-year IDP‟s. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The illustration below indicates how this process will unfold to ensure: 

 

GDS in the Planning and Budgeting Context 
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1. Proper alignment to national provincial and district long-term 

plans and policies. 

2. Alignment and linkage between all sectoral issues such as the 

space-economy (SDF and LED Strategy), municipal infrastructure 

investment (MIIF), municipal financial management and 

sustainability (financial plan) and municipal institutional 

development (institutional plan). 

3. Transformation of the current development policy framework into 

one that is integrated, coherent, strategic and user friendly. 

4. In-depth collaboration and consultation with all relevant 

stakeholders to ensure a common vision and understanding of 

the future growth and development path of SPM. 

5. An implementation framework with key apex projects and 

activities linked to programmes and projects and main activities 

– with funding alternatives - that will be integrated with the 

municipal 5-year IDP and Budget cycles. 
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As part of the implementation framework of the GDS SPM will also explore new 

funding alternatives apart from the traditional sources of funding as illustrated 

below in order to achieve its development goals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The GDS process should commence in May 2014 and will inform the following 

IDP Reviews, or could even lead to the amendment of the existing IDP to 

ensure proper alignment.  
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The present review therefore still relies on the key priority issues 

identified in the 2012/13 – 2016/17 IDP adopted by the present Council 

in May 2012. 
 

 

3.   Municipal Profile:  Background and Analysis 
 

 

During the preparation of the IDP 2013/14 – 2016/17 IHS Global Insight 

was commissioned by the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality to compile and 

update an economic, socio-economic and demographic status quo of 

the municipality. This was a comprehensive and updated statistical 

overview of the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality and its place in the District, 

Provincial and National setting in order to ensure effective planning and 

decision-making. This is captured in the IDP 2013/14 – 2016/17 (Chapter 

3). 

 

Since then Census 2011 took place. The basic demographic figures have 

however been updated and are included in the tables below. The 

present economic indicators are however still relevant. 

 

 

1. Person Statistics 

 
Table 2: Population 2011 Census by Gender and Population Group compared 

to 2001 Census 

 
Black African Coloured Indian or Asian White Other TOTAL 

 
2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 

Male 52 351 73 273 30 525 33 048 780 1 608 12 662 8 913 0 3 370 96 318 120 212 

Female 57 364 78 646 33 393 34 875 832 1 340 13 559 9 749 0 3 220 105 148 127 830 

TOTAL 109 715 151 919 63 918 67 923 1 612 2 948 26 221 18 662 0 6 590 201 466 248 042 

 

Sol Plaatje Municipality has a total population of 248,042 people living in 

its jurisdiction area according to the 2011 Census, growing at an 

average rate of 2,04% per annum since 2001 (growth rate in 2001 was -

0,65%). More than 61% (54% in 2001) of the population belongs to the 

African population group, 27% (32% in 2001) to the Coloured population 

group, 1% (1% in 2001) to the Indian population group, 8% (13% in 

2001)to the White population group and 3% (0% in 2001) to other 

population groups. In 2011 there were approximately 60 299 households 

(50 529 in 2001) in Sol Plaatje Municipality, with an average household 

size of 3.9 (3,98 in 2001) people. 

 

Table 3: Labour Market and Education Statistics 2011 compared to 2001 
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It is clear from Table 3 that SPM experienced a positive growth in 

employment and persons attaining a higher education which exceeded 

the population growth rate of 2,04%. 

 

Linked to the unemployment rate the Chart below indicates the people 

living in poverty in the Sol Plaatje Municipality. 

 

 
Number and percentage of people living in poverty, Sol Plaatje Local Municipality 2004 

– 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the chart above the number of people living in poverty 

decreased dramatically to 31,2%. This is well below the national average 

of 39,9% as well as the provincial and district averages of 43,4% and 

39,1% respectively. The NDP‟s target is to reduce the number of people 

living in poverty to 39% by 2030. 

 

 

Labour market Education (aged 20 +) 

Unemployment 
Rate (official) 

Youth Unemployment 
Rate (official) 
15-34 years 

No Schooling Matric Higher Education 

2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 

41,3% 31,9% 51,5% 41,7% 11,3% 7,1% 21,9% 29,2% 8,7% 10,4% 
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2. Household Statistics 

 

Table 4: Access to Household Services (higher level) 2011 compared to 

2001 

 

SPM was able to provide more households with a higher standard of 

service in terms of water and electricity during the period 2001 to 2011 

which was however not the case with sanitation and refuse removal. In 

the case of sanitation the main reason is that until 2009/10 SPM‟s bulk 

sewer treatment works ran out of capacity which led to a moratorium on 

development as new development – also housing development – could 

not be connected to the sewer network. The capacity problems have 

since been resolved and the moratorium has been lifted and enough 

capacity has been created for the next 20 years. Refuse removal also 

lagged behind mainly due to the increase of informal settlements – 

which is not accessible to deliver a waste removal service. This is still the 

case today. 

 

The infrastructure diamond below depicts the four household 

infrastructure measures on a single diamond shaped chart. The larger 

the diamond, the better serviced the area is in terms of refuse removal, 

electricity, sanitation and water access. The dotted blue line shows the 

national average as a means of comparison, the light dotted blue line is 

the provincial comparison, whilst the green line shows the SPM‟s 

measure. The dotted blue line falls inside the green line indicating that 

SPM is performing better than the national and provincial average.  

 
 

SPM Infrastructure Diamond: Basic Services: 2011 

Level of Service 
2001 

% 

2011 

% 

Piped water inside dwelling 51,2 61,9 

Flush toilet connected to sewer 83,4 82,8 

Electricity for lighting 82,4 84,9 

Weekly refuse removal 90,8 84,3 
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The table below indicates the present backlogs/need for basic 

household services according to Census 2011, the provision of services 

during the present financial year (2014/15), the planned provision of 

services according to existing known funding availability and the 

remaining backlog/need after the present IDP cycle. 
 

Table 5: Basic Household Services Backlog and Need 2011(table to be 

finalized after SDBIP detail) 

Service 
Backlog 
Census 

2011 

2012/13 
Provision 

2013/14 
Revised 
Targets 

2014/15 
Target 

2015/16 
Target 

2016/17 
Target 

TOTAL Balance 

New Houses 
(Subsidised) 

7 846 777 787 500 500 500 2 724 5 122 

New Erven 
Planned and 
Surveyed 

7 846 1 150 1 272 1 000 1 000 1 000 4 666 3 180 

Houses connected 
to Water 

8 743 0 1 356 836 800 800 4 455 4 279 

Houses connected 
to Sanitation 

9 343 787 1 356 836 800 800 5 075 4 268 

Houses connected 
to Electricity 

9 127 521 1 700 1 136 750 750 4 937 4 190 

Houses provided 
with Waste 
Removal 

9 490 0 600 1  000 1 000 1 000 3 800 
5 690 

 

Roads 
Rehabilitation 

297 Km 5 Km 20 Km      
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3. Other Contextual Issues to Consider during this Review 

 

It is crucial for SPM to have reliable information on its economic status 

and potential for effective planning.  

 

Information is needed that will empower the municipality to plan and 

implement policies and plans that will encourage the social 

development and economic growth of the people as well as business 

(informal and semi-formal) and industries in the municipality respectively. 

At present this information is not readily available this is one of the main 

reasons for embarking on the GDS process. Without growth in the 

economy the municipality cannot fulfill its constitutional mandate as the 

resources for providing its core functions will not be available. 

 

However, from available information1 the following contextual issues can 

be derived. 

 

Sol Plaatje Municipality is a “small player” in the national economy but a 

“big player” in the provincial and regional economy. The graph below 

indicates the contribution of the SPM to the region and provincial GDP in 

2010. Sol Plaatje contributed almost 30% to the total GDP of the 

Province. However in terms of the national economy, SPM contributed 

only 0,7% and the NC Province 2,4%. 

 
GDP - Composition by region, 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 SA STATS 2011 and IHS Global Insight 
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Furthermore, the graph below indicates that the Sol Plaatje 

municipality has a very narrow economic base as the tertiary sector is 

the largest economic sector, contributing more than 80% towards the 

GVA while the primary sector only contributes 9,7% and the secondary 

sector 7,9%.   

 

 

 
GVA – Sectoral composition, 2010 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPM therefore has a narrow economic structure and relies heavily on 

the tertiary sector which is consumptive and not productive and job 

creative. Should one then relate this to the education level of persons 

in the area where only 10% have post-matric and 90% matric or less 

with an unemployment rate of 33% which is mainly in the category of 

persons with matric or less a need exist for innovative ways to diversify 

the economy. The main job creating sectors are the primary and 

secondary sectors which employ the most unskilled workers.   

 

The above is further demonstrated in the graph below which shows the 

SPM‟s comparative advantage by broad economic sector in 

comparison with the rest of South Africa. This clearly indicates the 

comparative advantage only in the tertiary sector.    
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Location Quotient by broad economic sectors for Sol Plaatje Local Municipality, 2010 

 

 

Taking the above information into consideration SPM reviewed its key 

IDP priorities which are discussed in detail below. 

 

 
 

4. Reviewing the Strategic Development Agenda 

 

 

 

4.1 Shaping the Vision for Sol Plaatje 
 

In reviewing the strategic objectives of the 5-year IDP in relation to 

both the present contectual issues relating to development in SPM 

and the latest national and provincial strategies and plans it was 

found that the current strategic focus of the IDP remains sound and 

correct and that focus for this MTREF should be on implementiation.  

 

Sol Plaatje Municipality must, during the remainder of this IDP cycle, 

concentrate on an action-oriented development programme that will 

see the fruition of the present strategic objectives.  

 

It should also be emphasised that the implementation of this 

development programme is also dependent on creating the correct 

preconditions for delivery; including institutional alignment, securing 

financial resources and creating optimal stakeholder configurations. 
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During the preparation of the present IDP a process was set in motion 

to refine the SPM‟s strategic development strategy with the view to 

develop its overall strategic objectives in such a way that it provides a 

better framework for sector-specific and joint work which is integrated 

and mutually supportive. The process of refining the strategy accepts 

the validity and urgency of the issues set out in the past, but it argues 

that Sol Plaatje Municipality should address these issues from a strong 

base, or common starting point. It also addresses issues around the 

manner in which the Municipality‟s strategy is “packaged” and 

presented – this gave rise to the decision to embark on a long-term 

Growth and Development Strategy for the Sol Plaatje Municipality. 

 

This strategic agenda should give effect to the vision of the 

Municipality, namely 

 

 
SOL PLAATJE, A DYNAMIC AND CARING MUNICIPALITY THAT 

PROVIDES A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF AFFORDABLE SERVICES 
TO ALL ITS RESIDENTS 

  

 

In order to achieve this vision it will be important for SPM to ensure 

growth in the local economy in order to be sustainable.  The SPM also 

needs to improve on the efficiency of its services, the sustainability of 

its finances and the effectiveness of its administration.  This translates 

into two high level strategic objectives that also encompass all 

national government priorities, namely: 

 

o A better standard of living for all - which requires a growing 

economy depending on a municipal strategy driving urban 

efficiencies; and 

o A better quality of life for all - which requires a caring 

municipality concerned at providing universal access to basic 

municipal services at affordable levels while becoming a place 

where business would want to locate.   

 

 

4.2 The Strategic IDP Objectives 

 

The overarching strategy for development of the Sol Plaatje 

Municipality proposes looking at the IDP through the lens of the 

geographical “space-economy”. 

 

The “space-economy” means the geographic distribution of 

settlements (large and small), the activities within them (residential, 

commercial, institutional, recreational, and so on), and the 
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relationship of these settlements and activities to the infrastructure 

that connects and supports them, and links in turn to surrounding 

agriculture and nature areas. 

 

People live their lives in geographic space; how activities and 

infrastructure are organised in space fundamentally impacts on 

people‟s access to economic and social opportunities.  

 

For example, locating housing for the poor far away from work 

opportunities, impacts on disposable income, work productivity and 

transport infrastructure provision. People have to pay a 

disproportionately high percentage of their incomes to move to and 

from work, journeys take a long time, and infrastructure and vehicles 

have to be provided and maintained to transport them. Also, locating 

business opportunities far from infrastructure increases the cost of 

products and diminishes the chances of success for large and small 

businesses. An informal trader or small café owner cannot hope to 

succeed without basic necessities such as water or a reasonable flow 

of passers-by.  

 

The Apartheid spatial legacy is the foundation for much of the 

inequity in society. A primary strategy of Apartheid was to manipulate 

the space-economy of towns, to provide good opportunities for 

whites and the rich and to deny opportunities for blacks and the poor. 

The best land and most viable locations, the best infrastructure and 

networks, have traditionally been offered to the minority of citizens. 

Only through restructuring the space-economy of our settlements can 

we hope to overcome our divided legacy. 

 

Secondly, municipal strategy has over the last decade taken a strong 

“sectoral” approach. The approach looks at development in sectors 

such as Local Economic Development Plans, plans for „creative 

industries‟, small enterprises, tourism, and so on. Unfortunately, much 

of this work is silent on the impact of space on specific sectors and has 

assisted to hide spatial inequity in our settlements. For example, very 

few, if any, Local Economic Development Plans will look at the 

relationship between transport infrastructure, economic opportunity 

and job creation.  

 

Thirdly, municipal government has considerable influence over the 

space economy of settlements. By virtue of its mandate, local 

government can determine the nature and location of key 

infrastructure and where settlement is to occur and where not. Local 

government cannot grow the economy, but it impacts on economic 

success through the provision and maintenance of infrastructure and 

how activities are organised in space. 
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In line with the above the IDP Objectives were also found to be still 

relevant but that it needs some emphasis shifts due, mainly to the two 

following issues: 

 

1. The greater emphasis placed on the alignment of all government 

spheres to the National Development Plan – Vision 2030. 

2. The access of households to municipal services according to 

Census 2011 and the backlogs still remaining.   

 

 

4.3 Emphasis Shift in Attaining the IDP Objectives 

 

During the above review and considering the present IDP 

implementation progress it was found that SPM has achieved both 

financial and administrative stability and that emphasis should now be 

placed on accelerating the implementation of programmes and 

projects to achieve its strategic objectives outlined in Chapter 5 of the 

IDP 2013/14 – 2016/17. 

 

To achieve this goal priority should be given to the following key priority 

issues which must inform the Municipality‟s resource allocation and 

activities for the 2014/15 MTREF: 

 

 

1. An Infrastructure led growth path in the local economy to ensure 

sustainable development 

 

SPM must continue and extent its bulk infrastructure development 

programme through the Municipal Infrastructure Investment Plan. 

During this process special attention should be given to fully 

implement the recommendations of the Non-revenue Water 

Minimization Report‟s recommendation to address the excessive 

water losses and ensure and un-interrupted supply of water to all 

consumers. In order to achieve this the following projects will be 

implemented during the 2014/15 MTREF: 

 

  2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Projects Internal Grant  Internal Grant Internal Grant 

Zone Metering and Pressure 
Management (NRW) 

7 000 000 
      

    

Replacement of water meters 
(Domestic & Business) 

5 000 000   
4 000 000   

4 000 000   

Riverton water (High Lift 
Pumps) 

4 016 375 8 147 426 
    

    

Homevale WWTW Upgrade (15 
Ml) 

10 000 000 52 774 232   26 734 963 
    

Refurbishment/Repairs to Bulk 
Water Line 600mm 

  5 000 000 5 000 000   
    

Lerato Park: Bulk Water Mains     10 000 000   6 000 000   
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  2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Projects Internal Grant  Internal Grant Internal Grant 

Lerato Park: Bulk Sewer Mains     8 000 000   3 000 000   

Ritchie Augmentation of Bulk 
and Connector Water 

          29 514 788 

TOTAL R26,016,375 R65,921,658 R27,000,000 R26,734,963 R13,000,000 R29,514,788 

 

Road rehabilitation and development is still a priority. SPM should, 

however, focus more on applying preventative maintenance to 

roads such as resurfacing and crack sealing. These methods have 

proven to be more effective than patching as they would increase 

the lifespan of roads and thereby cutting future maintenance costs, 

enabling SPM to rather focus on the construction of new roads. 

Pothole patching is not an effective maintenance practice since it is 

reactive maintenance and does not contribute towards the 

structural enhancement of the pavement. 

 

At present (2013/14) the Municipality has availed R35 m of its own 

funding for a resealing programme which commenced in March 

2014. Options are presently being explored to source additional 

funding to continue with this programme. 

 

SPM should build on its present partnership arrangements in moving 

towards a Green Economy. In this regard the energy saving 

programmes funded by the Eskom Demand Side Grant must be 

enhanced with the work presently being done on Climate Change 

through the SPM‟s Sustainable Energy and Climate Change Unit 

(SECCU).  

 

The conservation of energy and the reduction of Green House 

Gases (GHG‟s) has become a prominent focus in South Africa 

through the NDP development goals.  

 

SPM‟s Climate Change focus has until now predominantly been on 

projects initiated as a result of direct funding from DoE in support of 

the Eskom Demand Side Management initiatives which mainly 

focussed on street light retrofitting and the installation of LED lighting 

in city traffic lights. 

 

However, Seccu is tasked to promote the national and local 

objectives relating to the promotion of Renewable Energy (RE), 

Energy Efficiency (EE) and to combat Climate Change (CC). It has 

responded by developing strategies through partnerships with 

external agencies to achieve the following goals: 
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1. With the aid of the Swiss Agency for Development and 

Cooperation (SDC) in collaboration with the South African 

Local Government Association (SALGA) to implement a local 

government Energy Efficiency Monitoring and 

Implementation Project. 

2. With the aid of ICLEI Local Governments for Sustainability 

(ICLEI) to support Urban-Low Emission Development Strategies 

initiative called Urban-LEDS Project to enhance the transition 

to low emission urban development in emerging economies 

at local level. 

3. With the aid of USAID funded Wessa Sustainable Commons 

Project to promote local Climate Change mitigation projects 

in SPM (Currently being done at SPM  Libraries)  
 

These partnerships are committed to supporting the National NDP and 

SPM goals to contribute towards the reduction of CO2 emissions and 

the promotion of RE and EE interventions through strategy and policy 

development and implementation.  

 

Through donor funding SPM has thus been able to update its 2005 State 

of Energy Report (SoER) and review and revise its 2009 Sol Plaatje 

Energy and Climate Change Strategy (SPECCS) in 2013. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 (SPM Revised Speccs 2013) 

(SPM Updated SoER 2013) 
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There has also been a significant shift in the change in the energy 

usage in SPM from 2001 to 2009 as illustrated hereunder: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPM now also has a more comprehensive picture of its CO² emissions. 

 

Figure : Total Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Energy Consumption (2011/12) 

 
(SPM Update SoER 2013) 
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The implementation of the Speccs 2013 is now the focus point of the 

municipality. 

An Inner City Revival Programme linked to the new Northern Cape 

University is in process and will tap into the skills and resources that 

will be available during the development of the University.  

 

The Municipality has allocated 78% of its capital budget towards 

achieving the key priority issues mentioned above.  

 

 

2. Concentrate on the Municipality’s core functions, namely to 

improve the efficiency of its service delivery to households who 

need it most  

 

SPM must as a priority complete its 5-year integrated and costed 

housing and service delivery plan to address the backlogs in 

household services in order to access the necessary funding for the 

different services available.  

 

The Table below indicates the status of the backlog and provision of 

household services in SPM. 

 
Table: Need and Provision of Household Services in SPM 

Service 
Backlog 
Census 

2011 

2012/13 
Provision 

2013/14 
Target 
(Adj) 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 Balance 

New Houses 
(Subsidised) 

7 846 777 787 500 500 500 
 

New Erven 
Planned and 
Surveyed 

7 846 876 1,272 1 000 1 000 1 000 
 

Houses connected 
to Water 

8 743 0 1,356 836 800 800 
 

Houses connected 
to Sanitation 

9 343 787 1,356 836 800 800 
 

Houses connected 
to Electricity 

9 127 521 1,700 1 136 750 750 
 

Houses provided 
with Waste 
Removal 

9 490 0 600 1  000 1 000 1 000 
 

Roads 
Rehabilitation  

13,355 M² 20 Km 
    

 

 

During this process the upgrading of informal settlements will be 

prioritised to ensure at least security of tenure to beneficiaries in the 

short term. During the present financial year 1,272 new erven will be 
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created in informal settlements which could then be serviced in 

subsequent years.  

 

The “gap” housing as well as middle to high income housing 

opportunities will also be addressed as envisaged in the SPM 

Integrated Human Settlement Plan.  

 

A Customer Care Strategy and Plan will be prepared as a matter of 

urgency. An integrated service Call Centre has been established 

which will ensure that the turn-around time for service 

requests/complaints will be reduced. 

 

A fully fletched service centre has also been established in Ritchie to 

serve especially indigent customers without own transport and to 

enhance service delivery in this settlement. Existing decentralised 

pay points will be upgraded to serve communities more effectively.  

 

A strategy will be developed for the municipal owned resorts to turn 

these resorts around from being a liability to becoming an asset.  

 

SPM will also prioritise the development and implementation of 

Ward and Precinct Plans and attend to disaster management issues 

in line with the Disaster Management Plan – especially related to 

flooding which affects the poor communities most. 

 

 

3. Ensure financial sustainability 

 

In order for SPM to attain financial sustainability it will be important 

for it to enhance multi-year planning and budgeting – both 

operational and capital planning and budgeting. In this process it 

should adopt a strict zero-budgeting approach. 

 

In lieu of its present positive financial position SPM must contribute 

more of its own financial resources to capital investment to achieve 

better service delivery and infrastructure refurbishment, 

replacement and development to ensure sustainable growth in the 

municipal area.   

 

Due to the present economic climate (inflation and interest rate 

increases) it becomes very difficult for consumers to afford their 

monthly municipal accounts. SPM needs to look at innovative ways 

to make these household accounts more affordable. 

 

SPM is also in the process to put measures in place to Increase 

revenue enhancement.   
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4. Improve the effectiveness of the Administration  

 

The Mission of SPM, namely: To be a sustainable and efficient 

municipality, and the Values, namely: customer focus, integrity, 

transparency, openness and development orientation provides the 

backdrop for an approach to Human Resource‟s contribution to the 

achievement of municipal strategic objectives in the medium to 

long term. 

 

The proposed SPM HR Strategy aims to align its Human Resources 

with the Municipal requirements by acquiring, developing and 

retaining the right staff with competencies that support SPMs IDP 

objectives and creating a Human Resource framework that 

promotes efficiency and productivity.  

 

The current SPM organisational model still has a number of 

challenges that need to be addressed specifically in terms of the 

need to enhance the effectiveness of the administration. The 

following pointers pertaining to human resources should be 

considered as a basis for changing the SPM trajectory. In particular, 

key changes required in the management of Human Resources at 

SPM include: 

 

 The most critical HR deliverable must be a revised and 

consolidated organisation and staff establishment that reconciles 

with the payroll (without this proper HR management is not 

possible). 

 The second most critical HR deliverable is a properly structured 

skills development plan, clearly indicating where the most critical 

skills gaps are and how they will be addressed. 

 Following closely on this, a Succession Management Plan needs 

to be put in place (specifically taking the age profile of key staff 

and managers into account). 

 Another critical HR deliverable is a culture change programme to 

reinvigorate the organisation, establish a new code of conduct 

at all levels and positively enhance the profile of the municipality. 

 

It is therefore critical to complete the work on the HR Strategy as 

well as the revised Organogramme.  

 

The present Performance Management System (PMS) must be fully 

institutionalised to all levels of staff and a Reward and Recognition 

Policy must be completed to ensure proper buy-in into the PMS. A 

process to prepare Standard Operational Procedures for all 

functions should also be prioritised. 
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It is also important to enhance the project management skills and 

processes in the administration to ensure the delivery of capital 

projects on time, within budget and according to set qualities. In this 

process the Project Management Unit should play a central role.  

 

 

 

5. Action Agenda: From Strategic Objectives to an 

Action Plan 
 

 

SPM needs to operationalise the above Strategic Development Agenda. 

This is achieved by prioritising the IDP Objectives and the activities to 

achieve them as outlined above and to ensure that the resource 

allocation of the Municipality over the remaining period of this IDP cycle 

addresses these priorities. It is also important that it must be possible to 

monitor and measure whether this is in fact happening. This will only be 

possible if Key Performance Indicators and Targets are attached to the 

IDP Objectives  

It is therefore important to put in place a framework for strategic 

prioritisation. The prioritisation of the 5-year action plan, however, does 

not start from a zero-base.  The current schedule of programmes, 

projects and activities contained in SPM‟s Budget, and especially the 

capital programme consists of a mixture of roll-over committed projects, 

multi-year grant funded projects, counter commitments, and 

operational expenditure requirements.   

 

The key challenge with the current schedule is the need to allow some 

reprioritisation without disrupting the momentum in delivering these 

programmes, projects and activities.   

 
 
 

6. Implementing the IDP and Budget through the 

Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan 

(SDBIP) 
 

 

Projects and activities have been identified to address the key focus 

areas discussed above and have been resourced with the available 

financial resources from own confirmed funding and gazetted funding 

from National and Provincial Government. This process is 

diagrammatically indicated below: 
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The operational resources are contained in the Operational Budget as 

part of the draft Budget for the 2014/15 MTREF.  

 

The 5-Year Capital Plan contained in the IDP 2012/13 – 2016/17 has also 

been revised and aligned to the focus areas for the 2014/15 MTREF. 

 

The detailed funded Capital Programme for the 2013/14 MTREF is 

attached as Annexure 1.  

 

The IDP‟s Multi-year Municipal Performance Plan has also been reviewed 

in line with the IDP priorities as discussed above and is attached as 

Annexure 3. 

 

Finally the SPM‟s draft SDBIP for 2013/14 has been prepared and 

submitted to the Executive Mayor. The SDBIP gives effect to the 

implementation of the IDP and Budget of the Municipality. The IDP 

Objectives, Key Performance Indicators and Targets aligned to the 

Budget within each Key Performance Area in the Multi-year Municipal 

Performance Plan informs the SDBIP for the 2013/14 financial year and 

breaks it up into quarterly targets.  

 
 

6.1 Monitoring the Implementation of the IDP and Budget 
 

The “top layer” SDBIP is used as a framework for the Organisational 

Performance Management System. 

REVIEWED IDP FOCUS AREAS 2013/14 MTREF 

BUDGET 
Capital and Operational 

What activities and projects can be 
done with available resources to 
achieve Prioritised Focus Areas? 

 
1. ID Activities and Projects 
2. Allocate funding  
3. Link to IDP Objectives 
4. Develop KPI’s 
5. Set 5-year targets 

6. 1
st

 Year (2014/15 SDBIP) 
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The implementation of the IDP and Budget is monitored, evaluated, 

reported and measured through the integrated Performance 

Management System (PMS) to ensure that the resources available to the 

Municipality are directed at the delivery of prioritised projects, 

programmes and operations that meet the agreed IDP Objectives. 

Monitoring, evaluating, measuring and reporting performance will also 

assist the Municipality: 
 

o To make immediate and appropriate changes in the 

prioritized delivery process and to adjust resources 

accordingly; 

o Identify and overcome major or systemic blockages in the 

delivery process and 

o Guide future planning on development objectives and 

resource use. 

 

The PMS process from planning through in-year monitoring and 

reporting up to the Annual Report is structured as per the 

Diagramme below: 

 

 



Projects Ward IDP Goal Code
Funding 

Source
Internal Grant Internal Grant Internal Grant

Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant 

(Capital Grant)
Gal 1.2 NDPG 5,000,000 10,736,000 11,288,000

GURP Projects Gal 1.2 GURP 5,250,000 5,513,000 5,832,000

Electrification Diamond Park 25 2.3 INEP 3,000,000

Electrification Colville (132/132) 28 2.3

Electrification Waterloo (100/242) 20 2.3

Electrification Waterloo (142/242) 20 2.3

Electrification Jacksonville (72/359) 2 2.3
Energy Efficiency and Demand Side Management 

Grant
All 2.2 EDMS 4,815,000

INEP Eskom Grant All - EDMS 45,000 46,000

Fleet Replacement Programme All 2.3 CRR 12,000,000 9,000,000

Zone Metering and Pressure Management All 2.2 CRR/ACIP 7,000,000

Replacement of water meters (Domestic&Business) All 2.2 CRR 5,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000

Riverton water (High Lift Pumps) All 2.2 CRR/MIG 4,016,375 8,147,426

Homevale WWTW Upgrade (15 Ml) All 2.1
RBIG/MIG/ 

CRR
10,000,000 52,774,232 26,734,963

Refurbishment/Repairs to Bulk Water Line 600mm All 2.2 ACIP 5,000,000 5,000,000

Lerato Park: Bulk Water Mains All 2.2 MIG 10,000,000 6,000,000
Lerato Park: Bulk Sewer Mains All 2.2 MIG 8,000,000 3,000,000

IT Replacement programme:  Hardware and software
All 4.2 CRR

1,000,000 1,500,000 6,000,000

Sol Plaatje Cemetery All 2.4 MIG/CRR 3,238,894 8,755,575

Landfill Site - Upgrade All 2.4 MIG/CRR 1,000,000 441,790 7,968,244

Ritchie Augmentation of Bulk and Connector Water 26,27 2.2 MIG 29,514,788

Ritchie Satelite Fire Station 26,27 2.4 MIG 10,660,000

TOTAL 42,255,269R    88,927,233R    37,941,790R    55,997,207R    19,000,000 65,155,788

93,938,997 84,155,788131,182,502

SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY: FUNDED CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2014/15 MTREF 

INEP

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

5,000,000 3,000,000

Per Ward and Funding Source



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

IDP Office

Review Integrated Performance 

Management Policy annually by 31 

May 

% progress in reviewing PMS 

Policy

Submission of 

documentary proof 

(progress reports, minutes 

of meetings and audit 

reports etc) of work done 

in reviewing the PMS 

policy

11 - 100% 100% 100% 100%

IDP Office

Conduct bi-annual performance 

assessments of the Municipal 

Managers and Managers reporting 

directly to the Municipal Manager 

annually

No of assessments 

conducted
Assessment reports 12 2 2 2 2 2

IDP Office

Submit quarterly organisational 

performance reports to the Executive 

Mayor by the 20th of the month 

following the end of each Quarter

No of Reports submitted
Actual report submitted 

and signed off by EM
11 4 4 4 4 4

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

2.1 To ensure adequate provision of new 

bulk infrastructure to unlock and sustain 

development and growth

Water and Sanitation

Replace 2 old high lift pumps at 

Riverton Water Purification Works with 

new ones by Dec 2014

% progress with the 

implementation of the project

Project progress reports, 

minutes of site meetings, 

physical site visits

2 60% 60% 100% - -

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and replacement 

of existing infrastructure assets Electricity

Save 10MW of electricity during peak 

times by switching of 2 kW geysers of 

25,000 households as requested by 

Eskom

Units of electricity saved
Calculations by City 

Electricity Engineer
3 New 10 MW 10 10 10

Decrease electricity losses to 14% by 

30 June 2017
% electricity losses

Reports on electricity 

losses as per the actual 

records system

3 18% 15% 15% 15% 14%

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management,  

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 

Electricity

786 additional  households connected 

to the electricity network by 30 June 

2017

No of houses connected to 

electricity network

Project reports and actual 

measurement on the 

ground

3 1,700 214 571 786

ANNEXURE 2

Annual TargetsOFFICE OF THE MUNCIPAL MANAGER

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

DIRECTORATE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES

ANNUAL CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL AND SERVICE DELIVERY DELIVERY TARGETS FOR SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY FOR 2014/15 - 2016/17



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Achieve Greendrop Status by 30 June 

2017
Annual % status achieved DWA assessment report 76% 85% 90% 95% 100%

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and replacement 

of existing infrastructure assets
Roads and Storm 

water

Paving of 8,5 km residential roads by 

30 June 2017
Km of roads paved

Project reports and actual 

measurement on the 

ground

5 New - 2.5 km 5.5 km 8.5 km

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management, 

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 

Housing

1375 Additional Households to be 

provided with a subsidised house by 30 

June 2017

No of houses constructed
Actual completed 

structures
5 7,846 787 375 875 1375

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management, 

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 

Urban Planning

2000 Additional new erven planned and 

surveyed and ready for installation of 

municipal services in existing informal 

settlements by 30 June 2017

Erven planned, surveyed on 

approved SG diagramme

Layout Plans completed 

and approved General 

Plans

2 7,846 1,272 - 1,000 2,000

1692 2492

25% 20%

95% 100%92%90%

30%

DWA assessment report

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management, 

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 
Water and Sanitation

Achieve Bluedrop Status by 30 June 

2017

Decrease non-revenue water losses to 

20% by 30 June 2017 
% water losses

Reports on water losses as 

per the actual records 

system

2

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and replacement 

of existing infrastructure assets

84%

58% 35%

Annual % status achieved

892

2492 Additional Households connected 

to water network by 30 June 2017

No of houses connected to 

water network

2492 Additional Households connected 

to sewer network by 30 June 2017

No of houses connected to 

sewer network

Project reports and actual 

measurement on the 

ground

2            1,356 1,356

2

Water and Sanitation



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

DIRECTORATE FINANCIAL SERVICES

Supply Chain 

Management

To improve the SCM turnaround time to 

12 weeks for annual contracts from 

closing date to date of award 

Average time in weeks to 

awards tenders
1 - 12 12 12 12

Supply Chain 

Management

To improve the SCM turnaround time to 

6 weeks for once of contracts from 

closing date to date of award 

Average time in weeks to 

awards tenders
1 - 6 6 6 6

1.3  To leverage municipal assets and 

the municipal procurement process with 

the view to stimulate redistribution and 

growth
Supply Chain 

Management

Ensure that at least 60% of the 

Municipality's own procurement for 

goods and services are sourced from 

local BEE and SMME service providers 

quarterly  

% of the Municipality's own 

procurement for goods and 

services

Records/reports of goods 

and services procured
8 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management, 

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 

Finance/Water/ 

Electricity

16,000 Indigent households to receive 

free basic services (water, electricity 

and waste removal according to 

national guidelines) by 30 June 2017

No of indigent households 

receiving free basic services

Verified indigent register 

and financial reports
2 0 12,000 12,000 14,000 16,000

Finance

Improve revenue enhancement by 

ensuring a collection rate of 90,5%  

after debt write off  by 30 June 2017

% collection rate Financial and Audit reports 6 83% 88% 88.5% 89.4% 90.5%

All

To spend at least 95% of the Capital 

Budget (including grants) on capital 

projects identified ito the IDP by 30 

June 2017

% capex of capital budget Financial and Audit reports 6 0 87% 87% 90% 95%

All
To spend at least 95% of the 

Operational Budget annually (30 June)
% opex of operational budget Financial and Audit reports 6 0 95% 95% 95% 95%

Finance

Maintain the debt coverage ratio at 

current levels or at least 2:1 against net 

assets of the municipality by 30 June 

2017

Debt coverage  (Total 

operating revenue-operating 

grants received)/debt service 

payments due within the 

year)

Financial and Audit reports 6 10:01 10:01 2:1 2:1 2:1

Finance

Reducing the ratio of outstanding 

service debtors to revenue to 10% by 

30 June 2017

Service debtors to revenue – 

(Total outstanding service 

debtors/ revenue received for 

services)

Financial and Audit reports 6 52% 40% 35% 20% 10%

Register indicating the 

steps for assessing and 

awarding of tenders and 

dates when each step was 

signed off - from 

submission of the tender to 

final awarding of tender

3.1 Ensure sound financial management 

and financial sustainability of SPM 

KPA 3:

Municipal Financial 

Viability and 

Management 

KPA 1.

Local Economic 

Development  

1.1  To provide an enabling environment 

for LED in SPM within the context of 

National and Provincial Frameworks



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement Finance

Increase the cost coverage ratio to 3:1 

annually or maintain the current status 

by 30 June 2017

Cost coverage (Available 

cash + investments/ monthly 

fixed operating expenditure)

Financial and Audit reports 6 2:1 03:01 3:1 3:1 3:1

Finance

Increase the municipal reserves by at 

least 10% per annum from the previous 

year's actual balance annually (30 

June)

% increase Financial and Audit reports 6 100% 10% 10% 10% 10%

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and replacement 

of existing infrastructure assets

All

To spend at least 10% of the 

operational budget on O & M by 30 

June 2017

% spend on O&M Financial and Audit reports 6 5% 6% 7% 8% 10%

KPA 3:

Municipal Financial 

Viability and 

Management 

3.1 Ensure sound financial management 

and financial sustainability of SPM

All

Decrease employee related costs to 30 

% of the Operational Budget by 30 

June 2017
Employee related cost as a 

% of Ops Budget
Financial and Audit reports 6 34% 34% 33% 31% 30%

5.1 To ensure an improved audit opinion 

in line with the LGTAS

SCM

To implement an effective and efficient 

Supply Chain Management System by 

ensuring that successful appeals is not 

more than 5% of tenders/quotes 

submitted by 30 June 2017

% successful appeals Actual appeals lodged 8 0 5% 5% 5% 5%

5.1 To ensure an improved audit opinion 

in line with the LGTAS
All

Ensure a clean audit report by 30 June 

2017 (50%  = June 2014 qualified and 

100% = June 2015 ). 

Annual AGSA opinion AGSA Annual Audit Report 12 Qualified
Un-qualified 

(50%)
100% 100% 100%

3.1 Ensure sound financial management 

and financial sustainability of SPM 

KPA 5: Good 

Governance and 

Public Participation

KPA 3:

Municipal Financial 

Viability and 

Management 



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvementKPA 5: Good 

Governance and 

Public Participation

5.2  To enhance the Public Profile, 

Reputation and Positioning of SPM

Webmaster

Ensure an updated and interactive web 

site linked to other spheres of 

Government on a continuous basis

% compliant to relevant 

legislation

Actual updated information 

on web
11 New 100% 100% 100% 100%

Equity Unit

All levels of personnel on the 

organogram of the SPM should be 

100% representative according to the 

Employment Equity Plan of the 

Municipality as well as the most recent 

Provincial EAP Profiles by 30 June 

2017

% progress Equity register 12 87% 87% 70% 70% 70%

Human Resources

An approved Human Resource 

Management Plan with specific 

reference to staffing 

(attraction/retention), HRA, HRM and 

HRD by 30 June 2017

% progress in preparing 

HRM Plan

Submission of 

documentary proof 

(progress reports, minutes 

of meetings, actual plan 

etc) of work done in 

preparing an HRM Plan

12 50% 50% 100% 100% 100%

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Human Resources

Conduct bi-annual performance 

assessments of  Middle Management 

(up to level 6) annually by 30 June 

No of assessments 

conducted
Assessment reports 12 New 2 2 2 2

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Human Resources

Complete individual performance 

management to all levels of staff by 30 

June 2017

% progress in establishing 

PMS to all levels

Submission of 

documentary proof 

(progress reports, minutes 

of meetings and audit 

reports etc) of work done 

in establishing a PMS to all 

levels of staff

12 0 20% 50% 75% 100%

Facilitate the implementation of an 

Enterprise Risk Management 

Framework annually
Number of risk assessments 

conducted

Updated Risk Register and 

Minutes of Audit 

Committee

NA New 4 4 4 4

Submission of an Annual Report on risk 

management maturity level of SPM to 

NT by 30 June each year

Maturity Report submitted Maturity Report and 

Minutes Audit Committee
NA New 1

4.2  To provide a framework for 

Municipal Transformation and 

Institutional Development

4.2  To provide a framework for 

Municipal Transformation and 

Institutional Development

Risk Management Unit

1

DIRECTORATE CORPORATE SERVICES

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Building Services

Ensuring the turnaround time for 

building plan approval to 8 weeks by 30 

June 2017 for buildings  or architectural 

buildings greater than 500m² in 

accordance with NBRBSA - 103/1977

Average time in weeks to 

approve building plans

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step was 

signed off - from 

submission of plan to final 

approval

1 18 weeks 10 weeks 10 9 8

Ensuring the turnaround time for 

building plan approval to 4 weeks by 30 

June 2017 for buildings  or architectural 

buildings less than 500m² in 

accordance with NBRBSA - 103/1977

Average time in weeks to 

approve building plans

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step was 

signed off - from 

submission of plan to final 

approval

8 6 4

LED

Improving the turnaround time for 

development applications (rezoning) 

from receipt of all sectional comments, 

submission to Development and 

Planning Committee and Council to 12 

weeks by 30 June 2017

Average time in weeks to 

approve applications

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step was 

signed off - from 

submission of application 

to final approval

1 0 12 weeks 12 12 12

1.2  To initiate, lead and sustain an 

investment environment for job creation 

in the SPM Area LED

Create 1025 FTE jobs through 

initiatives of the SPM (including LED, 

EPWP, Capital Projects, Maintenance 

activities etc) by 30 June 2017

No of FTE jobs created

Register of jobs created 

through EPWP, Capital 

projects, maintenance 

activities etc

1 FTE 320 300 350 375

1.3  To leverage municipal assets and 

the municipal procurement process with 

the view to stimulate redistribution and 

growth
Properties

To alienate earmarked Municipal land 

and properties for development 

purposes in line with the SDF/LUMS on 

an annual basis

R value of proceeds received 

from land  and property sales

Contracts signed and 

financial records
1 0 5,000,000            5,000,000 7,000,000           7,000,000           

1.1  To provide an enabling environment 

for LED in SPM within the context of 

National and Provincial Frameworks

DIRECTORATE STRATEGY, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

KPA 1

Local Economic 

Development



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Cleansing

1800 Additional Households to be 

provided with a weekly solid waste 

removal service by 30 June 2017

No of houses receiving a 

weekly solid waste removal 

service

Project reports and actual 

measurement on the 

ground

2 9,490 600 600 1200 1800

Parks

A planned, prioritised and budgeted 

operational plan for each section in the 

Directorate Community and Social 

Development Services (Personal 

Health, Environmental Health, Library, 

Parks and Recreation, Emergency, 

Traffic, Motor Registration and 

Licensing and Social Development)

Operational plan Operational plan 2 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

2.4 To ensure sustainable delivery of 

community services (personal health, 

environmental health, libraries, parks 

and recreation, emergency and traffic 

services) to all residents of SPM

DIRECTORATE COMMUNITY  AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Legislative Framework 
  

The Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) No. 56  of 2003 requires 

that municipalities prepare a Service Delivery and Budget 

Implementation Plan (SDBIP) as an implementation and management 

tool to ensure that budgetary decisions that are adopted by 

municipalities for the financial year are aligned with their Integrated 

Development Plan. 

 

Section 1 of the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) No. 56 of 

2003 defines the “service delivery and budget implementation plan” as 

the detailed plan approved by the mayor of the municipality in terms of 

Section 53 (1) (c) (ii) for implementing the municipality’s delivery of 

municipal services and its annual budget and which must include the 

following:- 

 

 a)  Projections of each month of- 

 (i) revenue to be collected, by source; and 

 (ii) operational and capital expenditure, by vote; 

b)  Service delivery targets and performance indicators for each 

quarter; and 

c)  Any other matters that may be prescribed, and includes any 

revisions of such plan by the mayor in terms of section 54(1)(c). 

 

In terms of Section 53 (i)(c)(ii) of the MFMA, the SDBIP must be approved 

by the Mayor of a municipality within 28 days of the approval of the 

budget.  

 

MFMA Circular 13 further addresses the minimum requirements of the 

SDBIP in detail. 
 

   

1.2. Overview 
 

The Sol Plaatje Municipality has prepared its 2014/15 SDBIP in line with the 

above. The SDBIP will serve as a “contract” between the administration, 

council and the community to deliver on the services outlined in the 

SDBIP and to manage the finances of the Municipality in a transparent 

and accountable manner. Not only will the SDBIP serve as an 

appropriate monitoring tool in the execution of the Municipality’s budget 

to achieve key strategic priorities as set by the Integrated Development 

Plan (IDP), but will also serve as an essential part of the annual 

performance contracts for the Municipal Manager and Managers 

reporting directly to the Municipal Manager as well as middle managers 

up to job level 6 (Salary Grades D1 to D5) and provide a foundation for 

the overall annual and quarterly organisational performance for the 

2014/15 financial year.  
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The SDBIP includes the following indicators: 

 

 The revenue and expenditure projections per Vote per month. 

 Revenue projections by source. 

 Capital projects at a ward level and monthly capital cash flow.  

 Quarterly consolidated service delivery targets and performance 

indicators per Municipal KPA and IDP Objective. 

 

The SDBIP will therefore also empower the Executive Mayor, Council and 

other role-players to undertake their appropriate oversight and 

monitoring roles. The SDBIP will also afford the Executive Mayor (Mayoral 

Committee), Council Committees and the Municipal Manager the ability 

to measure in-year progress on the implementation of the IDP Objectives 

and the Budget. 

 

 

1.3. Components of the SDBIP 
 

The SDBIP is a layered plan and starts with a Multi-year Performance Plan 

as part of the IDP which is directly linked to the IDP Objectives. The 

2014/15 SDBIP will be informed by the Multi-year Municipal Performance 

Plan which serves as the “top layer” of the SDBIP and contains the 

consolidated service delivery targets and in-year deadlines.  

 

This is illustrated by the diagramme below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the “top layer” SDBIP is set, senior management will develop the 

“lower layers” of detail supporting the SDBIP. These are the actual 

activities linked to resources (financial, equipment and human) to 

actually achieve the consolidated service delivery targets within the 

approved budget amounts on time.  

 

“Lower Layers” 

SDBIP 

Supporting 

Documentation 

(per Directorate/ 

section) 

Published 

2014/15 SDBIP 

“Top Layer” 

Figure 1: SDBIP Components 
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The detail of the departmental SDBIP’s will be used by senior managers 

to hold middle level and lower level managers accountable to 

contribute to the municipal targets. 

 

The following components forms part of the “top layer” SDBIP: 

 

o Monthly Projections of Revenue to be collected by Source 

One of the most important and basic priorities for any municipality 

is to collect all its revenue as budgeted for – the failure to collect 

all such revenue will undermine the ability of the municipality to 

deliver on services. 

 

While these projections would be most useful as cash flow 

projections, it is also critical to understand the relationship 

between revenue billed and the amount actually collected in the 

context of tariff, credit control and indigent policies and any other 

relevant policies. Comprehensive, coherent revenue policies that 

take into account appropriate service delivery levels, standards, 

ability to pay and collection efforts will ensure realistic revenue 

projections. 

 

Projections for revenue by source should also include 

performance measures in relation to collection rates (amounts 

collected/amounts billed) to enable monitoring of the 

effectiveness of credit control policies and procedures. 

 

o Monthly Projections of Expenditure and Revenue for each Vote 

These projections relate to cash paid and should reconcile to the 

cash flow statement adopted as part of the budget 

documentation. 

 

The SDBIP show monthly projections of revenue by vote in addition 

to revenue by source. This is done to review the budget 

projections against actual revenue and expenditure by vote in 

order to gain a more complete picture than provided by 

reviewing expenditure only. 

 

o Monthly Projections of Consolidated Service Delivery Targets 

and Performance Indicators for each Vote 

While the first two components indicate projections of budgeted 

amounts for revenue and expenditure, this component requires 

non-financial measurable key performance indicators and 

service delivery targets (including reduction of backlogs). The 

focus here is on outputs and outcomes, and not so much on 

inputs or internal management objectives. 

 

o Detailed Capital Works Plan broken down by Ward over Three 

years 

Information detailing infrastructure projects per ward containing 

project description and anticipated capital costs over the three 

year period.  
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1.4. SDBIP Link to Strategic Issues in the IDP 
 

The Municipality endeavours to have a seamless link between IDP, as the 

strategic plan, the SDBIP, which operationalise the IDP and the Budget 

and the performance agreements of top and middle management – as 

well as to all levels of staff. The latter process will be achieved during the 

span of the 2014/15 to 2016/17 IDP. This is illustrated in the diagramme 

below: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In reviewing the strategic objectives of the 5-year IDP in relation to 

both the present contectual issues relating to development in SPM 

and the latest national and provincial strategies and plans it was 

found that the current strategic focus of the IDP remains sound and 

correct and that focus for this MTREF should be on implementiation.  

 

Sol Plaatje Municipality must, during the remainder of this IDP cycle, 

concentrate on an action-oriented development programme that 

will see the fruition of the present strategic objectives.  

 

It should also be emphasised that the implementation of this 

development programme is also dependent on creating the correct 

preconditions for delivery; including institutional alignment, securing 

financial resources and creating optimal stakeholder configurations. 
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During the preparation of the present IDP a process was set in 

motion to refine the SPM’s strategic development strategy with the 

view to develop its overall strategic objectives in such a way that it 

provides a better framework for sector-specific and joint work which 

is integrated and mutually supportive. The process of refining the 

strategy accepts the validity and urgency of the issues set out in the 

past, but it argues that Sol Plaatje Municipality should address these 

issues from a strong base, or common starting point. It also addresses 

issues around the manner in which the Municipality’s strategy is 

“packaged” and presented – this gave rise to the decision to 

embark on a long-term Growth and Development Strategy for the 

Sol Plaatje Municipality. 

 

This strategic agenda should give effect to the vision of the 

Municipality, namely 

 

 

SOL PLAATJE, A DYNAMIC AND CARING MUNICIPALITY THAT 

PROVIDES A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF AFFORDABLE SERVICES TO 

ALL ITS RESIDENTS 

  

 

In order to achieve this vision it will be important for SPM to ensure 

growth in the local economy in order to be sustainable.  The SPM 

also needs to improve on the efficiency of its services, the 

sustainability of its finances and the effectiveness of its 

administration.  This translates into two high level strategic objectives 

that also encompass all national government priorities, namely: 

 

A better standard of living for all - which requires a growing 

economy depending on a municipal strategy driving urban 

efficiencies; and 

A better quality of life for all - which requires a caring municipality 

concerned at providing universal access to basic municipal services 

at affordable levels while becoming a place where business would 

want to locate.   
 

 

2. THE REVIEWED 5 YEAR IDP ACTION PLAN RESOURCED  
 

2.1. Budgeting Process 
 

The budgeting process is preceded by the preparation of the IDP.  

 

The budget, both capital and operational, addresses the strategic 

development agenda of the Municipality as per the IDP. During the 

present IDP review and considering the present IDP implementation 

Figure 3: IDP Linkages 
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progress it was found that SPM has achieved both financial and 

administrative stability and that emphasis should now be placed 

on accelerating the implementation of programmes and projects 

to achieve its strategic objectives outlined in Chapter 5 of the IDP 

2012/13 – 2016/17. 

 

To achieve this goal priority is given to the following key issues 

which inform the Municipality’s resource allocation and activities 

for the 2014/15 MTREF – and also aligns to the National 

Development Plan: 

 

 An Infrastructure led growth path in the local economy to 

ensure sustainable development 

 Concentrate on the Municipality’s core functions, namely 

to improve the efficiency of its service delivery to 

households who need it most  

 Ensure financial sustainability 

 Improve the effectiveness of the Administration 

 

Programmes, projects and activities have been identified to 

address the key focus areas discussed above and have been 

resourced with the available financial resources from own 

confirmed funding and gazetted funding from National and 

Provincial Government. This process is diagrammatically indicated 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REVIEWED IDP FOCUS AREAS 2014/15 MTREF 

BUDGET 
Capital and Operational 

What activities and projects can be 
done with available resources to 

achieve the Prioritised Focus Areas? 

 
1. ID Activities and Projects 

2. Allocate funding  

3. Link to IDP Objectives 

4. Develop KPI’s 

5. Set 5-year targets 

6. 1
st

 Year (2014/15 SDBIP) 
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2.2. The 2014/15 MTREF Funding Plan 
 

The Tables below indicate the funding plan to fund the IDP Priorities for 

the 2014/15 MTREF. 

 

  

2.2.1. Funding the Operational Budget 
 

The municipality raises its revenue through the sale of municipal services 

being water and electricity as well as service charges for refuse removal, 

sanitation and other services as well as from property rates and taxes. 

 

The municipal services are billed monthly based on consumption and 

approved tariffs. A consolidated bill is then sent out to the customer. The 

municipality is also appointed as an agent by the Department of 

Transport for motor vehicle registration and licensing and as such earns 

commission which mainly covers the direct costs of providing the service.  

The municipality levies rates on land and development within its 

jurisdiction. Rates are payable annually by no later than 30 September 

each year or monthly as the municipal account falls due. 

 

The Table below indicates the operational funding from the various 

sources and the expenditure by type for the 2014/15 MTREF.  
 

Table 1:  Revenue by Source for the 2014/15 MTREF           

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 Current Year 2013/14 
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework 

R thousand 
Audited 

Outcome 
Audited 

Outcome 
Audited 

Outcome 
Original 
Budget 

Adjusted 
Budget 

Full Year 
Forecast 

Budget Year 
2014/15 

Budget Year 
+1 2015/16 

Budget Year 
+2 2016/17 

Revenue By Source                   

Property rates     209 351      271 038      331 348      367 941      367 941      367 941         397 946         435 051         474 222  

Service charges - electricity revenue     360 485      480 070      539 544      570 492      540 492      540 492         608 853         647 592         692 575  

Service charges - water revenue     132 727      169 936      198 997      203 457      203 457      203 457         239 315         251 342         266 631  

Service charges - sanitation revenue       45 180        52 962        58 667        61 541        61 541        61 541           67 187           71 618           76 600  

Service charges - refuse revenue       32 932        37 731        41 221        43 744        44 744        44 744           46 841           49 562           52 117  

Service charges - other             81               1              –                 –               –                  –                  –                  –   

Rental of facilities and equipment       12 739        12 416        14 253        15 721        15 866        15 866           17 606           18 697           19 753  

Interest earned - external investments        4 802         8 565        15 173         9 000        12 000        12 000           12 000           12 500           13 000  

Interest earned - outstanding debtors       30 000        30 386        32 108        32 000        48 000        45 000           45 000           42 000           40 000  

Fines        3 635         5 424         4 652         7 634         7 634         7 635            7 635            8 085            8 523  

Licences and permits        3 125         3 797         2 568         3 259         3 259         3 259            2 672            2 834            2 991  

Agency services        3 808         3 603         4 860         3 650         3 650         3 650            4 900            5 194            5 480  

Transfers recognised - operational     138 963      154 482      166 865      163 883      167 306      167 306         164 710         160 300        158 657  

Other revenue       26 476        25 152        34 581        28 398        68 960        68 960           33 745           35 964           38 103  

Gains on disposal of PPE   
 

                –               –                  –                  –                  –   

Total Revenue (excluding capital 
transfers and contributions) 

1 004 304 1 255 561 1 444 839 1 510 719 1 544 849 1 648 410 1 647 080 1 740 738 1 848 652 
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2.2.2 Funding the Capital Budget 
 

The Municipality’s Capital Budget can only be funded from the following 

three sources, namely 

 

 

o Own revenue (Capital Replacement Reserve) 

 

 In accordance with Sec 18 of the MFMA only revenue surpluses from 

the previous financial year, that are cash backed and not committed 

for any spending in the following year, can contribute to the capital 

budget (CRR). Presently it is projected that a total of R136,5 million 

can be allocated to the CRR over the next 4 years based on the cash 

flow projections indicated above. 

 

 

o Conditional Grants 

 

 Funding is availed from National Treasury and Provincial Treasury for 

service delivery projects with prescribed conditions attached to it, 

which inter alia means that the funding cannot be used for any other 

purpose, except for the approved projects as pertained in the 

business plan submitted. 

 

o Long term borrowings 

 

 It is not anticipated at this stage that the Municipality will take up any 

new long term loans for the remainder of this IDP Cycle.  

 

The capital budget of the municipality is funded from grants and 

subsidies from government as well as own revenue sources. There is 

no intent to take up a new loan in the 2014/15 financial year.  

 

The Division of Revenue Bill 2014 indicated a huge reduction on grants 

on Integrated National Electrification Projects by 85% in 2014/15, from a 

gazetted R20 million in the DoRA. This has resulted in serious 

repercussions for the municipality as the projects planned for 

implementation as per the 2013/14 MTREF for 2014/15 can no longer be 

executed. This is in spite of a growing demand for municipal services at 

the informal settlements of which electricity is the highest demand. 

 

The Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) has also been reduced in the 

2014/15 compared to the gazetted amount as per the DoRA 2013.  

 

There are still uncertainties with the Neighbourhood Development Grant. 

There conditions of grant have been reviewed and the purpose has now 

been shifted to Urban Networks Elements. 
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Table 3 below depicts the funding sources for capital for the 2014/15 

MTREF 

 
Table 2: Capital Funding Sources for the 2014/15 MTREF 

Funding 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

CRR 42 255 269 19 941 790 10 000 000 

Accelerated Community Infrastructure 
Programme 

5 000 000 
 

  

MIG 45 677 233 47 153 207 49 174 788 

Regional Bulk infrastructure Grant 25 000 000 5 550 000 
 

Neighbourhood Development Partnership 
Grant (Capital Grant) 

5 000 000 10 736 000 11 288 000 

COGHSTA (GURP Grant) 5 250 000 5 513 000 5 832 000 

Energy Efficiency and demand Side 
Management grant 

3 000 000 5 000 000 10 000 000 

Integrated National Electrification 
Program(Municipal) Grant  

45 000 46 000 

Total 131 182 502 93 938 997 84 155 788 

 

 

 

2.2.3 The 5 Year Key Performance Indicators and Targets  

 
A Multi-Year Municipal Performance Plan setting the necessary annual 

KPI’s and targets for each IDP Objective aligned to the key focus areas 

for the 2014/15 MTREF has been prepared considering the available 

resources and possible financial risks as discussed above (sections 2.1.1 

and 2.2.2). 

 

This Multi-year Municipal Performance Plan (attached as Annexure 1) is 

aligned to the Municipal Development Strategy as well as the other 

spheres of government’s priorities. In this manner Sol Plaatje can ensure 

that when it actually implement projects and complete operational 

activities that it will contribute to the overall priorities set for the 

development of South Africa, and not only for its local area.  

 

 

3.  THE 2014/15 SERVICE DELIVERY AND BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION 

PLAN (SDBIP) 
 

 

3.1 The 2014/15 MTREF Budget 
 

Table below indicate the alignment of the revenue budget with the 

Strategic Objectives of the IDP for the 2014/15 MTREF period. 
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Table 3: Revenue Budget aligned to IDP Strategic Objectives 

National KPA IDP Objective 

Budget Year 
2014/15 

 
R’000 

Budget Year +1 
2015/16 

 
R’000 

Budget Year 
+2 2016/17 

 
R’000 

KPA 1: 
Local Economic 
Development 

1.1 To provide an enabling environment for LED in SPM within the 
context of National and Provincial Frameworks 

8 039 8 550 9 050 
1.2 To initiate, lead and sustain an investment environment for job 
creation in the SPM Area 

1.3 To leverage municipal assets and the municipal procurement 
process with the  view to stimulate redistribution and growth 

KPA2: 
Basic and Sustainable 
Service Delivery and 
Infrastructure Development 

2.1 To ensure adequate provision of new bulk infrastructure to unlock 
and sustain development and growth 

1 061 942 1 076 505 1 145 032 

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, refurbishment, upgrade and 
replacement of existing infrastructure assets 

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in respect of water and sanitation, 
electricity, solid waste management, housing and roads and 
stormwater as well as community services to all residents of SPM 

2.4 To ensure sustainable delivery of community services (personal 
health, environmental health, libraries, parks and recreation, 
emergency and traffic services) to all residents of SPM 

KPA 3: 
Municipal Financial Viability 
and Management 

3.1 Ensure sound financial management and financial sustainability 
of SPM 

434 847 501 391 544 507 

KPA 4: 
Municipal Institutional 
Development and 
Transformation 

4.1 To provide an overarching framework for sustainable municipal 
performance improvement 

6 336 6 716 7 086 
4.2 To provide a framework for Municipal Transformation and 
Institutional Development 

KPA 5: 
Good Governance and 
Public Participation 

5.1 To ensure an Unqualified Audit Report 
226 172 221 574 217 133 5.2 To enhance the public profile, reputation and positioning of the 

SPM 

Total  1 737 337 1 814 736 1 922 808 

 

The municipality’s expenditure for the 2014/15 budget and MTREF is 

informed by the following: 

 

• Modelling of feasible and sustainable budgets over the medium 

term, 

• Cognisance of international, national and local economic- and 

fiscal conditions, 

• Expenditure limits set by realistic and realisable revenue levels, 

• The asset repairs and maintenance goals, 

• Relevant (budget and other) legislative imperatives, and 

• Operational gains and efficiencies directed to fund areas of 

strategic priority and known commitments. 

 

The Tables below indicate the Municipality’s monthly financial targets for 

the 2014/15 financial year. 
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Table 4:  Monthly Revenue Targets per Source for the 2014/15 Financial Year 

 

                    

Description Budget Year 2014/15 MTREF 

R thousand July August Sept. October November December January February March April May June 
Budget Year 

2014/15 
Budget Year 
+1 2015/16 

Budget Year +2 
2016/17 

Revenue By Source  

Property rates 18 420 18 420 18 420 18 420 18 420 18 420 18 420 18 420 18 420 18 420 18 420 28 746 397 946 435 051 474 222 

Service charges - electricity 
revenue 

64 000 64 000 55 540 38 667 39 667 39 667 39 667 39 667 39 667 55 540 55 540 77 233 608 853 647 592 692 575 

Service charges - water revenue 15 000 15 000 15 000 15 000 18 000 25 500 28 500 28 500 25 500 18 000 15 000 20 315 239 315 251 342 266 631 

Service charges - sanitation 
revenue 5 599 5 599 5 599 5 599 5 599 5 599 5 599 5 599 5 599 5 599 5 599 5 599 67 187 71 618 76 600 

Service charges - refuse 
revenue 3 903 3 903 3 903 3 903 3 903 3 903 3 903 3 903 3 903 3 903 3 903 3 903 46 841 49 562 52 117 

Rental of facilities and 
equipment 

500 650 780 950 1 230 1 450 1 850 1 900 1 910 2 000 2 050 2 336 17 606 18 697 19 753 

Interest earned - external 
investments 

500 500 650 780 1 000 1 150 1 150 1 150 1 200 1 200 1 350 1 370 12 000 12 500 13 000 

Interest earned - outstanding 
debtors 2 500 2 500 2 650 2 650 2 650 3 200 3 560 3 750 3 860 4 000 5 300 8 380 45 000 42 000 40 000 

Fines 636 636 636 636 636 636 636 636 636 636 636 637 7 635 8 085 8 523 

Licences and permits 50 50 50 50 50 50 100 150 240 360 578 944 2 672 2 834 2 991 

Agency services 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 500 4 900 5 194 5 480 

Transfers recognised - 
operational 51 000 

   
54 000 

   
54 000 

  
5 710 164 710 160 300 158 657 

Other revenue 150 750 890 1 500 1 850 3 500 3 650 3 800 3 850 3 900 4 000 5 905 33 745 35 964 38 103 

Total Revenue (excluding 
capital transfers and 
contributions) 

162 659 112 409 271 099 88 555 147 405 103 475 107 435 107 875 159 185 113 959 112 777 161 577 1 648 410 1 740 738 1 848 652 
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Table 5: Monthly Expenditure Targets per Vote for 2014/15 

 

 

Description Budget Year 2014/15 MTREF 

R thousand July August Sept. October November December January February March April May June 
Budget Year 

2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget Year 
+2 2016/17 

Expenditure By Type 

Employee related costs    40 000     40 000     40 000     40 000        40 000       65 000     40 000      40 000     40 000     40 000     40 000     82 624         547 624         581 540         614 684  

Remuneration of councillors      1 664       1 664       1 664       1 664         1 664         1 664       1 664       1 664       1 664       1 664       1 664       1 664           19 968           21 265           22 541  

Debt impairment 145 000            145 000 156 000 169 353 

Depreciation & asset 
Impairment 

  4 379   4 379   4 379    52 550 56 916 61 664 

Finance charges                18 200               18 359           36 559           29 995           28 796  

Bulk purchases    47 000     50 000     30 000     30 000        30 000       30 000     35 000      35 000     35 000     25 000     25 000     50 000         422 000         456 460         492 221  

Other materials      3 500       3 760       8 520       8 520         8 520         8 520       6 500       7 000       7 950       8 520     10 100       5 725           87 135           91 403           95 825  

Transfers and grants      2 500 2 500 2 890 3 200 3 971 4 323 5 000 5 498 5 700 5 750 6 000 7 418 54 750 58 050 61 295 

Other expenditure      5 000       6 000     21 000     21 000        21 000       15 874     26 540      28 750     29 000     32 100     32 560     28 173         266 997         277 297         293 870  

Total Expenditure  244 664  103 924   108 453   104 384      105 155      147 960   114 704    117 912   123 693   113 034   115 324   233 376      1 632 584      1 729 687      1 840 250 

Surplus/(Deficit)   (82 005)      8 485   162 645    (15 829)       42 250      (44 485)     (7 269)    (10 037)    35 492         925      (2 547)   (71 799)          15 826           11 051            8 401  

Transfers recognised - capital      5 000       5 500       5 750       5 968         6 150         6 150       6 500       6 745       6 810       7 450       8 921  17 983           88 927  73 997          74 156 

Surplus/(Deficit) after capital 
transfers & contributions 

  (77 005)    13 985   168 395      (9 861)       48 400      (38 335)       (769)     (3 292)    42 302       8 375       6 374    (53 815)        104 754           85 048  82 557  

Surplus/(Deficit)   (77 005)    13 985   168 395      (9 861)       48 400      (38 335)       (769)     (3 292)    42 302       8 375       6 374    (53 815)        104 754           85 048  82 557  
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Table 6:  Capital Budget Funding Sources for 2014/15 

Funding 2014/15 % 

CRR 42 255 269 32,00% 

MIG 45 677 233 35,00% 

ACIP 5 000 000 0,40% 

NDPG (Capital Grant) 5 000 000 0,40% 

COGHSTA (GURP Capital) 5 250 000 0,40% 

Energy Efficiency and Demand Side Management 
Grant 

3 000 000 0,20% 

RBIG 25 000 000 19% 

Total 131 182 502 100% 

 

 

Table 7 below indicate the capital contribution to the IDP Objectives for the 

2014/15 Financial Year. 

 

 

Table 7: Capital Contribution to the IDP Objectives 

IDP Objectives 
No of 

Projects 
2014/15 

% 
Contribution 

1.2  To initiate, lead and sustain an investment 
environment for job creation in the SPM Area 

- 5 000 000 4% 

2.1 To ensure adequate provision of new bulk 
infrastructure to unlock and sustain development and 
growth 

1 62 774 232 48% 

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, refurbishment, 
upgrade and replacement of existing infrastructure 
assets 

7 29 163 801 22% 

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in respect of water 
and sanitation, electricity, solid waste management,  
housing and roads and stormwater services to all 
residents of SPM  

1 15 000 000 11% 

2.4 To ensure sustainable delivery of community 
services (personal health, environmental health, 
libraries, parks and recreation, emergency and traffic 
services) to all residents of SPM 

4 18 244 469 14% 

4.2  To provide a framework for Municipal 
Transformation and Institutional Development 

1 1 000 000 1% 

TOTAL R 131 182 502 100% 
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Table 8: Monthly Capital Expenditure per Municipal Vote: 2014/15 
 

Budgeted Monthly Capital Expenditure (municipal vote)                   

Description Budget Year 2014/15 
Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 

Framework  

R thousand Jul Aug Sept. Oct Nov. Dec. Jan Feb. Mar Apr May Jun 
Budget 

Year 
2014/15 

Budget 
Year +1 
2015/16 

Budget 
Year +2 
2016/17  

Multi-year expenditure to be 
appropriated 

                      
 

      
 

 COMMUNITY SERVICES 100 150 150 500 500 750 1 000 1500 1 750 2 000 2 000 2 594 12 994 8 410 10 660 
 

STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT 
AND PLANNING            

– – – – 
 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 3 500 4 300 3 550 3 500 5 550 6 450 6 500 10 150 9 000 8 530 9 460 4 284 74 774 49 735 38 515 
 

Capital multi-year expenditure sub-
total 

3 600 4 450 3 700 4 000 6 050 7 200 7 500 11 650 10 750 10 530 11 460 6 879 87 769 58 145 49 175 
 

  
                Single-year expenditure to be 

appropriated                 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 
   

100 100 100 100 100 100 120 140 140 1 000 1 500 6 000 
 

STRATEGY ECON DEVELOPMENT 
AND PLANNING  

50 50 100 100 150 200 500 750 1 000 1 000 6 350 10 250 16 249 17 120 
 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 500 500 2000 2500 2 500 2 500 3 000 3 000 4 000 4 000 4 000 3 664 32 164 18 045 11 861 
 

Capital single-year expenditure sub-
total 

500 550 2 050 2 700 2 700 2 750 3 300 3 600 4 850 5 120 5 140 10 154 43 414 35 794 34 981 
 

Total Capital Expenditure 4 100 5 000 5 750 6 700 8 750 9 950 10 800 15 250 15 600 15 650 16 600 17 033 131 183 93 939 84 156 
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Table 9: Capital Project Schedule for 2014/15 per Vote and Ward 
 

      2014/15 

Ward No Projects 
Funding 
Source 

Internal 
(CRR) 

Grant  

Strategy, Economic Development and Planning 

Gal Wards 
Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant 
(Capital Grant) 

NDPG   5 000 000 

Gal Wards GURP Projects GURP  5 250 000 

Sub Total 0 10 250 000 

Infrastructure and Services 

25 Electrification Diamond Park INEP   3 000 000 

All Fleet Replacement Programme CRR 12 000 000   

All Zone Metering and Pressure Management CRR/ACIP 7 000 000   

All Replacement of water meters (Domestic and 
Business) 

CRR 
5 000 000   

All Riverton water (High Lift Pumps) CRR/MIG 4 016 375 8 147 426 

All Homevale WWTW Upgrade (15 Ml) 
RBIG/MIG/ 

CRR 
10 000 000 52 774 232 

All Refurbishment/Repairs to Bulk Water Line 600mm ACIP   5 000 000 

Sub Total 38 016 375 68 921 658 

Financial Services 

All IT Replacement programme:  Hardware and software CRR 1 000 000   

Sub Total 1 000 000 0 

Community and Social Development Services 

All Sol Plaatje Cemetery  MIG/CRR 3 238 894 8 755 575 

All Landfill Site - Upgrade MIG/CRR   1 000 000 

    Sub Total 3 238 894 9 755 575 

GRAND TOTAL 
 R  42 255 269   R 88 927 233 

R 131 182 502 
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3.2  CONSOLIDATED SERVICE DELIVERY TARGETS AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 

The Service Delivery Targets and Performance Indicators per National and 

Municipal Key Performance Areas (KPA’s) are discussed below. 

 

3.2.1 Macro Structure  

 

The Key Performance Indicators identified for the 2014/15 Financial Year are per 

Municipal Vote (Directorate). It assigns the responsibility of each Directorate for its 

specific KPI and target - see diagramme below and Annexure 1 (Multi-year 

Targets) and Annexure 2 (Quarterly Targets). These KPI’s and Targets again inform 

the Performance Contract for the Municipal Manager and Managers 

accountable to the Municipal Manager as well as middle managers up to job 

level 6 (See Diagramme below). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Infrastructure and 
Services 
 
 
 
ED: B Dhluwayo 
 
Responsibilities: 
 
Roads and 
Stormwater 
Water and Sanitation 
Electricity 
Housing 
Transport 
Mechanical 
Workshops 

 

Municipal Manager 
Mr GH AKHARWARAY 

 

(Internal Audit, IDP, PMU, Legal, Policy Development) 

Community and 
Social 
Development 
Services  
 
Act ED: S Setlogelo 
 
Responsibilities: 
 
Health, Recreational 
Facilities, Libraries, 
Traffic, Emergency 
Services, Personal 
Health, Environmental 
Health, SECCU, 
Parks, and Recreation, 
Social Development 
and Cleansing 
Services  
 

Corporate 
Services 
 
 
 
Act ED: R Sebolecwe 
 
Responsibilities: 
 
Human Resources, 
Security, Committee 
Services, Councillor 
Support, Mayor and 
Speakers Office, 
Administration, Legal, 
Communications, 
Risk Management, 

Customer Service 

Financial Services 
 
 
 
 
CFO: Z Mahloko 
 
Responsibilities: 
 
Budget and Treasury 
Office, IT, Income 
Accounting, Contract 
Administration, 
Supply Chain 
Management, 
Valuations, Debt 
Collections and 
Indigents 
 
 

Strategy, Economic 
Development and 
Planning 
 
 
ED: N Tyabashe-
Kesiamang 
Responsibilities: 
 
LED, Tourism, Urban 
Planning, Market, 
Galeshewe, Urban 
Renewal Programme, 
Area Based 
Management, 
Investment Promotion, 

SMME Development  
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3.2.2 Multi-year Performance Plan (Annexure 1)  

 

The Multi-year Municipal Performance Plan (Annexure 1) represents the key 

indicators at an organisational level for the remainder of this IDP Cycle. The 

indicators are also aligned with the national and provincial performance 

indicators and the overall strategic agenda of the municipality as well as LGTAS 

Focus Areas to ensure alignment with the IDP and Budget. It also informs the SDBIP 

for 2014/15. 

 

3.2.3 Quarterly Service Delivery Targets and Performance Indicators per Vote 

2014/15 SDBIP (Annexure 2)   

 

Annexure 2 indicates the KPI’s and Targets for the 2014/15 financial year – the first 

year of the multi-year performance plan.    



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

IDP Office

Review Integrated Performance 

Management Policy annually by 31 

May 

% progress in reviewing PMS 

Policy

Submission of 

documentary proof 

(progress reports, minutes 

of meetings and audit 

reports etc) of work done 

in reviewing the PMS 

policy

11 - 100% 100% 100% 100%

IDP Office

Conduct bi-annual performance 

assessments of the Municipal 

Managers and Managers reporting 

directly to the Municipal Manager 

annually

No of assessments 

conducted
Assessment reports 12 2 2 2 2 2

IDP Office

Submit quarterly organisational 

performance reports to the Executive 

Mayor by the 20th of the month 

following the end of each Quarter

No of Reports submitted
Actual report submitted 

and signed off by EM
11 4 4 4 4 4

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

2.1 To ensure adequate provision of new 

bulk infrastructure to unlock and sustain 

development and growth

Water and Sanitation

Replace 2 old high lift pumps at 

Riverton Water Purification Works with 

new ones by Dec 2014

% progress with the 

implementation of the project

Project progress reports, 

minutes of site meetings, 

physical site visits

2 60% 60% 100% - -

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and replacement 

of existing infrastructure assets Electricity

Save 10MW of electricity during peak 

times by switching of 2 kW geysers of 

25,000 households as requested by 

Eskom

Units of electricity saved
Calculations by City 

Electricity Engineer
3 New 10 MW 10 10 10

Decrease electricity losses to 14% by 

30 June 2017
% electricity losses

Reports on electricity 

losses as per the actual 

records system

3 18% 15% 15% 15% 14%

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management,  

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 

Electricity

786 additional  households connected 

to the electricity network by 30 June 

2017

No of houses connected to 

electricity network

Project reports and actual 

measurement on the 

ground

3 1,700 214 571 786

ANNUAL CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL AND SERVICE DELIVERY DELIVERY TARGETS FOR SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY FOR 2014/15 - 2016/17

OFFICE OF THE MUNCIPAL MANAGER

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

DIRECTORATE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES

ANNEXURE 1

Annual Targets



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Achieve Greendrop Status by 30 June 

2017
Annual % status achieved DWA assessment report 76% 85% 90% 95% 100%

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and replacement 

of existing infrastructure assets
Roads and Storm 

water

Paving of 8,5 km residential roads by 

30 June 2017
Km of roads paved

Project reports and actual 

measurement on the 

ground

5 New - 2.5 km 5.5 km 8.5 km

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management, 

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 

Housing

1375 Additional Households to be 

provided with a subsidised house by 30 

June 2017

No of houses constructed
Actual completed 

structures
5 7,846 787 375 875 1375

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management, 

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 

Urban Planning

2000 Additional new erven planned and 

surveyed and ready for installation of 

municipal services in existing informal 

settlements by 30 June 2017

Erven planned, surveyed on 

approved SG diagramme

Layout Plans completed 

and approved General 

Plans

2 7,846 1,272 - 1,000 2,000

DIRECTORATE FINANCIAL SERVICES

Supply Chain 

Management

To improve the SCM turnaround time to 

12 weeks for annual contracts from 

closing date to date of award 

Average time in weeks to 

awards tenders
1 - 12 12 12 12

2

Water and Sanitation

1.1  To provide an enabling environment 

for LED in SPM within the context of 

National and Provincial Frameworks

892

2492 Additional Households connected 

to water network by 30 June 2017

No of houses connected to 

water network

2492 Additional Households connected 

to sewer network by 30 June 2017

No of houses connected to 

sewer network

Project reports and actual 

measurement on the 

ground

2            1,356 1,356

Decrease non-revenue water losses to 

20% by 30 June 2017 
% water losses

Reports on water losses as 

per the actual records 

system

2

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and replacement 

of existing infrastructure assets

84%

58% 35%

Annual % status achieved
Achieve Bluedrop Status by 30 June 

2017

KPA 1.

Local Economic 

Development  

DWA assessment report

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management, 

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 
Water and Sanitation

Register indicating the 

steps for assessing and 

awarding of tenders and 

dates when each step was 

signed off - from 

submission of the tender to 

final awarding of tender

1692 2492

25% 20%

95% 100%92%90%

30%



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement
Supply Chain 

Management

To improve the SCM turnaround time to 

6 weeks for once of contracts from 

closing date to date of award 

Average time in weeks to 

awards tenders
1 - 6 6 6 6

1.3  To leverage municipal assets and 

the municipal procurement process with 

the view to stimulate redistribution and 

growth

Supply Chain 

Management

Ensure that at least 60% of the 

Municipality's own procurement for 

goods and services are sourced from 

local BEE and SMME service providers 

quarterly  

% of the Municipality's own 

procurement for goods and 

services

Records/reports of goods 

and services procured
8 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

2.3 To ensure sustainable delivery in 

respect of water and sanitation, 

electricity, solid waste management, 

housing and roads and storm water 

services to all residents of SPM 

Finance/Water/ 

Electricity

16,000 Indigent households to receive 

free basic services (water, electricity 

and waste removal according to 

national guidelines) by 30 June 2017

No of indigent households 

receiving free basic services

Verified indigent register 

and financial reports
2 0 12,000 12,000 14,000 16,000

Finance

Improve revenue enhancement by 

ensuring a collection rate of 90,5%  

after debt write off  by 30 June 2017

% collection rate Financial and Audit reports 6 83% 88% 88.5% 89.4% 90.5%

All

To spend at least 95% of the Capital 

Budget (including grants) on capital 

projects identified ito the IDP by 30 

June 2017

% capex of capital budget Financial and Audit reports 6 0 87% 87% 90% 95%

All
To spend at least 95% of the 

Operational Budget annually (30 June)
% opex of operational budget Financial and Audit reports 6 0 95% 95% 95% 95%

Finance

Maintain the debt coverage ratio at 

current levels or at least 2:1 against net 

assets of the municipality by 30 June 

2017

Debt coverage  (Total 

operating revenue-operating 

grants received)/debt service 

payments due within the 

year)

Financial and Audit reports 6 10:01 10:01 2:1 2:1 2:1

Finance

Reducing the ratio of outstanding 

service debtors to revenue to 10% by 

30 June 2017

Service debtors to revenue – 

(Total outstanding service 

debtors/ revenue received for 

services)

Financial and Audit reports 6 52% 40% 35% 20% 10%

Finance

Increase the cost coverage ratio to 3:1 

annually or maintain the current status 

by 30 June 2017

Cost coverage (Available 

cash + investments/ monthly 

fixed operating expenditure)

Financial and Audit reports 6 2:1 03:01 3:1 3:1 3:1

Finance

Increase the municipal reserves by at 

least 10% per annum from the previous 

year's actual balance annually (30 

June)

% increase Financial and Audit reports 6 100% 10% 10% 10% 10%

1.1  To provide an enabling environment 

for LED in SPM within the context of 

National and Provincial Frameworks

KPA 3:

Municipal Financial 

Viability and 

Management 

KPA 1.

Local Economic 

Development  

3.1 Ensure sound financial management 

and financial sustainability of SPM 

Register indicating the 

steps for assessing and 

awarding of tenders and 

dates when each step was 

signed off - from 

submission of the tender to 

final awarding of tender



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

2.2 To ensure continuous maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and replacement 

of existing infrastructure assets

All

To spend at least 10% of the 

operational budget on O & M by 30 

June 2017

% spend on O&M Financial and Audit reports 6 5% 6% 7% 8% 10%

KPA 3:

Municipal Financial 

Viability and 

Management 

3.1 Ensure sound financial management 

and financial sustainability of SPM

All

Decrease employee related costs to 30 

% of the Operational Budget by 30 

June 2017
Employee related cost as a 

% of Ops Budget
Financial and Audit reports 6 34% 34% 33% 31% 30%

5.1 To ensure an improved audit opinion 

in line with the LGTAS

SCM

To implement an effective and efficient 

Supply Chain Management System by 

ensuring that successful appeals is not 

more than 5% of tenders/quotes 

submitted by 30 June 2017

% successful appeals Actual appeals lodged 8 0 5% 5% 5% 5%

5.1 To ensure an improved audit opinion 

in line with the LGTAS
All

Ensure a clean audit report by 30 June 

2017 (50%  = June 2014 qualified and 

100% = June 2015 ). 

Annual AGSA opinion AGSA Annual Audit Report 12 Qualified
Un-qualified 

(50%)
100% 100% 100%

KPA 5: Good 

Governance and 

Public Participation

5.2  To enhance the Public Profile, 

Reputation and Positioning of SPM
Webmaster

Ensure an updated and interactive web 

site linked to other spheres of 

Government on a continuous basis

% compliant to relevant 

legislation

Actual updated information 

on web
11 New 100% 100% 100% 100%

Equity Unit

All levels of personnel on the 

organogram of the SPM should be 

100% representative according to the 

Employment Equity Plan of the 

Municipality as well as the most recent 

Provincial EAP Profiles by 30 June 

2017

% progress Equity register 12 87% 87% 70% 70% 70%

Human Resources

An approved Human Resource 

Management Plan with specific 

reference to staffing 

(attraction/retention), HRA, HRM and 

HRD by 30 June 2017

% progress in preparing 

HRM Plan

Submission of 

documentary proof 

(progress reports, minutes 

of meetings, actual plan 

etc) of work done in 

preparing an HRM Plan

12 50% 50% 100% 100% 100%

DIRECTORATE CORPORATE SERVICES

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

KPA 5: Good 

Governance and 

Public Participation

4.2  To provide a framework for 

Municipal Transformation and 

Institutional Development



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Human Resources

Conduct bi-annual performance 

assessments of  Middle Management 

(up to level 6) annually by 30 June 

No of assessments 

conducted
Assessment reports 12 New 2 2 2 2

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Human Resources

Complete individual performance 

management to all levels of staff by 30 

June 2017

% progress in establishing 

PMS to all levels

Submission of 

documentary proof 

(progress reports, minutes 

of meetings and audit 

reports etc) of work done 

in establishing a PMS to all 

levels of staff

12 0 20% 50% 75% 100%

Facilitate the implementation of an 

Enterprise Risk Management 

Framework annually
Number of risk assessments 

conducted

Updated Risk Register and 

Minutes of Audit 

Committee

NA New 4 4 4 4

Submission of an Annual Report on risk 

management maturity level of SPM to 

NT by 30 June each year

Maturity Report submitted Maturity Report and 

Minutes Audit Committee
NA New 1

Building Services

Ensuring the turnaround time for 

building plan approval to 8 weeks by 30 

June 2017 for buildings  or architectural 

buildings greater than 500m² in 

accordance with NBRBSA - 103/1977

Average time in weeks to 

approve building plans

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step was 

signed off - from 

submission of plan to final 

approval

1 18 weeks 10 weeks 10 9 8

Ensuring the turnaround time for 

building plan approval to 4 weeks by 30 

June 2017 for buildings  or architectural 

buildings less than 500m² in 

accordance with NBRBSA - 103/1977

Average time in weeks to 

approve building plans

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step was 

signed off - from 

submission of plan to final 

approval

8 6 4

1

1.1  To provide an enabling environment 

for LED in SPM within the context of 

National and Provincial Frameworks

DIRECTORATE STRATEGY, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

KPA 1

Local Economic 

Development

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.2  To provide a framework for 

Municipal Transformation and 

Institutional Development

Risk Management Unit



KPA IDP Objective SUB-DIRECTORATE KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline 
Annual Target 

2013/14
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an overarching 

framework for sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

LED

Improving the turnaround time for 

development applications (rezoning) 

from receipt of all sectional comments, 

submission to Development and 

Planning Committee and Council to 12 

weeks by 30 June 2017

Average time in weeks to 

approve applications

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step was 

signed off - from 

submission of application 

to final approval

1 0 12 weeks 12 12 12

1.2  To initiate, lead and sustain an 

investment environment for job creation 

in the SPM Area LED

Create 1025 FTE jobs through 

initiatives of the SPM (including LED, 

EPWP, Capital Projects, Maintenance 

activities etc) by 30 June 2017

No of FTE jobs created

Register of jobs created 

through EPWP, Capital 

projects, maintenance 

activities etc

1 FTE 320 300 350 375

1.3  To leverage municipal assets and 

the municipal procurement process with 

the view to stimulate redistribution and 

growth
Properties

To alienate earmarked Municipal land 

and properties for development 

purposes in line with the SDF/LUMS on 

an annual basis

R value of proceeds received 

from land  and property sales

Contracts signed and 

financial records
1 0 5,000,000            5,000,000 7,000,000           7,000,000           

Cleansing

1800 Additional Households to be 

provided with a weekly solid waste 

removal service by 30 June 2017

No of houses receiving a 

weekly solid waste removal 

service

Project reports and actual 

measurement on the 

ground

2 9,490 600 600 1200 1800

Parks

A planned, prioritised and budgeted 

operational plan for each section in the 

Directorate Community and Social 

Development Services (Personal 

Health, Environmental Health, Library, 

Parks and Recreation, Emergency, 

Traffic, Motor Registration and 

Licensing and Social Development)

Operational plan Operational plan 2 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

2.4 To ensure sustainable delivery of 

community services (personal health, 

environmental health, libraries, parks 

and recreation, emergency and traffic 

services) to all residents of SPM

1.1  To provide an enabling environment 

for LED in SPM within the context of 

National and Provincial Frameworks

DIRECTORATE COMMUNITY  AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

KPA 1

Local Economic 

Development



KPA IDP Objective
SUB-

DIRECTORATE
KPI Reporter KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline  

End 

2012/13

Annual 

Target 

2014/15

Quarter 1  

30 Sep 14

Quarter 2 

31 Dec 14

Quarter 3 

31 Mar 15

Quarter 4 

30 Jun 15

IDP Office IDP Manager

Review Integrated 

PerformanceManagement Policy by 

30 Sep 14

% progress in reviewing 

PMS Policy

Submission of 

documentary proof 

(progress reports, 

minutes of meetings and 

audit reports etc) of work 

done in reviewing the 

PMS policy

11 100% 100% - - -

IDP Office IDP Manager

Conduct bi-annual performance 

assessments of the Municipal 

Managers and Managers reporting 

directly to the Municipal Manager 

annualy

No of assesments 

conducted
Assessment reports 12 2 0 0 1 2

IDP Office IDP Manager

Submit quarterly organisational 

performance reports to the Executive 

Mayor by the 20th of the month 

following the end of each Quarter

No of Reports submitted
Actual report submitted 

and signed off by EM
11 4 1 2 3 4

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

Water and 

Sanitation

Implementation of the bulk sewage 

project at Homevale will ensure an 

additional 15 Ml/day treatment 

capacity by 30 September 2014 

% progress with the 

implementation of the project

Project progress reports, 

minutes of site 

meetings,physical site 

visits.

2 80% 90% 100% - -

Water and 

Sanitation

Replace 2 old high lift pumps at 

Riverton Water Purification Works 

with new ones by Dec 2014

% progress with the 

implementation of the project

Project progress reports, 

minutes of site 

meetings,physical site 

visits.

2 60% 80% 100% - -

2.2 To ensure continuious 

maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and 

replacement of existing 

infrastructure assets

Electricity CE : Electricity 

Save 10MW of electricity during 

peak times by switching of 2 kW 

geysers of 25,000 households as 

requested by Eskom annualy

Units of electricity saved
Calculations by City 

Electricity Engineer
3 10 MW 10 10 10 10

Decrease electricity losses to 15% 

by 30 June 2015
% electricity losses

Reports on electricity 

losses as per the actual 

records system

3 16% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%

ANNEXURE 2CONSOLIDATED QUARTERLY FINANCIAL AND SERVCE DELIVERY DELIVERY TARGETS FOR SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY FOR 2014/15 PER VOTE (DIRECTORATE)

CE : Water 

and Sanitation 

OFFICE OF THE MUNCIPAL MANAGER Quarterly Targets for 2014/15

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an 

overarching framework for 

sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

DIRECTORATE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES

2.1 To ensure adequate 

provision of new bulk 

infrastructure to unlock and 

sustain development and 

growth



KPA IDP Objective
SUB-

DIRECTORATE
KPI Reporter KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline  

End 

2012/13

Annual 

Target 

2014/15

Quarter 1  

30 Sep 14

Quarter 2 

31 Dec 14

Quarter 3 

31 Mar 15

Quarter 4 

30 Jun 15

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an 

overarching framework for 

sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

2.3 To ensure sustainable 

delivery in respect of water 

and sanitation, electricity, 

solid waste management,  

housing and roads and 

stormwater services to all 

residents of SPM 

Electricity CE : Electricity 

214 additional  households 

connected to the electricity network 

by 30 June 2015

No of houses connected to 

electricity network

Project reports and 

actual measurement on 

the ground

3 1,700 214 0 0 50 214

Achieve90%  Greendrop Status by 

30 June 2015
Annual % status achieved DWA assessment report

2.2 To ensure continuious 

maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and 

replacement of existing 

infrastructure assets

Roads and 

Stormwater

CE : Roads 

and Storm 

water 

Paving of 2,5 Km of residential roads 

by 30 June 2015
Km of roads paved

Project reports and 

actual measurement on 

the ground

5 - 2,5 Km 0 0,5 Km 1 Km 2,5 Km

Housing

Head : 

Housing 

Administration

375 Additional Households to be 

provided with a subsidised house by 

30 June 2015

No of houses constructed
Actual completed 

structures
5 787 375 50 150 250 375

30%

DIRECTORATE FINANCIAL SERVICES

1,272 Additional new erven planned 

and surveyed and ready for 

installation of municipal services in 

existing informal settlements by 30 

June 2015

8921,356

1,2721,272 1,272

892

500 700 900

100 3000

92%

30% 30%

90%

35% 35% 35%

2

2.3 To ensure sustainable 

delivery in respect of water 

and sanitation, electricity, 

solid waste management, 

housing and roads and 

stormwater services to all 

residents of SPM 

Water and 

Sanitation

CE : Water 

and Sanitation 

Urban Planning

Manager : 

Urban 

Planning

2.3 To ensure sustainable 

delivery in respect of water 

and sanitation, electricity, 

solid waste management, 

housing and roads and 

stormwater services to all 

residents of SPM 

892 Additional Households 

connected to water network by 30 

June 2015

No of houses connected to 

water network

Layout Plans completed 

and approved General 

Plans

2

892 Additional Households 

connected to sewer network by 30 

June 2015

No of houses connected to 

sewer network
Project reports and 

actual measurement on 

the ground

2

1272 erven planned, 

surveyed on approved SG 

diagramme

CE : Water 

and Sanitation 

Achieve 92% Bluedrop Status by 30 

June 2015
Annual % status achieved DWA assessment report

Water and 

Sanitation

Water and 

Sanitation

CE : Water 

and Sanitation 

Decrease non-revenue water losses 

to 30% by 30 June 2015 
% water losses

Reports on water losses 

as per the actual records 

system

2

2.2 To ensure continuious 

maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and 

replacement of existing 

infrastructure assets



KPA IDP Objective
SUB-

DIRECTORATE
KPI Reporter KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline  

End 

2012/13

Annual 

Target 

2014/15

Quarter 1  

30 Sep 14

Quarter 2 

31 Dec 14

Quarter 3 

31 Mar 15

Quarter 4 

30 Jun 15

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an 

overarching framework for 

sustainable municipal 

performance improvement Supply Chain 

Management

To improve the SCM turnaround time 

to12 weeks for annual contracts from 

closing date to date of award by 30 

June 2015.  

Average time in weeks to 

awards tenders

Register indicating the 

steps for assessing and 

awarding of tenders and 

dates when each step 

was signed off - from 

submission of the tender 

to final awarding of 

tender

1 12 12 12 12 12 12

Supply Chain 

Management

To improve the SCM turnaround time 

to 6 weeks for once of contracts 

from closing date to date of award by 

30 June 2015

Average time in weeks to 

awards tenders

Register indicating the 

steps for assessing and 

awarding of tenders and 

dates when each step 

was signed off - from 

submission of the tender 

to final awarding of 

tender

1 6 6 6 6 6 6

1.3  To leverage municipal 

assets and the municipal 

procurement process with 

the view to stimulate 

redistribution and growth

Supply Chain 

Management

Manager : 

SCM

Ensure that at least 60% of the 

Municipality's own procurement for 

goods and services are sourced from 

local BEE and SMME service 

providers quarterly  

% of the Municipality's own 

procurement for goods and 

services

Records/reports of 

goods and services 

procured

8 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

2.3 To ensure sustainable 

delivery in respect of water 

and sanitation, electricity, 

solid waste management, 

housing and roads and 

stormwater services to all 

residents of SPM 

Finance/Water/ 

Electricity
GM : Revenue 

12,000 Indigent households to 

receive free basic services (water, 

electricity and waste removal 

according to national guidelines) by 

30 June 2015

No of indigent households 

receiving free basic services

Verified indigent register 

and financial reports
2 5,000 12,000 4,000 6,000 10,000 12,000

KPA 3:

Municipal Financial 

Viability and 

Management 

3.1 Ensure sound financial 

management and financial 

sustainability of SPM 
Finance GM : Revenue 

Improve revenue enhancement by 

ensuring a collection rate of 88.5%  

after debt write off  by 30 June 2015

% collection rate
Financial and Audit 

reports
6 88% 88.5% 82.0% 85.0% 87.0% 88.5%

All ED : Finance

To spend at least 87% of the Capital 

Budget (including grants) on capital 

projects identifed ito the IDP by 30 

June 2015

% capex of capital budget
Financial and Audit 

reports
6 87% 87% 10% 30% 55% 87%

All ED : Finance

To spend at least 95% of the 

Operational Budget annualy (30 

June)

% opex of operational 

budget

Financial and Audit 

reports
6 95% 95% 23% 48% 73% 95%

Finance ED : Finance

Maintain the debt coverage ratio at 

current levels or at least 2:1 against 

net assets of the municipality by 30 

June 2015

Debt coverage  (Total 

operating revenue-operating 

grants received)/debt service 

payments due within the 

year)

Financial and Audit 

reports
6 10:01 2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1

KPA 1.

Local Economic 

Development  

1.1  To provide an enabling 

environment for LED in 

SPM within the context of 

National and Provincial 

Frameworks

Manager : 

SCM



KPA IDP Objective
SUB-

DIRECTORATE
KPI Reporter KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline  

End 

2012/13

Annual 

Target 

2014/15

Quarter 1  

30 Sep 14

Quarter 2 

31 Dec 14

Quarter 3 

31 Mar 15

Quarter 4 

30 Jun 15

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an 

overarching framework for 

sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Finance ED : Finance

Reducing the ratio of outstanding 

service debtors to revenue to 35% 

by 30 June 2015

Service debtors to revenue – 

(Total outstanding service 

debtors/ revenue received 

for services)

Financial and Audit 

reports
6 40% 40% 40% 38% 36% 35%

Finance ED : Finance

Increase the cost coverage ratio to 

3:1 annually or maintain the current 

status by 30 June 2015

Cost coverage (Available 

cash + investments/ monthly 

fixed operating expenditure)

Financial and Audit 

reports
6 03:01 03:01 03:01 03:01 03:01 03:01

Finance ED : Finance

Increase the municipal reserves by 

at least 10% per annum from the 

previous year's actual balance 

annually (30 June)

% increase
Financial and Audit 

reports
6 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

2.2 To ensure continuious 

maintenance, 

refurbishment, upgrade and 

replacement of existing 

infrastructure assets

All ED : Finance

To spend at least 7% of the 

operational budget on O & M by 30 

June 2015

% spend on O&M
Financial and Audit 

reports
6 6% 7%

KPA 3:

Municipal Financial 

Viability and 

Management 

3.1 Ensure sound financial 

management and financial 

sustainability of SPM
All ED : Finance

Decrease employee related costs to 

34 % of the Operational Budget by 

30 June 2015

Employee related cost as a 

% of Ops Budget

Financial and Audit 

reports
6 34% 35% 34% 34% 34% 34%

5.1 To ensure an improved 

audit opinion in line with 

the LGTAS
SCM

Manager : 

SCM

To implement an effective and 

efficient Supply Chain Management 

System by ensuring that successful 

appeals is not more than 5% of 

tenders/quotes submitted by 30 June 

2014

% successful appeals Actual appeals lodged 8 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

5.1 To ensure an improved 

audit opinion in line with 

the LGTAS All ED : Finance

Ensure a clean audit report by 30 

June 2014 (50%  = June 2013 

qualified and 100% = June 2014 ). 

Annual AGSA opinion
AGSA Annual Audit 

Report
12

Qualified 

(50%)
100%

KPA 5: Good 

Governance and 

Public Participation

5.2  To enhance the Public 

Profile, Reputation and 

Positioning of SPM
Webmaster

Manager : 

Communicatio

ns

Ensure an updated and interactive 

web site linked to other spheres of 

Government on a continuos basis

% compliant to relevant 

legislation

Actual updated 

information on web
11 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation Equity Unit

Employment 

Equity 

Manager

All levels of personnel on the 

organogram of the SPM should be 

100% representative according to 

the Employment Equity Plan of the 

Municipality as well as the most 

recent Provincial EAP Profiles by 30 

June 2015

% progress Equity register 12 87% 100% 90% 93% 97% 100%

DIRECTORATE CORPORATE SERVICES

4.2  To provide a framework 

for Municipal 

Transformation and 

Institutional Development

KPA 5: Good 

Governance and 

Public Participation

Unqualified (100%)

7%



KPA IDP Objective
SUB-

DIRECTORATE
KPI Reporter KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline  

End 

2012/13

Annual 

Target 

2014/15

Quarter 1  

30 Sep 14

Quarter 2 

31 Dec 14

Quarter 3 

31 Mar 15

Quarter 4 

30 Jun 15

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an 

overarching framework for 

sustainable municipal 

performance improvement
Human 

Resources

Manager : 

Human 

Resources

An approved Human Resource 

Management Plan with specific 

reference to staffing 

(attraction/retention), HRA, HRM and 

HRD by 30 June 2014

% progress in preparing 

HRM Plan

Submission of 

documentary proof 

(progress reports, 

minutes of meetings, 

actual plan etc) of work 

done in preparing an 

HRM Plan

12 50% 100% 60% 70% 85% 100%

4.1  To provide an 

overarching framework for 

sustainable municipal 

performance improvement

Human 

Resources

Manager : 

Human 

Resources

Conduct bi-annual performance 

assessments of  Middle 

Management (up to level 6) annually 

by 30 June 2013 

No of assments conducted Assessment reports 12 2 2 0 0 1 2

4.1  To provide an 

overarching framework for 

sustainable municipal 

performance improvement Human 

Resources

Manager : 

Human 

Resources

Complete individual performance 

management to at least 50% of all 

levels of staff by 30 June 2015

% progress in establishing 

PMS to all levels

Submission of 

documentary proof 

(progress reports, 

minutes of meetings and 

audit reports etc) of work 

done in establishing a 

PMS to all levels of staff

12 20% 50% 0% 10% 30% 50%

Facilitate the implementation of an 

Enterprise Risk Management 

Framework annually

Number of risk assessments 

conducted

Updated Risk Register 

and Minutes of Audit 

Committee

NA 4 4 1 2 3 4

Submission of an Annual Report on 

risk management maturity level of 

SPM to NT by 30 June each year

Maturity Report submitted Maturity Report and 

Minutes Audit Committee
NA 1 1

KPA 1:

Local Economic 

Development

1.1  To provide an enabling 

environment for LED in 

SPM within the context of 

National and Provincial 

Frameworks

Building Services

Manager : 

Urban 

Planning

Ensuring the turnaround time for 

building plan approval to 4 weeks by 

30 June 2015 for buildings  for 

architectural buildings more than 

500m² in accordance with NBRBSA - 

103/1977

Average time in weeks to 

approve building plans

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step 

was signed off - from 

submission of plan to 

final approval

1 10 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks

Ensuring the turnaround time for 

building plan approval to 4 weeks by 

30 June 2015 for buildings  for 

architectural buildings less than 

500m² in accordance with NBRBSA - 

103/1978

Average time in weeks to 

approve building plans

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step 

was signed off - from 

submission of plan to 

final approval

1 10 weeks 8 weeks 8 weeks 8 weeks 8 weeks 8 weeks

DIRECTORATE STRATEGY, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

4.2  To provide a framework 

for Municipal 

Transformation and 

Institutional Development

4.2  To provide a framework 

for Municipal 

Transformation and 

Institutional Development Risk 

Management Unit

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

1



KPA IDP Objective
SUB-

DIRECTORATE
KPI Reporter KPI Measurement POE

Risk 

Register 

Ref

Baseline  

End 

2012/13

Annual 

Target 

2014/15

Quarter 1  

30 Sep 14

Quarter 2 

31 Dec 14

Quarter 3 

31 Mar 15

Quarter 4 

30 Jun 15

KPA 4:

Municipal Institutional 

Development and 

Transformation

4.1  To provide an 

overarching framework for 

sustainable municipal 

performance improvement LED

Manager : 

Urban 

Planning

Improving the turnaround time for 

development applications (rezoning) 

from receipt of all sectional 

comments, submission to 

Development and Planning 

Committee and Council to 12 weeks 

by 30 June 2015

Average time in weeks to 

approve applications

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step 

was signed off - from 

submission of application 

to final approval

1 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks 12 weeks

LED

Manager : 

Urban 

Planning

Ensuring the turnaround time for 

building plan approval to 8 weeks by 

30 June 2015 for buildings  for 

architectural buildings in excess of 

500m² in accordance with NBRBSA - 

103/1977

Average time in weeks to 

approve building plans

Register indicating the 

steps for approval and 

dates when each step 

was signed off - from 

submission of plan to 

final approval

1 10 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks

1.2  To initiate, lead and 

sustain an investment 

environment for job 

creation in the SPM Area
LED

Manager : 

LED

Create 300 FTE jobs through 

initiatives of the SPM (including 

LED, EPWP, Capital Projects, 

Maintenance activities etc) by 30 

June 2015

No of FTE jobs created

Register of jobs created 

through EPWP, Capital 

projects, maintenance 

activities etc

1 320 300 100 150 230 300

1.3  To leverage municipal 

assets and the municipal 

procurement process with 

the view to stimulate 

redistribution and growth

Properties
Manager : 

Properties 

To alienate earmarked Municipal 

land and properties for development 

purposes in line with the SDF/LUMS 

by 30 June 2015

R vallue of proceeds 

received from land  and 

property sales

Contracts signed and 

financial records
1 5,000,000 5,000,000 1,000,000 2,000,000 3,000,000 5,000,000

Cleansing
Head : 

Cleansing 

600 Additional Households to be 

provided with a weekly solid waste 

removal service by 30 June 2015

No of houses receiving a 

weekly solid waste removal 

service

Project reports and 

actual measurement on 

the ground

2 0 600 100 200 500 600

Parks

ED: 

Community 

Services

A planned, prioritised and budgetted 

operational plan for each section in 

the Directorate Community and 

Social Development Services 

(Personal Health, Environmental 

Health, Library, Parks and 

Recreation, Emergency, Traffic, 

Motor Registration and Licensing 

and Social Development) annually 

by 30 Sep

Operational plan Operational plan 2 100% 100% 100% - - -

KPA 2:

Basic and Sustainable 

Service Delivery and 

Infrastructure 

Development

2.4 To ensure sustainable 

delivery of community 

services (personal health, 

environmental health, 

libraries, parks and 

recreation, emergency and 

traffic services) to all 

residents of SPM

DIRECTORATE COMMUNITY  AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES



 

BUDGET 

RELATED 

POLICIES 

OVERVIEW 

AND 

AMENDMENTS 
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ANNEXURE  :  BUDGET RELATED POLICIES 

List of Budget related policies Explanation numbers Approved Resolution Number Reviewed

Policy Asset Management 1 01-Jul-08 C404/10 March 2011

Policy Cash Management & Investment 1 07-Apr-05 CR22 March 2011

Policy Credit Control 1 and 2 17-Nov-05 C234/11 May 2014

Policy Indigent 1 and 2 17-Nov-05 C234/11 May 2014

Policy Internal Audit 1 17-Nov-05 N/A

Policy Property Rates 1 and 2 28-Feb-07 C234/11 May 2014

Policy Risk Management 1 17-Nov-05 CR500 N/A

Policy Supply Chain Management 1 17-Feb-05 CR500 March 2011

Tariff Policy on Property Rates 1 and 2 29-May-12 C83/12 May 2014

Tariff Policy on Electricity 1 and 2 29-May-12 C83/12 May 2014

Tariff Policy on Water 1 and 2 29-May-12 C83/12 May 2014

Tariff Policy on Sanitation 1 and 2 29-May-12 C83/12 May 2014

Tariff Policy on Refuse Removal/Solid Waste 1 and 2 29-May-12 C83/12 May 2014

Policy Debt Write-off 1 and 2 28-May-08 C167/08 May 2014

Policy Regarding Audit Committees 1 17-Nov-05 CR500 N/A

Policy Asset Disposal 1 01-Jul-08 C404/10 March 2011

Policy Borrowing 1 19-Apr-11 C150/11 March 2011

Policy irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure 1 19-Apr-11 C150/11 March 2011

Budget Implementation and Management Policy (Budget Policy) 1 19-Apr-11 C150/11 March 2011

Funding and Reserves policy (included in Budget policy) 1 19-Apr-11 C150/11 March 2011

Financial Management and Revenue Enhancement Strategy policy 2 Awaiting approval Awaiting approval

Policy related to long-term financing planning ( included in Financial Management and Revenue Enhancement Strategy policy) 2 Awaiting approval Awaiting approval

Explanation numbers

1. These policies are accessible on the Sol Plaatje website: www.solplaatje.org.za.

2. Policy to be approved with final budget process 2014/15.  
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A. PREAMBLE  

Whereas section 14 of the Local Government:  Municipal Finance Management Act, 

2003 (Act no. 56 of 2003) determines that a municipal council may not dispose of assets 

required to provide minimum services, and whereas the Municipal Asset Transfer 

Regulations (Government Gazette 31346 dated 22 August 2008) has been issued. 

 

And whereas the municipal council of Sol Plaatje Municipality wishes to adopt a policy to 

guide the municipal manager in the management of the municipality’s assets; 

 

And whereas the municipal manager as custodian of municipal funds and assets is 

responsible for the implementation of the asset management policy which regulate the 

acquisition, safeguarding and maintenance of all assets; 

 

And whereas these assets must be protected over their useful life and may be used in the 

production or supply of goods and services or for administrative purposes; 

 

Therefore the municipal council of the Sol Plaatje Municipality adopts the following asset 

management policy.   
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B. ABBREVIATIONS 

AM Asset Management 

AMS Asset Management System 

AR Asset Register 

CFO Chief Financial Officer 

CRR Capital Replacement Reserve 

DM District Municipality 

EPWP Expanded Public Work Program 

GAMAP Generally Accepted Municipal Accounting Practice 

GIS Geographical Information System 

GRAP Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice 

HR Human Resource 

IAM Infrastructure Asset Management 

IAMP Infrastructure Asset Management Plan 

IAR Infrastructure Asset Register 

IAS International Accounting Standards 

IDP Integrated Development Plan 

IIMM International Infrastructure Management Manual 

LM Local Municipality 

MFMA Municipal Finance Management Act 

MSA Municipal Services Act 

NT National Treasury 

O&M Operation and Maintenance 

OAG Office of the Accountant General 

PPE Property, Plant and Equipment 

SCM Supply Chain Management 
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C. DEFINITIONS 

 
Accounting Officer means the Municipal Manager appointed in terms of Section 82 of 

the Local Government:  Municipal Structures Act, 1998 (Act no. 117 of 1998) and being 

the head of administration and accounting officer in terms of section 55 of the Local 

Government:  Municipal Systems Act 2000 (Act no. 32 of 2000). 

 

Agricultural Produce is the harvested product of the municipality’s biological assets. 

 

Biological Assets are defined as living animals or plants. 

 

Borrowing Costs are interest and other costs incurred by an entity in connection with the 

borrowing of funds. 

 

Capital Assets (assets) are items of Biological Assets, Intangible Assets, Investment 

Property or Property, Plant or Equipment defined in this Policy. 

 

Carrying Amount is the amount at which an asset is included in the statement of 

financial position after deducting any accumulated depreciation (or amortisation) and 

accumulated impairment losses thereon. 

 

Chief Financial Officer (CFO) means an officer of a municipality designated by the 

Municipal Manager to be administratively in charge of the budgetary and treasury 

functions. 

 

Community Assets are defined as any asset that contributes to the community’s well-

being.  Examples are parks, libraries and fire stations. 

 

Cost is the amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the other 

consideration given to acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, or, 

where applicable, the amount attributed to that asset when initially recognised in 

accordance with the specific requirements of other Standards of GRAP. 
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Depreciable Amount is the cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for cost in the 

financial statements, less its residual value. 

 

Depreciation is the systematic allocation of the depreciable amount of an asset over its 

useful life. 

 

Fair Value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged or a liability between 

knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. 

 

GAAP are standards of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice. 

 

GRAP are standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice. 

 

Heritage Assets are defined as culturally significant resources.  Examples are works of 

art, historical buildings and statues. 

 

Infrastructure Assets are defined as any asset that is part of a network of similar assets.  

Examples are roads, water reticulation schemes, sewerage purification and trunk mains, 

transport terminals and car parks. 

 

Intangible Assets are defined as identifiable non-monetary assets without physical 

substance. 

 

Investment Properties are defined as properties (land or buildings) that are acquired for 

economic and capital gains.  Examples are office parks and undeveloped land acquired 

for the purpose of resale in future years. 

 

Land and Buildings are defined as a class of PPE when the land and buildings are held 

for purposes such as administration and provision of services. Land and Buildings 

therefore exclude Investment properties and Land Inventories. 

 

MFMA refers to the Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act (Act no. 56 of 

2003). 
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Other Assets are defined as assets utilised in normal operations.  Examples are plant 

and equipment, motor vehicles and furniture and fittings. 

 

Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE) are tangible assets that:- 

(a) Are held by a municipality for use in the production or supply of goods or services, 

for rental to others, or for administrative purposes, and 

(b) Are expected to be used during more than one period. 

 

Qualifying Assets is an asset that necessarily takes substantial period of time to get 

ready for its intended use or sale. 

 

Recoverable Amount is the amount that the municipality expects to recover from the 

future use of an asset, including its residual value on disposal. 

 

Recoverable Service Amount is the higher of a non-cash generating asset’s fair value 

less cost to sell and its value in use. 

 

Residual Value is the net amount that the municipality expects to obtain for an asset at 

the end of its useful life after deducting the expected costs of disposal. 

 

Senior Official is an official directly accountable to the senior manager of the entity. 

 

Senior Manager in relation to a municipal entity, means a manager directly accountable 

to the chief executive officer of the entity. 

 

Servitudes are rights granted by a property owner to another person or entity to use the land 
for certain purposes, e.g. to construct assets on or over a specific property or the right to access 
to a property. 
 

Useful Life is:- 

a) The period of time over which an asset is expected to be used by the municipality; 

or 

b) The number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by 

the municipality’s accounting officer. 
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1 OBJECTIVES 

The MFMA was introduced with the objective of improving accounting in the municipalities 

sector in keeping with global trends.  Good asset management is critical to any business 

environment whether in the private or public sector.  In the past municipalities used a 

cash-based system to account for assets, whilst the trend has been to move to an accrual 

system. 

 

With the cash system, assets were written off in the year of disposal or, in cases where 

infrastructure assets were financed from advances or loans, they were written off when 

the loans were fully redeemed.  No costs were attached to subsequent periods in which 

these assets would be used. 

 

With an accrual system the assets are incorporated into the books of accounts and 

systematically written off over their anticipated lives.  This necessitates that a record is 

kept of the cost of the assets, the assets are verified periodically, and the assets can be 

traced to their suppliers via invoices or other such related delivery documents.   This 

ensures good financial discipline, and allows decision makers greater control over the 

management of assets.  An Asset Management Policy should promote efficient and 

effective monitoring and control of assets. 

 

According to the MFMA (see Section 63 (1) (a) to (2) (c)), the Accounting Officer in the 

Municipality should ensure: 

(c) that the municipality has and maintains an effective and efficient and transparent 

 system of financial and risk management and internal control;  

(d) the effective, efficient and economical use of the resources of the municipality;  

(e) the management (including safeguarding and maintenance) of the assets of the 

 municipality;  

(f) that the municipality has and maintains a management, accounting and 

 information system that accounts for the assets and liabilities of the municipality; 

(g) that the municipality’s assets and liabilities are valued in accordance with 

 standards of generally recognised accounting practice; and 

(h) that the municipality has and maintains a system of internal control of assets and 

 liabilities, including an asset and liabilities register, as may be prescribed. 
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The objective of this Asset Management Policy is to ensure that the municipality: 

(i) has consistent application of asset management principles; 

(j) implements accrual accounting; 

(k) complies with PFMA, MFMA, Treasury Regulation, GAAP, GRAP and other  

 related legislation; 

(l) safeguards and controls the assets of the municipality; and 

(m) optimises asset usage. 
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2 LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

2.1 LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

A municipality exercises its legislative and executive authority by, among others, 
developing and adopting policies, plans, strategies and programmes, including setting 
targets for delivery (section 11(3) of the MSA. 
 
Participation by the local community in the affairs of the municipality must take place 
through, among others, generally applying the provisions for participation as provided for 
in the MSA (section 17(1) of the MSA. 
 
A municipality must communicate to its community information concerning, among others, 
municipal governance, management and development (section 18(1) of the MSA). 
 
As head of administration the Municipal Manager is, subject to the policy directions of the 
municipal council, responsible and accountable for, among others, the following: 
• The management of the provision of services to the local community in a 

sustainable and equitable manner; 
• Advising the political structures and political office bearers of the municipality 

(section 55(1) of the MSA); and 
• Providing guidance and advice on compliance with the MFMA to the political 

structures, political office-bearers and officials of the municipality (section 60 of 
the MFMA). 

 
As accounting officer of the municipality the Municipal Manager is responsible and 
accountable for, among others, all assets of the municipality (section 55(2) of the MSA). 
 
The Municipal Manager must take all reasonable steps to ensure, among others, that the 
resources of the municipality are used effectively, efficiently and economically (section 
62(1) of the MFMA). 
 

2.2 RATIONALE FOR MANAGEMENT OF ASSETS 

The South African Constitution requires municipalities to strive, within their financial and 
administrative capacity, to achieve the following objectives: 
• Providing democratic and accountable government for local communities; 
• Ensuring the provision of services to communities in a sustainable manner; 
• Promoting social and economic development; 
• Promoting a safe and healthy environment; and 
• Encouraging the involvement of communities and community organisations in 

matters of local government. 
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In terms of the MFMA, the accounting officer is responsible for managing the assets and 
liabilities of the municipality, including the safeguarding and maintenance of its assets. 
 
The MFMA further requires the accounting officer to ensure that: 
• The municipality has and maintains a management, accounting and information 

system that accounts for its assets and liabilities; 
• The municipality’s assets are valued in accordance with standards of generally 

recognised accounting practice; and 
• The municipality has and maintains a system of internal control of assets and 

liabilities. 
 
The OHSA requires the municipality to provide and maintain a safe and healthy working 
environment, and in particular, to keep its infrastructure assets safe. 
 

2.3 PRINCIPLES OF ASSET MANAGEMENT 

According to the International Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM), the goal of 
infrastructure asset management is to meet a required level of service, in the most cost-
effective manner, through the management of assets for present and future customers.  
The core principles of infrastructure asset management are: 
• Taking a life-cycle approach; 
• Developing cost-effective management strategies for the long-term; 
• Providing a defined level of service and monitoring performance; 
• Understanding and meeting the impact of growth through demand management 

and infrastructure investment; 
• Managing risks associated with asset failures; 
• Sustainable use of physical resources; and 
• Continuous improvement in asset management practices.  
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3 POLICY FRAMEWORK 

3.1 POLICY OBJECTIVE 

The municipality is committed to providing municipal services for which the municipality is 
responsible, in a transparent, accountable and sustainable manner and in accordance 
with sound infrastructure management principles. 
 
The main challenges associated with managing fixed assets can be characterised as 
follows: 
(n) Moveable assets – controlling acquisition, location, use, and disposal (over a 

 relatively short term lifespan) 

(o) Immovable assets – life-cycle management (over a relatively long-term lifespan). 

 

The policy approach has been to firstly focus on the financial treatment of assets, which 

needs to be consistent across both the movable and immovable assets, and secondly to 

focus on the management of immovable assets as a fundamental departure point for 

service delivery.  This arrangement is summarised in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1:  Proposed policy and strategic framework 
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3.2 POLICY PRINCIPLES 

The following policy principles serve as a framework for the achievement of the policy 
objective: 

3.2.1 Effective Governance 

The municipality strives to apply effective governance systems to provide for consistent 
asset management and maintenance planning in adherence to and compliance with all 
applicable legislation to ensure that asset management is conducted properly, and 
municipal services are provided as expected.  To this end, the municipality will: 

• Adhere to all constitutional, safety, health, systems, financial and asset-related 
legislation; 

• Regularly review and update amendments to the above legislation; 
• Review and update its current policies and by-laws to ensure compliance with the 

requirements of prevailing legislation; and 
• Effectively apply legislation for the benefit of the community. 

3.2.2 Sustainable Service Delivery 

The municipality strives to provide to its customers services that are technically, 
environmentally and financially sustainable.  To this end, the municipality will: 
• Identify levels and standards of service that conform with statutory requirements 

and rules for their application based on the long-term affordability to the 
municipality; 

• Identify technical and functional performance criteria and measures, and 
establish a commensurate monitoring and evaluation system;  

• Identify current and future demand for services, and demand management 
strategies; 

• Set time-based targets for service delivery that reflect the need to newly 
construct, upgrade, renew, and dispose assets, where applicable in line with 
national targets; 

• Apply a risk management process to identify service delivery risks at asset level 
and appropriate responses; 

• Prepare and adopt an immovable (infrastructure) asset management strategy and 
immovable (infrastructure) asset management plans to support the achievement 
of the required performance; 

• Prepare and adopt an immovable (infrastructure) asset maintenance strategy and 
immovable (infrastructure) asset maintenance plans to execute maintenance 
timeously; 

• Allocate budgets based on long-term (20 year) financial forecasts that take 
cognisance of the full life-cycle needs of existing and future assets and the risks 
to achieving the adopted performance targets; and 

• Implement its Tariff and Credit Control and Debt Collection Policies to sustain and 
protect the affordability of services by the community. 
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3.2.3 Social and Economic Development 

The municipality strives to promote social and economic development in its municipal area 
by means of delivering municipal services in a manner that meet the needs of the various 
customer user-groups in the community.  To this end, the municipality will: 
• Regularly review its understanding of customer needs and expectations through 

effective consultation processes covering all service areas; 
• Implement changes to services in response to changing customer needs and 

expectations where appropriate; 
• Foster the appropriate use of services through the provision of clear and 

appropriate information; 
• Ensure services are managed to deliver the agreed levels and standards; and 
• Create job opportunities and promote skills development in support of the 

national EPWP. 

3.2.4 Custodianship 

The municipality strives to be a responsible custodian and guardian of the community’s 
assets for current and future generations.  To this end, the municipality will: 
• Establish a spatial development framework that takes cognisance of the 

affordability to the municipality of various development scenarios; 
• Establish appropriate development control measures including community 

information; 
• Cultivate an attitude of responsible utilisation and maintenance of its assets, in 

partnership with the community; 
• Ensure that heritage resources are identified and protected; and 
• Ensure a long-term view and life-cycle costs are taken into account in immovable 

asset management decisions. 

3.2.5 Transparency 

The municipality strives to manage its immovable assets in a manner that is transparent to 
all its customers, both now and in the future.  To this end, the municipality will: 
• Develop and maintain a culture of regular consultation with the community with 

regard to its management of immovable assets in support of service delivery; 
• Clearly communicate its service delivery plan and actual performance through its 

Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan (SDBIP); 
• Avail asset management information on a ward basis; and 
• Continuously develop the skills of councillors and officials to effectively 

communicate with the community with regard to service levels and standards. 

3.2.6 Cost-effectiveness and Efficiency 

The municipality strives to manage its immovable assets in an efficient and effective 
manner.  To this end, the municipality will: 
• Assess life-cycle options for proposed new immovable assets; 
• Regularly review the actual extent, nature, utilisation, criticality, performance and 

condition of immovable assets to optimise planning and implementation works; 
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• Assess and implement the most appropriate maintenance of infrastructure assets 
to achieve the required network performance standards and to achieve the 
expected useful life of immovable assets; 

• Ensure the proper utilisation and maintenance of existing assets; 
• Establish and implement demand management plans; 
• Timeously renew immovable assets based on capacity, performance, risk 

exposure, and cost; 
• Timeously dispose of immovable assets that are no longer in use; 
• Establish documented processes, systems and data to support effective life-cycle 

immovable asset management; 
• Strive to establish a staff contingent with the required skills and capacity, and 

procure external support as necessary; and 
• Conduct annual assessments to support continuous improvement of immovable 

asset management practice. 
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4 ASSET RECOGNITION 

4.1 CLASSIFICATION OF CAPITAL ASSETS  

General 

When accounting for Capital Assets, the municipality should follow the various standards 
of GRAP relating to the capital assets. An item is recognised in the statement of financial 
position as a Capital Asset if it satisfies the definition and the criteria for recognition of 
assets. The first step in the recognition process is to establish whether the item meets the 
definition of an asset. Secondly, the nature of the asset should be determined, and 
thereafter the recognition criterion is applied. Capital Assets are classified into the 
following categories for financial reporting purposes: 
 
1. Property, Plant and Equipment (GRAP 17) 

• Land and Buildings (land and buildings not held as investment) 
• Infrastructure Assets (immovable assets that are used to provide basic 

services) 
• Community Assets (resources contributing to the general well-being of the 

community) 
• Housing Assets (rental stock or housing stock not held for capital gain) 
• Heritage Assets (culturally significant resources) 
• Other Assets (ordinary operational resources) 

 
2. Intangible Assets (GRAP 102) 

• Intangible Assets (assets without physical substance held for ordinary 
operational resources) 

 
3. Investment Property (GRAP 16) 

• Investment Assets (resources held for capital or operational gain) 
 
4. Biological Assets (GRAP 101) 

• Biological Assets (livestock and plants held) 
 
When accounting for Current Assets (that is of capital nature), the municipality should 
follow the various standards of GRAP relating to these assets. Current Assets (with a 
capital nature) are classified into the following categories for financial reporting purposes: 
 
 
5. Assets classified as Held-for-Sale (GRAP 100) 

• Assets Held-for-Sale (assets identified to be sold in the next 12 months and 
reclassified as Inventory) 
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6. Land Inventories (GRAP 12) 
• Land Inventories (land or buildings owned or acquired with the intention of 

selling such property in the ordinary course of business) 
 

 
Further asset classification has been defined in GRAP.  The classifications used for 
infrastructure are limited and do not represent all asset types.  However, these 
classifications are used for financial reporting consistency and should be used.  
 
To facilitate the practical management of infrastructure assets and asset register data, 
infrastructure assets have been further classified.  The recommended classifications are 
provided in Appendix B. 

Policy 

The asset classification specified by GRAP shall be adhered to as a minimum standard.  
The extended asset classification specified in Appendix B shall be adopted. 
The CFO shall ensure that the classifications specified by National Treasury, GRAP, and 
those adopted by the municipality are adhered to. 
 

4.2 IDENTIFICATION OF ASSETS 

General 

An asset identification system is a means to uniquely identify each asset in the 
municipality in order to ensure that each asset can be accounted for on an individual 
basis.  Movable assets are usually identified using a barcode system by attaching a 
barcode to each item.  Immovable assets are usually identified by means an accurate 
description of their physical location. 

Policy 

An asset identification system shall be operated and applied in conjunction with an asset 
register.  As far as practicable, every individual asset shall have a unique identification 
number.  The CFO shall develop and implement an asset identification system, while 
acting in consultation with the Executive Directors. 
 

4.3 ASSET REGISTER 

General 

An asset register is a database of information related to all the assets under the control of 
the municipality.  The asset register consists of an inventory of all the assets, with each 
asset having a unique identifying number.  Data related to each asset should be able to 
be stored in the asset register.  The data requirements for the asset register are as 
follows: 
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Data type Land Movable Infrastructure/
Buildings 

Identification    

• Unique identification number or asset mark ���� ���� ���� 

• Unique name ���� ���� ���� 

• National Treasury Classification ���� ���� ���� 

• Internal Classification ���� ���� ���� 

• Descriptive data (make, model, etc.) ���� ���� ���� 

• Erf/Registration ���� ���� ���� 

• Title deed reference ����   

Accountability    

• Department ���� ���� ���� 

• Insurance reference  ���� ���� 

Performance    

• Age  ���� ���� 

• Condition  ���� ���� 

• Remaining Useful life  ���� ���� 

• Expected Useful Life  ���� ���� 

• Technical Asset Residual Value   ���� 

Accounting    

• Historic cost ���� ���� ���� 

• Take on value ���� ���� ���� 

• Take on date ���� ���� ���� 

• Revalued amount ���� ���� ���� 

• Valuation Difference (for purposes of 
Valuation Reserve and depreciation) 

���� ���� ���� 

• Depreciation method ���� ���� ���� 

• Depreciation portion that should be 
transferred from Revaluation reserve to 
accumulated depreciation (where assets 
was revaluated) 

���� ���� ���� 

• Depreciation charge for the current 
financial year 

���� ���� ���� 

• Depreciation charge for ensuing year (for 
purposes on current portion) 

���� ���� ���� 

• Impairment losses in the current year ���� ���� ���� 

• Accumulated depreciation ���� ���� ���� 
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Data type Land Movable Infrastructure/
Buildings 

• Carrying value ���� ���� ���� 

• Residual value ���� ���� ���� 

• Source of financing ���� ���� ���� 

 
 
Assets remain in the asset register for as long as they are in physical existence or until 
being written off.  The fact that an asset has been fully depreciated is not in itself a reason 
for writing-off such an asset.  
 
The asset register does not include assets that belong to other third parties.  These 
assets may be included as separable entities for control purposes. 

Policy 

An asset register shall be maintained for all assets. In some cases, such as Investment 
Properties and Intangible Assets, separate asset registers will have to be maintained.  
The format of the register shall include the data needed to comply with the applicable 
accounting standards and data needed for the technical management of the assets.  The 
asset register should be continuously updated and asset records should be reconciled to 
the general ledger on a quarterly basis, where possible. 
 

4.4 RECOGNITION OF CAPITAL ASSETS: INITIAL MEASUREMENT 

General 

A Capital Asset should be recognised as an asset in the financial and asset records when: 
• It is probable that future economic benefits or potential service delivery associated 

with the item will flow to the municipality; 
• The cost or fair value of the item to the municipality can be measured reliably; 
• The cost is above any municipal capitalisation threshold (if any); and 
• The item is expected to be used during more than one financial year. 
 
Spare parts and servicing equipment are usually carried as inventory in terms of the 
Standard of GRAP on Inventories and recognised in surplus or deficit as consumed. 
However, major spare parts and stand-by equipment qualify as property, plant and 
equipment when the municipality expects to use them during more than one period. 
Similarly, if the spare parts and servicing equipment can be used only in connection with 
an item of property, plant and equipment, they are accounted for as property, plant and 
equipment. 
 
 
 
Further guidance for the recognition of assets is provided below: 
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Capitalisation Threshold 

The capitalisation threshold is a policy decision of the municipality and is the value above 
which assets are capitalised and reported in the financial statements as tangible or 
intangible capital assets as opposed to being expensed in the year of acquisition. As a 
result, the threshold has a significant impact on the size of the asset register and the 
complexity of asset management. However the capatilization threshold is regarded as a 
deviation from GRAP standards and should be determined annually against materiality 
and must be determined at a level that will ensure that the municipality do not deviate 
materially from the requirements of GRAP 17. 
 
The capitalisation threshold should not be applied to the components of an asset, but 
should be applied to the value of the capital asset as a whole.  If the threshold is applied 
at component level, the asset register would be incomplete in the sense that an asset 
recorded as such would not be a complete asset. 
 
The municipality should take the following into account when considering a capitalisation 
threshold: 
• The impact of the threshold on the financial statements and the 

decisions/assessments the users of the financial statement may or may not make; 
• The cost of maintaining financial and management information on assets when the 

threshold is very low; 
• The impact on comparability and benchmarking cost of services may be difficult if 

different capitalisation thresholds are applied; 
• The size of the municipality or the size of its service areas when setting 

capitalisation thresholds levels. Municipalities vary greatly in size, so what is 
relevant to one may be immaterial to another.  

 
Every Executive Director shall, however, ensure that any movable asset item with a value 
lower than the capitalisation threshold and with an estimated useful life of more than one 
year, shall be recorded on a Minor Assets inventory listing.  Every Executive Director shall 
moreover ensure that the existence of items recorded on such inventory stock lists are 
physically verified from time to time, and at least once in every financial year, and any 
amendments which are made to such inventory stock lists pursuant to such stock 
verifications shall be retained for audit purposes. 
 
However the municipality (Municipal Manager or to whom the right is delegated) can 
determine with an internal memorandum which assets who are under the threshold can 
be classified as capital assets. 
 

Calculation of initial cost price 

Only costs that comprise the purchase price and any directly attributable costs necessary 
for bringing the asset to its working condition should be capitalised.  The purchase price 
exclusive of VAT should be capitalised, unless the municipality is not allowed to claim 
input VAT paid on purchase of such assets. In such an instance, the municipality should 
capitalise the cost of the asset together with VAT. Any trade discounts and rebates are 
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deducted in arriving at the purchase price. Listed hereunder is a list, which list is not 
exhaustive, of directly attributable costs: 
• Costs of employee benefits (as defined in the applicable standard on Employee 

Benefits) arising directly from the construction or acquisition of the item of the 
Capital Asset  

• The cost of site preparation; 
• Initial delivery and handling costs; 
• Installation costs; 
• Professional fees such as for architects and engineers;  
• The estimated cost of dismantling and removing the asset and restoring the site; 

and 
• Borrowing costs when incurred on a qualifying asset in terms of GRAP 5. 
 
When payment for an asset is deferred beyond normal credit terms, its cost is the cash 
price equivalent. The difference between this amount and the total payments is 
recognised as an interest expense over the period of credit. 
 

Component approach 

The component approach is a GRAP-supported approach where complex assets are split into 
separate depreciable parts for recording. The key considerations in determining what should 
become a separately depreciable part (component) are: 
• Significant cost; and 
• Considerable difference in useful life 

 
If the value of a part of the asset is significant (i.e. material) compared to the value of the asset 
as a whole and/or has a useful life that is considerably different to the useful life of the asset a 
whole, it should be recognised as a separately depreciable part (component).  

Subsequent Expenses 

The municipality should not recognise the costs of day-to-day servicing of the item in the 
carrying amount of an item of capital asset. These costs are recognised as expenditure as 
and when incurred. Day-to-day costs are primarily the costs of labour and consumables 
and may include the costs of small parts. The purpose of these expenditures is usually for 
the ‘repair and maintenance’ of the capital asset. 
 
Parts of some capital assets may require replacement at regular intervals. For example, a 
road may need resurfacing every few years. It may be necessary to make less-frequently 
recurring replacement of parts, such as replacing the interior walls of a building, or to 
make a non-recurring replacement. Under the recognition principle, an entity recognises 
in the carrying amount of the capital asset the cost of replacing the part of such an item 
when that cost is incurred if the recognition criteria are met. At the same time the part to 
be replaced should be derecognised. 
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Rehabilitation/Enhancements/Renewals of capital assets  
 
Expenditure to rehabilitate, enhance or renew an existing capital asset (including 
separately depreciable parts) can be recognised as capital if: 
• The expenditure satisfies the recognition criteria; 
• that expenditure is enhancing the service provision of that capital asset beyond 

its original expectation and either that expenditure: 
o increases the useful life of that capital asset (beyond its original useful life); 
o increases the capital asset capacity (beyond its original capacity); 
o increases the performance of the capital asset (beyond the original 

performance); 
o increases the functionality of that capital asset; 
o reduces the future ownership costs of that capital asset significantly; or 
o increases the size of the asset or changes its shape. 

 
The expenditure to restore the functionality of the capital asset to its original level is a 
maintenance/refurbishment expense and will not be capitalised to the carrying value of 
the capital asset. 
 
The rehabilitated or renewed separately depreciable part will be derecognised and the 
replacement will be recognised. Where the separately identifiable asset is rehabilitated or 
renewed, the amount incurred will be added to the carrying value of the asset. 
 

Leased Assets 

A lease is an agreement whereby the lesser conveys to the lessee, in return for a 
payment or series of payments, the right to use an asset for an agreed period of time. 
Leases are categorised into finance and operating leases: 
• A Finance Lease is a lease that transfers substantially all the risks and rewards 

incident to ownership of an asset, even though the title may or may not eventually 
be transferred. Where the risks and rewards of ownership of an asset are 
substantially transferred, the lease is regarded as a finance lease and is recognised 
as a Capital asset.   

• An Operating Lease is where there is no substantial transfer of risks and rewards of 
ownership and payments are expensed in the income statement on a systematic 
basis.  

Policy 

All capital assets shall be correctly recognised as assets and capitalised at the correct 
value in its significant components.  The capitalisation threshold will be determined 
annually by the municipality. All assets with values less than the capitalization threshold 
shall be recorded in a minor assets inventory. 
 
The Council shall specify which kinds of leases the municipality may enter into. 
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The CFO must keep a lease register with all the information that is necessary for reporting 
purposes, for example, opening balance, acquisitions, disposals, transfers, depreciation, 
accumulated depreciation, etc. 

4.5 SUBSEQUENT MEASUREMENT OF CAPITAL ASSETS 

General 

After initial recognition of Property, plant and Equipment, the municipality values its assets using 
the cost model, unless a specific decision have been taken to revalue a certain class of assets 
and in such instance the PPE will be valued using the revaluation model. 
  
When an item of PPE is revalued, the entire class of property to which that asset belongs, 
should be revalued. 
 
When an asset’s carrying amount is increased as a result of the revaluation, the increase should 
be credited to a revaluation surplus. However, the increase shall be recognised in surplus or 
deficit to the extent that it reverses a revaluation decrease of the same asset previously 
recognised in surplus or deficit. 

 
When and asset’s carrying amount is decreased as a result of devaluation, the decrease should 
be recognised as an expense in the annual financial statements. However, the decrease shall 
be debited directly to a revaluation surplus to the extent of any credit balance existing in the 
revaluation surplus in respect of that asset. 
 

4.6 RECOGNITION OF INVENTORY ITEMS (NON CAPITAL ITEMS) 

General 

Inventories encompass finished goods purchased or produced, or work in progress being 
produced by the municipality.  They also include materials and supplies awaiting use in 
the production process and goods purchased or produced by the municipality, which are 
for distribution to other parties for no charge or for a nominal charge.  GRAP 12.7 defines 
Inventories as assets: 
• In the form of materials or supplies to be consumed in the production process; 
• In the form of materials or supplies to be consumed or distributed in the 

rendering of services; 
• Held for sale or distribution in the ordinary course of operations; or  
• In the process of production for sale or distribution. 
 
Examples of Inventories may include the following: 
• Ammunition;  
• Consumable stores; 
• Maintenance materials; 
• Spare parts for plant and equipment other than those dealt with under PPE; 
• Strategic stockpiles (Energy reserves, Water reserves); 
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• Work in progress; and 
• Land / Property held for sale. 

 
Cost of inventories shall comprise of all costs of purchase (i.e. purchase price, import 
duties, other taxes and transport, handling and other costs attributable to the acquisition 
of finished goods, materials and supplies), costs of development, costs of conversion and 
other costs incurred in bringing the inventories to their present location and condition. 
Trade discounts, rebates and other similarities are deducted.  Taxes recoverable by the 
entity from the SARS may not be included. 
 
Costs of development for housing or similar developments which are acquired or 
developed for resale will include costs directly related to the development – e.g. purchase 
price of land acquired for such developments, surveying, conveyance costs and the 
provision of certain infrastructure.  Infrastructure costs relating to extending the capacity of 
existing infrastructure are excluded.  The costs of inventories of a service provider 
consisting of direct labour and other costs of personnel directly engaged in providing the 
service and other attributable overheads are included. 
 

Policy 

Assets acquired or owned by the municipality for the purpose of selling or developing 
such assets with the intention to sell it or utilising the asset in the production process or in 
the rendering of services shall be accounted for in the municipality’s financial statements 
as inventory items and not as property, plant and equipment. 
The CFO must record inventories in a dedicated section of the Inventory Register and 
maintain it for this purpose.  The amount of cost of inventories is to be recognised and 
carried forward until related revenues are recognised. 
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5 ASSET TYPES 

5.1 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT:  LAND AND BUILDINGS 

General 

Land and Buildings comprise any land and buildings held (by the owner or by the lessee 
under a finance lease) by the municipality to be used in the production or supply of goods 
or for administrative purposes. Land held for a currently undetermined future use, should 
not be included in PPE: Land and Buildings, but should be included in Investment 
Properties. For this class of Land and Buildings there is no intention of developing or 
selling the property in the normal course of business.  This land and buildings include 
infrastructure reserves. 
 
The municipality shall choose either the cost model or the revaluation model as its 
accounting policy and shall apply that policy to an entire class of property, plant and 
equipment. 
 
If the municipality chooses the cost model for its Land and Buildings, then after recognition as 
an asset, Buildings shall be carried at its cost less any accumulated depreciation and any 
accumulated impairment losses 
 
If the municipality chooses the revaluation model for its Land and Buildings, then after 
recognition as an asset, Land and Buildings whose fair value can be measured reliably 
shall be carried at a revalued amount, being its fair value at the date of the revaluation 
less any subsequent accumulated depreciation and subsequent accumulated impairment 
losses. Revaluations shall be made with sufficient regularity to ensure that the carrying 
amount does not differ materially from that which would be determined using fair value at 
the reporting date. 

Policy 

Subsequent to initial recognition, the Municipality choose the cost model as the accounting 
policy for its Land and Buildings. Land is not depreciated as it is deemed to have an indefinite 
useful life. 
 

5.2 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT:  INFRASTRUCTURE ASSETS 

5.2.1 General 

Infrastructure Assets comprise assets used for the delivery of infrastructure-based 
services.  These assets typically include electricity, sanitation, solid waste, storm water, 
transport, and water assets.  Many infrastructure assets form part of a greater facility e.g. 
a pump in a pump station.  
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Level of detail of componentisation 
 
For the technical management of infrastructure, the most effective level of management is 
at the maintenance item level.  It is at this level that work orders can be executed and 
data collected.  This data is useful for maintenance analysis to improve infrastructure 
management decision making.  This level in most cases coincides with the level that 
means the accounting criteria of different effective lives and materiality.  However, the 
collection of data at this of detail can be very costly when dealing with assets that are very 
numerous in nature e.g. water meters, street signs, household connections, etc.  It is 
therefore prudent to balance the value of the information with the cost of collecting the 
data.  The different levels of detail are shown below: 
• Level 1:  Service level (e.g. Sol Plaatje Water Supply) 
• Level 2:  Network level (e.g. Sol Plaatje Pump Stations) 
• Level 3:  Facility level (e.g. Amstelhof Pump Station) 
• Level 4:  Maintenance item level (e.g. Pump 1 in Amstelhof Pump Station) 
• Level 5:  Component level (e.g. Bearing of Pump 1 in Amstelhof Pump Station) 
 
The preferred level of detail for the accounting and technical management of 
infrastructure is level 4 above.  
 
The compilation of a detailed infrastructure asset register in one financial term is a costly 
and onerous exercise.  To ensure the practicality of implementing asset registers (and 
asset management planning as a whole), the International Infrastructure Management 
Manual (IIMM) recommends the adoption of a continuous improvement process as a 
practical implementation approach.  This approach recognises the value of limited data 
above no data and enables the municipalities to slowly, but steadily, increase their 
knowledge in the assets they own.  The improvement principles of the IIMM recommend 
starting with complete coverage of the infrastructure types at a low level of detail (e.g. 
level 2 or 3) and then improving the level of detail over a period of several years, starting 
with the high risk assets, such as pump stations, treatment works, etc.  Guidance on the 
improvement plan is provided in Appendix C. 

Policy 

The infrastructure asset register shall ensure complete representation of all infrastructure 
asset types.  The level of detail of componentisation shall be defined to a level that 
balances the cost of collecting and maintaining the data with the benefits of minimising the 
risks of the municipality.  An improvement plan stipulating the level of detail and the timing 
of improvements shall be prepared.  Infrastructure assets should be valued at cost less 
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment. If cost can however not be 
established, then infrastructure assets will be valued at depreciated replacement cost. 
Depreciated replacement cost is an accepted fair value calculation for assets where there 
is no active and liquid market.  Depreciation shall be charged against such assets over 
their expected useful lives.  The remaining useful life and residual value of, and the 
depreciation methods applied to Infrastructure assets should be reviewed regularly, but 
the cost related to such reviews should be measured against benefits derived to ensure 
value for money. Such reviews will have to be performed at least once in a three year 
cycle.  
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Infrastructure Assets shall be recorded under the following main categories; 
• Electricity; 
• Roads; 
• Signage (other than for traffic control e.g. library, advertising); 
• Sanitation; 
• Sewerage;  
• Water; and 
• Solid waste. 

 

5.3 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT:  COMMUNITY ASSETS 

General 

Community Assets include a variety of assets used to provide services to the community.  
These assets include building assets such as aquariums, cemeteries, clinics, hospitals, 
game reserves, museums, parks, etc.  Community assets also include recreational assets 
such as tennis courts, swimming pools, golf courses, outdoor sports facilities, etc. 

Policy 

Community assets are valued at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated 
impairment losses.  Depreciation shall be charged against such assets over their 
expected useful lives.  
 
Community Assets shall be recorded under the following main categories; 
• Recreational Facilities; 
• Sporting Facilities; and 
• Other Facilities. 

 

5.4 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT:  HOUSING ASSETS 

General 

Housing Assets have their origin from housing units erected in terms of the Housing Act, 
funded from loans granted by Government and comprise of rental stock or selling stock 
not held for capital gain. 

Policy 

Housing assets are valued at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated 
impairment losses.  Depreciation shall be charged against such assets over their 
expected useful lives. 
Housing Assets shall be recorded under the following main categories; 
• Rental Schemes; and 
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• Selling Schemes. 

5.5 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT:  HERITAGE ASSETS 

General 

A Heritage Asset is an asset that has historical, cultural or national importance and needs 
to be preserved.  The following is a list of some typical heritage assets encountered in the 
municipal environment: 
• Archaeological sites; 
• Conservation areas; 
• Historical buildings or other historical structures (such as war memorials); 
• Historical sites (for example, an Iron Age kiln, historical battle site or site of a 

historical settlement); 
• Museum exhibits; 
• Public statues; and 
• Works of art (which will include paintings and sculptures). 

Policy 

Heritage assets are valued at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated 
impairment losses.  No depreciation shall be charged against such assets. If the cost 
price of heritage assets is not known, then the heritage asset will be valued at fair value. 
 

5.6 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT:  OTHER ASSETS 

General 

Other Assets include a variety of assets that are of indirect benefit to the communities 
they serve.  These assets include office equipment, furniture and fittings, bins and 
containers, emergency equipment, motor vehicles, plant and equipment. 

Policy 

Other assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated 
impairment losses.  Depreciation shall be charged against such assets over their 
expected useful lives.  Other assets are not revalued. 
 
Other Assets shall be recorded under the following main categories; 
• Aircraft; 
• Bins and Containers; 
• Emergency Equipment; 
• Furniture and Fittings; 
• Motor Vehicles; 
• Office Equipment; 
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• Plant and Equipment; 
• Specialised Vehicles; 
• Watercraft; and 
• Other Assets as indicated in the Municipality’s accounting policy. 

5.7 INTANGIBLE ASSETS (GRAP 102) 

General 

Intangible Assets can be purchased, or can be internally developed, by the municipality 
and includes, but are not limited to, computer software, website development cost, 
servitudes and mining rights. 

Servitudes 

As servitudes are rights attached to property, an entity should consider whether the 
definition and recognition criteria in GRAP 102 on Intangible Assets are met. 
 
Creation of servitudes through the exercise of legislation 
 
In terms of legislation, municipalities are granted certain rights regarding the creation of 
servitudes. For example, in proclaiming townships, a municipality may declare that servitudes 
are to be registered over certain parts of the land falling within the boundaries of the proclaimed 
township so that it is able to install infrastructure to provide basic services. 
 
A key feature of servitudes created using rights granted in legislation, is that no compensation is 
paid to the landowner for the acquisition of these rights. Costs may however be incurred to 
register the servitude with the Deeds Office. 
 
Servitudes granted under these conditions do not meet the “identifiably’ criteria above for the 
following reasons: 
• They cannot be sold, transferred, rented or exchanged freely and are not separable from the 
entity. 
• They arise from rights granted to the entity in statute and are specifically excluded from GRAP 
102 as they are “internally generated rights”. 
 
Creation of servitudes through acquisition (including by way of expropriation or agreement) 
 
An entity may need to acquire the rights associated with a specific piece of land, e.g. to span 
power cables related to an electricity distribution network. When an entity acquires rights 
associated with land and registers a servitude, the landowner is usually compensated. 
 
Servitudes granted under these conditions are distinguished from those that are created through 
the exercise of legislation. These servitudes meet the definition of an “identifiable” intangible 
asset because they arise from contractual or other legal rights that are acquired through a 
specific arrangement, rather than through rights conferred on an entity in statute. 
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In these instances, an entity would recognise the servitude as an intangible asset at cost.  
The cost of these servitudes on initial recognition is usually the transaction price, i.e. the 
compensation paid to the landowner and any other costs that can be capitalised to the cost of 
the asset in terms of GRAP 102. 

Policy 

Intangible assets are stated at cost less accumulated amortisation and accumulated 
impairment losses.  Such assets are amortised over the best estimate of the useful life of 
the intangible asset. If an intangible asset is generated internally by the municipality, then 
a distinction should be made between research and development costs. Research costs 
should be expensed and development costs may be capitalised if all the criteria set out in 
GRAP 102 has been met. 

5.8 INVESTMENT PROPERTY  

General 

Investment Property comprise of land or buildings (or parts of buildings) or both, held by 
the municipality as owner, or as lessee under a finance lease, to earn rental revenues or 
for capital appreciation or both.  Investment property does not include property used in the 
production or supply of service or for administration.  It also does not include property that 
will be sold in the normal course of business. Typical investment properties include: 
• Office parks (which have been developed by the municipality itself or jointly 

between the municipality and one or more other parties); 
• Shopping centres (developed along similar lines); 
• Housing developments (developments financed and managed by the municipality 

itself, with the sole purpose of selling or letting such houses for profit). 

Policy 

Investment Properties shall be accounted for in terms of GRAP 16 and shall not be 
classified as PPE for purposes of preparing the municipality’s Statement of Financial 
Position.  Investment Property shall initially be measured at its cost.  Transaction costs 
shall be included in this initial measurement.  Where an investment property is acquired at 
no cost, or for a nominal cost, its cost is its fair value as at the date of acquisition. 
 
If the Council of the municipality resolves to construct or develop a property for future use 
as an investment property, such property shall in every respect be accounted for as PPE 
until it is ready for its intended use, where after it shall be reclassified as an investment 
asset. 
 
After initial recognition, all investment property shall be measured at fair value, except in 
the cases described in GRAP 16.61.  The fair value of investment property shall be 
determined annually at reporting date in terms of the municipality’s Accounting Policy. The 
fair value should reflect market conditions and circumstances as at the reporting date. A 
gain or loss arising from changes in the fair value of investment property should be 
included in the net surplus/deficit for the period in which it arises. 
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The CFO shall ensure that investment assets are recorded in an Investment Property 
register. 

5.9 BIOLOGICAL ASSETS 

General 

Biological Assets are living plants and animals such as trees in a plantation or orchard, 
cultivated plants, sheep and cattle.  Managed agricultural activity such as raising 
livestock, forestry, annual or perennial cropping, fish farming that are in the process of 
growing, degenerating, regenerating and / or procreating which are expected to eventually 
result in agricultural produce.  Such agricultural produce is recognised at the point of 
harvest.  Future economic benefits must flow to the municipality from its ownership or 
control of the asset. 
 
Point-of-sale costs include commissions to brokers and dealers, levies by regulatory 
agencies and commodity exchanges, and transfer taxes and duties.  Point-of-sale costs 
exclude transport and other costs necessary to get assets to the market. 
 
Where the municipality is unable to measure the fair value of biological assets reliably, a 
biological asset should be measured at cost less any accumulated depreciation and 
accumulated impairment losses. 

Policy 

Biological assets, such as livestock and crops, shall be valued annually at fair value less 
estimated point-of-sales costs. 

5.10 ASSETS CLASSIFIED AS HELD-FOR-SALE (GRAP 100)   

General 

A non-current asset shall be classified as Assets Held-for-Sale if its carrying amount will 
be recovered principally through a sale transaction rather than through continuing use.  
For this to be the case, the asset must be available for immediate sale in its present 
condition subject only to terms that are usual and customary for sales of such assets and 
its sale must be highly probable. 
 
For the sale to be highly probable, management must be committed to a plan to sell the 
asset, and an active programme to locate a buyer and complete the plan must have been 
initiated.  Further, the asset must be actively marketed for sale at a price that is 
reasonable in relation to its current fair value.  In addition, the sale should be expected to 
qualify for recognition as a completed sale within one year from the date of classification 
and actions required to complete the plan should indicate that it is unlikely that significant 
changes to the plan will be made or that the plan will be withdrawn. 
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Policy 

Assets identified for disposal by way of a sale transaction, be it by public auction, bidding 
process or sales agreement, within 12 months of the date of identification shall be 
classified as assets held-for-sale and transferred from the home asset category to held-
for-sale category.  Such assets shall be measured at the lower of its carrying amount and 
fair value less costs to sell and is not depreciated any further upon classification as held-
for-sale. 
 
The municipality shall not classify a non-current asset that is to be abandoned as held-for-
sale because its carrying amount will be recovered principally through continuing use. 

5.11 INVENTORY PROPERTY (GRAP 12)  

General 

Inventory Property comprises any land or buildings owned or acquired by the municipality 
with the intention of selling such property in the ordinary course of business, or any land 
or buildings owned or acquired by the municipality with the intention of developing such 
property for the purpose of selling it in the ordinary course of business. 

Policy 

Inventory land and buildings shall be accounted for as inventory, and not included in 
either PPE or Investment Property in the municipality’s Statement of Financial Position.   
 
The CFO shall ensure the recognition and measurement of Inventory Property in terms of 
GRAP 12. 
 
Inventory property shall be valued annually at reporting date at the lower of its carrying 
value or net realisable value, except where they are held for: 

(a) distribution at no charge or for a nominal charge, or 
(b) consumption in the production process of goods to be distributed at no charge 

or for a nominal charge, then they shall be measured at the lower of cost and 
current replacement cost. 

(c) the CFO shall ensure that inventory properties are recorded in the Inventory 
register. 

5.12 MINOR ASSETS (CAPITAL ASSETS BELOW APPROVED THRESHOLD)  

General 

Minor Assets comprise movable assets not capitalised in terms of the threshold policy of 
the municipality.  However, these assets must still be controlled, safeguarded and verified 
by the municipality.  They are not capitalised for the number of assets compared to their 
value does not warrant the complex procedures applicable to asset management, 
rendering a manageable asset register by concentrating on what is material and 
significant to the municipality’s operation. 
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Policy 

Minor assets shall be expensed in the Statement of Financial Performance and not be 
capitalised.  However, these assets shall be bar-coded for identification purposes and 
recorded at cost in the Minor Asset Inventory Listing.  These assets shall not be 
depreciated or tested for impairment and shall not generate any further transactions, 
except in the cases where losses are recovered by means of insurance claims or 
recoveries from disciplinary actions. 
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6 ASSET ACQUISITION 

6.1 ACQUISITION OF ASSETS 

General 

Acquisition of assets refers to the purchase of assets by buying, building (construction), or 
leasing. 

Policy 

Should the municipality decide to acquire an Capital asset, the following fundamental 
principles should be carefully considered prior to acquisition of such an asset: 
• The purpose for which the asset is required is in keeping with the objectives of 

the municipality and will provide significant, direct and tangible benefit to it; 

• The asset fit the definition of a Capital Asset (as defined in GRAP 16, GRAP 17, 

GRAP 101 and GRAP 102) 

• The asset has been budgeted for; 

• The future annual operations and maintenance needs have been calculated and 

have been budgeted for in the operations budget;  

• The purchase is absolutely necessary as there is no alternative municipal asset 

that could be economically upgraded or adapted; 

• The asset is appropriate to the task or requirement and is cost-effective over the 

life of the asset. 

• The asset is compatible with existing equipment and will not result in 

unwarranted additional expenditure on other assets or resources; 

• Space and other necessary facilities to accommodate the asset are in place; and  

• The most suitable and appropriate type, brand, model, etc. has been selected. 

• These principles shall be applied in accordance with Supply Chain Management 

Policy and that the CFO shall ensure that assets are appropriately incurred. 

• The CFO shall ensure that all acquired assets are appropriately insured. 

6.2 CREATION OF NEW INFRASTRUCTURE ASSETS 

General 

Creation of new infrastructure assets refers to the purchase and / or construction of totally 
new assets that has not been in the control or ownership of the municipality in the past. 
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Policy 

The cost of all new infrastructure facilities (not additions to or maintenance of existing 
infrastructure assets) shall be allocated to the separate assets making up such a facility 
and values may be used as a basis for splitting up construction costs of new infrastructure 
into the component parts, each of which have an appropriate useful life. 
 
Work in progress shall be flagged as such in the asset register until such time that the 
facility is completed.  Depreciation will commence when the construction of the asset is 
finalised and the asset is in the condition necessary for to operate in the manner intended 
by management. 
 
Each part of an item of Infrastructure with a cost that is significant in relation to the total 
cost of the item shall be depreciated separately. 

6.3 SELF-CONSTRUCTED ASSETS 

General 

Self-constructed assets relate to all assets constructed by the municipality itself or another 
party on instructions from the municipality. 

Policy 

All assets that can be classified as assets and that are constructed by the municipality 
should be recorded in the asset register and depreciated over its estimated useful life for 
that category of asset. Work in progress shall be flagged as such in the asset register until 
such time that the facility is completed.  Depreciation will commence when the 
construction of the asset is finalised and the asset is in the condition necessary for to 
operate in the manner intended by management. 

6.4 DONATED ASSETS 

General 

A donated asset is an item that has been given to the municipality by a third party in 
government or outside government without paying or actual or implied exchange. 

Policy 

Donated assets should be valued at fair value, reflected in the asset register, and 
depreciated as normal assets. 
All donated assets must be approved by the Municipal Manager and ratified by Council 
prior to acceptance. 
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7 ASSET MAINTENANCE 

7.1 USEFUL LIFE OF ASSETS 

General 

Useful Life of assets is basically the period or number of production units for which an 
asset can be used economically by the municipality. 
 
National Treasury (NT) published its Local Government Asset Management Guideline in 
August 2008 that includes directives for useful lives of assets, but municipalities must use 
their own judgement based on operational experience and in consultation with specialists 
where necessary in determining the useful lives for the particular classes of assets.  
Should the municipality decide on a useful life outside the given parameters, the National 
Treasury (OAG) should be approached and provided with a motivation, for its agreement 
of the rate utilised.  The calculation of useful life is based on a particular level of planned 
maintenance. 

Policy 

The remaining useful life of assets shall be reviewed annually.  Changes emanating from 
such reviews should be accounted for as a change in accounting estimates in terms of 
GRAP 3. 

7.2 RESIDUAL VALUE OF ASSETS 

General 

The Residual Value of an asset is the estimated amount that the municipality would 
currently obtain from disposal of the asset, after deducting the estimated costs of disposal, 
if the asset were already of the age and in the condition expected at the end of its useful 
life. 

Policy 

Residual values should be determined upon the initial recognition (capture) of assets.  
However, this will only be applicable to assets that are normally disposed of by selling 
them once the municipality does not have a need for such assets anymore, e.g. motor 
vehicles. In practise, the residual value of an asset is often insignificant and therefore 
immaterial in the calculation of the depreciable amount. 
  
The residual value of assets shall be reviewed annually at reporting date.  Changes in 
depreciation charges emanating from such reviews should be accounted for as a change 
in accounting estimates in terms of GRAP 3. 
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7.3 DEPRECIATION OF ASSETS 

General 

Depreciation is the systematic allocation of the depreciable amount of an asset over its 
useful life.  Depreciation therefore recognises the gradual exhaustion of the asset’s 
service capacity.  The depreciable amount is the cost of an asset, or other amount 
substituted for cost in the financial statements, less its residual value. 
 
The depreciation method used must reflect the pattern in which economic benefits or 
service potential of a Capital Asset is consumed by the municipality.  The following are the 
allowed alternative depreciation methods that can be applied by the municipality: 
1. Straight-line; 
2. Diminishing Balance; and 
3. Sum of the Units. 

Policy 

All assets, except land and heritage assets, shall be depreciated over their reasonable 
useful lives.  The residual value and the useful life of an asset shall be reviewed at each 
reporting date.  The depreciation method applied must be reviewed at each reporting 
date.    Reasonable budgetary provisions shall be made annually for the depreciation of 
all applicable assets controlled or used by the municipality, or expected to be so 
controlled or used during the ensuing financial year. 
 
Depreciation shall take the form of an expense both calculated and debited on a monthly 
basis against the appropriate line item. Depreciation of an asset should begin when the 
asset is ready to be used, i.e. the asset is in the location and condition necessary for it to 
be able to operate in the manner it is intended by management.  Depreciation of an asset 
ceases when the asset is derecognized.  Therefore, depreciation does not cease when 
the asset becomes idle or is retired from active use and held for disposal unless the asset 
is fully depreciated.  However, under certain methods of depreciation the depreciation 
charge can be zero while there is no production. 
 
In the case of intangible assets being included as assets, the procedures to be followed in 
accounting and budgeting for the amortisation of intangible assets shall be identical to 
those applying to the depreciation of other assets. 

7.4 IMPAIRMENT LOSSES 

General 

Impairment is the loss in the future economic benefits or service potential of an asset, 
over and above the systematic recognition of the loss of the asset’s future economic 
benefits or service potential through depreciation.  The following serve as examples of 
impairment indicators: 
• Significant decline in market value; 
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• Carrying amount of an asset far exceeds the recoverable amount or market 
value; 

• There is evidence of obsolescence (or physical damage); 
• The deterioration of economic performance of the asset concerned; and 
• The loss in the future economic benefits or service potential of an asset, over and 

above the systematic recognition of the loss of the asset’s future economic 
benefits or service potential through depreciation (such as through inadequate 
maintenance).  

 
The impairment amount is calculated as the difference between the carrying value and the 
recoverable service value.  The recoverable service value is the higher of the asset’s 
value in use or its net selling price.  Where the recoverable service amount is less than 
the carrying amount, the carrying amount should be reduced to the recoverable service 
amount by way of an impairment loss.  The impairment loss should be recognised as an 
expense when incurred unless the asset is carried at revalued amount. 
 
If the asset is carried at a revalued amount (in the case of investment property, 
infrastructure and community assets) the impairment should be recorded as a decrease in 
the revaluation reserve.  Where immovable property, plant and equipment surveys are 
conducted, the recoverable service value is determined using the depreciated 
replacement costs method by assessing the remaining useful life.   

Policy 

Assets shall be reviewed annually for all assets with impairment indicators.  Impairment of 
assets shall be recognised as an expense, unless it reverses a previous revaluation in 
which case it should be charged to the Revaluation Surplus.  The reversal of previous 
impairment losses recognised as an expense is recognised as an income. 
 

7.5 MAINTENANCE OF ASSETS AND THE ASSET REGISTER  

General 

Maintenance refers to all actions necessary for retaining an asset as near as practicable 
to its original condition in order for it to achieve its expected useful life, but excluding 
rehabilitation or renewal. This includes all types of maintenance – corrective and 
preventative maintenance. 
 
For linear infrastructure assets, such as pipes and roads, the following test is applied to 
differentiate between maintenance and renewal when partial sections of linear assets are 
renewed: 
• If a future renewal of the entire pipe will include the renewal of the partial section 

that is now renewed, then the renewal of the partial section is treated as 
maintenance.  
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• If a future renewal of the entire pipe will retain the partial section that is now 
renewed, then the renewal of the partial section is treated as renewal and the 
pipe is split into two separate assets. 

 
The splitting of linear infrastructure has a data management implication, but it is the 
easiest method that maintains the data integrity over time.  
 
Maintenance analysis is an essential function of infrastructure management to ensure 
cost-effective and sustainable service delivery.  In order to analyse maintenance data, 
maintenance actions undertaken against individual infrastructure assets should be 
recorded against such assets. 

Policy 

Maintenance actions performed on infrastructure assets shall be recorded against the 
individual assets that are individually identified in the asset register. 

7.6 RENEWAL OF ASSETS 

General 

Asset Renewal is restoration of the service potential of the asset.  Asset renewal is 
required to sustain service provision from infrastructure beyond the initial or original life of 
the asset.  If the service provided by the asset is still required at the end of its useful life, 
the asset must be renewed.  However if the service is no longer required, the asset 
should not be renewed.  Asset renewal projections are generally based on forecast 
renewal by replacement, refurbishment, rehabilitation or reconstruction of assets to 
maintain desired service levels. 

Policy 

Assets renewal shall be accounted for against the specific asset.  The renewal value shall 
be capitalised against the asset and the expected life of the asset adjusted to reflect the 
new asset life. 
 

7.7 REPLACEMENT OF ASSETS 

General 

This deals with the complete replacement of an asset that has reached the end of its 
useful life so as to provide a similar or agreed alternative level of service. 

Policy 

Assets that are replaced shall be written off at their carrying value.  The replacement 
asset shall be accounted for as a separate new asset.  All costs incurred to replace the 
asset shall be capitalised against the new asset. 
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8 ASSET DISPOSAL 

8.1 TRANSFER OF ASSETS 

General 

The processes and rules for the transfer of a capital asset to another municipality, 
municipal entity or national/provincial organ of state are governed by an MFMA regulation 
namely “the Local Government: Municipal Asset Transfer Regulations”.  
 
Transfer of assets or inventory items refers to the internal transfer of assets within the 
municipality or from the municipality to another entity.  Procedures need to be in place to 
ensure that the Asset Control Department can keep track of all assets and ensure that the 
fixed asset register is updated with all changes in asset locations.  These procedures 
must be followed and apply to all transfers of assets from:  
• One Department to another Department; 
• One location to another within the same department; 
• One building to another; and 
• One entity to another.   

Policy 

The transfer of assets shall be controlled by a transfer process and the asset register shall 
be updated. 
 

8.2 EXCHANGE OF ASSETS 

General 

According to GRAP 17.33 an item of PPE may be acquired in exchange for a non-
monetary asset or assets, or a combination of monetary and non-monetary assets.  The 
cost of such an item of property, plant and equipment is measured at fair value unless: 
• the exchange transaction lacks commercial substance; or 
• the fair value of neither the asset received nor the asset given up is reliably 

measurable.  
 
If the acquired item is not measured at fair value, its cost is measured at the carrying 
amount of the asset given up. 
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Policy 

The cost of assets acquired in exchange for another asset shall be measured at the fair 
value of the asset received, which is equivalent to the fair value of the asset given up, 
adjusted by the amount of any cash or cash equivalents transferred. 

8.3 ALIENATION / DISPOSAL OF ASSETS 

General 

Alienation / Disposal (alienation) is the process of disowning redundant and obsolete 
assets by transferring ownership or title to another owner, which is external to the 
municipality. 
 
The MFMA (section 14 and 90) and the Municipal Supply Chain Management Regulation 
no. 27636 have specific requirements regarding the disposal of capital assets. 
Specifically: 

• A municipality may not …” permanently dispose of a capital asset needed to 
provide the minimum level of basic municipal services” 

• Where a municipal council has decided that a specific asset is not needed to 
provide the minimum level of basic services, a transfer of ownership of an asset 
must be fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and consistent with the 
municipality’s supply chain management policy. 

Policy 

There are various methods of disposal. Different disposal methods will be needed for 
different types of assets. Before deciding on a particular disposal method, the following 
should be considered: 
• The nature of the asset 
• The potential market value 
• Other intrinsic value of the asset 
• Its location 
• Its volume 
• Its trade-in price 
• Its ability to support wider Government programmes; 
• Environmental considerations 
• Market conditions 
• The asset’s life 
 
Appropriate means of disposal may include: 
• Public auction 
• Public tender 
• Transfer to another institution 
• Sale to another institution 
• Letting to another institution 
• Trade-in 
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• Controlled dumping (for items that have low value or are unhygienic) 
 
Alienated assets shall be written-off in the asset register. 
• Donations:  Donations may be considered as a method of alienation, but such 

requests must be motivated to the Municipal Manager for approval. 
• Destruction:  Assets that are hazardous or need to be destroyed must be 

identified for tenders or quotations by professional disposal agencies. 
• Scrapping:  Scrapping of assets that cannot be alienated otherwise may be 

considered as a method of alienation, but such requests must be motivated to 
the Municipal Manager. 

• Once the assets are alienated, the CFO shall write-off the relevant assets in the 
asset register. 

• The letting of immovable property, excluding municipal housing for officials and 
political office bearers, must be done at market-related tariffs, unless the relevant 
treasury approves otherwise.  No municipal property may be let free of charge 
without the prior approval of the relevant treasury. 

8.4 SELLING OF ASSETS 

General  

Selling of assets refers to the public sale of municipal assets approved for alienation. 

Policy 

All assets earmarked for sale must be sold by public auction or tender and the following 
steps shall be followed: 
• A notice of the intention of the municipality to sell the asset shall be published in 

a local newspaper; 
• The municipality shall appoint an independent appraiser to fix a minimum selling 

price; 
• In the case of a public auction, the municipality shall appoint an independent 

auctioneer to conduct the auction; and 
• In the case of a tender, the prescribed tender procedures of the municipality shall 

be followed. 
 
A request for assets to be sold must be submitted to the Municipal Manager and approved 
by Council.  The request must be accompanied by a list of assets to be sold and the 
reasons for sale as described in paragraph 8.3 above. 
 
Assets earmarked for sale, shall be reclassified as Assets Held-for-Sale in terms of 
paragraph 5.10 of this Policy and shall not attract any further depreciation. 
 
Sold assets shall be written-off in the asset register. 
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8.5 WRITING-OFF OF ASSETS 

General 

The write-off of assets is the process to permanently remove the assets from the asset 
register.  Assets can be written-off after approval of the Municipal Manager of a report 
indicating that: 
• The useful life of the asset has expired; 
• The asset has been destroyed; 
• The asset is outdated; 
• The asset has no further useful life; 
• The asset does not exist anymore; 
• The asset has been sold; and 
• Acceptable reasons have been furnished leading to the circumstances set out 

above. 

Policy 

The only reasons for writing off assets, other than the sale of such assets during the 
process of alienation, shall be the loss, theft, destruction, material impairment, or 
decommissioning of the asset in question. 
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9 ASSET PHYSICAL CONTROL (MOVEABLE ASSETS) 

9.1 PHYSICAL CONTROL / VERIFICATION 

General 

Movable assets require physical control and verification of existence. 

Policy 

All movable assets shall be actively controlled, including an annual verification 
process. 
Registers must be kept for those assets allocated to staff members.   
The individuals are responsible and accountable for the assets under their 
 control. These registers should be updated when the assets are moved to different 
 locations or allocated to a different staff member in order to facilitate control and 
 physical verification. 

 

9.2 INSURANCE OF ASSETS 

General 

Insurance provides selected coverage for the accidental loss of the asset value.  
Generally, government infrastructure is not insured against disasters because relief is 
provided from the Disaster Fund through National Treasury. 

Policy 

Assets that are material in value and substance shall be insured at least against 
destruction, fire and theft.  All municipal buildings shall be insured at least against fire and 
allied perils. 

9.3 SAFEKEEPING OF ASSETS 

General 

Asset safekeeping is the protection of assets from damage, theft, and safety risks. 

Policy 

The Municipal Manager must issue directives that detail the safekeeping of all assets. 
 
Directives for the safekeeping of assets shall be developed and the safekeeping of assets 
shall be actively undertaken. 
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10 ASSET FINANCIAL CONTROL 

10.1 CAPITAL REPLACEMENT RESERVE (CRR) 

General 

The Capital Replacement Reserve is a reserve account to set aside funds for the 
financing of property, plant and equipment.  The CRR is therefore an asset financing 
source that represents an alternative to the other funding sources available to the 
municipality, namely external loans (interest bearing borrowings) and government grants 
& subsidies.  The value of this reserve is not represented by any values of assets under 
the municipality’s control and shall be cash-backed. 

Policy 

It is the policy of Council to annually make contributions to the CRR to ensure that the 
CRR remains a capital funding source for the future.  The municipality will determine its 
future capital financing requirements and transfer sufficient cash to its CRR in terms of this 
determination.  The Integrated Development Plan, the municipality's ability to raise 
external finance and the amount of government grants and subsidies that will be received 
in future will need to be taken into account in determining the amount that must be 
transferred to the CRR. 
 
Whenever an asset is sold by the municipality, the proceeds on the sale of the assets will 
be transferred from the Accumulated Surplus to the CRR via the Statement of Changes in 
Net Assets if material. 
 
All proceeds if material on the sale of land will be transferred from the Accumulated 
Surplus to the CRR via the Statement of Changes in Net Assets. 
 
Whenever an asset is purchased out of the CRR an amount equal to the cost price of the 
asset purchased, is transferred from the CRR into accumulated surplus on the Statement 
of Changes in Net Assets. 
Interest earned on the CRR investments is recorded as interest earned in the Statement 
of Financial Performance and must then be transferred to the CRR in the Statement of 
Changes in Net Assets. 
 

10.2 BORROWING COSTS (GRAP 5) 

General 

Borrowing costs are interest and other costs incurred by the municipality from borrowed 
funds.  The items that are classified as borrowing costs include interest on bank 
overdrafts and short-term and long-term borrowings, amortisation of premiums or 
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discounts associated with such borrowings, amortisation of ancillary costs incurred in 
connection with the arrangement of borrowings, finance charges in respect of finance 
leases and foreign exchange differences arising from foreign currency borrowings when 
these are regarded as an adjustment to interest costs. 
 
The capitalisation of borrowing costs should take place when borrowing costs are being 
incurred and activities that are necessary to prepare the asset for its intended use or sale 
are in progress. 
 
During extended periods in which development of an asset is interrupted, the borrowing 
costs incurred over that time period should be recognised as an expense when incurred.  
Capitalisation of borrowing costs should cease when substantially all the activities 
necessary to prepare the qualifying asset for its intended use or sale are complete. 

Policy 

Borrowing costs shall be capitalised, if related to the construction of an asset, when the 
construction of an asset is expected to take a substantial period of time to get ready for its 
intended use or resale and an outside agency is used to finance the project. 

10.3 FUNDING SOURCES 

General 

The Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) provides guidelines on how to utilise 
funds in financing assets (Section 19 of MFMA).  The municipality shall utilise any of the 
following sources to acquire and / or purchase assets: 
• Grants, Subsidies and Public Contributions; 
• Revenue Contributions; 
• Capital Replacement Reserve; 
• Cash Surplus; and / or  
• External / Donor Funds. 
 
Policy 
The annual capital budget must be funded and the sources of finance must be disclosed as part 
of the Council’s budget. 
 

10.4 DISASTER 

General 

In terms of the Disaster Management Act, 2002, Disaster means a progressive or sudden, 
widespread or localised, natural or human – caused occurrence which causes or 
threatens to cause: 
• death, injury or disease; 
• damage to property, infrastructure or the environment; or  
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• disruption of life of community; and  
• is of a magnitude that exceeds the ability of those affected by the disaster to cope with 

its effects using only their own resources. 
 
In terms Section 56 (b) of the Disaster Management Act, 2002 the cost of repairing or 
replacing public sector infrastructure should be borne by the organ of state responsible for 
the maintenance of such infrastructure.  The National, Provincial and Local organs of 
state may contribute financially to response efforts and post – disaster recovery and 
rehabilitation. 

Policy 

The Municipality will correspond with the Department of Human Settlement, etc. and 
Frances Baard District Municipality to gain funds for repairing assets damaged in disaster 
events.  
 
The municipality must adhere to the disaster management plan for prevention and 
mitigation of disaster in order to be able to attract the disaster management contribution 
during or after disaster. 
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ANNEXURE A 
INFRASTRUCTURE ASSET CLASSIFICATION 

The tables below show the infrastructure classification, expected useful lives (EUL) and 
residual value percentage of replacement cost (RV).  
 
Table A1: Electricity Asset Types, Expected Lives and Residual Value Percentage 
 
Class Asset Type EUL RV 
High Voltage HV Overhead Line 50 0 

High Voltage HV Substation_Battery 10 0 

High Voltage HV Substation_Electrical Plant 50 0 

High Voltage HV Substation_Yard Stone 15 0 

High Voltage HV Underground Cable 50 0 

Medium Voltage Ground Mounted Transformer 50 0 

Medium Voltage Mini Sub-Station 50 0 

Medium Voltage MV Overhead Line 50 0 

Medium Voltage MV Substation_Battery 10 0 

Medium Voltage MV Substation_MV Switchgear 50 0 

Medium Voltage MV Underground Cable 50 0 

Medium Voltage Pole Mounted Transformer 50 0 

Medium Voltage Ring Main Unit 50 0 

Low Voltage LV Conductor Network 50 0 

Low Voltage Streetlight 50 0 

Low Voltage LV Consumer Connection 50 0 

 
 
Table A2: Water Supply Asset Types, Expected Lives and Residual Value 
Percentage 
 
Class Asset Type EUL RV 

Borehole  Civil Structure 50 0 

Borehole  Electrical Plant 15 0 

Borehole  Telemetry 30 0 

Borehole  Mechanical Plant 15 0 

Dam Civil Structure 100 0 

Spring Protection Civil Structure 50 0 

Bulk Water Channel Concrete 50 0 

Bulk Water Pipeline AC 60 0 

Bulk Water Pipeline FC 60 0 

Bulk Water Pipeline GRP 100 0 

Bulk Water Pipeline HDPE 100 0 

Bulk Water Pipeline PVC 60 0 

Bulk Water Pipeline Steel 100 0 

Bulk Water Pipeline uPVC 100 0 
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Class Asset Type EUL RV 
Pump Station Civil Structure 50 0 

Pump Station Electrical Plant 15 0 

Pump Station Telemetry 30 0 

Pump Station Mechanical Plant 30 0 

Reservoir Civil Structure 50 0 

Reservoir Electrical Plant 15 0 

Reservoir Telemetry 30 0 

Reticulation Pipeline AC 60 0 

Reticulation Pipeline CI 100 0 

Reticulation Pipeline Clay 60 0 

Reticulation Pipeline FC 60 0 

Reticulation Pipeline HDPE 100 0 

Reticulation Pipeline PVC 60 0 

Reticulation Pipeline Steel 100 0 

Reticulation Pipeline uPVC 100 0 

Water Treatment Works Civil Structure 50 0 

Water Treatment Works Mechanical Plant 15 0 

Water Treatment Works Electrical Plant 15 0 

Water Treatment Works Telemetry 30 0 
 
Table A3: Sanitation Asset Types, Expected Lives and Residual Value Percentage 
 
Class Asset Type EUL RV 
Bulk Sewer Pipeline AC 60 0 

Bulk Sewer Pipeline CI 100 0 

Bulk Sewer Pipeline Concrete 60 0 

Bulk Sewer Pipeline GRP 60 0 

Bulk Sewer Pipeline HDPE 60 0 

Bulk Sewer Pipeline PF 60 0 

Bulk Sewer Pipeline PVC 60 0 

Bulk Sewer Pipeline SG 60 0 

Bulk Sewer Pipeline uPVC 60 0 

Bulk Sewer Pipeline Weholite 60 0 

Pump Station Civil Structure 50 0 

Pump Station Electrical Plant 15 0 

Pump Station Telemetry 30 0 

Pump Station Mechanical Plant 30 0 

Sewage Treatment Works Civil Structure 50 0 

Sewage Treatment Works Mechanical Plant 15 0 

Sewage Treatment Works Electrical Plant 15 0 

Sewage Treatment Works Telemetry 30 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline AC 60 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline CI 100 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline Concrete 60 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline GRP 60 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline HDPE 60 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline PF 60 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline PVC 60 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline SG 60 0 
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Class Asset Type EUL RV 
Sewer Reticulation Pipeline Steel 60 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline uPVC 60 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline Vitreous Clay 60 0 

Sewer Reticulation Pipeline Weholite 60 0 
 
 
Table A4: Road Transport Asset Types, Expected Lives and Residual Value 
Percentage 
 
Class Asset Type EUL RV 
Overhead Gantry Overhead Gantry 100 0 

Parking Area Surfacing_Asphalt 50 0 

Road_Asphalt UA_Surfacing 15 0 

Road_Asphalt UA Base 30 0 

Road_Asphalt UA_Structure 100 0 

Road_Asphalt UB_Surfacing 15 0 

Road_Asphalt UB Base 30 0 

Road_Asphalt UB_Structure 100 0 

Road_Asphalt UC_Surfacing 20 0 

Road_Asphalt UC Base 40 0 

Road_Asphalt UC_Structure 100 0 

Road_Asphalt UD_Surfacing 25 0 

Road_Asphalt UD Base 50 0 

Road_Asphalt UD_Structure 100 0 

Road_Unpaved Surface 7 0 

Road_Unpaved Structure 25 0 

Signalized Intersection Signalized Intersection 15 0 

Guardrail Guardrail 15 0 

Bridge Bridge 100 0 

Retaining Wall Retaining Wall 100 0 

Taxi Rank Commuter Shelter 15 0 

Taxi Rank Surfacing_Asphalt 15 0 

Footpath Footpath 30 0 
 
 
Table A5: Stormwater Asset Types, Expected Lives and Residual Value Percentage 
 
Class Asset Type EUL RV 
Attenuation Pond Attenuation Pond 25 0 

Covered Channel Lined Channel 50 0 

Culvert Major Culvert 50 0 

Culvert Minor Culvert 20 0 

Erosion Protection Erosion Protection 20 0 

Open Channel Lined Channel 50 0 

Open Channel Unlined Channel 10 0 

Reticulation Pipeline Concrete 50 0 
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Table A6: Solid Waste Asset Types, Expected Lives and Residual Value Percentage 
 
Class Asset Type EUL RV 
Containers Containers 20 0 

Landfill Leachate System 50 0 

Landfill Weighbridge 50 0 

Landfill Earth Embankment 25 0 

Landfill Pump Station Electrical Plant 15 0 

Landfill Pump Station Civil Structure 50 0 

Landfill Leachate System 50 0 

Landfill Pump Station Telemetry 30 0 

Landfill Pump Station Mechanical Plant 15 0 

Transfer Stations Building 30 0 

Transfer Stations Civil Structure 8 0 

Transfer Stations Mechanical Plant 15 0 
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ANNEXURE B 
INFRASTRUCTURE ASSET REGISTER 

IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

 
Hierarchy levels 
 
For facility based assets: 
Level 1: Service level (e.g. Sol Plaatje Water Supply) 
Level 2: Network level (e.g. Sol Plaatje Pump Stations) 
Level 3: Facility level (e.g. Lookout Pump Station) 
Level 4: Maintenance item level (e.g. Pump 1 in Lookout Pump Station) 
Level 5: Component level (e.g. Bearing of Pump 1 in Lookout Pump Station) 
 
For network based assets: 
Level 1: Service level (e.g. Sol Plaatje Water Supply) 
Level 2: Network level (e.g. Sol Plaatje Reticulation) 
Level 3: Facility level (e.g. Sol Plaatje Ward 3 Reticulation) 
Level 4: Maintenance item level (e.g. Reticulation Pipe-12345) 
Level 5: Component level (e.g. Pipe interior of Reticulation Pipe-12345) 
 
Note: Level 4 is the preferred lowest level of defining an infrastructure asset 
 
 

Service Facility type 
Current 30 June 

2009 level 
Final 

target level 
Electricity HV Conductor 4 4 
Electricity HV Substation 4 4 
Electricity HV Switching Station 4 4 
Electricity MV Ground Mounted Transformer 4 4 
Electricity MV Mini Sub-Station 4 4 
Electricity MV Conductor 4 4 
Electricity MV Pole Mounted Transformer 4 4 
Electricity MV Ring Main Unit 4 4 
Electricity LV Conductor 4 4 
Electricity LV Street Light 3 4 
Electricity LV Electricity Connection 3 4 
    
Transport Overhead Gantry 4 4 
Transport Parking Areas 4 4 
Transport Road 4 4 
Transport Signalized Intersection 4 4 
Transport Retaining Wall 4 4 
Transport Taxi Rank 4 4 
Transport Air Field 4 4 
Transport Footpath 2 4 
Transport Road Sign 2 4 
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Service Facility type 
Current 30 June 

2009 level 
Final 

target level 
    
Sanitation Bulk Sewer Pipeline 4 4 
Sanitation Pump Station 4 4 
Sanitation Sewage Treatment Works 4 4 
Sanitation Sewer Reticulation Pipeline 4 4 
      
Solid Waste Landfill 4 4 
Solid Waste Transfer Station 4 4 
Solid Waste Container 4 4 
      
Stormwater Attenuation Pond 3 4 
Stormwater Channel 3 4 
Stormwater Culvert 3 4 
Stormwater Erosion Protection 3 4 
Stormwater Reticulation Pipeline 3 4 
Stormwater Bridge 3 4 
      
Water Supply Borehole 4 4 
Water Supply Dam 4 4 
Water Supply Spring Protection 4 4 
Water Supply Bulk Water Channel 4 4 
Water Supply Bulk Water Pipeline 4 4 
Water Supply Pump Station 4 4 
Water Supply Reservoir 4 4 
Water Supply Reticulation Pipeline 4 4 
Water Supply Water Treatment Works 4 4 
Water Supply Water Meters 2 4 
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1. OBJECTIVES OF THE POLICY 

To regulate the borrowing framework of Sol Plaatje Municipality to ensure optimum 

use is made of financial gearing. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Given the large portion of municipal infrastructure has a long term economic life 

and a general principle is that the current ratepayers should not pay for the usage 

of future ratepayers, there is a strong economic argument to finance its capital 

expenditure through long-term borrowing in order to accelerate the pace of 

delivery and to mirror the repayment of funds with the economic life of the asset. 

The devolution of service delivery responsibilities poses significant difficulties for the 

municipality coupled with insufficient financial resources and capacity related 

issues.  As we all know, managing municipal services such as water systems, road 

networks, sewer reticulation and storm-water drains does not come cheap 

especially when you are projecting future funding requirements ahead and the 

factor in the cost of replacing large pieces of these systems. 

Each year the municipality contributes significant resources to improve services and 

infrastructure for the community, thus incurring a financial risk. Increasing demand 

on these services calls for sound governance processes that enable the city to 

minimise the financial risks to the considering the types of financial risks associated 

with both its assets and liabilities. 

Financial risk is an inherent part of service delivery and whilst it is impossible to 

operate in an environment devoid of risk, risks can be managed. These risks 

emanates from various sources in the process panning, funding and implementing 

various programmes. 

3. BORROWING MANAGEMENT 

The borrowing requirements of the municipality must be minimised in order to limit 

future revenue committed to debt servicing and redemption charges. It should be in 

the centre of the intent to borrow that funding must be obtained at the lowest 

possible rates of interest and at minimum risk. No speculative activity is permitted, in 

particular any borrowing for the purpose of investing funds in order to earn a return. 

Where borrowing for specific CAPEX requirements, firstly they must be linked to the 

revenues of the underlying assets, secondly, the term of borrowing must not exceed 

the economic useful life of the underlying asset, and thirdly, the cost of funding must 

be taken into account in the setting of the relevant tariffs. 

The economic life of the asset should always be equal to longer than the tenure of 

the of the debt finance. 

4. RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH BORROWING 
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The following are the strategies that the municipality must consider to reduce, 

eliminate or mitigate risks associated with borrowing; 

Liquidity risk must be minister by diversification of funding sources and ensuring an 

even spread of maturities across the borrowing horizon (laddered portfolio), in 

particular the pool of long debt where the intention is to renew or incur additional 

debt on maturity. 

Where the risk concentration risks exists, in particular where large amounts of debt 

will be redeemed via a balloon payment on maturity or where it is a condition of the 

borrowing by the originating financial institution, the creation of the sinking fund for 

the future repayments of the debt should be considered. Use can also be made of 

guaranteed endowment policies to facilitate the payment on maturity date. 

Alternative funding strategies must be considered based on the projected 

requirements including refinancing options particularly where a reduction in cost is 

possible. 

Where the cost of using external funds acquired through borrowing is greater than 

the investment forgone earnings on municipal funds that are surplus to the current 

requirements, such funds must be used prior to seeking external funds. 

 

a. LIQUIDITY RISK MANAGEMENT 

Contingency funding/ reserve borrowing capacity in the form of committed but 

undrawn on demand credit facilities of at least R500 000.00. Facilities should be 

maintained with no less than four different institutions and renewed as required. A 

bank account may at no time be in overdraft by more than R100 000.00 in total.  

A current ratio must never be below 1, and the cost coverage ratio not below 1 

month. 

 

b. RISK APPETITE 

 

The amount of risk exposure or the potential adverse impact from an event that the 

municipality is willing to accept/retain or the level of risk the municipality is prepared 

to be exposed to before it decides action is necessary. Once the risk appetite 

threshold have been breached, risk management treatments and business control 

are implemented to bring the exposure level back within the accepted range. 

 

 

RISK MEASURE RISK TOLERANCE/APPETITE 
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Cost coverage ratio 

 

30 days 

 

Debt to revenue 

 

50% 

 

Debt coverage ratio 

 

13:1 

 

The municipality is fully committed to the principles of enterprise wide risk 

management which will be proactively, cost and business effectively implemented 

and actively managed. 

The focus of the municipality risk management philosophy is to; 

 Reduce the ratio of total cost of risk relative to an agreed base, such as 

revenue or total expenditure and to maintain the improvement over a 

sustained period 

 Preserve and protect assets 

 Promote the safety and health of employees through safe working 

procedures the environment as well as the wellbeing of stakeholders 

 Improve the municipality’s image relative to the stakeholders it serves through 

a reduction of incidents causing conditions which affect the service it renders 

 Preserve and enhance the intellectual property of the broader enterprise and 

 Optimise the earnings and potential of all potential of all operational activities 

c. Interest Rate Risk 

The municipality shall approve the strategy for managing the interest rate risk as 

tabled by the Finance Directorate subject to the strategy being in compliance with 

this policy. The Financial Services Directorate shall approve the use of fixed or 

floating interest rates having regard to the sensitivity and the term of the underlying 

assets or liability and the nature of the interest rate environment in compliance with 

this policy. 

As a general principle, when interest rates are expected to decrease, it is advisable 

that a floating rate be negotiated in order to take advantage of the lower interest 

rates in the future.  If interest rates are expected to increase, it is advisable to obtain 

a fixed rate so that the benefits of the current low interest rate are maintained. 

In a municipal environment, however, it is advisable that interest rate risk be limited 

insofar as possible.  This will ensure stability in terms of annual rates increases and 

reduce the potential of unfunded liabilities arising during the year without the ability 

to adjust the revenue of the municipality. 

The policy directive is to negotiate fixed interest rates on all long term borrowings.  

Variable rates should be used for short term debt only. 

 

5. FINANCIAL SERVICES DIRECTORATE 
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The directorate will be responsible for managing centralised treasury functions and 

acts as the municipality’s central banker. This involves managing the primary bank 

account, borrowings, investments and financial risks management for the 

municipality. It will also be responsible for managing and coordinating financial 

planning and monitoring and the reporting on expenditure trends and activities as 

well as improving compliance to the legislative requirements. 

The directorate is delegated to perform the following 

1. Manage the fund raising activities including the structuring conduit loans  

2. Manage the municipality’s investments instruments 

3. Manage the process for credit rating reviews and ensure that rating agency 

guidelines and recommendations are implemented by the municipality to 

sustain or improve the current rating. 

4. Ensure a sound investor relations with external and internal stakeholders 

5. Continually explore and implement funding and investment instruments and 

market approaches which will enhance balance sheet value for the city 

6. Provide sound financial advice to all municipal business units and matters of 

capital investments and financial structuring and ,modelling 

 

 

 

6. BORROWING MANAGEMENT POLICY 

Whilst the policy position of Sol Plaatje Municipality is to remain debt free, the 

Council recognises that in order to ensure funding the acquisition, renewal or 

construction of assets, may need to resort to the prudent use of borrowings including 

loans, debt instruments and other finance or capital raising methods from time to 

time. 

Municipalities are required by law to develop both a medium term integrated 

development plans (IDP) and annual operational plans (Service Delivery and 

Budget Implementation Plans (SDBIP)), in terms of Municipal Systems Act and 

Municipal Finance Management Act. These are comprehensive plans that align the 

municipality’s activities around a clear medium term priorities and objectives. 

In line with international practise, the municipality also subscribes to the 

development of the long term City Development Strategy (CDS) which is used to 

inform IDP and SDBIP’s. Annual budget must be prepared in line with MFMA section 

15 to 33. It is the responsibility of the Finance Directorate to develop and propose to 

management a revised funding strategy. In doing so, cognisance must be taken of 

the borrowing ratios; 

 

 

Area 

Financial Indicator 
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Liquidity 

 

Current assets to current liabilities 

 

Debt exposure 

 

Total assets to total realisable assets 

 

Debt Management 

 

Total debt as % of revenue 

 

Debt management 

Debt servicing costs as % of total revenue 

 

Liquidity:  

This indicator reflects the municipality’s short term liquidity position that is the ability 

to repay current commitments from cash and near cash assets. If the municipality’s 

ratio is 1:1 and below, or with a deteriorating trend, it may be financially be at risk of 

not being able to meet creditor’s commitments. 

Debt exposure 

This indicator reflects the ability of the municipality to acquit the existing liabilities 

with the proceeds from the disposal of its realizable assets. Ideally, total liabilities 

should be significantly less 100% of total realizable assets. 

Debt Management 

The municipality with a total debt in excess of its revenue will be unable to meet all 

debt commitments from revenue should they be required to be repaid at one time. 

The debt servicing cots indicator reflects the proportion of total revenue that is used 

to service debt and which cannot be used directly for service delivery. 

 

7. USE OF DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS AND HEDGING 

A derivative instrument is a written financial contract whose value depends on the 

values of one or more underlying assets and indices.  

The use of derivative instruments must be conservative and only for the purpose of 

eliminating or reducing the municipalities risk relating to foreign currency, interest 

rate and other relevant market risks. 

The municipality may decide to have a list of permitted derivative instruments for the 

hedging strategies. If this is the case, it must be clearly communicated and all of the 

municipality’s hedging strategies must be in line with this. No gold and precious 

metal derivative products or commodity and equity derivative contracts may be 

entered into. The municipality may enter into hedging contracts with approved 

counterparties. 

The municipality must perform its own independent analysis on the most appropriate 

instruments to be used. The analysis must at least consider the following; 
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 Underlying economic conditions  

 The derivative instrument payoff profile and 

 Term of underlying 

The municipality must keep an up to date register of all hedging instruments used by 

the municipality and this must include details on; 

 Date of contract 

 Amount of hedge 

 Reason for the hedge including its intended benefit 

 Performance of hedge and 

 The municipality officials who approved the hedge 

Hedging documents must be safeguard in secure place. 

8. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

 

Chapter six of the Municipal Finance Management Act 56 of 2003 (MFMA) and the 

National Treasury Regulations on Debt Disclosure must be complied with. 

The municipality may incur long term debt only if; 

 MFMA Section 46 (2) 

a) A resolution of council, signed by the Mayor has approved the debt 

agreement and 

b) The accounting officer has signed the agreement or other document which 

crates or acknowledges debt 

A municipality may incur long term debt only if the accounting officer of the  

municipality has, 

a) in accordance with Section 21A of the Municipal Systems Act 

(i) At least 21 days prior to the meeting of the council at which 

approval for the debt is to be considered, make a public an 

information statement setting out of the proposed debt, 

including the amount of the proposed debt, the purposes for 

which the debt is to be incurred and particulars of any 

security to be provided and 

(ii) Invite the public, National Treasury and the relevant 

provincial treasury to submit written comments or 

representations to the Council in respect of the proposed 

debt and 

 

b) Has submitted a copy of the information statement to the municipal 

council at least 21 days prior to the meeting of the council together 

with the particulars of 
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i) The essential repayment terms including the 

anticipated debt repayment schedule and 

ii) The anticipated total costs in connection with such 

debt over the debt repayment period 

9. OTHER CONDITIONS 

Conditions applying to both short term and long term debt 

Section 47 of MFMA – A municipality may incur debt only if 

 

a) The debt is denominated in Rand and is not indexed or affected by, by 

fluctuations in the value of the Rand against any foreign currency and 

 

b) Section 48 (3) has been complied with, if security is to be provided by 

the municipality 

 

Section 48 (Security) 

c) A municipality may, by resolution of its Council provide security for 

i) Any of its debt obligations (if security is provided, there are 

additional conditions complied with) 

Section 49  (Disclosure) 

1) Any person involved in the borrowing of money by the municipality must 

when interacting with the prospective lender or when preparing 

documentation for consideration by the prospective investor 

a. Disclose all information in that person’s possession or 

within that person’s knowledge that may be material to 

the decision of that prospective lender or investor and 

b. Take reasonable care to ensure the accuracy of nay 

information disclosed 

 

2) A lender or investor may rely on written representations of the municipality 

signed by the accounting officer, if the lender or investor did not know and 

had no reason to believe that those representations were false or misleading. 

In addition to the above MFMA requirements, the debt disclosure requirements must 

be complied with in respect of information to be provided. 

The following information to be provided to National Treasury with respect to a long 

term debt proposal. 

 

 DETAILS MFMA 

 A copy of the information statement required by section 46 (3) (a) (i) 
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46 (3) containing particulars of the proposed borrowing 

(debt) instrument 

 If not already incorporated in the information statement, 

please ensure the following information is provided 

separately ((note the Quarterly Borrowing Monitoring 

Return) 

 Amount of de3bt to be raised through borrowing 

or other means  

 Purposes for which the borrowing (debt) is to be 

incurred 

 Interest rates applicable  

 Planned start and end date (term of instrument) 

 Detailed repayment schedule for the duration of 

the borrowing (debt) showing dates and all 

payments of principal and interest 

 Total estimated cost of the borrowing (debt) over 

the repayment period 

 Type of instrument 

 Security to be provided and provide details 

 Source of loan funds 

46 (3) (b) (i) and 

(ii) 

 A schedule of consultation undertaken including; 

Dates when the information statement was made public 

Details of meetings media adverts and other methods 

used to consult on the proposed long term borrowing  

(debt) 

46 (3) (a) (i) (ii) 

 A copy of the approved budget and relevant 

documentation supporting the budget highlighting the 

assets to be funded by the proposed borrowing (debt) 

and the revenue to be received. It must be 

demonstrated that the proposed borrowing (debt) is 

consistent with the IDP, the capital budget and the 

revenue is shown accordingly 

46 (6)  

17 (2) 

19 

 If the borrowing (debt) is for the purpose of refinancing 

existing long term borrowing (debt), the following  

information; 

 Description of the asset for which the original loan 

was required  

 The useful remaining life of the asset 

 The net present value of the asset including the 

discount rate used and any assumptions in the 

calculations 

 The net present value of the projected future 

payments before refinancing including the 

discount rate and assumptions used 

 The net present value of the projected future 

payments after refinancing including the discount 

rate and assumptions used 

 

 What source of funding will be used to repay the loan, 

specify revenue streams and whether this is existing 

revenue or new revenue 

19 (1) (d) 

 Schedule of all long term borrowing obligations in the  
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format of QMBR showing principle and interest payments 

for the life of all the loans and any associated investment 

set up and sinking funds  

 In the case of the municipal entity, details of any 

guarantee or other forms of security to be issued by the 

parent municipality in respect of the entity’s proposed 

borrowing (debt) 

50 

 A copy of the council or board of directors resolution 

approving the borrowing (debt instrument) should be 

forwarded once approved 

 

 

10. FORM OF BORROWINGS 

Long term borrowings will be taken up in the following forms: 

 Balance Sheet loans (both secured and unsecured) from registered South 

African banks and/or other financial institutions offering balance sheet loans. 

 

 Long term debt agreements between the RSA National Government and the 

municipality (where applicable). 

 

 Long term debt agreements between State Owned Enterprises of the RSA 

National Government and the municipality (where applicable). 

 

 Long term debt agreements between municipalities. 

 

11. CONCLUSION 

 

The provision of municipal and social infrastructure to the community should be fast 

tracked to ensure backlog eradication within the timeframes set by National 

Government, or as soon as possible thereafter.  In order to achieve this, a myriad of 

funding methods including borrowings will be applied by the Sol PLaatje Local 

Municipality. 
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DEFINITIONS  

________________________________________________________________ 

 

"Accounting Officer"- 

 

(a)  means the Municipal Manager; 

 

“Allocation", means- 

(a)  a municipality's share of the local government's equitable share  

(b)  an allocation of money to a municipality in terms of a provincial or national 

      budget; or 

(c)  any other allocation of money to a municipality by an organ of state, including  

      by another municipality, otherwise than in compliance with a commercial or   

      other business transaction; 

 

"Annual Division of Revenue Act" means the Act of Parliament, which must be 

enacted annually in terms of section 214 (1) of the Constitution; 

 

"Approved budget,” means an annual budget- 

(a)  approved by a municipal council, or 

(b)  includes such an annual budget as revised by an adjustments budget in  

      terms of section 28 of the MFMA; 

 

“Basic Municipal Service" means a municipal service that is necessary to ensure an 

acceptable and reasonable quality of life and which, if not provided, would 

endanger public health or safety or the environment; 

 

“BTO” means Budget and Treasury Office; 

 

"Budget-related Policy" means a policy of a municipality affecting or affected by the 

annual budget of the municipality. 

 

"Budget transfer" means transfer of funding within a function / vote / service / 

directorate. 

 

"Budget Year" means the financial year of the municipality for which an annual 

budget is to be approved in terms of section 16(1) of the MFMA; 

 

“chief financial officer” means a person designated in terms of section 80(2) (a) of the 

MFMA; 
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“councilor” means a member of a municipal council; 

 

"creditor", means a person to whom money is owed by the municipality; 

 

"current year" means the financial year, which has already commenced, but not yet 

ended; 

 

"delegation", in relation to a duty, includes an instruction or request to perform or to 

assist in performing the duty; 

 

"financial recovery plan" means a plan prepared in terms of section 141 of the MFMA 

 

"financial statements", means statements 

consisting of at least- 

(a)  a statement of financial position; 

(b)  a statement of financial performance; 

(c)  a cash-flow statement; 

(d)  any other statements that may be prescribed; and 

(e)  any notes to these statements; 

 

"financial year" means a twelve months period commencing on 1 July and ending on 

30 June each year 

 

"financing agreement" includes any loan agreement, lease, and installment purchase 

contract or hire purchase arrangement under which a municipality undertakes to 

repay a long-term debt over a period of time; 

 

"fruitless and wasteful expenditure" means expenditure that was made in vain and 

would have been avoided had reasonable care been exercised; 

 

"irregular expenditure", means- 

(a)  expenditure incurred by a municipality or municipal entity in contravention of,  

      or that is not in accordance with, a requirement of the MFMA Act, and which  

      has not been condoned in terms of section 170 of the MFMA; 

(b) expenditure incurred by a municipality or municipal entity in contravention of,  

     or that is not in accordance with, a requirement of the Municipal Systems Act,  

     and which has not been condoned in terms of that Act; 

(c)  expenditure incurred by a municipality in contravention of, or that is not in  

      accordance with, a requirement of the Public Office-Bearers Act, 1998 (Act  

      No. 20 of 1998); or 

(d)  expenditure incurred by a municipality or municipal entity in contravention of,  

      or that is not in accordance with, a requirement of the supply chain  

      management policy of the municipality or entity or any of the municipality's   

      by-laws giving effect to such policy and which has not been condoned in  
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      terms of such policy or by-law, but excludes expenditure by a municipality 

      which falls within the definition of “unauthorized expenditure”?  

 

 

"investment", in relation to funds of a municipality, means- 

(a)  the placing on deposit of funds of a municipality with a financial institution; or 

(b)  the acquisition of assets with funds of a municipality not immediately 

      required, with the primary aim of preserving those funds; 

 

"lender", means a person who provides debt finance to a municipality; 

 

"local community" has the meaning assigned to it in section 1 of the Municipal Systems 

Act; 

 

"Municipal Structures Act" means the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 

1998 (Act No. 117 of 1998); 

 

"Municipal Systems Act" means the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, 2000 

(Act No. 32 of 2000); 

 

“long-term debt" means debt repayable over a period exceeding one year; 

 

"executive mayor" means the councilor elected as the executive mayor of the 

municipality in terms of section 55 of the Municipal Structures Act; 

 

"municipal council" or "council" means the council of a municipality referred to in 

section 18 of the Municipal Structures Act; 

 

"municipality"- 

(a)  when referred to as a corporate body, means a municipality as described in 

      section 2 of the Municipal Systems Act; or 

(b)  when referred to as a geographic area, means a municipal area determined  

      in terms of the Local Government: Municipal Demarcation Act, 1998 (Act No.  

      27 of 1998); 

 

"accounting officer" means a person appointed in terms of section 82(l) (a) or (b) of 

the Municipal Structures Act; 

 

"municipal service" has the meaning assigned to it in section 1 of the Municipal 

Systems Act (refer to the MSA for definition); 

 

"municipal tariff" means a tariff for services which a municipality may set for the 

provision of a service to the local community, and includes a surcharge on such tariff; 
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"municipal tax" means property rates or other taxes, levies or duties that a municipality 

may impose; 

 

"National Treasury" means the National Treasury established by section 5 of the Public 

Finance Management Act; 

 

"official", means- 

(a)  an employee of a municipality or municipal entity; 

(b)  a person seconded to a municipality or municipal entity to work as a member 

      of the staff of the municipality or municipal entity; or 

(c)  a person contracted by a municipality or municipal entity to work as a 

      member of the staff of the municipality or municipal entity otherwise than as 

      an employee; 

 

"overspending"- 

(a)  means causing the operational or capital expenditure incurred by the 

      municipality during a financial year to exceed the total amount appropriated in 

      that year's budget for its operational or capital expenditure, as the case may  

      be; 

(b)  in relation to a vote, means causing expenditure under the vote to exceed the 

      amount appropriated for that vote; or 

(c)  in relation to expenditure under section 26 of the MFMA, means incurring 

      expenditure under that section to exceed the limits allowed in subsection (5) 

      of this section; 

 

"past financial year" means the financial year preceding the current year; 

 

"quarter" means any of the following periods in a financial year: 

(a)  1 July to 30 September; 

(b)  1 October to 31 December; 

(c)  1 January to 31 March; or 

(d)  1 April to 30 June; 

 

"service delivery and budget implementation plan" means a detailed plan approved 

by the executive mayor of a municipality in terms of section 53(l) (c) (ii) of the MFMA 

for implementing the municipality's delivery of municipal services and its annual 

budget. 

 

"short-term debt" means debt repayable over a period not exceeding one year; 

 

"standards of generally recognized accounting practice,” means an accounting 

practice complying with standards applicable to municipalities or municipal entities as 

determined by the Accounting Standards Board 
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"unauthorized expenditure", means any expenditure incurred by a municipality 

otherwise than in accordance with section 15 or 11(3) of the MFMA, and includes- 

(a)  overspending of the total amount appropriated in the municipalities approved 

      budget; 

(b)  overspending of the total amount appropriated for a vote in the approved  

      budget; 

(c)  expenditure from a vote unrelated to the department or functional area  

      covered by the vote; 

(d)  expenditure of money appropriated for a specific purpose, otherwise than for 

      that specific purpose; 

(e)  spending of an allocation referred to in paragraph (b), (c) or (d) of the 

      definition of "allocation" otherwise than in accordance with any conditions of  

      the allocation; or 

(f)  a grant by the municipality otherwise than in accordance with the MFMA; 

 

"virement" means transfer of funds between functions / votes 

 

 

"vote" means- 

(a)  one of the main segments into which a budget of a municipality is divided for  

      the appropriation of money for the different departments or functional areas  

      of the municipality; and 

(b)  which specifies the total amount that is appropriated for the purposes of the 

      department or functional area concerned. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

In terms of the Municipal Finance Management Act, No. 56 of 2003, Chapter 4 on 

Municipal Budgets, Subsection (16), states that the council of a municipality must for 

each financial year approve an annual budget for the municipality before the 

commencement of that financial year.  

 

According to subsection (2) of the Act concerned, in order to comply with subsection 

(1), the executive mayor of the municipality must table the annual budget at a 

council meeting at least 90 days before the start of the budget year.  

 

This policy must be read, interpreted and implemented against this legislative 

background. The budget plays a critical role in an attempt to realize diverse 

community needs. Central to this, the formulation of a municipality budget must take 

into account the government’s macro-economic and fiscal policy fundamentals.  

 

2. OBJECTIVE 

 

The objectives of this policy are to secure sound and sustainable, management of the 

budgeting and reporting practices of the municipality by establishing requirements for 

ensuring transparency, accountability and appropriate lines of responsibility in the 

budgeting and reporting processes and other relevant matters as required by 

Municipal Finance Management Act 56 of 2003. 

 

The objectives of the policy are set on the foundation of the following legislative 

prescripts; 
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 The principles which the municipality will follow in preparing each medium term 

revenue and expenditure framework budget, 

 The responsibilities of the executive mayor, the accounting officer, the Chief 

Financial Officer and other senior managers in compiling the budget 

 

This policy shall be read in the context of the provisions of the following acts, 

regulations and administrative guidelines;  

 MFMA Circulars 

 MFMA 56 of 2003 

 Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations, Government Gazette no. 

32141 dated 17 April 2009 

 

3. POLICY OVERVIEW 

 

Employees of the municipality involved directly with the handling of the budget must 

possess an acute awareness of and show a strong commitment to the enforcement 

and maintenance of the adequate internal controls govern the process. 

 

4. BUDGETING PRINCIPLES 

 

The municipality shall not budget for a deficit and should also ensure that revenue 

projections in the budget are realistic taking into account actual collection levels 

unless motivated by the implementation of a certain policy or legislative requirement. 

 

Expenses may only be incurred in terms of the approved annual budget (or 

adjustment budget) and within the limits of the amounts appropriated for each vote in 

the approved budget. 
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Sol Plaatje Municipality shall prepare a three-year budget (medium term revenue and 

expenditure framework (MTREF)) and that be reviewed annually and approved by 

Council.  The MTREF budget must at all times be within the framework of the Municipal 

Integrated Development Plan (IDP). 

 

 

5. BUDGET PREPARATION PROCESS 

 

5.1.  Budget steering committee 

 

1) The mayor of a municipality must establish a budget steering committee to 

provide technical assistance to the mayor in discharging the responsibilities set 

out in section 53 of the Act. 

2) The steering committee must consist of at least the following persons: 

a) the councilor responsible for financial matters; 

b) the municipal manager; 

c) the chief financial officer; 

d) the senior managers in the municipality; 

e) the manager responsible for budgeting; 

f) the manager responsible for  planning (IDP); and 

g) any technical expert on infrastructure. 

 

5.2. Formulation of the budget 

 

The Accounting Officer with the assistance of the Chief Financial Officer and the IDP 

Manager shall draft the IDP process plan as well as the budget timetable for the 

municipality for the ensuing financial year. 
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The Executive Mayor shall table the IDP process plan as well as the Budget Timetable 

to Council by 31 August each year for approval (10 months before the start of the next 

budget year). 

 

IDP process plan as well as the budget timetable shall indicate the key deadlines for 

the review of the IDP as well as the preparation of the medium term revenue and 

expenditure framework budget and the revision of the annual budget. Such target 

dates shall follow the prescriptions of the Municipal Finance Management Act as well 

as the guidelines set by National Treasury. 

 

a) The Executive Mayor shall convene a strategic workshop in September/October 

with the mayoral committee and senior managers in order to determine the IDP 

priorities which will form the basis for the preparation of the MTREF budget taking 

into account the financial and service delivery pressures facing the municipality. 

 

b) The Executive Mayor shall table the draft IDP and MTREF budget to council by 31 

March (90 days before the start of the new budget year) together with the draft 

resolutions and budget related policies. 

 

c) The Chief Financial Officer, GM:  BTO, Manager Budget, Financial Managers and 

Senior Managers undertake the technical preparation of the budget. 

 

d) The budget must be in the prescribed format, and must be divided into capital 

and operating budget. 

 

e) The budget must reflect the realistically expected revenues by source for the 

budget year concerned. 

 

f) The expenses reflected in the budget must be divided into line items. 
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g) The budget must also contain the information related to the two financial years 

following the financial year to which the budget relates, as well as the actual 

revenues and expenses for the prior year, and the estimated revenues and 

expenses for the current year. 

 

The budget must be accompanied by the following documents 

a) Draft resolutions approving the budget and levying property rates, other 

taxes and tariffs for the financial concerned 

b) Draft resolutions (where applicable) amending the IDP and the budget 

related policies 

c) Measureable performance objectives for each budget vote taking into 

account municipality’s IDP 

d) The projected cash flows for the financial year by revenue source and 

expenditure votes broken down per month 

e) The cost to the municipality for the budget year of the salaries, 

allowances and other benefits 

 

5.3. Quality certification 

 

Whenever an annual budget and supporting documentation, an adjustments budget 

and supporting documentation or an in-year report of a municipality is submitted to 

the mayor, tabled in the municipal council, made public or submitted to another 

organ of state, is must be accompanied by a quality certificate  signed by the 

municipal manager. 

 

5.4.  Consistency in bases of measurement and accounting policies 

 

The municipal manager of a municipality must take all reasonable steps to ensure 

that;  
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a) the basis of measurement and accounting policies underpinning the 

municipality’s annual financial statements are the same as those used in the 

preparation of the municipality’s annual budget and supporting 

documentation, its adjustments budgets and supporting documentation, and its 

in-year reports;  and 

b) any differences or changes between financial years are explicitly noted. 

 

5.5. Budget related policies of municipalities 

 

The municipal manager of a municipality must prepare, or take all reasonable steps to 

ensure the preparation of the budget-related policies of the municipality, or any 

necessary amendments to such policies, in accordance with the legislation applicable 

to those policies for tabling in the municipal council by the applicable deadline 

specified by the mayor in terms of section 21(1) (b) of the Act. 

 

5.6. Annual budgets of municipalities 

Format of annual budgets 

The annual budget and supporting documentation of a municipality must be in the 

format specified by National Treasury, taking into account any guidelines issued by the 

Minister in terms of section 168(1) of the Act. 

 

6. Funding of expenditure 

1) The funding of an annual budget must be consistent with the trends, current and 

past, of actual funding collected or received. 

2) Realistically anticipated revenues to be received from national or provincial 

government, national or provincial public entities, other municipalities, municipal 

entities, donors or any other source may be included in an annual budget only if 

there is acceptable documentation that guarantees the funds.  Acceptable 

documentation is constituted by –  
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a) in case of allocations or transfers from national or provincial government, the 

latest available –  

(i) gazetted allocations or transfers to the municipality following the approval 

of the current year’s Division of Revenue Act, national annual budget, 

national adjustments budget, relevant provincial annual budget or 

provincial adjustments budget; 

(ii) proposed allocations or transfers to the municipality contained in the 

tabled national and provincial budgets as detailed in accordance with 

section 36(2) of the Act; 

(iii) written notifications from the relevant treasury of proposed allocations or 

transfers subsequent to the previous year’s national and provincial 

approved annual budgets and latest adjustment budgets, but prior to the 

current year’s budgets being tabled; or 

(iv) the previous years’ allocations or transfers in the national and provincial 

annual budgets and adjustments budgets as gazetted; 

b) in the case of transfers from other municipalities, the latest available –  

(i) transfers in the approved annual budget or any subsequent approved 

adjustments budget of the transferring municipality; 

(ii) proposed transfers contained in the tabled annual budget of the relevant 

transferring municipality; 

(iii) written notification of proposed transfers from transferring municipalities 

communicated to the municipality in terms of section 37(2) of the Act;  or 

(iv) the previous year’s transfers in the approved annual budget or any 

adjustments budget of the transferring municipality; and  

c) in case of agency payments, public contributions, donations, donor grants or 

any other grants, subsidies or contributions, the relevant service level 

agreement, contract or other legally binding document which guarantees the 

funding. 
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3) Estimated provision for revenue from rates, taxes, levies or other charges that will 

not be collected must be budgeted for separately and reflected on the 

expenditure side of the municipality’s annual budget and not netted out from 

budgeted revenue. 

 

4) The cash flow budget must reflect all funds realistically forecast to be collected, 

including arrears. 

5) The municipal manager in signing the quality certificate certifies that all 

ratepayers and consumers are accounted for in the annual budget calculations 

and that billing systems including property records and metering information are 

up to date and consistent with the revenue projections in the annual budget. 

6) To determine whether an annual budget is funded in accordance with section 

18 of the Act, a simultaneous analysis is required of the financial performance, 

financial position, cash flow, and capital expenditure budgets together with any 

requirements for working capital and cash investments held for statutory or 

contractual purposes. 

 

6.1. Funding of capital expenditure 

 

1) An annual budget must show total capital expenditure and the different sources 

of funding. 

2) All sources of funding shown in terms of sub regulation (1) must be available, 

and must not have been committed for other purposes. 

3) The total budgeted capital funding by source must equal the total budgeted 

capital expenditure. 
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7. Approval of capital projects 

 

1) Within ten working days after the municipal council has given individual 

approval for a capital project in terms of section 19(1)(b) of the Act, the 

municipal manager must in accordance with section 21A of the Municipal 

System Act make public –  

a) the municipal council resolution approving the capital project;  and  

b) details of the nature, location and total projected cost of the approved 

capital project.  

 

2) The following capital projects may be approved by a council either individually 

or as part of a consolidated capital programme as contemplated in section 

19(3) of the Act: 

a) capital projects of which the total projected cost is below R50 million, 

in the case of a municipality with approved total revenue in its current 

annual budget greater than R500 million. 

3) Sub regulation (1) does not apply to capital projects whose total projected cost 

when the annual budget is approved is below the values set out in sub 

regulation (2). 

4) Expenditure needed for capital projects below the values set out in sub 

regulation (2) may be included in the annual budget before the project is 

approved in terms of section 19(3) of the Act. 

 

8.  Tabling of annual budgets in municipal councils 

 

1) An annual budget and supporting documentation tabled in a municipal council 

in terms of sections 16(2) and 17(3) of the Act must –  

a) be in the format in which it will eventually be approved by the council;  

and 
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b) be credible and realistic such that it is capable of being approved and 

implemented as tabled. 

c) When complying with section 68 of the Act, the municipal manager must 

submit  

2) The draft municipal service delivery and budget implementation 

plan to the mayor together with the annual budget to be 

considered by the mayor for tabling in terms of section 16(2) of the 

Act. 

3) For effective planning and implementation of the annual budget, the draft  

 municipal service delivery and budget implementation plan may form part 

 of the budget documentation and be tabled in the municipal council if so  

 recommended by the budget steering committee. 

 

9. Publication and submission of annual budgets for consultation 

 

1) When making public the annual budget and supporting documentation in 

terms of section 22(a) of the Act, read with section 21 A of the Municipal 

Systems Act, the municipal manager must also make public any other 

information that the municipal council considers appropriate to facilitate the 

budget consultation process, including –  

b) summaries of the annual budget and supporting documentation in 

alternate languages predominant in the community;  and 

c) information relevant to each ward in the municipality. 

2) All information contemplated in sub regulation (1) must cover: 

a) the relevant financial and service delivery implications of the annual 

budget;  and 

b) at least the previous year’s actual outcome, the current years forecast 

outcome, the budget year, and the following two years. 
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3) When submitting the annual budget to the National Treasury and the relevant 

provincial treasury in terms of section 22(b)(I) of the Act, the municipal manager 

must also submit to the National Treasury and the relevant provincial treasury, in 

both printed and electronic form –  

a) the supporting documentation as tabled in the municipal council; and   

b) any other information as may be required by the National Treasury.  

4) The municipal manager must send copies of the annual budget and  

supporting documentation as tabled in the municipal council, in both printed 

and electronic form to – 

a) Any other municipality affected by the annual budget within ten 

working days of the annual budget being tabled in the municipal 

council;  and  

b) Any other organ of state on receipt of a request from that organ of 

state. 

c) Within 14 days after the draft annual budget has been tabled, the 

Municipality must post the budget and other budget-related 

documentation onto the municipal website so that it is accessible to 

the public as well as send hard copies to National Treasury. 

d) The Chief Financial Officer must within 14 days submit the approved 

budget in both printed and electronic formats to the National Treasury, 

the Provincial Treasury as well as post it on the municipal website. 

 

10.  Consideration of annual budgets by municipal councils 

 

 1) At least 30 days before the start of the budget year the mayor must for purposes 

of section 23 of the Act table the following documents in the municipal council –  

a) a report summarizing the local community’s views on the annual budget; 

b) any comments on the annual budget received from the National Treasury 

and the relevant provincial treasury; 
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c) any comments on the annual budget received from any other organ of 

state, including any affected municipality;  and 

d) any comments on the annual budget received from any other 

stakeholders. 

2) The municipal manager must assist the mayor in the preparation of the 

documents referred to in sub regulation (1) and section 23(2) of the Act. 

 

11. Approval of annual budgets 

 

 1) A municipal council must consider the full implications, financial or otherwise, of 

the annual budget and supporting documentation before approving the annual 

budget. 

a) The council resolution can contain budget policies. 

b) Should the municipality fail to approve the budget before the start of the 

budget year, the executive mayor must inform the MEC for Finance that 

the budget has not been approved. 

c) The budget tabled to Council for approval shall include the following 

supporting documents: 

i. resolutions approving the budget and levying property rates, 

other taxes and tariffs for the financial year concerned; 

ii. other resolutions; 

iii. National Treasury prescribed budget schedules and 

supporting tables; 

iv. any proposed amendments to the IDP; 

v. any proposed amendments to the budget related policies.  

 2) When approving an annual budget, a municipal council must in terms of section 

24(2) (c) of the Act, consider and adopt separate resolutions dealing with each 

of the matters contemplated in that section. 
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a) Within 14 days after the draft annual budget has been tabled, the 

Municipality must post the budget and other budget-related 

documentation onto the municipal website so that it is accessible to the 

public as well as send hard copies to National Treasury. 

b) The Chief Financial Officer must within 14 days submit the approved 

budget in both printed and electronic formats to the National Treasury, 

the Provincial Treasury as well as post it on the municipal website. 

 

12.  Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan (SDBIP) 

 

The Executive mayor must approve the Service Delivery and Budget 

Implementation Plan in the required format not later than 28 days after the 

approval of the Budget by Council. 

 

13. CAPITAL BUDGET 

 

a) Expenditure of a project shall be included in the capital budget if it meets the 

asset definition. 

b) Vehicle replacement shall be done in terms of Council’s vehicle replacement 

policy. 

c) A municipality may spend money on a capital project only if the money for the 

project has been appropriated in the capital budget. 

d) The envisaged sources of funding for the capital budget must be properly 

considered and the Council must be satisfied that this funding is available and 

has not been committed for other purposes. 

e) Before approving a capital project, the Council must consider: 

i. the projected cost of the project over all the ensuing financial years until 

the project becomes operational, 
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ii. future operational costs and any revenues, which may arise in respect of 

such project, including the likely future impact on operating budget (i.e. on 

property rates and service tariffs). 

      f)  Before approving the capital budget, the council shall consider: 

i. the impact on the present and future operating budgets of the municipality 

in relation to finance charges to be incurred on external loans, 

ii. depreciation of fixed assets, 

iii. maintenance of fixed assets, and 

iv. any other ordinary operational expenses associated with any item on such 

capital budget. 

g)  Council shall approve the annual or adjustment capital budget only if it 

     has been properly balanced and fully funded. 

h)  The capital expenditure shall be funded from the following sources: 

 

13.1. Revenue or Surplus 

 

 If any project is to be financed from revenue this financing must be included 

in the: 

 cash budget to raise sufficient cash for the expenditure. 

 If the project is to be financed from surplus there must be sufficient cash 

available at time of execution of the project. 

 

13.2. External loans 

 

 External loans can be raised only if it is linked to the financing of an asset; 

 A capital project to be financed from an external loan can only be started 

if the loan has been secured. 

 The loan redemption period should not exceed the estimated life 

expectancy of the asset. 
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 Interest payable on external loans shall be included as a cost in the operating 

budget; 

 Finance charges relating to such loans shall be charged to the service/vote to 

which the projects relate. 

 

13.3. Capital Replacement Reserve (CRR) 

 Council shall establish a CRR for the purpose of financing capital projects 

and the acquisition of assets. Such reserve shall be established from the 

following sources of revenue: 

o Un-appropriate cash-backed surpluses to the extent that such 

surpluses are not required for operational purposes; 

o additional amounts appropriated as contributions in each annual or 

adjustments budget; and 

 Before any asset can be financed from the CRR the financing must be 

available within the reserve and available as cash as this fund must be 

cash backed; 

 If there is insufficient cash available to fund the CRR this reserve fund must 

then be adjusted to equal the available cash; 

 

13.4. Grant Funding 

 

 Non capital expenditure funded from grants must be budgeted for as part of the 

operating budget; 

 Expenditure must be reimbursed from the funding creditor and transferred to the 

operating budget for as such; 

 Capital expenditure must be budgeted for in the capital budget; 

 Grant funding should be secured before spending can take place. 
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14.  OPERATING BUDGET 

 

a) The municipality shall budget in each annual and adjustments budget for the 

contribution / payment of: 

i. provision for accrued leave  

ii. unauthorized / over and other expenditure 

iii. provision for bad debts  

iv. provision for the obsolescence and deterioration of stock  

v. Depreciation and finance charges. 

b) When considering the draft annual budget, council shall consider the impact, 

which the proposed increases in rates and service tariffs will have on the 

monthly municipal accounts of households. 

c) The impact of such increases shall be assessed on the basis as required by 

National Treasury. 

d) The operating budget shall reflect the impact of the capital component on: 

 depreciation charges 

 repairs and maintenance expenses 

 interest payable on external borrowings 

 other operating expenses. 

e) The chief financial officer shall ensure that the cost of indigence relief is 

separately reflected in the appropriate votes. 

 

15. FUNDING OF CAPITAL AND OPERATING BUDGET 

  

a) The budget may be financed only from: 

i. realistically expected revenues, based on current and previous collection 

levels; 

ii. cash-backed funds available from previous surpluses where such funds are 

not required for other purposes; and 
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iii. borrowed funds in respect of the capital budget only. 

iv. grant funding 

 

16. UNSPENT FUNDS / ROLL OVER OF BUDGET 

 

a) The appropriation of funds in an annual or adjustments budget will lapse to the 

extent that they are unspent by the end of the relevant budget year, except for 

external funds relating to capital expenditure. 

b) Only unspent grant (if the conditions for such grant funding allows that) or loan 

funded capital budget may be rolled over to the next budget year 

c) Conditions of the grant fund shall be taken into account in applying for such 

rollover of funds 

d) Application for rollover of funds shall be forwarded to the budget office by the 

15th of April each year to be included in next year’s budget for adoption by 

Council in May. 

e) Adjustments to the rolled over budget shall be done during the 1st budget 

adjustment in the new financial year after taking into account expenditure up 

to the end of the previous financial year. 

f) Projects funded from the Capital Replacement Reserve can be rolled over to 

the next budget year only if confirmed by the Budget and Treasury Office. 

g) No unspent operating budget shall be rolled over to the next budget year. 

 

17.  BUDGET TRANSFERS AND VIREMENTS 

 

a) Budget transfers within the same vote shall be recommended by a Senior 

Manager and approved by the Chief Financial Officer or such other senior 

delegated official in the Budget and Treasury Office. 

b) No budget transfers or virement shall be made to or from salaries except with 

the prior approval of the Chief Financial Officer. 
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c) Virements should be based on sound risk and financial management. 

d) The budget for personnel expenditure may not be increased. 

e) Virements to or from the following categories is not permitted:  bulk purchasing, 

provision for bad debts, depreciation and income. 

f) Directors may utilize a saving in the amount appropriated under a main 

expenditure category (e.g. Salaries, General Expenses etc.) within a vote and 

service which is under their control towards the defrayment of excess 

expenditure under another main expenditure category within the same vote 

and service, with the approval of the Chief Financial Officer or such senior 

delegated official in the Budget & Treasury Department. 

g) Virements of conditional grant funds to purpose outside of that specified in the 

relevant conditional grant framework is not permitted. 

h) Savings in an amount appropriated for capital expenditure may not be used to 

defray operational expenditure. 

i) Virements should not result in adding new projects to the Capital Budget. 

 

18. ADJUSTMENT BUDGET 

 

18.1. Formats of adjustments budgets 

 

An adjustments budget and supporting documentation of a municipality must be in 

the format specified by National Treasury, taking into account any guidelines issued by 

the Minister in terms of section 168(1) of the Act. 

 

18.2. Funding of adjustments budgets 

 

1)  An adjustments budget of a municipality must be appropriately funded. 

2)  The supporting documentation to accompany an adjustments budget in terms  

 of section 28(5) of the Act must contain an explanation of how the  
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 adjustments budget is funded. 

 

18.3. Timeframes for tabling of adjustments budgets 

 

1) An adjustments budget referred to in section 28(2)(b), (d) and (f) of the Act may be 

tabled in the municipal council at any time after the mid-year budget and 

performance assessment has been tabled in the council, but not later than 28 

February of the each year. 

2) Only one adjustments budget referred to in sub regulation (1) may be tabled in the 

municipal council during a financial year, except when the additional revenues 

contemplated in section 28(2)(b) of the Act are allocations to a municipality in a 

national or provincial adjustments budget, in which case sub regulation (3) applies. 

3) If a national or provincial adjustments budget allocates or transfers additional 

revenues to a municipality, the mayor of the municipality must, at the next 

available council meeting, but within 60 days of the approval of the relevant 

national or provincial adjustments budget, table an adjustments budget referred to 

in section 28(2) (b) of the Act in the municipal council to appropriate these 

additional revenues. 

4) An adjustments budget referred to in section 28(2)(c) of the Act must be tabled in 

the municipal council at the first available opportunity after the unforeseeable and 

unavoidable expenditure contemplated in that section was incurred and within the 

time period set in section 29(3) of the Act. 

5) An adjustments budget referred to in section 28(2)(e) of the Act may only be 

tabled after the end of the financial year to which the roll-overs relate, and must 

be approved by the municipal council by 25 August of the financial year following 

the financial year to which the roll-overs relate. 

6) An adjustments budget contemplated in section 28(2)(g) of the Act may only 

authorize unauthorized expenditure as anticipated by section 32(2)(a)(i) of the Act, 

and must be –  
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a) dealt with as part of the adjustments budget contemplated in sub regulation 

(1); and 

b) a special adjustments budget tabled in the municipal council when the 

mayor tables the annual report in terms of section 127(2) of the Act, which 

may only deal with unauthorized expenditure from the previous financial 

year which the council is being requested to authorize in terms of section 

32(2)(a)(i) of the Act. 

 

Each adjustments budget shall reflect realistic excess, however nominal, of current 

revenues over expenditure. 

a) The chief financial officer shall ensure that the adjustments budgets comply with 

the requirements of the National Treasury reflect the budget priorities 

determined by the executive mayor, are aligned with the IDP, and comply with 

all budget-related policies, and shall make recommendations to the executive 

mayor on the revision of the IDP and the budget-related policies where these 

are indicated. 

b) Council may revise its annual budget by means of an adjustments budget as 

regulated. 

c) The Accounting Officer must promptly adjust its budgeted revenues and 

expenses if a material under-collection of revenues arises or is apparent. 

d) The Council shall in such adjustments budget, and within the prescribed 

framework, confirm unforeseen and unavoidable expenses on the 

recommendation of the Executive Mayor. 

e) The Council should also authorize the spending of funds unspent at the end of 

the previous financial year, where such under-spending could not reasonably 

have been foreseen at the time the annual budget was approved by the 

Council. 

f) Municipal taxes and tariffs may not be increased during a financial year except 

if required in terms of a financial recovery plan. 
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g) Unauthorized expenses may be authorized in an adjustments budget. 

h) In regard to unforeseen and unavoidable expenditure, the following apply: 

i. the Executive mayor may authorize such expenses in an emergency or 

other exceptional circumstances; 

ii. the municipality may not exceed 3 % of the approved annual budget in 

respect of such unforeseen and unavoidable expenses; 

iii. these expenses must be reported by the Executive mayor to the next 

Council meeting; 

iv. the expenses must be appropriated in an adjustments budget; and 

v. Council must pass the adjustments budget within sixty days after the 

expenses were incurred. 

 

18.4. Submission of tabled adjustments budgets 

 

 1) The municipal manager must comply with section 28(7) of the Act, read 

together with section 22(b) (i) of the Act, within ten working days after the 

mayor has tabled an adjustments budget in the municipal council.  

 2) When submitting the tabled adjustments budget to the National Treasury and 

the relevant provincial treasury in terms of section 28(7) of the Act, read 

together with section 22(b)(i) of the Act, the municipal manager must submit in 

both printed and electronic form –  

 a) the supporting documentation referred to in section 28(5) of the Act within ten 

working days of the adjustments budget being tabled in the municipal council;  

and 

 b) any other information as may be required by the National Treasury. 

 3) The municipal manager must send copies of an adjustments budget and 

supporting documentation, in both printed and electronic form to –  

 a) any other municipality affected by that adjustments budget within ten working 

days of the adjustments budget being tabled in the municipal council;  and 
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 b) any other organ of state on receipt of a request from that organ of state. 

 

18.5. Approval of adjustments budget 

 

 1) A municipal council must consider the full implications, financial or otherwise, of 

the adjustments budget and supporting documentation referred to in regulation 

21 before approving the adjustments budget. 

 2) A municipal council may approve an adjustments budget dealing with matters 

referred to in section 28(2)(c) of the Act only if the expenditure was 

recommended by the mayor in accordance with the framework prescribed in 

Chapter 5 of these Regulations. 

 

18.6. Publication of approved adjustments budget 

 

 1) Within ten working days after the municipal council has approved an 

adjustments budget, the municipal manager must in accordance with section 

21A of the Municipal Systems Act make public the approved adjustments 

budget and supporting documentation, as well as the resolutions referred to in 

regulation 25(3). 

 2) When making public an adjustments budget and supporting documentation in 

terms of sub regulation (1), the municipal manager must make public any other 

information that the municipal council considers appropriate to facilitate public 

awareness of the adjustments budget, including –  

 a) summaries of the adjustments budget and supporting documentation in 

alternate languages predominant in the community; 

 b) information relevant to each ward in the municipality, if that ward is affected by 

the adjustments budget; and 

 c) any consequential amendment of the service delivery and budget 

implementation plan that is necessitated by the adjustments budget. 
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18.7. Submission of approved adjustments budget and other documents 

 

 1) The municipal manager must comply with section 28(7) of the Act read together 

with section 24(3) of the Act within ten working days after the municipal council 

has approved an adjustments budget. 

 2) When submitting an adjustments budget to the National Treasury and the 

relevant provincial treasury in terms of section 28(7) of the Act read together 

with section 24(3) of the Act, the municipal manager must also submit to the 

National Treasury and the relevant provincial treasury, in both printed and 

electronic form –  

 a) the supporting documentation within ten working days after the municipal 

council has approved the adjustments budget; 

 b) the amended service delivery and budget implementation plan, within 

ten working days after the council has approved the amended plan in terms 

of section 54(1)(c) of the Act;  and 

 c) any other information as may be required by the National Treasury. 

 3) The municipal manager must send copies of an approved adjustments budget 

and supporting documentation, in both printed and electronic form to –  

 a) any other municipality affected by that adjustments budget within ten 

working days after the municipal council has approved the adjustments 

budget;  and 

 b) any other organ of state on receipt of a request from that organ of state. 
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19. IN-YEAR REPORTS OF MUNICIPALITIES 

 

 Format of monthly budget statements 

The monthly budget statement of a municipality must be in the format specified by 

National Treasury, taking into account any guidelines issued by the Minister in terms 

of section 168(1) of the Act. 

 

 Tabling of monthly budget statements 

 The mayor may table in the municipal council a monthly budget statement  

 submitted to the mayor in terms of section 71(1) of the Act.  If the mayor does  

 so, the monthly budget statement must be accompanied by a mayor’s report  

 in a format set out by National Treasury. 

 

 Publication of monthly budget statements 

 1) The monthly budget statement of a municipality must be placed on the 

municipality’s website. 

  

 Quarterly reports on implementation of budget 

 1) The mayor’s quarterly report on the implementation of the budget and the 

financial state of affairs of the municipality as required by section 52(d) of the 

Act must be –  

 a) in the format specified by National Treasury, taking into account any guidelines 

issued by the Minister in terms of section 168(1) of the Act; and 

 b) consistent with the monthly budget statements for September, December, 

March and June as applicable; and 

 c) submitted to the National Treasury and the relevant provincial treasury within 

five days of tabling of the report in the council. 
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 Publication of quarterly reports on implementation of budget 

 When publishing the quarterly reports on the implementation of the budget in 

 terms of section 75(1) (k) of the Act, the municipal manager must make public 

 any other information that the municipal council considers appropriate to  

 facilitate public awareness of the quarterly report on the implementation of the  

 budget and the financial state of affairs of the municipality, including –  

 a) summaries of quarterly report in alternate languages predominant in the  

  community; and 

 b) information relevant to each ward in the municipality. 

 

 Format of a mid-year budget and performance assessment 

   A mid-year budget and performance assessment of a municipality referred         to 

in section 72 of the Act must be in the format specified by National treasury, 

taking into account any guidelines issued by the Minister in terms of section 

168(1) of the Act. 

 

 Publication of mid-year budget and performance assessments 

 1) Within five working days of 25 January each year the municipal manager  

  must make the mid-year budget and performance assessment public by  

  placing it on the municipal website. 

 

 Submission of mid-year budget and performance assessments 

 The municipal manager must submit to the National Treasury and the  

 Relevant provincial treasury, in both printed and electronic form –  

 a) the mid-year budget and performance assessment by 25 January of each year; 

and 

 b) any other information relating to the mid-year budget and performance 

assessment as may be required by the National Treasury. 
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20. BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Monitoring 

a) The accounting officer with the assistance of the chief financial officer and 

other senior managers is responsible for the implementation of the budget, and 

must take reasonable steps to ensure that: 

- funds are spent in accordance with the budget; 

- expenses are reduced if expected revenues are less than projected; and 

- revenues and expenses are properly monitored. 

b) The Accounting officer with the assistance of the chief financial officer must 

prepare any adjustments budget when such budget is necessary and submit it 

to the Executive mayor for consideration and tabling to Council. 

c) The Accounting officer must report to the Council any impending 

shortfalls in the annual operating budget, as well as any impending 

overspending, together with the steps taken to prevent or rectify these 

problems. 

 

 

21. CONCLUSION 

 

The Accounting Officer must place on the municipality’s official website the 

following: 

 the annual and adjustments budgets and all budget-related documents; 

 all budget-related policies; 

 the integrated development plan 

 the annual report; 
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PART  1. LEGAL COMPLIANCE  

  

The municipality shall at all times manage its banking arrangements and 

investments and conduct its cash management policy in compliance with the 

provisions of and any further prescriptions made by the Minister of Finance in 

terms of the Municipal Finance Management Act No. 56 of 2003.  

  

A paraphrase of the provisions of this Act is attached as Annexure I to this policy.  

  

PART  2. OBJECTIVE OF INVESTMENT POLICY  

  

The council of the municipality is the trustee of the public revenues, which it 

collects, and it therefore has an obligation to the community to ensure that the 

municipality’s cash resources are managed effectively and efficiently.  

  

The council therefore has a responsibility to invest these public revenues 

knowledgeably and judiciously, and must be able to account fully to the 

community in regard to such investments.  

  

The investment policy of the municipality is therefore aimed at gaining the optimal 

return on investments, without incurring undue risks, during those periods when 

cash revenues are not needed for capital or operational purposes.  The 

effectiveness of the investment policy is dependent on the accuracy of the 

municipality’s cash management programme, which must identify the amounts 
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surplus to the municipality’s needs, as well as the time when and period for which 

such revenues are surplus.  

  

  

  

  

  
PART  3. EFFECTIVE CASH MANAGEMENT  

  

3.1  Cash Collection  

  

All monies due to the municipality must be collected as soon as possible, 

either on or immediately after due date, and banked on a daily basis.    

  

The respective responsibilities of the chief financial officer and other heads 

of departments in this regard is defined in a code of financial practice 

approved by the municipal manager and the chief financial officer, and this 

code of practice is attached as Annexure II to this policy.  

  

The unremitting support of and commitment to the municipality’s credit 

control policy, both by the council and the municipality’s officials, is an 

integral part of proper cash collections, and by approving the present 

policy the council pledges itself to such support and commitment.  

  

3.2  Payments to Creditors  

  

The chief financial officer shall ensure that all tenders and quotations 

invited by and contracts entered into by the municipality stipulate payment 
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terms favourable to the municipality, that is, payment to fall due not sooner 

than the conclusion of the month following the month in which a particular 

service is rendered to or goods are received by the municipality.  This rule 

shall be departed from only where there are financial incentives for the 

municipality to effect earlier payment, and any such departure shall be 

approved by the chief financial officer before any payment is made.  

  

In the case of small, micro and medium enterprises, where such a policy 

may cause financial hardship to the contractor, payment may be effected 

at the conclusion of the month during which the service is rendered or 

within fourteen days of the date of such service being rendered, whichever 

is the later.  Any such early payment shall be approved by the chief 

financial officer before any payment is made.  

  

Notwithstanding the foregoing policy directives, the chief financial officer 

shall make full use of any extended terms of payment offered by suppliers 

and not settle any accounts earlier than such extended due date, except if 

the chief financial officer determines that there are financial incentives for 

the municipality to do so.  

  

3.3  Management of Inventory  

  

Each Executive Director shall ensure that such department’s inventory 

levels do not exceed normal operational requirements in the case of items 

which are not readily available from suppliers, and emergency 

requirements in the case of items which are readily available from 

suppliers.  
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Each Executive Director shall periodically review the levels of inventory 

held in his/her directorate and shall ensure that any surplus items be 

made available to the chief financial officer for sale at a public auction or 

by other means of disposal, as provided for in the municipality’s supply 

chain management policy.  

  

3.4  Cash Management Programme  

  

The chief financial officer shall prepare an annual estimate of the 

municipality’s cash flows divided into calendar months, and shall update 

this estimate on a daily basis.  The estimate shall indicate when and for 

what periods and amounts surplus revenues may be invested, when and 

for what amounts investments will have to be liquidated, and when – if 

applicable – either long-term or short-term debt must be incurred.  

Executive Directors shall in this regard furnish the chief financial officer 

with all such information as is required, timeously and in the format 

indicated.  

  

The chief financial officer shall report to the finance committee on a 

monthly basis and/or to a council meeting when required. Such a report 

shall indicate any movements in respect of the municipality’s investments, 

together with appropriate details of the investments concerned.    

  

PART  4. INVESTMENT ETHICS  

  

The chief financial officer shall be responsible for investing the surplus revenues 

of the municipality, and shall manage such investments in consultation with the 

executive mayor or the mayoral committee, as the case may be, and in 
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compliance with any policy directives formulated by the council and prescriptions 

made by the Minister of Finance.  

  

In making such investments the chief financial officer, shall at all times have only 

the best considerations of the municipality in mind, and, except for the outcome 

of the consultation process with the executive mayor, shall not accede to any 

influence by or interference from councillors, investment agents or institutions or 

any other outside parties.  

  

Neither the chief financial officer nor the executive mayor may accept any gift, 

other than an item having such negligible value that it cannot possibly be 

construed as anything other than a token of goodwill by the donor, from any 

investment agent or institution or any party with which the municipality has made 

or may potentially make an investment.  

  
PART  5. INVESTMENT PRINCIPLES  

  

5.1  Limiting Exposure  

  

Where large sums of money are available for investment the chief financial 

officer shall ensure that they are invested with more than one institution, 

wherever practicable, in order to limit the risk exposure of the municipality.  

The chief financial officer shall further ensure that, as far as it is practically 

and legally possible, the municipality’s investments are so distributed that 

more than one investment category is covered (that is, call, money market 

and fixed deposits).  

  

5.2  Risk and Return  
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Although the objective of the chief financial officer in making investments 

on behalf of the municipality shall always be to obtain the best interest rate 

on offer, this consideration must be tempered by the degree of risk 

involved in regard to both the financial institution and the investment 

instrument concerned.  No investment shall be made with an institution 

where the degree of risk is perceived to be higher than the average risk 

associated with investment institutions.  Deposits shall be made only with 

registered deposit-taking institutions (see 5.4 below).  

  

5.3  Payment of Commission  

  

Every financial institution with which the municipality makes an investment 

must issue a certificate to the chief financial officer in regard to such 

investment, stating that such financial institution has not paid and will not 

pay any commission and has not and will not grant any other benefit to 

any party for obtaining such investment.  

  
5.4  Call Deposits and Fixed Deposits  

  

Before making any call or fixed deposits, the chief financial officer, shall 

obtain quotations from at least three financial institutions.  

  

Given the volatility of the money market, the chief financial officer, shall, 

whenever necessary, request quotations telephonically, and shall record 

in an appropriate register the name of the institution, the name of the 

person contacted, and the relevant terms and rates offered by such 

institution, as well as any other information which may be relevant (for 

example, whether the interest is payable monthly or only on maturity, and 

so forth).  
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Once the best investment terms have been identified, written confirmation 

of the telephonic quotation must be immediately obtained (by facsimile, 

email or any other expedient means).  

  

Any monies paid over to the investing institution in terms of the agreed 

investment (other than monies paid over in terms of part 7 below) shall be 

paid over only to such institution itself and not to any agent or third party.  

Once the investment has been made, the chief financial officer shall 

ensure that the municipality receives a properly documented receipt or 

certificate for such investment, issued by the institution concerned in the 

name of the municipality.  

  

5.5  Restriction on Tenure of Investments  

  

No investment with a tenure exceeding twelve months shall be made 

without the approval of the executive mayor or the executive committee, 

as the case may be.  

  
PART  6. CONTROL OVER INVESTMENTS  

  

The chief financial officer shall ensure that proper records are kept of all 

investments made by the municipality.  Such records shall indicate the date on 

which the investment is made, the institution with which the monies are invested, 

the amount of the investment, the interest rate applicable, and the maturity date.  

If the investment is liquidated at a date other than the maturity date, such date 

shall be indicated.  
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The chief financial officer shall ensure that all interest and capital properly due to 

the municipality are timeously received, and shall take appropriate steps or cause 

such appropriate steps to be taken if interest or capital is not fully or timeously 

received.  

  

The chief financial officer shall ensure that all investment documents and 

certificates are properly secured in a fireproof safe with segregated control over 

the access to such safe, or are otherwise lodged for safekeeping with the 

municipality’s bankers or attorneys.  

  

  

PART  7. OTHER EXTERNAL INVESTMENTS  

  

From time to time it may be in the best interests of the municipality to make 

longer-term investments in secure stock issued by the national government, 

Eskom or any other reputable parastatal or institution, or by another reputable 

municipality.  In such cases the chief financial officer, must be guided by the best 

rates of interest pertaining to the specific type of investment, which the 

municipality requires, and to the best and most secure instrument available at the 

time.  

  
No investment with a tenure exceeding twelve months shall be made without the 

prior approval of the executive mayor, as the case may be, and without guidance 

having been sought from the municipality’s bankers or other credible investment 

advisers on the security and financial implications of the investment concerned.  

  

PART  8.  BANKING ARRANGEMENTS  
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The municipal manager is responsible for the management of the municipality’s 

bank accounts, but may delegate this function to the chief financial officer.  The 

chief financial officer is authorised at all times to sign cheques and any other 

documentation associated with the management of such accounts.  The 

municipal manager, in consultation with the chief financial officer, is authorised to 

appoint two or more additional signatories in respect of such accounts, and to 

amend such appointments from time to time.  The list of new signatories shall be 

approved by the finance committee as and when the case may be.   

  

In compliance with the requirements of good governance, the chief financial 

officer shall open a bank account for ordinary operating purposes, and shall 

further maintain a separate account for operating expenses; and shall further 

open additional accounts as required.  

  

Unless there are compelling reasons to do otherwise, all the municipality’s bank 

accounts shall be maintained with the same banking institution to ensure pooling 

of balances for purposes of determining the best interest payable to the 

municipality.  

  

Tenders may be invited if the municipal manager, in consultation with the chief 

financial officer, is of the opinion that the services offered by the municipality’s 

current bankers are materially defective, or not cost-effective, and the executive 

mayor, agrees to the invitation of such tenders. The municipal manager shall 

therefore invite tenders for the municipality’s bank accounts.  

  

PART  9. RAISING OF DEBT  

  

The municipal manager is responsible for the raising of debt, but may delegate 

this function to the chief financial officer, who shall then manage this 
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responsibility in consultation with the municipal manager.  All debt shall be raised 

in strict compliance with the requirements of the Municipal Finance Management 

Act 2003, and only with the prior approval of the council.  

    

Long-term debt shall be raised only to the extent that such debt is provided for as 

a source of necessary finance in the capital component of the approved annual 

budget or adjustments budget.  

  

Short-term debt shall be raised only when it is unavoidable to do so in terms of 

cash requirements, whether for the capital or operating budgets or to settle any 

other obligations, and provided the need for such short-term debt, both as to 

extent and duration, is clearly indicated in the cash flow estimates prepared by 

the chief financial officer.  Short-term debt shall be raised only to anticipate a 

certain long-term debt agreement or a certain inflow of operating revenues.  

  

PART  10. INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS  

  

The interest accrued on all the municipality’s investments shall, in compliance 

with the requirements of generally accepted municipal accounting practice, be 

recorded in the first instance in the municipality’s operating account as ordinary 

operating revenues, and shall thereafter be appropriated, at the end of the year, 

to the fund or account in respect of which such an investment was made.  

  

  
PART 11. ANNEXURE I:  PARAPHRASE OF REQUIREMENTS OF MUNICIPAL  

FINANCE MANAGEMENT ACT NO 56 OF 2003  
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Note:  In terms of Section 60(2) of the Municipal Systems Act No. 32 of 2000 the 

council may delegate the authority to take decisions on making investments on 

behalf of the municipality only to the chief financial officer or the executive mayor.  

  

The foregoing is based on the assumption that such authority has been 

delegated to the chief financial officer.  

  

SECTION 7:  OPENING OF BANK ACCOUNTS  

  

Every municipality must open and maintain at least one bank account.  This bank 

account must be in the name of the municipality, and all monies received by the 

municipality must be paid into this bank account or accounts, promptly and in 

accordance with any requirements that may be prescribed.  

  

A municipality may not open a bank account:  

  

• otherwise than in the name of the municipality;   

• abroad; or  

• with an institution not registered as a bank in terms of the Banks Act 

1990.  

  

Money may be withdrawn from the municipality’s bank account only in 

accordance with the requirements of Section 11 of the present Act.   

  

  

SECTION 8:  PRIMARY BANK ACCOUNT  
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Every municipality must have a primary bank account, and if the municipality has 

only one bank account that account is its primary bank account.  If the 

municipality has more than one bank account, it must designate one of those 

bank accounts as its primary bank account.  

  

The following must be paid into the municipality’s primary account:  

  

• all allocations to the municipality;  

• all income received by the municipality on its investments;  

• all income received by the municipality in connection with its interest in 

any municipal entity;  

• all money collected by a municipal entity or other external mechanism 

on behalf of the municipality, and;  

• any other monies as may be prescribed.  

  

The municipal manager of the municipality must submit to the national treasury, 

the provincial treasury and the Auditor-General, in writing, the name of the bank 

where the primary bank account of the municipality is held, and the type and 

number of the account.  If the municipality wants to change its primary bank 

account, it may do so only after the municipal manager has informed the national 

treasury and the Auditor-General, in writing, at least 30 days before making such 

change.  

  

SECTION 9:  BANK ACCOUNT DETAILS TO BE SUBMITTED TO PROVINCIAL  

TREASURIES AND AUDITOR-GENERAL  

  

The municipal manager of the municipality must submit to the provincial treasury 

and to the Auditor-General, in writing, within 90 days after the municipality has 
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opened a new bank account, the name of the bank where the account has been 

opened, and the type and number of the account; and annually, before the start 

of each financial year, the name of each bank where the municipality holds a 

bank account, and the type and number of each account.  

  

SECTION 10:  CONTROL OF MUNICIPAL BANK ACCOUNTS  

  

The municipal manager of the municipality must administer the entire 

municipality’s bank accounts, is accountable to the municipal council for the 

municipality’s bank accounts, and must enforce compliance with Sections 7, 8 

and 11 of the present Act.  

  

The Municipal Manager may delegate the duties referred to above only to the 

municipality’s chief financial officer.  

  

SECTION 11:  WITHDRAWALS FROM MUNICIPAL BANK ACCOUNTS  

  

Only the municipal manager or the chief financial officer of the municipality 

(presumably where this power has been appropriately delegated), or any other 

senior financial official of the municipality acting on the written authority of the 

Municipal Manager, may withdraw money or authorise the withdrawal of money 

from any of the municipality’s bank accounts.  Such withdrawals may be made 

only to:  

  

• defray expenditure appropriated in terms of an approved budget;  

• defray expenditure authorised in terms of Section 26(4) (this Section 

deals with situations in which the budget was not timeously approved, 

and the province has been compelled to intervene);  
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• defray unforeseeable and unavoidable expenditure authorised in terms 

of Section 29(1);  

• in the case of a bank account opened in terms of Section 12, make 

payments from the account in accordance with Section 12(4);  

• pay over to a person or organ of state money received by the 

municipality on behalf of such person or organ of state, including 

money collected by the municipality on behalf of such person or organ 

of state by agreement, or any insurance or other payments received by 

the municipality for such person or organ of state;  

• refund money incorrectly paid into a bank account;  

• refund guarantees, sureties and security deposits;   

• make investments for cash management purposes in accordance with 

Section 13;  

• defray increased expenditure in terms of Section 31; or  

• for such other purposes as may be prescribed.  

  

(Note that Section 11(1) does not expressly provide for the withdrawal of monies 

to pay creditors, where the relevant obligations arose in terms of the previous 

budget; to repay loans; or to repay consumer deposits).  

  

Any authorisation to a senior financial official to withdraw money or to authorise 

the withdrawal of money from a bank account must be in accordance with the 

framework as may be prescribed.  The municipal manager may not authorise any 

official other than the chief financial officer to withdraw money or to authorise the 

withdrawal of money from the municipality’s primary bank account if the 

municipality has a primary bank account which is separate from its other bank 

accounts.  
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SECTION 12:  RELIEF, CHARITABLE, TRUST OR OTHER FUNDS  

  

No political structure or office bearer of the municipality may set up a relief, 

charitable, trust or other fund of whatever description, except in the name of the 

municipality.  Only the municipal manager may be the accounting officer of any 

such fund.  

  

A municipality may open a separate bank account in the name of the municipality 

for the purpose of such relief, charitable, trust or other fund.  Money received by 

the municipality for the purpose of such fund must be paid into the bank account 

of the municipality, or if a separate bank account has been opened for such fund, 

into that account.  

  

Money in a separate account opened for such fund may be withdrawn from the 

account without appropriation in terms of the approved budget, but only by or on 

the written authority of the municipal manager, acting in accordance with 

decisions of the council, and for the purposes for which, and subject to any 

conditions on which, the fund was established or the money in the fund was 

donated.  

  

SECTION 13: CASH MANAGEMENT AND INVESTMENTS  

  

The Minister, acting with the concurrence of the cabinet member responsible for 

local government, may prescribe a framework within which municipalities must 

conduct their cash management and investments, and invest money not 

immediately required.  

  

A municipality must establish an appropriate and effective cash management and 

investment policy in accordance with any framework that may be so prescribed.    
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A bank where the municipality at the end of the financial year holds a bank 

account, or held a bank account at any time during such financial year, must, 

within 30 days after the end of such financial year, notify the Auditor-General, in 

writing, of such bank account, indicating the type and number of the account, and 

the opening and closing balances of that account in that financial year.  The bank 

must also promptly disclose any information regarding the account when so 

requested by the national treasury or the Auditor-General.  

  

A bank, insurance company or other financial institution which the end of the 

financial year holds, or at any time during the financial year held, an investment 

for the municipality, must, within 30 days after the end of that financial year, notify 

the Auditor-General, in writing, of that investment, including the opening and 

closing balances of that investment in that financial year.  Such institution must 

also promptly disclose any information regarding the investment when so 

requested by the national treasury or the Auditor-General.  

  

SECTION 17:  CONTENTS OF ANNUAL BUDGETS AND SUPPORTING  

DOCUMENTS  

  

The following documents must accompany each tabled draft annual budget (inter 

alia):  

  

• a projection of cash flows for the budget year.   

• particulars of the municipality’s investments.  

  

SECTION 22:  PUBLICATION OF ANNUAL BUDGETS  
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The municipal manager must make public, immediately after a draft annual 

budget is tabled, the budget itself and all the prescribed supporting documents, 

and invite comments from the local community in connection with such budget 

(and documents).  

  

  

  

  

  

  
SECTION 36:  NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL ALLOCATIONS TO  

MUNICIPALITIES  

  

In order to provide predictability and certainty about the sources and levels of 

intergovernmental funding for municipalities, the municipal manager of a national 

or provincial department and the accounting authority of a national or provincial 

public entity responsible for the transfer of any proposed allocations to a 

municipality, must by no later than 20 January of each year notify the national 

treasury or the relevant provincial treasury as may be appropriate, of all proposed 

allocations and the projected amounts of those allocations to be transferred to 

each municipality during each of the next 3 financial years.  

  

The Minister or the MEC responsible for finance in the province must, when 

tabling the national annual budget in the national assembly or the provincial 

annual budget in the provincial legislature, make public particulars of any 

allocations due to each municipality in terms of that budget, including the amount 

to be transferred to the municipality during each of the next 3 financial years.  

  

SECTION 37:  PROMOTION OF CO-OPERATIVE GOVERNMENT BY  
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MUNICIPALITIES  

  

In order to enable municipalities to include allocations from other municipalities in 

their budgets and to plan effectively for the spending of such allocations, the 

municipal manager of every municipality responsible for the transfer of any 

allocation to another municipality, must, by no later than 120 days before the start 

of its budget year, notify the receiving municipality of the projected amount of any 

allocation proposed to be transferred to that municipality during each of the next 

3 financial years.  

  
  

SECTION 45:  SHORT-TERM DEBT  

  

The municipality may incur short-term debt only in accordance with and subject to 

the provisions of the present Act, and only when necessary to bridge shortfalls 

within a financial year during which the debt is incurred, in expectation of specific 

and realistic income to be received within that financial year; or to bridge capital 

needs within a financial year, to be repaid from specific funds to be received from 

enforceable allocations or long-term debt commitments.  

  

The council may approve a short-term debt transaction individually, or may 

approve an agreement with a lender for a short-term credit facility to be accessed 

as and when required, including a line of credit or bank overdraft facility, provided 

that the credit limit must be specified in the resolution of the council; the terms of 

the agreement, including the credit limit, may be changed only by a resolution of 

the council; and if the council approves a credit facility limited to emergency use, 

the municipal manager must notify the council in writing as soon as practicable of 

the amount, duration and cost of any debt incurred in terms of such a credit 

facility, as well as the options available for repaying such debt.  
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The municipality must pay off short-term debt within the financial year in which it 

was incurred, and may not renew or refinance short-term debt, whether its own 

debt or that of any municipal entity, where such renewal or refinancing will have 

the effect of extending the short-term debt into a new financial year.  

  

SECTION 46:  LONG-TERM DEBT  

  

A municipality may incur long-term debt only in accordance with and subject to 

any applicable provisions of the present Act, and only for the purpose of capital 

expenditure on property, plant or equipment to be used for the purpose of 

achieving the objects of local government as set out in Section 152 of the 

Constitution; or refinancing existing long-term debt subject to the requirements of 

Section 46(5).  

  

SECTION 47:  CONDITIONS APPLYING TO BOTH SHORT-TERM AND 

LONGTERM DEBT  

  

The municipality may incur debt only if the debt is denominated in rand and is not 

indexed to, or affected by, fluctuations in the value of the rand against any foreign 

currency.  

  

SECTION 64:  REVENUE MANAGEMENT (EXCERPTS)    

  

The municipal manager of the municipality is responsible for the management of 

the revenue of the municipality.    
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The municipal manager, must, among other things, take all reasonable steps to 

ensure that all money received is promptly deposited in accordance with the 

requirements of the present Act into the municipality’s primary and other bank 

accounts.  

  

The municipal manager must also ensure that all revenue received by the 

municipality, including revenue received by any collecting agent on its behalf, is 

reconciled on at least a weekly basis.  

  

The municipal manager must take all reasonable steps to ensure that any funds 

collected by the municipality on behalf of another organ of state are transferred to 

that organ of state at least on a weekly basis, and that such funds are not used 

for purposes of the municipality.  

  

  
SECTION 65:  EXPENDITURE MANAGEMENT (EXCERPTS)    

  

The municipal manager of the municipality is responsible for the management of 

the expenditure of the municipality.  

  

The municipal manager must take all reasonable steps to ensure, among other 

things, that payments made by the municipality are made direct to the person to 

whom they are due, unless agreed otherwise for reasons as may be prescribed, 

and either electronically or by way of non-transferable cheques, provided that 

cash payments and payments by way of cash cheques may be made for 

exceptional reasons only, and only up to a prescribed limit.  
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The municipal manager must also ensure that all money owing by the 

municipality is paid within 30 days of receiving the relevant invoice or statement, 

unless prescribed otherwise for certain categories of expenditure.  

  

The municipal manager must further ensure that the municipality’s available 

working capital is managed effectively and economically in terms of the 

prescribed cash management and investment framework.   

  

PART 12:  ANNEXURE II:  CODE OF PRACTICE IN REGARD TO PAYMENTS,  

REVENUE COLLECTION AND STORES  

  

1. STORES ADMINISTRATION  

  

The chief financial officer shall be responsible for the proper administration 

of all stores.  If sub-stores are established under the control of any **head 

of department, such head of department shall be similarly responsible for 

the proper administration of such sub-store, and in doing so shall comply 

with the stock level policies as determined from time to time by the chief 

financial officer, acting in consultation with the head of department 

concerned.  No sub-store may be established without the prior written 

consent of the chief financial officer.  

  

2. CONTRACT MANAGEMENT  

  

Within such general buying and related procedures as the chief financial 

officer shall from time to time determine, and further within the confines of 

any relevant legislation and of such rules and procedures as may be 
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determined by the executive mayor or the finance committee, as the case 

may be:   

  

• all buying contracts shall be administered by the chief financial 

officer, and all payments relating to such contracts shall be 

authorised by the chief financial officer or the executive director  or 

a departmental head designated by him or her; and  

  

• all other contracts, including building, engineering and other civil 

contracts shall be administered by the executive director or a 

departmental head designated by him or her, and all payments 

relating to such contracts shall be authorised by such an executive 

director in accordance with the provisions of Section 3 below.  The 

executive director (or a departmental head)  concerned shall ensure 

that all payment certificates in regard to contracts are properly 

examined and are correct in all respects - before being submitted to 

the chief financial officer for payment.  

  

3. PAYMENTS  

  

3.1 All payments, other than petty cash disbursements, shall be made 

through the municipality’s bank account(s).  

  
3.2 The chief financial officer shall draw all cheques on this account, 

and shall, in consultation with the municipal manager and with due 

regard to the council’s policy on banking and investments, 

determine the rules and procedures relating to the signing of 

cheques, and from time to time jointly with the municipal manager 

decide on appropriate signatories.  
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3.3 All requests for payments of whatever nature shall be submitted on 

payment vouchers, the format of which shall be determined by the 

chief financial officer.  Such vouchers shall be authorised in terms 

of such rules and procedures as are determined from time to time 

by the chief financial officer.  

  

3.4 The maximum amount and nature of petty disbursements, where 

not covered by the general buying procedures referred to in Section 

2, shall be generally determined from time to time by the chief 

financial officer.  No cash float shall be operated without the 

authority of the chief financial officer, who may prescribe such 

procedures relevant to the management of such float as are 

considered necessary.  

  

3.5 The Human Resources Manager officer shall be responsible for the 

payment of all salaries and remuneration benefits to employees and 

councillors, and for the determination of the payment system to be 

used.   

  

4. REVENUE AND CASH COLLECTION  

  

4.1 Every Executive Director or a designated **departmental head 

responsible for revenue collection shall be responsible for the 

collection of all moneys falling within the ambit and area of his or 

her designated functions.  
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4.2 The chief financial officer shall ensure that all revenues are properly 

accounted for.  

  

4.3 The collection of all arrear revenues and the control of arrear 

accounts shall be co-ordinated by the chief financial officer in terms 

of any policies determined by the council.  If it is clear that any 

revenues are not recovered or likely to be recovered after the 

necessary steps have been taken, the chief financial officer shall 

report the matter adequately and timeously to the finance 

committee.  

  

4.4 The chief financial officer shall ensure that adequate provision is 

maintained to cover the writing off of irrecoverable revenues, having 

due regard to the council’s policy on rates and tariffs.  

  

5. BANKING OF RECEIPTS  

  

5.1 Guidelines and procedures for the banking of cheques and other 

receipts shall, if necessary, be determined from time to time by the 

chief financial officer.  

  

5.2 Where applicable, every departmental head responsible for 

revenue collection shall ensure that all revenues are banked daily 

with the municipality’s banker(s), or less frequently if so approved 

by the chief financial officer.   

  

** Definition of Head of Department:  
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Head of Department: in relation to a municipality means a manager who is 

referred to in section 57 of the Municipal Systems Act; that is, a manager 

who is directly accountable to the Municipal Manager; or a manager who 

is a functional or departmental head responsible for the overall 

management of the department concerned.  
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1. DEFINITIONS 

In this policy, unless the context indicates otherwise: 

"account holder" means any person who is due to receive a municipal account, which 

includes a user of pre-paid electricity or water; 

"Act" means the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act No. 32 of 

2000); 

“arrangement” means an agreement between Sol Plaatje Municipality and the 

consumer whereby the consumer signs an acknowledgement of debt and binds 

him/herself to the payment of equal monthly instalments until the arrear debt is 

realised. 

"applicant" means a person who applies for the supply of municipal services; 

"billing" means invoicing on a municipal account to an account holder of an amount or 

amounts payable for assessment rates, metered services, other municipal charges, 

levies, fees, fines, taxes, or any other amount or amounts payable arising from any 

other liability or obligation; 

"Executive Director: Infrastructure Services means the person who holds the 

position of "Executive Director: Infrastructure Services" either substantively or in an 

acting capacity within Council, or any other officer authorised by the Executive Director: 

Infrastructure Services; 

"Council" means the Council of the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality; 

"credit control" means all the functions relating to the collection of revenue; 

"consumer" means the occupier of any premises to which the municipality has agreed 

to supply or is actually supplying municipal services, or if there is no occupier, then any 

person who has entered into a service agreement with the municipality for the supply of 
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municipal services to such premises, or, if there be no such person, then the owner of 

the premises. 

"customer management" means to focus on the account holder's needs in a 

responsive and proactive way to encourage payment and thereby limiting the need for 

enforcement; 

"customer service centre" means - 

(a) an office where an applicant may apply for services and enter into a service 

agreement with the municipality; 

(b) an office where an account holder may settle an account or may make pre-

payment for services;. 

(c) a credit screening point where the credit assessment of an applicant can be 

processed; or 

(d) an office where an account holder may query or verify accounts and metered 

consumption, and may communicate grievances, inquiries, recommendations 

and other relevant issues to the municipality and from where the response from 

the municipality can be conveyed to the account holder; 

"due date" means the date specified as such on a municipal account dispatched by 

the municipality to an account holder for current charges payable and which is the last 

day allowed for the payment of such current charges 

"interest" means the rate of interest determined by the Council payable on the amount 

due in terms of a municipal account which is in arrears; 

“municipality” means the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality, a category B municipality, 

established in terms of section 12, Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 

117/1998 and where the context refers to an act or omission thereof, means the 

municipality, acting through the Municipal Manager or his delegate;  

"municipal account" means an account rendered on which is billed an amount or 

amounts payable to the municipality for assessment rates, metered services, other 
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municipal charges, levies, fees, fines, interest, taxes or any other amount or amounts 

payable arising from any other liability or obligation; 

"Municipal Manager" means the person appointed in terms of section 54A of the 

Local Government:  Municipal Structures Act; 

"municipal service charges" means those assessment rates, metered services, other 

municipal charges, levies, fees, fines, interest, taxes or any other amount or amounts 

payable arising from any other liability or obligation reflected on the municipal account 

for which payment is required by the municipality; 

"occupier" means any person who occupies any premises or part thereof 

notwithstanding the title under which the person occupies, and includes - 

(a) any person in actual occupation of such premises; 

(b) any person legally entitled to occupy such premises; 

(c) in the case of  premises which have been subdivided and let to lodgers or 

various tenants, the person receiving the rent payable by such lodgers or 

tenants whether on that person's own account or as agent for any person 

entitled thereto or interested therein; 

(d) any person having the charge or management of those premises, and includes 

the agent of any such person when the person is absent from the Republic of 

South Africa or his or her whereabouts are unknown; and 

(e) the owner of those premises; 

"officer" means an employee of the municipality or any other person who is 

specifically authorised thereto by the municipality to perform any act, function or duty in 

terms of, or exercise any power under these by-laws; 

"owner" means - 

(i) a person in whom the legal title to a premises is vested; 

(ii) in a case where the person in whom the legal title is vested is insolvent or 

dead, or is under any form of legal disability whatsoever, the person in whom 

the administration of and control of such premises is vested as curator, 
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trustee, executor, administrator, judicial manager, liquidator or other legal 

representative; 

(iii) in the event that the municipality is unable to determine the identity of the 

person in whom the legal title is vested, the person who is entitled to the 

benefit of such premises or a building thereon; 

(iv) in the case of premises for which a lease of 30 years or more has been 

entered into, the lessee thereof; 

(v) in relation to - 

(i) a piece of land delineated on a sectional plan registered in terms of 

the Sectional Titles Act, 1986 (Act No. 95 of 1986), and without 

restricting the above, the developer or the body corporate in respect 

of the common property; or 

(ii) a section as defined in such Act, the person in whose name such 

section is registered under a sectional title deed and includes the 

lawfully appointed agent of such a person; 

(vi) any legal person including, but not limited to - 

(i) a company registered in terms of the Companies Act, 1973 (Act No. 

61 of 1973), the Companies Act, 2008 (Act No. 71 of 2008), Trust 

inter vivos, Trust mortis causa, a Closed Corporation registered in 

terms of the Closed Corporation's Act, 1984 (Act No. 69 of 1984), a 

voluntary association; 

(ii) any Department of State; 

(iii) any Council or Board established in terms of any legislation 

applicable to the Republic of South Africa; and 

(iv) any Embassy or other foreign entity; and 

(vii) a lessee of municipal property who will be deemed to be the owner for the 

purposes of rendering a municipal account; 

“payment extension” means the extension of the due date already expired for 

payment in part or whole, where the municipality has agreed to substitute that due date 

with a payment extension date in applicable cases. 
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“payment extension date” means the date on which Credit Control has determined 

that a consumer must pay arrear charges which were not paid by the due date. 

"person" includes a legal person; 

"preferred customer" means a person who may be granted special concessions by 

the municipality; 

"premises" means any piece of land, the external surface boundaries of which are 

delineated on - 

(a) a general plan or diagram registered in terms of Land Survey, Act of 1927 (Act 

No. 9 of 1927), or in terms of the Deeds Registry, Act of 1937 (Act No. 47 of 

1937); or 

(b) a sectional plan registered in terms of the Sectional Titles Act, 1986 (Act No. 

93 of 1986), which is situated within the area of jurisdiction of Council; 

(c) and includes any other land and any building or structure above or below the 

surface of any land; 

"prescribed charge" means a charge prescribed by the Council or an authorized 

officer; 

"revenue" means all monies due to the municipality and in regard to which it has the 

right to enforce payment; 

"tampering" means any unauthorised interference with the municipality’s supply, seals 

and metering equipment and "tamper" has a corresponding meaning; 

"target" means realistic targets which may be set by the Council from time to time; and 

"unreliable customer" includes an account holder, who according to his or her 

payment record has failed to settle his or her municipal account by the due date or who 

was or is in arrears with payments due to the municipality or who has tampered or 

interfered with metering equipment, seals, or the supply of municipal services. 
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2. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF POLICY 

The Council, in adopting this policy recognises its constitutional obligation to promote 

social and economic development in harmony with the environment and to ensure the 

provision to communities of services which are affordable and of an acceptable 

standard. 

It further recognises that it cannot fulfil its constitutional duties unless it ensures 

compliance by members of the local community with the provisions of section 5(2)(b) of 

the Act, to pay promptly for service fees, surcharges on fees, rates on property and 

other taxes, levies and duties which have been legitimately imposed by it (subject to 

the relief afforded in its Indigent Management Policy). 

The Council is further mindful of its obligations in terms of sections 95 and 97 of the Act 

and accordingly aims: 

(a) through the implementation of this policy, to ensure that the municipality is 

financially and economically viable;  

(b) to establish and maintain a customer care and management system which aims - 

(i) to create a positive and reciprocal relationship between the municipality 

and an account holder; 

(ii) to establish mechanisms for an account holder to give feedback to the 

municipality regarding the quality of the services and the performance of 

the municipality; 

(iii) to ensure that reasonable steps are taken to inform an account holder of 

the costs involved in service provision, the reasons for payment of service 

fees, and the manner in which monies raised from the services provided, 

are utilised; 

(iv) to ensure, where the consumption of services has to be measured, that 

reasonable steps are taken to measure the consumption by individual 

account holders of services through accurate and verifiable metering 

systems; 

(v) to ensure that an account holder receives regular and accurate accounts 

that indicate the basis for calculating the amounts due; 
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(vi) to provide accessible mechanisms for an account holder to query or verify a 

municipal account and metered consumption and appeal procedures which 

allow the account holder to receive prompt redress for inaccurate accounts; 

(vii) to provide accessible mechanisms for dealing with complaints from an 

account holder, together with prompt replies and corrective action by the 

municipality, and to provide mechanisms to monitor the response time and 

efficiency of the municipal's actions; 

(viii) to provide for accessible pay points and other mechanisms for settling an 

account or for making pre-payments for services; and 

(c) to put in place credit control and debt collection mechanisms and procedures 

which aim to ensure that all money that is due and payable, from whatever 

cause, to the municipality, subject to the Act and other legislation, is collected. 

(d) to achieve and maintain consistently high levels of payment by its customers in 

accordance with the best practice achieved in municipalities in the Republic and 

in accordance with the standards set each year by the Council in conjunction with 

its approval of the Budget. 

(e) The Council further recognises that the Constitution entitles everyone to 

administrative action which is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair and to be 

given reasons for any such action which affects them. 

The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3/2000 is the legislation required by 

the Constitution to give effect to the right to just administrative action and in order 

to promote an efficient administration and good governance and to create a 

culture of accountability, openness and transparency in public administration or in 

the exercise of a public power or the performance of a public function. 

This policy incorporates the above principles by providing parameters and 

procedures to guide the municipality and its officers in implementing it, and 

thereby exercising a public power through a series of administrative actions. In so 

doing, this policy seeks to provide certainty on the part of those affected by it with 

regard to how the municipality will act in the circumstances covered by the policy 

and uniformity of action on the part of its officers. 
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The municipality commits itself and its officers to act fairly and justly in an open 

and transparent manner in implementing this policy. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF POLICY AND DELEGATION 

 

3. MUNICIPAL MANAGER IS THE RESPONSIBLE AND ACCOUNTABLE 

OFFICER 

The Municipal Manager - 

3.1 is responsible to the Executive Mayor for the implementation and enforcement of the 

provisions of this policy; 

3.2 must, for the purposes of (a) take the necessary steps to implement and enforce the 

provisions of this policy; 

3.3 is accountable to the Executive Mayor for the agreed performance targets as approved 

by Council and the Executive Mayor, and for these purposes must  

(i) from time to time, report to the Executive Mayor on matters relating to this 

policy, including but not limited to - 

 the effectiveness of this policy and the administrative mechanisms, 

resources, processes and procedures used to collect money that is 

due and payable to the municipality; 

 billing information, including the number of account holders, accruals, 

cash flow, and customer management; 

 the satisfaction levels of account holders regarding services 

rendered; and  

  the effectiveness of the provisions to assist the poor herein and in 

the Indigent Policy; and 
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(ii) at regular intervals meet with and receive reports from the CFO and other 

staff members with the aim of submitting recommendations on this policy to 

the Executive Mayor; 

(iii) where necessary, propose steps to the Executive Mayor with the aim of 

improving the efficiency of the credit control and debt collection 

mechanisms, processes and procedures; 

(iv) where necessary, propose to the Executive Mayor actions and adjustments 

to correct deviations; 

(v) establish effective communication channels between the municipality and 

account holders with the aim of keeping account holders abreast of all 

decisions by Council that may affect them; 

(vi) establish customer service centres which are located in such communities 

as determined by Council; 

(vii) identify, appoint, and enter into agreements with suitable business 

concerns, institutions, organizations, establishments or parastatal 

institutions to serve as agencies of the municipality in terms of this policy; 

(viii) convey to account holders information relating to the costs involved in 

service provision, the reasons for payment of service fees, and the manner 

in which monies raised from the services are utilised, and may where 

necessary, employ the services of local media to convey such information; 

(ix) expedite the processing of complaints or inquiries received from an account 

holder and must ensure that an account holder receives a response within 

a time determined by this policy and must monitor the response time and 

efficiency in these instances; 

(x) in line with the latest technological and electronic advances, endeavour to 

make twenty-four hour electronic inquiry and payment facilities available to 

account holders; 

(xi) encourage account holders and take steps where needed, to ensure 

settlement of outstanding accounts within the ambit of this policy; and 

(xii) with the consent of an account holder, enter into an agreement with the 

account holder's employer to deduct from the salary or wages of the 

account holder - 

 any outstanding amounts as may be agreed; and 
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 such regular monthly amounts as may be agreed, and may provide 

special incentives for employers to enter into such agreements, and 

employees to consent to such agreements. 

4. DELEGATION 

The necessary power and authority is hereby delegated to the Municipal Manager to 

enable him/her to fulfil his/her responsibilities and obligations in terms hereof, with full 

authority to further delegate any specific responsibility. 

 

CUSTOMER CARE AND CREDIT CONTROL 

 

5. APPLICATION FOR SUPPLY OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES AND SERVICE 

AGREEMENTS 

 

5.1 Any application for any supply of services to any premises must be made at least four 

working days prior to the service being required, in the prescribed format, and must 

comply with the conditions as determined by the Municipal Manager or his or her 

delegate from time to time. 

5.2 Subject to the provisions of paragraph 32 (Right of appeal), only the owner of a 

property, or his duly authorised agent acting on his or her behalf, or in the case of an 

deceased estate which was an indigent household, the occupier and subject to 

paragraph 20.1, may apply for municipal services to be supplied to a property. 

5.3 No services shall be supplied unless and until  

(a) the applicant has paid all outstanding amounts owed to Sol Plaatje Municipality; 

(b) the owner of the property has paid all outstanding amounts owed to Sol Plaatje 

Municipality for the specific property for which services have been applied for; 
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(c) application has been made by the owner or his or her agent on their behalf, or in 

the event of a deceased estate which was indigent, the occupier, and a service 

agreement in the prescribed format has been entered into and the deposit as 

provided for in paragraph 7 has been paid. 

5.4 An application for a supply of services for a period of less than one year is regarded as 

an application for a temporary supply. 

 

6. CREDIT SCREENING 

 

6.1 The municipality may require of an applicant to submit information and documentary 

proof so as to enable it to bring its records up to date and to assess the 

creditworthiness of the applicant and may require such information to be provided on 

oath.  

6.2 For the purposes of determining the creditworthiness of an account holder the 

municipality may make use of the service of a credit bureau, or such any other agency 

or means as the Municipal Manager or his delegate may determine from time to time. 

 

7. DEPOSITS 

 

7.1 On approval of the application and before the service is made available; the 

municipality may require the applicant - 

a) to deposit a sum of money with the municipality, to serve as security for the due 

payment of services and working capital; 

b) to provide any other form of security e.g. bank guarantee; or 

c) to agree to special conditions regarding payment of the municipal account. 
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7.2 The Municipal Manager may from time to time review the adequacy of the sum of 

money deposited and if necessary call for additional security. 

7.3 The Municipal Manager may, in respect of preferred customers, but only in terms of 

this policy, consider relaxation of the conditions pertaining to deposits as set out in 7(1) 

and 7(2) above. 

7.4 On termination of the supply of services, the amount of such deposit, as determined by 

Council from time to time, less any payments due to the municipality, must be refunded 

to the depositor. 

 

8. BILLING AND PAYMENT 

 

8.1.1 The account holder must pay all amounts due to the municipality as reflected in the 

municipal account, and the onus is on the account holder to verify the accuracy of such 

account, provided however that: 

(a) the Council may from time to time offer a discount on amounts due to the 

municipality as an incentive for timely payment of current amounts due by the 

due date therefor; 

(b)  an account holder remains liable to make payment of the full amount due, on due 

date therefor and any discount becoming due to an account holder in terms of 

any such incentive in force from time to time will be reflected as a credit on the 

current month’s account;  

8.2 An account holder must pay for metered and other service charges, assessment rates, 

other municipal charges, levies, fees, fines, interest, taxes or any other liability or 

obligation from the date of origin of such municipal charges until the written termination 

of the services. 

8.3 An account holder - 
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(a) has one account number and will be rendered one consolidated account for each 

premises to which services are rendered or for which rates are due, on which the 

due date for settlement of the total amount owing is reflected; and 

(b) will be rendered an account monthly in cycles of approximately thirty days; 

8.4 Payment must be received before close of business on the due date. 

8.5 Payment made to any of the service providers appointed by the municipality to receive 

payments on its behalf, should be made at least four working days before the due date 

to enable the payment to be processed, and interest will accrue and no payment 

discount will be given should the municipality receive payment from any such service 

provider after the due date. 

8.6 Should any such service provider fail to furnish the municipality with the relevant details 

of payments made to it 4 days prior to the due dates thereof, such service provider may 

be held liable for all charges subsequently incurred by the municipality in pursuing 

recovery of an amount as a result erroneously reflected on the account of the account 

holder as being in arrear, as well as for interest charges. 

8.7 The municipality may estimate the quantity of metered services supplied in respect of a 

period or periods within the interval between actual successive readings of the meters, 

and may render an account to an account holder for the quantity of metered services 

so estimated. 

8.8 It is the accountholder’s responsibility to ensure that their respective meters are free 

and clear of any obstacles which could cause the meter readers not to perform their 

duties of reading said meters.  This includes ensuring that the meter boxes are not 

filled with sand or covered by debris. 

8.9 If a meter is unread because it is covered (whether by debris or sand etc.) the 

municipality has a right to clear the debris or uncover the meter to enable such meter to 

be read.  This will be done at an additional cost to be determined by Council from time 

to time.  Such cost will be billed against the respective meter’s account. 

8.10 If an account holder is dissatisfied with an account rendered for metered services 

supplied by the municipality, such account holder may, prior to the due date stipulated 

therein, lodge an objection in writing to the Chief Financial Officer, setting out reasons 

for such dissatisfaction. The CFO, duly delegated by the Municipal Manager, or his 

sub-delegate, shall adjudicate on the objection. 
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8.11 Should an account holder lodge an objection the account holder must notwithstanding 

such objection, continue to make regular payments by the due date, of an amount 

equivalent to the average of the account holder’s municipal account for the three month 

period prior to the month in respect of which the dispute is raised, and taking into 

account interest as well as the annual amendments of tariffs of Council. 

8.12 An error or omission in any account or failure to render an account shall not relieve the 

account holder of the obligation to pay by the due date. 

8.13 If an account holder uses water or electricity for a category of use other than that for 

which it is supplied by the municipality and is as a consequence not charged for water 

or electricity so used, or is charged for the water or electricity at a rate lower than that 

at which the account holder should have been charged, the account holder shall be 

liable for the amount due to the municipality in accordance with the prescribed charges 

in respect of- 

(a) the quantity of water or electricity which in the opinion of the Municipal Manager, 

or his delegate, the account holder has used and for which the account holder 

has not been charged; or 

(b) the difference between the cost of the water or electricity used by the account 

holder at the rate at which the account holder has been charged and the cost of 

the water or electricity at the rate at which the account holder should have been 

charged. 

8.14 An account holder shall not be entitled to a reduction of the amount payable for 

metered services which are lost due to a default in the meter, save in terms of the 

provisions of paragraph 17.8(c). 

8.15 The municipality may- 

(a) consolidate any separate accounts of an account holder liable for payments to 

the municipality; and 

(b) credit any payment by an account holder against any debt or account of that 

account holder; 
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(c) implement any of the provisions of this policy and Chapter 9 of the Act against 

such account holder in relation to any arrears on any of the accounts of such a 

person. 

9. TERMINATION OF SERVICE AGREEMENT 

 

9.1 Notice of termination of any service agreement must be in writing to the other party of 

the intention to do so. 

9.2 An owner may terminate a service agreement relating to a property sold by him, by 

giving not less than four working days' notice in writing. 

9.3 The Municipal Manager may, on not less than fourteen working days’ notice in writing, 

advise an account holder of the termination of the agreement for a supply of municipal 

services if- 

(a)  The account holder has not consumed any water or electricity during the 

preceding six months, or has vacated the property and has not made satisfactory 

arrangements for the continuation of the agreement; 

(b)  The account holder has committed a breach of this policy and has failed to rectify 

such breach; or 

(c)  The municipality is unable to continue to supply the account holder with municipal 

services as a result of the assumption by another authority of responsibility for 

the supply of the municipal service in question.  
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ASSESSMENT RATES 

 

10. AMOUNT DUE FOR ASSESSMENT RATES 

 

10.1 Joint owners of a property are jointly and severally liable for payment of assessment 

rates levied thereon. 

10.2 Assessment rates are levied annually as a single amount and are payable as such, 

unless an arrangement to make payment thereof has been made. 

10.3 Payment of assessment rates may not be deferred beyond the due date by reason of 

an objection to the valuation of the property appearing on the Valuation Roll. 

 

11. CLAIM ON RENTAL FOR ASSESSMENT RATES IN ARREARS 

The municipality may apply to court for the attachment of any rent due in respect of 

rateable property to cover in part or in full any amount due for assessment rates on 

said property which has remained unpaid for a period longer than three months after 

the payment date. 

12. LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS AND MEMBERS FOR ASSESSMENT RATES 

Where a company, close corporation, trust or a body corporate in terms of the 

Sectional Titles Act, 1986 (Act No. 95 of 1986) is responsible for the payment of any 

amounts for rates, liability therefor shall be extended to the directors, members or 

trustees thereof jointly as the case may be. 
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NON-PAYMENT OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTS AND DEBT COLLECTION 

 

13. ARRANGEMENTS FOR PAYMENTS 

 

13.1 An account holder, who is unable to pay a municipal account in full, may, before any 

steps are taken in terms of paragraph 16, approach the municipality in order to make 

short-term arrangements to settle the account. 

13.2 Any arrangement concluded with the municipality to pay-off arrear amounts due by an 

account holder must be recorded in a written agreement with the municipality. Any 

such arrangements must be in accordance with the framework determined by the 

Council from time to time and contained in the schedule hereto. 

13.3 Only two arrangements may be made with the accountholder in any financial year 

whereafter if not adhered to then the full implications of the arrangement conditions will 

be implemented. 

13.4 In addition to paragraph 13.3 the Municipality must cause the installation of a 

prepayment electricity meter at the property in respect of the services where the 

accountholder has defaulted on said arrangements more than twice irrespective of 

whether it is within a financial year or not. 

13.5 The written arrangement which contains an acknowledgement of debt must be signed 

on behalf of the municipality by the Municipal Manager or his delegate as well as the 

account holder. 

13.6 In any instance where an account holder seeks to make arrangements for payment of 

arrear amounts due, in instalments, the Municipal Manager may as a condition of any 

agreement - 

(a) review and require an increase in the account holder's deposit; 

(b) require of an account holder to pay current and/or arrear amounts by means of a 

stop order or debit order; 

(c) require of an account holder to convert to a pre-paid metering system; or 
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(d)  require any other form of security, including a personal suretyship from the 

directors, members or trustees of a company, close corporation, trust or body 

corporate as the case may be. 

14. PAYMENT EXTENTIONS 

 

14.1 Payment extensions are used as an alternative to an arrangement where it is in the 

opinion of the Municipal Manager that the accountholder, based on evidence 

submitted, is unable to commit to fixed monthly payments. 

14.2 A payment extension may only be made in periods of not more than 30 days 

whereupon the accountholder must enter into another extension after sufficient 

payment is made. 

14.3 All payment extensions must be reviewed monthly and consideration must be had to 

convert same to a formal arrangement. 

14.4 No payment extensions for a specific account are permitted for accountholders who 

have an existing arrangement in respect of such account with SPM. 

 

15. INTEREST ON OVERDUE MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTS 

 

15.1 The Council may, from time to time, determine an interest rate to be levied on any 

arrear amounts due and payable to Council and any arrangements in terms of 

paragraph 13 or payment extensions in terms of paragraph 14 must provide for 

recovery of interest at the determine the rate. 

15.2 Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 13 and 14 above, or the reason for non-

payment, interest at the prescribed rate will accrue whilst an account remains unpaid. 

15.3 Interest must be calculated monthly in advance and a portion of a month shall be 

regarded as a month. 
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16. COLLECTION MECHANISMS 

 

16.1 One or more of the following mechanisms may be implemented by the municipality 

should an account holder fail to settle a municipal account by the due date. 

(a)  delivery or mailing of a written demand for payment setting out the status of the 

account and the consequences of not paying or concluding an arrangement by a 

stipulated date; 

(b) informing the account holder telephonically or by any other electronic means of 

the overdue amount and of the impending disconnection or restriction of services; 

(c)  disconnection or restriction of the supply of municipal services to the premises, 

restriction or termination of the sale of prepaid services to an account holder, 

disconnection or removal of any pre-paid metering system;  

(d) debiting of the municipal account of the account holder with all applicable costs 

and charges (including penalties and charges, and legal costs); 

(e)  institution of action against the account holder for recovery of all arrear amounts 

and costs and in the case of rates for an order that the premises is specially 

executable; 

(f) requiring of the account holder to convert to another metering system; 

(g) allocation of a portion of any pre-paid payment to other debts; 

(h) the release of debtor information to a credit bureau; 

(i) the publishing of a list of account holders who remain in default; 

(j) withholding payment of a grant-in-aid allocated to the account holder and subject 

to the provisions of paragraph 24, excluding the account holder from the tender 

process; 
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(k) setting-off of any amount due by the municipality to the account holder against 

amounts due for rates and services or any other outstanding amount owed to the 

municipality;  

(i) review and alteration of the conditions of the service agreement; 

(m) classification of the account holder as an unreliable customer; 

(n) using the services of external debt collection specialists or agencies; 

(o) employing any other methods which are in the discretion of the Municipal 

Manager appropriate for the recovery of arrear amounts. 

16.2 The municipality's usual practice and procedure in pursuing recovery of debts as 

determined from time to time by the Municipal Manager in terms of his delegated 

authority under this policy, is contained in the schedule hereto. The Municipal Manager 

shall nevertheless have discretion to implement the procedure in the manner most 

appropriate for individual circumstances and may accordingly bypass any step.  

16.3 If a supply has been disconnected or restricted, and the account holder there after 

remains in arrears, the premises must be monitored to ensure that the metered supply 

remains disconnected or restricted, and if it is found that the supply which had been 

disconnected or restricted previously has been restored - 

(a) the municipality will have the right to take action as required in terms of 

paragraph 22 of this policy, and the account holder or the property owner shall be 

responsible for the applicable fees, charges or damages; 

(b) the municipality may refuse to supply services for a period determined by Council 

from time to time; and 

(c)  in the instance of the use of a pre-paid meter, the municipality, may withhold the 

further supply of pre-paid services. 

16.4 Where a duly authorised officer of the municipality has visited a premises for the 

purpose of disconnecting or restricting the supply of a service and was obstructed or 

prevented from effecting such disconnection or restriction, an amount equal to the 
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prescribed fee for a reconnection shall become payable for each visit necessary for the 

purpose of such disconnection or restriction, subject to a maximum of two such visits 

during which disconnection or restriction could not be effected. 

16.5 The right of the municipality to deny, restrict, disconnect or terminate services due to 

the non-payment of any assessment rates, metered services, other municipal charges, 

levies, fees., fines, interest, taxes or any other amount or amounts payable arising from 

any other liability or obligation prevails notwithstanding the fact that - 

(a) the account holder purported to allocate a payment to the amount due for a 

particular service;  

(b) the person who entered into a service agreement for supply of services with 

Council and the owner are different entities or persons, as the case may be. 

16.6 The municipality shall implement a further incentive for settlement of arrears accounts 

as illustrated below: 

a) 100 % of all interest charges and penalties not yet paid and still reflecting on the 

consumer’s most recent account may be written off if such account is settled in 

full prior to the next billing run of such account. 

b) 85 % of all interest charges and penalties not yet paid and still reflecting on the 

consumer’s most recent account may be written off if such account is settled in 

full over a period of two consecutive months. 

c) 50 % of all interest charges and penalties not yet paid and still reflecting on the 

consumer’s most recent account will be written off if such account is settled in 

full over a period of three consecutive months. 

16.7 The incentives contemplated above will only be provided (i.e. removed from the 

account) once all of the due amounts have been paid within the prescribed periods. 

16.8 Notwithstanding the above, the Accounting Officer or his/ her delegate is authorised 

within the ambits of this policy and in the interest of the municipality to consider each 

application or request to settle an account and may offer any other discount as they 

may see necessary based on the circumstances and merits of the application. Such 

settlement discounts must be put in writing and reported to the Executive Mayor of the 

municipality and the MMC for Finance.  
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To implement the above paragraph, the delegation of powers is as follows; 

a) The CFO may offer a further 10% discount on capital excluding metered 

services. 

b) The Accounting Officer may give a further 30% discount on capital excluding 

metered services. 

16.9 All amounts removed from accounts in terms of the incentives contemplated above 

shall be reversed if a clearance certificate is applied for within six months of offer and 

implementation where the accountholder purports to alienate the subject property. 

16.10 Such incentives applied will be reported to MAYCO monthly for information. 

 

METERING EQUIPMENT AND METERING OF SERVICES 

 

17 METERING EQUIPMENT AND MEASURING OF CONSUMPTION 

 

17.1 The municipality shall, at the account holder's cost, in the form of a direct charge or 

prescribed fee, provide, install and maintain appropriately rated metering equipment at 

the point of metering for measuring metered services. 

17.2 The municipality reserves the right to meter the supply to a block of shops, flats, 

tenement-houses and similar buildings for the building as a whole, or for an individual 

unit, or for a group of units. 

17.3 Where any building referred to in 17.2 is metered as a whole - 

(a) the owner may, at own cost, provide and install appropriate sub-metering 

equipment for each shop, flat and tenement; or 

(b) the relevant Executive Director, duly delegated by the Municipal Manager, may 

require the installation, at the account holder's expense, of a meter for each unit 
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of any premises in separate occupation for the purpose of determining the 

quantity of metered services supplied to each such unit. 

17.4 Where the electricity used by consumers is charged at different tariff rates, the 

consumption shall be metered separately for each rate. 

17.5 Where sub-metering equipment is installed, accommodation separate from the 

municipality's metering equipment must be provided by the account holder as required 

by the municipality. 

17.6 Except in the case of pre-payment meters, the quantity of metered services used by an 

account holder during any metering period is ascertained by reading the appropriate 

meter or meters supplied and installed by the municipality at the beginning and end of 

such metering period, except where the metering equipment is found to be defective. 

17.7 For the purpose of calculating the amount due and payable for the quantity of metered 

services consumed, the same amount of metered services shall be deemed to be 

consumed during every period of 24 hours between readings. 

17.8 The following shall apply with regard to the accuracy of metering: 

(a) A meter shall be conclusively presumed to be registering accurately if its error, 

when tested in the manner prescribed in 17.13, is found to be within the limits of 

error as provided for in the applicable standard specifications; 

(b) the municipality has the right to test its metering equipment, and if it is 

established by test or otherwise that such metering equipment is defective, the 

municipality shall in accordance with the provisions of 17.6; 

(i) in case of a credit meter, adjust the account rendered; or 

(ii)  in the case of prepayment meters, render an account where the meter has 

been under-registering; or issue a free token where the meter has been 

over-registering;  

(c)  An account holder is entitled to have metering equipment tested by the 

municipality on payment of the prescribed fee, and if the metering equipment is 

found not to comply with the system accuracy requirements as provided for in the 

applicable standard specifications, an adjustment in accordance with the 
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provisions of paragraphs 17.7 and 17.8(b) shall be made and the aforesaid fee 

shall be refunded. 

17.9 No alterations, repairs, additions or connections of any description may be made on the 

supply side of the point of metering unless specifically approved in writing by the 

Municipal Manager or his delegate. 

17.10 Prior to the municipality making any upward adjustment to an account in terms of 

paragraph 17.8(b), the municipality must - 

(a) notify the consumer in writing of the amount of the adjustment to be made and 

the reasons therefor; 

(b) in such notification provide sufficient particulars to enable the account holder to 

submit representations thereon; and 

(c) call upon the account holder in such notice to present it with reasons in writing, if 

any, within 21 days or such longer period as the municipality may in its discretion 

permit, why the account should not be adjusted as notified, and should the 

consumer fail to provide any representation during the period referred to in 

paragraph 16(10)(c) the municipality shall be entitled to adjust the account as 

notified in paragraph 16(10)(a). 

17.11 The municipality must consider any representation provided by the consumer in terms 

of subsection 17.10 and must, if satisfied that a case has been made out therefore, 

adjust the account appropriately. 

17.12 If the Municipal Manager or his delegate decides, after having considered a 

representation made by the account holder, that such representation does not establish 

a case warranting an amendment to the amount established in terms of subsection 

17.15, the municipality shall adjust the account as notified in terms of paragraph 

17.10(a), and the account holder shall have the rights of appeal provided for in this 

policy.  

17.13 Meters are tested in the manner as provided for in the standard specifications 

applicable thereto. 

17.14 When an adjustment is made to the consumption registered on a meter in terms of 

paragraphs 17.8(b) or 17.8(c), such adjustment is based either on the percentage error 
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of the meter as determined by the test referred to in subsection 17.13, or upon a 

calculation by the municipality from consumption data in its possession and where 

applicable, due allowance shall be made, where possible, for seasonal or other 

variations which may affect consumption. 

17.15 When an adjustment is made as contemplated in subsection 17.14, the adjustment 

may not be for a period exceeding six months preceding the date on which the 

metering equipment was found to be inaccurate, and that the provisions of such shall 

not bar an account holder from claiming recovery of an overpayment for any longer 

period where the account holder is able to prove the claim in the normal legal process. 

17.16 The relevant Executive Director, duty delegated by the Municipal Manager, may 

dispense with the use of a meter in case of: 

(a) an automatic sprinkler fire installation; 

(b) a fire installation or hydrant; or 

(c) special circumstances at the Municipal Manager's discretion. 

17.17 The municipality may by notice - 

(a) prohibit or restrict the consumption of metered services - 

(i)  for specified or non-specified purposes; 

(ii)  during specified hours of the day or on specified days or otherwise than 

during specified hours of the day or on specified days; and 

(iii)  in a specified or non-specified manner; and 

(b)  determine and impose -  

(i) limits on the quantity of metered services which may be consumed over a 

specified period; 

(ii) charges additional to those prescribed in respect of the supply of metered 

services in excess of a limit contemplated in subparagraph (i); and 

(iii) a general surcharge on the prescribed charges in respect of the supply of 

metered services; and 
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(c)  impose restrictions or prohibitions on the use or manner of use or disposition of 

an appliance by means of which metered services are used or consumed, or on 

the connection of such appliance. 

17.18 The Council may limit the application of the provisions of a notice contemplated in 

17.18 to specified areas and classes of account holders, premises and activities, and 

may provide for the Municipal Manager to permit deviations and exemptions from, and 

the relaxation of any of the provisions on such grounds as he or she may deem fit. 

17.19 To ensure compliance with a notice published in terms of subsection 17.17, the 

Municipal Manager or his delegate may take, or by written notice require an account 

holder at the account holder's expense to take, such measures, including the 

installation of measuring devices and devices for restricting the flow of metered 

services as may be necessary 

17.20 In addition to the person by whose act or omission a contravention of or failure to 

comply with the terms of a notice published in terms of subsection 17.17 is actually 

committed, an account holder in respect of the premises to which metered services are 

supplied is presumed also to have committed the contravention or to have so failed to 

comply, unless it is proved that the account holder had taken all reasonable steps to 

prevent such a contravention or failure to comply by any other person, provided 

however, that the fact that the account holder issued instructions to the other person 

shall not of itself be accepted as sufficient proof that the account holder took all such 

reasonable steps. 

17.21 The provisions of this paragraph also apply in respect of metered services supplied 

directly by the municipality to account holders outside its area of jurisdiction, 

notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the conditions governing such supply, 

unless otherwise specified in the notice published in terms of subsection 17.17. 

17.22 If such action is necessary as a matter of urgency to prevent waste of metered 

services, refuse or sewerage, damage to property, danger to life, or pollution of water, 

the Municipal Manager, or his delegate, may - 

(a) without prior notice disconnect the supply of metered services to any premises; 

and 
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(b) enter upon such premises and do such emergency work, at the account holder's 

expense, as he or she may deem necessary, and in addition by written notice 

require the account holder to do within a specified period such further work as the 

relevant Executive Director may deem necessary. 

17.23 Before any metered or pre-paid metered supplies which have been disconnected or 

restricted for non-payment are restored, an account holder must pay all fees and 

charges as determined by the municipality, from time to time. 

17.24 The Municipal Manager may, at the written request of an account holder and on the 

dates requested by the account holder - 

(a) disconnect the supply of metered services to the account holder's premises; and 

(b) restore the supply, and the account holder must before the metered services is 

restored pay the prescribed charge for the disconnection and restoration of his or 

her supply of metered services. 

17.25 After disconnection for non-payment of an account or a contravention of any provision 

of these by-laws, the prescribed charge for such reconnection must be paid before 

reconnection is affected. 

17.26 The following shall apply to the reading of credit meters: 

(a) Unless otherwise prescribed, credit meters are normally read at intervals of 

approximately one month and the fixed or minimum charges due in terms of the 

tariff are assessed accordingly and the municipality is not obliged to effect any 

adjustments to such charges; 

(b) if for any reason the credit meter cannot be read, the municipality may render an 

estimated account, and estimated consumption shall be adjusted in a subsequent 

account in accordance with the consumption actually consumed; 

(c) when an account holder vacates a property and a final reading of the meter is not 

possible, an estimation of the consumption may be made and the final account 

rendered accordingly; 
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(d)  if a special reading of the meter is desired by an account holder, this may be 

obtained upon payment of the prescribed fee; and 

(e)  if any calculation of, reading or metering error is discovered in respect of any 

account rendered to a consumer - 

(i) the error shall be corrected in subsequent accounts; 

(ii)  any such correction shall only apply in respect of accounts for a period of 

six months preceding the date on which the error in the accounts was 

discovered, 

(iii)  the correction shall be based on the actual tariffs applicable during the 

period;  

(iv)  the application of this paragraph does not prevent a consumer from 

reclaiming an overpayment for any longer period where the consumer is 

able to prove the claim in the normal legal process. 

17.27 The following shall apply to pre-payment metering: 

(a) No refund of the amount tendered for the purchase of electricity or water credit 

shall be given at the point of sale after initiation of the process by which the 

prepayment meter token is produced; 

(b) copies of previously issued tokens for the transfer of credit to the prepayment 

meter may be issued at the request of the consumer; 

(c)  when an account holder vacates any premises where a prepayment meter is 

installed, no refund for the credit remaining in the meter shall be made to the 

owner by the municipality; 

(d)  the municipality shall not be liable for the reinstatement of credit in a prepayment 

meter lost due to tampering with, or the incorrect use or the abuse of, 

prepayment meters or tokens; 

(e) where an account holder is indebted to the municipality for any assessment rates, 

metered services, other municipal charges, levies, fees, fines, interest, taxes or 

any other amount or amounts payable arising from any other liability or obligation, 
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the municipality may allocate a percentage of the amount tendered for the 

purchase of pre-paid electricity in reduction of the amount owing to the 

municipality;  

(f) the municipality may appoint vendors for the sale of credit for prepayment meters 

and does not guarantee the continued operation of any vendor. 

18 RIGHT OF ACCESS TO PREMISES 

 The following shall apply with regard to access to meters and premises and should be 

read with paragraph 25 of this policy: 

(a) The owner and or occupier of property must allow an authorised representative of 

the municipality access at reasonable hours to the property in order to read, 

inspect, install or repair any meter or service connection for reticulation, or to 

disconnect, stop or restrict, or reconnect, the provision of any service. 

(b) The owner is responsible for the cost of relocating a meter if satisfactory access 

is not possible.  In the case of access for the purpose of reading the meters, such 

relocation will be done if no access is gained for three consecutive months. 

(c) Building plans will only be approved if placement of the water and electricity 

meters is located as per plan submitted on the sidewalk where it is accessible to 

the Municipality. In cases where building plans are submitted for improvements to 

dwellings where meter(s) are still inside the premises, it will be a requirement for 

approval that meters be relocated to the sidewalk on account of the 

owner/applicant. 

(d) If a person fails to comply with paragraph (a), the municipality or its authorised 

representative may:- 

(i) by written notice require such person to provide/restore access at his/her 

own expense within a specified period; and 

(ii) as a matter of urgency, without prior notice restore access and recover the 

cost from such person. 
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19. RESALE OF WATER OR ELECTRICITY 

 

19.1 No account holder who is supplied with metered services in terms of this policy may 

sell or supply water or electricity, supplied to the account holder's premises under an 

agreement with the municipality, to any other person or persons for such use upon any 

premises other than those in respect of which such agreement is made, or permit or 

suffer such resale or supply to be made, unless provision has been made therefore in a 

special agreement with the municipality or unless prior authority has otherwise been 

obtained from the municipality to do so. 

19.2 If the municipality grants permission as referred to in 19.1, it may stipulate the 

maximum price at which the water or electricity may be sold and impose such other 

conditions as it may deem fit. 

19.3 Permission referred to in subsection 19.1 may be withdrawn at any time. 

19.4 Where water or electricity is resold for use on the same premises, such resale must be 

in accordance with the tariff and subject to such conditions as the municipality may 

decide. 

 

20. ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR 

 

20.1 Subject always to the provisions of the municipality's Indigent Management Policy, 

which in the event of a contradiction shall apply, for a user to qualify as a poor 

household, the following requirements must be met:  

(a) The applicant must be an account holder. 

(b) The applicant may not be the owner of more than one residential property and he 

or she must occupy the property. 
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(c) An applicant who is an occupier stemming from a deceased estate where the 

deceased was registered as an indigent must apply in person and will only qualify 

for assistance for electricity, water and sewerage charges, i.e. the charges for 

which he/she receives a municipal account. The landlord will be responsible for 

rates and refuse charges and will not qualify for assistance in respect of such 

charges. 

(d) The existing and future accounts of poor households where the account holder is 

deceased, i.e. an "estate late" account, may be accepted under the assistance 

scheme, on condition that only the surviving spouse and/or dependent children 

may apply or benefit. 

(e) Qualification criteria for assistance shall be as determined by Council from time to 

time in terms of its Indigent Management Policy, which must be read in 

conjunction with this policy. 

20.2 An account holder who is in the seat of assistance must immediately notify the 

municipality in the event of any of the qualifying criteria applicable to the account holder 

changing, to enable the municipality to review and to reconsider the household's status 

as a poor household. 

20.3 Households which qualify as poor households may receive a credit for some or all of 

the following: 

(a) A quantity of electricity; and/or 

(b) a quantity of water; and/or 

(c) the refuse removal charges; and/or 

(d) the sewerage charges; and/or 

(e) assessment rates: and/or 

(f) any other service fees, taxes or charges over and above the rendered services; 

as may be determined by the Council from time to time in terms of its Indigent 

Management Policy. 
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20.4 The municipality and its representatives have the right to visit the property mentioned in 

paragraph 20.1(b) at any reasonable time for the purposes of auditing an application 

20.5 The normal rates, fees and charges and the requirement to pay an account will apply 

should a household account exceed the credit given. 

 

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

 

21. MUNICIPALITY'S POWERS TO RESTRICT OR DISCONNECT SUPPLY OF 

SERVICES 

 

21.1 The municipality may, in addition to any other provision in this policy, restrict or 

disconnect the supply of water and electricity, or discontinue any other service to any 

premises if- 

(a) an administration order is granted in terms of section 74 of the Magistrates Court 

Act, 1944 (Act No. 37 of 1944), in respect of an account holder; 

(b) an account holder of any service fails to comply with a condition of supply 

imposed by the municipality; 

(c)  an account holder obstructs the efficient supply of electricity, water or any other 

municipal services to another account holder; 

(d)  an account holder supplies such municipal services to any person who is not 

entitled thereto or permits such service to continue; 

(e)  an account holder causes a situation which in the opinion of the Municipal 

Manager or his delegate, is dangerous or constitutes a contravention of relevant 

legislation; or 
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(f)  is placed under provisional liquidation or judicial management, or commits an act 

of insolvency in terms of the Insolvency Act, 1936 (Act No. 24 of 1936). 

22. TAMPERING, UNAUTHORISED CONNECTIONS AND RECONNECTIONS, 

AND IMPROPER USE 

 

22.1 The municipality shall be entitled to monitor its service network for signs of tampering 

or irregularities. 

22.2 No person may in any manner or for any reason whatsoever tamper or interfere with 

any meter or metering equipment or service connection or service protective device or 

supply mains or any other equipment of the municipality. 

22.3 Where prima facie evidence exists that a consumer or any person has contravened 

22.2, the municipality shall be entitled to disconnect the supply immediately and without 

prior notice to the account holder, and the account holder is liable for all fees and 

charges levied by the municipality for such disconnection. 

22.4 Where an account holder or any person has contravened 22.2 and such contravention 

has resulted in the meter recording less than the true consumption, the municipality 

shall be entitled to recover from the account holder the full cost of the estimated 

consumption. 

 

23. CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE 

To affect the transfer of any immovable property from one registered owner to another, 

the Registrar of Deeds requires a clearance certificate, which certificate is obtainable 

from the Municipal Manager or his delegate, upon application therefore in the 

prescribed manner and payment of the prescribed fee and subject to the conditions of 

Section 118 of the Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act No 32 of 2000) being met. 

24. TENDERS AND GRANTS-IN-AID 
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24.1 No tender submitted to the municipality for the supply of goods and/or services to the 

municipality shall be considered, unless it is accompanied by a municipal account not 

older than three months from the closing date of said tender, stating that the tenderer is 

not indebted to the municipality for any arrear amount reflected on the municipal 

account. 

24.2 Notwithstanding the provisions of 24.1 above, if the tenderer has made satisfactory 

arrangements to pay the outstanding amount by means of instalments in terms of this 

policy, or has settled all arrear amounts in full, , the tenderer's tender may be 

considered. 

24.3 The Municipal Manager or his delegate shall in the conditions of contract applicable to 

any tender awarded to the tenderer, provide that the amount owing to the municipality 

shall be deducted from any payment due to the tenderer. 

24.4 Payment of any grant-in-aid approved by the Council may be withheld pending 

payment of any outstanding municipal account, or pending conclusion of an agreement 

between the municipality and the recipient of a grant-in-aid in which satisfactory 

arrangements have been made regarding the settlement of the outstanding municipal 

account. 

 

25. POWER OF ENTRY AND INSPECTION 

(Read with paragraph 17) 

25.1 A duly authorised representative of the municipality may for any reason related to the 

implementation or enforcement of this policy and/or the Council's Credit Control and 

Debt Collection By-law, at all reasonable times or in emergency at any time, enter 

premises, request information and carry out such inspection as he deems necessary, 

and may for purposes of installing or repairing any meter or service connection for 

reticulation, disconnect, stop or restrict the provision of any service. 

25.2 If the municipality considers it necessary for any work to be carried out to enable an 

officer to perform a function referred  to in 25.1 above properly and effectively, it may - 

(a) by written notice require an account holder to do, at own expense, specified work 

within a specified period; or 
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(b) if the situation is a matter of urgency, without prior notice do such work or cause it 

to be done at the expense of the account holder. 

25.3 If the work referred to in 25.2 is carried out for the sole purpose of establishing whether 

a contravention of this policy has been committed and it is found that no such 

contravention has taken place, the municipality shall bear the expense connected 

therewith together with that of restoring the premises to its former condition. 

 

26. RELAXATION, WAIVER AND DIFFERENTIATION OF CUSTOMERS 

 

26.1 Pursuant to this policy, the municipality may differentiate between different categories 

of ratepayers, account holders, customers, debtors, taxes, services, service standards 

and other matters. 

26.2 The municipality may, in writing exempt an account holder, category of account 

holders, or other persons from complying with a provision of this policy, subject to any 

conditions it may impose, if the application or operation of that provision would be 

unreasonable, however the municipality or its authorised agent may not grant 

exemption from any provision of this policy that may result in - 

(a) the wastage or excessive consumption of water or electricity; 

(b) the evasion or avoidance of water or electricity restrictions; 

(c) significant negative effects on public health, safety or the environment; 

(d) the non-payment for services; 

(e) the installation of pipes and fittings which are not acceptable in terms of the 

municipality's prescribed standard; or 

(f) the contravention of any Act, or any regulation made in terms thereof; 
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26.3 The municipality may at any time upon at least 30 days written notice, withdraw any 

exemption given in terms of subsection 26.2. 

 

27. POWER OF COUNCIL TO RECOVER COSTS 

 

27.1 Where a bank dishonours any payment made to the municipality, it may levy and 

recover all related costs and any administration fees against an account of the 

defaulting account holder and may disconnect or restrict the supplies to the premises of 

such account holder. 

27.2 All legal costs, including attorney-and-own-client costs incurred in the recovery of 

amounts in arrears and payable shall be levied against the arrears account of the 

account holder. 

27.3 For any action taken in demanding payment from an account holder or reminding an 

account holder by means of telephone, fax, electronic mail, letter or otherwise that 

payments are due, a fee will be levied against the municipal account of the account 

holder in terms of the municipality's tariff provisions. 

 

28. PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE 

A certificate reflecting that an amount is due and payable by any person to the 

municipality, under the hand of the Municipal Manager or a duly authorised officer of 

Council, is upon mere production thereof prima facie evidence of the indebtedness for 

any purpose and the signatory shall not be obliged to prove his authority. 

29. AUTHENTICATION AND SERVICE OF ORDERS, NOTICES AND OTHER 

DOCUMENTS 
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29.1 An order, notice or other document from the municipality must be signed by the 

Municipal Manager or his delegate.  Such authority and any document purporting to be 

so signed shall constitute sufficient notice from the municipality. 

29.2 Any notice or other document that is served on a person by a duly authorised officer of 

the municipality in terms of this policy, is regarded as having been served - 

(a) when it has been delivered to that person personally; 

(b) when it has been left at that person's place of residence or business in the 

Republic or at the premises to which the notice relates, with a person apparently 

over the age of sixteen years; 

(c) when it has been posted by registered or certified mail to that person's last known 

residential or business address in the Republic as reflected in the records of the 

municipality, or to the address of the premises to which the notice relates and an 

acknowledgement of the posting thereof from the postal service is obtained; 

(d) if that person's address in the Republic is unknown, when it has been served on 

that person's agent or representative in the Republic in the manner provided by 

paragraphs 29.2(a), 29.2(b) or 29.2(c); 

(e) if that person's address and agent or representative in the Republic is unknown, 

when it has been placed in a conspicuous place on the property or premises, if 

any, to which it relates; 

(f) in the event of a body corporate, when it has been delivered at the registered 

office of the business premises of such body corporate; or 

(g)  when it has been delivered, at the request of a person, to that person's electronic 

mail address. 

29.3 When any notice or other document has to be authorised or served on the owner, an 

account holder or holder of any property or right in any property, it is sufficient if that 

person is described in the notice or other document as the owner, account holder or 

holder of the property or right in question, and it is not necessary to name that person. 
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29.4 Service of a copy shall be deemed to be service of the original. 

29.5 Any legal process is effectively and sufficiently served on the municipality when it is 

delivered to the Municipal Manager or a person in attendance at the Municipal 

Manager's office. 

 

30. ABANDONMENT OF BAD DEBTS, AND FULL AND FINAL SETTLEMENT 

OF AN ACCOUNT 

 

30.1 Before terminating the debt collection procedure in any individual instance, and subject 

to the municipality's Debt Write-off Policy, the Municipal Manager must - 

(a) ensure that all debt collection mechanisms as provided for in this policy have 

been utilised where reasonable; 

(b) maintain an audit trail; and 

(c) document the reasons for terminating the debt collection procedure, including the 

cost of enforcement and necessary financial adjustments. 

30.2 The Municipal Manager or his delegate may consider an offer for full and final 

settlement of any amount owing, and must, if in his sole discretion he considers it in the 

interests of the municipality to do so, in writing consent to the acceptance of a lesser 

amount as full and final settlement of the amount due and payable. 

30.3 Where the exact amount due and payable to Council has not been paid in full, any 

lesser amount tendered in full settlement to and accepted by any employee, except the 

Municipal Manager or the Municipal Manager's delegate, shall not be deemed to be in 

full and final settlement of such an amount. 
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31. NATIONAL CREDIT ACT NOT APPLICABLE 

 The municipality is not a credit provider in terms of the National Credit Act 34/2005, 

and nor is that Act applicable to the recovery by the municipality of amounts due to it 

for rates, in terms of tariffs relating to the supply of services including fixed tariffs, fines 

or any other amount. 

32. RIGHT OF APPEAL 

 

32.1 A person whose rights are affected by a decision of a municipal officer may appeal 

against that decision by giving written notice of the appeal and reasons to the Municipal 

Manager within 21 days of the date of the notification of the decision. 

32.2 The Municipal Manager or a structure created for this purpose and delegated by him to 

act as an appeal authority must consider the appeal and confirm, vary or revoke the 

decision, but no such variation or revocation of a decision may detract from any rights 

that may have accrued as a result of the decision. 

32.3 When the appeal is against a decision taken by - 

(a) a staff member other than the Municipal Manager, the Municipal Manager is the 

appeal authority, even if such staff member was acting in terms of a delegation 

from the Municipal Manager; 

32.4 An appeal authority must commence with consideration of an appeal within six weeks 

and decide upon the appeal within a period of twelve weeks. 

 

33. ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY OF COUNCILLORS 

 

33.1 Section 99 of the Act appoints the Executive Mayor as the supervisory authority to 

oversee and monitor the implementation and enforcement of this policy, the 
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performance of the Municipal Manager in implementing it and its associated bylaw and 

as required by the Council, to report to it. 

33.2 In addition to the monitoring role provided in 33.1 above, all Councillors are responsible 

for promoting this policy and compliance with it. In order to maintain the credibility of 

this policy as adopted by the Council, all Councillors must lead by example and ensure 

that his/her account with the municipality is and remains paid in full. Full details of all 

accounts of Councillors and employees which are in arrears shall be tabled before the 

Finance Committee and disclosed in the municipality's financial statements. 

 

34. SCHEDULE OF VARIABLE INFORMATION 

The Council and/or the Municipal Manager may as authorised in this policy, from time 

to time review and resolve on the matters in the attached schedule, which will be 

amended and publicised by posting it on the municipality’s website and if necessary, by 

publication in the Gazette. Such information is a part of this policy.  

35. IMPLEMENTATION DATE OF REVIEW 

The amendments contained herein become effective and wholly enforceable from the 

1st of July 2013.  It is the policy of the Municipality to phase out all tenant accounts and 

that from the implementation of this policy, no new tenant service contracts will be 

entered into subject to exceptions provided herein.  Existing tenant service contracts 

will continue until these are terminated through the normal cancellation of contracts 

processes. 
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND REVENUE ENHANCEMENT STRATEGY 

1. BACKGROUND 

Sol Plaatje Municipality is classified as Category B municipality. Sol Plaatje 

Municipality comprises of the Municipality of Kimberley and the surrounding areas 

including Riverton, Ritchie and Platfontein. The municipality commenced various 

actions to enhance sound financial management, revenue management and 

realistic budgeting and financial planning. 

Since 2008/2009 financial year, various cost containment and cost saving strategies 

were implemented to improve on the cash flow as well as the investments held by 

the municipality. We are now embarking on fiscal review strategies which may assist 

in identifying new opportunities.  

The Financial management and Revenue Enhancement Strategy is based on the 

following; 

 A benchmarking exercise of tariffs and taxes of all high capacity 

municipalities as SPM is also classified as secondary city 

 The provincial and national government grants and subsidies and the impact 

they have on the municipality’s revenue and total budget 

 The funding options identified by departments 

 Revenue from basic services 

The Financial Services Directorate is responsible for the development of the 

municipality’s financial management strategy and overall financial management. 

The directorate is also responsible for ensuring a financial balance between core 

administration, compliance with relevant legislation, regulations and governance 

practices and finally ensuring the implementation of the Municipal Finance 

Management Act (MFMA). 

The Financial Services Directorate champions the financial sustainability and 

revenue management and partners with other directorates in the realisation of this 

goal. 

The major objectives of the financial management strategy are as follows: 

 Empowered customers enjoying the highest standards of customer care and 

responsiveness 

 A municipality with stable and growing revenue streams 

 Expanding range of capital funding options supported by strong capital 

finance risk management  

 Sustained excellence in financial management 

 Supporting the less fortunate members of our community (e.g. indigents, 

pensioners, disabled, etc.) 
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2. BALANCING THE STRATEGY 

It is of utmost importance that the revenue enhancement strategy is based on the 

current legislative environment framework and provides a balance between 

different sources of revenue and related costs to achieve such revenue targets. A 

balance should be achieved between the following components; 

The Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 (MSA) provides legal mandate for a 

municipality to impose and recover rates, taxes, levies, duties, service fees and 

surcharges on fees. The Municipal Property  Rates Act, 2004 (MPRA) seeks to reform 

the current system of levying property rates by municipalities and as such introduces 

fundamental changes to the current system of property rating provided for in the 

various local government ordinances. 

 The Municipal Fiscal Powers and Functions Act 12 of 2007 (MFPFA) enacted 

on 7 September 2007, proposes amongst other things; 

 Regulation of the exercise by municipalities of their power to impose 

municipal surcharges on fees for services 

 Authorise the municipal taxes that municipalities may impose under section 

229 (1) (b) of the Constitution and  

 Regulates the exercise by municipalities of their power to impose municipal 

taxes if authorised 

 Funding options including the recovery and optimisation related costs for 

each source of revenue. 

The principles of Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) need to be 

incorporated into the strategy to ensure sound and sustainable revenue 

management. 

The Financial Services Directorate is responsible for ensuring that the Municipality has 

adequate fund to continually meet its developmental objectives and deliver on its 

commitments.  Aside from funds generated from government grants and bank 

loans, the Municipality derives most of its operating income from citizens in the form 

of property rates and from providing municipal services such as water and 

electricity.  The Municipality, in turn, then spends most of its revenue on delivering 

services and financing developmental projects intended to improve the lives of 

citizens. 

3. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

The key challenges in this plan relate to general revenue enhancement, leveraging 

potential for BBEEE and SMME’s in the municipality procurement and management 

across the municipality. The municipality’s procurement system also seeks to grow 

the economy by growing BEE suppliers and small, medium and micro enterprises, but 

the key challenges still exist in this respect. Sourcing SMME and BEE suppliers for 
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specialised skills is still an obstacle. This is linked to limited resources for SMME and BEE 

supplier development, specifically credential verification. 

Managing the alignment of the supply chain across the Municipality’s directorates 

specifically alignment of financial procedures, policies and procedures, as well as 

ensuring compliance with GRAP and GAAP remains a challenge. Non credited 

suppliers are still being utilised by directorates limiting the extent of targeted 

demand creation and therein accurate reporting on procurement lead growth, job 

creation and skills development. 

The fundamental challenge in Revenue Management is the organisation and 

implementation of the statues governing it, the concomitant by-laws and policies, 

and the power to construct best practices around these.  Our inability to be fluid in 

an ever changing economic market causes archaic practices to be rendered 

useless in the pursuit of our objectives.  Human resources have in the past been our 

primary weapon for debt recovery and revenue enhancement, but due to the way 

labour is administered in SPM it has become a substantial weakness.  Our methods of 

discipline and employment have changed the working environment for the worse 

where expectations of dedication, hard work and respect are in vain. 

Kimberley is in many ways protected from the extremes of the international and 

nations’ economic market due to its mineral resources and large government 

employment.  Whilst business people do feel the pinch of a global slowdown, we 

have an opportunity to still drive for; the recovery of outstanding debt and be 

successful at it through focussed programmes.  These opportunities have been 

waiting for us to capitalize on them yet due to our sluggish reaction we often miss 

them or fail to fully use them. 

4. OBJECTIVES 

The following strategic objectives related programmes and deliverables relate to the 

financial sustainability plan. 

The Financial Services Directorate seats at the interface between the Municipality 

and its customers – residents and businesses alike.  At best, this relationship can 

function as a virtual cycle where satisfied residents are happy to pay the 

municipality for high quality services.  At worst this relationship can deteriorate into a 

vicious cycle of non-payment by municipality’s customers, which undermines 

municipality revenue and compromises the capability of the municipality to deliver 

essential services.  Therefore enhancing customer satisfaction and improving 

customer relationships are the key objectives of the financial management and 

revenue enhancement strategy. 

The directorate is equally concerned with developing a sustainable revenue base 

through improved billing and revenue management.  The directorate plays a critical 

role in enabling good governance, ensuring legislative and regulatory compliance 
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and facilitating the delivery of appropriate, equitable and affordable service to the 

citizens of Sol Plaatje Municipal Area. 

The Municipal Manager, in his first year in office focused on turning the Municipality’s 

financial circumstances around.  Within six (6) months the Municipality made some 

progress on achieving improved cash management and increased reserves in effort 

to win the hearts and minds of staff and the community at large. 

Since 2006, the directorate had to address a fundamentally different municipal 

finance environment.  New legislation, the Municipality’s structural changes and 

policies emanating from the national government have devolved considerable 

financial responsibilities to the municipal level, placing enormous responsibilities on 

the municipality. 

The Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) places significant responsibilities 

on the Municipality’s finance sector, calling for common accounting and reporting 

standards; annual reports with consolidated annual financial statements, and 

capital budgets covering a period of up to three years, within the framework of IDPs.  

Although implementation of the Act has involved onerous commitments for Sol 

Plaatje Municipality, it has driven a significant improvement in overall transparency 

and financial governance. 

Another legislative change confronting the Municipality took effect from 2 July 2005 

when the new Municipal Property Rates Act was promulgated.  This Act requires that 

the tax be based on the full market value of property rather than on land values 

only.  This has led to significant shifts in how properties are taxed, a process requiring 

careful management. 

As part of the organisational restructuring undertaken by the Municipality, the 

Financial Services Directorate was organised into five key focus areas to improve on 

management and efficiencies. 

The directorate is driven by a vision of “a customer-focused municipality that is able 

to finance affordable and equitable delivery and development, and that maintains 

financial stability and sustainability through prudent expenditure, sound financial 

systems and a range of revenue and funding sources.” 

The Finance Department is primarily responsible for: 

 Planning the revenue base and allocating budgets in accordance with the 

IDP and ensuring effective cash flow management, loan financing, 

investment planning and financial risk management. 

 Managing centralised treasury functions and acting as the Municipality’s 

central banker.  This involves managing the primary bank accounts, 

borrowings, investments and financial risks for the Municipality and its 

municipality-owned entities. 
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 Developing and reviewing the Municipality’s rates policy and ensuring 

effective billing of rates.  This involves managing and monitoring performance 

standards across the revenue value chain. 

 Drawing up and implementing general and supplementary valuation rolls for 

the Municipality in terms of relevant legislation. 

 Enabling an effective control environment to ensure compliance with 

acceptable financial and accounting practices. 

 Ensuring that the Municipality maintains effective, efficient and transparent 

financial risk management and internal control systems, providing financial 

administration functions. 

 Setting up group financial policies and frameworks and monitoring group 

financial performance reporting. 

 Developing and implementing an effective and efficient supply chain 

management system. 

 Overseeing the municipal entities to satisfy the Municipality that their affairs 

are being conducted in accordance with prescribed norms. 

 Protecting the value of all municipal fixed assets. 

 

The Finance Services Directorate five key focus areas consist of: 

1. Budget and Treasury Office 

2. Expenditure Division 

3. Revenue Department 

4. Information Technology Division 

5. Supply Chain Management Department 

The major responsibilities of each focus area is summarised here under; 

The Budget Office manages financial planning and monitors expenditure.  It reports 

on expenditure trends and improves compliance with legislative requirements.  The 

Treasury Directorate performs centralised treasury functions, acting as the 

Municipality’s banker.  It manages primary bank account, borrowings, investment 

and financial risk for the Municipality and all municipality-owned entities. 

The Revenue Department is responsible for, and focuses on the following: 

 Creation and termination of service contracts 

 Customer care, enquiries and complaints 

 Information Management 

 Water and electricity billing 

 Debtors reconciliations – Transaction Validation 

 Levying of Property Rates and taxes 

 Generate general and supplementary valuation rolls 

 Revenue collection – credit control to prevent accumulation of debt 

 Debt collection against default debtors 
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 Pre-legal and legal actions 

 Debt write-offs:  irrecoverable debt 

 Indigent management 

 Data validation 

The Supply Chain Management Directorate develops and implements an effective 

and efficient supply chain management system. 

The IT Division manifest the integrated financial management systems and ensures 

network are reliable at all times and data security. 

Expenditure management is responsible for the control and processing of all 

expenditure and the protection of the outflow of municipal funds. 

Management is investigating the establishment for Revenue Protection Unit in 

2011/12.  The Revenue Protection Unit’s responsibility shall include: 

 Addressing the underlying factors that hamper the ease of revenue collection 

and customer relations management. 

 Drawing the Municipality nearer to the objective of sustainable revenue 

collection. 

 Collecting revenue based on the billing of properties in the Municipality.  The 

sector continuously seeks ways to increase revenue collection, diversify billing 

methods, and enforce credit control across the entire customer base. 

 Managing the customer interface.  The sector is preparing for the 

implementation of a one-stop call centre that will interact with the customers 

on all Municipality matters.  This will reduce the fragmented approach to 

customer relations. 

 Facilitating the migration to one integrated e-Venus database of and for the 

Municipality administration. 

 Eliminating unnecessary delays in issuing of clearance certificates and 

refunds. 

 Establishing common timeframes with municipality-owned entities to 

streamline the revenue cycle. 

 

 

4.1 The major objectives of Financial Services are based on the following;  

A municipality with a 

stable and growing 

revenue streams 

Enhance and optimise 

billing management  and 

processing 

Reduce unnecessary 

postage bills. 

Improve the quality of the 

bills issued. 

 

 Effective debt 

management 

Undertake strategic 

interventions to increase 

the recoverable portions 
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of debt (prescribed write 

offs, bad debt, interest 

adjustment). 

Introduce efficient 

performance 

management. 

Introduce flagging system 

for accounts approaching 

3 years. 

Enhance efficiency/ 

enforceability in the 

conclusion of repayment 

arrangement/ debt 

rescheduling. 

Achieve the targeted 

collection rate for 

amounts billed. 

 

 An entrenched payment 

culture within the 

Municipality. 

Strategic write-offs that 

foster payments 

behaviour. 

Introduce reward and 

loyalty programmes. 

 

 

 

5. COMMUNITY FEEDBACK 

The Budget Office and Finance Directorate engaged communities on the tariff and 

budget process. Concerns that are normally reflected during the public 

participation; 

Individual, pensioner and business comments are that tariff increases exceeds CPIX 

and in the case of pensioners, this will have a negative impact on their quality of life. 

For business a further concern was whether tariff increases beyond CPIX would have 

any additional benefits in infrastructure or services. 

To set up the tariffs, the municipality considers affordability versus the cost of 

providing the services in the determination of tariff increases. Pensioners who qualify 

can apply for rebate under assessment rates. The Indigent Policy caters for those 

who qualify. 

The municipality must aim at reducing the salary bill to approximately 30% of total 

revenue to increase capital investment. This will show a concerted effort by the 

municipality to extract value for money for residents through its operational 

efficiencies. 
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6. CORNERSTONE OF THE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND REVENUE 

ENAHNCEMENT STRATEGY 

 

Successful 

completion of MOEDI 

project to ensure full 

business process 

integration across the 

revenue value chain. 

 

Average of 90% 

collection rate of 

billed revenue. 

 

80% customer 

satisfaction in respect 

of billing, collection 

and call service. 

Establish a single revenue 

management value chain 

across all relevant business 

units. 

Development of 

performance standards to 

ensure effective monitoring 

of revenue value chain 

across the municipality 

Propose performance 

standards for value chain; 

Monitor implementation of 

the approved standards; 

 

 

Propose penalties/ corrective 

measures in the case of non-

compliance; 

Facilitate the budget process  

whereby revenue targets in 

respect of municipal services  

and assessment rates are 

determined; 

Coordinate the annual tariff  

proposal in respect of rates 

and taxes; 

Present monthly reports on 

performance of the value 

chain against pre-

determined  KPI’s 

Analysis and coordinate all 

relevant policies that have an 

impact on the value chain. 

 Establish a single customer 

interface value chain across 

all divisions 

Data purification project; 

General valuation roll 

Reduce all risks associated 

with billing and collection. 

 

 Implement a single IT 

platform to enable a single 

view of customer  supporting 

the revenue and revenue 

and value chains  

Integrate the financial 

system, billing and prepaid 

vending; 

Integrate with Human 

Resources. 

 Design and establish a new 

customer service and 

revenue organization  

Decentralise refunds function 

to the service points; 

Training and migration of 

staff; 

Conduct climate survey in all 

impacted departments; 

Continued change 
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management activities; 

Implementation of mailroom 

and archiving design; 

 

Implementation of best 

practice knowledge 

management practices and 

practices. 

 Ensure that the physical and 

electronic customer service 

delivery channels  are 

integrated 

Deployment of information 

technology systems and 

supporting infrastructure; 

Electronic payment solutions; 

Electronic billing. 

 Facilitate timely payment  of 

amounts owing and foster 

culture of payment by 

implementing mobile units to 

enhance accessibility 

 

Continue with the 

implementation of CRM  

strategy, collection strategy; 

CRM training and 

development; 

Consumer education 

Optimisation of physical 

footprint; 

 Improve payment 

behaviours by running 

innovative pay for your 

services campaigns 

___________________________ 

E-service programme 

Expand range of cell phone/ 

sums based services and 

interactive services 

accessible online and roll 

out kiosks to areas frequently 

visited by customers 

Improve the performance of 

the municipality in the 

management of each 

customer segment 

This will be measured by 

day’s payments and 

collection levels. 

Pro-active customer payment 

behaviour and incentives, 

and loyalty 

Review the outbound 

collection service centres 

Define a blueprint for the use 

of cell phones, bulk sms’s and 

e-technology 

 Develop and update a 

valuation roll through the 

process of interim valuation 

as per the approved policy 

Submission of the GV to the 

Municipal Manager and 

conclusion of the objection 

period; 

Inform the public on all 

changes on the GVR. 

 

 

 Institutionalising a four yearly 

update of the GVR 

Draft a project plan on 

institutionalisation of 4 yearly 

update of the valuation roll. 

 Enhance and optimise billing 

management and 

processing 

Reduce unnecessary 

postage bills; 

Improve the quality of the bills 

issued. 
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 An entrenched payment 

culture within the 

municipality 

Strategic write offs that foster 

good payment behaviour; 

Introduce rewards and 

loyalty programmes. 

 Future revenue optimisation 

programmes 

Establish a long term 

revenue and development 

implications of attempts to 

introduce demand 

management practices in 

the municipality and water 

consumption. 

 

Establish long term revenue 

implications of tariff 

adjustments resulting directly 

and indirectly from future 

energy costs, bulk water 

development requirements 

 

Develop an alternative 

option for pricing and 

paying for services. 

 

For urban development 

undertaking, investigate 

capital contributions (tax) for 

financing opportunities. 

 

 

Continue the roll out of 

prepaid meters as part of 

replacement project and as 

part of the indigent 

programme. 

 

Introduce the installation of 

water management devices 

 

 

 

Equitable and 

competitive tariff 

system that is 

informed by National 

inflation data and 

targets , comparable 

to that of other 

secondary cities 

within the country 

and the 

circumstances of the 

citizens to ensure 

affordability and cost 

recovery 

Tariff management 

programme 

Further develop tariff policies 

and systems driven by 

equitability and affordability 

well integrated with the 

regulatory and strategic 

decision making systems of 

the Municipality. 

 

Further develop standing 

systems and practices to 

engage with regulators and 

bulk service providers to 

help develop a common 

long range view as a basis 

for tariff decisions. 

 

Further develop systems and 

processes to effectively 

consult with communities 

and affected stakeholders 

 

 

Implementation of the Tariff 

Policy; 

Analysis of departmental tariff 

structures to determine 

compliance to methodology 

and to determine the 

structure’s impact on the 

balance sheet and 

consumers. 

To commence within this 

Financial Year. 

Public participation to elicit 

public comments and 

approval. 

Finalize core’s tariff 

methodology including 

related bylaws. 

To commence in the 

2011/2012 financial year. 
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on annual tariff charges. 

 

To help refine 

methodologies, undertake 

periodic quantitative 

reviews of the distributive 

impacts and allocated 

effects of tariff, tax and 

subsidy (pricing) policies 

(interact with expenditure 

review programme below). 

 

Investigate the applicability 

of other fees and fines that 

have a regulatory purpose 

(polluter-pays fines to effect 

reduction in pollution, 

congestion charging to 

address congestion in key 

nodes etc.) 

 

 

Availability of cost 

effective capital 

finance  to fund 

capital programme 

Pursue the municipality’s 

public borrowing 

programme to raise funds. 

 

Where appropriate and 

within the municipality’s 

borrowing policy, raise 

project finance for specific 

infrastructure projects. 

Development of a borrowing 

programme. 

Commencement of project 

finance for specific 

infrastructure projects. 

   

Long terms domestic 

credit rating 

improved to at least 

AA 

 

Achievement of 

unqualified audits by 

2014 

Financial Management 

Programme 

 

Implement all necessary 

Operation Clean Audit 

initiatives to enhance and 

facilitate proper 

management of systems in 

adherence to GRAP 

principles and dictates. 

 

Undertake strategic 

interventions to reduce the 

recoverable portions of the 

debtor’s book (including 

“sale” where appropriate). 

 

 

 

Obtain clean audit report 

(improving financial 

management systems and 

processes) and data 

purification on the billing 

system; 

Improve financial reporting 

systems and practices and 

administration; 

improve procurement 

protocols, processes and 

practice in line with MFMA; 

Empowerment of BEE/SMME 

businesses. 

Transaction closure 

Due diligence on the 

debtor’s book 

Introduction of efficient 

performance management 
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Undertake strategic write-

offs, strictly tied to measures 

to promote good payment 

behaviour going forward, to 

eliminate the unrecoverable 

portion of the debtors’ 

books. 

 

Keep personnel expenditure 

to acceptable levels to 

release funds for aggressive 

service delivery 

improvement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

Develop systems to more 

accurately match CAPEX & 

OPEX to ensure sustainability 

of programmes and 

interventions. 

 

 

 

of service providers involved 

with debt collection 

strategies (if any) against 

SLA’s. 

 

 

Introduce flagging system for 

accounts approaching 3 

year limit. 

Enhance 

efficiency/enforceability in 

the conclusion of repayment 

arrangements/debt 

rescheduling. 

 

Rehabilitation of non-

payment areas/townships. 

 

Manage personnel costs 

within prudential limits 

(percentage of personnel 

costs to operating 

expenditure) as prescribed 

by National Treasury. 

________________________ 

Finalization of the 

development of systems to 

accurately link CAPEX & 

OPEX to ensure sustainability 

of programmes and 

interventions. 

 In advance of each fiscal 

year, clearly establish and 

firmly agree with the Auditor-

General what auditing 

practices and criteria will be 

utilized to audit the 

Municipality’s accounts. 

 

___________________________ 

Continue to improve all 

financial reporting systems 

and practices and 

compliance to relevant 

regulations in order to 

reduce annual effort. 

 

 

 

Obtain audit instruction 

document from the Auditor 

General. 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

Change accounting policies 

to be in line with the three 

GRAP statements and SA 

GAAP. 

Actively participate in 

Accounting Standard Board 

for commenting in exposure 

drafts and any proposed 

accounting policies. 
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_________________________ 

Improve procurement 

protocols, processes and 

practices in line with MFMA 

requirements. 

 

Continuous monitoring and 

evaluation of the Asset & 

Liability Management system 

advising on financial risk 

management. 

Ensure readiness to 

implement the new National 

Credit Act. 

_____________________________ 

Improve the sourcing of 

goods and services; 

Optimise the collection of 

fees for sale of tender 

documents. 

 

A budget system, 

structure and format 

that enables sound 

resource allocation 

decisions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________ 

Development of an 

integrated Asset 

Management Plan 

and system. 

 

Increase the 

percentage of 

operating 

expenditure 

budgeted and spent 

on maintenance 

percentage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Budget Performance 

Programme 

Revise the budget format to 

facilitate flexible programme 

based budgeting. 

Empower directorates to 

conduct programme 

costing in line with the 

requirements of the evolving 

budget format. 

 

_________________________ 

Develop capital Investment 

Management System (CIMS) 

and ensure its full integration 

into the overall budget 

system and process. 

Refine the overall budget 

process to enable more 

effective case-building by 

departments and MOEs as 

well as ore empowered 

political decision-making in 

allocations between 

programmes. 

As required by MFMA, 

continue to build the 

systems and practices 

enabling more effective and 

efficient budget tracking. 

___________________________ 

Asset Management 

Programme 

In an integrated process 

across all Departments and 

MOEs, audit infrastructure life 

Budget process revision as 

per MFMA. 

Implement programme 

budgeting. 

On-going process. 

 

Continuous enhancement of 

the budget monitoring 

system. 

 

 

____________________________ 

Define and develop a 

framework for infrastructure 

audit. 

Continuous updating of the 

Asset Register. 

Improvement and finalisation 

of the Land Register. 

Conduct compliance 

exercise (to asset 

management policies and 

practices) for MEs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

Alignment of asset registers to 

GRAP/SA GAAP and IAS’s. 
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Stabilisation of fiscal 

architecture within 

which the 

Municipality operates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measurable 

improvements in unit 

cost and allocate 

and service performance 

standards and trends of all 

infrastructure. 

Update the movable and 

immovable asset registers 

and develop a system for 

regularly collecting asset 

performance information 

and maintenance 

requirements going forward. 

 

 

Ensure a consistent method 

across all parts of the 

Municipality to account for 

assets and future investment 

requirements. 

 

Develop a medium and 

long-range assessment of 

maintenance requirements 

on all current and planned 

assets, taking into account 

growth projections, etc. 

 

Develop a strategic asset 

management plan for asset 

management options to 

ensure optimal balance 

between investment, 

refurbishment maintenance, 

and disposal. 

Ensure that depreciation 

reserves are backed up with 

cash. 

 

 

Audit and conduct on-going 

evaluations of asset 

management practices, 

procedures and systems and 

make strategic 

improvements, inter alia to 

ensure that the funds 

budgeted for maintenance 

is actually spent.  

_________________________ 

Fiscal Risk Programme 

Develop a consolidated risk 

matrix, which inter alia 

identifies areas where a lack 

Unbundling of townships. 

Part of the updating of the 

Municipality’s Asset Register. 

 

Develop a tool to assess the 

maintenance requirements. 

 

 

Revised and enhanced Asset 

Management Control Policy. 

On-going process 

 

Conduct compliance to 

asset management policies 

and practices for MEs. 

 

To commence during this 

financial year. 

 

Continuous interaction with 

national Treasury and 

participate in SALGA, FFC 

and other forums. 

Explore options to replace 

levies and develop a 

research unit. 

 

 

Continuous interaction with 

Finance Working Team on 

RED. 

 

 

 

 

 

On-going 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

Develop and publish 
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efficiency on a set of 

key indicators (to be 

determined) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Empowered 

customers enjoying 

highest standards of 

customer care and 

responsiveness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________ 

A Municipality that 

creatively evolves its 

resourcing/ 

expenditure system 

to ensure long-term 

fiscal stability and 

growth, and optimal 

spending to support 

accelerated and 

sustainable 

development 

 

of spending now may result 

in higher costs later (for 

example where the 

Municipality may face large 

future penalties for failing to 

comply with DWAF effluent 

standards, or higher bulk 

tariffs due to worsening 

upstream pollution 

increasing  Water treatment 

costs). 

 

Through engagements with 

National Treasury, explore 

options to levy surcharges 

with a local revenue 

instrument strongly linked to 

economic growth. 

Ensure that the 

establishment of RED 

programme does not 

negatively impact overall 

municipality’s revenue or 

cash flow. 

Continue active 

engagement (through 

SALGA and various other 

forums) with other 

stakeholders to lobby for 

Municipality’s interest in 

changing national fiscal 

policy. 

 

 

___________________________ 

Expenditure Review 

Programme 

As part of the overall 

framework of performance 

tracking and strategic 

decision making, build a 

system and practice of 

annual budget re view that 

track trends and issues; in 

personnel spending; unit-

cost efficiencies;  allocate 

efficiencies of, and social, 

economic and financial 

returns from key service 

investments;  and whether 

expenditure responsibilities 

expenditure review 

document. 

 

Develop methods for 

evaluating unit cost 

efficiencies in expenditure on 

key services and conduct 

benchmark studies with 

comparable municipalities. 

 

Introduce additional 

functions to Activity Base 

Costing. 

 

Harness the implementation 

of programme debt recovery 

implementation. 

 

Complete migration of staff 

and budget provision. 

 

Harness the single customer 

experience from 

optimisations of Customer 

Care Centre. 

 

Address challenges related to 

technology improvement on 

the Contact Centre. 

 

Further reduction in time 

taken to answer calls to an 

average of 58 to 60 seconds. 

 

Sustain customer satisfaction 

despite forces of NCA, MPRA 

and credit control. 

____________________________ 

Increase in revenue 

collection to minimum 

R4 000 000 per month through 

credit control and debt 

collection efforts 

Facilitate property value 

chain initiatives. 

 

Address interim reading. 

Reducing impact on refunds 

and clearance figures. 

 

Increase telephone 
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____________________ 

Sustained excellence 

in financial 

management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

are being adequately 

matched by resources. 

 

Develop methods for 

evaluating unit cost 

efficiencies in expenditure 

on key services, and 

conduct regular 

benchmark-comparison 

studies with comparable 

secondary cities. 

Roll-out of debt recovery 

programme. 

Monitoring progress on debt 

recovery programme  to 

ensure due diligence and 

clear roll-out plan; 

Process and transaction 

training on track. 

 

Finalisation of in-scope staff 

migration completed. 

Responsive customer care 

Complaints raised vs. 

resolved. 

 

Embracing new business. 

Demands MPRA aims. 

Maximise revenue collection 

and billing 

Increase in revenue 

collection. 

 

_________________________ 

Financial control and 

reporting 

Staff trained to respond to 

the NCA, closely monitoring 

its effect on income. 

 

Debtors’ book 

Analysis of the debtors’ book 

Collection against debtors’ 

book 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

collections. 

 

100% compliance with NCA. 

Support the implementation 

of MPRA. 

 

Reduction of the 

irrecoverable portion of the 

debtors’ book by 2% annually 

through improved collection 

rates. 

 

Realise all revenue 

maximisation projects under 

property valuation relating to 

the following areas: 

 

-Valuation Roll 

-Reconciliation of property 

data 

-  Overall completeness of 

data 

- Priority projects to raise 

additional millions of rand. 

 

Return on investment of 

revenue maximisation. 

 

Harness value add of 

property value chain  

Sustained incremental 

concise completeness of 

revenue project. 

 

_________________________ 

Accurate billing 

management. 

Automation of clearance 

processes. 

93 – 97% clearance 

certificates and refunds 

issued within 30 days of 

application (excluding 

properties with meter-related 

issues) 

97% properties on the billing 

system metered and billed 

with accurate bills. 

97% increase in active 

customers receiving bills to 

minimum. 
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_____________________ 

A Municipality with 

stable and growing 

revenue streams 

 

 

 

Availability of cost-

effective capital 

finance to fund the 

Capital Programme 

 

 

____________________________ 

Completeness of revenue 

Increase in number of 

matched accounts 

reaching more than 90%. 

Fostering completeness of 

revenue partnering with 

property value chain. 

 

Refunds and clearances 

efficiencies 

Increase of active customers 

receiving bills to 90%; 

98% refunds issued within 30 

days; 

74% clearance certificates 

issued within 30 days. 

 

 

Credit control enforcement 

Expansion of credit control 

 

Capital Financing 

Programme 

Pursue the Municipality’s 

public borrowing 

programme (Domestic 

Medium Term Notes). 

Where appropriate, and 

within a policy framework, 

raise project finance for 

specific infrastructure 

projects. 

The Municipality is managed 

to obtain and maintain the 

credit rate of AA. 

 

____________________________ 

Budget Reform Programme 

Revise the budget format to 

facilitate flexible 

programme-based 

budgeting. 

 

Empower departments to 

conduct programme 

costing in line with the 

requirements of the evolving 

budget format. 

97% of rates and effuse 

account holders receiving 

accurate bills by June 2011. 

____________________________ 

Strengthened credit 

management controls 

through reduction of areas 

where no credit control is 

taking place. 

 

Introduce an e-statements 

received by Municipality 

customers on the current 

baseline; 

 

Management of Service 

Providers involved with debt 

collection through strict 

performance management 

for purposes of targeted and 

predictable revenue 

collection. 

 

 

 

 

Aggressive public borrowing 

and issuing of commercial 

paper.  The budgeted 

external borrowing 

requirement is R 

 

 

Maintain at AA- or above. 

 

Implement functional areas 

within core on the financial 

system that link to the 

programme budget 

template. 

_____________________________ 

Redevelop formats that line 

up with National Treasury 

requirements. 

 

Develop an expenditure 

review document on an 

annual basis; 

 

Produce quarterly SDBIP 

reports in line with National 
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Long-term domestic 

credit rating 

improved to at least 

AA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________ 

A budget system, 

structure and format 

that enables sound 

resource allocation 

decisions 

 

 

 

 

____________________ 

Measurable 

improvements in unit 

cost and allocated 

efficiency on a key 

 

Refine the overall budget 

process to enable ore 

effective case-building by 

departments and MEs, as 

well as more empowered 

political decision making in 

allocations between 

programmes. 

 

As required by MFMA, 

continue to build the 

systems and practices 

enabling more effective and 

efficient budget tracking. 

Expenditure review 

programmes 

As part of the overall 

framework of performance 

tracking and strategic 

decision-making, build a 

system and practice of 

annual budget review that 

tracks trends and issues in 

personnel spending; 

Unit-cost efficiencies; 

allocate efficiencies of, and 

social, economic and 

financial returns from, key 

service investments; and 

whether expenditure 

responsibilities are being 

adequately matched by 

resources. 

 

____________________________ 

Develop methods for 

evaluating unit cost 

efficiencies in expenditure 

on key service and conduct 

regular benchmark-

comparison studies with 

comparable metropolitan 

municipalities. 

 

_________________________ 

Fiscal Risk Management 

Programme 

Through engagements with 

national Treasury, explore 

options to replace RSC levies 

Treasury. 

 

Review budget policies. 

 

Through engagement with 

SALGA and other cities, 

engage with National 

Treasury on finding ways to 

explore taxes such as large 

business and parking tax. 
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set of indicators 

 

Stabilisation of fiscal 

architecture within 

which the 

Municipality operates 

 

 

with a local revenue 

instrument strongly linked to 

economy. 

 

 

 

7. COMMITMENTS 

Financial sustainability is central to all of the municipality’s long-term strategic 

objectives.  Without adequate funds, the municipality will be unable to meet 

residents’ needs, improve urban infrastructure or attract investment.  It is therefore 

critical that the municipality collects the monies owed to it by business and residents 

in return for high quality services, and works to attract additional sources of revenue.  

The directorate is committed to: 

 

 Empowering customers, by providing the highest standards of customer care 

and responsiveness; 

 Ensuring that the Municipality has stable and growing revenue streams; 

 Expanding the range of capital funding options supported by strong finance 

risk management;  and 

 Ensuring sustained excellence in financial management; 

 Long-term fiscal stability and growth. 

 A municipality-wide, integrated customer relations management system 

 

The Financial Services Directorate is committed to ensuring sound relations with the 

Municipality’s customers by implementing Programme Debt Recovery, a project 

conceptualised in September 2009.  

The Financial Management and Revenue Enhancement Strategy focuses on full 

business process integration and customer satisfaction, with programmes to establish 

a single revenue management value chain and a single customer interface value 

chain, along with a single IT platform.  The Directorate intends to improve municipal 

billing, invoicing and distribution of statements; enhance credit management; 

reduce turnaround times for clearances and refunds.  This aligns with the primary 

objective of creating a single, municipality-wide customer database, which allows 

the municipality to have a single view of the customer. 

8. STABLE AND GROWING REVENUE STREAMS 

The municipality is committed to continuously improving its revenue base by 

developing and implementing a new rates policy and valuation roll.  Increasing the 
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customer base for revenue collection is the initiative that seeks to broaden the 

Municipality’s resource base. 

9. THE FUTURE REVENUE OPTIMISATION PROGRAMME 

In addition to capturing maximum value from our debtors book which will remain a 

priority focus are of revenue, the streamlining of our finite revenue sources and the 

identification of new revenue sources are ever present in our programme. 

 

In streamlining our existing revenue sources we aim to identify the weaknesses in the 

application of our revenue generating functions and ensuring that each element 

segment, component and entity responsible for contributing to the revenue source 

are captured within our revenue pool and are accurately billed. 

 

The identification of new revenue sources is imperative to wean SPM off its 

increasing dependency on grant and expansive loan funding.  This however is 

tempered by our region’s resources and a balance is sought so as not to interfere 

with the micro-economy or our national and international competitiveness. 

10. EXPAND THE RANGE OF CAPITAL FUNDING 

The Financial Services Directorate undertakes to explore new ways of accessing 

cost-effective capital finance.  To this effect, the municipality will investigate 

mechanisms such as public-private partnerships and bonds within the parameters of 

the municipality’s capital risk finance management guidelines. 

The Municipality is committed to funding at least 10% of capital projects though 

public-private partnerships. 

11. SUSTAINED EXCELLENCE IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

In the 2011-2014 IDP the Municipality undertook to implement a financial 

management programme that would culminate in a clean audit for the municipality 

and would ensure adherence to sound accounting principles.  The municipality also 

committed itself to reducing its debtor’s book by eliminating unrecoverable debt.  

These strategic write-offs would be accompanied by measures to promote good 

payment behaviour in the future.  The municipality also undertook to keep 

expenditure on personnel to an acceptable level in order to release funds for 

aggressive service delivery improvement. 

 

The Financial Services Directorate is committed to improving procurement processes 

in line with MFMA requirements.  The municipality will develop systems to match 

capital expenditure to operational expenditure, ensuring that all new projects can 
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be adequately maintained in the long term.  At the same time, it will ensure that 

there are enough funds to continuously upgrade existing infrastructure. 

 

Budget reform is an on-going commitment intended to facilitate flexible, 

programme-based budgeting and a structure that enables sound, politically-

informed resource allocation decisions.  As required by the MFMA, the municipality is 

committed to improving systems that enable more effective and efficient budget 

tracking. 

 

The Financial Services Directorate is committed to a strong, integrated asset 

management and maintenance programme.  This will involve increasing the 

percentage of operating expenditure on maintenance, ensuring an optimal 

balance between investment, refurbishment and, where necessary, disposal. 

 

12. LONG-TERM FISCAL STABILITY AND GROWTH 

The municipality has developed various mechanisms to fund the increasing needs of 

its poorest residents, providing a range of subsidised services.  These required 

constant review to ensure that on-going subsidies are sustainable.  The municipality is 

therefore committed to an expenditure review programme which evaluates unit 

cost efficiencies that ensure productivity, value for money and ensures that 

spending happens in an equitable way.   

The municipality will undertake annual budget reviews to track spending, ensure 

that it is effective and whether expenditure responsibilities are adequately matched 

by resources. 

 

13. DELIVERY 

Improved collections 

The collection rate for SPM has improved over the last three financial years which 

has contributed to its overall financial stabilisation.  We continually strive for an 

improvement on the previous year’s figures and will achieve heights of over 95 

present in the future.  Current interventions include the establishment of a call 

centre, dedicated collections staff, data validation and reviewing of processes.  An 

incentive scheme for collections is also being investigated bases on the success of a 

pilot project held in 2009/2010. 
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Improved Billing 

We have put procedures in place to improve the way we deal with customer 

queries and complaints as well as updating/confirming information when a 

customer is available. 

Stable and growing revenue streams 

The poor economic conditions for property development have constrained our 

property tax source.  The market is slowly recovering and we are focussing on 

ensuring that all new developments are put on the supplementary valuation roll as 

soon as possible. 

 

Expand the range of capital funding 

The Municipal Finance Act and Municipal Systems Act mandate the Financial 

Services Directorate to secure adequate funding for the municipality.  This is a new 

and pressing responsibility given that the municipality can no longer rely on support 

from other government sources in the form un-gazetted grants and other donations.  

The municipality must therefore proactively embark on a process to raise additional 

revenue from previously untapped sources. 

Sustained excellence in financial management 

The 2009/2010 financial year saw another disclaimer of opinion.  While an 

improvement on the previous years, this fell short of the unqualified report targeted 

by the Municipality.  To achieve this goal, the Municipality adopted a number 

incremental measure to address the Auditor General’s requirements including: 

 Monitoring audit issues raised by the Auditor-General in the preceding years; 

 Strengthening audit committees; 

 To best practice and legislative requirements;  and 

 Conducting process audits to identify risks. 

To ensure the on-going achievement of clean audits, the Municipality has revised its 

Supply Chain Management structure and the structure of Bid committees to improve 

procurement protocols, processes and practices in line with MFMA requirements.  

This has led to improved sourcing of goods and services for the Municipality by the 

Supply Chain Management Unit (SCMU) as well as improvements in the turnaround 

times for municipal tenders.   

The Financial Services Directorate has supplemented its income through the 

collection of fees from the sale of tender documents. 

In May 2010 Moody’s International Agency upgraded the Municipality’s long-term 

credit rating from an Az3+ to a + or AA, reflecting increasing confidence by 

international agencies in the financial capability of the municipality.  This sustained 
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rating indicates a very stable financial position and demonstrates good 

governance.  Management aims at improving this rating as it will lower the cost of 

borrowing by the municipality and increase investor confidence. 

Long-term fiscal stability and growth 

The Finance Services Directorate worked in partnership with the IDP Unit to align 

budgets to plans.  The Budget Office has developed formats and guidelines for 

programme budgeting.  A circular was produced to assist all departments to 

develop business documents utilising these templates and invaluable tool for the 

2011/12 budget panel process. 

The Municipality’s capital and operating budgets have grown steadily over the last 

few years, reflecting an increased ability to spend and greater revenue security. 

The capital budget is funded out of a combination of borrowings, national grants 

such as the Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG), and from retained surpluses on the 

operating budget. 

The Municipality has seen a growth in national capital grant allocations over the 

past five years.  This is partly due to increased allocations for MIG. 

To monitor its financial stability the Municipality carefully watched a set of ratios.  

However there are concerns ahead that these measurers of financial stability may 

be very severely affected if the regional electricity distributor removes electricity 

revenues from the equation. 

As in other municipalities, the larger operating budget is spent on salaries, repairs 

and maintenance, purchasing of bulk services (water and electricity) and general 

expenditure such as loan redemption and provision for under-collection of revenue.  

Capital expenditure, on the other hand, focuses on the construction of municipal 

infrastructure.  The shifts in these budgets can be ascribed to increased spending on 

infrastructure to support the development for the provisioning of basic services in the 

previously disadvantaged areas. 

In the period under review a large portion of the capital budget was committed to 

the upgrading of water and sanitation infrastructure.  In the prior years,  an equally 

large portion of the budget was directed to the upgrading of streets and storm-

water, while the next largest slice was allocated to electricity infrastructure.   

The Municipality relies on the Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) to fund a 

significant portion of its capital expenditure on infrastructure.  This grant amount 

increased moderately from 2006/07 and 2007/08.  The complexities of procurement 

processes and the need to ensure that all procurement procedures were 

successfully followed delayed the exhaustion of MIG amount to just beyond the 

reporting point in 2007/08 and thus an under-spend of MIG is recorded. 
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In the period under review the Financial Services Directorate has been involved in 

two IDP review processes and has successfully guided the municipality budget.  The 

budget achieved an operating surplus and record capital spending in each of the 

past three financial years.  This has allowed the municipality to make significant 

progress on improving its financial sustainability and in delivering on its commitments 

to citizens. 

Black economic empowerment 

The achievement of higher procurement percentages from black economic 

empowerment (BEE) companies against total procurement value has been a focus 

of the municipality in the period under review.  To this end the Bid Specification 

Committee and Supply Chain Management, together with the core departments 

and the municipal entities, have been working to unbundled large projects in order 

to identify appropriate opportunities for such companies to provide goods and 

services to the Municipality. 

Notwithstanding these efforts only 35% of Municipality tenders were awarded to BEE 

companies in 2009/2010.    However, with the support of directorates, an increase in 

affirmative procurement activities is part of the performance indicators in the 

municipal business scorecard. 

The Financial Services Directorate will partner with the Local Economic Development 

(LED) to implement the Investment Promotion Incentive Policy to support the City’s 

Growth Strategy and emerging providers.  This is said to have positive results. 

14.  LOOKING FORWARD 

The Financial Services Directorate is determined to consolidate the gains made 

during the period under review.  This means continuing to oversee the financial well-

being of the municipality by ensuring an achievement of sustained service delivery 

and attainment of clean audits; improving the customer interface; improving the 

municipality’s debtor’s book; and establishing new revenue sources. 

The percentage of budget spent has increased steadily in the period under review 

and the Financial Services Directorate has recorded a surplus.  However, attention 

must now be focused on monitoring the municipal infrastructure grant spent, as this 

can be used to attain the Municipality’s development goals.  The alignment of 

strategic planning to budget is an area that will require on-going attention to ensure 

that budget allocations are effectively utilised within the allocated time periods. 

 

In the new term of the Executive Mayor, budget allocations will be focused on: 

 Promoting economic growth 

 Support to the Municipality’s poorest residents 

 Housing 
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 The formalisation of informal settlements 

The Municipality will continue on the demand-side management measures for key 

services to reduce this strain on non-renewable resources and enhance customer 

affordability. 

Some progress has been achieved with respect to procurement from SMMEs.  

Similarly the number of Municipality contracts with BEE companies is approaching 

targeted levels.  These gains will have to be maintained.  At the same time the 

Supply Chain Management Unit will need to increase turnaround time on bids and 

tenders. 

 

Funding shortfalls may compromise the municipality’s ability to address service 

backlogs, replace ageing infrastructure, and ensure sufficient revenue growth.  The 

municipality is particularly concerned about inadequate government funding for 

large-scale projects.   

Future tariff increases have the potential to create dissatisfaction among both 

business and residents.  This was clearly demonstrated by protests across the country, 

which showed that the public already considered the cost of municipal rates and 

services to be unacceptably high.  This means that the Municipality will have to 

carefully manage expectations and fears. 

 It will be necessary for the municipality to clearly communicate the advantages of 

the new rating system, illustrating how it supports the developmental mandate of the 

municipality.  It is essential that all tariff increases and changed structures and 

systems are clearly conveyed to customers including the formation of REDS. 

In view of the need to find a balance between financial sustainability and 

affordability of services, the Municipality has taken a decision not to increase tariffs 

for the budget period in line with inflation unless otherwise motivated by 

infrastructure expansion and developmental goals of the municipality 

The change in the economic climate since the drafting of the 2011-2014 IDP and the 

resulting increase in interest rates and fuel prices, coupled with a sharp climb in the 

inflation rate has the potential to negatively impact on the delivery of programmes, 

projects and services.  While income has increased through better collection and 

the rise in tariffs, the municipality will still have to expand its investor funding through 

a proactive approach in the marketplace.  It is likely that the economy will weaken 

revenue collection by the Municipality and increase the level of bad debt.  Careful 

programmes to mitigate against these eventualities will be an important focus in the 

remaining years of this mayoral term. 
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1. OBJECTIVE 

 

a. The Council recognises its Constitutional obligation to give priority to the 

basic needs of the community, to promote the social and economic 

development of the community and to ensure that all residents and 

communities in the municipality have access at least to a basic level of 

municipal services. 

 

b. The Constitution entitles the municipality to an equitable share of 

nationally raised revenue, which will enable it to provide basic levels of 

essential services to the community and the Council commits its equitable 

share to the provision of basic services. 

 

c. Due to the high level of unemployment and consequent poverty in the 

municipality, there are households which are unable to pay the normal 

tariffs for municipal services. The municipality accordingly adopts this 

Indigent Management Policy to ensure that these households have 

access to at least basic municipal services. 

2. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE POLICY 

 

 The Council adopts this policy in order to provide: 

 

a. A framework for the provision of basic services to the community in a 

sustainable manner, within the financial and administrative capacity of the 

municipality; 

 

b. Procedures and guidelines for the subsidisation of basic services to poor 

people using the municipality's budgetary allocation, supported by the 

equitable share; 

 

c. Fair criteria and a consistent, transparent and reasonable threshold for 

qualification of indigent households and appropriate subsidies, consistent 

with the municipality's Tariff Policy. 
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3. FAIR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

 

a. The Constitution entitles everyone to administrative action which is lawful, 

reasonable and procedurally fair and to be given reasons for any such 

action which affects them. 

b. The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 is the legislation 

required by the Constitution to give effect to the right to just administrative 

action and in order to promote and efficient administration and good 

governance and to create a culture of accountability, openness and 

transparency in public administration or in the exercise of a public power 

or the performance of a public function. 

c. This policy incorporates the above principles by providing parameters and 

procedures to guide the municipality and its officers in implementing it, 

and thereby exercising a public power through a series of administrative 

actions. In so doing, this policy seeks to provide certainty on the part of 

those affected by it with regard to how the municipality will act in the 

circumstances covered by the policy and uniformity of action on the part of 

its officers. 

d. The municipality commits itself and its officers to act fairly and justly in an 

open and transparent manner in implementing this policy. 

4. SERVICES AFFECTED 

 

a. The municipality will provide free of charge, a basic level of each of the 

following services by subsidising the tariffs applicable thereto in terms of 

this policy: 

 

i. Water (first 6 Kilolitres); 

ii. Electricity (50 free units – kWh); 

iii. Refuse removal (total amount per month); 

iv. Sewerage (total amount per month); 
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b. The municipality will subsidise assessment rates on immovable property 

owned by persons qualifying for indigent support of an amount determined 

by Council in its annual budget from time to time. 

5. QUALIFICATION CRITERIA FOR INDIGENT SUPPORT 

 

INCOME INDIGENT 

 

a. Indigent support is provided to a household upon application by an 

individual applicant who is the holder of a municipal account, supported by 

valid service agreements for the provision of municipal services to the 

property in which the household resides (complete account). 

 

b. A household qualifies for indigent support if the verified total gross 

monthly income of all occupants in the household over 18 years of age, 

including all rental income derived from any dwelling on the property, does 

not exceed an amount equivalent to twice the State welfare pension as 

determined from time to time, or R 3 750 per month, or any such other 

amount as the Council may from time to time set. 

 

c. Pursuant to clause “b” above, the total gross monthly income is defined as 

any and all remuneration in legal tender generated by the household 

through whatever means and from whichever source without deduction or 

consideration of expenditure. 

 

d. Further pursuant to clause “b” above, a household is defined as all full 

time or regular occupants of a particular stand as demarcated by the 

Surveyor General’s office or informally by the Sol Plaatje Municipality. 

 

e. Notwithstanding paragraphs (a) and (b) supra, a child headed household 

shall qualify to be registered as an indigent household and receive 

indigent subsidy support per the conditions under “General” infra. 

 

f. Pursuant to clause “e” above, a child headed household is defined as a 

household where the oldest full time or regular occupier and primary 

caretaker of all of the full time or regular occupiers within the house is not 

older than 18 or who is still in school. 
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GENERAL 

 

g. For a household to qualify for indigent support in respect of services, the 

applicant must be a full-time occupant of the property concerned and may 

not be in receipt of support in respect of another household, whether 

within or outside the municipality. 

 

h. A household is not disqualified from being registered as indigent by 

reason alone of such applicant lawfully occupying a municipal owned 

property.  However, should such person pay less than the market rental 

determined by Council from time to time as a recipient of any concession 

for any reason on said rental, such applicant will not qualify for indigent 

registration.  

 

i. For a household to qualify for a subsidy on rates, the applicant must be 

both the owner and a full-time occupant of the property concerned and 

may not own any other immovable property whether within or outside the 

municipality. 

 

j. For a household to qualify for a subsidy on services, or to benefit from any 

debt write-off in terms of the municipality's Debt Write-off Policy, a pre-

paid electricity meter must be installed at the subject property.  If the 

applicant refuses the installation of a prepaid service meter the application 

will be cancelled. 

 

k. A household cannot qualify for indigent registration if a business whether 

formal or informal (e.g. tuck shops, taverns etc.) is being run from the 

premises in which the household resides. 

 

l. Notwithstanding the procedures and requirements in paragraph 6 infra, a 

child headed household will be determined as such and qualify for 

indigent support (thereby being registered as an indigent household) upon 

submission by a Councillor/s of a report, affidavit, death certificate/s, and 

any other information the Municipal Manager may in their discretion deem 

necessary. 
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6. APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

 

a. An applicant wishing to apply for indigent support under the category 

“income indigent” for a household must complete an application form as 

required by the municipality which shall be accompanied by at least the 

following documents: 

 

i. an affidavit declaring on oath employment status and/or income in 

respect of all members of the household over 18 years of age and 

their full names and identity numbers; 

ii. documentary proof of income in respect of all such persons (e.g. 

letter from employer, salary advice, pension slip, affidavit of income 

if self-employed, letter from SARS); 

iii. the most recent municipal account in the name of the applicant in 

respect of the property in question; 

iv. a certified copy of the applicant's identity document; 

v. a copy of the title deed in the name of the applicant of the property 

in question (if the applicant is the owner). 

 

b. An applicant for indigent support, shall in the application form, authorise 

the municipality to verify the information provided therein through access 

to the applicant's returns to the South African Revenue Service or through 

any other agency as the municipality in its sole discretion shall determine. 

 

c. The Municipal Manager or his/her delegate must explain to each 

applicant, the content of this policy, the application form and the 

consequences of submitting an application for indigent support and 

counter-sign the application form in certification that the applicant 

confirmed his/her understanding of such explanation. 

 

The Municipal Manager or his/her delegate may send a representative to 

the property of an applicant for indigent relief to conduct an on-site audit 

and verification, (investigation) of information provided by the applicant. 

 

d. Such physical verification may take place at any time within the validity 

period of the indigent status.  
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e. Should the physical verification provide information contrary to the 

information submitted with the application, the applicant shall be charged 

with the value or amount of subsidy given, and these shall be charged 

against the municipal account of that property and credit control policy 

shall apply to recover the loss as per section 8 of this Policy. 

 

f. An application shall be considered and determined by the Municipal 

Manager or his/her delegate with due regard to the information contained 

therein and the report, if any, of an on-site audit and advise the applicant 

in writing of his/her decision. If an application is not approved, the 

applicant will be provided with written reasons for the municipality’s 

refusal. 

 

g. An application shall be approved for a maximum period of 24 months. 

7. BI-ANNUAL RE-APPLICATION 

 

a. A recipient of indigent support, must re-apply for such support and 

registration in the municipality's records as an indigent, on or before the 

last day of June two years following his/her registration as an indigent, 

failing which the municipality will automatically terminate his/her indigent 

support. The municipality does not warrant that any such re-application 

will be successful. 

 

b. The Municipal Manager will inform an applicant who has re-applied for 

indigent status of the outcome of his/her re-application and should it not 

be approved, will provide reasons for its refusal. 

8. BREACH OF OR NON-COMPLIANCE WITH CONDITIONS OF GRANT 

 

a. If a recipient of indigent support fails to comply with this policy, or 

breaches or otherwise fails to comply with any condition of the grant of 

such status, or should  his/her circumstances or those of the household in 

respect of which he/she applied for indigent support change materially, 

the Municipal Manager or his delegate, shall be entitled to terminate 
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his/her status as an indigent and the provision of indigent support with 

immediate effect and such person shall revert to the status of ordinary 

account holder for the financial year in question. 

 

A recipient of indigent relief bears the onus to inform the Municipal 

Manager of any material change in his/her circumstances or those of 

his/her household, such as would disqualify him/her from receiving such 

relief and may request de-registration as an indigent at any time. 

 

b. Without in any way limiting the grounds upon which the municipality would 

be entitled to terminate such relief, indigent relief to any recipient will be 

immediately terminated: 

 

i. if the recipient fails to comply with this policy or the agreement of 

grant of such relief; 

ii. if the supply of electricity and/or water including the meter system in 

the property of a recipient of indigent relief is in any way tampered 

with; 

iii. if the household income of a recipient of indigent relief increases 

beyond the qualifying threshold; 

iv. if the recipient of indigent relief (i.e. the applicant) dies; 

v. if the property of the recipient of indigent relief is used for the 

conduct of any business activities; 

vi. if the recipient of indigent relief ceases to personally occupy the 

property in respect of which such relief has been granted, or rents or 

sells it. 

 

c. Should it be determined at any time, that a recipient of indigent relief 

knowingly or fraudulently provided false information to the municipality in 

any application or re-application, such person shall immediately be 

removed from the register of indigents and shall become liable to repay to 

the municipality an amount equivalent to the indigent support received by 

him/her, from date of grant thereof, as well as all debt written off from said 
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date, and shall not again be considered for indigent relief for a period of 2 

years or such other to be determined by the Council from time to time. 

 

d. If a recipient of indigent relief, whose debt has been written-off 

consequent upon the grant of indigent relief, sells the property in respect 

of which such relief was granted, or conducts a business, or allows a 

business to be conducted from said property, within a period of three 

years with effect from his/her last registration as an indigent then the 

following shall occur: 

 

 

i. the recipient shall become liable to repay to the municipality the total 

amount of indigent relief received by him/her during the said three 

year period; 

ii. the debts written-off shall immediately become due and payable to 

the municipality; 

iii. the provisions of 8(d)(ii) above shall also be applicable should the 

municipality approve plans for the building of a house or extension 

to a house on the property during said three year period; 

iv. the municipality shall be entitled to withhold provision of a certificate 

in terms of section 118, Local Government: Municipal Systems Act 

32/2000, until the amounts in 8(d)(i) and (ii) have been paid in full. 

9. PREPARATION AND MAINTENANCE OF AN INDIGENT REGISTER 

 

a. The Municipal Manager or his delegate will be responsible for the 

preparation and maintenance of a data base constituting a register of all 

recipients of indigent relief. 

 

b. The Municipal Manager or his delegate will be entitled to visit and enter any 

property which is the subject of a grant of indigent relief or to require the 

recipient of such relief to provide such information as he may request, for the 

purposes of verification or audit of information supplied by the recipient of 

indigent relief or the current circumstances of the household in question. 
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10. SUBSIDIES MAKING UP INDIGENT RELIEF 

 

Indigent relief to qualifying households shall consist of a package of subsidies 

on property rates and on the tariffs applicable to the services set out in 4 above, 

as follows: 

 

a. The applicable subsidy on rates for a financial year shall be determined by 

the Council in conjunction with approval of its budget and shall be 

contained in the budget resolutions dealing with rates as contemplated in 

section 14 of the Local Government: Municipal Property Rates Act 6 of 

2004. 

 

b. In respect of the supply of water, the Council shall from time to time 

determine the quantity of water constituting a basic supply and the 

amount of the subsidy in respect of the tariff payable for water. The 

determination by the Council shall be made in conjunction with the 

approval of its budget and shall be contained in the budget resolutions 

dealing with tariffs and as otherwise provided for in its Tariff Policy. 

 

c. In respect of the supply of electricity, the Council shall from time to time 

determine the quantity of electricity constituting a basic supply and the 

amount of the subsidy in respect of the tariff payable for electricity. The 

determination by the Council shall be made in conjunction with the 

approval of its budget and shall be contained in the budget resolutions 

dealing with tariffs and as otherwise provided for in its Tariff Policy. 

 

d. With regard to the provision of the sewerage and refuse removal services, 

the amount of the subsidy in respect of the tariffs payable for these 

services shall be determined by the Council in conjunction with the 

approval of its budget and shall be contained in the budget resolutions 

dealing with tariffs and as otherwise provided for in its Tariff Policy. 

11. ARREAR CHARGES UPON APPROVAL OF REGISTRATION AS AN 

INDIGENT 

 

a. Accumulated arrears on the municipal account of an indigent accrued 

prior to his/her registration as such, shall be suspended and shall not 
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accrue interest nor be due and payable whilst such person remains 

registered as an indigent. 

 

b. Arrears so suspended shall be held in suspension for a period of six 

months from the date of registration of the applicant for the purpose of 

monitoring the household account. 

 

c. If it is evident as per paragraph b. that the household is consuming more 

than the subsidised amount provided for in terms of this policy and such 

additional amounts are not being paid by the respective due dates, said 

applicant will be served with a warning notice stating that: 

  

 their use of services are in excess of what is subsidised 

 such excess is not being paid by the respective due date 

 the account will be monitored for a further period of three months  

 if the consumption is not brought to within the subsidised amount and 

the last nine months charges are not paid, this will result in their 

registration as an indigent household being terminated. 

 the accountholder is responsible for all arrears and will not be eligible 

for indigent registration until their account demonstrates at least six 

months of consumption within the subsidised amounts, or the total 

account is paid and brought up to date. 

This however does not detract from any actions which may be instituted 

per the Customer Care, Credit Control and Debt Collection Policy. 

 

d. If it is evident as per paragraph b. that the household is consuming within 

the limits of the subsidised amounts, all arrears as at the date of 

registration will be written off. 

12. FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS 

 

a. The Council may from time to time determine special arrangements to 

apply in respect of funerals of recipients of indigent relief. 

 

b. The Municipal Manager or his delegate shall implement such 

arrangements upon receipt of a death certificate, provided however that if 
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such arrangements include the re-connection of an electricity supply, this 

shall not be implemented until an amount of R150,00 has been paid. 

13. IMPLEMENTATION AND REPORTING 

 

a. The Municipal Manager is responsible and accountable for the 

implementation of this policy. The Council delegates to the Municipal 

Manager all the necessary power and authority to effect such 

implementation, subject to the provisions of this policy. 

 

b. The Municipal Manager shall submit a monthly report to the Executive 

Mayor on the implementation of this policy, containing at least the 

following information 

i. the number of households registered as indigent and a brief 

explanation of any variation in that number since the prior report; 

ii. the monetary value of subsidies and rebates constituting indigent 

support for the reporting period and cumulatively for the financial 

year to date; 

iii. the amount budgeted for the provision of indigent support and the 

balance available. 

 

c. The Executive Mayor shall in turn report on the above matters to the 

Council on a quarterly basis. 

14. REVIEW OF THIS POLICY 

 

a. This policy shall be reviewed annually in conjunction with the 

municipality's budget process. 

 

19. IMPLEMENTATION DATE 

The amendments contained herein become effective and wholly enforceable from 

the 1st of July 2013. 
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1. POLICY OBJECTIVE 
 
The objective of this Policy is to provide a regulatory framework on the procedures to be 
followed when dealing with irregular expenditure, the disclosure of irregular expenditure 
in the Annual Financial Statements (AFS) and accounting for irregular expenditure in the 
records of the municipality. 
 
 
2. DEFINITION 
 
Irregular expe4nditureis def9ned in section 1 of the Municipal Finance Management Act 
(MFMA 56 of 2003), as “expenditure, other than unauthorized expenditure, incurred in 
contravention of or that is not in accordance with a requirement of any applicable  
legislation including: 
 

(a) this Act; or 
(b) Municipal Systems Act 
(c) Public Office Bearers Act 
(d) Supply Chain Management Regulations, Policy or any by-law 
 

For the purpose of this policy, irregular expenditure includes any expenditure incurred in 
contravention of the policies and finance directives of the department. 
 
 
3. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 
 
This policy is informed and based on the following prescripts: 
 

 Section 32 of Municipal Finance Management Act, Act 56 of 2003 

 Supply Chain Management Regulations 

 Supply Chain Management Policy 

 National Treasury Practice Note 4 of 2008/2009. 

 Treasury Regulations as they apply to the municipality 
 
 

4. SCOPE OF APPLICATION 
 
This policy is applicable to Sol Plaatje Municipality and all its officials. 
 
 
POLICY 
 
5. DISCOVERY OF IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE 
 
5.1 When an official of the municipality discovers possible irregular expenditure, that 

official must within 48 hours after discovery report such expenditure to his or her 
Senior Manager who in turn must report the matter to the Chief Financial Officer. 
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5.2 Possible irregular expenditure discovered by an official in the financial 

management Directorate must immediately be reported to the Manager 
responsible for Expenditure.  Such expenditure must be reported to the Chief 
Financial Officer on a monthly basis. 

 
5.3 The Office of the Chief Financial Officer must investigate any possible irregular 

expenditure and report such expenditure in writing to the Accounting Officer. 
 
5.4 The Chief Financial Officer shall assign an official with appropriate experience to 

investigate cases of possible irregular expenditure. 
 
5.5 The investigation official will have the powers to obtain written explanations from 

all parties involved in order for him/her to make an informed recommendation to 
the Chief Financial Officer. 

 
5.6 All investigations regarding irregular expenditure must be finalized within 30 days 

of the assignment thereof. 
 
5.7 Irregular expenditure discovered by the Auditor General must be reported to the 

Accounting Officer by the Chief Financial Officer. 
 
5.8 Irregular expenditure must be included in the In-Year Monitoring Report and 

Compliance Certificate submitted to the Accounting Officer 
 
6. Irregular Expenditure Register 
 
6.1 The Expenditure division must maintain an Irregular Expenditure Register and 

record all cases of irregular expenditure incurred. 
 
6.2 This register must be kept up to date to track all irregular expenditure and for 

purpose of internal and external audit. 
 
7. Dealing with irregular expenditure 
 
7.1 In terms of MFMA section 32 the Accounting Officer must take effective and 

appropriate disciplinary steps against any municipal official who incurs irregular 
expenditure.  As per Treasury Regulations 9.1.3 the following must be taken into 
consideration when determining the appropriate disciplinary steps: 

 
7.1.1 the circumstances of the transgression; 
7.1.2 the extent of the expenditure involved;  and 
7.1.3 the nature and seriousness of the transgression. 
 

7.2 The official investigating the irregular expenditure must forward a full report, with 
recommendations, to the Chief Financial Officer for consideration. 

 
7.3 The Chief Financial Officer must evaluate all reports in terms of the applicable 

legislation and forward his/her recommendations to the Accounting Officer. 
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7.4 In the event that the relevant authority is not the Accounting Officer, the 
recommendation of the Accounting Officer must be forwarded to the relevant 
authority. 

 
7.5 If liability for the irregular expenditure can be attributed to an official, a debt 

account must be created if such an official is liable in law. 
 
7.6 Immediate steps must thereafter be taken to recover the amount from the official 

concerned. 
 
 
8. Determination of relevant authority 
 
8.1 As per Practice Note 4 of 2008 the relevant authority for condonement of 

irregular expenditure is “the person or institution whose approval would have 
been required prior to entering into that transaction or incurring such expenditure 
or the institution responsible for the relevant legislation.” 

 
8.2 The following are categories of irregular expenditure that can be condoned by the 

relevant/applicable authority: 
 

Categories of irregular expenditure Relevant authority 

Irregular expenditure incurred as a result of non-
compliance with a Supply Chain Management 
where prior written approval was required from 
the Accounting Officer 

Council 

Irregular expenditure incurred as a result of non-
compliance with Supply Chain Management 
Policy which required cognizance of Council For 
example, the Department, procured goods or 
services by means of price quotations where the 
value of the purchase exceeded the threshold 
values determined by the Supply Chain 
Management Policy 

Council 

Irregular expenditure incurred as a result of the 
department procuring goods or services by 
means other than through competitive bids and 
where reasons for deviating from inviting 
competitive bids have not been recorded and 
approved by the accounting officer.  (Supply 
Chain Management Policy) 

Accounting Officer 

Irregular expenditure incurred as a result of no-
compliance with a requirement of the institution’s 
delegations of authority issued in terms of the 
MFMA. 

Accounting Officer 

Irregular expenditure incurred as a result of non-
compliance with a provision contained in any 
applicable legislation. 

Accounting Officer 
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Notwithstanding the above condonement, the Accounting Officer must report to the 
South African Police Service all cases of alleged  
 

 irregular expenditure that constitutes a criminal offence or 

 theft and fraud has occurred in the municipality 
 
The Council of a municipality must take all reasonable steps to ensure that all cases 
referred to above are reported to the South African Police Service if 
 

 the charge is against the Accounting Officer 

 the Accounting Officer fails to comply with the above requirement 
 
The Minister acting with the concurrence of the Cabinet member responsible for local 
government may regulate the application of this section by regulation in terms of section 
168. 
 
 
9.  Disclosure of irregular expenditure in the Annual Financial Statements 
 
9.1 All irregular expenditure must be disclosed as a note to the Annual Financial 

Statements of the Municipality. 
 
9.2 The Municipality will use the format of the above note as prescribed by 

preparation guide for the compilation of Financial Statements issued by the 
Office of the Accountant-General. 

 
 
10. Accounting for irregular expenditure 
 
10.1 Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial 

and which was condoned before year end and/or before finalization of the 
financial statements must also be recorded appropriately in the irregular 
expenditure register. 

 
10.2 Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial 

year and for which condonement is being awaited at year end must be recorded 
in the irregular expenditure register. 

 
10.3 Where irregular expenditure was incurred in the previous financial year and is 

only condoned in the following financial year, the register and the disclosure note 
to the financial statements must be updated with the amount condoned. 

 
10.4 Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial 

year and which was not condoned by the relevant authority must be recorded 
appropriately in the irregular expenditure register. 

 
10.5 If the irregular expenditure has not been condoned and no person is liable in law, 

the expenditure related thereto must remain against the relevant 
program/expenditure item, be disclosed as such in the note to the financial 
statements and updated accordingly in the irregular expenditure register 
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11. APPROVAL 
 
11.1 The Irregular Expenditure Policy has been endorsed by management. 
 
11.2 Approved by: 
 
 
 
  

 

 ………………………………………………………. 

 ACCOUNTING OFFICER / CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
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SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY 

PROPERTY RATES POLICY 

 

 

 

1. DEFINITIONS / INTERPRETATION 

 

“Act”, means the Local Government: Municipal Property Rates Act, 2004 (Act 6 

of 2004; 

“agent”, in relation to the owner of a property- 

(a) to receive rental or other payments in respect of the property on behalf of the 

owner; or 

(b) to make payments in respect of the property on behalf of the owner; 

“agricultural consumers” means consumers predominantly engaged in 

agriculture activities by using land for the production or raising of crops, poultry 

or livestock. Such consumers include an owner, landlord tenant or occupant. 

“agricultural purpose”, in relation to the use of a property, excludes the use of 

a property for the purpose of eco-tourism or for the trading in or hunting of 

game;  

“annually”, means once every financial year; 

“appeal board”, means a valuation board established in terms of section 56 of 

the Act; 

 “category” – 

(a) in relation to property, means a category of properties determined in terms of 

section 8; 

(b) in relation to owners of properties, means a category of owners determined in 

terms of section 15 (2); 

“category of properties”, means a category of properties determined 

according to the zoning, use of the property, permitted use of the property, or 

the geographical area in which the property is situated;  

“Council” means the highest legislative body of the Sol Plaatje Municipality as 

referred to in section 157 (1) of the Constitution and section 18 (3) of the Local 

Government: Municipal Structures Act, 1998 (Act 117 of 1998); 
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“date of valuation”, for the purposes of a general valuation, means the date 

to be determined by the municipality, which date may not be more than 12 

months before the start of the financial year in which the valuation roll is to be 

first implemented; 

“district municipality” means a municipality that has municipal executive and 

legislative authority in an area that includes more than one municipality, and 

which is described in section 155(1) of the Constitution as a category C 

municipality; 

“economic services”, means services for which the tariffs are fixed to recover 

the full costs of the service, like refuse and sewer services; 

“effective date”- 

(a) in relation to a valuation roll, means the date on which the valuation roll 

takes effect, in terms of section 32 (1) of the Act, or 

(b)  in relation to a supplementary valuation roll, means the date on which a 

supplementary valuation roll takes effect and in terms of section 78 (b); 

“exemption”, in relation to the payment of a rate, means an exemption from the 

payment of rates, granted by a municipality in terms of section 15; 

“financial year”, means the period starting from 1 July in a year to 30 June the 

next year; 

“land reform beneficiary”, in relation to a property, means a person who- 

(a) acquired the property through- 

(i) the Provision of Land and Assistance Act, 1993 (Act No. 126 of 1993); 

or 

(ii)  the Restitution of Land Rights Act, 1994 (Act No. 22 of 1994);   

(b) holds the property subject to the Communal Property Associations Act, 

1996 (Act No. 28 of 1996); or  

(c) person who holds or acquires the property in terms of such other land 

tenure reform legislation as may pursuant to section 25(6) and (7) of the 

Constitution be enacted after this Act has taken effect; 

“land tenure  right”, means an old order right or a new order right as defined in 

section 1 of the Communal Land Rights Act, 2004; 

“local community”, in relation to a municipality- 

(a) means that body of persons comprising-  

(i) the residents of the municipality; 

(ii) the ratepayers of the municipality;  
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(iii) any civic organizations and non-governmental, private sector or 

labour organizations or bodies which are involved in local affairs 

within the municipality; and  

(iv) visitors and other people residing outside the municipality who, 

because of their presence in the municipality, make use of services 

or facilities provided by the municipality;  

(b) includes, more specifically, the poor and other disadvantaged sections of 

such body of persons; 

“local municipality”, means a municipality that shares municipal executive and 

legislative authority in its area with a district municipality within whose area it 

falls, and which is described in section 155(1) of the Constitution as a category 

B municipality;  

“market value”, in relation to a property, means the amount a property would 

have realized if sold on the date of valuation in the open market by a willing 

seller to a willing buyer; 

“MEC for local Government”, means the member of the Executive Council of 

a province who is responsible for local government in that province; 

“multiple purposes”, in relation to a property, means the use of a property for 

more than one purpose; 

“Municipal Manager”, means a person appointed in terms of section 54A of the 

Municipal Structures Act, 1998; 

“municipality”, means the Sol Plaatje Municipality; 

“Municipal Finance Management Act” means the Local Government: 

Municipal Finance Management Act, 2003 (Act No. 56 of 2003); 

“Municipal Valuer” or “valuer of a municipality” means a person designated as 

a municipal valuer in terms of section 33(1) of the Act.   

“newly rateable property”, means any rateable property on which property 

rates were not levied before the end of the financial year preceding the date on 

which the Property Rates Act took effect, excluding:  

(a) a property which was incorrectly omitted from valuation roll and for that 

reason was not rated before that date; and 

(b) a property identified by the Minister by notice in the Gazette where the 

phasing-in of a rate is not justified; 

“occupier”, in relation to a property, means a person in actual occupation of a 

property, whether or not that person has a right to occupy the property; 
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“owner”- 

(a) in relation to a property, means a person in whose name ownership of the 

property is registered; 

(b) in relation to a right means a person in whose name the right is registered; 

(c) in relation to a land tenure right means a person in whose name the right 

is registered; or to whom it was granted in terms of legislation; or  

(d) in relation to public service infrastructure, means the organ of state which 

owns or controls that public service infrastructure as envisaged in the 

definition of “ publicly controlled”; provided that a person mentioned below 

may for the purposes of this Act be regarded by a municipality as the 

owner of a property in the following cases: 

(i) A trustee, in the case of a property in a trust excluding state trust 

land; 

(ii) an executor or administrator, in the case of a property in a deceased 

estate; 

(iii) a trustee or liquidator, in the case of a property in an insolvent estate 

or in liquidation; 

(iv) a judicial manager, in the case of a property in the estate of a person 

under judicial management; 

(v) a curator, in the case of a property in the estate of a person under 

judicial management; 

(vi) a person in whose name a usufruct or other personal servitude is 

registered, in the case of a property that is subject to a usufruct or 

other personal servitude; 

(vii) a lessee, in the case of a property that is registered in the name of a 

municipality and is leased by it; or 

(viii) a buyer, in the case of a property that was sold by a municipality and 

of which possession was given to the buyer pending registration of 

ownership in the name of the buyer;  

“permitted use”, relation to a property, means the limited purposes for which 

the property may be used in terms of- 

(a)  any restrictions imposed by- 

(i) a condition of title; 

(ii) a provision of a town planning or land use scheme; or 

(iii) any legislation applicable to any specific property or properties; or  

(b) any alleviation of any such restrictions;  

“property”, means- 

(a) immovable property registered in the name of a person including, in the 

case of a sectional title scheme, a sectional title unit registered in the 

name of a person; 
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(b) a right registered against immovable property in the name of a person, 

excluding a mortgage bond registered against the property;  

(c) a land tenure right registered in the name of a person or granted to a 

persons in terms of legislation; or 

(d) public service infrastructure;  

“property register”, means a register of properties referred to in section 23 of 

the Act; 

“protected area”, refers to nature reserves, botanical gardens or national parks 

provided that the specific area/s is declared as a “Protected area” referred to in 

section 10 of the Protected Areas Act; 

“Protected Areas Act” means the National Environmental Management: 

Protected Areas Act, 2003 (Act No. 57,of 2004); 

“publicly controlled”, means owned by or otherwise under the control of an 

organ of state including- 

(a) a public entity listed in the Public Finance Management Act,1999 (Act No. 

1 of 1999),  

(b) a municipality; or 

(c) a municipal entity as defined in the Municipal Systems Act;  

“public service infrastructure”, means publicly controlled infrastructure of the 

following kinds: 

(a) national, provincial or other public road on which goods, services or labour 

move across a municipal boundary; 

(b) water or sewer pipes, ducts or other conduits, dams, water supply 

reservoirs, water treatment plants or water pumps forming part of a water 

of sewer scheme serving the public; 

(c) power stations, power substations or power lines forming part of an 

electricity scheme serving the public; 

(d) gas or liquid fuel plants or refineries or pipelines for gas or liquid fuels, 

forming part of a scheme for transporting such fuels; 

(e) railway lines forming part of national railway system; 

(f) communication towers masts, exchanges or lines forming part of a 

communications system serving the public; 

(g) runways or aprons at national or provincial airports; 

(h) breakwater, sea walls, channels, basin, quay walls, jetties, roads, railway 

or infrastructure used for the provision of water, lights, power, sewage or 

similar services of ports, or navigational aids comprising light houses, 

radio navigational aids, buoys, or any other device or system used to 

assist the safe and efficient navigation of vessels; 

(i) any other publicly controlled infrastructure as may be prescribed; or 
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(j) rights of way, easements or servitudes in connection with 

infrastructure mention in paragraphs (a) to (i)  

“rate”, means a municipal rate on property envisaged in section 229(1)(a) of the 

Constitution; 

“rateable property”, means property on which a municipality may levy a rate, 

excluding property fully excluded from the levying of rates; 

“rebate”, in relation to a rate payable on a property, means a discount granted 

in terms of the amount of the rate payable on the property; 

“reduction”, in relation to a rate payable on a property, means the lowering of 

the amount for which the property was valued and the rating of the property at 

that lower amount; 

“residential property”, means a property included on a valuation roll in terms 

of section 48(2) (b) of the Act as residential property; 

“sectional titles unit”, means a unit defined in section 1 of the Sectional Titles 

Act; 1986 (Act No. 95 of 1986);  

“specified public benefit activity”, means an activity listed as welfare and 

humanitarian, health care and education and development in Part 1 of the Ninth 

Schedule to the Income Tax Act; 

“state trust land”, means land owned by the state in trust for persons 

communally inhabiting the land in terms of a traditional system of land tenure, 

land owned by the state over which land tenure rights were registered or 

granted or land owned by the state which is earmarked for disposal in terms of 

the Restitution of Land Rights Act, 1994 (Act No. 22 of 1994);  

“trading services”, means services for which the tariffs are fixed to yield a 

trading profit, like electricity and water services; 
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2. PURPOSE OF POLICY 

2.1. The purpose of this policy is to allow Council to exercise its power to impose 

rates within a statutory framework, with the aim to enhance certainty, uniformity 

and simplicity, taking into account the historical imbalances within communities, 

as well as the burden of rates on the poor.  

2.2. As trustees on behalf of the local community, the Municipality shall adhere to its 

legislative and moral obligation to ensure it implements this policy to safeguard 

the monetary value and future service provision invested in property.  

 

3. LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1. This policy has been compiled in accordance with: - 

3.1.1 Section 229 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, giving the 

municipality power to value and rate property in its area of jurisdiction;  

3.1.2 The Municipal Property Rates Act, 6 of 2004;  

3.1.3 The Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act 2003, 

hereinafter referred to as the “MFMA”; and 

3.1.4 The Local Government:  Municipal Systems Act, 2000, hereinafter referred 

to as the “Systems Act”. 

3.2 This policy shall be subject to the applicable legislation. 

3.3 This policy shall be applied with due observance of the Municipality’s policy with 

regard to delegated powers. Such delegations refer to delegations between the 

Municipal Manager and other responsible officials; the Council and the 

Executive Mayor as well as between Council and the Municipal Manager.  All 

delegations in terms of this policy must be recorded in writing. 

3.4 The Council shall, as stipulated in Chapter 4 of the Municipal Systems Act and 

section 22 of the MFMA, provide measures for continuous consultation with the 

community and other stakeholders in the development and ultimate adoption of 

this Property Rates Policy. 

3.5 The Constitution entitles everyone to administrative action which is lawful, 

reasonable and procedurally fair and to be given reasons for any such action 

which affects them. 

The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3/2000 is the legislation required by 

the Constitution to give effect to the right to just administrative action and in 

order to promote and efficient administration and good governance and to 

create a culture of accountability, openness and transparency in public 
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administration or in the exercise of a public power or the performance of a public 

function. 

This policy incorporates the above principles by providing parameters and 

procedures to guide the municipality and its officers in implementing it, and 

thereby exercising a public power through a series of administrative actions. In 

so doing, this policy seeks to provide certainty on the part of those affected by it 

with regard to how the municipality will act in the circumstances covered by the 

policy and uniformity of action on the part of its officers. 

The municipality commits itself and its officers to act fairly and justly in an open 

and transparent manner in implementing this policy. 

 

4. IMPOSITION OF PROPERTY RATES  

4.1. Obligation: 

4.1.1. The Council shall as part of each annual operating budget component 

impose a rate in the rand on the market value of all rateable property 

recorded in the municipality’s valuation roll and supplementary 

valuation roll.  

4.1.2. The Council pledges itself, subject to any applicable limitations by law, 

to limit each annual increase as far as practicable to the increase in the 

consumer price index over the period preceding the financial year to 

which the increase relates and to any limitations imposed by National 

Treasury. 

4.1.3. The Council shall, in imposing the rate for each financial year, take 

proper cognizance of the aggregate burden of rates and service 

charges on representative property owners, in the various categories of 

property ownership, and of the extent to which this burden is or remains 

competitive with the comparable burden in other municipalities within 

the local economic region.  

 

4.2. Policy principles 

All ratepayers, in a specific category, as determined by Council from time to 

time, shall be treated equitably, as required by Section 3 (3) (a) of the Act; 

4.2.1 Rates shall be raised in proportion to the improved value of the 

property; 

4.2.2 The rates tariff shall be based on the value of all rateable properties 

and the amount required by the municipality to balance the operating 

budget after taking into account profits generated by trading and 
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economic services and the amounts required to finance exemptions, 

rebates and reductions of rates as approved by Council from time to 

time;  

4.2.3 Property rates shall not be used to subsidize trading services; 

4.2.4 Exemptions, reductions and rebates should not unreasonably affect the 

income base of the municipality. 

Therefore, pursuant to section 3 (3) (b) of the Act, it is the policy of the 

municipality, when –  

 levying different rates for different categories of properties; 

 exempting a specific category of owners of properties, or the 

owners of a specific category of properties, from payment of a 

rate on their properties; 

 granting rebates; 

 increasing rates; 

 

 to apply the following criteria -  

 poverty alleviation  

 stimulation of industrial growth  

 promotion of tourism  

 creation of jobs 

 maintenance of agricultural activity  

 assist charity and other public benefit organizations 

 the consumer inflation index 

 this municipality’s budgetary needs 

 this municipality’s integrated development plan 

 amounts contributed by services 

 

4.2.5 Compliance with section 3 (3) (d) of the Act 

Pursuant to section 3 (3) (d) of the Act, it is the policy of the municipality 

to exercise its powers in terms of section 9 (1) of the Act in relation to 

properties used for multiple purposes by assigning a property use for 

multiple purposes to a category based on the purpose corresponding 

with the dominant use of the property.  

4.2.6 Compliance with section 3 (3) (f) of the Act. 

Pursuant to section 3 (3) (f) of the Act, it is the policy of the municipality 

to provide indigent property owners as registered in terms of this 

municipality’s indigents policy a rebate on their rates account. 

4.2.7 Compliance with section 3 (3) (h) of the Act. 
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Pursuant to section 3 (3) (h) of the Act, it is the policy of the Municipality 

to, in addition to the exemption of the first 30% of value and the phasing 

in as prescribed in the Act, to consider further rebates on public service 

infrastructure, taking into account the Integrated Development Plan 

(IDP) priorities and objectives. The quantification of such rebates is to 

be determined by the annual budgetary process.  

4.2.8 Compliance with section 3 (3) (i) of the Act. 

Pursuant to section 3 (3) (i) of the Act, it is the policy of the Municipality 

to promote the interests of social or economic development, or when 

competing with other municipalities for investment of a specific nature, 

to consider providing special rates in order to attract such development 

or investment, provided such development or investment is quantifiably 

beneficial to the community and should not amount to unfair 

discrimination as contemplated in Chapter 2, section 9 of the 

Constitution. 

4.2.9 Compliance with section 3 (3) (j) of the Act. 

Pursuant to section 3 (3) (j) of the Act, it is the policy of the Municipality 

not to levy rates on property, owned by the municipality or vested in the 

municipality; and on a right registered against an immovable property.  

 

4.3 Valuation Criteria 

4.3.1 In recognising that the valuation function and the rates function is 

interrelated in so far as the imposition of rates depends on the provision 

of a valuation roll, the valuation function and its related objects and 

procedures is completely independent in its existence and its operation 

from the rates function and operation. 

4.3.2 With reference to paragraph (1) and in terms of the Act in general and 

sections 45, 46 and 47 of the Act in particular, the following valuation 

criteria are prescribed: 

4.3.2.1 Property must be valued in accordance with generally 

recognised valuation practices, methods and standards.  

4.3.2.2 If the available market-related data of any category of rateable 

property is not sufficient for the properly application of 

paragraph 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.3, such property may be valued in 

accordance with any mass valuation system or technique 

approved by the municipality, after having considered any 

recommendations of its municipal valuer and as may be 

appropriate in the circumstances.  
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4.3.2.3 The market value of a property is the amount the property 

would have realised if sold on the date of valuation in the open 

market by a willing seller to a willing buyer. 

4.3.2.4 Where the available market related data is not sufficient to 

determine the market value of a property, other generally 

recognised valuation practices, methods and standards may 

be used (For example:  Discounted Cash Flow, Replacement 

Cost Less Depreciation). 

4.3.2.5 When valuing a property that is subject to a sectional title 

scheme, the valuer must determine the market value of each 

sectional title unit in the scheme in accordance with paragraph 

8.4 and section 46 of the Act.  

 

5. CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE PROPERTIES  

In terms of Section 8 and in pursuant to section 3 (3) (c) of the Act, the 

municipality may levy different rates for the different categories of rateable 

properties as set out below.  

Pursuant to section 3 (3) (c) of the Act, the Council will, in determining the 

category of a property, take into consideration the actual or permitted use of the 

property and the geographical area in which the property is situated.  

The categories include the following: 

5.1 Residential properties; 

5.2 industrial properties; 

5.3 business and commercial properties; 

5.4 farm properties used for – 

5.4.1 agricultural purposes, 

5.4.2 other business and commercial purposes; 

5.4.3 residential purposes; or 

5.5 small holdings used for – 

5.5.1 agricultural purposes,  

5.5.2 residential purposes, 

5.5.3 industrial purposes, 

5.5.4 business and commercial purposes; or 

5.6 state-owned properties; 
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5.7 non-residential municipal properties; 

5.8 municipal owned residential property; 

5.9 public service infrastructure; 

5.10 formal and informal settlements; 

5.11 state trust land; 

5.12 properties acquired through provision of the Communal Land Rights Act, 

1993, (No. 126 of 1993) or the restitution of land rights or which is  subject 

to the Communal Property Associations Act, 2006; 

5.13 protected areas; 

5.14 properties on which national monuments are proclaimed; 

5.15 Properties owned by public benefit organizations and used for any specific 

public benefit activities; 

5.16 Properties used for multiple purposes  

5.17 Kimberley Airport; 

5.18 Private schools; 

5.19 Public schools; 

5.20 Mining properties (excluding mineral rights); 

5.21 Registered residential businesses; 

5.22 Unregistered residential businesses; 

5.23 Sports fields. 

 

6. EXEMPTIONS, REBATES AND REDUCTIONS ON RATES 

In terms of Section 15(1) of the Act, the Municipality may: -  

i. Exempt a specific category of owners of properties, or the owners of a 

specific category of properties, from payment of a rate levied on their 

property; or 

ii. Grant to a specific category of owners of properties, or to the owners of a 

specific category of properties, a rebate or a reduction in the rates payable 

in respect of their properties; 

Determination of any possible exemptions, rebates or reduction will be 

considered annually as part of the budget process of the Municipality. As a 

guide in determining the possible exemptions, rebates or reductions, the 

following will be considered: 
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6.1 Exemptions 

6.1.1 Property registered in the name of and used primarily as a place of 

public worship by a religious community, including an official residence 

registered in the name of that community which is occupied by an 

office-bearer of that community who officiates at services at that place 

of worship.  

6.1.2 Public benefit activities (welfare and humanitarian)  

(i) Rateable property registered in the name of an institution or 

organization that performs welfare and humanitarian work as 

contemplated in the ninth Schedule of the Income Tax Act, 1962 

(Act 58 of 1962) which is not operated for gain. 

(ii) Rateable property, registered in the name of a trustee or any 

organization, which is maintained for the welfare of war veterans 

which is not operated for gain. 

6.1.3 Public benefit activities (cultural) 

(i) Rateable property registered in the name of Boy Scouts, Girl 

Guides, Sea Scouts, Voortrekkers and similar organizations 

which is not operated for gain. 

(ii) Rateable properties registered in the name of the organizations 

that are involved in the promotion, establishment, protection, 

preservation or maintenance of areas, collections or buildings of 

historical or cultural interest, national monuments, national 

heritage sites, museums, including art galleries, archives and 

libraries which is not operated for gain. 

6.1.4 Public benefit activities (sport) 

(i) Rateable properties used for the purpose of amateur and social 

activities, which are connected with such sport which is not 

operated for gain. 

6.1.5 Rateable properties used for public benefit activities (conservation, 

environment and animal welfare)  

(i) Properties that are in the name of an organisation or institution 

that is engaged in the conservation, rehabilitation or protection of 

the natural environment, including flora and fauna which is not 

operated for gain. 

(ii) Rateable property registered in the name of an institution or 

organisation that has as its exclusive objective the protection of 

tame or wild animals or birds which is not operated for gain. 
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6.1.6 Public benefit activities (health care) 

(i) Rateable property registered in the name of an institution or 

organisation which has as its exclusive objective health care or 

counselling for terminally ill persons or persons with a severe 

physical or mental disability and persons affected by HIV/ AIDS 

which is not operated for gain. 

6.1.7 Agricultural  

(i) Rateable property, registered in the name of an agricultural 

society affiliated to or recognized by the South African Agricultural 

Union, which is used for the purposes of such a society which is 

not operated for gain. 

6.1.8 Rateable property registered in the name of an institution or 

organisation, which, in the opinion of the Council, performs charitable 

work. 

6.1.9 As a caution to the possible infringement of section 16 (1) of the MPRA, 

as well as in recognition of the regulated tariffs for public service 

infrastructure affecting the feasibility of charging rates on the sector, it 

is the policy of this municipality to charge a zero rate to all public 

service infrastructure. 

  

6.2 Rebates  

Rebates for the following categories of owners of properties being utilized for the 

intended purpose will be considered:  

6.2.1 Rebates in respect of income categories: such as indigents, 

pensioners, disabled, etc. 

The following owners may be granted a rebate on or a reduction in the 

rates payable on their property if they meet all the following criteria: 

 Registered owner of the property; 

 Must reside on the property; 

 Income must not exceed an amount annually set by  the 

Council; and 

 Applications for the rebate must be submitted before 30 June. 

 Late applications will be considered in terms of this policy and 

granted pro-rata from the date of the successful application. 

6.2.2 Municipal property and usage 
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(i) A pro-rata rebate will be granted where the municipality is 

engaged in land sales transactions that have taken place after the 

financial year has started. 

(ii) Where the municipality registers a road reserve or servitude on a 

privately owned property a pro rata rebate equal to the value of 

the reserve or servitude will be given to the owner of the property.  

6.2.3 State hospitals, state clinics and institutions for mentally ill persons, 

which are not operated for gain. 

6.2.4 Road reserves are exempted from payment of rates in accordance with 

Act No. 7 of 1998 on Road Agencies. 

6.2.5 All categories of properties as listed in paragraph 4 “Rateable 

Properties” may be subject to rebate. Such rebate shall be considered 

as part of the budgetary process envisioned in the MFMA.  

 

6.3 Elements to be considered 

In determining any exemptions, rebates or reductions the Council shall consider:  

6.3.1 The financial sustainability of the municipality and the cost of services 

to be provided from the assessment of the rates income.  

6.3.2 The inability of residential property owners to pass on the burden of 

rates, as opposed to the ability of the owners of business, commercial, 

industrial and certain other properties to recover such rates as part of 

the expenses associated with the goods or service which they produce.  

6.3.3 The need to accommodate indigents and pensioners will be dealt with 

in terms of the Council’s indigent’s policy. 

6.3.4 The value of agricultural activities to the local economy coupled with the 

limited municipal services extended to such activities. 

6.3.5 The need to preserve the cultural heritage of the local community. 

6.3.6 The need to encourage the expansion of public service infrastructure. 

6.3.7 The contribution which property developers (especially in regard to 

commercial and industrial property development) make towards local 

economic development, and the continuing need to encourage such 

development. 

6.4 Budget Year: 

All exemptions, rebates and reductions projected in a financial year must be 

reflected in the municipality’s budget for that year.  
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6.5 Compulsory Exemptions: 

In terms of Section 17 of the Act, the Municipality shall further grant the following 

exemptions from rates: 

6.5.1 At least the first R15 000 of the market value of residential properties 

and properties used for multiple purposes of which one or more 

components is used for residential purposes, where, in the case of 

residential properties, the properties referred to shall be vacant or 

improved properties and shall be zoned as residential and where, in the 

case of properties used for multiple purpose and of which one or more 

components is used for residential purposes. 

6.5.2 The first 30% of the market value of public service infrastructure 

(Balance zero rated – refer 6.1.9)  

6.5.3 Protected areas, where these areas refer to nature reserves, botanical 

gardens or national parks provided that the specific area/s is declared a 

“Protected area” in terms of the Protected Areas Act. 

6.5.4 Mineral rights, where mineral rights refer to structures under the 

surfaces of the earth related to mineral extraction.  

6.5.5 Property belonging to a land reform beneficiary or his or her heirs, 

provided that this exclusion lapses ten years from the date on which 

such beneficiary’s title was registered in the office of the Registrar of 

Deeds (see also 7.2 below). 

6.5.6 Properties registered in the name of and primarily used for religious 

purposes, including the official residence occupied by the officiating 

office bearer. The exclusion from rates shall lapse if the property: -  

6.5.6.1 is disposed of by the religious community owning it; 

6.5.6.2 is no longer used primarily as a place of worship by a religious 

community; 

6.5.6.3 referring to the official residence is no longer used as an 

official residence as specified in 6.1.1. 

When the exclusion from rates of the property used as an official 

residence lapses, the religious community owning the property, 

becomes liable for the rates that would have been payable on the 

property during the period of one year preceding the date on which the 

exclusion lapses.  

The amount, for which the religious community shall then become liable 

for, shall be regarded as rates in arrears.  

6.6 Public service infrastructure  
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Public service infrastructure is to be valued at market value and where there is 

insufficient data such properties are to be valued using alternative acceptable 

valuation methods.  

6.7 Local, social and economic development 

The municipality may grant rebates to organizations that promote local, social 

and economic development as referred to in paragraphs 4.2.8 and 16 of this 

policy. 

 

7. PHASING IN OF RATES 

7.1 The rates to be levied on newly rateable public service infrastructure shall be 

phased in over a period of three financial years. 

The phasing-in discount on public service infrastructure shall be as follows:  

7.1.1 First year: 75% of the rate for that year otherwise applicable to the 

property; 

7.1.2 Second year: 50% of the rate for that year otherwise applicable to the 

property; and 

7.1.3 Third year: 25% of the rate for that year otherwise applicable to the 

property. 

7.1.4 Fourth year: Full charge. 

7.2 The rate levied on newly rateable property owned and used by organisations 

conducting specified public benefit activities and registered in terms of the 

Income Tax Act for those activities, shall be phased in over a period of four 

financial years. 

The phasing-in discount on the properties mentioned in 6.2 above shall be as 

follows: - 

7.2.1 First year: 100% of the rate for that year otherwise applicable to the 

property; 

7.2.2 Second year: 75% of the rate for that year otherwise applicable to the 

property;  

7.2.3 Third year: 50% of the rate for that year otherwise applicable to the 

property. 

7.2.4 Fourth year: 25% of the rate for that year otherwise applicable to the 

property.  

7.2.5 Fifth year: Full charge. 
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7.3 The rates to be levied on newly rateable property belonging to a land reform 

beneficiary or his or her heirs, shall be phased in over period of three financial 

years, which three years shall commence after the exclusion period of ten years 

following the date on which the title was registered in the name of the 

beneficiary or his/her heirs at the Registrar of Deeds, has lapsed.   

 

8. SPECIAL RATING AREAS 

8.1 The municipality may from time to time, as provided for in Section 22 of the Act, 

and as to be depicted in its annual budget and by resolution of the Council, 

determine a certain area within the boundaries of the municipality, as a special 

rating area.  

8.2 Before determining a special rating area, the municipality shall: 

8.2.1 consult the community on the proposed boundaries of the area,  

8.2.2 inform the community regarding the proposed improvement or 

upgrading to be effected in the area, and 

8.2.3 obtain the consent of the majority of the members of the local 

community in the proposed special rating area who will be liable for 

paying the additional rate. 

8.3 An additional rate, as will be depicted in the annual budget, shall be levied on 

the properties in the identified area, for the purpose of raising funds for 

improving or upgrading of the specified area. 

8.4 The municipality may differentiate between categories of properties when 

levying the additional special rate. 

8.5 The municipality shall establish separate accounting and other record-keeping 

systems for the identified area. 

8.6 The municipality shall establish a committee, composed by representatives from 

the specific area, to act as consultative and advisory forum. This committee shall 

be a sub-committee of the ward committee/s in the area. Gender representivity 

shall be taken into consideration with the establishment of the committee.  

 

9. LIABILITIES FOR AND RECOVERY OF RATES 

9.1 The owner of a property shall be liable for the payment of the rates levied on the 

property. 

9.2 Joint owners of a property shall be jointly and severally liable for payment of the 

rates levied on the property. 
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9.3  In the case where an agricultural property is owned by more than one owner in 

undivided shares and these undivided shares were allowed before the 

commencement date of the Subdivision of Agricultural Land Act, 1970, Act No. 

70 of 1970, the municipality shall hold any joint owners liable for all rates levied 

in respect of the agricultural property concerned or hold any joint owners only 

liable for that portion of rates levied on the property that represents joint owner’s 

undivided share in the property.  

9.4 Rates levied on property in sectional title schemes, shall be payable by the 

owner of each unit.  

9.5 Rates levied on property in sectional title schemes, where the Body Corporate is 

the owner of any specific sectional title unit, shall be payable by the Body 

Corporate. 

 

10. GENERAL VALUATION OF RATEABLE PROPERTY 

10.1 The first valuation roll prepared in terms of the Act, shall take effect from the 

start of the financial year following completion of the public inspection period.  

10.2 A valuation roll remains valid for that financial year or for one or more 

subsequent financial years as the municipality may decide, but in total not for 

more than four financial years. 

 

11. OBJECTIONS TO ENTRIES INTO THE VALUATION ROLL AFTER 

THE EXPIRY OF THE PRESCRIBED PERIOD 

11.1 Where an authorised person submits an objection to the valuation of a property 

in a General or Supplementary Valuation Roll, and such objection does not fall 

within the allowed for prescribed period, the following is required to accompany 

such objection: 

11.1.1 A valuation certificate from a professional valuer or associate valuer. 

11.1.2 The payment of a prescribed fee as determined by Council from time to 

time in its budget process. 

11.1.3 All accompanying documentation as the City Valuer may deem 

necessary in the resolution of the matter. 

11.1.4 Depending on the complexity of the objection and the type of property, 

the City Valuer may insist on the provision of a Valuation Report 

stemming from the certificate contemplated in paragraph 11.1.1. 

11.2 Where the SPM City Valuer accedes to the objection made, the prescribed fee 

paid in terms of paragraph 11.1.2 will be refunded to the person who paid such 
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fee if such person has no service account with SPM.  If such person has an 

account with SPM such amount will be credited to their consumer account. 

11.3 The provisions of section 78 (4) of the MPRA apply strictly in the case of any 

amendments to the General Valuation Roll. 

 

12. METHOD AND TIME OF PAYMENT 

12.1. The rates levied on the properties shall be payable: 

12.1.1. on a monthly basis; or  

12.1.2. annually, before 30 September each year 

12.1.3. the municipality shall determine the due dates for payments in monthly 

instalments and the single annual payment and this date shall appear 

on the accounts forwarded to the owner/ tenant/ occupants/ agent;  

12.2. The municipality must furnish each person liable for the payment of a rate with a 

written account specifying: - 

12.2.1. the amounts due for rates payable; 

12.2.2. the date on or before which the amount is payable;  

12.2.3. how the amount was calculated; 

12.2.4. the market value of the property; 

12.2.5. if the property is subject to any compulsory phasing-in discount in terms 

of paragraph 6 above, the amount of the discount; and 

12.2.6. if the property is subject to any additional rate in terms of paragraph 7 

above, the amount due for additional rates.  

12.3. A person is liable for the payment of the rates, whether or not a written account 

was received. If a person has not received a written account, that person must 

make the necessary enquiries from the municipality.  

 

13. RECOVERY OF RATES IN ARREARS 

13.1. Tenants and occupiers  

13.1.1. If the owner does not pay the amount due for rates levied on a property 

by the due date shown on the account, the municipality shall recover 

the amount in full or partially, from a tenant or occupier of the property, 

after a written notice is served on the tenant or occupier. 
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13.1.2. The amount to be recovered in terms of paragraph 13.1.1 above is 

limited to the amount of the rent or other money due and payable, but 

not yet paid, by the tenant or occupier to the owner of the property. 

13.1.3. Any amount recovered from the tenant or occupier of the property must 

be set off by the tenant or occupier against any money owned by the 

tenant or occupier to the owner.  

13.1.4. The tenant or occupier of a property must, on request by the 

municipality, furnish the municipality with a written statement specifying 

all payments to be made by the tenant or occupier to the owner of the 

property for rent or other money payable on the property during a 

period determined by the municipality.  

13.2. Agents 

13.2.1. If the amount due for rates levied on a property is not paid by the owner 

by the due date shown on the account, the municipality shall recover 

the amount in full or partially, from the agent of the owner of the 

property, after a written notice is served on the agent. 

13.2.2. The amount to be recovered in terms of paragraph 13.2.1 above is 

limited to the amount of any rent or other amount received by the agent 

on behalf of the owner, less any commission due to the agent. 

13.2.3. The agent must, on request by the municipality, furnish the municipality 

with a written statement specifying all payments for recent on the 

property and any other money received by the agent on behalf of the 

owner during a period determined by the municipality.  

13.3. Credit Control and Collection 

Where applicable, credit control and debt collection will be applied, in 

accordance with the approved Customer Services, Credit Control and Debt 

Collection Policy of the Council, for any outstanding amounts. 

13.4. Supplementary Valuation Debits 

In the event that a property has been transferred to a new owner and a 

Supplementary Valuation took place, the immediate predecessor in title, as well 

as the new owner, will jointly and severally be held responsible for settling the 

interim account.   

 

13.5. Ownership 

Properties, which vest in the Municipality during developments, i.e. open spaces 

and roads should be transferred at the cost of the developer to the Municipality. 

Until such time, rates levied will be for the account of the developer.  
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13.6. Rebate for indigent debtors  

The rebate is as determined by the Municipality’s policy on indigent debtors.  

 

14. CORRECTION OF ERRORS AND OMISSIONS 

14.1. Where the rates levied on a particular property have been incorrectly 

determined, whether because of an error or omission on the part of the 

municipality or false information provided by the person concerned or a 

contravention of the permitted use to which the property concerned may be put, 

the rates payable shall be appropriately adjusted for the period extending from 

the date on which the error or omission is deemed back to the date on which 

rates were first levied in terms of the current valuation roll. 

14.2. In addition, where the error occurred because of false information provided by 

the property owner or as a result of a contravention of the permitted used of the 

property concerned, interest on the unpaid portion of the adjusted rates payable 

shall be levied at the maximum rate permitted by prevailing legislation.  

 

15. DIFFERENTIAL RATES 

15.1. Differential rates will be applied on categories of properties as contemplated in 

Section 8 of the Act and as listed in paragraph 4 of this policy. 

15.2. Different categories of properties may pay different rates in the rand based on 

the market value of the properties.  

 

16. COSTS OF EXEMPTIONS, REBATES, REDUCTIONS AND PHASING 

IN OF RATES  

16.1 During the budget process the accounting officer must inform Council of all costs 

associated with suggested exemptions, rebates, reductions and phasing in of 

rates.  

16.2 Provisions must be made on the operating budget for: - 

16.2.1 the full potential income associated with property rates; and  

16.2.2 the full costs associated with exemptions, rebates, reductions and 

phasing in of rates. 

16.3 The revenue foregone should be further appropriately disclosed in the annual 

financial statements, and the rebates also be indicated on the rates accounts 

submitted to each property owner. 
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17. LOCAL, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  

17.1 The municipality may grant rebates to organisations that promote local, social 

and economic development in its area of jurisdiction. 

17.2 The Municipality’s LED Unit must validate the qualification for the continued 

application of the rebate and the said rebates must be phased- out within 3 

years from the date that the rebate was granted for the first time. 

17.3 Rebates will be restricted to a percentage determined by Council from time to 

time.  

 

18. REGISTER OF PROPERTIES 

 
18.1 The Accounting Officer must ensure that a register of properties is drawn up and 

maintained as contemplated in section 23 (3) of the Act. 

 

19. NOTIFICATION OF RATES  

 

19.1 A notice stating the date on which the new rates shall become operational as 

resolved by Council must be displayed and publicised by the Municipality. 

19.2 This is to be aligned with the annual budgetary process and shall be subject to 

the same obligations as contemplated in the MFMA. 

 

20. COMMENCEMENT AND PERIOD OF RATES 

 
20.1 This policy takes effect on the date specified in the Municipal Council resolution. 
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SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT POLICY REVIEW AND ADOPTION PROCESS 

 
Adoption and Review Council Resolution 

Date 
Council Resolution 
number 

Original adoption  17 November 2005 CR500 
Reviewed and Amended 8 February 2006 C26 
Reviewed and amended  17 February 2010 C75/10 
Reviewed and amended  02 March 2011 C85/11 
Reviewed and amended  ………. ………. 

 

 

 

Council resolves in terms of section 111 of the Local Government Municipal Finance 

Management Act (No. 56 of 2003), to adopt the following proposal as the Supply 

Chain Management Policy of the Sol Plaatje Municipality. 
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Definitions 

1. In this Policy, unless the context otherwise indicates, a word or expression to which a 

meaning has been assigned in the Municipal Finance Management Act has the same 

meaning as in the Act, and  

 

“black people” is a generic term which means Africans, Coloureds and Indians as defined 

in the Broad-Based Black Empowerment Act (No. 53 of 2003); 

 “competitive bidding process” means a competitive bidding process referred to in 

paragraph 12 (1) (d) of this Policy; 

“competitive bid” means a bid in terms of a competitive bidding process; 

“emergency procurement” emergency cases are cases where immediate action is 

necessary in order to avoid dangerous or risky situation (life threatening) or misery such as 

floods or fires. 

“exceptional/urgent Cases” exceptional cases are cases where early delivery is of critical 

importance and the invitation of competitive bids is either impossible or impractical.  

However, a lack of proper planning should not be constituted as an urgent case subject to 

the approval of the Accounting Officer.  The nature of the urgency and the details of the 

justifiable procurement must be recorded.  

“final award”, in relation to bids or quotations submitted for a contract, means the final 

decision on which bid or quote to accept; 

“formal written price quotation” means quotations referred to in paragraph 12 (1) (c) 

of this Policy; 

“in the service of the state” means to be – 

(a)  a member of – 

  (i) any municipal council;  

  (ii) any provincial legislature; or  

  (iii) the National Assembly or the National Council of Provinces; 

(b)  a member of the board of directors of any municipal entity; 

(c) an official of any municipality or municipal entity;  

(d)  an employee of any national or provincial department, national or  provincial public 

entity or constitutional institution within the meaning of the Public Finance 

Management Act, 1999 (Act No.1 of 1999); 

(e)  a member of the accounting authority of any national or provincial public  entity; or 

(f) an employee of Parliament or a provincial legislature; 
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“long term contract” means a contract with a duration period exceeding one year; 

“list of accredited prospective providers” means the list of accredited prospective 

providers which the municipality must keep in terms of paragraph 14 of this policy; 

 “other applicable legislation” means any other legislation applicable to municipal 

supply chain management, including – 

(a) the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act, 2000 (Act No. 5 of 2000);  

(b) the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act, 2003 (Act No. 53 of 2003); 

and 

(c) the Construction Industry Development Board Act, 2000 (Act No.38 of 2000); 

“Treasury guidelines” means any guidelines on supply chain management issued by the 

Minister in terms of section 168 of the Act; 

“the Act” means the Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, 2003 (Act 

No. 56 of 2003); 

“the Regulations” means the Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, 

2003, Municipal Supply Chain Management Regulations published by Government Notice 

868 of 2005; 

“written or verbal quotations” means quotations referred to in paragraph 12(1)(b) of 

this Policy. 

“municipality” means the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality. 

“accounting Officer” in relation to Sol Plaatje Municipality, means the Accounting 

Officer referred to in Section 60 of the Municipal Finance Management Act, No. 56 of 2003,  

in relation to a municipal entity , means the official referred to in section 93, and includes a 

person acting as the accounting officer. 

“municipal entity” has the meaning assigned to it by section 1 of the Municipal Systems 

Act, 2000. 

“SPLM” means the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality 

“sole provider” means a provider of  specialized or exclusive goods/services who has a 

sole distribution/patent/manufacturing rights and copyrights. 

“accredited agent” means a provider who is authorized to deliver certain goods/services 

and can be trading in a specific area, however an accredited agent is not a sole provider. 

“accredited” means goods/services that are officially recognized, are generally accepted or 

having a guaranteed quality. 
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CHAPTER 1 

IMPLEMENTATION OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

POLICY 

 

2. Supply chain management policy 

 

(1) All relevant role players in the supply chain management system of the Sol Plaatje 

Municipality must implement this Policy in a way that – 

(a) gives effect to – 

(i) section 217 of the Constitution; and  

(ii) Part 1 of Chapter 11 and other applicable provisions of the Act; 

(b) is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost effective;  

(c) complies with – 

(i) Chapter 2 of the Regulations Framework; and 

(ii) any minimum norms and standards that may be prescribed in terms 

of section 168 of the Act; 

(d) is consistent with other applicable legislation;  

(e) does not undermine the objective for uniformity in supply chain management 

systems between organs of state in all spheres; and 

(f) is consistent with national economic policy concerning the promotion of 

 investments and doing business with the public sector. 

(2) This Policy applies when the municipality: 

(a) procures goods or services;  

(b) disposes goods no longer needed;  

(c) selects contractors to provide assistance in the provision of municipal 

services otherwise than in circumstances where Chapter 8 of the Municipal 

Systems Act applies; or 

(d) selects external mechanisms referred to in section 80 (1) (b) of the Municipal 

Systems Act for the provision of municipal services in circumstances 

contemplated in section 83 of that Act.  
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(3) This Policy, except where provided otherwise, does not apply in respect of the 

procurement of goods and services contemplated in section 110(2) of the Act, 

including – 

(a) water from the Department of Water Affairs or a public entity, another 

municipality or a municipal entity; and 

(b) electricity from Eskom or another public entity, another municipality or a 

municipal entity. 

 

3. Amendment of the supply chain management policy 

 

(1) The accounting officer must – 

(a) at least annually review the implementation of this Policy; and 

(b) when the accounting officer considers it necessary, submit proposals for the 

amendment of this Policy to council. 

(2)  If the accounting officer submits proposed amendments to council that differs from 

the model policy issued by the National Treasury, the accounting officer must – 

(a) ensure that such proposed amendments comply with the Regulations, 

chapter 2; and  

(b)  report any deviation from the model policy to the National Treasury and the 

relevant provincial treasury. 

(3) When amending this supply chain management policy the municipality must take 

account of the needs for uniformity in supply chain practices, procedures and forms 

between organs of state in all spheres, particularly to promote accessibility of supply 

chain management systems for small businesses must be taken into account. 

 

4. Delegation of supply chain management powers and 

duties 

 

(1) The council hereby delegates all powers and duties to the accounting officer which 

are necessary to enable the accounting officer – 
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(a) to discharge the supply chain management responsibilities conferred on 

accounting officers in terms of – 

(i) Chapter 8 or 10 of the Act; and  

(ii) this Policy; 

(b) to maximise administrative and operational efficiency in the implementation 

of this Policy;  

(c) to enforce reasonable cost-effective measures for the prevention of fraud, 

corruption, favouritism and unfair and irregular practices in the 

implementation of this Policy; and  

(d) to comply with his or her responsibilities in terms of section 115 and other 

applicable provisions of the Act. 

(2) Sections 79 and 106 of the Act apply to the subdelegation of powers and duties 

delegated to an accounting officer in terms of subparagraph (1). 

(3) The accounting officer may not subdelegate any supply chain management powers or 

duties to a person who is not an official of the municipality or to a committee which 

is not exclusively composed of officials of the municipality;  

(4) This paragraph may not be read as permitting an official to whom the power to make 

final awards has been delegated, to make a final award in a competitive bidding 

process otherwise than through the committee system provided for in paragraph 26 

of this Policy. 

 

5. Sub-delegations 

 

(1) The accounting officer may in terms of section 79 or 106 of the Municipal Finance 

Management Act and sections 4 and 5 of the Supply Chain Management Regulations 

as well as the Delegation Register of the municipality sub-delegate any supply chain 

management powers and duties, including those delegated to the accounting officer 

in terms of this Policy, but any such sub-delegation must be consistent with sub-

paragraph (2) of this paragraph and paragraph 4 of this Policy. 
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(2) The power to make a final award – 

(a) above R10 000 000 (VAT included) may not be sub-delegated by the 

accounting officer. 

(b) above R200 000 (VAT included) but not exceeding R10 000 000 (VAT 

included) must be sub-delegated to the bid adjudication committee.    

(c) above R30 000 (VAT included) but not exceeding R200 000 (VAT included) 

may be procured by inviting formal written quotations from as many possible 

service providers on the list of accredited prospective service providers by the 

supply chain unit, must be done in accordance with Preferential Procurement 

Regulations of 2011 and final evaluations and must be approved by head of 

supply chain management, or his/her delegate.  The chief financial officer 

must be provided monthly with a list of all procurements. 

(d) above R2 000 (VAT included) but not exceeding R30 000 (VAT included) 

may be procured by inviting formal written quotations from as many possible 

providers on the list of accredited prospective service providers.  All 

quotations invited must be recorded and approved by the head of supply 

chain management, a senior manager or his/her delegate. 

 (3) The bid adjudication committee to which the power to make final awards has been 

sub-delegated in accordance with subparagraph (2) must within five days after each 

award submit to the Accounting Officer, a written report containing particulars of 

each final award made by such official or committee during that month, including– 

(a) the amount of the award;  

(b) the name of the person to whom the award was made; and  

(c) the reason why the award was made to that person. 

(4) A written report referred to in subparagraph 2 (c) and (d) must be submitted – 

(a) to the accounting officer, in the case of an award by – 

 (i) the chief financial officer; or a senior manager or delegate. 

(ii) a bid adjudication committee of which the chief financial officer or a 

senior manager is a member; or 

(5) Subparagraphs (3) and (4) of this policy do not apply to procurements out of petty 

cash.  This paragraph may not be interpreted as permitting an official to whom the 

power to make final awards has been sub-delegated, to make a final award in a 
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competitive bidding process otherwise than through the committee system provided 

for in paragraph 26 of this Policy. 

(6)      No supply chain management decision-making powers may be delegated to an  

            advisor or consultant. 

 

6. Oversight role of council  

 

(1) The council reserves its right to maintain oversight over the implementation of this 

Policy. 

(2) For the purposes of such oversight the accounting officer must – 

(a) (i) within 30 days of the end of each financial year, submit a report on 

the implementation of this Policy and the supply chain management 

policy of any municipal entity under the sole or shared control of the 

municipality, to the council of the municipality; and 

(ii) whenever there are serious and material problems in the 

implementation of this Policy, immediately submit a report to 

council. 

(3) The accounting officer must, within 10 days of the end of each quarter, submit a 

report on the implementation of the supply chain management policy to the 

executive mayor. 

(4) The reports must be made public in accordance with section 21A of the Municipal 

Systems Act. 

 

7. Supply chain management unit 

 

(1) A supply chain management unit is hereby established to implement this Policy. 

(2) The supply chain management unit operates under the direct supervision of the chief 

financial officer or an official to whom this duty has been delegated in terms of 

section 82 of the Act. 
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8. Training of supply chain management officials 

 

The accounting officer and all other officials of the municipality involved in the 

implementation of the SCM Policy must meet the prescribed competency levels in 

terms of the National Treasury Competency Regulations- 

 

(i) The municipality must provide opportunities and resources for training of 

officials preferred to meet the relevant prescribed supply chain management 

competency levels.  

(ii) That National and Provincial Treasury or any other accredited body may 

assist the municipality in the training of officials in meeting the relevant 

prescribed supply chain management competency levels.  
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CHAPTER 2 

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 

9. Format of supply chain management system 

 This Policy provides systems for –  

(i) demand management; 

(ii) acquisition management; 

(iii) logistics management; 

(iv) asset/disposal management; 

(v) risk management; and 

(vi) performance management. 

 

Part 1: Demand management 

10. System of demand management 

 

(1) The accounting officer must establish and implement an effective system of demand 

management in order to ensure that the resources required by the municipality 

support its operational commitments and its strategic goals outlined in the 

Integrated Development Plan. 

(2) The demand management system must – 

(a) include timely planning and management processes to ensure that all goods 

and services required by the  municipality  are quantified, budgeted for and 

timely and effectively delivered at the right locations and at the critical 

delivery dates, and are of the appropriate quality and quantity at a fair cost; 

(b) take into account  any benefits of economies of scale that may be derived in 

the case of acquisitions of a repetitive nature; and 

(c) provide for the compilation of the required specifications to ensure that its 

needs are met. 

(d) Must undertake appropriate industry analysis and research to ensure that 

innovations and technological benefits are maximized. 
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Part 2: Acquisition management 

11. System of acquisition management 

 

(1) The accounting officer must implement the system of acquisition management set 

out in this Part in order to ensure – 

(a) that goods and services are procured by the municipality in accordance 

with authorised processes only; 

(b) that expenditure on goods and services is incurred in terms of an approved 

budget  in terms of section 15 of the Act;  

(c) that the threshold values for the different procurement processes are 

complied with;  

(d) that bid documentation, evaluation and adjudication criteria, and general 

conditions of a contract, are in accordance with any applicable legislation;  

and 

(e) that any Treasury guidelines on acquisition management are properly taken 

into account. 

(2) When procuring goods or services contemplated in section 110(2) of the Act, the 

accounting officer must inform council and must be made public that  such goods or 

services are procured otherwise than through the municipality supply chain 

management system, including - 

(a) the kind of goods or services; and 

(b) the name of the supplier. 

 

12. Range of procurement processes 

 

(1) Goods and services may only be procured by way of – 

(a) petty cash purchases as determined by Section 12(1)(a) of the Regulations, up 

to a transaction value of R2 000 (VAT included) per case but physical cash 

expenditure limited to R50 (VAT inclusive) per case as determined by the 

Accounting Officer in terms of Section 12(2)(a) of the Regulation and Section 

12(2)(i) of the Policy.  The only permissible exception of physical cash 

expenditure above R50, shall be vehicle certificates to the value of R120 (VAT 

inclusive); 
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(b) written or verbal quotations for procurements of a transaction value over R2 

000 up to R10 000 (VAT included);  

(c) formal written price quotations for procurements of a transaction value over 

R10 000 up to R200 000 (VAT included); and  

(d) a competitive bidding process for– 

(i) procurements above a transaction value of R200 000 (VAT included); 

and 

(ii) the procurement of long term contracts (Referred to in section 5) . 

 (2) Goods or services may not deliberately be split into parts or items of a lesser value 

merely to avoid complying with the requirements of the policy. When determining 

transaction values, a requirement for goods or services consisting of different parts 

or items must as far as possible be treated and dealt with as a single transaction.  

 

13. General preconditions for consideration of written 

quotations or bids 

 

(1) A written quotation or bid may not be considered unless the provider who submitted 

the quotation or bid – 

(a) has furnished the municipality with  that provider’s – 

 (i) full name; 

(ii) identification number or company or other registration number;  

            (iii) tax reference number and VAT registration number, if any; and 

(iv)     original valid tax clearance certificate from the South African Revenue 

Services. 

(v) check in respect of the recommended bidder whether municipal rates 

and taxes and municipal service charges are not in arrears, and; 

 (b) Requirements for construction and engineering related bids should be 

awarded according to CIDB Regulations (Annexure A); 

(c) And has indicated – 

(i) whether he or she is in the service of the state, or has been in the 

service of the state in the previous twelve months; 
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(ii) if the provider is not a natural person, whether any of its directors, 

managers, principal shareholders or stakeholder is in the service of  

the state, or has been in the service of the state in the previous twelve 

months; or 

(iii) whether a spouse, child or parent of the provider or of a director, 

manager, shareholder or stakeholder referred to in subparagraph (ii) 

is in the service of the state, or has been in the service of the state in 

the previous twelve months. 

(iv) Any person or service provider who fails to disclose his or her 

employment status with organs of state, his or her contract will be 

terminated immediately, the service provider shall be deregistered 

and shall not be allowed to bid for a period not less than three years 

and shall be reported to National Treasury for blacklisting. 

 

14. Lists of accredited prospective providers 

 

(1) The accounting officer must – 

(a) keep a list of accredited prospective providers of goods and services that must 

be used for the procurement requirements through written or verbal 

quotations and formal written price quotations; and  

(b) at least once a year through newspapers commonly circulating locally, the 

website and any other appropriate ways, invite prospective providers of 

goods or services to apply for evaluation and listing as accredited prospective 

bidders.  

(c) specify the minimum listing criteria for accredited prospective providers: 

(i) physical trading address,  

(ii) ownership and HDI status,  

(iii) goods/ services provide a valid updated tax certificate from SARS,  

(iv) references of services provided,  

(v) municipal accounts up to date. 

(vi) Any other criteria that may be added. 

(d) disallow the listing of any prospective provider whose name appears on the 

National Treasury’s database as a person prohibited from doing business 
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with the public sector, in accordance with the MFMA Circular  46 (as 

amended from time to time). 

(2) The list must be updated at least quarterly to include any additional prospective 

providers and any new commodities or types of services.  Prospective providers must 

be allowed to submit applications for listing at any time.  

(3) The list must be compiled per commodity and per type of service. 

15. Petty cash purchases 

 

(1) The conditions for the procurement of goods by means of petty cash purchases 

referred to in paragraph 12 (1) (a) of this Policy, are as follows – 

(a) Council determines the terms on which a manager may delegate 

responsibility for petty cash to an official reporting to the manager; petty 

cash threshold to be delegated per month is R2000.00 per case; 

(b) Council determines the maximum number of petty cash purchases or the 

maximum amounts per month for each manager; threshold per month is 

R2000.00 in total per case; 

 (c) a monthly reconciliation report from the acquisition manager must be 

provided to the chief financial officer, including – 

(i) the total amount of petty cash purchases for that month; and 

(ii) receipts and appropriate documents for each purchase.  

(d) insert any other conditions determined by the council.        

 

16. Written or verbal quotations 

 

(1) The conditions for the procurement of goods or services through written or verbal 

quotations, are as follows: 

(a) that quotations must be obtained from at least three different providers 

preferably from, but not limited to, providers  whose names appear on the list 

of accredited prospective providers of the municipality, provided that if 

quotations are obtained from providers who are not listed, such providers 

must meet the listing criteria set out in paragraph 14(1)(b) and (c) of this 

Policy;  
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(b) where no suitable accredited service providers are available from the list, 

quotations may be obtained from other possible service providers not on the 

list, provided that such service providers meet the listing criteria set out in 

paragraph 14(1)(b) and (c) of this Policy; 

(c) quotations must be invited on a rotation basis; 

(d)  to the extent feasible, providers must be requested to submit such quotations 

in writing; 

 

(e) if it is not possible to obtain at least three quotations, the reasons must be 

recorded and reported quarterly to the accounting officer or another official 

designated by the accounting officer; 

(f) the accounting officer must record the names of the potential providers 

requested to provide such quotations with their quoted prices; and   

(f) if a quotation was submitted verbally, the order may be placed only against 

written confirmation by the selected provider. 

 

17. Formal written price quotations  

 

(1) The conditions for the procurement of goods or services through formal written price 

quotations are as follows:  

(a) A central supply chain management unit will obtain in writing quotations 

from at least three different service providers whose names appear on the list 

of accredited prospective providers of the municipality; 

(b) that quotations must be obtained from at least three different providers 

preferably from, but not limited to, providers  whose names appear on the list 

of accredited prospective providers of the municipality, provided that if 

quotations are obtained from providers who are not listed, such providers 

must meet the listing criteria set out in paragraph 14(1)(b) and (c) of this 

Policy;  

(c) if it is not possible to obtain at least three quotations, the reasons must be 

recorded and approved by the relevant senior manager, in the absence of 

whom must be a senior official or an official designated by the Municipal 

Manager   
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(d) the head of Supply Chain Management must record the names of the 

potential providers and their written quotations. 

 

(2) A designated official referred to in subparagraph (1) (c) must within three days of the 

end of each month report to the chief financial officer on any approvals given during 

that month by that official in terms of that subparagraph. 

 

 

18. The procedure for the procurement of goods or services 

through written or verbal quotations or formal written 

price quotations, is as follows: 

(a) When using the list of accredited prospective service providers the accounting 

officer must promote ongoing competition amongst providers by inviting 

providers to submit quotations on a rotation basis; 

(b)  All requirements in excess of R30 000 (VAT included) that are to be procured 

by means of formal written price quotations must, in addition to the 

requirements of paragraph 17, be advertised for at least seven days on the 

website and an official notice board of the municipality; evaluation will be on 

80:20 point system where 80 points is for price and 20 points for BBBE 

status level as per Preferential Procurement Regulations of 2011. 

(c) Offers received must be evaluated on a comparative basis taking into account 

only unconditional discounts; 

(d) the accounting officer or chief financial officer must on a monthly basis be 

notified in writing of all written or verbal quotations and formal written price 

quotations accepted by an official acting in terms of a subdelegation; 

(e) Offers below R30 000 (VAT included) must be awarded based on compliance 

to specifications and conditions of contract, ability and capability to deliver 

the goods and services and lowest price;  

(f) Acceptable offers, which are subject to the BBBEE status level system 

 (PPPFA and associated regulations), must be awarded to the bidder whose  

offer is according to specifications, has got the ability to deliver the required 

service, has scored the highest points and is compliant with all the other 

requirements; 
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(g) Minimum requirements for proper record keeping must be complied with. 

 

19. Competitive bids 

 

(1) Goods or services above a transaction value of R200 000 (VAT included) and long 

term contracts may only be procured through a competitive bidding process, subject 

to paragraph 11(2) of this Policy. 

(2) No requirement for goods or services above an estimated transaction value of R200 

000 (VAT included), may deliberately be split into parts or items of lesser value 

merely for the sake of procuring the goods or services otherwise than through a 

competitive bidding process. 

(3) Point systems to be used: 

 

3.1 80:20 point principle  80 points for price 

      20 points for BBBEE status level:  

 (R30 000 – 1 000 000) 

 

3.2 90:10 point system  90 points for price 

      10 points for BBBEE status level  

 (R1 000 000= plus) 

 

3.3      The specification committee will make proposals if functionality points need to 

be used, and the evaluations committee will approve a variation in the point 

system for a specific bid.  

3.4 For construction procurements CIDB Act and Regulations to be used for 

quotations/ bids.  

 

 

20. Process for competitive bidding 

 

(1) The procedures for the following stages of a competitive bidding process are 

as follows: 
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(a) Compilation of bidding documentation as detailed in paragraph 21; 

(b) Public invitation of bids as detailed in paragraph 22; 

(c) Site meetings or briefing sessions as detailed in paragraph 22; 

(d) Handling of bids submitted in response to public invitation as detailed in 

paragraph 23; 

(e) Evaluation of bids as detailed in paragraph 28; 

(f) Award of contracts as detailed in paragraph 29; 

(g) Administration of contracts 

(i) After approval of a bid, the accounting officer or an official delegated 

by the accounting officer must enter into a written agreement prior to 

the implementation thereof. 

(h) Proper record keeping; 

(i) Original / legal copies of written contracts agreements should be kept 

in a secure place for reference purposes. 

 

21. Bid documentation for competitive bids 

 

(1) In addition to regulation 13 the criteria to which bid documentation for a competitive 

bidding process must – 

(a) take into account – 

(i) the general conditions of contract and any special conditions of 

contract, if specified;  

(ii)  any Treasury guidelines on bid documentation; and 

(iii) the requirements of the Construction Industry Development Board, in 

the case of a bid relating to construction, upgrading or refurbishment 

of buildings or infrastructure; 

(b) include the preference points system to be used , as contemplated in the 

Preferential Procurement Regulations of 2011 and evaluation and 

adjudication criteria, including any criteria required by other applicable 

legislation; 

(c) compel bidders to declare any conflict of interest they may have in the 

transaction for which the bid is submitted; 
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 (d)    if the value of the transaction is expected to exceed R10 million (VAT   

  included),  require bidders to furnish– 

           (i) if the bidder is required by law to prepare annual financial statements 

for auditing, their audited annual financial statements – 

 (aa) for the past three years; or  

 (bb) since their establishment if established during the past three 

 years; 

(ii) a certificate signed by the bidder certifying that the bidder has no 

undisputed commitments for municipal services towards a 

municipality or other service provider in respect of which payment is 

overdue for more than 30 days; 

(iii) particulars of any contracts awarded to the bidder by an organ of state 

during the past five years, including particulars of any material non-

compliance or dispute concerning the execution of such contract;  

(iv)  a statement indicating whether any portion of the goods or services 

 are expected to be sourced from outside the Republic, and, if so, 

 what portion and whether any portion of payment from the 

 municipality or municipal entity is expected to be transferred out of 

 the Republic; and 

(e) stipulate that disputes must be settled by means of mutual consultation, 

mediation (with or without legal representation), or, when unsuccessful, in a 

South African court of law.  The Accounting Officer reserves the right to 

stipulate that such a dispute to be settled utilizing a court of law within the 

Sol Plaatje municipal district. 

 

22. Public invitation for competitive bids  

 

(1) The procedure for the invitation of competitive bids is as follows: 

(a) Any invitation to prospective providers to submit bids must be by means of a 

public advertisement in newspapers commonly circulating locally, the 

website of the municipality or any other appropriate ways which may include 

the Government Tender Bulletin.   

(b) The information contained in a public advertisement, must include – 
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(i) the closure date for the submission of bids, which may not be less than 

30 days in the case of transactions over R10 million (VAT included), 

or which are of a long term nature, or 14 days in any other case, from 

the date on which the advertisement is placed in a newspaper, subject 

to subparagraph (2) .;  

(ii) a statement that bids may only be submitted on the bid 

 documentation provided by the municipality; and 

(iii) date, time and venue of any proposed site meetings or briefing 

sessions.;  

(2) The accounting officer may determine a closure date for the submission of bids 

which is less than the 30 or 14 days requirement, but only if such shorter period can 

be justified on the grounds of urgency or emergency or any exceptional case where it 

is impractical or impossible to follow the official procurement process. 

(3) Bids submitted must be sealed; the envelope must contain the bid number and 

closing date. 

(4) Where bids are requested in electronic format, such bids must be supplemented by 

sealed hard copies. 

 

23. Procedure for handling, opening and recording of bids 

 

 The procedures for the handling, opening and recording of bids, are as follows: 

(a) Bids– 

 (i) must be opened only in public; 

(ii) must be opened at the same time and as soon as possible after the 

period for the submission of bids has expired; and 

(iii) received after the closing time should be recorded and  but not be 

considered and returned unopened immediately. 

(b) Any bidder or member of the public has the right to request that the names of 

the bidders who submitted bids in time must be read out and, only for 

construction bids each bidder’s total bidding price will be read out as well; 

(c) No information, except the provisions in subparagraph (b), relating to the bid 

should be disclosed to bidders or other persons until the successful bidder is 

notified of the award; and 

(d) The accounting officer must – 
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 (i) record in a register all bids received in time;  

 (ii) make the register available for public inspection; and 

(iii) publish the entries in the register and the bid results on the 

website of the municipality. 

 

 

24.   Two-stage bidding process 

 

(1) A two-stage bidding process is allowed for – 

(a) large complex projects;  

(b) projects where it may be undesirable to prepare complete detailed technical 

specifications; or  

(c) long term projects with a duration period exceeding three years. 

(2) In the first stage technical proposals on conceptual design or performance 

specifications should be invited, subject to technical as well as commercial 

clarifications and adjustments.   

(3) In the second stage final technical proposals and priced bids should be invited.  

 

 

25.  Negotiations with preferred bidders 

 

(1) The accounting officer may, in terms of  this Supply Chain Management Policy 

negotiate the final terms of a contract with bidders identified through a competitive 

bidding process as preferred bidders, provide that such negotiation – 

(a) does not allow any preferred bidder a second or unfair opportunity 

(b) is not to the detriment of any other bider; and 

(c) does not lead to a higher price than the bid as submitted. 

(2) Minutes of such negotiations must be kept for record purposes. 

 

26. Committee system for competitive bids 

 

(1) A committee system for competitive bids shall consist of the following committees: 

(a) a bid specification committee; 
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(b) a bid evaluation committee; and 

(c) a bid adjudication committee; 

 (2)  The accounting officer appoints the members of each committee, taking into account 

section 117 of the Act; and cannot be sub-delegated except for the CFO in the 

adjudication committee who can appoint a sub-delegate 

(a)  All members of the three committees are appointed for 2 years and may be 

re-appointed for another 2 years and must declare their financial interest, 

sign the SCM code of conduct, and also declare business interest(s).  

Technical experts must, if the Municipality has such an expert, form part of 

the bidding process. 

(2)  Members of all the bid committees are jointly responsible for the decisions made by 

the committees in which they serve. 

(3) A neutral or independent observer, appointed by the accounting officer, must attend 

or oversee a committee when this is appropriate for ensuring fairness and promoting 

transparency.   Such an observer must ensure there is no conflict of interest and 

should not participate in any government procurement processes. 

(4) The committee system must be consistent with – 

(a) paragraph 27, 28 and 29 of this Policy; and 

(b) any other applicable legislation. 

(5)  The accounting officer may apply the committee system to formal written price  

quotations. 

(6) Quorum: the Bid Committees cannot undertake business without a quorum present, 

consisting of half plus one of its total members with voting powers (rounded to the 

nearest whole number).           

 

 

27. Bid specification committees 

 

(1) A bid specification committee must compile the specifications for each procurement 

of goods or services by the municipality. 

(2)        Specifications – 

(a) must be drafted in an unbiased manner to allow all potential suppliers to 

offer their goods or services;  
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(b) must take account of any accepted standards such as those issued by 

Standards South Africa, the International Standards Organisation, or an 

authority accredited or recognised by the South African National 

Accreditation System with which the equipment or material or workmanship 

should comply; 

(c) must, where possible, be described in terms of performance required rather 

than in terms of descriptive characteristics for design; 

(d) may not create trade barriers in contract requirements in the forms of 

specifications, plans, drawings, designs, testing and test methods, packaging, 

marking or labeling of conformity certification; 

(e) may not make reference to any particular trade mark, name, patent, design, 

type, specific origin or producer unless there is no other sufficiently precise 

or intelligible way of describing the characteristics of the work, in which case 

such reference must be accompanied by the word “equivalent”; 

(f) must indicate each specific goal for which points may be awarded in terms of 

the points system set out in the Preferential Procurement Regulations 2001; 

and 

(g) must be approved by the accounting officer or may be delegated to the 

specification committee prior to publication of the invitation for bids in terms 

of paragraph 22 of this Policy. 

(4) A bid specification committee must be composed of two or more officials appointed 

for period as determined by the Accounting Officer; one of which is a supply chain 

management practitioner; a co-opted procurement official responsible for the 

function which requested the goods/services and  an internal or external advisor 

with no voting rights.  The number of co-opted officials or specialists is not 

restricted. 

(5) The specification committee will approve if the functionality points must be used 

and the applicable ratio. 

(6) No person, advisor or corporate entity involved with the bid specification committee, 

or director of such a corporate entity, may bid for any resulting contracts. 

(7) Minutes of the specifications committee meetings must be kept. 

(8) For general goods/services that are frequently procured a specifications library can 

be compiled and such specifications revised annually 
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28.  Bid evaluation committees 

 

(1) A bid evaluation committee must – 

(a) evaluate bids in accordance with – 

(i) the specifications for a specific procurement; and 

(ii) the point system must be set out in the supply chain management 

policy of municipality in terms of regulation 27(2) (f) and as 

prescribed in terms of the Preferential Procurement Policy 

Framework Act. 

(b) evaluate each bidder’s ability to execute the contract; 

(c) check in respect of the recommended bidder whether municipal rates and 

taxes and municipal service charges are not in arrears, and; 

(d) submit to the adjudication committee a report and recommendations 

regarding the award of the bid or any other related matter. 

(2) A bid evaluation committee must as far as possible be composed of-  

a)  four (4) members of which one should be a SCM practitioner, an official from 

financial services directorate and two (2) other officials from any cross 

functional section.  

(b) Officials including an internal specialist from the department who require the 

goods/services.  

(c) The Accounting Officer in consultation with the Senior Managers will appoint 

the members to the bid evaluation committee and its chairperson; in the 

absence of the appointed chairperson, members of the committee will elect 

one of their members to preside as the chairperson  

 (d) members of the committee will be appointed for a period determined by the 

Accounting Officer. 

 

 

29. Bid adjudication committees 

  

(1) A bid adjudication committee must – 

 (a)  consider the report and recommendations of the bid evaluation committee; 

  And 
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 (b) either – 

  (i) depending on its delegations, make a final award or a 

recommendation to the accounting officer to make the final award; or  

(ii) make another recommendation to the accounting officer how to 

proceed with the relevant procurement. 

(2) A bid adjudication committee is appointed for period  determined by the Accounting 

Officer and must consist of at  least four senior managers of the municipality which 

must include – 

(a) the chief financial officer or, if the chief financial officer is not available, 

another manager in the budget and treasury office reporting directly to the 

chief financial officer and designated by the chief financial officer; and 

(b) at least one senior supply chain management practitioner who is an official of 

the municipality; and any other 3 senior managers. 

(c) a technical expert in the relevant field who is an official of the Municipality if 

such a person is available;    

(3) Outside technical experts must form part of the adjudication process; they must 

leave the meeting after advice has been given.  Only the standing committee 

members can be involved in final deliberations and recommendations for final 

approval. 

(4) The accounting officer must appoint the chairperson of the committee. If the 

chairperson is absent from a meeting, the members of the committee who are 

present must elect one of them to preside at the meeting.  

(5) Neither a member of a bid evaluation committee, nor an advisor or person assisting 

the evaluation committee, may be a member of a bid adjudication committee. 

(6)      (a) If the bid adjudication committee decides to award a bid other than the one 

                       recommended by the bid evaluation committee, the bid adjudication  

                       committee must prior to awarding the bid – 

 (i) check in respect of the preferred bidder whether that bidder’s 

municipal rates and taxes and municipal service charges are not in 

arrears, and; 

(ii) notify the accounting officer. 

(b)  The accounting officer may – 
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(i) after due consideration of the reasons for the deviation, ratify or reject 

the decision of the bid adjudication committee referred to in 

paragraph (a); and  

(ii) if the decision of the bid adjudication committee is rejected, refer the 

decision of the adjudication committee back to that committee for 

reconsideration. 

(7) The accounting officer may at any stage of a bidding process, refer any 

recommendation made by the evaluation committee or the adjudication committee 

back to that committee for reconsideration of the recommendation. 

(8) The accounting officer must comply with section 114 of the Act within 10 working 

days. 

(9) For the purposes of continuity and not to delay meetings the accounting officer may 

also appoint any official to temporarily replace members that are absent from 

meetings due to illness, leave, etc.  The Accounting Officer may also decide whether 

or not such an official will have the same powers as committee members. 

 

30. Procurement of banking services 

 

(1) A contract for the provision of banking services – 

(a) must be procured through competitive bids; 

(b) must be consistent with section 7 or 85 of the Act; and 

(c) may not be for a period of more than five years at a time. 

(2) The process for procuring a contract for banking services must commence at least 

nine months before the end of an existing contract. 

(3) The closure date for the submission of bids may not be less than 60 days from the 

date on which the advertisement is placed in a newspaper in terms of paragraph  

22(1).  Bids must be restricted to banks registered in terms of the Banks Act, 1990 

(Act No. 94 of 1990). 

 

31.     Procurement of IT related goods or services 

 

 (1) The accounting officer may request the State Information Technology Agency (SITA) 

to assist with the acquisition of IT related goods or services through a competitive 

bidding process. 
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(2) The parties must enter into a written agreement to regulate the services rendered by, 

and the payments to be made to, SITA. 

(3) The accounting officer must notify SITA together with a motivation of the IT needs of 

the municipality if – 

(a) the transaction value of IT related goods or services required by the 

municipality in any financial year will exceed R50 million (VAT included); or  

(b) the transaction value of a contract to be procured by the municipality 

whether for one or more years exceeds R50 million (VAT included). 

(4) If SITA comments on the submission and the municipality disagree with such 

comments, the comments and the reasons for rejecting or not following such 

comments must be submitted to the council, the National Treasury, the relevant 

provincial treasury and the Auditor General.  

 

32. Procurement of goods and services under contracts 

secured by other organs of state 

 

(1) The accounting officer may procure goods or services for the municipality under a 

contract secured by another organ of state, but only if – 

 (a) the contract has been secured by that other organ of state by means of a 

competitive bidding process applicable to that organ of state;  

(b) the municipality has no reason to believe that such contract was not validly 

procured; 

 (c) there are demonstrable discounts or benefits for the municipality to do so; 

and 

 (d) that other organ of state and the provider have consented to such 

procurement in writing. 

 (2) Subparagraphs (1)(c) and (d) do not apply if – 

(a) a municipal entity procures goods or services through a contract secured by 

its parent municipality; or 

(b) a municipality procures goods or services through a contract secured by a 

municipal entity of which it is the parent municipality. 
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33.  Procurement of goods necessitating special safety 

arrangements 

 

(1) The acquisition and storage of goods in bulk (other than water), which necessitate 

special safety arrangements, including gasses and fuel, must be restricted where ever 

possible. 

(2) Where the storage of goods in bulk is justified, such justification must be based on 

sound reasons, including the total cost of ownership and cost advantages for the 

municipality. 

 

34. Proudly SA Campaign 

 

(1) The municipality supports the Proudly SA Campaign to the extent that, all things 

being equal, refer to the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act and 

Regulations, preference is given to procuring local goods and services from: 

 Firstly – suppliers and businesses within the municipality or district; 

 Secondly – suppliers and businesses within the relevant province; 

 Thirdly – suppliers and businesses within the Republic. 

 

 

35.    Appointment of consultants 

 

(1)  The Accounting Officer may procure consulting services provided that National 

Treasury guidelines in respect of consulting services are taken into account when 

such procurements are made. 

 (2). Consultancy services must be procured through competitive bidding or by deviating 

by using a roster system in accordance with the Supply Chain Management 

Regulations, section 36 which provides that if is impractical to invite competitive 

bids, the Municipality will procure the required goods or services by other means 

using a roaster system, provided that the reasons for deviating from inviting 

competitive bids must be recorded and approved by the accounting officer and must 

be reported to Council. Such a roster system provides that where services are 
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required on a recurring basis, a panel of consultants/list of approved service 

providers for the rendering of these services may be established. 

 

(3)  The Municipality may utilize a roster system to procure consultancy services with a 

value up to five (R5) million for projects inclusive of professional fees.  For all 

consultancy services not listed, competitive bidding procedures will prevail subject to 

the following provisions: 

(a) the value of the contract exceeds R200 000 (VAT included); or 

(b) the duration period of the contract exceeds one year. 

 

 (3.1) Category’s for registration will be as follows: 

(i) For projects up to R1 000 000 (incl) 

(ii) For projects from R1 000 000 – R2 000 000 (incl) 

(iii) For projects from R2 000 000 – R3 000 000 (incl) 

(iv) For projects from R3 000 000 – R5 000 000 (incl) 

(3.2) An annual roster will be compiled of consultants within various professional     

categories and three quotations will be obtained per project on a rotational basis. 

(a) To compile a roster, advertisements will be placed annually in the local 

newspapers, Government Tender Bulletin and the website inviting 

enterprises to register. 

(b) Potential service providers must provide the following details to register, 

(i) Composition of firm in terms of shareholding, 

(ii) Staff complement, 

(iii) Representation of expertise in respect of disciplines required and 

Curriculum Vitae’s (CV), 

(iv) National/ international acceptability of expertise in the various 

professions, 

(v) Experience as reflected in the projects already dealt with and financial 

value, 

(vi) Proof of financial viability of the firm  

(vii) Valid SARS certificate, and 

 A fee structure, as regulated by a professional body. 
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(3.3) Types of consultancy services that will be procured on a roster system: 

(a) Construction related projects: 

(i) Town Planners 

(ii) Land Surveyors 

(iii) Environmental Consultants 

(iv) Civil Engineers 

(v) Architects 

(vi) Quantity Surveyors 

(vii) Electrical Engineers 

(viii) Mechanical Engineers 

(ix) Project Management Specialists 

 Fee structure charged as approved by professional bodies. 

(b) Audit and Financial services 

(i) Auditors and Internal Auditors 

(ii) Accountants and Accounting Services. 

 Fee structure charged as approved by the Auditor-General. 

(c) Other professional services 

(i) Specialist in Economic Development and Planning 

(ii) Skills Development 

(iii) Strategist 

(iv) Research Consultants 

(v) Policy Development Specialists. 

 Fee structure charged as approved by DPSA Guide on hourly fee rates for 

consultants, annually published January and July. 

Website: http://www.dpsa.gov.za/ 

Projects/sdi/consultants.htm 

 

(4) For projects exceeding five million (VAT incl) consultancy services must be procured 

through competitive bids. 

 (5) In addition to any requirements prescribed by this policy for competitive bids or 

roster listing bidders must furnish the municipality with particulars of – 

            (a) all consultancy services provided to an organ of state in the last five years; 

and 

http://www.dpsa.gov.za/
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            (b) any similar consultancy services provided to an organ of state in the last five 

years 

(6) The accounting officer must ensure that copyright in any document produced, and 

the patent rights or ownership in any plant, machinery, thing, system or process 

designed or devised, by a consultant in the course of the consultancy service is vested 

in the municipality. 

(7) In categories where there is limited service providers registered and services offered 

are not satisfactory, normal supply chain management acquisitioning procedures 

will be followed. 

 

 

36. Deviation from, and ratification of minor breaches of, 

procurement processes  

 

(1) The accounting officer may – 

(a) dispense with the official procurement processes established by this  

  Policy and to procure any required goods or services through any   

  convenient process, which may include direct negotiations, but only – 

  (i) in an emergency;  

  (ii) if such goods or services are produced or available from a single  

  provider only;  

  (iii) for the acquisition of special works of art or historical objects where 

  specifications are difficult to compile; 

(v) acquisition of animals for zoos; or 

(v) in any other exceptional case where it is impractical or impossible  to 

follow the official procurement processes; and 

 (b) ratify any minor breaches of the procurement processes by official or 

committee acting in terms of delegated powers or duties which are purely of a 

technical nature.  

(2) The accounting officer must record the reasons for any deviations in terms of 

subparagraphs (1)(a) and (b) of this policy and report them to the next meeting of the 

council and include as a note to the annual financial statements. 
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(3) Subparagraph (2) does not apply to the procurement of goods and services 

contemplated in paragraph 11(2) of this policy. 

(4) If an accredited agent must be used to perform maintenance services for equipment 

or vehicles as part of its guarantee or warranty or to obtain genuine parts, a list of 

such procurements for amounts above R2000.00 must be supplied monthly to the 

Accounting Officer for information purposes.   The type of service, cost, and reason 

for using one supplier only must be stated. 

 

 

37. Unsolicited bids 

 

(1) In accordance with section 113 of the Act the municipality is not obliged to consider 

unsolicited bids received outside a normal bidding process. 

(2) If an Accounting Officer decides in terms of section 113(2) of the Act to consider an 

unsolicited bid, only if – 

(a) the product or service offered in terms of the bid is a demonstrably or proven 

unique innovative concept; 

(b) the product or service will be exceptionally beneficial to, or have exceptional 

cost advantages for the municipality; 

(c) the person who made the bid is the sole provider of the product or services 

for the municipality;  and 

(d) the reasons for not going through the normal bidding processes are found to 

be sound by the accounting officer. 

(3) Where the Accounting Officer decides to consider an unsolicited bid that complies 

with subparagraph (2) of this policy, the decision must be made public in accordance 

with section 21A of the Municipal Systems Act, together with – 

(a) its reasons as to why the bid should not be open to other competitors; 

(b) an explanation of the potential benefits if the unsolicited bid were accepted; 

and 

(c) an invitation to the public or other potential suppliers to submit their 

comments within 30 days of the notice. 

(4) Once the Accounting Officer has received written comments, it must submit such 

comments to the National Treasury and the relevant provincial treasury. 
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(5) The adjudication committee must consider the unsolicited bid and may award the 

bid or make a recommendation to the accounting officer, depending on its 

delegations.  

(6)  A meeting of the adjudication committee to consider an unsolicited bid must be open 

to the public. 

(7) When considering the matter, the adjudication committee must take into account – 

 (a) any comments submitted by the public; and  

            (b) any written comments and recommendations of the National Treasury or the 

relevant provincial treasury.  

(8) If any recommendations of the National Treasury or provincial treasury are rejected 

or not followed, the accounting officer must submit to the Auditor General, the 

relevant provincial treasury and the National Treasury the reasons for rejecting or 

not following those recommendations.  

(9) Such submission must be made within seven days (7) after the decision on the award 

of the unsolicited bid is taken, but no contract committing the municipality to the bid 

may be entered into or signed within 30 days of the submission. 

 

38. Combating of abuse of supply chain management system 

 

(1) The accounting officer must– 

(a) take all reasonable steps to prevent abuse of the supply chain management 

system; 

(b) investigate any allegations against an official or other role player of fraud, 

corruption, favouritism, unfair or irregular practices or failure to comply with 

this Policy, and when justified – 

 (i) take appropriate steps against such official or other role player; or 

(ii) report any alleged criminal conduct to the South African Police 

Service; 

(c) check the National Treasury’s database prior to awarding any contract to 

ensure that no recommended bidder, or any of its directors, is listed as a 

person prohibited from doing business with the public sector; 

(d) reject any bid from a bidder– 

(i) if any municipal rates and taxes or municipal service charges owed by 

that bidder or any of its directors to the municipality, or to any other 
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municipality or municipal entity, are in arrears for more than three 

months; or 

(ii) who during the last five years has failed to perform satisfactorily on a 

previous contract with the municipality or any other organ of state 

after written notice was given to that bidder that performance was 

unsatisfactory; 

(e) reject a recommendation for the award of a contract if the recommended 

bidder, or any of its directors, has committed a corrupt or fraudulent act in 

competing for the particular contract; 

(f) cancel a contract awarded to a person if – 

(i) the person committed any corrupt or fraudulent act during the 

bidding process or the execution of the contract; or 

(ii) an official or other role player committed any corrupt or fraudulent 

act during the bidding process or the execution of the contract that 

benefited that person; and 

(g) reject the bid of any bidder if that bidder or any of its directors – 

(i) has abused the supply chain management system of the municipality  

or has committed any improper conduct in relation to such system;  

(ii) has been convicted for fraud or corruption during the past five years;  

(iii) has willfully neglected, reneged on or failed to comply with any 

government, municipal or other public sector contract during the past 

five years; or has been listed in the Register for Tender Defaulters in 

terms of section  29 of the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt 

Activities Act (No 12 of 2004) 

 

(2) The accounting officer must inform the National Treasury and relevant provincial 

treasury in writing of any actions taken in terms of subparagraphs (1)(b)(ii), (e) or (f) 

of this policy. 
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Part 3:  Logistics, Disposal, Risk and Performance Management 

 

39. Logistics management 

 

(1) The accounting officer must establish and implement an effective system of logistics 

management, which must include – 

 

(a) the monitoring of spending patterns on types or classes of goods and services 

incorporating, where practical, the coding of items to ensure that each item 

has a unique number;  

(b) the setting of inventory levels that includes minimum and maximum levels 

and lead times wherever goods are placed in stock; 

(c) the placing of manual or electronic orders for all acquisitions including those 

from petty cash; 

(d) before payment is approved , certification by the responsible officer  that the 

goods and services are received or rendered on time and is in accordance 

with the order, the general conditions of contract and specifications where 

applicable and that the price charged is as quoted in terms of a contract; 

(e) appropriate standards of internal control and warehouse management to 

ensure that goods placed in stores are secure and only used for the purpose 

for which they were purchased; 

(f) regular checking to ensure that all assets including official vehicles are 

properly managed, appropriately maintained and only used for official 

purposes; and 

(g) monitoring and review of the supply vendor performance to ensure 

compliance with specifications and contract conditions for particular goods 

or services. 

(h) the maintenance and administration of term contracts is co-managed with 

acquisition  management for general goods/ services. 
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40. Disposal management 

 

(1) The criteria for the disposal or letting of assets, including unserviceable, redundant 

or obsolete assets are subject to sections 14 and 90 of the Act.  

(a) Two separate disposal committees may be appointed by the 

Accounting Officer for the disposal of movable and immovable capital 

assets for a period so determined by the Accounting Officer. 

(b) For movable capital assets, the composition would be consistent with 

the Asset Management Policy; 

 (c) Before disposal of immovable assets refer to section 14 of the MFMA 

and the Municipal Asset Transfer Regulations (no. R.878); 

(d) Such a disposal committees are advisory committees to the Municipal 

Manager on the disposal of capital assets and do not replace any of the 

bidding committees. 

 (2) (a) Assets may be disposed of by – 

(i) transferring the asset to another organ of state in terms of a provision 

of the Act enabling the transfer of assets; 

(ii) transferring the asset to another organ of state at market related value 

or, when appropriate, free of charge; 

(iii) selling the asset; or 

(iv) destroying the asset. 

 (b) The accounting officer must ensure that – 

(i) immovable property may be sold only at market related prices except 

when the public interest or the plight of the poor demands otherwise 

in accordance with section 14 of the MFMA; 

(ii) movable assets may be sold either by way of written price quotations, 

a competitive bidding process, auction or at market related prices, 

whichever is the most advantageous to the municipality; 

(iv) in the case of disposable computer equipment, the provincial 

department of education must first be approached to indicate within  

30 days whether any local schools are interested in the equipment; 

and 
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(iv) in the case of disposable firearms, National Conventional Arms 

Control Committee has approved any sale or donation of fire arms to 

any person or institution within or outside the Republic; 

   provided that 

(c)  (i)  immovable property is let at market related rates except when the  

  public interest or the plight of the poor demands otherwise; and   

(ii) all fees, charges, rates, tariffs, scales of fees or other charges relating 

to the letting of immovable property are annually reviewed; and   

(d)  (i) ensure that where assets are traded in for other assets, the highest 

possible  trade-in price is negotiated. 

 

 

(3) Competitive bids: The sale and letting of assets 

 

(a) The sale and letting of assets above a transaction value of R200 000 (VAT 

included) and long term contracts may only be procured through a 

competitive bidding process, subject to paragraph 11(2) of this Policy. 

(b) The sale and letting of assets above an estimated transaction value of R200 

000 (VAT included), may not be deliberately split into parts or items of lesser 

value merely for the sake of selling or letting such assets otherwise than 

through a competitive bidding process. 

(c) The preference point systems prescribed in the PPPFA and the Preferential 

Procurement Regulations, 2011 are not applicable to the sale and letting of 

assets.  

(d)  In instances where assets are sold or leased by means of advertised 

completive bids or written price quotations or by auctions the award must be 

made to the highest bidder.  
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41. Risk management 

 

(1) SCM will develop its own risk management strategy that will be aligned with the 

organizational wide policy and updated annually (Annexure B).  

(2) Risk management must include – 

(a) the identification of risks on a case-by-case basis; 

(b) the allocation of risks to the party best suited to manage such risks; 

(c) acceptance of the cost of the risk where the cost of transferring the risk is 

greater than that of retaining it; 

(d) the management of risks in a pro-active manner and the provision of 

adequate cover for residual risks; and 

(e) the assignment of relative risks to the contracting parties through clear and 

unambiguous contract documentation.  

 

 

42. Performance management 

 

(1)  The accounting officer must establish and implement an internal monitoring system 

in order to determine, on the basis of a retrospective analysis, whether the 

authorised supply chain management processes were followed and whether the 

objectives of this Policy were achieved. It will be aligned with the organizational wide 

policy. 

 

 

Part 4:  Other matters 

43. Prohibition on awards to persons whose tax matters are 

not in order  

 

(1) No award above R15 000 may be made in terms of this Policy to a person whose tax 

matters have not been declared by the South African Revenue Service to be in order.  

(2) Before making an award to a person the accounting officer must first check with 

SARS whether that person’s tax matters are in order. 
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(3) If SARS does not respond within 7 days such person’s tax matters may for purposes 

of subparagraph (1) be presumed to be in order. 

(4) No award will be made in terms of this policy to a person who’s municipal rates, 

taxes and service fees are not paid-up or arrangements have been made with the 

relevant Municipality to paid-up arrers. 

 

44. Prohibition on awards to persons in the service of the 

state  

 

(1) Irrespective of the procurement process followed, no award may be made to a person 

in terms of this Policy – 

(a) who is in the service of the state;  

(b) if that person is not a natural person, of which any director, manager, 

principal shareholder or stakeholder is a person in the service of the state; or 

(c) a person who is an advisor or consultant contracted with the municipality. 

(2) Any person or service provider who fails to disclose his or her employment status 

with organs of state, his or her contract will be terminated immediately, the service 

provider shall be deregistered and shall not be allowed to bid for a period not less 

than three years and shall be reported to National Treasury for blacklisting.  

 

45. Awards to close family members of persons in the service 

of the state  

 

(1) The accounting officer must ensure that the notes to the annual financial statements 

disclose particulars of any award of more than R2000 (incl. VAT) to a person who is 

a spouse, child or parent of a person in the service of the state, or has been in the 

service of the state in the previous twelve months, including – 

(a) the name of that person; 

(b) the capacity in which that person is in the service of the state; and 

(c) the amount of the award. 
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46. Ethical standards 

 

(1) A code of ethical standards as set out in the “SPLM’s code of conduct for supply 

chain management practitioners and other role players involved in supply chain 

management” is attached as annexure c in order to promote – 

(a) mutual trust and respect; and 

(b) an environment where business can be conducted with integrity and in a fair 

and reasonable manner. 

(2) A breach of the code of ethics must be dealt with as follows -  

(a) in the case of an employee, in terms of the disciplinary procedures of the 

municipality envisaged in section 67(1)(h) of the Municipal Systems Act; 

(b) in the case a role player who is not an employee, through other appropriate 

means in recognition of the severity of the breach. 

(c) In all cases, financial misconduct must be dealt with in terms of chapter 15 of 

the Act.  

(3) All committee members and SCM practitioners may be vetted by the National 

Intelligence Agency (N.I.A). 

(4) A financial declaration of interest form may be completed and submitted to the 

Accounting Officer annually by all bid committee members. 

(5) A cooling off period for former employees and councilors will apply: they will be 

prohibited for a period of 12 months after leaving the municipal services to 

participate in any SCM activities e.g. rendering goods /services or consulting services 

to the Municipality or its entity if established. 

 

47. Inducements, rewards, gifts and favours to 

municipalities and other role players 

 

(1) No person who is a provider or prospective provider of goods or services, or a 

recipient or prospective recipient of goods disposed or to be disposed of may either 

directly or through a representative or intermediary promise, offer or grant – 

(a) any inducement or reward to the municipality  for or in connection with the 

award of a contract; or  
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(b) any reward, gift, favour or hospitality to – 

  (i) any official; or  

  (ii) any other role player involved in the implementation of this Policy. 

(2) The accounting officer must promptly report any alleged contravention of 

subparagraph (1) to the National Treasury for considering whether the offending 

person, and any representative or intermediary through which such person is alleged 

to have acted, should be listed in the National Treasury’s database of persons 

prohibited from doing business with the public sector. 

 (3) Subparagraph (1) does not apply to gifts less than R350 in value. 

(4)  All supply chain practitioners and bid committee members must disclose annually 

rewards, gifts and favours to the Accounting Officer or his delegate who will maintain 

a Gift Register. 

(5) The Accounting Officer, will disclose any such gifts and or favours annually to the 

Executive Mayor. 

 

48. Sponsorships 

 

(1) The accounting officer must promptly disclose to the National Treasury and the 

relevant provincial treasury any sponsorship promised, offered or granted, whether 

directly or through a representative or intermediary, by any person who is – 

(a) a provider or prospective provider of goods or services; or  

(b) a recipient or prospective recipient of goods disposed or to be disposed. 

 

 

49. Objections and complaints 

 

(1) Persons aggrieved by decisions or actions taken in the implementation of this supply 

chain management system, may lodge within seven (7) days of the decision or action, 

a written objection or complaint against the decision or action to the Accounting 

Officer, on the prescribed grievance forms.  
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50. Resolution of disputes, objections, complaints and 

queries 

 

(1) The accounting officer must appoint an independent and impartial person, not 

directly involved in the supply chain management processes –  

(a) to assist in the resolution of disputes between the municipality and other 

persons regarding - 

(i) any decisions or actions taken in the implementation of the supply 

chain management system; or  

(ii) any matter arising from a contract awarded in the course of the supply 

chain management system; or 

(c) to deal with objections, complaints or queries regarding any such decisions or 

actions or any matters arising from such contract. 

(2) The accounting officer, or another official designated by the accounting officer, is 

responsible for assisting the appointed person to perform his or her functions 

effectively.  A complaints register must be implemented and maintained per annum. 

(3) The person appointed must – 

(a) strive to resolve promptly all disputes, objections, complaints or queries 

received; and 

(b) submit monthly reports to the accounting officer on all disputes, objections, 

complaints or queries received, attended to or resolved. 

(4) A dispute, objection, complaint or query may be referred to the relevant provincial  

treasury if – 

(a) the dispute, objection, complaint or query is not resolved within 60 days; or 

(b) no response is forthcoming within 60 days. 

(5) If the provincial treasury does not or cannot resolve the matter, the dispute, 

objection, complaint or query may be referred to the National Treasury for 

resolution. 

(6) This paragraph must not be read as affecting a person’s rights to approach a court at 

any time. 

(7) Publish bid results on Municipal website e.g. company name, price, brand name. 
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51. Contracts Providing for compensation based on turnover 

 

(1) If a service provider acts on behalf of a municipality to provide any service or act as a 

collector of fees, service charges or taxes and the compensation payable to the service 

provider is fixed as an agreed percentage of turnover for the service or the amount 

collected, the contract between the service provider and the municipality must 

stipulate – 

(a) a cap on the compensation payable to the service provider; and  

(b) that such compensation must be performance based. 

 

 

52.   Promotion of Environmentally Friendly Procurement 

 

(1) The Municipality commits itself to environmentally friendly procurement when 

procuring goods and services, including, but not limited to: 

 

(a) the incorporation of energy efficiency measures when procuring electrical 

supplies such as bulbs, globes etc. 

(b)    the adoption of an integrated waste management strategy such as 

investigating recycling options and the handling of hazardous substances. 

(c)   compliance with green building guidelines and standards (SANS). 

(d) sourcing and using resources that are renewable as far as possible. 

(e) consider the extent of pollution of using the type, quantity and energy of  

            materials procured. 

(f) source vehicles and equipment that are more energy efficient and produce 

less pollution. 
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53. Breach of Policy 

 

(1) Any person in the employ of the Municipality who breaches this Supply Chain 

Management Policy shall be liable for disciplinary charges and/or being subject to 

criminal or civil charges.   
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GENERAL POLICY PROVISIONS 

1. LEGISLATIVE CONTEXT 

 

a. Section 74 of the Municipal Systems Act 32/2000 ("MSA") requires that the 

Council adopt a Tariff Policy. 

 

b. Section 62 of the Municipal Finance Management Act 56/2000 ("MFMA") 

requires the Accounting Officer to ensure that the municipality has and 

implements a tariff policy. 

 

c. The Constitution entitles everyone to administrative action which is lawful, 

reasonable and procedurally fair and to be given reasons for any such action 

which affects them. 

 

d. The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 is the legislation 

required by the Constitution to give effect to the right to just administrative 

action and in order to promote an efficient administration administrative 

action and in order to promote and efficient administration and good 

governance and to create a culture of accountability, openness and 

transparency in public administration or in the exercise of a public power or 

the performance of a public function. 

 

e. This policy incorporates the above principles by providing parameters and 

procedures to guide the municipality and its officers in implementing it, and 

thereby exercising a public power through a series of administrative actions. 

In so doing, this policy seeks to provide certainty on the part of those 

affected by it with regard to how the municipality will act in the circumstances 

covered by the policy and uniformity of action on the part of its officers. 

 

f. The municipality commits itself and its officers to act fairly and justly in an 

open and transparent manner in implementing this policy. 
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2. SCOPE OF THE POLICY 

a. Accordingly this policy document provides a framework for the annual setting 

(or revision) of tariffs. The policy does not set specific tariffs, nor does it 

make tariff proposals. Details relating to specific levels and applications of 

the various tariffs are published in the municipality's schedule of tariffs 

approved annually and published in conjunction with the budget, and are 

contained in the schedule hereto. 

 

b. The policy is applicable to all consumption tariffs for electricity, water, 

sanitation and solid waste services provided by the municipality as well as all 

fixed tariffs related thereto. 

3. DEFINITIONS 

a. "Total Municipal Account" means an assumed current account based on 

average bills for water, electricity, sanitation, solid waste services and rates. 

 

b. "Indigent Fund" means a budget provision, funded from equitable share 

transfers and municipal rates, used to subsidise the basic level of services 

provided free by the municipality in terms of its Indigent Management Policy. 

 

c. "Rates and General Account" means a budget provision used to fund 

municipal services excluding those funded by tariffs such as electricity, 

water, sanitation and solid waste. 

 

d. "Fixed Tariff" means a tariff set as a fixed Rand amount and includes 

miscellaneous tariffs. 

 

e. "Consumption-based Tariff" means a tariff set as a Rand amount per 

measurable unit of service. 

 

f. "CPI" means the consumer price index excluding mortgage costs as 

measured by STATSSA. 
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g. "The municipality" means the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality acting through 

the Municipal Manager in terms of the delegations contained in this policy 

 

h. "The Council" means the Council of the municipality. 

 

i. “MSA” means the Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000. 

4. PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO THIS POLICY 

 

a. The tariffs approved during the Budget process by the Council to fund 

services must be consistent with this policy. 

 

b. The municipality is committed to equitable and sustainable provision of 

services achieved through the economic and effective funding of efficient 

services. 

 

c. Poor people should have access to free basic services in accordance with 

national government policy, taking into account affordability thereof for the 

municipality. 

 

d. The cost of a service provided primarily for the benefit of an individual user, 

the provision of which is able to be accurately measured, should be 

recovered from the individual by means of tariffs. 

 

e. A fixed tariff should be used when a service connection or other once-off or 

occasional work is undertaken by the municipality in connection with 

provision of a service and when a metered amount of a service is consumed; 

a consumption-based tariff should be used unless paragraphs i and j below 

apply. 

 

f. Some services, although provided primarily for the benefit of individual users, 

have important community benefits. The cost of such services, particularly if 

the use thereof cannot be accurately measured, may be recovered by a 

combination of tariffs and rates (e.g. the provision of solid waste services). 
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g. If a service is provided primarily for the benefit of the community and the use 

thereof by individuals cannot be accurately measured, the cost of providing 

the service should be recovered by means of rates (e.g. the provision of 

street lighting). 

 

h. Where an individual user's consumption can be metered, electricity and 

water will be charged for in terms of consumption-based tariffs. These tariffs 

must be structured to accommodate the provision of free basic electricity and 

water in terms of the municipality’s Indigent Management Policy. 

 

i. Where the infrastructure enabling reading of meters like roads and street 

names are not yet available or determined or the cost of reading meters and 

the cost of debt recovery exceed the benefit, the municipality may levy a 

fixed consumption charge based on management best consumption estimate 

for metered services rendered in that area. 

 

j. The municipality may resolve to subsidise, up to the maximum as per the 

indigent policy, services billed at flat tariff based on certain terms and 

conditions to be determined in the customer care, credit control and debt 

collection policy and/or indigent management policy 

5. APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES IN THE MSA 

 

a. Users of municipal services will be treated equitably and differentiation 

between different categories of users, debtors, service providers, services, 

service standards, geographical areas will occur only to the extent provided 

for in this policy and must preclude unfair discrimination. 

 

b. To the extent possible, the amount individual users pay for services 

consumed by them, must be in proportion to their use of that service through 

the levying of consumption-based tariffs, dependent however upon the ability 

of the municipality to provide metering of the service which meets the 

standards contained in its Customer Care, Credit Control and Debt 

Collections Policy. 
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c. Tariffs must be reflective of the costs reasonably associated with the 

rendering of the service in question as reflected in the budgeted income and 

expenditure of the service including any contributions to the Rate and 

General Account. 

 

d. Tariffs must be set at levels that ensure the financial sustainability of the 

service, taking into account any subsidies received from outside sources 

(such as capital grants). 

 

e. The Council may impose a surcharge on the tariff applicable to a service. 

 

f. The Council may provide for the promotion of local economic development 

through the imposition of special tariffs for categories of commercial and 

industrial users as provided in a policy adopted for this purpose. 

 

g. The economical, efficient and effective use of resources will be encouraged 

inter alia through the use of rising block tariffs, time of use tariffs, and tariff 

options linked to solid waste minimisation for certain categories of users. 

 

h. The extent of subsidisation of tariffs for poor households and any other 

category of user will be reflected on the monthly account of such users. The 

impact of such subsidisation will be fully disclosed in the Budget report to the 

Council. 

 

i. The amount that all consumers pay for services, as reflected in the Total 

Municipal Account must be affordable for different categories of users and as 

far as possible, annual tariff increases should be limited to the rate of 

inflation as measured in the CPI. 

6. DIFFERENTIATION IN TERMS OF THE MSA 

a. The MSA entitles a municipality to differentiate on the basis described in 

5(a).  The municipality is not obliged to differentiate but should it resolve to 

do so in respect of a particular service, such differentiation must be in 

accordance with the framework contained in this paragraph. Any categories 

provided for which are not defined for a particular service, must be 
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adequately defined in the budget resolutions imposing the tariff and in the 

municipality’s tariff schedules and a distinct tariff must be applicable to each 

such category. 

 

b. The following categories of users may be used (subject to appropriate 

definition): 

 

i. Residential/domestic 

ii. Non-residential 

iii. Commercial 

iv. Industrial/mining 

v. Farming 

vi. Government 

vii. State-owned enterprise 

viii. Vacant land 

ix. Informal settlements and transient camps (domestic supply see 

annexure) 

 

c. The municipality may use different categories of service, subject to definition 

of the basic service in its Indigent Management Policy and definition of any 

other categories in its Budget resolutions. The following criteria may be used 

in defining different categories of service: 

 

i. Type of service 

ii. Category of user 

iii. Level of consumption 

iv. Type of connection 

v. Time of use 

Categories of service may be restricted to certain categories of user (e.g. the 

basic service will be restricted to residential/domestic users). 

d. Different categories of standard of service may be defined for different 

categories of users or of services, provided that the basic service may not 

include different standards.  
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e. The Council may apply differentiation based on geographic area, provided 

that the service in question meets at least the standard of the basic service 

and at least one of the following criteria is also met: 

 

i. Topography will have a significant impact on the cost of delivery of the 

service 

ii. Significant capital costs will be required to develop service 

infrastructure 

iii. The area in question may be identified in the IDP as having strategic 

developmental importance. 

7. SUBSIDISATION OF BASIC SERVICE TARIFFS FOR RESIDENTIAL/ 

DOMESTIC USERS 

 

The Council may provide for the subsidisation of basic levels of service to 

qualifying users in terms of the municipality's Indigent Management Policy in tariffs 

levied on other categories of user. 

8. ACCESS TO SERVICES BY POOR HOUSEHOLDS 

 

a. The Council applies the standards for basic service levels described in 

national government policy with regard to free basic services. The free and 

subsidised basic services provided to poor households are as provided for in 

the Council's Indigent Management Policy. 

9. MUNICIPAL MANAGER AS RESPONSIBLE AND ACCOUNTABLE 

OFFICER 

 

a. The Municipal Manager is responsible and accountable for the 

implementation and enforcement of the provisions of this policy and must 

take the necessary steps to do so. 

 

b. The Municipal Manager shall from time to time report to the Executive Mayor 

on matters relating to this policy, the efficacy of the tariffs set by the Council 
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in terms hereof, the administrative mechanisms, resources, processes and 

procedures related to its implementation and the extent to which the policy is 

achieving the objectives of the Council. 

 

c. All the necessary power and authority is hereby delegated to the Municipal 

Manager to enable him/her to fulfil his/her functions, responsibilities and 

obligations in terms hereof, with full authority to further delegate any specific 

responsibility. 
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WATER AND SANITATION TARIFF POLICY 

10. DEFINITIONS 

 

a. "Average historic cost of water (AHCW)" means the total current annual 

cost of the water service (including capital charges but excluding surcharges 

and contributions to a capital development fund) divided by the total volume 

of billed water sales for that year. 

 

b. "Commercial water use" means water supplied to premises predominantly 

of a commercial nature (e.g. shops, offices, showrooms, service stations, 

hospitals). 

 

c. "Domestic water use" means water that is used predominantly for domestic 

purposes, including garden irrigation. 

 

d. “Industrial water use" means water which is used in mining, manufacturing, 

generating electricity, land-based transport, construction or any related 

purpose. 

 

e. "Other water use" means all water used not defined as domestic, industrial 

and commercial. 

 

f. "Future incremental marginal cost" means the average incremental cost 

of system expansion, taking into account the next large scheme or schemes 

to be built to meet current and future increases in water demand. 

 

g. "Residential unit" means a group of rooms, used for residential purposes, 

contained within a block of flats, and which includes any undivided share of 

common property or any other portion of the property apportioned to that unit 

for its exclusive use, which shall include a garage or any other outbuildings. 

 

h. "Average historical cost of sanitation" means the total annual cost of the 

sanitation service (including capital charges but excluding contributions to a 
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capital development fund) divided by the total volume of sewage discharged 

for that year. 

 

i. "Commercial wastewater" means effluent discharged from premises 

predominantly of a commercial nature (e.g. shops, offices, showrooms, 

service stations). 

 

j. "Industrial wastewater" means wastewater arising from mining, 

manufacturing, electricity generation, land-based transport, construction or 

any related activities. 

 

k. "Other wastewater" means effluent discharge from premises not defined as 

domestic, commercial or industrial. 

11. POLICY PROVISIONS SPECIFIC TO WATER SUPPLY 

a. User categories: In setting water tariffs, the Council shall take into account at 

least the following four categories of user; viz: 

 

i. Domestic water use 

ii. Industrial water use 

iii. Commercial water use 

iv. Other water use 

 

b. Domestic consumer sub-categories: In setting water tariffs for domestic 

consumers, the Council may take into account the significantly different 

levels and standards of services provided by the municipality and accordingly 

determine at least the following four sub-categories of domestic consumer; 

viz 

 

i. Domestic communal (which shall mean consumers with access to 

communal water services such as a public standpipe or a water tanker 

service) 

 

ii. Domestic controlled (which means consumers with access to a 

controlled volume of water supply) 
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iii. Domestic full (which means consumers with access to an uncontrolled 

volume of water supply that is metered) 

 

iv. Domestic cluster (which means consumers in a multi-residential unit 

development, with an uncontrolled supply, served by one metered 

connection point) 

 

c. Metering: All connections providing an uncontrolled volume of water supply 

shall be metered and tariffs shall be applied in proportion to water use. The 

amount of water supplied to standpipes in informal settlements without title 

deeds should also be measured to assess the impact of this free water 

supply on the service as a whole, but should not be billed. The municipality is 

moving progressively towards the implementation of a demand metering 

system through the installation of water management devices. 

 

d. Consumption tariffs: In setting tariffs, the Council may have regard to at least 

the following categories of tariffs: 

 

i. Consumption tariffs – Domestic communal: Where a communal water 

supply provides water for domestic use and such usage at the 

communal outlet is, on average, less than 6 kl per household served, 

then no charge shall be levied for this water. 

ii. Consumption tariffs – Domestic controlled: Where water use is 

controlled to less than 6kl a month per connection, for domestic 

purposes, then no charge shall be levied on domestic households for 

such water. Should usage exceed 6 kl per month, a fixed monthly tariff 

shall be applied. 

iii. Consumption tariffs – Domestic full: Consumption tariffs for un-

controlled volume, metered domestic connections shall be based on an 

increasing block structure with the first block set at 6kl per connection 

per month and the last block set at an amount that would deter 

unnecessarily high water use and would reflect the incremental cost 

that would be incurred to increase the water supply infrastructure to 

meet an incremental growth in demand. The rising block tariff structure 

should consist of at least five steps. The consumption level at which 
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the last step begins should be at an amount that would encourage 

water conservation and should not be greater than 60 kl per month. 

iv. Consumption tariffs – Domestic cluster: Consumption tariffs for multi-

residential unit developments served by one metered connection point 

will be set to recover at least the AHCW. 

v. Consumption tariffs – Industrial, Commercial and other: Other than in 

instances where special tariffs have been set, the consumption tariffs 

for all other consumers in this category should be set to at  least equal 

to the AHCW. Data in respect of separate consumption categories 

such as for sporting bodies, schools and municipal consumption may 

be maintained to assist in water demand management measures. 

vi. Consumption tariffs – Schools, sports fields, clubs, churches, charities: 

any subsidies to these categories of users should be made through the 

medium of grants or other transparent mechanisms but not through 

tariffs lower than the AHCW so as not to negate the inherent incentive 

to use water wisely and economically. 

vii. Consumption tariffs – Users of non-potable water. 

 

e. Surcharges: The Council may impose a surcharge on any water tariff. 

 

f. Fixed service charges: In setting fixed service charges for various purposes, 

the Council shall have regard at least to the following provisions: 

 

i. Fixed service charges – Domestic: If a fixed monthly charge is applied, 

it should be kept at a minimum where possible as the domestic water 

tariff should, as much as possible, take into account the cost of 

maintaining the connection. 

ii. Fixed service charges – Industrial and other: Any fixed monthly service 

charge for these categories shall take into account the size of the 

connection and the historic cost of maintaining it to ensure that it is 

cost-reflective.  

 

g. Connection charges: Connection charges shall be set to recover the full 

costs of installation of a connection. 
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h. Credit Control measures: The following provisions should be read with the 

municipality's Credit Control Policy: 

 

i. Domestic consumers who fail to pay amounts due for water 

consumption may, after due process, have their uncontrolled water 

connections restricted by a flow-limiting or water management device, 

in the sole discretion of the municipality. 

 

ii. All non-domestic consumers who fail to pay amounts due for water 

consumption shall, after due process, have their uncontrolled water 

connections disconnected. 

 

i. Water restriction tariffs: Special tariffs may be introduced during periods 

when water restrictions are in effect as an incentive to reduce water to within 

sustainable limits. The Council may approve a separate tariff schedule in 

conjunction with the normal tariff schedule approved with the budget, which 

will apply when water restrictions are in force. 

 

j. Rebates for underground leaks: 

 

i. The cost of repairing leaks in a reticulation system situated on private 

property and the cost of water wasted as a result of such a leak are the 

responsibility of the owner/consumer. 

ii. The municipality will nevertheless in implementing its Water Loss 

Minimisation Project address the question of underground leaks and 

leaks not visible to the eye, on private property, by granting a rebate in 

respect of the additional cost of water wasted as a result of such a leak 

to consumers who have made application in the prescribed manner. 

iii. A rebate approved by the Council in terms of this policy shall apply only 

in respect of the additional cost of water wasted as a result of leaks 

that occur underground and/or are not visible, in the property's primary 

water reticulation system (plumbing) and shall not apply if the leak 

occurs in a supplementary system (such as garden irrigation systems, 

automatic filling systems to ponds, pools etc.). 
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iv. Additional consumption occurring as a result of a qualifying leak shall 

be determined by establishing the difference between the "average" 

consumption over a corresponding consumption period and the total 

consumption during that period when the leak occurred. The consumer 

will be credited with that proportion of the additional consumption 

constituting the rebate approved by the Council. 

 

v. The rebate will be granted for a maximum of three months (being an 

adequate period for the consumer to be alerted to the increased 

consumption and arrange for the leak to be repaired). The municipality 

will not approve more than two claims for a rebate in respect of a 

property per calendar year. 

12. POLICIES SPECIFIC TO THE SANITATION SERVICE 

a. User categories: In setting sanitation tariffs, the Council shall take into 

account at least the following user categories (but may specify additional 

categories) which shall be precisely defined in the Council's tariff resolutions: 

 

i. Domestic users 

ii. Industrial/Commercial users 

iii. Other users 

 

b. Domestic user sub-categories: the sanitation tariff structure for domestic 

users shall distinguish between the different levels and standards of services 

provided by the municipality and may recognise at least the following sub-

categories for domestic users: 

 

i. Domestic communal (which means users/households with access to 

communal sanitation facilities); 

ii. Domestic full (which means users with waterborne sanitation and 

access to uncontrolled discharge to a sewer network); 

iii. Domestic on-site waterborne (which means users with waterborne 

sanitation collected on site including septic and conservancy tanks); 
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iv. Domestic cluster (which means users in a multi-residential unit 

development such as flats or townhouses served by one connection 

point). 

 

c. Universal billing: all users save those provided with a rudimentary or basic 

service such as communal facilities, are to be billed. 

 

d. It is the intention of the municipality to move to a method of formulating 

tariffs in the following manner: 

 

Categories of tariffs – Consumption based: In setting tariffs, the Council shall 

have regard to at least the following categories of tariff: 

 

i. Volumetric domestic tariffs – Domestic communal: no charge shall be 

rendered for the use of communal facilities. 

ii. Volumetric domestic tariffs – Domestic full: to be based on the 

assumed volume of wastewater discharged into the sewerage system 

(deemed to be 70% of the consumer's domestic water consumption), 

limited to a maximum billable volume of 35 kl per month. 

iii. Volumetric tariffs – Domestic on-site waterborne: to be based on the 

actual volume pumped into the collecting truck, reflected as an amount 

per kilolitre of wastewater. 

iv. Basic sanitation tariff: the Council may where appropriate levy a fixed 

charge for services provided in informal areas. 

v. Volumetric tariff – Domestic cluster: to be based on the assumed 

volume of wastewater discharged into the sewerage system (deemed 

to be 90% of the monthly metered water consumption of all units in the 

cluster) limited to a maximum billable volume of 35 kl per month per 

unit. 

vi. Volumetric tariffs – Industrial and Commercial: to be based on the 

assumed volume of wastewater discharged into the sewerage system 

(deemed to be 95% of the monthly metered water consumption). 

vii. Volumetric tariffs – Other (schools, hospitals, municipal users, churches 

etc.): to be based on the assumed volume of wastewater discharged 

into the sewerage system (deemed to be 95% of the monthly metered 

water consumption by the institution in question). 
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viii. Users making use only of the sanitation service: users who obtain a 

water supply from a source other than the municipal supply (such as a 

neighbouring water supply authority or from an unmetered borehole) 

but nevertheless make use of the municipality's sanitation service, 

remain liable to pay for that service. The volume of water usage on 

which the sanitation charge is to be based shall be determined and 

verified on an annual basis by the municipality, by measurement or 

estimation of the water used, as the municipality in its sole discretion 

deems fit. Determination of the percentage wastewater will be per the 

user category. 

ix. Surcharge for extraordinary treatment costs for industrial effluent: 

where the measured pollution loading of wastewater discharged into 

the sewerage system by an industrial user exceeds the pollution 

loading of ordinary domestic wastewater, the user will assume 

responsibility for the additional treatment cost recovered as an 

additional charge based on the Industrial Effluent Miscellaneous Tariff 

read with the industrial effluent formulae adopted by the Council in its 

tariff resolutions from time to time. The additional charge shall be billed 

monthly whilst the poor quality remains. 

However, until such time as the municipality is able to transform to the above 

methodology, the current method of applying a flat rate or fixed rate as 

contained in the respective budgets will be applied. 

 

e. Categories of tariff—Fixed tariffs: 

 

i. Surcharge – Storm-water discharges into sewer: if an unauthorised 

discharge connection for storm-water run-off into a sewer is found, the 

owner of the premises in question will be given notice to either alter the 

connection to provide for discharge into the storm-water/road drainage 

system or to apply for condonation for the existing connection. 

Condonation shall only be granted, if in the sole discretion of the 

municipality, a connection to the proper system is not practically 

possible. The applicable Miscellaneous Tariff will be charged on a 

monthly basis. 
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ii. Fixed service charges: a fixed monthly service charge will apply to 

users who discharge wastewater into a sewer system. 

iii. Connection charges: the Council shall set a connection charge for all 

consumer categories which recovers the full costs of the sewer 

connection installation. 

 

f. Adjustment to the deemed volume: in respect of any specific user in the 

Industrial/Commercial, Domestic (cluster) and Other tariff categories, the 

municipality may in its sole discretion adjust the percentage of water deemed 

to have been discharged into the sewerage system as wastewater, based on 

calculation or measurement or any other appropriate method, to more closely 

approximate the actual wastewater discharged. 

 

g. Contributions: the sewerage service may subsidise any other service. 

 

h. Effect of water-leak rebate on volumetric sanitation charge: the volume of any 

water calculated to have been lost resulting from a leak in regard to which a 

rebate has been approved in terms of paragraph 10(p) shall be deducted 

from the volume of water used to compile the volumetric sanitation charge for 

the period of the rebate. 

13. GENERAL POLICIES APPLICABLE TO WATER AND SANITATION 

TARIFFS 

 

a. Subsidisation: in setting tariffs, the Council may provide for reasonable and 

appropriate cross-subsidisation between consumer categories. The existence 

of any such subsidisation must be disclosed in the Council's budget 

resolutions. 

 

b. Full cost recovery: the calculation and setting of all tariffs will be based on the 

principle of full cost recovery and provision for the long-term sustainability of 

the service. 
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c. Annual determination of tariffs: all tariffs are determined and set by the 

Council on an annual basis together with approval of its budget as provided 

for in section 24(2)(c)(i) of the MFMA. 

 

d. Value Added Tax: as prescribed by applicable legislation, VAT is levied on all 

consumptive tariffs and tariffs as approved by the Council. 

 

e. Availability charge: an availability charge in the form of a fixed tariff shall 

apply to serviced vacant or undeveloped land for both the water and 

sanitation services. 
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ELECTRICITY TARIFF POLICY 

14. POLICIES SPECIFIC TO THE ELECTRICITY SERVICE 

a. User categories: in setting electricity tariffs, the Council shall take into 

account at least the following user categories (but may specify additional 

categories): 

 

i. Domestic user – includes users individually or collectively, in private 

residential establishments including houses, blocks of flats, townhouse 

complexes; 

ii. Commercial/Industrial user – means users other than domestic users 

and includes halls, churches, schools, sports clubs, restaurants, 

theatres, consulting rooms, all other commercial and industrial 

premises including residential premises operated commercially such as 

hotels, guest house/bed-and-breakfast establishments, hospitals, 

retirement homes and the like. 

 

b. Tariff categories: in setting electricity tariffs, the Council may establish tariffs 

in the following categories: 

 

i. Consumption based (cost reflective) tariffs including: 

 

 single tier tariff 

 multi-tier block tariff 

 time of use and demand charges 

 

ii. Consumption based (subsidised) tariffs (as determined in terms of the 

municipality's Indigent Management Policy) 

 

iii. Fixed tariffs including: 

 

 Connection charge (being a fee payable as a contribution 

towards the cost of providing a supply) 
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 Development levy (being a charge calculated to contribute to the 

costs incurred in increasing the capacity of existing networks 

resulting from the additional demand imposed by new users) 

 Service charge (being a charge calculated to contribute to fixed 

costs such as capital redemption, meter reading, billing, vending, 

maintenance etc. which is payable whilst a premises is connected 

irrespective of whether electricity is supplied) 

 Miscellaneous tariffs (being specific charges for occasional 

services rendered such as disconnection, re-connection, meter 

testing etc.) 

 

iv. Special tariffs (any tariff introduced from time to time in terms of section 

74(2)(g) MSA) or a tariff relating to the consumption of "green energy", 

being energy generated from a renewable or efficient source) 

 

v. Wheeling tariff (a tariff for the transport of electrical energy over the 

municipality's network infrastructure). 

 

c. Categories of service: the Council, in setting tariffs may have regard to the 

following categories of service (which may constitute sub categories of user 

categories) including: 

 

i. nature of service (including wheeling, the supply of green energy etc.) 

ii. the level of service consumption 

iii. type of connection 

iv. time of use 

 

d. Surcharge/contributions: the Council in setting tariffs, may impose a 

surcharge on electricity tariffs (over and above the recovery of the average 

cost of supply) for the purpose of funding a contribution to the municipality's 

Rate and General Fund 

 

e. Subsidisation: in setting tariffs, the Council may provide for reasonable and 

appropriate cross-subsidisation between categories of user, provided 

however that the existence of any such subsidy must be clearly disclosed in 

resolutions adopting tariffs and in the resulting Schedule of Tariffs. 
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f. Annual determination of tariffs: electricity tariffs shall be set on an annual 

basis as prescribed by section 24(2)(c)(i) MFMA after consideration by the 

Council of a comprehensive report and recommendations from the Municipal 

Manager taking into account at least the principles in (g) hereunder, 

anticipated increase in the block cost of electricity, expected 

increased/decreased demand, the potential effect of any substantial 

development, patterns of use, availability of supply and sustainability of the 

service, especially the need for expansion, replacement and/or maintenance 

of infrastructure as well as any policies, guidelines and comments from the 

National Energy Regulator of South Africa and such determination shall be 

subject to approval by it. 

 

g. Principles: in setting tariffs, the Council shall ensure the full recovery of the 

cost of operation of the service on a year to year basis, having regard to the 

issues reported upon in terms of (f) above, and take into account the 

affordability of electricity and shall consistently and equitably apply this 

policy. 
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WASTE MANAGEMENT TARIFF POLICY 

15. POLICIES SPECIFIC TO WASTE MANAGEMENT 

 

a. User categories: The municipality will enter into a supply agreement for 

waste management services only with the owner of a property. Accordingly, 

in setting tariffs for the Waste Management Service, the Council shall take 

into account at least the following categories of users who have entered into 

supply agreements for: 

 

i. Residential property: (being a property that is used predominantly for 

residential purposes, including multi-dwelling properties such as 

Sectional Title schemes and share block schemes, blocks of flats, 

retirement homes and villages). Owners in this category may obtain a 

waste management service from the municipality only. The Council 

may determine sub-categories provided that these are disclosed in its 

tariff-setting resolutions and adequately defined. 

ii. Non-residential property: (being an improved property that is 

predominantly used for purposes other than residential,  including land 

used for commercial, industrial or agricultural purposes and also hotels, 

hospitals and guesthouses). An owner in this category may elect to 

obtain waste management services from a supplier other than the 

municipality. The Council may define sub-categories in its tariff setting 

resolutions. 

iii. Vacant land: (unimproved land not being used for any purpose). 

 

b. Categories of tariffs: in setting tariffs, the Council may have regard to at least 

the following categories of tariffs: 

 

i. Cost reflective tariffs 

ii. Subsidised tariffs 

iii. Fixed tariffs 

iv. Special tariffs 
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c. Categories of service: in setting tariffs, the Council shall distinguish between 

the following levels and standards of service: 

 

i. Door to door removal- black bag (once weekly) 

ii. Door to door removal-skip (once weekly) 

iii. Door to door removal-skip (multiple removals per week 

iv. Bulk removals 

v. Garden refuse removal 

 

d. Principles applicable to Waste Management tariff setting: the following 

principles shall inform the determination of appropriate tariffs: 

 

i. National Waste Minimisation Strategy: the municipality adheres to the 

principles and objectives set in this strategy. 

 

ii. In achieving a "pro-poor" orientation, residential Waste Management 

tariffs should be structured to achieve a minimum basic level of service 

affordable for all households while at the same time delivering a viable 

and sustainable service. 

iii. The setting and implementation of tariffs must treat users of the service 

equitably but may however differentiate between different categories of 

user. 

iv. The overall package of tariffs must recover the costs reasonably 

associated with the rendering of the service including such costs which 

cannot be allocated to a specific user. 

v. The overall package of tariffs must facilitate the current and long-term 

sustainability of the service with adequate provision for operating costs, 

maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement of infrastructure. 

vi. In setting tariffs, the Council may provide for an appropriate level of 

cross-subsidisation between categories of user and tariffs, provided 

however that the extent thereof must be fully disclosed in tariff setting 

resolutions and the Schedule of Tariffs. 

 

e. Surcharge and contributions: As far as possible, the Council shall avoid 

setting a surcharge on tariffs in the Waste Management Service and the 

Service shall not make contributions to any other service. 
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f. Annual setting of tariffs: a package of tariffs shall be developed in conjunction 

with the budget process and adopted annually by resolution in terms of 

section 24(2)(c)(ii) MFMA. 
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ANNEXURE PER PARAGRAPH 6 OF THE POLICY 

INFORMAL SETTLEMENT 

1.  KIMBERLEY NORTH 

2.  BOIKHUTSONG & KUTLWANONG 

3.  COLVILLE 83 & 64 

4.  CHRIS HANI 

5.  GALESHEWE 

6.  RITCHIE WELTER VREDE & MOTSWEDIMOSA 

7.  ARENA 65 

8.  ROODEPAN 

9.  HOMEVALLEY 

10.  KAGISHO 

11.  SOLLY LEGODI 

12.  TSHWARAGANO 

13.  PHUTANANG 

14.  REDIRILE 

15.  JOHN MAMPE 

16.  TSWELELANG 

17.  CHINA SQUARE 

18.  WIT DAM 

19.  UBUNTU 

20.  THAMBO SQUARE 

21.  NXUMALO 

22.  PLATFONTEIN 

23.  GREEN POINT 

24.  RABAJI 

25.  LORATO PARK 

26.  JACKSONVILLE 

27.  DONKERHOEK 

28.  KATIMA 

29.  BLOEMANDA 

30.  SOUL CITY 

31.  PROMISE LAND 

32.  RIEMVASMAK 

33.  TRANSIT CAMP 

34.  RESERVE ROAD SHACKS 

35.  PHOMOLONG 

36.  ZONE 2 
 
And any other area as identified by the Municipality as necessary to receive a basic level of 
service but which has not been formally established or is impractical to recover exact 
readings. 
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BY-LAW 

To provide for the provision of an electrical service in the Sol Plaatje municipality; and for 

matters connected therewith. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Sol Plaatje municipality, as follows-.- 

ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS 

CHAPTER 1 GENERAL 

1. Definitions 

2. Other terms 

3. Headings and titles 

CHAPTER 2 GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SUPPLY 

4. Provision of electricity services 

5. Supply by agreement 

6. Service of notice 

7. Compliance with notices 

8. Application for supply of electricity 

9. Processing of requests for supply 

10. Wayleaves 

11. Statutory servitude 

12. Right of admittance to inspect, test or do maintenance work 

13. Refusal or failure to give information 

14. Refusal of admittance 

15. Improper use 

16. Electricity tariffs and fees 

17. Deposits 

18. Payment of charges 

19. Interest on overdue accounts 

20. Principles for the resale of electricity 

21. Right to disconnect supply 

22. Non-liability of the Municipality 

23. leakage of electricity 

24. Failure of supply 

25. Seals of the Municipality 
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26. Tampering with service connection or supply mains 

27. Protection of Municipality’s supply mains 

28. Prevention of tampering with service connection or supply mains 

29. Unauthorised connections 

30. Unauthorised reconnections 

31. Temporary disconnection and reconnection 

32. Temporary supply of electricity 

33. Temporary work 

34. Load reduction 

35. Medium and low voltage switchgear and equipment 

36. Substation accommodation 

37. Wiring diagram and specification 

38. Standby supply 

39. Consumer’s emergency standby supply equipment 

40. Circular letters 

 

CHAPTER 3 RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONSUMERS 

41. Consumer to erect and maintain electrical installation 

42. Fault in electrical installation 

43. Discontinuance of use of supply 

44. Change of occupier 

45. Service apparatus 

 

CHAPTER 4 SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF SUPPLY 

46. Service connection 

47. Metering accommodation 

 

CHAPTER 5 SYSTEMS OF SUPPLY 

48. Load requirements 

49. Load limitations 

50. Interference with other persons’ electrical equipment 

51. Supplies to motors 

52. Power factor 
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53. Protection 

 

CHAPTER 6 MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICITY 

54. Metering 

55. Accuracy of metering 

56. Reading of credit meters 

57. Prepayment metering 

 

CHAPTER 7 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS 

58. Additional requirements 

59. Municipality not responsible 

 

CHAPTER 8 COST OF WORK 

60. Cost of work 

 

CHAPTER 9 PENALTIES 

61. Penalty clause 

62. Short title 

SCHEDULE 1 

Laws repealed 

SCHEDULE 2 

Applicable standard specification 
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CHAPTER 1  
 

GENERAL 
 

Definitions 
 

1. In this By-law, unless the context otherwise indicates — 

“accredited person” means a person registered in terms of the Regulations as an electrical tester 

for single phase, an installation electrician or a master installation electrician, as the case may be; 

 

“applicable standard specification” means the standard specifications as listed in Schedule 2; 

 

“certificate of compliance” means a certificate issued in terms of the Regulations in respect of 

an electrical installation or part of an electrical installation by an accredited person; 

 

“consumer” in relation to premises means — 

(i) any occupier thereof or any other person with whom the Municipality has contracted to 

supply or is actually supplying electricity thereat; or 

(ii) if such premises are not occupied, any person who has a valid existing agreement with the 

Municipality for the supply of electricity to such premises; or 

(iii) if there is no such person or occupier, the owner of the premises; 

“credit meter” means a meter where an account is issued subsequent to the consumption of 

electricity; 

“electrical contractor” means an electrical contractor as defined in the Regulations; 

“electrical installation” means an electrical installation as defined in the Regulations; 

“high voltage” means the set of nominal voltage levels that are used in power systems for bulk 

transmission of electricity in the range of 44kV<Un □ 220 kV [SANS 1019]; 

“law” means any applicable law, proclamation, ordinance, Act of Parliament or enactment 

having force of law; 

“low voltage” means the set of nominal voltage levels that are used for the distribution of 

electricity and whose upper limit is generally accepted to be an a.c. voltage of 1000V (or a d.c. 
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voltage of 1500 V) [SANS 1019]; 

“medium voltage” means the set of nominal voltage levels that lie above low voltage and below 

high voltage in the range of 1 kV < Un □ 44 kV. [SANS 1019]; 

“meter” means a device which records the demand or the electrical energy consumed and 

includes conventional and prepayment meters; 

“motor load, total connected” means the sum total of the kW input ratings of all the individual 

motors connected to an installation;  

“motor rating” means the maximum continuous kW output of a motor as stated on the maker’s 

rating plate;  

“motor starting current” in relation to alternating current motors means the root mean square 

value of the symmetrical current taken by a motor when energised at its rated voltage with its 

starter in the starting position and the rotor locked; 

“Municipality” means the Sol Plaatje municipality; 

“Municipal Manager” means the person appointed by the Municipality in terms of section 82 

of the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 1998 (Act No. 117 of 1998); 

“occupier” in relation to any premises means – 

 

(a) any person in actual occupation of such premises; 

 

(b) any person legally entitled to occupy such premises; 

 

(c) in the case of such premises being subdivided and let to lodgers or various tenants, the 

person receiving the rent payable by such lodgers or tenants, whether on his or her own 

account or as agent for any person entitled thereto or interested therein; or 

 

(d) any person in control of such premises or responsible for the management thereof, and 

includes the agent of any such person when he or she is absent from the Republic of South 

Africa or his or her whereabouts are unknown; 

 



 

“owner” in relation to premises means the person in whom is vested the legal 

title thereto: Provided that - 

(a) in the case of immovable property - 

(i) leased for a period of not less than 50 years, whether the lease is 

registered or not, the lessee thereof; or 

(ii) beneficially occupied under a servitude or right analogous thereto, the 

occupier thereof; 

(b) if the owner as hereinbefore defined - 

(i) is deceased or insolvent, has assigned his or her estate for the benefit of his or her 

creditors, has been placed under curatorship by order of court or is a company being 

wound up or under judicial management, the person in whom the administration of such 

property is vested as executor, administrator, trustee, assignee, curator, liquidator or 

judicial manager, as the case may be; or 

(ii) is absent from the Republic of South Africa, or if his or her address is unknown to the 

Municipality, any person who as agent or otherwise receives or is entitled to receive the 

rent in respect of such property; and 

(c) if the Municipality is unable to determine who such person is, the person who is entitled to the 

beneficial use of such property, shall be deemed to be the owner thereof to the exclusion of the 

person in whom is vested the legal tide thereto; 

 

“point of consumption” means a point of consumption as defined in the Regulations; 

“point of metering” means the point at which the consumer’s consumption of electricity is metered and 

which may be at the point of supply or at any other point on the distribution system of the Municipality 

or the electrical installation of the consumer, as specified by the Municipality or any duly authorised 

officer of the Municipality: Provided that it shall meter all of, and only, the consumer’s consumption of 

electricity; 

“point of supply” means the point determined by the Municipality or any duly authorised officer of the 

Municipality at which electricity is supplied to any premises by the Municipality; 

“premises” means any land or any building or structure above or below ground level and includes any 

vehicle, aircraft or vessel; 
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“prepayment meter” means a meter that can be programmed to allow the flow of pre-purchased 

amounts of energy in an electrical circuit; 

“Regulations” means Regulations made in terms of the Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1993 (Act 

No. 85 of 1993) and published by G.N. R2920 of 23 October 1992, as amended; 

“safety standard” means the Code of Practice for the Wiring of Premises SANS 101421 incorporated in 

the Regulations; 

“service connection” means all cables and equipment required to connect the supply mains to the 

electrical installation of the consumer at the point of supply; 

“service protective device” means any fuse or circuit breaker installed for the purpose of protecting the 

Municipality’s equipment from overloads or faults occurring on the installation or on the internal service 

connection; 

“standby supply” means an alternative electricity supply not normally used by the consumer: 

“supply mains" means any part of the Municipality’s electricity network; 

“tariff’ means the Municipality’s tariff of charges for the supply of electricity; 

“token” means the essential element of a prepayment metering system used to transfer information from 

a point of sale for electricity credit to a prepayment meter and vice versa, and 

“voltage” means the root-mean-square value of electrical potential between two conductors. 

Other terms 
 

2.  All other terms used in this By-law shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have the meaning 

assigned thereto in the Electricity Act, 1987 (Act No. 41 of 1987). 

 

Headings and titles 
 

3.  The headings and titles in this By-law shall not affect the construction thereof. 

 

CHAPTER 2  

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SUPPLY 
 

Provision of Electricity Services 
 

4. Only the Municipality shall supply or contract for the supply of electricity within its area of 
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jurisdiction. 

Supply by agreement 
 

5.  No person shall use or be entitled to use an electricity supply from the Municipality unless or 

until such person shall have entered into an agreement in writing with the Municipality for such 

supply, and such agreement together with the provisions of this By-law shall in all respects 

govern such supply. If a person uses an electricity supply without entering into an agreement he 

or she shall be liable for the cost of electricity used as stated in section 44. 

Service of notice 
 

6. (1) Any notice or other document that is served on any person in terms of this By-law is 

regarded as having been served - 

(a) when it has been delivered to that person personally; 

(b) when it has been left at that person’s place of residence or business in the Republic 

with a person apparently over the age of sixteen years; 

(c) when it has been posted by registered or certified mail to that person’s last known 

residential or business address in the Republic and an acknowledgement of the posting 

thereof from the postal service is obtained; 

(d) if that person’s address in the Republic is unknown, when it has been served on that 

person’s agent or representative in the Republic in the manner provided by paragraphs 

(a), (b) or (c); or 

(e) if that person’s address and agent or representative in the Republic is unknown, when it 

has been posted in a conspicuous place on the property or premises, if any, to which it 

relates. 

(f) if that person’s cellular telephone number is known, then such notice or other 

document may be sent per sms, mms, or any other electronic means per the Electronic 

Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002. 

(2) When any notice or other document must be authorised or served on the owner, 

occupier or holder of any property or tight in any property, it is sufficient if that person 

is described in the notice or other document as the owner, occupier or holder of the 

property or right in question, and it is not necessary to name that person. 

(3) Any legal process is validly served on the Municipality when it is delivered to the 

Municipal Manager or a person in attendance at the Municipal Manager’s office. 
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Compliance with notices 
 

7. Any person on whom a notice duly issued or given under this By-law is served shall, within the 

time specified in such notice, comply with its terms. 

Application for supply of electricity 
 

8. (1) Application for the supply of electricity shall be made in writing by the prospective 

consumer on the prescribed form obtainable at the office of the Municipality, and the estimated 

load, in kVA, of the installation, shall be stated therein. Such application shall be made as early as 

possible before the supply of electricity is required in order to facilitate the work of the 

Municipality. 

(2) An application for an electricity supply for a period of less than one year shall be 

regarded as an application for a temporary supply of electricity and shall be considered 

at the discretion of the Municipality or any duly authorised officer of the Municipality, 

which may specify any special conditions to be satisfied in such case. 

Processing of requests for supply 
 

9. Applications for the supply of electricity will be processed and the supply made available within 

the periods stipulated in NRS 047. 

Wayleaves 
 

10. (1) The Municipality may refuse to lay or erect a service connection above or 

below ground on any thoroughfare or land not vested in the Municipality or on any private 

property, unless and until the prospective consumer shall have obtained and deposited with the 

Municipality written permission granted by the owner of the said private property or by the 

person in whom is vested the legal tide to the land or thoroughfare as aforesaid exists, as the case 

may be, authorising the laying or erection of a service connection thereon. 

(2) If such permission is withdrawn at any time or if the aforesaid private property or 

thoroughfare changes ownership and the new owner refuses to grant or continue such 

permission, the cost of any alteration required to be made to a service connection in 

order that the supply of electricity may be continued, and of any removal thereof which 

may become necessary in the circumstances, shall be borne by the consumer to whose 

premises the supply of electricity is required to be continued. 

Statutory servitude 
 

11. (1) Subject to the provisions of subsection (3) the Municipality may within its municipal 

area provide, establish and maintain electricity services; 
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(b) acquire, construct, lay, extend, enlarge, divert, maintain, repair, discontinue the 

use of, close up and destroy electricity supply mains; 

(c) construct, erect or lay any electricity supply main on, across, though, over or 

under any street or immovable property and the ownership of any such main 

shall vest in the Municipality; 

(d) do any other thing necessary or desirable for or incidental, supplementary or 

ancillary to any matter contemplated by paragraphs (a) to (c). 

(2) If the Municipality constructs, erects or lays any electricity supply main on, across, 

through, over or under any street or immovable property not owned by the Municipality 

or under the control of or management of the Municipality it shall pay to the owner of 

such street or property compensation in an amount agreed upon by such owner and the 

Municipality or, in the absence of agreement, as determined either by arbitration or a 

court of law. 

(3) The Municipality shall, before commencing any work other than repairs or maintenance 

on or in connection with any electricity supply main on immovable property not owned 

by the Municipality or under the control or management of the Municipality, give the 

owner or occupier of such property reasonable notice of the proposed work and the 

date on which it proposes to commence such work. 

Right of admittance to inspect, test or do maintenance work 
 

12. (1) The Municipality shall, through its employees, contractors and their assistants and 

advisers, have access to or over any property for the purposes of — 

(a) doing anything authorised or required to be done by the Municipality under this 

By-law or any other law; 

(b) inspecting and examining any service mains and anything connected therewith; 

(c) enquiring into and investigating any possible source of electricity supply or the 

suitability of immovable property for any work, scheme or undertaking of the 

Municipality and making any necessary survey in connection therewith; 

(d) regularly reading meters; 

(e) ascertaining whether there is or has been a contravention of the provisions of 

this By-law or any other law; and 

(f) enforcing compliance with the provisions of this By-law or any other law. 
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(2) The Municipality shall pay to any person suffering damage as a result of the exercise of 

the right of access contemplated by subsection (1), except where the Municipality is 

authorised to execute on the property concerned any work at the cost of such person or 

some other person or to execute on such property any work and recover the cost 

thereof from such person or some other person, compensation in such amount as may 

be agreed upon by the Municipality and such person or, in the absence of agreement, as 

may be determined by  arbitration or a court of law. 

 

(3) An employee of the Municipality authorised thereto by such Municipality may, by notice 

in writing served on the owner or occupier of any property, require such owner or 

occupier to provide, on the day and at the hour specified in such notice, access to such 

property to a person and for a purpose referred to in subsection (1): Provided that in the 

case of an emergency, no such written notice shall be required. 

Refusal or failure to give information 
 

13. No person shall refuse or fail to give such information as may be reasonably required of him or 

her by any duly authorised officer of the Municipality or tender any false information to any such 

officer regarding any electrical installation work completed or contemplated. 

 

Refusal of admittance 
 

14. No person shall wilfully hinder, obstruct, interfere with or refuse admittance to any duly 

authorised officer of the Municipality in the performance of his or her duty under this 

By-law or of any duty connected therewith or relating thereto. 

Improper use 
 

15. If the consumer uses the electricity for any purpose or deals with the electricity in any 

manner which the Municipality has reasonable grounds for believing interferes in an 

improper or unsafe manner or is calculated to interfere in an improper or unsafe 

manner with the efficient supply of electricity to any other consumer, the Municipality 

may, with or without notice, disconnect the electricity supply but such supply shall be 

restored as soon as the cause for the disconnection has been permanently remedied or 

removed. The fee as prescribed by the Municipality for the disconnection and 

reconnection shall be paid by the consumer before the electricity supply is restored, 

unless it can be shown that the consumer did not use or deal with the electricity in an 

improper or unsafe manner. 
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Electricity tariffs and fees 
 

16. Copies of charges and fees may be obtained free of charge at the offices of the Municipality. 

Deposits 
 

17. The Municipality reserves the right to require the consumer to deposit a sum of money as 

security in payment of any charges which are due or may become due to the Municipality. The 

amount of the deposit in respect of each electricity installation shall be determined by the 

Municipality, and each such deposit may be increased if the Municipality deems the deposit held 

to be inadequate. Such deposit shall not be regarded as being in payment or part payment of any 

accounts due for the supply of electricity for the purpose of obtaining any discount provided for 

in the electricity tariff referred to in this By law. On cessation of the supply of electricity, the 

amount of such deposit, free of any interest, less any payments due to the Municipality shall be 

refunded to the consumer. 

Payment of charges 
 

18. (1) The consumer shall be liable for all charges listed in the prescribed tariff for the electricity 

service as approved by the Municipality. A copy of the prescribed tariff is obtainable free of 

charge from the Municipality. 

 

(2) All accounts shall be deemed to be payable when issued by the Municipality and each 

account shall, on its face, reflect the due date and a warning indicating that the supply of 

electricity may be disconnected should the charges in respect of such supply remain 

unpaid after the due date. 

(3) An error or omission in any account or failure to render an account shall not relieve the 

consumer of his or her obligation to pay the correct amount due for electricity supplied 

to the premises and the onus shall be on the consumer to satisfy himself or herself that 

the account rendered is in accordance with the prescribed tariff of charges in respect of 

electricity supplied to the premises. 

 

(4) Where a duly authorised officer of the Municipality has visited the premises for the 

purpose of disconnecting the supply of electricity in terms of subsection (2) and he or 

she is obstructed or prevented from effecting such disconnection, the prescribed fee 

shall become payable for each subsequent visit necessary for the purpose of such 

disconnection 
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(5) After disconnection for non-payment of an account, the prescribed fees and all amounts 

due for electricity consumed shall be paid before the electricity supply is re-connected. 

 

Interest on overdue accounts 
 

19. The Municipality may charge interest on accounts which are not paid by the due date appearing 

on the account, at an interest rate as approved by the Municipality from time to time. 

Principles for the resale of electricity 
 

20. (1) Unless otherwise authorised in writing by the Municipality, no person shall sell or supply 

electricity, supplied to his or her premises under an agreement with the Municipality, to any other 

person or persons for use on any other premises, or permit or suffer such resale or supply to take 

place. If electricity is resold for use upon the same premises, the electricity resold shall be 

measured by a submeter of a type which has been approved by Standards South Africa and 

supplied, installed and programmed in accordance with the standards of the Municipality. 

 

(2) The tariff, rates and charges at which and the conditions of sale under which electricity is 

thus resold shall not be less favourable to the purchaser than those that would have been 

payable and applicable had the purchaser been supplied directly with electricity by the 

Municipality. 

 

Every reseller shall furnish the purchaser with monthly accounts that are at least as 

detailed as the relevant billing information details provided by the Municipality to its 

electricity consumers. 

 

Right to disconnect supply 
 

21. (1) The Municipality may disconnect the supply of electricity to any premises if the person 

liable to pay for such supply fails to pay any charge due to the Municipality in connection with 

any supply of electricity which he or she may at any time have received from the Municipality in 

respect of such premises, or, where any of the provisions of this By-law or the Regulations are 

being contravened: Provided that the Municipality has given the person 14 day’s notice to 

remedy his or her default and the person has failed to remedy such default after notice has been 

given, or, in the case of a grave risk to person or property, or as envisaged in terms of section 26, 

without notice. After disconnection for non-payment of an account or the improper or unsafe 

use of electricity, the fee as prescribed by the Municipality shall be paid. 

 

(2) In the case where an installation has been illegally reconnected on a consumer’s premises 
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after having been previously legally disconnected by the Municipality, or in the case 

where the Municipality’s electrical equipment has been tampered with to prevent the full 

registration of consumption by the meter, the electricity supply may be physically 

removed from those premises. 

Non-liability of the Municipality 
 

22. The Municipality shall not be liable for any loss or damage, direct or consequential, suffered or 

sustained by a consumer as a result of or arising from the cessation, interruption or any other 

abnormality of the supply of electricity, unless caused by fault on the part of the Municipality. 

Leakage of electricity 
 

23. Under no circumstances shall any rebate be allowed on the account for electricity supplied and 

metered in respect of electricity wasted owing to leakage or any other fault in the electrical 

installation. 

Failure of supply 
 

24. The Municipality is not obliged to attend to a failure of supply of electricity due to a fault in the 

electrical installation of the consumer, except when such failure is due to the operation of the 

service protective device of the Municipality. When any failure of supply of electricity is found to 

be due to a fault in the electrical installation of the consumer or to the faulty operation of 

apparatus used in connection therewith, the Municipality may charge the consumer the fee as 

prescribed by the Municipality for each restoration of the supply of electricity in addition to the 

cost of making good or repairing any damage which may have been done to the service main and 

meter by such fault or faulty operation. 

 

Seals of the Municipality 
 

25. The meter, service protective devices and all apparatus belonging to the Municipality shall be 

sealed or locked by a duly authorised officer of the Municipality, and no person not being an 

officer of the Municipality duly authorised thereto shall in any manner or for any reason 

whatsoever remove, break, deface, or tamper or interfere with such seals or locks. 

 

Tampering with service connection or supply mains 
 

26. (1) No person shall in any manner or for any reason whatsoever tamper or interfere with 

any meter or metering equipment or service connection or service protective device or supply 
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mains of the Municipality. 

 

(2) Where prima face evidence exists of a consumer or any other person having 

contravened subsection (1), the Municipality may disconnect the supply of electricity 

immediately and without prior notice to the consumer and such consumer or person 

shall be liable for all fees and charges levied by the Municipality for such disconnection. 

(3) Where a consumer or any person has contravened subsection (1) and such 

contravention has resulted in the meter recording less than the true consumption, the 

Municipality shall have the right to recover from the consumer the full cost of his or her 

estimated consumption. 

Protection of Municipality’s supply mains 
 

27. (1) No person shall, except with the consent of the Municipality and subject to such 

conditions as may be imposed - 

(a) construct, erect or lay, or permit the construction, erection or laying of any 

building, structure or other object, or plant trees or vegetation over or in such a 

position or in such a manner as to interfere with or endanger the supply mains; 

 

(b) excavate, open up or remove the ground above, next to, under or near any part 

of the supply mains; 

 
(c) damage, endanger, remove or destroy, or do any act likely to damage, endanger 

or destroy any part of the supply mains; 

 
(d) make any unauthorized connection to any part of the supply mains or divert or 

cause to be diverted any electricity there from. 

 

(2) The owner or occupier shall limit the height of trees or length of projecting branches in 

the proximity of overhead lines or provide a means of protection which in the opinion 

of the Municipality will adequately prevent the tree from interfering with the conductors 

should the tree or branch fall or be cut down. Should the owner fail to observe this 

provision the Municipality shall have the right, after prior written notification, or at any 

time in an emergency, to cut or trim the trees or other vegetation in such a manner as to 

comply with this provision and shall be entitled to enter the property for this purpose. 

 

(3) The Municipality may, subject to obtaining an order of court, demolish, alter or 

otherwise deal with any building, structure or other object constructed, erected or laid in 
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contravention of this By-law. 

 
(4) The Municipality may, in the case of an emergency or disaster, remove anything 

damaging, obstructing or endangering or likely to damage, obstruct, endanger or destroy 

any part of the electrical distribution system. 

 

Prevention of tampering with service connection or supply mains 
 

28. If the Municipality decides that it is necessary or desirable to take special precautions in order to 

prevent tampering with any portion of the supply mains, service connection or service protective 

device or meter or metering equipment, the consumer shall either supply and install the necessary 

protection or pay the costs involved where such protection is supplied by the Municipality. 

 

Unauthorized connections 
 

29. No person other than a person specifically authorised thereto by the Municipality in writing shall 

directly or indirectly connect, attempt to connect or cause or permit to be connected any 

electrical installation or part thereof to the supply mains or service connection. 

 

Unauthorized reconnections 
 

30. (1) No person other than a person specifically authorised thereto by the Municipality in writing 

shall reconnect, attempt to reconnect or cause or permit to be reconnected to the supply mains 

or service connection any electrical installation which has been disconnected by the Municipality. 

 

(2) Where the supply of electricity that has previously been disconnected is found to have 

been reconnected, the consumer using the supply of electricity shall be liable for all 

charges for electricity consumed between the date of disconnection and the date the 

electricity supply was found to be reconnected and any other charges raised in this 

regard. Furthermore, the Municipality may remove part or all of the supply equipment 

until such time as payment has been received in full. In addition, the consumer will be 

responsible for all the costs associated with the reinstatement of such supply equipment. 

Temporary disconnection and reconnection 
 

31. (1) The Municipality shall, at the request of the consumer, temporarily disconnect and reconnect 

the supply of electricity to the consumer’s electrical installation upon payment of the fee as 

prescribed by the Municipality for each such disconnection and subsequent reconnection. 

 

(2) In the event of the necessity arising for the Municipality to effect a temporary 
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disconnection and reconnection of the supply of electricity to a consumer's electrical 

installation and the consumer is in no way responsible for bringing about this necessity, 

the consumer shall not be liable to pay any fee. 

(3) The Municipality may only under exceptional circumstances temporarily disconnect the 

supply of electricity to any premises without notice, for the purpose of effecting repairs 

or carrying out tests or for any other legitimate purpose. In all other instances adequate 

notice shall be given. 

Temporary supply of electricity 
 

32. It shall be a condition of the giving of any temporary supply of electricity, in terms of this By-law 

that, if such supply is found to interfere with the efficient and economical supply of electricity to 

other consumers, the Municipality shall have the right, with notice, or under exceptional 

circumstances without notice, to terminate such temporary supply at any time and, the 

Municipality shall not be liable for any loss or damage occasioned by the consumer by such 

termination. 

Temporary work 
 

33. An electrical installation requiring a temporary supply of electricity shall not be connected directly 

or indirectly to the supply mains except with the permission in writing of the Municipality. Full 

information as to the reasons for and nature of such temporary work shall accompany the 

application for the aforesaid permission, and the Municipality may refuse such permission or may 

grant the same upon such terms and conditions as it may appear desirable and necessary. 

Load reduction 
 

34. (1) At times of peak load, or in an emergency, or when, in the opinion of the Municipality, it is 

necessary for any reason to reduce the load on the electricity supply system of the Municipality, 

the Municipality may without notice interrupt and, for such period as the Municipality may deem 

necessary, discontinue the electricity supply to any consumer’s electrically operated thermal 

storage water heater or any specific appliance or the whole installation. 

 

(2) The Municipality may install upon the premises of the consumer such apparatus and 

equipment as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions of subsection (1), and any 

duly authorised officer of the Municipality may at any reasonable time enter any premises 

for the purpose of installing, inspecting, testing adjusting or changing such apparatus and 

equipment. 
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(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (2), the consumer or the owner, as the 

case may be, shall, when installing an electrically operated water storage heater, provide 

such necessary accommodation and wiring as the Municipality may decide to facilitate 

the later installation of the apparatus and equipment referred to in subsection (2). 

Medium and low voltage switchgear and equipment 
 

35. (1) In cases where a supply of electricity is given at either high, medium or low voltage, the 

supply and installation of the switchgear, cables and equipment forming part of the service 

connection shall, unless otherwise approved by the Municipality or any duly authorised officer of 

the Municipality, be paid for by the consumer. 

 

(2) In the case of a medium voltage supply of electricity, all such equipment shall be 

approved by any duly authorised officer of the Municipality and installed by or under 

the supervision of any duly authorised officer of the Municipality. 

(3) No person shall operate medium voltage switchgear without the written authority of the 

Municipality. 

(4) All earthing and testing of medium voltage equipment linked to the Municipality’s 

network shall be conducted by or under the supervision of a duly authorised officer of 

the Municipality. 

(5) In the case of a low voltage supply of electricity, the consumer shall provide and install a 

low voltage main switch or any other equipment required by the Municipality or any 

duly authorised officer of the Municipality. 

Substation accommodation 
 

36. (1) The Municipality may, on such conditions as it may deem fit, require the owner to 

provide and maintain accommodation which shall constitute a substation and which shall consist 

of a separate room or rooms to be used exclusively for the purpose of housing medium voltage 

cables and switchgear, transformers, low voltage cables and switchgear and other equipment 

necessary for the supply of electricity requested by the applicant. The accommodation shall be 

situated at a point to which free, adequate and unrestricted access is available at all times for 

purposes connected with the operation and maintenance of the equipment. 

 

(2) The Municipality may, however, supply its own networks from its own equipment 

installed in such accommodation, and if additional accommodation is required by the 

Municipality, such additional accommodation shall be provided by the applicant at the 
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cost of the Municipality. 

Wiring diagram and specification 
 

37. (1) When more than one electrical installation or electricity supply from a common main or 

more than one distribution board or meter is required for any building or block of buildings, the 

wiring diagram of the circuits starting from the main switch and a specification shall be supplied 

to the Municipality in duplicate for approval before the work commences. 

 

(2) Where an electrical installation is to be supplied from a substation on the same premises 

on which the current is transformed from high voltage, or from one of the substations 

of the Municipality through mains separate from the general distribution system, a 

complete specification and drawings for the plant to be installed by the consumer shall, 

if so required, be forwarded to the Municipality for approval before any material in 

connection therewith is ordered. 

Standby supply 
 

38. No person shall be entitled to a standby supply of electricity from the Municipality for any 

premises having a separate source of electricity supply except with the written consent of the 

Municipality and subject to such terms and conditions as may be laid down by the Municipality. 

Consumer’s emergency standby supply equipment 
 

39. (1) No emergency standby equipment provided by a consumer in terms of 

the Regulations or for his or her own operational requirements shall be connected to 

any installation without the prior written approval of the Municipality. Application for 

such approval shall be made in writing and shall include a full specification of the 

equipment and a wiring diagram. The standby equipment shall be so designed and 

installed that it is impossible for the Municipality’s supply mains to be energized by 

means of a back-feed from such equipment. The consumer shall be responsible for 

providing and installing all such protective equipment. 

(2) Where by special agreement with the Municipality, the consumer’s standby generating 

equipment is permitted to be electrically coupled to, and run in parallel with the 

Municipality’s supply mains, the consumer shall be responsible for providing, installing 

and maintaining all the necessary synchronizing and protective equipment required for 

such safe parallel operation, to the satisfaction of the Municipality. 
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Circular letters 
 

40. The Municipality may from time to time issue circulars detailing the requirements of the 

Municipality regarding matters not specifically covered in the Regulations or this By-law but 

which are necessary for the safe, efficient operation and management of the supply of electricity. 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 
 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONSUMERS 
 

Consumer to erect and maintain electrical installation 
 

41. Any electrical installation connected or to be connected to the supply mains, and any additions 

or alterations thereto which may be made from time to time, shall be provided and erected and 

maintained and kept in good order by the consumer at his or her own expense and in accordance 

with this By-law and the Regulations. 

 

Fault in electrical installation 
 

42. (1)  If any fault develops in the electrical installation, which constitutes a 

hazard to persons, livestock or property, the consumer shall immediately disconnect the 

electricity supply. The consumer shall without delay give notice thereof to the 

Municipality and shall immediately take steps to remedy the fault. 

(2) The Municipality may require the consumer to reimburse it for any expense to which it 

may be put in connection with a fault in the electrical installation. 

Discontinuance of use of supply 
 

43.  In the event of a consumer desiring to discontinue using the electricity supply, he or she shall 

give at least two full working days’ notice in writing of such intended discontinuance to the 

Municipality, failing which he or she shall remain liable for all payments due in terms of the 

tariff for the supply of electricity until the expiration of two full working days after such notice 

has been given. 

Change of occupier 
 

44. (1)  A consumer vacating any premises shall give the Municipality not less 
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than two full working days’ notice in writing of his or her intention to discontinue using 

the electricity supply, failing which he or she shall remain liable for such supply. 

 

(2) If the person taking over occupation of the premises desires to continue using the 

electricity supply, he or she shall make application in accordance with the provisions of 

section 5, and if he or she fails to make application for an electricity supply within ten 

working days of taking occupation of the premises, the supply of electricity shall be 

disconnected, and he or she shall be liable to the Municipality for the electricity supply 

from the date of occupation till such time as the supply is so disconnected. 

(3) Where premises are fitted with pre-payment meters, any person occupying the premises 

at that rime shall be deemed to be the consumer. 

Until such time as an application is made by this person for a supply of electricity, in 

terms of section 5, he or she shall be liable for all charges and fees owed to the 

Municipality for that metering point, as well as any outstanding charges and fees 

whether accrued by that person or not. 

Service apparatus 
 

45. (1)  The consumer shall be liable for all costs to the Municipality arising from 

damage to or loss of any metering equipment, service protective device, service 

connection or other apparatus on the premises, unless such damage or loss is shown to 

have been occasioned by an Act of God or an act or omission of an employee of the 

Municipality or caused by an abnormality in the supply of electricity to the premises. 

(2) If, during a period of disconnection of an installation from the supply mains, the service 

main, metering equipment or any other service apparatus, being the property of the 

Municipality and having been previously used, have been removed without its 

permission or have been damaged so as to render reconnection dangerous, the owner or 

occupier of the premises, as the case may be, during such period shall bear the cost of 

overhauling or replacing such equipment. 

(3) Where there is a common metering position, the liability detailed in subsection (1) shall 

devolve on the owner of the premises. 

 

CHAPTER 4 
 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF SUPPLY 
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Service connection 
 

46. (1) The consumer shall bear the cost of the service connection, as determined by the 

Municipality. 

 

(2) Notwithstanding the fact that the consumer bears the cost of the service connection, 

ownership of the service connection, laid or erected by the Municipality, shall vest in 

the Municipality, and the Municipality shall be responsible for the maintenance of 

such service connection up to the point of supply. The consumer shall not be 

entitled to any compensation from the Municipality in respect of such service 

connection. 

(3) The work to be carried out by the Municipality at the cost of the consumer for a 

service connection to the consumer’s premises shall be determined by the 

Municipality or any duly authorised officer of the Municipality. 

(4) A service connection shall be laid underground, whether the supply mains are laid 

underground or erected overhead, unless an overhead service connection is 

specifically required by the Municipality. 

(5) The consumer shall provide, fix and maintain on his or her premises such ducts, 

wireways, trenches, fastenings and clearance to overhead supply mains as may be 

required by the Municipality for the installation of the service connection. 

(6) The conductor used for the service connection shall have a cross-sectional area 

according to the size of the electrical supply but shall not be less than 10 mm2 

(copper or copper equivalent), and all conductors shall have the same cross-sectional 

area, unless otherwise approved by any duly authorised officer of the Municipality. 

(7) Unless otherwise approved, the Municipality shall only provide one service 

connection to each registered erf. In respect of two or more premises belonging to 

one owner and situated on adjacent erven, a single bulk supply of electricity may be 

made available if the erven are consolidated or notarially tied. 

(8) Any covers of a wireway carrying the supply circuit from the point of supply to the 

metering equipment shall be made to accept the seals of the Municipality. 

(9) Within the meter box, the service conductor or cable, as the case may be, shall 

terminate in an unobscured position and the conductors shall be visible throughout 

their length when cover plates, if present, are removed. 
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(10) In the case of blocks of buildings occupied by a number of individual consumers, 

separate wireways and conductors or cables shall be laid from the common metering 

room or rooms to each individual consumer in the blocks of buildings. Alternatively, 

if trunking is used, the conductors of the individual circuits shall be clearly identified 

(tied together every 1,5m) throughout their length. 

 

(11) The consumer may not downgrade from a larger supply point to a smaller supply 

point  e.g 150AMP 3PHASE SUPPLY POINT to 60 AMP THREE PHASE 

SUPPLY POINT on approval and payment of the large supply point once the 

consumer has exercised his decision for the required electrical supply point. 

 

(12) The consumer on application of a 60 Ampere single phase supply point will only be 

permitted to be provided with a maximum of two individual single phase pre-

payment meters per erf or in the case of a 60-Ampere three phase supply point a 

maximum of three individual single phase pre-payment meter per erf. 

 

(13) Where consumers are being metered as large power consumer by an bulk meter due 

to the housing development or similar development being controlled by either a 

cooperate body or home owner committee or a controlling metering agency, the 

municipality will not be held liable to take over the metering system or replace the 

metering system with municipal meters at these developments. 

 

(14) The consumer or applicant is to submit the approved building plans for either new           

developments or alteration or additions with the application for an electrical supply 

point for the relevant erf, before a builder or permanent electrical supply point can 

be provided to any development or application. 

 

(15) Where the zoning of a particular erf for existing or new development has changed, 

the applicant or consumer must submit the approved council documentation and 

approval requirement before any electrical connection or application will be 

processed. 

 

(16) All sustainable and renewable energy plants are to be submitted to the municipality 

in line with the national legislative ordinance with regard to approval and operation 

of these plants. 

 
(17) All consumers within the municipal area of authority are to be issued/installed with 

Pre-payment meters in line with revenue collection requirements. All new electrical 
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installation and upgrades of existing electrical connections are to be installed with 

the municipal pre-payment metering system where possible and no consumer may 

be permitted to revert back to conventional metering system once a pre-pay 

metering system has been installed unless it is practicable and in the interests of 

revenue collection. 

 

Metering accommodation 
 

47. (1) The consumer shall, if required by the Municipality or any duly 

authorised officer of the Municipality, provide accommodation in an 

approved position, for the meter board and adequate conductors for the 

Municipality’s metering equipment, service apparatus and protective devices. 

Such accommodation and protection shall be provided and maintained, to the 

satisfaction of the Municipality, at the cost of the consumer or the owner, as 

the circumstances may demand, and shall be situated, in the case of credit 

meters, at a point to which free and unrestricted access shall be had at all 

reasonable hours for the reading of meters but at all times for purposes 

connected with the operation and maintenance of the service equipment. 

Access at all reasonable hours shall be afforded for the inspection of 

prepayment meters. 

Where submetering equipment is installed, accommodation separate from the 

Municipality’s metering equipment shall be provided. 

(3) The consumer or, in the case of a common meter position, the owner of the 

premises shall provide adequate electric lighting in the space set aside for 

accommodating the metering equipment and service apparatus. 

(4) Where in the opinion of the Municipality the position of the meter, service 

connection, protective devices or main distribution board is no longer readily 

accessible or becomes a course of danger to life or property or in any way 

becomes unsuitable, the consumer shall remove it to a new position, and the 

cost of such removal, which shall be carried out with reasonable dispatch, 

shall be borne by the consumer. 

(5) The accommodation for the Municipality’s metering equipment and protective 

devices may, if approved, include the consumer’s main switch and main 

protective devices. No apparatus other than that used in connection with the 

supply of electricity and use of electricity shall be installed or stored in such 
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accommodation unless approved. 

 

CHAPTER 5 
 

SYSTEMS OF SUPPLY 
 

Load requirements 
 

48. Alternating current supplies shall be given as prescribed by the Electricity Act, 1987 

(Act No. 41 of 1987), and in the absence of a quality of supply agreement, as set out in 

the applicable standard specification. 

 

Load limitations 
 

49. (1) Where the estimated load, calculated in terms of the safety standard, does 

not exceed 15 kVA, the electrical installation shall be arranged for a two- wire single-

phase supply of electricity, unless otherwise approved by the Municipality or any duly 

authorised officer of the Municipality, 

(2)  Where a three-phase four-wire supply of electricity is provided, the load shall be 

approximately balanced over the three phases but the maximum out-of-balance load 

shall not exceed 15kVA, unless otherwise approved by the Municipality or any duly 

authorised officer of the Municipality. 

(3) No current-consuming appliance, inherently single phase in character, with a rating 

which exceeds l5kVA shall be connected to the electrical installation without the prior 

approval of the Municipality. 

Interference with other persons’ electrical equipment 
 

50. (1) No person shall operate electrical equipment having load characteristics 

which, singly or collectively, give rise to voltage variations, harmonic currents or 

voltages, or unbalanced phase currents which fall outside the applicable standard 

specification. 

(2) The assessment of interference with other persons’ electrical equipment shall be carried 

out by means of measurements taken at the point of common coupling. 

(3) Should it be established that undue interference is in fact occurring, the consumer shall, 

at his or her own cost, install the necessary equipment to filter out the interference and 
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prevent it reaching the supply mains. 

Supplies to motors 
 

51.  Unless otherwise approved by the Municipality or any duly authorised officer of 

the Municipality the rating of motors shall be limited as follows: 

(1) Limited size for low voltage motors 

The rating of a low voltage single-phase motor shall be limited to 2kW and the starting 

current shall not exceed 70A. All motors exceeding these limits shall be wound for 

three phases at low voltage or such higher voltage as may be required. 

 

(2) Maximum starting and accelerating currents of three-phase 

alternating current motors 

The starting current of three-phase low voltage motors permitted shall be 

related to the capacity of the consumer’s service connection, as follows: 

 

(3) Consumers supplied at medium voltage 

In an installation supplied at medium voltage the starting current of a low voltage 

motor shall be limited to 1,5 times the rated full-load current of the transformer 

supplying such a motor. The starting arrangement for medium voltage motors shall be 

subject to the approval of the Municipality. 

Insulated service 

cable, size (copper 

equivalent) 

Maximum 

permissible 

starting current 

Maximum motor rating in kW 

  
Direct on line (6x 

full-load current) 

Star/Delta (2,5 x 

full-load current) 

Other means (1,5 x 

full-load current) 

mm2 A kW kW kW 

16 72 6 13,5 23 

25 95 7,5 18 30 
35 115 9 22 36,5 
50 135 10 25 45 

70 165 13 31 55 
95 200 16 38 67 

120 230 18 46 77 
150 260 20 52 87 
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Power factor 
 

52. (1)  If required by the Municipality, the power factor of any load shall be 

maintained within the limits 0,85 lagging and 0,9 leading. 

(2) Where, for the purpose of complying with subsection (t), it is necessary to install power 

factor corrective devices, such corrective devices shall be connected to the individual 

appliance terminals unless the correction of the power factor is automatically controlled. 

 

(3) The consumer shall, at his or her own cost, install such corrective devices. 

 

Protection 
 

53. Electrical protective devices for motors shall be of such a design as effectively to prevent 

sustained overcurrent and single phasing, where applicable. 

 

CHAPTER 6 
 

MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICITY 
 

Metering 
 

54. (1)  The Municipality shall, at the consumer’s cost in the form of a direct 

charge or prescribed fee, provide, install and maintain appropriately rated metering 

equipment at the point of metering for measuring the electricity supplied. 

(2) Except in the case of prepayment meters, the electricity used by a consumer during any 

metering period shall be ascertained by the reading of the appropriate meter or meters 

supplied and installed by the Municipality and read at the end of such period except 

where the metering equipment is found to be defective, or the Municipality invokes the 

provisions of section 58(2), in which case the consumption for the period shall be 

estimated. 

 

(3) Where the electricity used by a consumer is charged at different tariff rates, the 

consumption shall be metered separately for each rate. 

 
(4) The Municipality may meter the supply to blocks of shops and flats, tenement-houses 

and similar buildings for the buildings as a whole, or for individual units, or for groups 

of units. 
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(5) No alterations, repairs or additions or electrical connections of any description shall be 

made on the supply side of the point of metering unless specifically approved in writing 

by the Municipality or any duly authorised officer of the Municipality. 

Accuracy of metering 
 

55. (1)  A meter shall be presumed to be registering accurately if its error, when 

tested in the manner prescribed in subsection (5), is found to be within the limits of 

error as provided for in the applicable standard specifications. 

 

(2) The Municipality may from time to time test its metering equipment. If it is established 

by test or otherwise that such metering equipment is defective, the Municipality shall — 

(a) in the case of a credit meter, adjust the account rendered; 

(b) in the case of prepayment meters - 

(i) render an account where the meter has been under 

registering; or 

(ii) issue a free token where the meter has been over 

registering, 

in accordance with the provisions of subsection (6). 

(3) The consumer may have the metering equipment tested by the Municipality on payment of 

the prescribed fee. If the metering equipment is found not to comply with the system 

accuracy requirements as provided for in the applicable standard specifications, an 

adjustment in accordance with the provisions of subsections (2) and (6) shall be made and 

the aforesaid fee shall be refunded. 

(4) In case of a dispute, the consumer shall have the right at his or her own cost to have the 

metering equipment under dispute tested by an approved independent testing authority, 

and the result of such test shall be final and binding on both parties. 

(5) Meters shall be tested in the manner as provided for in the applicable standard 

specifications. 

(6) When an adjustment is made to the electricity consumption registered on a meter in terms 

of subsection (2) or (3), such adjustment shall either be based on the percentage error of 

the meter as determined by the test referred to in subsection (5) or upon a calculation by 
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the Municipality from consumption data in its possession. Where applicable, due allowance 

shall be made, where possible, for seasonal or other variations which may affect the 

consumption of electricity. 

(7) When an adjustment is made as contemplated in subsection (6), the adjustment may not 

exceed a period of six months preceding the date on which the metering equipment was 

found to be inaccurate. The application of this section does not bar a consumer from 

claiming back overpayment for any longer period where the consumer is able to prove the 

claim in the normal legal process. 

(8) Where the actual load of a consumer differs from the initial estimated load provided for 

under section 8(1) to the extent that the Municipality deems it necessary to alter or replace 

its metering equipment to match the load, the costs of such alteration or replacement shall 

be borne by the consumer. 

(9) (a)  Prior to the Municipality making any upward adjustment to an 

account in terms of subsection (6), the Municipality shall — 

(i) notify the consumer in writing of the monetary value of the adjustment 

to be made and the reasons therefore; 

(ii) in such notification provide sufficient particulars to enable the 

consumer to submit representations thereon; and 

(iii) call upon the consumer in such notice to provide it with reasons in 

writing, if any, within 21 days or such longer period as the Municipality 

may permit why his or her account should not be adjusted as notified. 

 

(b) Should the consumer fail to make any representations during the period 

referred to in paragraph (a)(iii), the Municipality shall be entitled to adjust the 

account as notified in paragraph (a)(i). 

(c) The Municipality shall consider any reasons provided by the consumer in terms 

of paragraph (a) and shall, if satisfied that a case has been made out therefor, 

adjust the account appropriately. 

(d) If a duly authorized officer of the Municipality decides after having considered 

the representation made by the consumer that such representations do 

not establish a case warranting an amendment to the monetary value 

established in terms of subsection (6), the Municipality shall be entitled to adjust 
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the account as notified in terms of paragraph (a)(i). 

 

Reading of credit meters 
 

56. (1) Unless otherwise prescribed, credit meters shall normally be read at 

intervals of one month and the fixed or minimum charges due in terms of the tariff shall 

be assessed accordingly. The Municipality shall not be obliged to effect any adjustments 

to such charges. 

 

(2) If for any reason the credit meter cannot be read, the Municipality may render an 

estimated account. The electrical energy consumed shall be adjusted in a subsequent 

account in accordance with the electrical energy actually consumed. 

(3) If for any reason the credit meter has not been read for a period exceeding three 

months, the municipality may replace such meter with a prepayment meter or relocate 

such meter to an area more suitable for its access.  Such costs of replacement or 

relocation will be billed to the owner of the property. 

(4) When a consumer vacates a property and a final reading of the meter is not possible, an 

estimation of the consumption may be made and the final account rendered 

accordingly. 

(5) If a special reading of the meter is desired by a consumer, this may be obtained upon 

payment of the prescribed fee. 

(6) If any calculating, reading or metering error is discovered in respect of any account 

rendered to a consumer, the error shall be corrected in subsequent accounts. Any such 

correction shall only apply in respect of accounts for a period of 6 months preceding 

the date on which the error in the accounts was discovered, and shall be based on the 

actual tariffs applicable during the period. The application of this section does not 

prevent a consumer from claiming back overpayment for any longer period where the 

consumer is able to prove the claim in the normal legal process. 

Prepayment metering 
 

57. (1) No refund of the amount tendered for the purchase of electricity credit 

shall be given at the point of sale after initiation of the process by which the prepayment 

meter token is produced. 

(2) Copies of previously issued tokens for the transfer of credit to the prepayment meter 

may be issued at the request of the consumer. 
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(3) When a consumer vacates any premises where a prepayment meter is installed, no 

refund for the credit remaining in the meter shall be made to the consumer by the 

Municipality. 

(4) The Municipality shall not be liable for the reinstatement of credit in a prepayment 

meter lost due to tampering with, or the incorrect use or the abuse of, prepayment 

meters or tokens. 

(5) Where a consumer is indebted to the Municipality for electricity consumed or to the 

Municipality for any other service supplied by the Municipality (including rates) or for 

any charges previously raised against him or her in connection with any service 

rendered, the Municipality may deduct a percentage from the amount tendered to offset 

the amount owing to the Municipality, as set out in the section 5 agreement for the 

supply of electricity. 



 

(6) The Municipality may, at its discretion, appoint vendors for the sale of credit for 

prepayment meters and terminate such appointments after reasonable notice. 

 

CHAPTER 7 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS 

 

Additional requirements 
 

58.  In addition to the requirements of the Regulations, the following requirements shall apply: 

(1) Where an application for a new or increased supply of electricity has been made to the 

Municipality, any duly authorised officer of the Municipality may at his or her discretion 

accept notification of the completion of any part of an electrical installation, the circuit 

arrangements of which permit the electrical installation to be divided up into well-

defined separate portions, and such part of the electrical installation may, at the 

discretion of the duly authorised officer of the Municipality, be inspected, tested and 

connected to the supply mains as though it were a complete installation. 

(2) The examination, test and inspection that may be carried out at the discretion of the 

Municipality or any duly authorised officer of the Municipality in no way relieves the 

electrical contractor or accredited person or the user or lessor, as the case may be, from 

his or her responsibility for any defect in the installation. Such examination, test and 

inspection shall not be taken under any circumstances (even where the electrical 

installation has been connected to the supply mains) as indicating or guaranteeing in any 

way that the electrical installation has been carried out efficiently with the most suitable 

materials for the purpose or that it is in accordance with this By-law or the safety 

standard, and the Municipality shall not be held responsible for any defect or fault in 

such electrical installation. 

Municipality not responsible 
 

59. The Municipality shall not be held responsible for the work done by an electrical contractor or 

accredited person on a consumer’s premises or for any loss or damage which may be occasioned 

by Fire or by any accident arising from the state of the wiring on the premises. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

COST OF WORK 
 

Cost of work 
 

60. The Municipality may repair and make good any damage done in contravention of this By-law or 

resulting from a contravention of this By-law. The cost of any such work carried out by the 

Municipality which was necessary due to the contravention of this By-law, may be recovered by 

the Municipality from the person who acted in contravention of this By-law. 

CHAPTER 9 
 

PENALTIES 
 

Penalty clause 
 

61. (1)  Any person who contravenes any of the provisions of sections 5, 7, 13, 

14, 20, 25, 26, 27, 29 and 30 shall be guilty of an offence. 

(2) Any person who continues to commit an offence after notice has been served on him or 

her to cease committing such offence or after he or she has been convicted of such 

offence shall be guilty of a continuing offence. 

(3) Any person convicted of an offence under this By-law for which no penalty is expressly 

provided shall be liable to a fine or imprisonment for a period not exceed six months or 

to such imprisonment without the option of a fine or to both a fine and such 

imprisonment and, in the case of a continuing offence, to an additional fine or 

additional imprisonment for a period not exceeding ten days or to such additional 

imprisonment without the option of a fine or to both an additional fine and 

imprisonment for each day on which such offence is continued. 

(4) Every person committing a breach of the provisions of this By-law shall be liable to 

recompense the Municipality for any loss or damage suffered or sustained by it in 

consequence of such breach. 

Short title 
 

62. This By-law shall be called the Electricity By-law, 2006, 
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SCHEDULE 1 LAWS REPEALED 
 

 

 

TITLE OF LAW EXTENT OF REPEAL 
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ANNEXURE : MFMA CIRCULARS 

 

 

  

1. All MFMA circulars are accessible on the NT website:               

www.treasury.gov.za 

 

2. The following MFMA circulars are included on the CD provided with 

the budget book: 

 

  MFMA Circular 61 

  MFMA Circular 64 

  MFMA Circular 68 

  MFMA Circular 69 

                     MFMA Circular 70 

                     MFMA Circular 71 

                     MFMA Circular 72 
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MFMA Circular No. 61                 

Municipal Finance Management Act No. 56 of 2003 

 
 

Banking, overdraft and investment 

April 2012 

Page 1 of 6 

 

 

Banking, Overdraft and Investments 
 
Municipalities and municipal entities are required through the normal operations of the MFMA 
to advise council (or the parent municipality in a case of a municipal entity) and the National 
Treasury, Provincial Treasury and the Auditor-General of changes in banking, overdraft and 
investment information.  
 
Part 1 outlines these requirements. For ease of administration we provide 4 templates for 
periodic submission of the prescribed information. 
 
Part 2 outlines the reporting requirements on overdraft and investments. For ease of 
administration we provide 2 templates for periodic submission of the prescribed information. 
 

Part 1: Banking 
 
Introduction 
 

The Accounting Officer (AO) is responsible for the administration of all bank accounts, is 

accountable to Council (or the Board of Directors in the case of Municipal Entities) and must 
enforce compliance with the MFMA (sections 10 and 85).  
 
One of the reforms initiated through the MFMA was to end the practice whereby any municipal 
official can set up a bank account, without the knowledge of the Accounting Officer. Besides 
the AO, this responsibility vests with the Chief Finance Officer (CFO) and cannot be sub-
delegated further.  
 

Municipal and Municipal Entity Bank Accounts 
 
Every municipality must have a primary bank account to deposit monies (section 8). It is 
envisaged that the primary bank account would also be the general bank account for all 
municipal banking transactions. Only where it can be justified for legal, practical or efficiency 
reasons may a municipality open additional bank accounts. The MFMA places strict controls 
on the operation of municipal and entities bank accounts (section 7, 8, 10 and 85). 
 
As initially mentioned in the MFMA Circular 55, municipalities are required to ensure that 
account names on all municipal bank accounts (including the primary bank account) are 
consistent with the municipal name that was gazetted during its establishment or as amended 
from time to time (section 7). Municipalities are required to comply with this requirement to 
ensure that the information on the new electronic banking system allows for the transfer of 
grants and other funds to municipalities in an accurate and efficient manner. If there is any 
incorrect information provided, the system will automatically reject the process. Therefore, 
Form A is provided for this purpose. 
 
Municipal entities are not required to designate a primary bank account, as allocations and 
other transactions prescribed in terms of section 8 must be channeled through the parent 
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municipality. However the same principle of a single bank account for all transactions 
including facilitation of transfers from the parent municipality applies to municipal entities. 
 
Transactions in the primary bank account are also used to provide an audit-trail for effective 
management of all public funds including grants, and must remain under the direct supervision 
of the AO and the CFO. It is important to note that an organ of state may only transfer monies 
prescribed in section 8 to a municipality through its primary bank account, or to a municipal 
entity through the parent municipality’s primary bank account.  
 
Municipalities and municipal entities must observe reporting obligations for bank account(s) 
with regards to the initial opening of an account and any changes made thereafter. In addition, 
all municipalities must annually submit, before the start of a financial year (1 July each year), a 
report listing all bank accounts (section 9(b)). Please note that municipal entities must report 
this information to the parent municipality, to submit on behalf of their entity. Form C attached 
provides for both reporting requirements. 
 
Bank account information must also be disclosed in the annual financial statements of each 
municipality and municipal entity, by listing the name of the bank, account type, purpose, 
opening and closing balances.  
 
Please note that these reports must be signed by either the AO or CFO, stamped by the 
financial institution where the account is kept and an original returned to the National 
Treasury, at the address mentioned below. 
 

Reporting obligations – Municipal/Municipal Entity Bank Accounts 

Action Information to 
report 

To whom Other MFMA 
section 

Opening primary 
account 

Name of bank  
Type of account 
Account number 
 

1. Auditor-General 
2. National Treasury 
3. Provincial Treasury 

Must be in writing, original 
stamp by bank, signed by 
the AO or CFO 
(Form A) 

8 (5) 

Changing primary 
account 

Name of bank  
Type of account 
Account number 
 

1. Auditor-General 
2. National Treasury 
3. Provincial Treasury 

Must be in writing, original 
stamp by bank, signed by 
the AO or CFO 
(Form A) 

8(5); 
 

74 

Opening “other” 
account 
 
 
Parent 
municipality to 
submit the 
information 
relating to all its 
entities 

Name of bank  
Type of account 
Account number 

1. Auditor-General 
2. Provincial Treasury 
3. National Treasury 

Must be within 90 days of 
opening the account and in 
writing 
(Form B) 

9(a); 
 

74 

4. Parent municipality 86 (1) 
 

Annually before  
01 July each year 
 
Note: Parent 
municipality to 
submit the 
information 
relating to all its 
entities. 

Listing of all bank 
accounts (including 
the primary account): 
Name of bank  
Type of account 
Account number 

1. Auditor-General 
2. Provincial Treasury 
3. National Treasury 

Must be in writing 
(Form C) 

9(b); 
 

74 
 

4. Parent Municipality 
(To receive 
information from 
entity/ies 

86 (2) 

Annually 
 

Bank accounts to be 
disclosed in the 
municipality and/or 
municipal entity’s  
AFS  

 Include bank name, 
account type, purpose, 
opening and closing 
balances 

125(2) 
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Distribution of Primary Bank Account Information 
 
The Division of Revenue Act annually requires the National Treasury to notify all national 
transferring officers of the details of the primary bank account of each municipality, within 14 
days of the Act taking effect. As the payment of allocations/ grants may be scheduled 
throughout the year, in many instances, the National Treasury updates all relevant transferring 
officers and key stakeholders of any changes in the primary bank account details of 
municipalities as and when these changes are reported by the respective municipality. 
 
Whilst the MFMA requires 30 days notice of any changes to a primary account before they 
take effect (sec 8(5)). It is requested that the old primary bank account be kept open for a 
period of at least 2 calendar months. This will allow sufficient time for verification and 
communication to appropriate transferring officer(s) to effect systems amendments to the new 
primary banking details. 
 
Once changes have been effected to the primary bank account, municipalities must ensure 
that all monies are transferred from the old primary bank account into the new municipal 
account to ensure an effective audit trail is maintained. These procedures must be undertaken 
prior to the closure of the old primary bank account. 
 

Withdrawals from Municipal Bank Accounts 
 
The MFMA requires strict controls to be implemented when authorising withdrawals from 
municipal bank accounts. Municipalities must assess the costs associated with maintaining 
separate bank accounts with the benefits thereof before doing so. The following options are 
available to municipalities, namely: 
 

Multiple banks accounts: Section 11(2) states that when the “municipality has a primary 
bank account that is separate to its other bank accounts” then the authority to withdraw 
funds is as follows: 
 

 Primary bank account – AO and CFO only; and 

 All other bank accounts – AO or CFO, or any other senior financial official acting on 
written authority of the AO. 

 
Single bank account: Section 8 states that where a municipality has one bank account, 
that account is the primary bank account. In this case the authority to withdraw funds from 
the primary bank account (which is used for all banking transactions) is delegated to the 
AO or CFO, or any other senior financial official acting on written authority of the AO. Any 
delegation in this regard must be in writing and in accordance with section 79 (AO) and 
section 81 and 82 (CFO). 

 
 

Irregular withdrawals to be reported (section 11(4)) 
 
The MFMA requires the AO to report all irregular withdrawals in circumstances where the 
payment is not in terms of an approved budget. The AO must table a report to council 
quarterly providing consolidated details of unbudgeted withdrawals, within 30 days after the 
end of each quarter and a copy submitted to the relevant provincial treasury, National 
Treasury and the Auditor-General. A report template is provided in Form D attached to this 
Circular. 
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Reporting obligations: Withdrawals from municipal bank accounts not in terms of an 
approved budget - section 11(4) 

 

Withdrawals that must be reported each quarter: 

 Section 11(b) - Expenditure authorised by the MEC for finance in terms of section 26 (4) when a municipality 
has failed to approve a budget by 30 June; 

 Section 11(c) - Unforeseeable and unavoidable expenditure authorised by the mayor in terms of section 29 (1); 

 Section 11(d) -Payments from a trust, charitable or relief fund without budget appropriation in terms of section 
12(4); 

 Section 11(e) - Payments to a person or organ of state of money received by the municipality on behalf of that 
person or organ of state, including  
o money collected by the municipality on behalf of that person or organ of state by agreement; or 
o any insurance or other payments received by the municipality for that person or organ of state; 

 Section 11(f) - Refund money incorrectly paid into a bank account;  

 Section 11(g) - Refund guarantees, sureties and security deposits; 

 Section 11(h) - Payments for cash management and investment purposes in accordance with section 13; 

 Section 11(i) - To defray increased expenditure on a multi-year capital project in terms of section 31; and 

 Section 11(j) - Payments for such other purposes as may be prescribed from time-to-time. 
 

Information to report: To whom: Frequency: MFMA section 
Consolidated details of all 
withdrawals 

 Full Council 

 Provincial Treasury 

 National Treasury 

 Auditor-General 
 

 30 days after the end of 
each quarter: 

 Table in full council; and  

 A copy to the Provincial 
Treasury, National Treasury 
and Auditor-General. 

        (Form D) 

11(1)(b) to 
11(1)(j), 
11 (4) 
74 

 
 

Part 2: Overdraft and Investments 
 
Introduction 
 
Management of cash can be ascribed as the performance of various activities, including the 
handling, safeguarding and banking of cash, processing and reconciliation of transactions, 
adhering to procedures and policies, recording and maintaining of information whether 
manually or electronically, and the prudent investment of cash, consistent with the Investment 
regulations and council policies, etc. 
 
Information on two key legislative requirements, relating to overdrafts and investments and 
read with other reports, is highlighted below and must be reported on. These reports will also 
assist management and council with their monitoring and oversight activities and provide 
information on possible financial management challenges.  

 
Overdraft reporting (Sections 70 and 101) 
 
If the bank account, or if the municipality or municipal entity has more than one bank account, 
the consolidated balance in those bank accounts, shows a net overdrawn position for a period 
exceeding 3 months, the Accounting Officer of the municipality must notify the National 
Treasury (Form F) within 14 days after the 3 months period lapses for municipalities and 21 
days for municipal entities and must address the following: 

 The amount by which the account or accounts are overdrawn; 

 The reasons for the overdrawn account or accounts; and 

 The steps taken or to be taken to correct the matter. 
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In the case of a municipal entity, the AO must report, in writing, to the Board of Directors of the 
entity at the next meeting and to the AO of the entity’s parent municipality, who in turn should 
notify the National Treasury. A parent municipality should monitor and report on an overdraft 
position of all its municipal entities (Form F).  
 
When determining the net overdrawn position, the AO must exclude any amounts reserved or 
pledged for any specific purpose or encumbered in any other way (section 70 & 101). 

 

Reporting obligations – Overdraft  

Action Information to 
report 

To whom How MFMA 
section 

Net overdraft for 
a period 
exceeding 3 
months for 
municipalities 
and 21 days for 
municipal entities 

 Amount of each 
bank account  
overdrawn 

 Reasons for 
being overdrawn 

 Steps taken to 
correct the 
matter  

 

 Full Council 

 National Treasury 

 Provincial Treasury 

 Municipal entities to 
advise their board of 
directors and parent 
municipality, who in turn 
must advise Council, 
National Treasury and 
Provincial Treasury 

 

Promptly report a net 
overdraft for a period 
exceeding 3 months 
for municipalities or  
21 days in a case of 
entities (Form F) 
 

70 
74 
101 

 

 
Banks, Insurance Companies and other Financial Institutions to report on 
Municipalities and Municipal Entities 
 
Banks, insurance companies or any other financial institution which hold, or have held a bank 
account or investment on behalf of a municipality during the course of the year, have 
obligations to report to the National Treasury and the Auditor-General in terms of section 13. 
 
A bank, insurance company or financial institution must annually disclose details of all bank 
accounts and investments.  Disclosure of information must include the following, opening and 
closing balances as well as account information (sections 13(3) and 13(4)). Form E is to be 
submitted to the National Treasury and Auditor-General on or before 30 July of each year.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reporting obligations – Banks, Insurance Companies and Financial Institutions 

Action Information to report To whom How MFMA 
section 

Annually 
report within 
30 days after 
financial year 
end- 30 July 

Details on all bank accounts and, 
investments held by any 
municipality and municipal entity 
at any time during a financial year 
 

National Treasury and  
Auditor-General  
 

In writing  within 
30 days after 
financial year 
end (Form E) 
 
 

13(3) 
13(4) 
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Reporting Formats 
 
The new report formats have replaced earlier forms. In order to address inconsistent reporting 
and to assist in reducing the number of reports, kindly ensure that the same document is 
submitted to the Council, Auditor-General and relevant provincial treasuries. 
 
Form A – Primary bank account of the municipality - when new accounts are opened or 
amendment made to old accounts; 
Form B – All other bank accounts of the municipality and municipal entities - when new 
accounts are opened; 
Form C – Annual listing of bank account details – for municipalities and entities – annually 
before the commencement of the new financial year; 
Form D – Withdrawals not in terms of an approved budget - at the end of each quarterly; 
Form E – Annual listing of bank accounts, cash management and investments of 
municipalities - to be completed and submitted by banks, financial institutions and insurance 
companies; and 
Form F – Bank overdraft reports of municipalities and municipal entities - at the end of each 
quarter. 
 
The attached reporting forms may be amended from time to time to address monitoring and 
reporting requirements.  
 

 

 

Contact 
 

 

 

Post Private Bag X115, Pretoria 0001 

Phone 012 315 5850 

Fax 012 315 5230 

Email - General mfma@treasury.gov.za 

Website www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/mfma  

 
 
T Pillay 
Chief Director: MFMA Implementation 
25 April 2012 

mailto:mfma@treasury.gov.za
http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/mfma
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Introduction 
 
 
National Treasury’s budget circulars have traditionally focused on the expenditure budgetary 
items and provided guidance for tariff setting.  While municipal revenue collection levels are 
scrutinised during budget engagements there has, up until now, been little guidance on what 
municipalities should be doing to maximise the revenue generating potential of existing 
sources of revenue such as property rates and trading services. 
 
In spite of the local government legal framework and supporting regulations issued by national 
government, municipalities continue to struggle with the delivery of basic services and the 
related billing and collection activities. 
 
Over the next few months, National Treasury intends issuing a series of Circulars aimed at 
improving overall revenue management in municipalities.  The purpose of these circulars will 
be to guide municipalities in the development of credible revenue frameworks by reaffirming 
the fundamental principles of costing, revenue management and revenue enhancement. 
 
The interchangeable use of the terminology, ‘revenue enhancement’ and ‘revenue 
management’, is counterproductive.  For purposes of furthering a common understanding, 
these terms need to be separately defined: 
 
Revenue management is akin to expenditure management, it is a fundamental and routine 
financial management function of the municipality’s revenue generating business that 
encompasses billing and collection activities in respect of trading services and property rates 
levied. 
 
Revenue enhancement is about improving by making more, in the case of municipal revenue 
it may be associated with increasing the value of revenue generated. 
 
Revenue enhancement has two components to it.  The first being national policy 
developments that give rise to additional sources of revenue for local government while the 
second component encompasses the ability of the municipality to grow its own revenue base.  
For purposes of this circular, reference to revenue enhancement will only deal with the 
municipality’s role in generating revenue. 
 
In terms of this circular and the simplistic definitions above, it is an assumption that, if the 
municipality has effective processes and internal controls to ensure that every property is 
billed for property rates and all services consumed, then it is indeed maximising the revenue 
generating potential of the existing revenue base.  This is considered fundamental to 
municipal operations and, only if these basic practices have been achieved should 
municipalities contemplate revenue enhancement initiatives.  The baseline information is 
critically important. 
 
This circular is presented in two parts.  Part One deals with revenue management while Part 
Two focuses on the recognition of Municipal Property Rates Revenue.  This circular provides 
guidance to municipalities for the preparation of their 2013/14 Medium Term Revenue and 
Expenditure Framework (MTREF) and specifically on the revenue side of the budget.  It must 
be read together with MFMA Circulars No. 48, 51, 54, 55, 58 and 59. 
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Part One: Revenue Management 
 
 

1 Legislative Framework 
 
The Local Government Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000) Chapter 2, Legal Nature 
and Rights and Duties of Municipalities, establishes the right of municipal councils ‘to fund the 
affairs of the municipality by charging fees for services’. 
 
Furthermore, Chapter 8, Municipal Services, Section 75A, provides general power to the 
municipality to levy and recover fees, charges, and tariffs in respect of any municipal function 
or service provided.  Chapter 8 goes on to provide specific information as to what is required 
from the municipality to give effect to executing such general powers and functions. 
 
The legal framework provides for municipal powers and functions that enable municipalities to 
charge for services rendered, to collect money due and to levy interest on outstanding 
amounts.  The Local Government Municipal Systems Act, sections 12 and 13, deals 
extensively with municipal legislative processes, particularly the passing and publishing of 
municipal by-laws in a provincial government gazette.  The municipal by-laws are legally 
required to give effect to decisions taken by the municipal Council. 
 
In addition, Section 15 defines the ‘municipal code’ as a compilation of all municipal by-laws 
that municipalities must have in place.  Municipalities are legally required to ensure that the 
municipal code is compiled, that it is appropriately annotated and updated and that it is 
available to any member of the public for a reasonable fee. 
 
 

2 Key focus areas for the 2013/14 budget process 
 
The Local Government Budgets and Expenditure Review published in September 2011 
contains both financial and non financial information pertaining to municipal key functions.  In 
the revenue and expenditure trends chapter the issues relevant to municipal revenue 
management include, amongst others, debt collection and correct pricing of municipal trading 
services. 
 
National Treasury’s Circular 58 advises municipalities to pay attention to ensuring the 
collection of revenue; “municipalities need to ensure that billing systems are accurate, send 
out accounts to residents and follow-up to collect revenues owed”.  The Circular also guides 
municipalities on factors to consider when determining their annual tariffs; these include, 
amongst others, the input costs of trading services, financial sustainability, local economic 
conditions, affordability of municipal services; the municipal indigent policy and the relevant 
sector specific policies. 
 
Furthermore, Circular 58 provides substantial information to guide municipalities with tariff 
determination processes that ensure cost reflective tariffs in respect of municipal trading 
services. 
 
The National Treasury’s Local Government Budget Review, 2011 noted South Africa’s 
resilience during the global economic downturn and predicted a positive domestic outlook.  
However the MFMA Budget Circular 59 for the 2012/13 MTREF cautioned municipalities to 
“adopt a conservative approach when projecting their expected revenues and cash 
receipts”.  This guidance, in addition to the information provided by this and other budgetary 
circulars are intended to assist municipalities with their annual budget planning processes. 
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Municipalities must ensure compliance to the public participation process that is legally 
required in terms of sections 22 and 23 of the MFMA (read with the relevant provisions of the 
MPRA and the Municipal Systems Act).  When a municipality undertakes community 
participation to invite comments in respect of proposed tariffs for the tabled budget and then 
materially changes this tariff at the time of the adopted budget, without further community 
participation, it may face a legal challenge for failing to comply with the legislated community 
participation provisions1. 
 
 

3 Sources of funding for municipalities 
 
The primary responsibility of a municipality is to deliver services; this is what the municipality’s 
“business” is about.  Section 75A of the Municipal Systems Act allows municipalities to levy 
and recover fees, charges or tariffs in respect of municipal service delivery functions and to 
recover collection charges and interest on outstanding amounts. 
 
Furthermore, section 75 of the Act, makes it a necessity for municipalities to adopt by-laws to 
give effect to the implementation and enforcement of their tariff policies; in fact, all policies and 
supporting decisions taken by the municipal council must be supported by a by-law to make it 
legally enforceable.  Failure to comply with the necessary by-law requirements may expose 
the municipality to litigation. 
 
Section 216 of the Constitution provides for national government to transfer resources to 
municipalities in terms of the annual Division of Revenue Act (DoRA) to assist them in 
exercising their powers and performing their functions.  These allocations are announced 
annually in the national budget.  Transfers to municipalities from national government are 
supplemented with transfers from provincial government.  Furthermore, funding is also 
channelled from district municipalities to local municipalities. 
 
The complete local government fiscal framework is designed to fund municipalities as 
graphically illustrated below: 
 

Direct transfers

Municipal 
operating 

budget

Municipal 
capital budget

Equitable share & 
RSC levy 

replacement grant

National / provincial 
operating grants

Operating revenues

Rates and 
taxes

Sources of capital funding

Service 
charges

Municipal 
borrowing

National / provincial 
infrastructure grants

Surplus / cash-
backed reserves

Indirect transfers

 
                                                 
1 South African Property Owners Association v Council of the City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality 
and Others (648/2011) [2012] ZASCA 157 (8th November 2012) at www.saflii.org.za. 
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These sources of funding are briefly described below. 
 
3.1 Funding the operating budget 
 
The equitable share is a formula driven allocation to municipalities and represents local 
government’s share of nationally raised revenue.  Equitable share allocations are intended to 
supplement municipal own revenue that is derived from trading services and property rates.  
While municipalities may use their equitable share allocation at their discretion it is primarily 
intended to fund free basic services. 
 
National conditional grant allocations are usually allocated for a specific purpose and have 
conditions attached to how it may be utilised; for example, the Municipal Systems 
Improvement Grant (MSIG) and Finance Management Grant (FMG).  National conditional 
grant funding is usually made available to further those national priorities applicable to local 
government2. 
 
Where municipalities fail to meet the conditions as stipulated in the DoRA or fail to spend their 
conditional grant allocations the funds must be returned to the National Revenue Fund. 
 
Similarly, provincial transfers are for a specific purpose and municipalities are expected to 
adhere to the stipulated conditions of each grant.  This funding is usually made available to 
further provincial priorities that are specific to the province. 
 
3.2 Funding the capital budget 
 
Funding the capital budget presents a challenge; several municipalities complain of insufficient 
funds to undertake capital investment projects.  Municipalities are expected to allocate a 
portion of their internally generated ‘own revenue’ towards their capital budget funding mix.  
This can only be achieved if surpluses are generated on their Operating Statement of 
Financial Performance.  In illustrating, let us assume that a municipality would like to construct 
a road from ‘own revenue’; traditionally road infrastructure is financed from property rates 
revenue.  Where the municipality’s Operating Statement of Financial Performance does not 
generate a surplus the consequence is that there will be no ‘own funding’ to finance the road 
infrastructure.  However, if the municipality has cash backed reserves from previous financial 
years, that is, if surpluses were generated on the Operating Statement of Financial 
Performance during previous years, there may be ‘own funding’ available. 
 
Municipalities may also borrow money to fund for their capital budget however this is 
dependent on the strength of their Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet) and their 
ability to repay the associated finance charges.  Funds derived from borrowing should only be 
utilised to finance infrastructure that is economically beneficial and generates revenue for the 
municipality. 
 
National government makes capital transfers to municipalities and these transfers are 
targeted at specific capital projects.  The Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) is specifically 
allocated for the eradication of infrastructure backlogs. 
 
Another source of funding may be in the form of public contributions and donations where 
external sources provide money to a municipality, for example, property developers are 
required to make contributions for engineering services provided. 
 
                                                 
2 Circular 59 includes a list of the annual Conditional Grant Schedules that specify the various types of conditional 
grants allocated to municipalities. 
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4 Own Revenue 
 
Municipalities generate revenue from trading services and property rates levied as explained 
above.  Municipalities must do more to exploit the potential of their own revenue sources; this 
means that every effort must be made to ensure that all properties are correctly charged for 
property rates and for all municipal services rendered to the property.  Regular reconciliations 
must be undertaken to check if billing records are complete, that is, that all properties are 
correctly billed for property rates and all trading services consumed.  Municipalities must strive 
to get the basics right.  This means that municipalities must put the necessary processes in 
place to ensure integration of all municipal functions along the revenue value chain. 
 
A brief description of the basic sources of municipal revenue is provided below. 
 
4.1 Property rates 
 
Municipal property rates are a tax levied on the market value of properties within the 
municipality’s jurisdiction.  Property rates must be determined in terms of the Municipal 
Property Rates Act, 2004 (Act No. 6 of 2004)(MPRA). 
 
The MPRA provides for municipalities to adopt a Rates Policy that is consistent with the 
provisions of the Act, for the levying of property tax on all rateable properties within its area of 
jurisdiction.  Furthermore, municipalities must pass a by-law and publish it in the provincial 
gazette; this gives effect or legalises the levying of property rates by the municipality. 
 
The municipality’s budget finalisation process must include passing a resolution for the levying 
of property rates per category of property; this resolution must be promulgated in the provincial 
gazette upon ratification of the budget decisions.  Failure to comply with this promulgation 
process may render the cent in the Rand unenforceable for a particular financial year; and 
consequently uncollectable thereby posing a significant risk to the municipality’s financial 
sustainability. 
 
4.1.1 Understanding the municipal property rates base 

 The municipal property rates base is the value of all rateable properties within 
its municipal boundaries which the municipality has valued for the purpose of 
levying property rates; and in accordance with its Rates Policy. 

 The General Valuation Roll and subsequent Supplementary Valuations are the 
source of this baseline information; it provides an indication of how much 
property rates revenue the municipality has the potential to raise from its 
property base. 

 This information is fundamental to equitable and fair budget planning in respect 
of the municipal tariff setting process for property rates; that is, determining the 
rate in the Rand applicable for each of the categories of property provided for in 
the municipality’s Rates Policy. 

 The municipality must firstly ensure that it has accurate information of all the 
land and/or properties within its area of jurisdiction, that is, the cadastre. 
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 The appetite for property investment within the municipal area is influenced by 
the availability and efficiency of a municipality’s infrastructure, economic 
viability, the rate at which plans for property development are processed (that 
is, the efficiency of the Town Planning functions), cost implications and return 
on investment amongst others.  This impacts the growth of the municipality’s 
rates base. 

 The municipality must track the plans approved for property development from 
the foundation building to the final inspection phase whereupon the ‘certificate 
of occupation’ is issued; this should serve as a ‘trigger’ for the Valuations unit to 
do a supplementary valuation and categorise the property accordingly.  The 
billing records must be updated with this information and the correct cent in the 
Rand, based on the category of property must be applied. 

 The functions described above usually reside outside the Budget and Treasury 
Office and Revenue Management functions of the municipality; it is most likely 
the responsibility of Town Planning, Valuations, GIS and Land Use 
Management. 

 The revenue management function, for the purpose of property rates, relies on 
property and ownership information generated by the Valuations function and 
the Deeds Registry respectively.  When the billing records do not reflect the 
same information as Valuations and the Deeds Registry then it is likely that the 
municipality’s billing records do not reflect the correct property information or 
ownership information or both. 

 It is imperative that a municipality’s Revenue Management function makes 
provision for the reconciliation of billing data to the Deeds Registry to confirm 
the accuracy of property ownership information; to the Valuation Rolls to 
confirm the accuracy of property values and the category of property (with 
consideration for ‘use’ and ‘permitted use’) that informs the usage and the 
applicable cent in the Rand to be applied. 

 This reconciliation of billing information to other systems or functions within a 
municipality is necessary to ensure that the municipality is able to maximise the 
billing and collection of property rates revenue.  The frequency of such 
reconciliation will vary depending on the municipality’s circumstances. 

 It is prudent, to ensure the protection and growth of the revenue base, that 
municipalities should have processes in place to track town planning functions 
that may change the characteristics of properties within the four year valuation 
cycle; and reconcile any movement in property values to their monthly billing for 
property rates. 

 

Cadastre 
The cadastre is an official record of dimensions and values of land parcels used to record 
ownership and serve as a basis for calculating property rates. 
The cadastre commonly includes details of the ownership, the tenure, the precise location 
(some using GPS coordinates), area dimensions, cultivations if rural property and the value 
of individual parcels of land.  Cadastres are used in conjunction with other records, such as a 
Deeds Register. 
The cadastre is a fundamental source of data for local governments worldwide. 
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4.1.2 Calculating property rates 

The Municipal Property Rates Act provides for municipalities to levy property rates on 
the following basis: 

 a rate in the Rand levied on the market value of rateable properties; and 

 apply a different rate in the Rand to the various categories of property provided 
for in the municipal Rates Policy. 

Property values are fundamental to informing the rate in the Rand for each category 
of property as defined in the Rates Policy.  Other factors for consideration include the 
growth rate of property development, the CPIX and the total cost of the municipal 
account per household which has a bearing on the household’s ability to pay. 

 
4.1.3 Credibility of the property rates tariff setting process 

 When the cent in the Rand for property rates is determined by the Finance 
Department’s budget office without the baseline information described above it 
is almost certain that the projected property rates revenue is merely a budget 
‘balancing’ number.  In other words, the municipality determines the amount of 
property rates revenue that must be collected based on the ‘budget gap’ 
created by its projected expenditure and the expected shortfall on its trading 
services; or the property rates revenue budget is derived from the shortfall of 
the revenue projections in respect of trading services.  In the case of smaller 
and/or rurally located municipalities they are largely dependent on their 
equitable share allocation. 

 The municipality’s Valuation Roll is an important input to the process for 
determining the cent in the Rand per category of property. 

 National Treasury’s budget circulars encourage municipalities to budget for 
‘surpluses’.  The baseline information is fundamental to municipalities 
generating the revenue required to table credible surplus budgets. 

 
National Treasury will soon be introducing additional reporting in respect of the municipal property rates 
base.  Municipalities will be called upon to provide information pertaining to the categories of property 
their Rates Policy provides for, the market value per category (per the General Valuation and 
Supplementary Rolls) and the differential tariffs provided for each year. 
 
4.1.4 Liability for property rates 

 The property owner is liable for property rates in accordance with Chapter 3 of 
the MPRA, subject to Chapter 9 of the Municipal Systems Act. 

 Property ownership is recorded at the Deeds Registry, the custodian of property 
ownership records. 

 There are examples where property ownership information at the Deeds 
Registry is not up to date.  An example of this is government owned property in 
the name of the former National Housing Board or statutory bodies and 
statutory funds which no longer exist.  In these cases the departments failed to 
notify the Registrar of Deeds.  Where property ownership is in dispute the 
liability for the payment of property rates is uncertain.  This problem is prevalent 
among state owned properties and therefore a contributing factor to outstanding 
government debt. 
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 In the case of government accounts it is in the interest of government 
departments to work with the Deeds Registry so that property ownership is 
corrected.  This will assist departments with improving the information 
presented in their asset registers. 

 When property is transferred to a new owner by the Deeds Registry, it may take 
between six weeks to ten weeks for this information to reach the municipality’s 
revenue management unit. 

 Where municipalities have effective internal processes in their revenue 
management or billing environment they should be aware of any transfer of 
ownership before such information reaches them from the Deeds Registry. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1.5 Debt collection 

 Municipalities’ customer care and debt management practices should be 
stipulated in their credit control and debt collection policies, revised annually; 
and supported by the relevant by-law, as prescribed in Chapter 9 of the 
Municipal Systems Act. 

National Housing Board Title Deeds 
In terms of the Housing Act, 1997 (Act No. 107 of 1997), sections 7(3)(d) and 14(2)( c) provinces 
should have requested the Registrar of Deeds to endorse the title deeds of properties in the name of 
the relevant department where such properties were not passed to beneficiaries or where ownership 
was not transferred to municipalities. 
Properties still registered in the name of the former National Housing Board or in the name of former 
statutory bodies and statutory funds therefore have incorrect ownership information reflected on 
municipal billing systems; this poses a problem when property rates are billed as the registered 
property owner is liable for property rates. 
This exercise is necessary to ensure that the departmental immovable property register is correctly 
maintained. 

Government property and municipal debt 
The National Department of Public Works was previously responsible for paying property rates for 
properties owned by them and also for properties owned by the Provincial Departments of Public 
Works.  This responsibility was devolved to Provincial Public Works departments with effect from 1 
April 2008, and since then, the National Department of Public Works pays property rates only for the 
properties owned by them. 
The necessary process to update property ownership and to correctly allocate funds to pay the 
annual property rates has been problematic as much still needs to be done; this is among the 
contributing factors to the growth in government debt. 
In 2011 the National Department of Public Works undertook to settle outstanding amounts for 
property rates owed by provincial Public Works departments; this process of reconciling invoices and 
asset registers to confirm property ownership is still in progress. 
Provincial Public Works departments have been advised to make every effort to maintain accurate 
property ownership so that they can ensure adequate budgeting for the timeous payment of 
municipal property rates for the buildings that they own. 
Another contributing factor to outstanding government debt is the properties previously owned by the 
National Housing Board. 
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 Municipalities are reminded that, the Municipal Systems Act, Chapter 3, S15, 
states that municipalities must compile and maintain the ‘municipal code’ which 
comprises all the by-laws; and that the public must be able to request copies of 
the municipal code information for a reasonable fee. 

 The municipality should document the procedures that it follows to give effect to 
the policies and by-laws that it has adopted. 

 The introduction of consolidated billing facilitates the debt collection process.  
When customers only pay their municipal accounts in part their payment is 
allocated in a specific order and, the electricity service is usually used as 
leverage to collect the balance of the amount due. 

 It is imperative that municipalities ensure accurate billing information before 
pursuing credit control measures such as disconnection of electricity. 

 The Municipal Systems Act (MSA), Chapter 11, section 118, “Restraint on 
Transfer of Property” prohibits the Registrar of Deeds to transfer property 
ownership unless the municipality has certified that all monies3 due during the 
two years preceding the clearance application date have been paid in full. 

 Section 118(3) stipulates that an amount due for municipal services, property 
rates and other property taxes is a charge upon the property, and municipalities 
should use this provision to ensure they collect outstanding debt timely from 
registered owners. 

 Where there is outstanding debt on the property that is older than the two year 
minimum period the municipality must endorse the revenue clearance certificate 
to confirm that there is debt older than the two year period and that the new 
owner will inherit the debt in terms of section 118(3) of the MSA. 

 It is useful for officials working in revenue management, particularly, those 
involved with the legal process, credit control and clearances, to familiarise 
themselves with all judgments that may have an impact on the municipality’s 
credit control and debt collection activities. 

 
4.2 Trading services 
 
Other municipal trading services such as waste/refuse management, water and sanitation, 
electricity and prepaid electricity are not dealt with in this Circular.  Trading services and tariff 
determination will be explained in a separate circular. 
 
4.3 Other own revenue sources 
 
In addition to property rates and trading services municipalities render other services from 
which they may derive revenue.  Opportunities for generating revenue include advertising on 
billboards and street poles; entrance fees to municipal facilities such as public swimming pools 
and parks; parking fees at stadia grounds; fines issued for illegal dumping; illegal property 
usage and traffic fines amongst others. 
 
The disconnection (for electricity), reconnection fees and interest charged on outstanding 
balances are also a likely source of revenue for the municipality. 
 
Appropriate annually revised tariff structures, informed by sound costing methodologies, are 
necessary to inform the tariff determination process for such revenue generating activities.  
                                                 
3 The outstanding amounts include municipal service fees, surcharges on fees, property rates and other municipal 
taxes, levies and duties described in the Municipal Systems Act, S118(b). 
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These revised tariff structures must be included in the annual budget document as stipulated 
in the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations. 

Another area of revenue generation are the Town Planning activities such as fees payable for 
obtaining planning documents and fees payable for activities in respect of submitting plans for 
construction and matters relating thereto.  These charges are in accordance with the 
municipality’s town planning schemes land use management policies.  The National Building 
Regulations and Building Standards Act, 1997 (Act No. 103 of 1997) and various municipal by-
laws are among the pieces of legislations that regulate property development. 

The opportunities for revenue generation will differ among municipalities and depend on the 
range of ‘other services’ provided.  Municipalities are required to operate within the boundaries 
of their functional mandates as described in their municipal establishment notices. 
 
4.4 Improving municipal revenue management practices 
 
Revenue generation is everyone’s responsibility, not just that of the revenue management 
unit.  Municipalities must effectively manage all functions that impact protecting and growing 
their revenue base.  The implementation of internal controls along the revenue value chain will 
aid effective data handovers; utilising system data validation mechanisms and ensuring that 
service level standards are fundamental to ensuring the integrity of billing data.  Municipalities 
tend to neglect these basics and opt for costly ‘data cleansing’ exercises; however it is 
protecting the data integrity at source that will yield longer term benefits. 
 
The following are fundamental to maximising the potential of existing revenue sources: 

 The billing system must correctly reflect all billing data and customer data that are 
required to issue an accurate invoice on time to the relevant customer. 

 All properties within the municipality’s area of jurisdiction must be correctly valued 
whether in the General Valuation Roll or Supplementary Valuation Rolls; and the billing 
system must be updated with any change in property ownership.  This is necessary to 
grow and protect the municipality’s property rates base. 

 Effective business processes to ensure that new property development and 
improvements to existing properties are valued as required and that billing records are 
updated accordingly; this requires good working relations between the municipality’s 
town planning, valuations and revenue management functions. 

 Correct categorisation of properties in terms of the Municipal Property Rates Policy; this 
impacts usage and property rates tariffs applied to the properties. 

 Property usage must be correctly recorded so that the relevant property rates tariff is 
applied to the property; changes to property usage must also be communicated to the 
revenue function so that the billing system is updated. 

 Water and electricity meter numbers must be recorded correctly and linked to the 
corresponding property on the billing system. 

 Water and electricity meters must be adequately maintained to minimise losses due to 
leakages or incorrectly measured consumption. 

 Water and electricity meters must be read with regularity and accuracy so that the 
correct consumption information is recorded on the billing system; meter reading 
estimates must be minimised or at least undertaken in accordance with the 
municipality’s Credit Control Policy prescriptions. 
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 Refuse and sanitation service charges must be included in the billing records; these 
services are often neglected as a source of revenue; in fact, some municipalities operate 
refuse removal services at a loss. 

 Billing records must be routinely reconciled to the source of the billing data and customer 
data. 

 Billing queries must be resolved within reasonable timeframes. 

 Municipal functions must be adequately staffed with competently skilled individuals who 
understand the job requirements and how to deliver on it. 

 
Municipalities are reminded to utilise the clearance process to recover outstanding municipal 
debt as outlined in Section 118(1) of the Municipal Systems Act. 
 
 

5 Protecting the municipal revenue base 
 
The Municipal Systems Act, section 11 (3) permits municipalities to impose and recover rates, 
taxes, levies, service fees and surcharges on fees, including setting and implementing tariff, 
rates, and tax and debt collection processes.  Tariffs for trading services should be determined 
in relation to the cost of providing such services.  The Municipal Systems Act states that 
municipalities must “ensure that persons liable for payments receive regular and accurate 
accounts that indicate the basis for calculating the amounts due”.  There are however several 
municipalities that are not meeting these minimum requirements. 
 
The municipal General Valuation Roll has a four year lifespan; it is a legal requirement in 
terms of the Local Government Municipal Property Rates, 2004 (Act No. 6 of 2004).  
Supplementary property valuations are required annually, whenever necessary, to ensure that 
municipalities update their property information, should new developments come into being; 
properties change ownership or any changes to land that may cause a change in valuations or 
property usage and consequently impact the property rates levied or the nature of municipal 
services provided, all of which have a financial impact. 
 
The General Valuation Roll and Supplementary Valuation Rolls are the revenue base of the 
municipality; complete, accurate and fair property valuations are the basis of the revenue 
budget, firstly in respect of property rates and also trading services. 
 
The municipality must have complete information about their revenue base so that they can 
build a revenue budget that is credible.  The practice of using budgeted property rates to close 
the ‘budget gap’ is a bad practice which must be stopped. 
 
Municipalities are encouraged to table ‘surplus’ budgets.  Achieving budget surpluses is 
dependent on several factors such as cost reflective tariffs; operational efficiencies; 
maximising the revenue regenerating potential of own revenue sources amongst others.  In 
addition, a productive workforce and sound decision-making will ensure that the municipalities’ 
limited financial resources are spent wisely so that value for money is achieved. 
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Part Two: Recognising property rates revenue 
 
6 Recognising property rates revenue 
 
A number of issues about the recognition of revenue related to municipal property rates 
have been raised over recent reporting cycles.  This circular assumes that the municipality 
has levied property rates in accordance with the Municipal Property Rates Act, the 
municipal Rates Policy and supporting by-law approved by the municipal council and 
accordingly published in the provincial gazette.  The discussion outlines a summary of when 
revenue for municipal rates should be recognised. 
 
6.1 Basis of accounting Policy 
 

The MPRA outlines that municipalities should levy property rates on rateable properties, using 
the provisions of the MPRA (which outlines the basic framework) and each municipality’s rates 
policy4 (which outlines how the MPRA will be implemented within each municipality and will 
include, for example, provisions outlining which properties are exempt, rebates granted, 
reductions, etc.).  Therefore in considering the accounting policy for property rates, both the 
MPRA and a municipality’s rates policy should be examined. 
 
6.2 Properties on which property rates can be levied 
 
All properties, subject to subsection 7(2) of the MPRA, should be included on the valuation 
roll for the purposes of levying rates.  As property rates are due for a particular reporting 
period, the rates should (in theory) be recognised as revenue at the start of a financial year 
and collected in installments agreed with the property owners. 
 
There are however a number of scenarios that might affect the timing of when revenue is 
recognised: 
 
6.2.1 Properties not included on the General Valuation Roll 
 
Where a property has been omitted from the General Valuation Roll, section 78(1)(a) of the 
MPRA indicates that a Supplementary Valuation Roll should be prepared and that property 
rates may only be levied from the effective date of the Supplementary Valuation Roll 
(section 78(4)(a). This means that until the Supplementary Valuation Roll is effective, no 
property rates may be levied for properties previously omitted from the General Valuation 
Roll. 
 
From a revenue recognition perspective, because the municipality does not have the ability 
to levy or collect property rates for such properties before they are included in the Valuation 
Roll, the municipality will not be able to demonstrate that it exercises “control” over the 
resources in accordance with GRAP 23.  Consequently, property rates may only be 
recognised as revenue when the Supplementary Valuation Roll is effective. 
 
In terms of sections 78(1) and 78(4), the same approach will be followed for properties that 
were incorrectly valued during the previous General Valuation and those that must be 
revalued for any other exceptional reason.  This means that a municipality should recognise 

                                                 
4 The Municipal Rates Policy must be reviewed annually in terms of section 5 of the MPRA and amended is so 
required. 
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revenue using the incorrect or previous valuation until the supplementary roll is effective.  
After the supplementary valuation roll is effective, the corrected or revised rate will be used. 
 
6.2.2 Properties that change ‘category’ 
 
During the existence of a particular property, the “category” within which it is classified in the 
General Valuation Roll may change.  For example, a property that was previously 
categorised as residential property may subsequently be used for “commercial” purposes. 
 
Section 78(1) notes that while a Supplementary Valuation Roll should be issued to include 
the change in use of the property, section 78(4)(e) notes that property rates become 
payable on the date that the change in categorisation occurred. 
 
Given that the municipality may collect property rates revenue from the date that the 
category is changed, it means that any changes to the amount of revenue that can be 
collected as a result of the “re-categorisation” should be accrued from the date on which the 
re-categorisation occurred. 
 
6.2.3 Properties that change in value 
 
Properties may change in value for a various reasons, most notably for improvements made 
to the property.  While section 78(1) notes that a Supplementary Valuation Roll should be 
published to include such properties, section 78(4)(d) notes that property rates become 
payable on the date that the event occurred.  Consequently, this means that any revisions 
to the amount of revenue that can be collected should be accrued from the date that the 
event occurred.  For example, where improvements are constructed on vacant land, the 
“event” envisaged in section 78(4) may be the date of the occupation certificate issued by 
the municipality; and as from this date, the municipality may accrue revenue due based on 
an estimate of the value of the improvements.  This valuation may be based on the 
valuation certificates lodged with the Deeds Registrar.  When the Supplementary Valuation 
Roll is concluded, the initial estimate of revenue due may need to be revised. 
 
In addition to properties included in the General Valuation Roll attracting property rates, 
other items may meet the definition of “property” within a particular municipality (this will 
depend on the individual municipal Rates Policy); for example, property rates may be levied 
on certain “property rights” of which the right to build sectional title units is a typical 
example.  In these instances, municipalities may levy taxes on the rights to build section title 
units covering a certain number of square meters prior to the units being completed (hence 
the taxes are levied on the rights). This practice may vary among municipalities; the 
municipality’s Rates Policy will have to be examined to establish when and at what amounts 
revenue should be recognised. 
 
The table below outlines a summary of sections 78(1) and (4) and the impact on the 
recognition of revenue: 
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Description Recognition point (both initially and 
for changes to property) 

(which may differ from when the actual 
billing is made to the customer) 

Measurement 

Property not in valuation roll Effective date of supplementary valuation 
roll. 

Based on value in General 
Valuation Roll.  

Property in valuation roll Start of the financial year.  Based on value in the 
General Valuation Roll.  

Amendments to the property: 

Categorisation of property changed.  Date change in categorisation occurred.  Estimate of property rates at 
date of change; revise once 
Supplementary Valuation Roll 
effective.  

Subdivided or consolidated after the 
last general valuation.  

Date subdivision or consolidation 
registered with the Deeds Office.  

Estimate of property rates at 
date of registration; revise 
once Supplementary 
Valuation Roll effective. 

Change in value. Date change in categorisation occurred.  Estimate of property rates at 
date of change; revise once 
Supplementary Valuation Roll 
effective. 

Incorrectly valued. Effective date of Supplementary 
Valuation Roll.  

Based on value in the 
Supplementary Valuation 
Roll.  

Revalued for any other exceptional 
reason. 

Effective date of Supplementary 
Valuation Roll.  

Based on value in the 
Supplementary Valuation 
Roll.  
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Phone 012 315 5009 
Fax 012 395 6553 
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Unauthorised, Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful 
Expenditure 
 
 
The purpose of this Circular is to provide clarity on the procedures to be followed when 
dealing with unauthorised, irregular or fruitless and wasteful expenditure as defined in 
section 1 of the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA). 
 
Municipalities are organs of state within the local sphere of government that collect monies 
from the public in the form of rates, taxes, levies, surcharges, duties and service charges, 
receive grants from national and provincial government and borrow for capital expenditure or 
bridging finance for short term purposes.  These resources are appropriated by Council for 
the purpose of fulfilling its powers and functions, primarily to deliver services, in accordance 
with their mandate as set out in sections 151,153 and 156 of the Constitution. 
 
In terms of section 4(2)(a) of the Municipal Systems Act (MSA) the council has a duty to use 
the resources of the municipality in the best interest of the local community. This duty is 
extended to individual councillors through the Code of Conduct for Councillors which states 
that a councillor must: 

i.        “perform the functions of office in good faith, honestly and in a transparent 
manner, and  

ii.        at all times act in the best interests of the community and in such a way that the 
credibility and integrity of the municipality are not compromised.” 

 
The Auditor-General has highlighted an escalating trend in unauthorised, irregular, fruitless 
and wasteful expenditure in municipalities over recent years, evident in the audit reports and 
summarized in the annual reports on local government. We have also noticed a sense of 
uncertainty amongst municipalities on the understanding of how irregular expenditure should 
be treated and who has the legislative power to deal with irregular expenditure. The 
uncertainty relates mainly to how municipalities should conclusively deal with such matters, 
the process to be followed and the manner in which such matters should be recorded and 
disclosed. This Circular aims to provide clarity in this regard so that there is a common 
understanding on the process to be followed in dealing with these categories of expenditure. 
In order to better illustrate the process to be followed, a flowchart is attached (Annexure C), 
which sets out a step by step process for dealing with irregular expenditure. This process 
flowchart will assist municipalities in dealing with irregular expenditure and also reduce the 
extent of irregular expenditure prior to the commencement of the next audit cycle.        
 
The Circular is supported by a Register (Annexure A) which will assist municipalities in 
recording, keeping track and managing the categories of expenditure mentioned above in a 
more transparent manner. The Register will be a central source of information concerning 
this type of expenditure for Council and relevant external stakeholders, by clearly recording 
the details of the transaction, the type of expenditure, the person liable for the expenditure 
and what measures were taken by the municipality to address the matter. 
 
Each Council therefore has a duty to introduce and adopt policies and processes to: 

a) Prevent unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure;  
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b) Identify and investigate unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful 
expenditure;  

c) Respond appropriately in accordance with the law; and 
d) To address instances of unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful 

expenditure conclusively.  
 

Defining unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure 
 
Unauthorised expenditure 
 

Unauthorised expenditure is defined in section 1 of the MFMA as follows: 

“unauthorised expenditure”, in relation to a municipality, means any expenditure 
incurred by a municipality otherwise than in accordance with section 15 or 11(3), 
and includes— 

(a) overspending of the total amount appropriated in the municipality’s 
approved budget; 

(b) overspending of the total amount appropriated for a vote in the 
approved budget; 

(c) expenditure from a vote unrelated to the department or functional 
area covered by the vote; 

(d) expenditure of money appropriated for a specific purpose, otherwise 
than for that specific purpose; 

(e) spending of an allocation referred to in paragraph (b), (c) or (d) of the 
definition of “allocation” otherwise than in accordance with any 
conditions of the allocation; or 

(f) a grant by the municipality otherwise than in accordance with this Act. 
      
Section 15 of the MFMA deals with appropriation of funds for expenditure and provides that 
a municipality may, except where otherwise provided in the MFMA, incur expenditure only in 
terms of an approved budget and within the limits of the amounts appropriated for the 
different votes in an approved budget. With reference to MFMA section 1 (a) in the definition 
above, a municipality’s budget is divided into an operational budget and a capital budget. 
Overspending must be determined in relation to both the operational budget and the capital 
budget.  
 

With reference to MFMA section 1(b) – a municipality’s operational and capital budgets are 
divided into ‘votes’ which represent those components of the budget that have amounts 
appropriated for the financial year, for different departments or functional areas.  The 
Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations (MBRR) prescribe the structure and formats of 
municipal budgets, including votes, in Tables A1 to A10.   Votes are informed by Table A3 
(Budgeted Financial Performance: revenues and expenditure by municipal vote) and Table 
A5 (Budgeted Capital Expenditure by vote, standard classification and funding).Budget 
Table A4 (Budgeted Financial Performance: revenue and expenditure) by implication is 
approved by the council and as such must also be taken into consideration when 
determining unauthorised expenditure. In other words, when considering unauthorised 
expenditure from an operating budget both Table A3 and A4 (read in conjunction with the 
supporting table SA1) of the MBRR would have to be considered. Overspending must also 
be determined in relation to each of the votes on both the operational budget and the capital 
budget.  Where Council has approved a virement policy that allows the accounting officer to 
make limited shifts of funds between votes, must also be taken into account. 
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With reference to MFMA section 1(c) – funds appropriated in a vote for a department may 
not be used for purposes unrelated to the functions of that department.  In other words, an 
accounting officer or other official may not use funds allocated to one department for 
purposes of another department or for purposes that are not provided for in the budget. 
Where a Council has approved a virement policy, shifts made in accordance with that policy 
may be allowed, and must be taken into account when reviewing such expenditure. 

 

With reference to MFMA section 1(d) – in addition to appropriating funds for a department’s 
vote, the Council may also appropriate funds for a specific purpose within a department’s 
vote, for example, for specific training initiatives or a capital project.  Funds that have been 
designated for a specific purpose or project may not be used for any other purpose. 

 

With reference to MFMA section 1(e) – the items referred to in the definition of ‘allocation’ 
are national and provincial conditional grants to a municipality and other ‘conditional’ 
allocations to the municipality from another municipality or another organ of state.  Any use 
of conditional grant funds for a purpose other than that specified in the relevant conditional 
grant framework is classified as unauthorised expenditure. 

 

With reference to MFMA section 1(f) – section 67 of the MFMA regulates the transfer of 
municipal funds to organizations and bodies outside government.  In terms of this section, a 
municipality may only provide grants to organizations and NOT individuals.  Therefore any 
grant to an individual is unauthorised expenditure, unless it is in terms of the municipality’s 
indigent policy or bursary scheme.   

 

Therefore, valid expenditure decisions can only be made by council in terms of a budget or 
an adjustments budget. It follows that only the council may authorise instances of 
unauthorised expenditure and council must do so through an adjustment budget. This 
principle is further reiterated in section 32(2)(a)(i) of the MFMA read with regulation 25 of the 
MBRR which states that unauthorised expenditure must be authorised by the municipality in 
an adjustments budget that is approved by the municipal council. This is the rationale for the 
provisions in regulation 23(6) of the MBRR which provides the legal framework for the 
authorisation of unauthorised expenditure.  

Expenditures that are NOT classified as unauthorised expenditure 
 

Given the definition of unauthorised expenditure, the following are examples of expenditures 
that are NOT unauthorised expenditure: 

(i) Any over-collection on the revenue side of the budget as this is not an 
expenditure; and 

(ii) Any expenditure incurred in respect of: 

     any of the transactions mentioned in section 11(1)(a) to (j) of the MFMA; 

     re-allocation of funds and the use of such funds in accordance with a 
council approved virement policy; 

     overspending of an amount allocated by standard classification on the 
main budget Table A2 (Budgeted Financial Performance: revenue and 
expenditure by standard classification), as long as it does not result in 
overspending of a ‘vote’ on the main budget Table A3 (Budgeted Financial 
Performance: revenue and expenditure by municipal vote) and Table A4 
(Budgeted Financial Performance: revenue and expenditure (read in 
conjunction with supporting Table SA1) of the MBRR; and 

     overspending of an amount allocated by standard classification on the 
main budget Table A5 (Budgeted Capital Expenditure by vote, standard 
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classification and funding) of the MBRR so long as it does not result in 
overspending of a ‘vote’ on the main budget Table A5. 

 
Unauthorised expenditure on “non-cash” items 
 

Municipalities have recently raised concern over non-cash items being classified as 
unauthorised expenditure owing to the total amount of the budget being exceeded. Such 
expenditure relates to debt impairment, depreciation, asset impairment, transfers and grants 
as appropriated in Table A4 (Budgeted Statement of Financial Performance: revenue and 
expenditure) of the MBRR. 
 
Although these expenditures are considered non-cash items as there is no transaction with 
any service provider or supplier, an under provision during the budget compilation process is 
a material misstatement of the surplus or deficit position of the municipality.  This could be 
the result of poor budgeting or financial management, or unknown events that gave rise to 
the asset and debt impairment after the adoption of the budget.  In this regard Table A4 
(Budgeted Statement of Financial Performance: revenue and expenditure) must be read in 
conjunction with supporting Table SA1 of the MBRR. 

 
Unforeseen and unavoidable expenditure 
 
Unforeseen and unavoidable expenditure is discussed in section 29 of the MFMA and reads 
as follows: 

(1)    The mayor of a municipality may in emergency or other exceptional 
circumstances authorise unforeseeable and unavoidable expenditure 
for which no provision was made in an approved budget. 

(2) Any such expenditure— 
(a) must be in accordance with any framework that may be 

prescribed; 
(b) may not exceed a prescribed percentage of the approved 

annual budget; 
(c) must be reported by the mayor to the municipal council at its 

next meeting; and 
(d) must be appropriated in an adjustments budget. 

(3) If such adjustments budget is not passed within 60 days after the 
expenditure was incurred, the expenditure is unauthorised and 
section 32 applies. 

 
The framework referred to in section 29(2)(a) of the MFMA is prescribed in chapter 5 of the 
MBRR, and contained in regulation 71 and 72. The following shall apply: 

(i) the amount the mayor authorised as unforeseen and unavoidable expenditure 
exceeds the monetary limits set in regulation 72 of the MBRR, the amount in 
excess of the limit is unauthorised; 

(ii) the reason for the mayor authorising the unforeseen and unavoidable 
expenditure does not fall within the ambit of regulation 71(1) of the MBRR, the 
expenditure is unauthorised; 

(iii) the reason for the mayor not authorising the unforeseen and unavoidable 
expenditure falls outside the ambit of regulation 71(2) of the MBRR, the 
expenditure is unauthorised; and 

(iv) the council does not appropriate the expenditure in an adjustments budget that 
is passed within 60 days after the expenditure was incurred, the expenditure is 
unauthorised. 
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Irregular expenditure 
 

Irregular expenditure is defined in section 1 of the MFMA as follows: 

“irregular expenditure”, in relation to a municipality or municipal entity, means— 
(a) expenditure incurred by a municipality or municipal entity in 

contravention of, or that is not in accordance with, a requirement of 
this Act, and which has not been condoned in terms of section 170; 

(b) expenditure incurred by a municipality or municipal entity in 
contravention of, or that is not in accordance with, a requirement of 
the Municipal Systems Act, and which has not been condoned in 
terms of that Act; 

(c) expenditure incurred by a municipality in contravention of, or that is 
not in accordance with, a requirement of the Public Office-Bearers 
Act, 1998 (Act No. 20 of 1998); or 

(d) expenditure incurred by a municipality or municipal entity in 
contravention of, or that is not in accordance with, a requirement of 
the supply chain management policy of the municipality or entity or 
any of the municipality’s by-laws giving effect to such policy, and 
which has not been condoned in terms of such policy or by-law, 

but excludes expenditure by a municipality which falls within the definition of 
“unauthorised expenditure”. 

 
In this context ‘expenditure’ refers to any use of municipal funds that is in contravention of 
the following legislation: 

      Municipal Finance Management Act, Act 56 of 2003, and its regulations; 

      Municipal Systems Act, Act 32 of 2000, and its regulations; 

      Public Office-Bearers Act, Act 20 of 1998, and its regulations; and 

      The municipality’s supply chain management policy, and any by-laws giving 
effect to that policy 

 

Although a transaction or an event may trigger irregular expenditure, a municipality or 
municipal entity will only identify irregular expenditure when a payment is made, in other 
words, the recognition of irregular expenditure will be linked to a financial transaction. If the 
possibility of irregular expenditure is determined prior to a payment being made, the 
transgression shall be regarded as a matter of non-compliance.  Details on treatment of 
irregular expenditure are dealt with later in this Circular. 

 
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure 
 

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure is defined in section 1 of the MFMA as follows: 

“fruitless and wasteful expenditure” means expenditure that was made in vain 
and would have been avoided had reasonable care been exercised. 
 

The concept of fruitless and wasteful expenditure is founded on public administration and 
accountability principles, to promote “efficient, economic and effective use of resources and 
the attainment of value for money”.  The idea is also founded on the fact that the council, the 
mayor and the accounting officer have a fiduciary responsibility to ensure that municipal 
resources are used in the best interests of the municipality and the local community.   
 
In this context ‘expenditure’ refers broadly to processes that must be followed, transactions 
with service providers or suppliers and the use of other resources belonging to the 
municipality. The phrase ‘made in vain’ indicates that the municipality derived no value for 
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money from the expenditure or the use of other resources. Fruitless and wasteful 
expenditure must fulfill both the conditions in the definition, namely, that it was made in vain 
and it would have been avoided had reasonable care been exercised.  The treatment of 
such expenditure is dealt with later in this Circular.  

 
Process to be followed when dealing with unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and 
wasteful expenditure 
 
Unauthorised expenditure 
 
In considering authorisation of unauthorised expenditure, council must consider the 
following factors:  

(i) Has the matter been referred to Council for a determination and decision? 

(ii) Has the nature, extent, grounds and value of the unauthorised expenditure been 
submitted to Council?  

(iii) Has the incident been referred to a council committee for investigation and 
recommendations? 

(iv) Has it been established whether the accounting officer or official or public office 
bearer that made, permitted or authorised the unauthorised expenditure acted 
deliberately or in a negligent or grossly negligent manner? 

(v) Has the accounting officer informed Council, the mayor or the executive 
committee that a particular decision would result in an unauthorised expenditure 
as per section 32(3) of the MFMA? 

(vi) Are there good grounds shown as to why an unauthorised expenditure should be 
authorised? For example: 

     the mayor, accounting officer or official was acting in the best interests of 
the municipality and the local community by making and permitting 
unauthorised expenditure; 

     the mayor, accounting officer or official was acting in good faith when 
making and permitting unauthorised expenditure; and 

     the municipality has not suffered any material loss as a result of the action. 

 
In these instances, the council may authorise the unauthorised expenditure.  If unauthorised 
expenditure is approved by council, there would be no further consequences for the political 
office-bearers or officials involved in the decision to incur the expenditure. 
 

Adjustments budgets to authorise unauthorised expenditure 
 

Section 15 of the MFMA provides that a municipality may incur expenditure only in terms of 
an approved budget.  This is confirmed by section 32(2)(a)(i) of the MFMA that provides that 
council may only authorise unauthorised expenditure in an adjustments budget. 
 
Sections 28(c) and 28(g) of the MFMA, read together with regulations 23(1), 23(2), 23(4) 
and 23(6) of the MBRR, discusses when council may authorise unauthorised expenditure in 
an adjustments budget. This can be addressed in three different adjustments budgets as 
follows: 

 
 

(a) Adjustments budget for unforeseen and unavoidable expenditure: An 
adjustments budget to allow council to provide ex post authorisation for 
unforeseen and unavoidable expenditure that was authorised by the mayor in 
terms of section 29 of the MFMA must be tabled in council at the “first available 
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opportunity” or within the 60 days after the expenditure was incurred (see section 
29(3) of the MFMA).  Should either of these timeframes be missed, the 
unforeseen and unavoidable expenditure must be treated in the same manner as 
any other type of unauthorised expenditure, and may still be authorised in one of 
the other adjustments budgets process described below. 

 
(b) Main adjustments budget: In terms of regulation 23(6)(a) of the MBRR, council 

may authorise unauthorised expenditure in the adjustments budget which may 
be tabled in council “at any time after the mid-year budget and performance 
assessment has been tabled in the council, but not later than 28 February of the 
current year”.  Therefore unauthorised expenditure that occurred in the first half 
of the current financial year may be authorised by council in this adjustments 
budget.  Where unauthorised expenditure from this period is not identified or 
investigated in time to include in this adjustments budget, it must be held over to 
the following adjustments budget process noted below. 

 
(c)  Special adjustments budget to authorise unauthorised expenditure: In 

terms of regulation 23(6)(b) of the MBRR, council may authorise unauthorised 
expenditure in a special adjustments budget tabled in council when the mayor 
tables the annual report in terms of section 127(2) of the MFMA.  This special 
adjustments budget “may only deal with unauthorised expenditure from the 
previous financial year which the council is being requested to authorise in terms 
of section 32(2)(a)(i) of the Act.”  This special adjustments budget therefore 
deals with: 
     unauthorised expenditure that occurred in the first half of the previous 

financial year that was not included in the main adjustments budget or that 
was included but referred back for further investigation or further 
information;  

     unauthorised expenditure that occurred in the second half of the previous 
financial year, and 

     any unauthorised expenditure identified by the Auditor-General during the 
annual audit process. 

 
The timing of this special adjustments budget requires: 

     the municipality to report all the unauthorised expenditure in its annual 
financial statements (thus ensuring transparency regarding its performance 
with implementing the budget); 

     the Auditor-General to audit the municipality’s disclosure of its 
unauthorised expenditure and to add any further unauthorised expenditure 
identified in the audit process; and 

     sufficient time (but also places a time limit) for instances of unauthorised 
expenditure to be properly investigated before being presented to council 
for a decision on whether or not to authorise it; the investigation is normally 
done by a council committee. 

 

Recovery of unauthorised expenditure 
 
All instances of unauthorised expenditure must be recovered from the liable official or 
political office-bearer, unless the unauthorised expenditure has been authorised by council 
in an adjustments budget.  
 
Once it has been established who is liable for the unauthorised expenditure, the accounting 
officer must, in writing, request that the liable official or political office-bearer pay the amount 
within 30 days or in reasonable installments. If the person fails to comply with the request, 
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the matter must be handed to the municipality’s legal division for the recovery of the debt 
through the normal debt collection process. 
 

Irregular expenditure 
 
In terms of section 32(2)(b) irregular expenditure may only be written-off by Council if, after 
an investigation by a council committee, the irregular expenditure is certified as 
irrecoverable.  In other words writing-off is not a primary response, it is subordinate to the 
recovery processes, and may only take place if the irregular expenditure is certified by 
Council as irrecoverable, based on the findings of an investigation. 
 
With reference to (a) as defined, - in terms of section 170 of the MFMA, only the National 
Treasury may condone non-compliance with a regulation issued in terms of the MFMA or a 
condition imposed by the Act itself.  The municipal Council therefore has no power in terms 
of the MFMA to condone any act of non-compliance in terms of the MFMA or any of its 
regulations. The treatment of expenditure associated with the non-compliance is therefore 
the responsibility of the Council and is elaborated on page 10.  

 

With reference to (b) as defined – there is no provision in the MSA that allows for a 
contravention of the Act to be condoned.  Nevertheless, should a municipality wish to 
request that an act of non-compliance with any provision of the MSA be condoned, then the 
accounting officer should address the request to the Minister of Co-operative Governance 
and Traditional Affairs, who is responsible for administering the MSA. The resultant 
expenditure should however be dealt with in terms of section 32(2) of the MFMA.   

 

With reference to (c) as defined – there is no provision to allow irregular expenditure 
resulting from a contravention of the Public Office-Bearers Act to be condoned.  This is 
consistent with section 167(2) of the MFMA, which provides that such irregular expenditure 
cannot be written-off and must be recovered from the political office-bearer concerned. 

 

With reference to (d) as defined – a council may condone a contravention of the council 
approved SCM policy or a by-law giving effect to such policy, provided that the 
contravention, is not also a contravention of the MFMA or the SCM regulations, in which 
case (a) applies and then only National Treasury can condone a contravention of the SCM 
regulations. Any such requests must be accompanied by a full motivation and submitted to 
mfma@treasury.gov.za for consideration. 

 

Once the Accounting Officer or Council becomes aware of any allegation of irregular 
expenditure, such allegation may be referred to the municipality’s own Internal Audit Unit or 
any other appropriate investigative body for investigation, to determine whether or not 
grounds exist for a charge of financial misconduct to be laid against the official liable for the 
expenditure.   

 
Ratification of minor breaches of the procurement process 
 

In terms of regulation 36(1)(b) of the Municipal Supply Chain Management Regulations, the 
supply chain policy of a municipality may allow the accounting officer to ratify any minor 
breaches of the procurement processes by an official or committee acting in terms of 
delegated powers or duties which are purely technical in nature.  Where a municipality’s 
supply chain management policy does not include this provision the accounting officer 
cannot exercise this ratification power.  It is important to note that the accounting officer can 
only rely on this provision if the official or committee who committed the breach had the 
delegated authority to perform the function in terms of the municipality’s adopted System of 

mailto:mfma@treasury.gov.za
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Delegations, which must be consistent with the MFMA and its regulations.  The process to 
deal with minor breaches of the SCM policy is contained in a flowchart, refer to (Annexure 
B). 
 
Note that the accounting officer may only ratify a breach of process, and not the irregular 
expenditure itself, which means that the ‘irregular’ expenditure will still remain irregular. The 
responsibility to ratify the actual irregular expenditure vests with the Council and processes 
to deal with such matters are outlined in section 32(2) of the MFMA read together with 
Regulation 74 of the MBRR.  
 
Regulation 36(2) of the SCM regulations states that the accounting officer must record the 
reasons for any deviations and report to the next Council meeting, and disclose this 
expenditure in a note to the annual financial statements.  The emphasis is on recording the 
“reasons for any deviations and the associated expenditure”. 
 
All breaches of a municipality’s SCM policy will result in irregular expenditure, in the event 
that expenditure is incurred; the monetary value of this irregular expenditure is not relevant.  
The issue of whether the breach is minor or material relates to the nature of the breach and 
the intent of those responsible for the breach; not to the monetary value thereof. 
 
In terms of regulation 36 of the SCM Regulations, the accounting officer is responsible for 
deciding whether a particular breach of procurement processes is minor or material.  In 
exercising this discretion the accounting officer must be guided by: 
 

a) the specific nature of the breach: is it simply technical in nature, not impacting in any 
significant way on the essential fairness, equity, transparency, competitiveness or 
cost effectiveness of the procurement process? 

b) the circumstance surrounding the breach: are the circumstances justifiable or, at 
least, excusable? 

c) the intent of those responsible for the breach: were they acting in good faith? 
d) the financial implication as a result of the breach: what was the extent of the loss or 

benefit? 
 
The accounting officer would have to consider the merits of each breach of the procurement 
processes and take a decision as to whether it should be classified as a minor or material 
breach.   
 
Note that this category only covers breaches of procurement processes in the municipality’s 
SCM policy and not breaches of other legislation or regulations. 

 
It is important to emphasise that, in terms of the regulation 36 of the SCM Regulations, only 
the accounting officer can consider the ratification of minor breaches of procurement 
processes that are purely of a technical nature.  
 

It is advisable that the accounting officer implement appropriate processes in the 
municipality’s SCM policy to investigate the nature of the breach so that an informed 
decision on corrective action can be made. In the event that a breach falls outside the 
classification of a minor breach, the accounting officer cannot follow the remedy contained in 
regulation 36 (1) (b). 
 

The MFMA and the SCM regulations do not specify what these processes should be, 
however, it is recommended that Council investigate the nature of the breach through its 
Internal Audit Unit or any other investigation body and adopt corrective action as 
recommended by the Audit Committee.  
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The SCM regulation 36(2) specifies a separate process for reporting the ratification of minor 
breaches to council, after they have been ratified by the accounting officer. The findings of 
any investigation must be reported to the accounting officer for consideration when making a 
decision in this regard.  It is important to maintain documentary evidence for audit purposes  
 

Disciplinary charges for irregular expenditure 
 

If, after having followed a proper investigation, the council concludes that the political office-
bearer or official responsible for making, permitting or authorising irregular expenditure did 
not act in good faith, then the municipality must consider instituting disciplinary action and/or 
criminal charges against the liable person/s. 
 

If the irregular expenditure falls within the ambit of the above description, then the council, 
mayor or accounting officer (as may be relevant) must institute disciplinary action as follows: 

(i) Financial misconduct in terms of section 171 of the MFMA: in the case of an 
official that deliberately or negligently: 

     contravened a provision of the MFMA which resulted in irregular 
expenditure; or 

     made, permitted or authorised an irregular expenditure (due to non-
compliance with any of legislation mentioned in the definition of irregular 
expenditure); 

(ii) Breach of the Code of Conduct for Municipal Staff Members: in the case of an 
official whose actions in making, permitting or authorizing an irregular 
expenditure constitute a breach of the Code; and 

(iii) Breach of the Code of Conduct for Councillors: in the case of a political office-
bearer, whose actions in making, permitting or authorizing an irregular 
expenditure constitute a breach of the Code. This would also include instances 
where a councillor knowingly voted in favour or agreed with a resolution before 
council that contravened legislation resulting in irregular expenditure when 
implemented, or where the political office-bearer improperly interfered in the 
management or administration of the municipality. 

 

Criminal charges arising from an act of irregular expenditure 
 

If, after following a proper investigation, the council concludes that the official or political 
office-bearer responsible for making, permitting or authorising an instance of irregular 
expenditure acted deliberately or negligently, then the Council must institute disciplinary 
procedures and lay criminal charges against the liable official or political office-bearer. 
 
The irregular expenditure was the result of a breach of the definition of irregular expenditure 
it must be considered in terms of section 173 of the MFMA.  
 

Recovery of irregular expenditure 
 

All instances of irregular expenditure must be recovered from the liable official or political 
office-bearer, unless the expenditure is certified by the municipal council, after investigation 
by a council committee, as irrecoverable and is written off by the council. In other words, the 
expenditure that is written off is therefore condoned.  

 

Irregular expenditures resulting from breaches of the Public Office-Bearers Act is an 
exception in that the irregular expenditure must be recovered from the political office-bearer 
to whom it was paid, who might not have been responsible for making, permitting or 
authorising the irregular expenditure. 
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Once it has been established who is liable for the irregular expenditure, the accounting 
officer must in writing request that the liable political office-bearer or official pay the amount 
within 30 days or in reasonable installments. If the person fails to comply with the request, 
the matter must be recovered through the normal debt collection process of the municipality. 
 

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure 
 

The processes to respond appropriately to fruitless and wasteful expenditure are similar to 
the following three processes outlined for irregular expenditure: 

(i) disciplinary charges against officials and political office bearers; 

(ii) criminal charges against officials and political office-bearers; and 

(iii) recovery of the fruitless and wasteful expenditure from the liable persons. 
 
The description of the categories of irregular expenditure in the above three instances can 
be applied directly to fruitless and wasteful expenditure.  The difference is that fruitless and 
wasteful expenditure can arise in any circumstance and is not dependent on non-compliance 
with any legislation. 
 
Council should follow section 32(2)(b) of the MFMA when dealing with instances of fruitless 
and wasteful expenditure.   
 

Register of unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure 
  

All instances of unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditures must be reported 
to the mayor, the MEC for local government in the province, the Auditor-General, disclosed 
in the annual report, and to council as required by section 32(4) and 74 of the MFMA.  This 
disclosure will assist in addressing challenges relating to expenditure control and 
transparent reporting in order to strengthen accountability.  
 
The introduction of a ‘register’ to capture unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful 
expenditure will ensure that financial management in municipalities is improved, resulting in 
better audit outcomes.  
 
All municipalities need to do all they can to prevent prohibited expenditures.  The accounting 
officer also needs to make sure that the municipality has proper processes in place to record 
and manage prohibited expenditures, should they occur.  Therefore, as part of complying 
with section 62(1)(d) of the MFMA, the accounting officer (who may delegate the task to the 
chief financial officer) must set-up and maintain a Register of Unauthorised, Irregular, 
Fruitless and Wasteful Expenditures. 
 
Annexure A sets out the minimum information that should appear in such a Register. 
Municipalities are free to add more detail should they deem this necessary. The aim of the 
Register is also to serve as a tool for recording all unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and 
wasteful expenditures and for tracking progress in dealing with the consequences flowing 
from such expenditures until all the issues that gave rise to the expenditures are properly 
resolved in accordance with the legal framework.  
 
Municipalities are required to implement a register of unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and 
wasteful expenditure from 1 July 2013, for all transactions falling within this category and 
ensure it is updated on a continuous basis.  This information will allow management to 
address such matters more thoroughly and within appropriate timeframes. 
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Conclusion 
 
This MFMA circular provides for a basis by which municipalities can define, identify and 
respond to instances of unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure. 
 
All expenditure falling into the above category must be investigated as required by the 
MFMA, recommendations submitted to Council for consideration and decisions taken to 
attend to such matters, before 30 June 2013, where appropriate. 
 
A Register of unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure must be introduced 
for all transactions falling within this category, from 1 July 2013. 
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Annexure D: Process Flow to address Accounting Transactions for Irregular Expenditure 
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Register of Unauthorised, Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful Expenditure 
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Abbreviations: 

UI: Irregular expenditure Under Investigation 
DP: Disciplinary process initiated against responsible person 
CC: Criminal charges laid with SAPS 
TR: Transferred to receivables for recovery 
P: Paid or in process of paying in installments 
WO: Written-off by council as irrecoverable 



SCM REGULATION 36 (1)(B)          ANNEXURE B 
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IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE         STEP BY STEP PROCESS      ANNEXURE C 
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IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE - ACCOUNTING FRAMEWORK    ANNEXURE D 
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Supply Chain Management  
 

Invitation and evaluation of bids based on a stipulated minimum 
threshold for local production and content 
 
The purpose of this Circular is  to draw the attention of accounting officers of 
municipalities and municipal entities to the communiqué issued by the National 
Treasury regarding the invitation and evaluation of bids relating to sectors that have 
been designated for local production and content.  
 
Regulation 9(1) of the Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2011 makes provision 
for the Department of Trade and Industry to designate sectors where in the award of 
bids, local production and content is of critical importance. Such bids must be 
advertised with a specific condition that only locally produced goods, works or 
services or locally manufactured goods with a stipulated minimum threshold for local 
production and content will be considered. 
 
Since 16 July 2012, the Minister of Finance has approved the issuance of directives 
together with the Municipal Bidding Documents (MBD 6.2) ‘Declaration Certificate for 
Local Production and Content for Designated Sectors” for the following sectors that 
have been designated: 
 

 Textile, clothing, leather and footwear; 

 Buses (bus body); 

 Steel power pylons; 

 Canned / processed vegetables; 

 Rail rolling stock; 

 Set top boxes; 

 Furniture; and 

 Electrical and telecom cable products. 
 
Accounting officers of municipalities and municipal entities are required to procure 
any requirements, relating to the above mentioned designated sectors, in 
accordance with the attached directives and MBD 6.2. All queries in this regard 
should be directed to Mr. Jeyrel Soobramanian on telephone number (012) 315-5336 
or e-mail Jeyrel.Soobramanian@treasury.gov.za.  
 
You are kindly requested to bring the content of this Circular including the annexures 
to the attention of all SCM practitioners. 
 
 

Contact 

mailto:Jeyrel.Soobramanian@treasury.gov.za
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22 May 2013 
 

 
Annexure A:  Instruction note on a stipulated minimum threshold for the local product and 

content for furniture products      
 
Annexure B:  Instruction note on a stipulated minimum threshold for the local product and 

content for steel power pylons sector 
 
Annexure C:  Instruction note on a stipulated minimum threshold for the local product and 

content for textile, clothing, leather and footwear sector 
 
Annexure D:  Instruction note on a stipulated minimum threshold for the local product and 

content for electricity and telecom cable sector 
 
Annexure E:  Instruction note on a stipulated minimum threshold for the local product and 

content for set top boxes sector 
 
Annexure F:  Instruction note on a stipulated minimum threshold for the local product and 

content for bus sector         
 
Annexure G:  Instruction note on a stipulated minimum threshold for the local product and 

content for canned or processed vegetables sector 
 
Annexure H:  Instruction note on a stipulated minimum threshold for the local product and 

content for rail rolling stock sector          
 
Annexure I:     Implementation Guideline on PPPFA and the Regulations 
 
Annexure J:   Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act 5 of 2000    
 
Annexure K:  MBD Forms                                                                                                                                                                         
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PART ONE 
 

GENERAL 
 
1. ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 

AO /AA  Accounting Officer / Accounting Authority 
 

B-BBEEA Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment Act, Act No   
53 of 2003 

 
BVA BEE Verification Agency  

 
CCA   Closed Corporations Act, Act No 69 of 1984 

 
EMEs   Exempted Micro Enterprises 

 
IRBA   Independent Regulatory Board of Auditors 
 
MFMA   Municipal Finance Management Act, Act No 56 of 2003 

 
PFMA Public Finance Management Act, Act No. 1 of 1999 (as 

amended by Act 29 of 1999) 
 

PPPFA Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act, No 5 of 
2000 

 
QSE   Qualifying Small Enterprise 

 
SANAS  South African National Accreditation System 
 
SARB   South African Reserve Bank 
 
SARS   South African Revenue Services 
 
SASAE  South African Standard on Assurance Engagements 

 
SCM   Supply Chain Management 
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2. PURPOSE 
 
This Guide is intended to assist Accounting Officers and Accounting Authorities 
with the implementation of the Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2011  
issued in terms of section 5 of the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework 
Act, Act Number 5 of 2000 (PPPFA). 
 
The Guide should be read and utilized in conjunction with other relevant SCM 
related prescripts, instructions, circulars and guidelines.   

 
3. APPLICABILITY 
 
3.1 Institutions 

 
3.1.1 The Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2011 are applicable to organs of state 

as contemplated in section 1 (iii) of the PPPFA and all public entities listed in 
Schedules 2, 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D to the PFMA and municipal entities.  

 
3.1.2 These organs of state and entities are hereafter referred to as institutions in this 

Guide. 
 

3.2 Preference point systems 
 
3.2.1 The 80/20 preference point system is applicable to bids* with a Rand value equal 

to, or above R30 000 and up to a Rand value of R1 million (all applicable taxes 
included). Institutions may apply the 80/20 preference point system to price 
quotations with a value less than R30 000 if and when appropriate. 

 
3.2.2 The 90/10 preference point system is applicable to bids with a Rand value above 

R1 million (all applicable taxes included).  
 
3.2.3 The value referred to in paragraphs 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 distinguishing the 80/20 and 

90/10 preference point systems has been increased from R500 000 to R1 million.  
 
3.2.4 It must be pointed out that the prescribed threshold values within which AOs /AAs 

may procure services, works or goods by means of petty cash, verbal / written 
price quotations or advertised competitive bids are not affected by the 
Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2011.  

 
*  which is referred to as tenders in the PPPFA and the Preferential Procurement 

Regulations, 2011 include advertised competitive bids, written price quotations or 
proposals.  
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4. BROAD-BASED BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT (B-BBEE) STATUS 
LEVEL CERTIFICATES 

 
4.1 Bidders are required to submit original and valid B-BBEE Status Level 

Verification Certificates or certified copies thereof together with their bids, to 
substantiate their B-BBEE rating claims. 

 
4.2 Bidders who do not submit B-BBEE Status Level Verification Certificates or are 

non-compliant contributors to B-BBEE do not qualify for preference points for B-
BBEE but should not be disqualified from the bidding process.  They will score 
points out of 90 or 80 for price only and zero (0) points out of 10 or 20 for B-
BBEE. 

 
4.3 A trust, consortium or joint venture must submit a consolidated B-BBEE Status 

Level Verification Certificate for every separate bid. 
 
4.4 Public entities and tertiary institutions must also submit B-BBEE Status Level 

Verification Certificates together with their bids. 
 
4.5 If an institution is already in possession of a valid and original or certified copy of 

a bidder’s B-BBEE Status Level Verification Certificate that was obtained for the 
purpose of establishing the database of possible suppliers for price quotations or 
that was submitted together with another bid, it is not necessary to obtain a new 
B-BBEE Status Level Verification Certificate each time a bid is submitted from 
the specific bidder.   

 
Such a certificate may be used to substantiate B-BBEE rating claims provided 
that the closing date of the bid falls within the expiry date of the certificate that is 
in the institution’s possession.   
 
Each time this provision is applied, cross-reference must be made to the B-BBEE 
Status Level Verification Certificate already in possession for audit purposes. 

 
4.6 AOs / AAs must ensure that the B-BBEE Status Level Verification Certificates 

submitted are issued by the following agencies: 
 
4.6.1 Bidders other than EMEs 
 (a) Verification agencies accredited by SANAS; or 

(b) Registered auditors approved by IRBA.  
 
4.6.2 Bidders who qualify as EMEs 

(a) Accounting officers as contemplated in the CCA; or 
(b) Verification agencies accredited by SANAS; or 
(c) Registered auditors.  (Registered auditors do not need to meet the 

prerequisite for IRBA’s approval for the purpose of conducting verification 
and issuing EMEs with B-BBEE Status Level Certificates).  
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4.7 VALIDITY OF B-BBEE STATUS LEVEL VERIFICATION CERTIFICATES 
 
4.7.1 Verification agencies accredited by SANAS 
 
4.7.1.1 These certificates are identifiable by a SANAS logo and a unique BVA number.  
 
4.7.1.2 Confirmation of the validity of a B-BBEE Status Level Verification Certificate can 

be done by tracing the name of the issuing Verification Agency to the list of all 
SANAS accredited agencies.  The list is accessible on 
http://www.sanas.co.za/directory/bbee_default.php.  

 
 The relevant BVA may be contacted to confirm whether such a certificate was 

issued. 
 
4.7.1.3  As a minimum requirement, all valid B-BBEE Status Level Verification 

Certificates should have the following information detailed on the face of the 
certificate: 

 
 The name and physical location of the measured entity; 
 The registration number and, where applicable, the VAT number of the 

measured entity; 
 The date of issue and date of expiry; 
 The certificate number for identification and reference; 
 The scorecard that was used (for example EME, QSE or Generic); 
 The name and / or logo of the Verification Agency; 
 The SANAS logo; 
 The certificate must be signed by the authorized person from the 

Verification Agency; and 
 The B-BBEE Status Level of Contribution obtained by the measured 

entity. 
 
4.7.2 Registered auditors approved by IRBA 
 
4.7.2.1 The format and content of B-BBEE Status Level Verification Certificates issued 

by registered auditors approved by IRBA must - 
 

 Clearly identify the B-BBEE approved registered auditor by the auditor’s 
 individual registration number with IRBA and the auditor’s logo; 
 Clearly record an approved B-BBEE Verification Certificate identification 

reference in the format required by the SASAE; 
 Reflect relevant information regarding the identity and location of the 

measured entity; 
 Identify the Codes of Good Practice or relevant Sector Codes applied in 

the determination of the scores; 

http://www.sanas.co.za/directory/bbee_default.php
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 Record the weighting points (scores) attained by the measured entity for 
each scorecard element, where applicable, and the measured entity’s 
overall B-BBEE Status Level of Contribution; and 

 Reflect that the B-BBEE Verification Certificate and accompanying 
assurance report issued to the measured entity is valid for 12 months 
from the date of issuance and reflect both the issuance and expiry date. 

 
4.7.2.2 Confirmation of the validity of a B-BBEE Status Level Verification Certificate can 

be done by tracing the name of the issuing B-BBEE approved registered auditor 
to the list of all approved registered auditors.  The list is accessible on 
http://www.thedti.gov.za and / http://www.irba.co.za.  

 
 The relevant approved registered auditor may be contacted to confirm whether 

such a certificate was issued. 
 
4.7.3 Accounting officers as contemplated in section 60(4) of the CCA; 
 
4.7.3.1 These certificates will be issued in the accounting officer’s letterhead with the 

accounting officer’s practice number and contact number clearly specified on the 
face of the certificates.   

 
4.7.3.2 The content of B-BBEE Status Level Verification Certificates issued by 

accounting officers as contemplated in the CCA is detailed in paragraph 4.8.5 
below. 

 
4.8 VERIFICATION CERTIFICATES IN RESPECT OF EMEs 
 
4.8.1 In terms of the Generic Codes of Good Practice, an enterprise including a sole 

propriety with an annual total revenue of R5 million or less qualifies as an EME.   
 
4.8.2 In instances where Sector Charters are developed to address the transformation 

challenges of specific sectors or industries,  the threshold for qualification as an 
EME may be different from the generic threshold of R5 million. The relevant 
Sector Charter thresholds will therefore be used as a basis for a potential bidder 
to qualify as an  EME. For example the approved thresholds for EMEs for the 
Tourism and Construction Sector Charters are R2.5 million and R1.5 
respectively.  

 
4.8.3 EMEs are deemed to have a B-BBEE status of “level four (4) contributor”.  In 

instances where EMEs are more than 50% owned by black people, such EMEs 
qualify as “B-BBEE status level three (3) contributors”. 

 
4.8.4 Sufficient evidence to confirm a qualifying EME is a certificate issued by an 

Accounting Officer (as contemplated in the CCA), a similar certificate issued by a 
Registered Auditor or a Verification Agency.  

 

http://www.thedti.gov.za/
http://www.irba.co.za/
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4.8.5 When confirming the validity of a certificate in respect of an EME, the following 

should be detailed on the face of the certificate:  
 

 The Accounting Officer’s or Registered Auditor’s letter head with full 
contact details; 

 The Accounting Officer’s or Registered Auditor’s practice numbers; 

 The name and the physical location of the measured entity; 

 The registration number and, where applicable, the VAT number of the 
measured entity; 

 The date of issue and date of expiry; 

 The B-BBEE Status Level of Contribution obtained by the measured 
entity; and 

 The total black shareholding and total black female shareholding. 
 
4.9 Any enquiries in respect of B-BBEE Status Level Verification Certificates may be 

directed to the Department of Trade and Industry (dti) as follows: 
 

Ms Makhosazana Seate 
Director: Empowerment and Enterprise Development Division (EEDD) 
Tel: (012) 394 1694 
Fax: (012) 394 2694 
E-mail: MSeate@thedti.gov.za 

 
PART TWO 
 
INVITATION OF BIDS 
 
5. PLANNING, STIPULATION OF PREFERENCE POINT SYSTEM TO BE 

UTILISED AND THE DETERMINATION OF DESIGNATED SECTORS 
 
 Prior to the invitation of bids, AOs/AAs are required to: 
 
5.1. Properly plan for the provision of services, works or goods in order to ensure that 

the resources that are required to fulfil the needs identified in the strategic plan of 
the institution are delivered at the correct time, price, place and that the quantity 
and quality will satisfy those needs.  

 
5.2. As far as possible, accurately estimate the costs for the provision of the required 

services, works or goods. This is in order to determine and stipulate the 
appropriate preference point system to be utilised in the evaluation and 
adjudication of the bids and to ensure that the prices paid for the services, works 
and goods are market related.  
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Estimated costs can be determined by conducting an industry and commodity 
analysis whereby prospective suppliers may be approached to obtain indicative 
market related prices that may be utilised for benchmarking purposes. Based on 
the findings, the relevant preference point system (80/20 or 90/10) to be utilised 
for the evaluation of the bid must be stipulated in the bid documents; and 

 
5.3. Determine whether the services, works or goods for which an invitation is to be 

made has been designated for local production and content in terms of 
Regulation 9 of the Preferential Procurement Regulations. This will entail the 
inclusion of a specific condition in the bid documents that only locally produced 
services, works or goods or locally manufactured goods with a stipulated 
minimum threshold for local production and content will be considered. This will 
subsequently have a direct impact on the evaluation of the bid.  

 
6. BIDS BASED ON FUNCTIONALITY AS A CRITERION 
 
6.1 In general, not all bids should be invited on the basis of functionality as a 

criterion. The need to invite bids on the basis of functionality as a criterion 
depends on the nature of the required commodity or service taking into account 
quality, reliability, viability and durability of a service and the bidders technical 
capacity and ability to execute a contract.  

 
6.2 When an institution invites a bid that will also be evaluated on the basis of 

functionality as a criterion, the AO/ AA must clearly specify the following aspects 
in the bid documents:  

 
(a) Evaluation criteria for measuring functionality 
 

The evaluation criteria may include criteria such as the consultant’s 
relevant experience for the assignment, the quality of the methodology; 
the qualifications of key personnel; transfer of knowledge etc. 
 

(b) Weight of each criterion 
 

The weight that is allocated to each criterion should not be generic but 
should be determined separately for each bid on a case by case basis.  
 

(c) Applicable value 
 
 The applicable values that will be utilised when scoring each criterion 

should be objective. As a guide, values ranging from 1 being poor, 2 
being average, 3 being good, 4 being very good and 5 being excellent, 
may be utilised. 

 
(d) Minimum qualifying score for functionality. 
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The minimum qualifying score that must be obtained for functionality in 
order for a bid to be considered further should not be generic.  It should 
be determined separately for each bid on a case by case basis. The 
minimum qualifying score must not be prescribed so low that it may 
jeopardise the quality of the service required nor so high that it may be 
restrictive to the extent that it jeopardizes the fairness of the SCM system. 

 
7. LOCAL PRODUCTION AND CONTENT  
 
7.1 Designated Sectors 
 
7.1.1 Bids in respect of services, works or goods that have been designated for local 

production and content, must contain a specific bidding condition that only locally 
produced goods, services or works or locally manufactured goods with a 
stipulated minimum threshold for local production and content will be considered.  

 
7.1.2 AOs / AAs must stipulate in bid invitations that the exchange rate to be used for 

the calculation of local content (local content and local production are used 
interchangeably) must be the exchange rate published by the SARB at 12:00 on 
the date, one week (7 calendar days) prior to the closing date of the bid. 

 
7.1.3 Only the South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) approved technical 

specification number SATS 1286:201x must be used to calculate local content.  
The following formula to calculate local content must be disclosed in the bid 
documentation: 

  
 The local content (LC) as a percentage of the bid price must be calculated in 

accordance with the SABS approved technical specification number SATS 1286: 
201x as follows:  

 

 LC = 1      x 100 
 
Where 

 x  imported content 
 y bid price excluding value added tax (VAT) 
 

Prices referred to in the determination of x must be converted to Rand (ZAR) by 
using the exchange rate published by the SARB at 12:00 on the date, one week 
(7 calendar days) prior to the closing date of the bid.   

 
7.1.4 For the purpose of paragraphs 7.1.1, 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 above, the SBD / MBD 6.2 

(Declaration Certificate for Local Content) must form part of the bid 
documentation. 
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7.1.5  The Declaration Certificate for Local Content (SBD / MBD 6.2) must be 
completed and duly signed.  AOs / AAs are required to verify the accuracy of the 
rates of exchange quoted by the bidder in paragraph 4.1 of this Certificate. 

 
7.2 Non-Designated Sectors   
 
7.2.1 Where there is no designated sector, AOs / AAs may decide to include a specific 

bidding condition that only locally produced goods, services or works or locally 
manufactured goods with a stipulated minimum threshold for local production and 
content, will be considered, on condition that such prescript and threshold(s) are 
in accordance with the specific directives issued for this purpose by the National 
Treasury in consultation with the dti. 

 
7.2.2 AOs / AAs must stipulate in bid invitations that the exchange rate to be used for 

the calculation of local content must be the exchange rate published by the 
SARB at 12:00 on the date, one week (7 calendar days) prior to the date of 
closure of the bid. 

 
7.2.3 Only the South African Bureau of Standards approved technical specification 

number SATS 1286:201x as indicated in paragraph 7.1.3 above must be used to 
calculate local content.   

 
7.2.4 For the purpose of paragraphs 7.2.1, 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 above, the SBD / MBD 6.2 

(Declaration Certificate for Local Content) must form part of the bid 
documentation. 

 
7.2.5  The Declaration Certificate for Local Content (SBD / MBD 6.2) must be 

completed and duly signed.  AOs / AAs are required to verify the accuracy of the 
rate(s) of exchange quoted by the bidder in paragraph 4.1 of this Certificate. 

 
7.2.6 Any enquiries in respect of Local Production and Content may be directed to the 

Department of Trade and Industry (dti) as follows: 
  

 Ms Basani Baloyi 
Director: Industrial Development Division (IDD) 
Tel: (012) 394 3851 
Fax: (012) 394 2851 
E-mail: BBaloyi@thedti.gov.za  

 
8. SERVICES RENDERED BY TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS AND PUBLIC 

ENTITIES 
 
8.1 Based on thorough analysis of the market, institutions may invite written price 

quotations for services that can only be provided by tertiary institutions from the 
identified tertiary institutions. 

 

mailto:BBaloyi@thedti.gov.za
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8.2 Where the required service can be provided by tertiary institutions, public entities 
and enterprises from the private sector, institutions must invite competitive bids.  

 
PART THREE 
 
EVALUATION OF BIDS 
 
9. DISCOUNTS 
 
9.1 When calculating comparative prices: 
 
9.2 Unconditional discounts must be taken into account for evaluation purposes; and 
 
9.3 Conditional discounts must not be taken into account for evaluation purposes but 

should be implemented when payment is effected. 
 
10 SUB-CONTRACTING  
 
10.1. A bidder must not be awarded the points claimed for B-BBEE status level of 

contribution if it is indicated in the bid documents that such a bidder intends sub-
contracting more that 25% of the contract value to any other enterprise that does 
not qualify for at least the same number of points that the bidder qualifies for, 
unless the intended sub-contractor is an EME that has the capability and ability to 
execute the sub-contract. 

 
10.2  A contractor is not allowed to sub-contract more than 25% of the contract value 

to another enterprise that does not have equal or higher B-BBEE status level, 
unless the intended sub-contractor is an EME that has the capability and ability to 
execute the sub-contract. 

 
10.3 In relation to a designated sector, a contractor must not be allowed to sub-

contract in such a manner that the local production and content of the overall 
value of the contract is reduced to below the stipulated minimum threshold. 

 
11 EVALUATION OF BIDS BASED ON FUNCTIONALITY AS A CRITERION 
 

Bids invited on the basis of functionality as a criterion must be evaluated in two 
stages – first functionality must be assessed and then in accordance with  the 
80/20 or 90/10 preference point systems prescribed in Preferential Procurement  
Regulations 5 and 6. The evaluation must be done as follows: 

 
11.1 First stage – Evaluation of functionality 
 
11.1.1 Bids must be evaluated in terms of the evaluation criteria embodied in the bid 

documents. The amendment of evaluation criteria, weights, applicable values 
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and/or the minimum qualifying score for functionality after the closure of bids is 
not allowed as this may jeopardise the fairness of the process. 

 
11.1.2 A bid will be considered further if it achieves the prescribed minimum qualifying 

score for functionality.  
 
11.1.3 Bids that fail to achieve the minimum qualifying score for functionality must be 

disqualified.  
 

11.1.4 Score sheets should be prepared and provided to panel members to evaluate the 

bids. 

 

11.1.5 The score sheet should contain all the criteria and the weight for each criterion as 

well as the values to be applied for evaluation as indicated in the bid documents. 

 

11.1.6 Each panel member should after thorough evaluation independently award his / 

her own value to each individual criterion. 

 

11.1.7 Score sheets should be signed by panel members and if necessary, written 

motivation may be requested from panel members where vast discrepancies in 

the values awarded for each criterion exist. 

 

11.1.8 If the minimum qualifying score for functionality is indicated as a percentage in 
the bid documents, the percentage scored for functionality may be calculated as 
follows: 

 

a. The value awarded for each criterion should be multiplied by the weight for 

the relevant criterion to obtain the score for the various criteria; 

b. The scores for each criterion should be added to obtain the total score; and 

c. The following formula should be used to convert the total score to 

percentage for functionality: 

 

100X
Ms

So
Ps  
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where: 

 

Ps =  percentage scored for functionality by bid under 

consideration 

So =  total score of bid under consideration 

Ms =  maximum possible score  

 
11.1.9 The percentage of each panel member should be added and divided by the 

number of panel members to establish the average percentage obtained by each 
bidder for functionality. 

 
11.2 Second stage – Evaluation in terms of the 80/20 or 90/10 preference point 

systems  
 
11.2.1 Only bids that achieve the minimum qualifying score / percentage for functionality 

must be evaluated further in accordance with the 80/20 or 90/10 preference point 
systems prescribed in Preferential Procurement Regulations 5 and 6. [Guidance 
on the evaluation of bids in terms of the 80/20 or 90/10 preference points 
systems is provided in paragraph 13 of this Guide]. 

 
12. EVALUATION OF BIDS BASED ON A STIPULATED MINIMUM THRESHOLD 

FOR LOCAL PRODUCTION AND CONTENT  
 
 Bids that were invited on the basis of local production and content should be 

evaluated by following a two-stage bidding process: 
 
12.1 First stage – Evaluation in terms of the stipulated minimum threshold for 

local production and content 
 
12.1.1 Bids must be evaluated in terms of the evaluation criteria stipulated in the bid 

documents. The amendment of the stipulated minimum threshold for local 
production and content after the closure of bids is not allowed as this may 
jeopardise the fairness of the process. 

 
12.1.2 A bid will be disqualified if: 
 

 the bidder fails to achieve the stipulated minimum threshold for local 
production and content; and. 

 the Declaration Certificate for Local Content (SBD / MBD 6.2) referred to 
in paragraphs 7.1.4 and 7.2.4 is not submitted as part of the bid 
documentation.  
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12.1.3.  Calculation of Local Content 
 
12.1.3.1 The local content (LC) as a percentage of the bid price must be calculated in 

accordance with the SABS approved technical specification number SATS 
1286: 201x as indicated in paragraph 7.1.3 above.  

 
12.1.3.2 AOs / AAs must verify the accuracy of the rates of exchange quoted by the 

bidder in paragraph 4.1 of the Declaration Certificate for Local Content (SBD / 
MBD 6.2) 

  
 
12.2 Second stage - Evaluation in terms of the 80/20 or 90/10 preference point 

systems  
 
12.2.1 Only bids that achieve the minimum stipulated threshold for local production and 

content must be evaluated further in accordance with the 80/20 or 90/10 
preference point systems prescribed in Preferential Procurement Regulations 5 
and 6. [Guidance on the evaluation of bids in terms of the 80/20 or 90/10 
preference points systems is provided in paragraph 13 of this Guide]. 

 
12.2.2 Where appropriate, prices may be negotiated only with short listed or preferred 

bidders. Such negotiations must not prejudice any other bidders. 
 
13. THE PREFERENCE POINT SYSTEMS 
 
13.1 Step 1: Calculation of points for price 
 
13.1.1 The PPPFA prescribes that the lowest acceptable bid will score 80 or 90 points 

for price. Bidders that quoted higher prices will score lower points for price on a 
pro-rata basis. 

 
13.1.2 The formulae to be utilised in calculating points scored for price are as follows: 
 

80/20 Preference point system [(for acquisition of services, works or goods 
up to a Rand value of R1million) (all applicable taxes included)] 

 

 
 

Where 
Ps = Points scored for comparative price of bid or offer under consideration 
Pt = Comparative price of bid or offer under consideration 
Pmin = Comparative price of lowest acceptable bid or offer. 
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90/10 Preference point system [(for acquisition of services, works or goods 
with a Rand value above R1million) (all applicable taxes included)] 

 
 

Where 
Ps = Points scored for comparative price of bid or offer under consideration 
Pt = Comparative price of bid or offer under consideration 
Pmin = Comparative price of lowest acceptable bid or offer. 
 

13.1.3 Points scored must be rounded off to the nearest 2 decimal places. 
 
13.2 Step 2: Calculation of points for B-BBEE status level of contributor 
 
13.2.1 Points must be awarded to a bidder for attaining the B-BBEE status level of 

contribution in accordance with the table below: 
  

B-BBEE Status Level of 
Contributor 

Number of points 

 (90/10 system) 

Number of points  

(80/20 system) 

1 10 20 

2 9 18 

3 8 16 

4 5 12 

5 4 8 

6 3 6 

7 2 4 

8 1 2 

Non-compliant 
contributor 

0 0 
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13.3 Calculation of total points scored for price and B-BBEE status level of 
contribution 

 
13.3.1 The points scored for price must be added to the points scored for B-BBEE 

status level of contribution to obtain the bidder’s total points scored out of 100.  
 
14. EVALUATION OF BIDS THAT SCORED EQUAL POINTS 
 
14.1 In the event that two or more bids have scored equal total points, the successful 

bid must be the one that scored the highest points for B-BBEE. 
 
14.2 If two or more bids have equal points, including equal preference points for B-

BBEE, the successful bid must be the one scoring the highest score for 
functionality, if functionality is part of the evaluation process. 

 
14.3 In the event that two or more bids are equal in all respects, the award must be 

decided by the drawing of lots.  
 
15. CANCELLATION AND RE-INVITATION OF BIDS 
 
15.1 In the application of the 80/20 preference point system, if all bids received 

exceed R1 000 000, the bid must be cancelled. If one or more of the acceptable 
bid(s) received are within the R1 000 000 threshold, all bids received must be 
evaluated on the 80/20 preference point system. 

 
15.2 In the application of the 90/10 preference point system, if all bids received are 

equal to or below R1 000 000, the bid must be cancelled. If one or more of the 
acceptable bid(s) received are above the R1 000 000 threshold, all bids received 
must be evaluated on the 90/10 preference point system. 

 
15.3 If a bid was cancelled in terms of paragraph 15.1 or 15.2, the correct preference 

point system must be stipulated in the bid documents of the re-invited bid. 
 
15.4 An AO / AA may, prior to the award of a bid, cancel the bid if: 
 
15.4.1 Due to changed circumstances, there is no longer a need for the services, works 

or goods requested. [AOs / AAs must ensure that only goods, services or works 
that are required to fulfil the needs of the institution are procured]; or 

 
15.4.2 Funds are no longer available to cover the total envisaged expenditure. [AOs / 

AAs must ensure that the budgetary provisions exist]; or 
 
15.4.3 No acceptable bids are received. [If all bids received are rejected, the institution 

must review the reasons justifying the rejection and consider making revisions to 
the specific conditions of contract, design and specifications, scope of the 
contract, or a combination of these, before inviting new bids].  
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PART FOUR 
 
AWARD OF CONTRACTS 
 
 
16. AWARD OF CONTRACTS 
 
16.1 A contract must be awarded to the bidder who scored the highest total number of 

points in terms of the preference point systems. 
 
16.2 In exceptional circumstances a contract may, on reasonable and justifiable 

grounds, be awarded to a bidder that did not score the highest number of points. 
The reasons for such a decision must be approved and recorded for audit 
purposes and must be defendable in a court of law. 

 
PART FIVE 
 
REMEDIES, TAX CLEARANCE, BIDDING DOCUMENTS, SALE AND LETTING OF 
ASSETS AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
 
17. REMEDIES 
 
17.1 AOs / AAs must act against the bidder or person awarded the contract upon 

detecting that the B-BBEE status level of contribution has been claimed or 
obtained on a fraudulent basis or any of the contract conditions have not been 
fulfilled. 

 
17.2 The institution may, in addition to any other remedy that it may have against the 

bidder or person: 
 
17.2.1 Disqualify the bidder or person from the bidding process; 
 
17.2.2 Recover all costs, losses or damages it has incurred or suffered as a result of 

that person’s conduct; 
 
17.2.3 Cancel the contract and claim any damages which it has suffered as a result of 

having to make less favourable arrangements due to such cancellation; 
 
17.2.4 Restrict the bidder or contractor, its shareholders and directors, or only the 

shareholders and directors who acted on a fraudulent basis, from obtaining 
business from any organ of state for a period not exceeding 10 years, after 
applying the audi alteram partem (hear the other side) rule; and 

 
17.2.5 Forward the matter for criminal prosecution. 
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17.3 Institution’s should involve their legal services when any of the remedies are 
applied. 

 
17.4 The details of any restrictions imposed on bidders, persons or contractors must 

be forwarded to the National Treasury for inclusion on the central Database of 
Restricted Suppliers. 

 
18 TAX CLEARANCE 
 

No bid may be awarded to any bidder whose tax matters have not been declared 
by the SARS to be in order. 

 
19 BIDDING DOCUMENTS 
 
19.1 The following bidding documents, which have been amended where necessary in 

accordance with the prescripts of the Preferential Procurement Regulations, 
2011, are attached for use: 

 

 Standard Bidding Documents (SBDs)  for use by all national and 
provincial departments, constitutional institutions and public entities listed 
in schedules 3A and 3C to the PFMA; and  

 

 Municipal Bidding Documents (MBDs) for use by all municipalities and 
municipal entities to which the MFMA apply.  

 

 SBD / MBD Description Document Number 

(i) Invitation to Bid SBD / MBD 1 
(ii) Application for Tax Clearance Certificate  SBD /MBD 2 
(iii) Pricing Schedules SBD / MBD 3.1,3.2 

and 3.3 
(iv) Declaration of Interest SBD / MBD 4 
(v) National Industrial Participation Programme SBD 5 
(vi) Declaration for Procurement above R10 000 000 MBD 5 

(vii) Preference claims in terms of the Preferential 
Procurement Regulations, 2011 

SBD / MBD 6.1  

(v Declaration Certificate for Local Content SBD / MBD 6.2 

(ix) Formal contracts SBD / MBD 7.1, 7.2 
and 7.3 

(x) Declaration of Bidder’s past SCM practices SBD / MBD 8 

(xi) Certificate of Independent Bid Determination SBD / MBD 9 

 
NB: (The above SBDs / MBDs replace those that were previously issued by the 
National Treasury) 
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19.2 AOs / AAs should customize and utilize the bidding documents (SBDs or MBDs) 
by incorporating the institutions name, logo and contact details. 

 
19.3 Other changes to the SBDs or MBDs, such as variations necessary to address 

specific contract and project issues, should be kept to a minimum. The standard 
wording for the Application for Tax Clearance Certificates (SBD / MBD 2) and the 
National Industrial Participation Programme (SBD 5) should not be amended. 
The formal contract document (SBD / MBD 7.1 to 7.3) should not form part of the 
bidding documents issued to every prospective bidder, but should be made 
applicable only to the successful bidder after adjudication and award of the bid. 

 
19.4 The relevant SBDs or MBDs must be utilized for procurement by means of 

written price quotations, advertised competitive bids or proposals. 
 
19.5 Although these SBDs or MBDs have not been formally issued to Public Entities 

listed in Schedules 2, 3B and 3D to the PFMA, nothing prohibits these institutions 
from customizing and utilizing these bidding documents as well.  

  
20 SALE AND LETTING OF ASSETS 
 
20.1 The preference point systems prescribed in the PPPFA and the Preferential 

Procurement Regulations, 2011 are not applicable to the sale and letting of 
assets. 

 
20.2.1 In instances where assets are sold or leased by means of advertised competitive 

bids or written price quotations or by auctions the award must be made to the 
highest bidder.  

 
20.2.2 The tax clearance requirements referred to in paragraph 18 above applies to the 

sale and letting of assets as well. 
 
21 TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
 
21.1 If a bid was advertised / invited in terms of the evaluation criteria prescribed in 

the Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2001 (prior to the date of coming into 
effect of the Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2011) but will only be 
evaluated and awarded after the date of coming into effect of the Preferential 
Procurement Regulations, 2011, the bid must be evaluated and awarded in terms 
of the evaluation criteria prescribed in the Preferential Procurement Regulations, 
2001 and in terms of the conditions contained in the bid documents. 

 
21.2 Such a bid must be evaluated and awarded as soon as possible but not later 

than the initial expiry of the validity period of the bid. The extension of the validity 
period of such a bid must not be allowed. 
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CONTACT PERSON 
 
Mr J Soobramanian 
 
Telephone number: 012 315 5336 
Facsimile number: 012 315 5343 
E-mail: jeyrel.soobramanian@treasury.gov.za 
 



 

Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 
FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 
 
 

PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY FRAMEWORK ACT 
 

NO. 5 OF 2000 
 

[ASSENTED TO 2 FEBRUARY, 2000] 
[DATE OF COMMENCEMENT: 3 FEBRUARY, 2000] 

 
(English text signed by the President) 

 
 
 

ACT 
 

To give effect to section 217 (3) of the Constitution by providing a framework for the 
implementation of the procurement policy contemplated in section 217 (2) of the Constitution; and 

to provide for matters connected therewith. 

 
 

ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS 
1. Definitions 
2. Framework for implementation of preferential procurement policy 
3. Exemption 

4. Transitional provision 
5. Regulations 
6. Short title 

 
 

Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 
FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 1. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the context 
indicates otherwise- 

 
1. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the context indicates otherwise- 

 
Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY FRAMEWORK 
ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 1. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the context indicates 
otherwise- / "acceptable tender" means any tender which, in all respects, complies 
with the specifications and conditions of tender as set out in the tender document; 

 

"acceptable tender" means any tender which, in all respects, complies with the specifications and 
conditions of tender as set out in the tender document; 



 

 

Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 
FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 1. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the context 

indicates otherwise- / "Minister" means the Minister of Finance; 
 

"Minister" means the Minister of Finance; 
 

Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 

FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 1. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the context 

indicates otherwise- / "organ of state" means- 
 

"organ of state" means- 

a national or provincial department as defined in the Public Finance Management 
Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999); 

(b) a municipality as contemplated in the Constitution; 

(c) a constitutional institution defined in the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act 
No. 1 of 1999) ; 

(d) Parliament; 

(e) a provincial legislature; 

( f ) any other institution or category of institutions included in the definition of "organ of 
state" in section 239 of the Constitution and recognised by the Minister by notice in 
the Government Gazette as an institution or category of institutions to which this Act 
applies; 

 

Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 

FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 1. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the context 

indicates otherwise- / "preferential procurement policy" means a procurement 
policy contemplated in section 217 (2) of the Constitution; 
 

"preferential procurement policy" means a procurement policy contemplated in section 217 
(2) of the Constitution; 

 

Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 

FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 1. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the context 

indicates otherwise- / "prescribed" means prescribed by regulation made under 
section 5; 

 

"prescribed" means prescribed by regulation made under section 5; 
 
Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 

FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 1. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the 



 

 

 

context indicates otherwise-- / "this Act" includes any regulations made under 

section 5. 
"this Act" includes any regulations made under section 5. 

Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 

FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 2. Framework for implementation of 
preferential procurement policy.-(1) An organ of state must determine its 

preferential procurement policy and implement it within the following framework: 
2. Framework for implementation of preferential procurement policy.-(1) An organ of state must 

determine its preferential procurement policy and implement it within the following framework: 
(a) A preference point system must be followed; 

(i) for contracts with a Rand value above a prescribed amount a maximum of 10 points may 

be allocated for specific goals as contemplated in paragraph (d) provided that the lowest 

acceptable tender scores 90 points for price; 

(ii) for contracts with a Rand value equal to or below a prescribed amount a maximum of 20 

points may be allocated for specific goals as contemplated in paragraph (d) provided that 

the lowest acceptable tender scores 80 points for price; 

(c)  any other acceptable tenders which are higher in price must score fewer points, on a 

pro rata basis, calculated on their tender prices in relation to the lowest acceptable 

tender, in accordance with a prescribed formula; 

the specific goals may include 

(i) contracting with persons, or categories of persons, historically disadvantaged by unfair 

discrimination on the basis of race, gender or disability; 

(ii) implementing the programmes of the Reconstruction and Development Programme as 

published in Government Gazette No. 16085 dated 23 November 1994; 

(e)any specific goal for which a point may be awarded, must be clearly specified in the 

invitation to submit a tender;  
(f)  the contract must be awarded to the tenderer who scores the highest points, unless 

objective criteria in addition to those contemplated in paragraphs (d) and (e) justify 

the award to another tenderer; and 
(g)  any contract awarded on account of false information furnished by the tenderer in 

order to secure preference in terms of this Act, may be cancelled at the sole discretion 

of the organ of state without prejudice to any other remedies the organ of state may 



 

have. 
 

(2) Any goals contemplated in subsection (1) (e) must be measurable, quantifiable and monitored 
for compliance. 

 
Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY FRAMEWORK 
ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 3. Exemption.-The Minister may, on request, exempt an organ of 
state from any or all the provisions of this Act if- 
 

3. Exemption.-The Minister may, on request, exempt an organ of state from any or all the provisions 
of this Act if- 

it is in the interests of national security; 

(b) the likely tenderers are international suppliers; or 

(c) it is in the public interest. 

 
Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 
FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 4. Transitional provision.-Any procurement 
process implemented under a preferential procurement policy where the 
invitation to tender was advertised before the commencement of this Act, must 
be finalised as if this Act had not come into operation. 
 

4. Transitional provision.-Any procurement process implemented under a preferential procurement 
policy where the invitation to tender was advertised before the commencement of this Act, must be 
finalised as if this Act had not come into operation. 

 
Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY FRAMEWORK 
ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 5. Regulations.-(1) The Minister may make regulations 
regarding any matter that may be necessary or expedient to prescribe in order to 
achieve the objects of this Act. 
 

5. Regulations.-(1) The Minister may make regulations regarding any matter that may be necessary 
or expedient to prescribe in order to achieve the objects of this Act. 

 

(2) Draft regulations must be published for public comment in the Government Gazette and every 
Provincial Gazette before promulgation. 

 
Acts / Constitutional Law / PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY 
FRAMEWORK ACT NO. 5 OF 2000 / 6. Short title.-This Act is called the 
Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act, 2000. 

 
6. Short title.-This Act is called the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act, 2000. 



 

 

         MBD 1 

INVITATION TO BID 
 
  

YOU ARE HEREBY INVITED TO BID FOR REQUIREMENTS OF THE (NAME OF MUNICIPALITY/ENTITY) 

 
 

BID NUMBER: …………………  CLOSING DATE: ……………………             CLOSING TIME: ………….. 
 
DESCRIPTION……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
  
The successful bidder will be required to fill in and sign a written Contract Form (MBD 7).  
 
 
BID DOCUMENTS MAY BE POSTED TO: 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
OR 
  
DEPOSITED IN THE BID BOX SITUATED AT (STREET ADDRESS) 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Bidders should ensure that bids are delivered timeously to the correct address. If the bid is late, it will not be accepted 
for consideration. 
 
 
The bid box is generally open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.     
 
 
ALL BIDS MUST BE SUBMITTED ON THE OFFICIAL FORMS – (NOT TO BE RE-TYPED) 
 
 

THIS BID IS SUBJECT TO THE PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY FRAMEWORK ACT AND THE PREFERENTIAL 
PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS, 2011, THE GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (GCC) AND, IF APPLICABLE, ANY 
OTHER SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT 

 
NB:   NO BIDS WILL BE CONSIDERED FROM PERSONS IN THE SERVICE OF THE STATE (as defined in Regulation 1 of 
the Local Government: Municipal Supply Chain Management Regulations) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
THE FOLLOWING PARTICULARS MUST BE FURNISHED 

(FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN YOUR BID BEING DISQUALIFIED) 

 
 
NAME OF BIDDER   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
POSTAL ADDRESS   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
   
STREET ADDRESS   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
TELEPHONE NUMBER   CODE……………NUMBER……………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
CELLPHONE NUMBER   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
FACSIMILE NUMBER   CODE ………… .NUMBER………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
E-MAIL ADDRESS   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
VAT REGISTRATION NUMBER  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
HAS AN ORIGINAL AND VALID TAX CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE BEEN ATTACHED? (MBD 2)    YES/NO 
 
HAS A B-BBEE STATUS LEVEL VERIFICATION CERTIFICATE BEEN SUBMITTED? (MBD 6.1)    YES/NO 
 
IF YES, WHO WAS THE CERTIFICATE ISSUED BY? 
 
AN ACCOUNTING OFFICER AS CONTEMPLATED IN THE CLOSE CORPORATION ACT (CCA)    □ 
A VERIFICATION AGENCY ACCREDITED BY THE SOUITH AFRICAN NATIONAL ACCREDITATION SYSTEM (SANAS)  □ 
A REGISTERED AUDITOR             □  

(Tick applicable box) 

 

(A B-BBEE STATUS LEVEL VERIFICATION CERTIFICATE MUST BE SUBMITTED IN ORDER TO QUALIFY FOR PREFERENCE POINTS FOR 

B-BBEE)     

         

ARE YOU THE ACCREDITED REPRESENTATIVE 

IN SOUTH AFRICA FOR THE GOODS/SERVICES/WORKS OFFERED ?       

        YES/NO 

      (IF YES ENCLOSE PROOF) 

 

SIGNATURE OF BIDDER  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

DATE ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

CAPACITY UNDER WHICH THIS BID IS SIGNED ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
TOTAL BID PRICE……………………………………                  TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS OFFERED ………………………………… 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

ANY ENQUIRIES REGARDING THE BIDDING PROCEDURE MAY BE DIRECTED TO: 
 
Municipality / Municipal Entity:   ……………………………………………………………………. 
 
Department:   …………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Contact Person:    ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Tel:   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Fax:   …………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

ANY ENQUIRIES REGARDING TECHNICAL INFORMATION MAY BE DIRECTED TO: 
 
Contact Person:    ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Tel:   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Fax:   …………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 



MBD 2 
 

TAX CLEARANCE CERTFICATE REQUIREMENTS 

 
It is a condition of bid that the taxes of the successful bidder must be in order, or that 
satisfactory arrangements have been made with South African Revenue Service (SARS) to meet 
the bidder’s tax obligations. 
 
1 In order to meet this requirement bidders are required to complete in full the attached form TCC 001  

“Application for a Tax Clearance Certificate” and submit it to any SARS branch office nationally. The Tax 
Clearance Certificate Requirements are also applicable to foreign bidders / individuals who wish to submit 
bids. 

 
2 SARS will then furnish the bidder with a Tax Clearance Certificate that will be valid for a period of 1 (one) year 

from the date of approval.   
 
3 The original Tax Clearance Certificate must be submitted together with the bid.  Failure to submit the original 

and valid Tax Clearance Certificate will result in the invalidation of the bid. Certified copies of the Tax 
Clearance Certificate will not be acceptable. 

 

4 In bids where Consortia / Joint Ventures / Sub-contractors are involved, each party must submit a separate 

Tax Clearance Certificate.  
 
5 Copies of the TCC 001 “Application for a Tax Clearance Certificate” form are available from any SARS branch 

office nationally or on the website www.sars.gov.za.  
 
6 Applications for the Tax Clearance Certificates may also be made via eFiling.  In order to use this provision, 

taxpayers will need to register with SARS as eFilers through the website www.sars.gov.za.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 



 

 

       MBD 3.1 
 

PRICING SCHEDULE – FIRM PRICES 
(PURCHASES) 

 
NOTE: ONLY FIRM PRICES WILL BE ACCEPTED. NON-FIRM PRICES (INCLUDING PRICES 

SUBJECT TO RATES OF EXCHANGE VARIATIONS) WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED 
 
 IN CASES WHERE DIFFERENT DELIVERY POINTS INFLUENCE THE PRICING, A 

SEPARATE PRICING SCHEDULE MUST BE SUBMITTED FOR EACH DELIVERY 
POINT  

 

 
Name of Bidder…………………………………… Bid Number…………………... 
 
Closing Time ……………. …..                              Closing Date   ……………………….. 
                                 

 
OFFER TO BE VALID FOR………DAYS FROM THE CLOSING DATE OF BID. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ITEM QUANTITY DESCRIPTION  BID PRICE IN RSA CURRENCY 
NO.       **(ALL APPLICABLE TAXES INCLUDED) 
 
 

 
 
- Required by:     …………………………………. 
 
- At:      …………………………………. 
        

………………………………… 
 
- Brand and Model    …………………………………. 
       
- Country of Origin    

 …………………………………. 
  
 
- Does the offer comply with the specification(s)?   *YES/NO 
 
- If not to specification, indicate deviation(s) …………………………………. 
   
- Period required for delivery   …………………………………. 
        *Delivery: Firm/Not firm 

 
- Delivery basis     …………………………………….   

 
 

Note: All delivery costs must be included in the bid price, for delivery at the prescribed destination. 
 
** “all applicable taxes” includes  value- added tax, pay as you earn, income tax, unemployment  
insurance fund contributions and skills development levies. 
 
 
*Delete if not applicable 
 



 

 

         MBD 3.2 

PRICING SCHEDULE – NON-FIRM PRICES 
(PURCHASES) 

 
  

NOTE:  PRICE ADJUSTMENTS WILL BE ALLOWED AT THE PERIODS AND TIMES SPECIFIED IN THE 
BIDDING DOCUMENTS.  
 
IN CASES WHERE DIFFERENT DELIVERY POINTS INFLUENCE THE PRICING, A SEPARATE 
PRICING SCHEDULE MUST BE SUBMITTED FOR EACH DELIVERY POINT  
 

Name of Bidder………………………………………                 Bid number………………………………… 
 
Closing Time ………………………                                         Closing Date  ………………………………………… 
                                   

 
OFFER TO BE VALID FOR………DAYS FROM THE CLOSING DATE OF BID. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
 
ITEM QUANTITY  DESCRIPTION  BID PRICE IN RSA CURRENCY 
NO.         **(ALL APPLICABLE TAXES INCUDED) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
- Required by:        ………………………………………… 
 
- At:         …….…..………………………………. 
       

    
 
- Brand and model       ……..…………………………………. 
-        
- Country of origin       ……...…………………………………. 
 
 
- Does the offer comply with the specification(s)?     *YES/NO 
 
- If not to specification, indicate deviation(s)    …………………………………………. 
   
- Period required for delivery      …………………………………………. 
 
- Delivery:         *Firm/Not firm 
 
 
** ”all applicable taxes” includes  value- added tax, pay as you earn, income tax, unemployment  insurance fund 
contributions and skills development levies. 
 
 
*Delete if not applicable 
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MBD 3.2 
 

PRICE ADJUSTMENTS 
 

 
A  NON-FIRM PRICES SUBJECT TO ESCALATION 
 
1. IN CASES OF PERIOD CONTRACTS, NON FIRM PRICES WILL BE ADJUSTED (LOADED) WITH 

THE ASSESSED CONTRACT PRICE ADJUSTMENTS IMPLICIT IN NON FIRM PRICES WHEN 
CALCULATING THE COMPARATIVE PRICES 

 
2. IN THIS CATEGORY PRICE ESCALATIONS WILL ONLY BE CONSIDERED IN TERMS OF THE 

FOLLOWING FORMULA: 
 

 
VPt

oR

tR
D

oR

tR
D

oR

tR
D

oR

tR
DPtVPa

4

4
4

3

3
3

2

2
2

1

1
11

 

Where: 
 

Pa = The new escalated price to be calculated. 
(1-V) Pt =  85% of the original bid price. Note that Pt must always be the 

original bid price and not an escalated price. 
D1, D2.. = Each factor of the bid price eg. labour, transport, clothing, footwear, 

etc.  The total of the various factors D1,D2…etc. must add up to 
100%. 

R1t, R2t…… = Index figure obtained from new index (depends on the number of 
factors used). 

R1o, R2o = Index figure at time of bidding. 
VPt = 15% of the original bid price.  This portion of the bid price remains firm 

i.e. it is not subject to any price escalations. 
 
3. The following index/indices must be used to calculate your bid price: 
 

Index………. Dated………. Index………. Dated………. Index………. Dated………. 
 

Index………. Dated………. Index………. Dated………. Index………. Dated………. 

 
4. FURNISH A BREAKDOWN OF YOUR PRICE IN TERMS OF ABOVE-MENTIONED FORMULA.  THE 

TOTAL OF THE VARIOUS FACTORS MUST ADD UP TO 100%. 
 

FACTOR 
(D1, D2 etc. eg. Labour, transport etc.) 

P           PERCENTAGE OF BID PRICE 
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MBD 3.2 
 
B PRICES SUBJECT TO RATE OF EXCHANGE VARIATIONS 
 
1. Please furnish full particulars of your financial institution, state the currencies used in the conversion of 

the prices of the items to South African currency, which portion of the price is subject to rate of 
exchange variations and the amounts remitted abroad.  

 

PARTICULARS OF FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTION 

ITEM NO PRICE CURRENCY RATE 

PORTION OF 
PRICE 

SUBJECT TO 
ROE 

AMOUNT IN 
FOREIGN 

CURRENCY 
REMITTED 
ABROAD 

    
ZAR= 

  

    
ZAR= 

  

    
ZAR= 

  

    
ZAR= 

  

    
ZAR= 

  

    
ZAR= 

  

 
 
 
2. Adjustments for rate of exchange variations during the contract period will be calculated by using the 

average monthly exchange rates as issued by your commercial bank for the periods indicated 
hereunder: (Proof from bank required) 
 
 

AVERAGE MONTHLY EXCHANGE RATES FOR THE 
PERIOD: 

DATE DOCUMENTATION 
MUST BE SUBMITTED 

TO THIS OFFICE 

DATE FROM WHICH NEW 
CALCULATED PRICES 

WILL BECOME 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE UNTIL WHICH NEW 
CALCULATED PRICE 
WILL BE EFFECTIVE 

    

    

    

 



 

 

MBD 3.3 

PRICING SCHEDULE  
(Professional Services) 

 
 

 
Name of Bidder:……………………………………………………                     Bid Number: ………….……………………………  
 
Closing Time: ………….…………………….                                                  Closing Date   …………………………………………   
        

 
OFFER TO BE VALID FOR …………DAYS FROM THE CLOSING DATE OF BID. 
 

ITEM   DESCRIPTION  BID PRICE IN RSA CURRENCY 
NO    **(ALL APPLICABLE TAXES INCLUDED) 

 
 1. The accompanying information must be used for the formulation 
  of proposals. 
 
 2. Bidders are required to indicate a ceiling price based on the total 
  estimated time for completion of all phases and including all 
  expenses inclusive of all applicable taxes for the project.   R………..…………… 
 
 3. PERSONS WHO WILL BE INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT AND  
  RATES APPLICABLE (CERTIFIED INVOICES MUST BE  
  RENDERED IN TERMS HEREOF) 
 
 4. PERSON AND POSITION HOURLY RATE DAILY RATE 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R------------------------------ --------------------------------- 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R------------------------------ --------------------------------- 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R------------------------------ --------------------------------- 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R------------------------------ --------------------------------- 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R------------------------------ --------------------------------- 

 5. PHASES ACCORDING TO WHICH THE PROJECT WILL BE 
  COMPLETED, COST PER PHASE AND MAN-DAYS TO BE  
  SPENT 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R------------------------------ -------------------------- days 

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R------------------------------ -------------------------- days 

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R------------------------------ -------------------------- days 

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R------------------------------ -------------------------- days 
 
 5.1 Travel expenses (specify, for example rate/km and total km, class 
  of airtravel, etc).  Only actual costs are recoverable.  Proof of the 
  expenses incurred must accompany certified invoices. 
 
  DESCRIPTION OF EXPENSE TO BE INCURRED RATE QUANTITY AMOUNT 
 
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ………………. …………….. R……………….. 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ………………. …………….. R……………….. 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ………………. …………….. R……………….. 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ………………. …………….. R……………….. 
 
**“all applicable taxes” includes value-added taxes, pay as you earn, income tax, unemployment insurance fund 
contributions and skills development levies. 
  

 



 

 

-2- 

 
 

 5.2 Other expenses, for example accommodation (specify, eg. Three 
  star hotel, bed and breakfast, telephone cost, reproduction cost, 
  etc.).  On basis of these particulars, certified invoices will be checked 
  for correctness.  Proof of the expenses must accompany invoices. 
 
  DESCRIPTION OF EXPENSE TO BE INCURRED RATE QUANTITY AMOUNT 
 
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ………………. …………….. R……………….. 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ………………. …………….. R……………….. 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ………………. …………….. R……………….. 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ………………. …………….. R……………….. 
 
   TOTAL:  R…………………………………… 
 
 6. Period required for commencement with project after 
  acceptance of bid ………………………………………………………………. 
 
 7. Estimated man-days for completion of project ………………………………………………………………. 
 
 8. Are the rates quoted firm for the full period of contract? ……………………………………………*YES/ NO. 
 
 9. If not firm for the full period, provide details of the basis on which 
  adjustments will be applied for, for example consumer price index……………………………………………… 
   

  ………………………………………………………………. 

  ………………………………………………………………. 

  ………………………………………………………………. 
*Delete if not applicable 
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DECLARATION OF INTEREST 

 
1. No bid will be accepted from persons in the service of the state¹. 
 
2. Any person, having a kinship with persons in the service of the state, including a blood 

relationship, may make an offer or offers in terms of this invitation to bid.  In view of possible 
allegations of favouritism, should the resulting bid, or part thereof, be awarded to persons 
connected with or related to persons in service of the state, it is required that the bidder or 
their authorised representative declare their position in relation to the evaluating/adjudicating 
authority.  

 
3 In order to give effect to the above, the following questionnaire must be completed 

and submitted with the bid. 
 

3.1  Full Name of bidder or his or her representative:……………………………………………..  
 

3.2  Identity Number: ………………………………………………………………………………….  
 
 3.3  Position occupied in the Company (director, trustee, hareholder²):………………………..  
 

3.4  Company Registration Number: ……………………………………………………………….  
 

3.5  Tax Reference Number:…………………………………………………………………………  
 

3.6  VAT Registration Number:   ……………………………………………………………………  
 

3.7  The names of all directors / trustees / shareholders members, their individual identity  
numbers and state employee numbers must be indicated in paragraph 4 below. 

 
3.8   Are you presently in the service of the state?                                                     YES / NO 

 
3.8.1  If yes, furnish particulars. ….…………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
¹MSCM Regulations: “in the service of the state” means to be – 

(a) a member of – 
(i) any municipal council; 
(ii) any provincial legislature; or 
(iii) the national Assembly or the national Council of provinces; 
 

(b) a member of the board of directors of any municipal entity; 
(c) an official of any municipality or municipal entity; 
(d) an employee of any national or provincial department, national or provincial public entity or 

constitutional institution within the meaning of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act 
No.1 of 1999); 

(e) a member of the accounting authority of any national or provincial public entity; or 
(f) an employee of Parliament or a provincial legislature. 

 
² Shareholder” means a person who owns shares in the company and is actively involved in the 
management of the company or business and exercises control over the company. 
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3.9     Have you been in the service of the state for the past twelve months? ………YES / NO 

 
 3.9.1  If yes, furnish particulars.………………………...……………………………………..  
 
               …………………………………………………………………………………………….  
 

3.10   Do you have any relationship (family, friend, other) with persons  
 in the service of the state and who may be involved with  
 the evaluation and or adjudication of this bid? …………………………………  YES / NO 

 
   3.10.1  If yes, furnish particulars. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………… 
  ……………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 
3.11    Are you, aware of any relationship (family, friend, other) between  
 any other bidder and any persons in the service of the state who  
 may be involved with the evaluation and or adjudication of this bid?                YES / NO  

 
3.11.1  If yes, furnish particulars 

………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………….……............................................................  

 
3.12   Are any of the company’s directors, trustees, managers,  

principle shareholders or stakeholders in service of the state?                         YES / NO 
 

  3.12.1  If yes, furnish particulars. 
  ………………………………………………………………………………. 
  ………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

3.13   Are any spouse, child or parent of the company’s directors 
          trustees, managers, principle shareholders or stakeholders  

in service of the state?                                                                                        YES / NO 
 
  3.13.1  If yes, furnish particulars. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
3.14   Do you or any of the directors, trustees, managers,  

principle shareholders, or stakeholders of this company 
have any interest in any other related companies or  
business whether or not they are bidding for this contract.                                 YES / NO 

 
3.14.1  If yes, furnish particulars: 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………….. 
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4. Full details of directors / trustees / members / shareholders. 
 

Full Name Identity Number State Employee 
Number 

 

   
 

   
 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

 
 …………………………………..                           …………………………………….. 

                  Signature                                                                    Date 
 
 
 

 ………………………………….                         ……………………………………… 
                 Capacity                                                               Name of Bidder 
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DECLARATION FOR PROCUREMENT ABOVE R10 MILLION (ALL APPLICABLE TAXES INCLUDED) 

 

 

 

For all procurement expected to exceed R10 million (all applicable taxes  included), bidders must 
complete the following questionnaire: 
 

1 Are you by law required to prepare annual financial 

statements for auditing? 

 

 

1.1 If yes, submit audited annual financial statements for the 

past three years or since the date of establishment if 

established during the past three years. 

 

 ……………………………………………………………… 

 

 ……………………………………………………………… 

 

2 Do you have any outstanding undisputed commitments for 

municipal services towards any municipality for more than 

three months or any other service provider in respect of 

which payment is overdue for more than 30 days? 

 

 

2.1 If no, this serves to certify that the bidder has no undisputed 

commitments for municipal services towards any municipality 

for more than three months or other service provider in 

respect of which payment is overdue for more than 30 days. 

 

 

2.2 If yes, provide particulars. 

 

……………………………………………………………… 

 

            ………………………………………………………………. 

 

            ………………………………………………………………. 

 

             …………………………………………………………….. 

 

* Delete if not applicable 

 
  *YES / NO 

 

 

 

                 

              

 

 

 

 

 
  *YES / NO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Has any contract been 

awarded to you by an organ 

of state during the past five 

years, including particulars 

of any material non-

compliance or dispute 

concerning the execution of 
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such contract? 

 

 

3.1       If yes, furnish particulars 
 

             ………………………………………………………………. 
 

…………………………………………………… 
 

 *YES / NO 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

4. Will any portion of goods or services be sourced from outside                            *YES / NO 

             the Republic, and, if so, what portion and whether any portion  

             of payment from the municipality / municipal entity is expected to be  

             transferred out of the Republic? 

 

 

4.1 If yes, furnish particulars 

 

 
…………………………………………………….. 
 
…………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 
CERTIFICATION 

 

 

I, THE UNDERSIGNED (NAME)     ……………………………………………………………………… 
 

CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION FURNISHED ON THIS DECLARATION FORM IS CORRECT.  
 
I ACCEPT THAT THE STATE MAY ACT AGAINST ME SHOULD THIS DECLARATION PROVE TO BE  
 
FALSE.   
 

 

…………………………………..  …………………………………….. 

 Signature  Date 

 

 

……………………….................  ……………………………………. 

Position   Name of Bidder 

  



 
     MBD 6.1 

 PREFERENCE POINTS CLAIM FORM IN TERMS OF THE PREFERENTIAL 

PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS 2011 
 

 

This preference form must form part of all bids invited.  It contains general information and serves as 

a claim form for preference points for Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) 

Status Level of Contribution  
 

NB: BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM, BIDDERS MUST STUDY THE GENERAL CONDITIONS, 

DEFINITIONS AND DIRECTIVES APPLICABLE IN RESPECT OF B-BBEE, AS PRESCRIBED IN THE 

PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS, 2011.  
 

 

1. GENERAL CONDITIONS 

 
1.1 The following preference point systems are applicable to all bids: 

 
- the 80/20 system for requirements with a Rand value of up to R1 000 000 (all applicable taxes 

included); and  
- the 90/10 system for requirements with a Rand value above R1 000 000 (all applicable taxes 

included). 
 
1.2 The value of this bid is estimated to exceed/not exceed R1 000 000 (all applicable taxes included) and 

therefore the……………………system shall be applicable. 
 
1.3 Preference points for this bid shall be awarded for:  
 

(a) Price; and 
(b) B-BBEE Status Level of Contribution. 
 

1.3.1 The maximum points for this bid are allocated as follows: 

 

    POINTS  

 

1.3.1.1 PRICE     ………….. 
     

1.3.1.2 B-BBEE STATUS LEVEL OF CONTRIBUTION  …………... 
 

 Total points for Price and B-BBEE must not exceed   100  
 

1.4 Failure on the part of a bidder to fill in and/or to sign this form and submit a B-BBEE Verification 
Certificate from a Verification Agency  accredited by the South African Accreditation System (SANAS) or 
a Registered Auditor approved by the Independent Regulatory Board of Auditors (IRBA) or an 
Accounting Officer as contemplated in the Close Corporation Act (CCA) together with the bid, will be 
interpreted to mean that preference points for B-BBEE status level of contribution are not claimed. 

 
1.5. The purchaser reserves the right to require of a bidder, either before a bid is adjudicated or at any time 

subsequently, to substantiate any claim in regard to preferences, in any manner required by the 
purchaser. 

 

2. DEFINITIONS 

 

2.1  “all applicable taxes” includes value-added tax, pay as you earn, income tax, unemployment insurance 
 fund contributions and skills development levies; 

 

2.2  “B-BBEE” means broad-based black economic empowerment as defined in section 1 of the Broad 
 -Based Black Economic Empowerment Act; 

 

2.3  “B-BBEE status level of contributor” means the B-BBEE status received by a measured entity based 
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on its overall performance using the relevant scorecard contained in the Codes of Good Practice on           
Black Economic Empowerment, issued in terms of section 9(1) of the Broad-Based Black Economic 
Empowerment Act; 

 

2.4 “bid” means a written offer in a prescribed or stipulated form in response to an invitation by an 
organ of state for the provision of services, works or goods, through price quotations, advertised 
competitive bidding processes or proposals;  

 

2.5 “Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act” means the Broad-Based Black Economic 
         Empowerment Act, 2003 (Act No. 53 of 2003); 
 

2.6 “comparative price” means the price after the factors of a non-firm price and all unconditional 
      discounts that can be utilized have been taken into consideration; 

 

2.7 “consortium or joint venture” means an association of persons for the purpose of combining their 
expertise, property, capital, efforts, skill and knowledge in an activity for the execution of a contract; 

 

2.8 “contract” means the agreement that results from the acceptance of a bid by an organ of state; 
 

2.9 “EME” means any enterprise  with an annual total revenue of R5 million or less . 
 

2.10 “Firm price” means the price that is only subject to adjustments in accordance with the actual increase or 
decrease resulting from the change, imposition, or abolition of customs or excise duty and any other duty, 
levy, or tax, which, in terms of the law or regulation, is binding on the contractor and demonstrably has an 
influence on the price of any supplies, or the rendering costs of any service, for the execution of the 
contract; 

 

2.11 “functionality” means the measurement according to predetermined norms, as set out in the bid 
           documents, of a service or commodity that is designed to be practical and useful, working or 
         operating, taking into account, among other factors, the quality, reliability, viability and durability of a 
          service and the technical capacity and ability of a bidder;  
 

2.12 “non-firm prices” means all prices other than “firm” prices;  
  

2.13 “person” includes a juristic person; 
 

2.14 “rand value” means the total estimated value of a contract in South African currency, calculated at 
            the time of bid invitations, and includes all applicable taxes and excise duties; 

2.15 “sub-contract” means the primary contractor’s assigning, leasing, making out work to, or employing, 
another person to support such primary contractor in the execution of part of a project in terms of the 
contract;  

 

2.16 “total revenue” bears the same meaning assigned to this expression in the Codes of Good 
           Practice on Black Economic Empowerment, issued in terms of section 9(1) of the Broad-Based 
           Black Economic Empowerment Act and promulgated in the Government Gazette on 9 February 
           2007;   
 

2.17 “trust” means the arrangement through which the property of one person is made over or 
           bequeathed to a trustee to administer such property for the benefit of another person; and 
 

2.18 “trustee” means any person, including the founder of a trust, to whom property is bequeathed in 
           order for such property to be administered for the benefit of another person. 

 

3. ADJUDICATION USING A POINT SYSTEM 
 
3.1 The bidder obtaining the highest number of total points will be awarded the contract. 
 
3.2 Preference points shall be calculated after prices have been brought to a comparative basis taking into 

account all factors of non-firm prices and all unconditional discounts;. 
 
3.3 Points scored must be rounded off to the nearest 2 decimal places. 
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3.4           In the event that two or more bids have scored equal total points, the successful bid 
               must be the one scoring the highest number of preference points for B-BBEE.   
 
 3.5          However, when functionality is part of the evaluation process and two or more bids have 
               scored equal points including equal preference points for B-BBEE, the successful bid must 
                be the one scoring the highest score for functionality.  
 
3.6          Should two or more bids be equal in all respects, the award shall be decided by the 
                drawing of lots.  
 

4. POINTS AWARDED FOR PRICE 

 

4.1 THE 80/20 OR 90/10 PREFERENCE POINT SYSTEMS  

 
 A maximum of 80 or 90 points is allocated for price on the following basis: 
 
 

   80/20 or 90/10  

 

    

   
min

min
180

P

PPt
Ps  or 

min

min
190

P

PPt
Ps  

 Where 
 
 Ps = Points scored for comparative  price of bid under consideration 
 
 Pt = Comparative price of bid under consideration 
 
 Pmin = Comparative price of lowest acceptable bid 
 

5. Points awarded for B-BBEE Status Level of Contribution 

 
5.1 In terms of Regulation 5 (2) and 6 (2) of the Preferential Procurement Regulations, preference points must 

be awarded to a bidder for attaining the B-BBEE status level of contribution in accordance with the table 
below: 

 

B-BBEE Status Level of 

Contributor 

Number of points 

 (90/10 system) 

Number of points  

(80/20 system) 

1 10 20 

2 9 18 

3 8 16 

4 5 12 

5 4 8 

6 3 6 

7 2 4 

8 1 2 

Non-compliant contributor 0 0 

 
5.2 Bidders who qualify as EMEs in terms of the B-BBEE Act must submit a certificate issued by an 
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Accounting Officer as contemplated in the CCA or a Verification Agency accredited by  SANAS  or a 

Registered Auditor.  Registered auditors do not need to meet the prerequisite for IRBA’s approval 
for the purpose of conducting verification and issuing EMEs with B-BBEE Status Level 
Certificates.  

 
5.3 Bidders other than EMEs must submit their original and valid B-BBEE status level verification certificate or 

a certified copy thereof, substantiating their B-BBEE rating issued by a Registered Auditor approved by 
IRBA or a Verification Agency accredited by SANAS. 

 
5.4      A trust, consortium or joint venture, will qualify for points for their B-BBEE status level as a legal entity,  
            provided that the entity submits their B-BBEE status level certificate.  
 
5.5        A trust, consortium or joint venture will qualify for points for their B-BBEE status level as an unincorporated 
           entity, provided that the entity submits their consolidated B-BBEE scorecard as if they were a group 
           structure and that such a consolidated B-BBEE scorecard is prepared for every separate bid. 
 
5.6    Tertiary institutions and public entities will be required to submit their B-BBEE status level certificates in 

terms of the specialized scorecard contained in the B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice. 
 
5.7     A person will not be awarded points for B-BBEE status level if it is indicated in the bid documents that  
           such a bidder intends sub-contracting more than 25% of the value of the contract to any other enterprise 
           that does not qualify for at least the points that such a bidder qualifies for, unless the intended sub- 
           contractor is an EME that has the capability and ability to execute the sub-contract. 
 
5.8      A person awarded a contract may not sub-contract more than 25% of the value of the contract to any other 
          enterprise that does not have an equal or higher B-BBEE status level than the person concerned, unless the 
          contract is sub-contracted to an EME that has the capability and ability to execute the 
          sub-contract.  

 

6. BID DECLARATION 
  
6.1     Bidders who claim points in respect of B-BBEE Status Level of Contribution must complete the following: 
 

7.        B-BBEE STATUS LEVEL OF CONTRIBUTION CLAIMED IN TERMS OF PARAGRAPHS 1.3.1.2 AND 5.1  

      
7.1        B-BBEE Status Level of Contribution: ………….      =     ……………(maximum of 10 or 20 points) 
 

(Points claimed in respect of paragraph 7.1 must be in accordance with the table reflected 

in paragraph  5.1 and must be substantiated by means of a B-BBEE certificate issued by a 

Verification Agency accredited by SANAS or a Registered Auditor approved by IRBA or 

an Accounting Officer as contemplated in the CCA). 

 

8 SUB-CONTRACTING 
     
8.1      Will any portion of the contract be sub-contracted?             YES / NO (delete which is not applicable) 
   

8.1.1 If yes, indicate: 

 (i)  what percentage of the contract will be subcontracted?  ............……………….…% 

 (ii)  the name of the sub-contractor? ………………………………………………………….. 

 (iii)  the B-BBEE status level of the sub-contractor?     …………….. 

 (iv) whether the sub-contractor is an EME?  YES / NO (delete which is not applicable) 
   

9 DECLARATION WITH REGARD TO COMPANY/FIRM 
 
9.1 Name of firm     : .............................................................................................  

   

9.2 VAT registration number  : .............................................................................................  
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9.3 Company registration number  …………………………………………………………………….  

   :   

9.4 TYPE OF COMPANY/ FIRM 
 

 Partnership/Joint Venture / Consortium 

 One person business/sole propriety 

 Close corporation 

 Company 

 (Pty) Limited 
[TICK APPLICABLE BOX] 
 
9.5 DESCRIBE PRINCIPAL BUSINESS ACTIVITIES 

 
………….. ..................................................................................................................................................   

……………… .............................................................................................................................................   

…………….. ..............................................................................................................................................   

 
9.6 COMPANY CLASSIFICATION 

 

 Manufacturer 

 Supplier 

 Professional service provider 

 Other service providers, e.g. transporter, etc. 
 [TICK APPLICABLE BOX] 
 
9.7 MUNICIPAL INFORMATION 
 
 Municipality where business is situated  ………………………………………………………………….. 
 Registered Account Number ……………………………. 
 Stand Number ………………………………………………. 
 
9.8 TOTAL NUMBER OF YEARS THE COMPANY/FIRM HAS BEEN IN BUSINESS?  
…………………………………… 
9.9 I/we, the undersigned, who is / are duly authorised to do so on behalf of the company/firm, 

certify that the points claimed, based on the B-BBE status level of contribution indicated in 
paragraph 7 of the foregoing certificate, qualifies the company/ firm for the preference(s) shown 
and I / we acknowledge that: 

 
 (i) The information furnished is true and correct; 
 
 (ii) The preference points claimed are in accordance with the General Conditions as 

indicated in paragraph 1 of this form. 
 
 (iii) In the event of a contract being awarded as a result of points claimed as shown in 

paragraph 7, the contractor may be required to furnish documentary proof to the 
satisfaction of the purchaser that the claims are correct;  

 
 (iv) If the B-BBEE status level of contribution has been claimed or obtained on a fraudulent 

basis or any of the conditions of contract have not been fulfilled, the purchaser may, in 
addition to any other remedy it may have – 

 
  (a) disqualify the person from the bidding process; 
   
  (b) recover costs, losses or damages it has incurred or suffered as a result of that 

person’s conduct; 
 
  (c) cancel the contract and claim any damages which it has suffered as a result of 

having to make less favourable arrangements due to such cancellation; 
 

(d) restrict the bidder or contractor, its shareholders and directors, or only the 
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shareholders and directors who acted on a fraudulent basis, from obtaining 
business from any organ of state for a period not exceeding 10 years, after 
the audi alteram partem (hear the other side) rule has been applied; and 

 
(e) forward the matter for criminal prosecution 

 

 

WITNESSES: 
 
 
 
1. ………………………………………   
      
     …………………………………… 
     SIGNATURE(S)OF BIDDER(S) 
 
 
 
 
2. ………………………………………   
 
 
     DATE:……………………………….. 
 
     ADDRESS:………………………….. 
      
     ….……………………………………. 
     
     ………………………………………. 
 
       …………….………………………… 
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                               MBD 6.2 
 

DECLARATION CERTIFICATE FOR LOCAL PRODUCTION AND CONTENT FOR 
DESIGNATED SECTORS 

 
This Municipal Bidding Document (MBD) must form part of all bids invited. It contains 
general information and serves as a declaration form for local content (local production 
and local content are used interchangeably). 
 
Before completing this declaration, bidders must study the General Conditions, 
Definitions, Directives applicable in respect of Local Content as prescribed in the 
Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2011 and  the South African Bureau of Standards 
(SABS) approved technical specification number SATS 1286:2011 (Edition 1) and the 
Guidance on the Calculation of Local Content together with the Local Content 
Declaration Templates [Annex C (Local Content Declaration: Summary Schedule), D 
(Imported Content Declaration: Supporting Schedule to Annex C) and E (Local Content 
Declaration: Supporting Schedule to Annex C)]. 
 
1. General Conditions 
 
1.1. Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2011 (Regulation 9) makes provision for the 

promotion of local production and content. 
 
1.2. Regulation 9.(1) prescribes that in the case of designated sectors, where in the 

award of bids local production and content is of critical importance, such bids must 
be advertised with the specific bidding condition that only locally produced goods, 
services or works or locally manufactured goods, with a stipulated minimum 
threshold for local production and content will be considered. 

 
1.3. Where necessary, for bids referred to in paragraph 1.2 above, a two stage bidding 

process may be followed, where the first stage involves a minimum threshold for 
local production and content and the second stage price and B-BBEE. 

 
1.4. A person awarded a contract in relation to a designated sector, may not sub-contract 

in such a manner that the local production and content of the overall value of the 
contract is reduced to below the stipulated minimum threshold. 

 
1.5. The local content (LC) expressed as a percentage of the bid price must be 

calculated in accordance with the SABS approved technical specification number 
SATS 1286: 2011 as follows:  

 
 LC = [1-  x / y] *100 

 
Where 

 x  is the imported content in Rand 
 y is the bid price in Rand excluding value added tax (VAT) 
 

Prices referred to in the determination of x must be converted to Rand (ZAR) by 
using the exchange rate published by the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) at 
12:00 on the date of advertisement of the bid as required in paragraph 4.1 below. 
 
The SABS approved technical specification number SATS 1286:2011 is 
accessible on http://www.thedti.gov.za/industrial development/ip.jsp at no cost. 
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1.6. A bid may be disqualified if – 
 
(a)  this Declaration Certificate and the Annex C (Local Content Declaration: 

Summary Schedule) are not submitted as part of the bid documentation; and 
 

(b)  the bidder fails to declare that the Local Content Declaration Templates (Annex 
C, D and E) have been audited and certified as correct. 
 

2. Definitions 
 
2.1. “bid” includes written price quotations, advertised competitive bids or proposals; 
 
2.2. “bid price” price offered by the bidder, excluding value added tax (VAT); 
 
2.3. “contract” means the agreement that results from the acceptance of a bid by an 

organ of state; 
 
2.4. “designated sector” means a sector, sub-sector or industry that has been 

designated by the Department of Trade and Industry in line with national 
development and industrial policies for local production, where only locally produced 
services, works or goods or locally manufactured goods meet the stipulated 
minimum threshold for local production and content; 

 
2.5. “duly sign”means a Declaration Certificate for Local Content that has been signed 

by the Chief Financial Officer or other legally responsible person nominated in 
writing by the Chief Executive, or senior member / person with management 
responsibility(close corporation, partnership or individual). 

 
2.6. “imported content” means that portion of the bid price represented by the cost of 

components, parts or materials which have been or are still to be imported (whether 
by the supplier or its subcontractors) and which costs are inclusive of the costs 
abroad (this includes labour and intellectual property costs), plus freight and other 
direct importation costs, such as landing costs, dock duties, import duty, sales duty 
or other similar tax or duty at the South African port of entry; 

 
2.7. “local content” means that portion of the bid price which is not included in the 

imported content, provided that local manufacture does take place; 
 

2.8. “stipulated minimum threshold” means that portion of local production and 
content as determined by the Department of Trade and Industry; and 

 
2.9. “sub-contract” means the primary contractor’s assigning, leasing, making out work 

to, or employing another person to support such primary contractor in the execution 
of part of a project in terms of the contract. 

 
3. The stipulated minimum threshold(s) for local production and content (refer to 

Annex A of SATS 1286:2011) for this bid is/are as follows: 
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Description of services, works or goods      Stipulated minimum threshold 
 

 _______________________________         _______% 

  

 _______________________________    _______% 

 

 _______________________________    _______% 

  

4. Does any portion of the services, works or goods offered  
 have any imported content?        

 (Tick applicable box) 
 

YES  NO  

 
4.1  If yes, the rate(s) of exchange to be used in this bid to calculate the local content as 

prescribed in paragraph 1.5 of the general conditions must be the rate(s) published 
by the SARB for the specific currency at 12:00 on the date of advertisement of the 
bid. 

 
 The relevant rates of exchange information is accessible on 

www.reservebank.co.za. 
 
Indicate the rate(s) of exchange against the appropriate currency in the table below 
(refer to Annex A of SATS 1286:2011): 

 

Currency  Rates of exchange 

US Dollar  

Pound Sterling  

Euro  

Yen  

Other  

 
NB: Bidders must submit proof of the SARB rate (s) of exchange used. 

 
5. Were the Local Content Declaration Templates (Annex C, D and E) audited and 

certified as correct? 

 (Tick applicable box) 
 

YES  NO  

 
5.1. If yes, provide the following particulars: 

(a) Full name of auditor: ……………………………………………………… 
(b) Practice number: ……………………………………………………………………….. 
(c) Telephone and cell number: ………………………………………………………………. 
(d) Email address: ……………………………………………………………………….. 

 
(Documentary proof regarding the declaration will, when required, be submitted to 
the satisfaction of the Accounting Officer / Accounting Authority) 

 
6. Where, after the award of a bid, challenges are experienced in meeting the stipulated 

minimum threshold for local content the dti must be informed accordingly in order for the 
dti to verify and in consultation with the Accounting Officer / Accounting Authority 
provide directives in this regard. 
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LOCAL CONTENT DECLARATION 
(REFER TO ANNEX B OF SATS 1286:2011) 

 
 

LOCAL CONTENT DECLARATION BY CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER OR OTHER 
LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE PERSON NOMINATED IN WRITING BY THE CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE OR SENIOR MEMBER/PERSON WITH MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY 
(CLOSE CORPORATION, PARTNERSHIP OR INDIVIDUAL)  

 
IN RESPECT OF BID NO. ................................................................................. 
 
ISSUED BY: (Procurement Authority / Name of Municipality / Municipal Entity): 
......................................................................................................................... 

 
NB    
 
1     The obligation to complete, duly sign and submit this declaration cannot be transferred 
to an external authorized representative, auditor or any other third party acting on behalf of 
the bidder. 
 
2     Guidance on the Calculation of Local Content together with Local Content Declaration 
Templates (Annex C, D and E) is accessible on http://www.thedti.gov.za/industrial 
development/ip.jsp. Bidders should first complete Declaration D.  After completing 
Declaration D, bidders should complete Declaration E and then consolidate the information 
on Declaration C. Declaration C should be submitted with the bid documentation at 
the closing date and time of the bid in order to substantiate the declaration made in 
paragraph (c) below.  Declarations D and E should be kept by the bidders for verification 
purposes for a period of at least 5 years. The successful bidder is required to continuously 
update Declarations C, D and E with the actual values for the duration of the contract. 
 
 
 
I, the undersigned, …………………………….................................................. (full names), 
do hereby declare, in my capacity as ……………………………………… ……….. 
of ...............................................................................................................(name of bidder 
entity), the following: 

 
(a) The facts contained herein are within my own personal knowledge. 
 
(b) I have satisfied myself that 
 

(i)        the goods/services/works to be delivered in terms of the above-specified bid 
comply with the minimum local content requirements as specified in the bid, 
and as measured in terms of SATS 1286:2011; and 

(ii) the declaration templates have been audited and certified to be correct. 
 
 
(c)The local content percentages (%) indicated below has been calculated using the 
formula given in clause 3 of SATS 1286:2011, the rates of exchange indicated in 
paragraph 4.1 above and the information contained in Declaration D and E which has been 
consolidated in Declaration C; 

 
 
 
 

http://www.thedti.gov.za/industrial%20development/ip.jsp.
http://www.thedti.gov.za/industrial%20development/ip.jsp.
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Bid price, excluding VAT (y)    R 

Imported content (x), as calculated in terms of SATS 1286:2011 R 

Stipulated minimum threshold  for local content (paragraph 3 above)  

Local content %, as calculated in terms of SATS 1286:2011  

 
If the bid is for more than one product, the local content percentages for each 
product contained in Declaration C shall be used instead of the table above.  The 
local content percentages for each product has been calculated using the formula 
given in clause 3 of SATS 1286:2011, the rates of exchange indicated in paragraph 
4.1 above and the information contained in Declaration D and E. 

 
(d) I accept that the Procurement Authority / Municipality /Municipal Entity has the right to 
request that the local content be verified in terms of the requirements of SATS 1286:2011. 
 
(e) I understand that the awarding of the bid is dependent on the accuracy of the 
information furnished in this application. I also understand that the submission of incorrect 
data, or data  that are not verifiable as described in SATS 1286:2011, may result in the 
Procurement Authority / Municipal / Municipal Entity imposing any or all of the remedies as 
provided for in Regulation 13 of the Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2011 
promulgated under the Preferential Policy Framework Act (PPPFA), 2000 (Act No. 5 of 
2000). 
 
 SIGNATURE:                                                     DATE: ___________ 
 
 WITNESS No. 1                                                 DATE: ___________ 
 
 WITNESS No. 2                                                 DATE: ___________ 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

            MBD 7.1 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTRACT FORM - PURCHASE OF GOODS/WORKS 
 
THIS FORM MUST BE FILLED IN DUPLICATE BY BOTH THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER (PART 1) AND THE 
PURCHASER (PART 2).  BOTH FORMS MUST BE SIGNED IN THE ORIGINAL SO THAT THE 
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER AND THE PURCHASER WOULD BE IN POSSESSION OF ORIGINALLY SIGNED 
CONTRACTS FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE RECORDS. 
 

PART 1 (TO BE FILLED IN BY THE BIDDER) 
 
1. I hereby undertake to supply all or any of the goods and/or works described in the attached bidding 

documents to (name of institution)………..…………………………. in accordance with the requirements 
and specifications stipulated in bid number………..……….. at the price/s quoted.  My offer/s remain 
binding upon me and open for acceptance by the purchaser during the validity period indicated and 
calculated from the closing time of bid. 

 
2. The following documents shall be deemed to form and be read and construed as part of this agreement: 
 

(i) Bidding documents, viz 
- Invitation to bid; 
- Tax clearance certificate; 
- Pricing schedule(s); 
- Technical Specification(s); 
- Preference claims  for Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment Status Level of 

Contribution in terms of the Preferential Procurement Regulations 2011; 
- Declaration of interest; 
- Declaration of bidder’s past SCM practices; 
- Certificate of Independent Bid Determination; 
- Special Conditions of Contract; 

(ii) General Conditions of Contract; and 
(iii) Other (specify) 
 

3. I confirm that I have satisfied myself as to the correctness and validity of my bid; that the price(s) and 
rate(s) quoted cover all the goods and/or works specified in the bidding documents; that the price(s) and 
rate(s) cover all my obligations and I accept that any mistakes regarding price(s) and rate(s) and 
calculations will be at my own risk. 

 
4. I accept full responsibility for the proper execution and fulfilment of all obligations and conditions 

devolving on me under this agreement as the principal liable for the due fulfillment of this contract. 

 
5. I declare that I have no participation in any collusive practices with any bidder or any other person 

regarding this or any other bid. 
 
6. I confirm that I am duly authorised to sign this contract. 
 

NAME (PRINT)  …………………………………………. 
 
CAPACITY  …………………………………………. 

 
SIGNATURE  …………………………………………. 
 
NAME OF FIRM  …………………………………………. 

 
DATE   …………………………………………. 

WITNESSES 
 
1 …….…………… 
 
2. …………………… 
 
DATE: ……………………. 
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MBD 7.1 

 
 

 
CONTRACT FORM - PURCHASE OF GOODS/WORKS 

           

PART 2 (TO BE FILLED IN BY THE PURCHASER) 
 
 

1. I……………………………………… in my capacity as…………………………………………………...….. 
accept your bid under reference number ………………dated………………………for the supply of 
goods/works indicated hereunder and/or further specified in the annexure(s). 

 
2. An official order indicating delivery instructions is forthcoming. 
 
3. I undertake to make payment for the goods/works delivered in accordance with the terms and conditions 

of the contract, within 30 (thirty) days after receipt of an invoice accompanied by the delivery note. 
 
 

ITEM 
NO. 

PRICE  (ALL 
APPLICABLE 
TAXES 
INCLUDED) 

BRAND 
DELIVERY 

PERIOD  

B-BBEE STATUS 
LEVEL OF 

CONTRIBUTION 

MINIMUM 
THRESHOLD 
FOR LOCAL 
PRODUCTION 
AND 
CONTENT (if 
applicable) 

      

 
 
4. I confirm that I am duly authorized to sign this contract. 
 
 
SIGNED AT ………………………………………ON……………………………….. 
 
 
NAME (PRINT) ……………………………………. 
 
SIGNATURE ……………………………………. 

 
OFFICIAL STAMP WITNESSES 

 
1. ………………………. 
 
2. ………………………. 
 
DATE ………………………. 



 

 

            MBD 7.2 
 
 
 

CONTRACT FORM - RENDERING OF SERVICES 
 
THIS FORM MUST BE FILLED IN DUPLICATE BY BOTH THE SERVICE PROVIDER (PART 1) AND THE 
PURCHASER (PART 2).  BOTH FORMS MUST BE SIGNED IN THE ORIGINAL SO THAT THE SERVICE 
PROVIDER AND THE PURCHASER WOULD BE IN POSSESSION OF ORIGINALLY SIGNED CONTRACTS 
FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE RECORDS. 
 

PART 1 (TO BE FILLED IN BY THE SERVICE PROVIDER) 
 
1. I hereby undertake to render services described in the attached bidding documents to (name of the 

institution)……………………………………. in accordance with the requirements and task directives / 
proposals specifications stipulated in Bid Number………….……….. at the price/s quoted.  My offer/s 
remain binding upon me and open for acceptance by the Purchaser during the validity period indicated 
and calculated from the closing date of the bid. 

 
2. The following documents shall be deemed to form and be read and construed as part of this agreement: 
 

(i) Bidding documents, viz 
- Invitation to bid; 
- Tax clearance certificate; 
- Pricing schedule(s); 
- Filled in task directive/proposal; 
- Preference claims for Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment Status Level of 

Contribution in terms of the Preferential Procurement Regulations 2011; 
- Declaration of interest; 
- Declaration of Bidder’s past SCM practices; 
- Certificate of Independent Bid Determination; 
- Special Conditions of Contract;  

(ii) General Conditions of Contract; and 
(iii) Other (specify) 
 

3. I confirm that I have satisfied myself as to the correctness and validity of my bid; that the price(s) and 
rate(s) quoted cover all the services specified in the bidding documents; that the price(s) and rate(s) 
cover all my obligations and I accept that any mistakes regarding price(s) and rate(s) and calculations 
will be at my own risk. 

 
4. I accept full responsibility for the proper execution and fulfilment of all obligations and conditions 

devolving on me under this agreement as the principal liable for the due fulfillment of this contract. 
 
5. I declare that I have no participation in any collusive practices with any bidder or any other person 

regarding this or any other bid. 
 
6. I confirm that I am duly authorised to sign this contract. 
 

NAME (PRINT)  ……………………………. 
 
CAPACITY  ……………………………. 

 
SIGNATURE  ……………………………. 
 
NAME OF FIRM  ……………………………. 

 
DATE   ……………………………. 

 
 

 

WITNESSES 
 
1 …….……………………………. 
 
2 ……….…………………………. 
 
DATE: …………………………….. 
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CONTRACT FORM - RENDERING OF SERVICES 
           

PART 2 (TO BE FILLED IN BY THE PURCHASER) 
 
 

1. I……………………………………………. in my capacity as……………………...………………………… 
accept your bid under reference number ………………dated………………………for the rendering of 
services indicated hereunder and/or further specified in the annexure(s). 

 
2. An official order indicating service delivery instructions is forthcoming. 
 
3. I undertake to make payment for the services rendered in accordance with the terms and conditions of 

the contract, within 30 (thirty) days after receipt of an invoice. 
 
 
 

DESCRIPTION OF 
SERVICE 

PRICE  (ALL 
APPLICABLE 

TAXES 
INCLUDED) 

COMPLETION 
DATE 

B-BBEE 
STATUS LEVEL 

OF 
CONTRIBUTION 

MINIMUM 
THRESHOLD 
FOR LOCAL 

PRODUCTION 
AND CONTENT 
(if applicable) 

     

 
 
 

4. I confirm that I am duly authorised to sign this contract. 
 
 
SIGNED AT ………………………………………     ON       ……………………………….. 
 
 
NAME (PRINT) …………………………………………. 
 
SIGNATURE  ………………………………………… 

 
OFFICIAL STAMP WITNESSES 

 
1 ….……………………………. 
 
2 …..……………………………. 
 
DATE: …………………………….. 

 



 

 

            MBD 7.3 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTRACT FORM - SALE OF GOODS/WORKS 
 
THIS FORM MUST BE FILLED IN DUPLICATE BY BOTH THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER (PART 1) AND THE 
SELLER (PART 2).  BOTH FORMS MUST BE SIGNED IN THE ORIGINAL SO THAT THE SUCCESSFUL 
BIDDER AND THE SELLER WOULD BE IN POSSESSION OF ORIGINALLY SIGNED CONTRACTS FOR 
THEIR RESPECTIVE RECORDS. 
 

PART 1 (TO BE FILLED IN BY THE BIDDER) 
 
1. I hereby undertake to purchase all or any of the goods and/or works described in the attached bidding 

documents from (name of institution)……..…..…………………………. in accordance with the 
requirements stipulated in (bid number)………..……….. at the price/s quoted.  My offer/s remain binding 
upon me and open for acceptance by the seller during the validity period indicated and calculated from 
the closing time of bid. 

 
2. The following documents shall be deemed to form and be read and construed as part of this agreement: 
 

(i) Bidding documents, viz 
- Invitation to bid; 
- Tax clearance certificate; 
- Pricing schedule(s); 
- Declaration of interest; 
- Declaration of Bidder’s past SCM practices; 
- Special Conditions of Contract; 

(ii) General Conditions of Contract; and 
(iii) Other (specify) 

 
3. I confirm that I have satisfied myself as to the correctness and validity of my bid; that the price(s) quoted 

cover all the goods and/or works specified in the bidding documents; that the price(s) cover all my 
obligations and I accept that any mistakes regarding price(s) and calculations will be at my own risk. 

 
4. I accept full responsibility for the proper execution and fulfilment of all obligations and conditions 

devolving on me under this agreement as the principal liable for the due fulfillment of this contract. 
 
5. I undertake to make payment for the goods/works as specified in the bidding documents. 

 
6. I declare that I have no participation in any collusive practices with any bidder or any other person 

regarding this or any other bid. 
 
7. I confirm that I am duly authorised to sign this contract. 
 

NAME (PRINT)  …………………………………………. 
 
CAPACITY  …………………………………………. 

 
SIGNATURE  …………………………………………. 
 
NAME OF FIRM  …………………………………………. 

 
DATE   …………………………………………. 

 
 

 

WITNESSES 
 
1 …….…………….……. 
 
2. ……………………….. 
 
DATE: ……………………….. 
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MBD 7.3 

 
 

 
CONTRACT FORM - SALE OF GOODS/WORKS 

           

PART 2 (TO BE FILLED IN BY THE SELLER) 
 
 

1. I……………………… in my capacity as…………………………………………………...….. 
accept your bid under reference number ………………dated………………………for the purchase of 
goods/works indicated hereunder and/or further specified in the annexure(s). 

 
2. I undertake to make the goods/works available in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 

contract. 
 
 

ITEM 
NO. 

DESCRIPTION 
PRICE  (ALL 
APPLICABLE 

TAXES INCLUDED) 
  

     

 
 
4. I confirm that I am duly authorized to sign this contract. 
 
 
SIGNED AT ………………………………………ON……………………………….. 
 
 
NAME (PRINT) ……………………………………. 
 
SIGNATURE ……………………………………. 

 
OFFICIAL STAMP WITNESSES 

 
1. ………………………. 
 
2. ………………………. 
 
DATE ………………………. 
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DECLARATION OF BIDDER’S PAST SUPPLY CHAIN 

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES  
 

 

1 This Municipal Bidding Document must form part of all bids invited.   

 

2 It serves as a declaration to be used by municipalities and municipal entities in 

ensuring that when goods and services are being procured, all reasonable steps are 

taken to combat the abuse of the supply chain management system.  

 

3 The bid of any bidder may be rejected if that bidder, or any of its directors have: 

 

a. abused the municipality’s / municipal entity’s supply chain management 

system or committed any improper conduct in relation to such system; 

b. been convicted for fraud or corruption during the past five years; 

c. willfully neglected, reneged on or failed to comply with any government, 

municipal or other public sector contract during the past five years; or 

d. been listed in the Register for Tender Defaulters in terms of section 29 of the 

Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act (No 12 of 2004). 

 

4 In order to give effect to the above, the following questionnaire must be 

completed and submitted with the bid. 

 

Item Question Yes No 

4.1 Is the bidder or any of its directors listed on the National Treasury’s Database of Restricted Suppliers as 

companies or persons prohibited from doing business with the public sector? 

(Companies or persons who are listed on this Database were informed in writing of 

this restriction by the Accounting Officer/Authority of the institution that imposed the 

restriction after the audi alteram partem rule was applied). 

 

The Database of Restricted Suppliers now resides on the National Treasury’s 

website(www.treasury.gov.za) and can be accessed by clicking on its link at the 

bottom of the home page.  

 

Yes 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

4.1.1 If so, furnish particulars: 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Is the bidder or any of its directors listed on the Register for Tender Defaulters in 

terms of section 29 of the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act (No 12 

of 2004)?  

The Register for Tender Defaulters can be accessed on the National Treasury’s 

website (www.treasury.gov.za) by clicking on its link at the bottom of the home 

page.  

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

4.2.1 If so, furnish particulars: 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Was the bidder or any of its directors convicted by a court of law (including a court of 

law outside the Republic of South Africa) for fraud or corruption during the past five 

years? 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/
http://www.treasury.gov.za/


 

 

4.3.1 If so, furnish particulars: 

 

 

 

 

Item Question Yes No 

4.4 Does the bidder or any of its directors owe any municipal rates and taxes or 

municipal charges to the municipality / municipal entity, or to any other municipality 

/ municipal entity, that is in arrears for more than three months? 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

4.4.1 If so, furnish particulars: 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Was any contract between the bidder and the municipality / municipal entity or any 

other organ of state terminated during the past five years on account of failure to 

perform on or comply with the contract? 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

4.7.1 If so, furnish particulars: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATION 

 

I, THE UNDERSIGNED (FULL NAME)  …………..……………………………..…… 

 CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION FURNISHED ON THIS 

 DECLARATION FORM TRUE AND CORRECT. 

 

 I ACCEPT THAT, IN ADDITION TO CANCELLATION OF A CONTRACT, 

ACTION MAY BE TAKEN AGAINST ME SHOULD THIS DECLARATION 

PROVE TO BE FALSE. 

 

 

 

 

 ………………………………………...   ………………………….. 

 Signature        Date 

 

 

 

 ……………………………………….   ………………………….. 

 Position        Name of Bidder 
            Js367bW 
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MBD 9 
CERTIFICATE OF INDEPENDENT BID DETERMINATION 

 

1 This Municipal Bidding Document (MBD) must form part of all bids¹ invited. 

2 Section 4 (1) (b) (iii) of the Competition Act No. 89 of 1998, as amended, prohibits an 

agreement between, or concerted practice by, firms, or a decision by an association of 

firms, if it is between parties in a horizontal relationship and if it involves collusive 

bidding (or bid rigging).² Collusive bidding is a pe se prohibition meaning that it cannot 

be justified under any grounds. 

3 Municipal Supply Regulation 38 (1) prescribes that a supply chain management policy 
must provide measures for the combating of abuse of the supply chain management 
system, and must enable the accounting officer, among others, to: 

 
a. take all reasonable steps to prevent such abuse; 

 
b. reject the bid of any bidder if that bidder or any of its directors has abused the 

supply chain management system of the municipality or municipal entity or has 
committed any improper conduct in relation to such system; and 

 
c. cancel a contract awarded to a person if the person committed any corrupt or 

fraudulent act during the bidding process or the execution of the contract. 
 
 

4 This MBD serves as a certificate of declaration that would be used by institutions to 

ensure that, when bids are considered, reasonable steps are taken to prevent any form 

of bid-rigging.  

5 In order to give effect to the above, the attached Certificate of Bid Determination (MBD 

9) must be completed and submitted with the bid: 

 

¹ Includes price quotations, advertised competitive bids, limited bids and proposals. 

 

² Bid rigging (or collusive bidding) occurs when businesses, that would otherwise be expected to compete, secretly conspire to raise prices or 

lower the quality of goods and / or services for purchasers who wish to acquire goods and / or services through a bidding process.  Bid 

rigging is, therefore, an agreement between competitors not to compete. 
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MBD 9 
 

CERTIFICATE OF INDEPENDENT BID DETERMINATION 
 

I, the undersigned, in submitting the accompanying bid: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

(Bid Number and Description) 

  

in response to the invitation for the bid made by: 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

(Name of Municipality / Municipal Entity) 

 

do hereby make the following statements that I certify to be true and complete in every respect: 

 

I certify, on behalf of:_______________________________________________________that: 

(Name of Bidder) 

1. I have read and I understand the contents of this Certificate; 

2. I understand that the accompanying bid will be disqualified if this Certificate is found not 

to be true and complete in every respect; 

3. I am authorized by the bidder to sign this Certificate, and to submit the accompanying 

bid, on behalf of the bidder; 

4. Each person whose signature appears on the accompanying bid has been authorized by 

the bidder to determine the terms of, and to sign, the bid, on behalf of the bidder; 

5. For the purposes of this Certificate and the accompanying bid, I understand that the 

word “competitor” shall include any individual or organization, other than the bidder, 

whether or not affiliated with the bidder, who: 

 

(a)  has been requested to submit a bid in response to this bid invitation; 

(b)  could potentially submit a bid in response to this bid invitation, based on 

their qualifications, abilities or experience; and 

(c) provides the same goods and services as the bidder and/or is in the same 

line of business as the bidder 
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MBD 9 

  

6. The bidder has arrived at the accompanying bid independently from, and without 

consultation, communication, agreement or arrangement with any competitor. However 

communication between partners in a joint venture or consortium³ will not be construed 

as collusive bidding. 

7.  In particular, without limiting the generality of paragraphs 6 above, there has been no 

consultation, communication, agreement or arrangement with any competitor regarding: 

(a) prices;       

(b) geographical area where product or service will be rendered (market 

allocation)   

(c)  methods, factors or formulas used to calculate prices; 

(d)  the intention or decision to submit or not to submit, a bid;  

(e)  the submission of a bid which does not meet the specifications and 

conditions of the bid; or 

(f)        bidding with the intention not to win the bid. 

8. In addition, there have been no consultations, communications, agreements or 

arrangements with any competitor regarding the quality, quantity, specifications and 

conditions or delivery particulars of the products or services to which this bid invitation 

relates. 

9. The terms of the accompanying bid have not been, and will not be, disclosed by the 

bidder, directly or indirectly, to any competitor, prior to the date and time of the official 

bid opening or of the awarding of the contract. 

 

 

³ Joint venture or Consortium means an association of persons for the purpose of combining their expertise, property, capital, efforts, skill 
and knowledge in an activity for the execution of a contract. 
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10.   I am aware that, in addition and without prejudice to any other remedy provided to 

combat any restrictive practices related to bids and contracts, bids that are suspicious 

will be reported to the Competition Commission for investigation and possible imposition 

of administrative penalties in terms of section 59 of the Competition Act No 89 of 1998 

and or may be reported to the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) for criminal 

investigation and or may be restricted from conducting business with the public sector 

for a period not exceeding ten (10) years in terms of the Prevention and Combating of 

Corrupt Activities Act  No 12 of 2004 or any other applicable legislation. 

 

 

 …………………………………………………   ………………………………… 

Signature        Date 

 

………………………………………………….   ………………………………… 

Position         Name of Bidder 

Js9141w 4 

 



TCC 001  
TAX CLEARANCE

Application for a Tax Clearance 
Certificate

Name/Legal name
(Initials & Surname 
or registered name)

Surname

Particulars of applicant

Purpose

Particulars of representative (Public Officer/Trustee/Partner)

Trading name 
(if applicable)

First names

VAT registration no

Customs code

Income Tax ref no

Income Tax ref no

PAYE ref no

SDL ref no

UIF ref no

Page 1 of 2

ID/Passport no

ID/Passport no

Company/Close Corp. 
registered no

4

7

L

U

Telephone no

Telephone no

Physical address

Physical address

Postal address

E-mail address

E-mail address

Fax 
no

Fax 
no

C O D E

C O D E

N U M B E R

N U M B E R

C O D E

C O D E

N U M B E R

N U M B E R

If “Good standing”, please state the purpose of this application

Select the applicable option Tenders Good standing
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Particulars of the 3 largest contracts previously awarded

Particulars of tender (If applicable)

Audit

Date started

I the undersigned confirm that I require a Tax Clearance Certificate in respect of   Tenders    or   Goodstanding.

I hereby authorise and instruct                                                                                       to apply to and receive from 
SARS the applicable Tax Clearance Certificate on my/our behalf.

Appointment of representative/agent (Power of Attorney)

Date finalised Principal Contact person Telephone number Amount

Name of 
representative/ 
agent

Name of applicant/ 
Public Officer

Signature of representative/agent

Signature of applicant/Public Officer

Date

Date

Expected duration 
of the tender

Estimated Tender 
amount

Are you currently aware of any Audit investigation against you/the company?
If “YES” provide details

Tender number

R ,

year(s)

C C Y Y

C C Y Y

M M

M M

D D

D D

YES NO

Notes:

1. It is a serious offence to make a false declaration.

2. Section 75 of the Income Tax Act, 1962, states: Any person who

(a) fails or neglects to furnish, file or submit any return or document as and when required by or under this Act; or

(b) without just cause shown by him, refuses or neglects to-

(i) furnish, produce or make available any information, documents or things;

(ii) reply to or answer truly and fully, any questions put to him ...

As and when required in terms of this Act ... shall be guilty of an offence ...

3. SARS will, under no circumstances, issue a Tax Clearance Certificate unless this form is completed in full.

4. Your Tax Clearance Certificate will only be issued on presentation of your South African Identity Document or Passport (Foreigners only) 
as applicable.

Declaration

I declare that the information furnished in this application as well as any supporting documents is true and correct in every 
respect.
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Municipal Budget Circular for the 2014/15 MTREF 
 
This circular provides further guidance to municipalities and municipal entities for the 
preparation of their 2014/15 Budgets and Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure 
Framework (MTREF).  It must be read together with all previous MFMA Budget Circulars. 
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Key focus areas for the 2014/15 budget process 
 
The Medium Term Budget Policy Statement 2013 

The MTBPS notes that over the past four and a half years government has steered the 
country through the worst global recession in 70 years and that the South African economy is 
projected to grow by 2.1 per cent in 2013 while the GDP growth is expected to reach 3.5 per 
cent by 2016. 
 
Specific strategies and interventions required by local government in achieving economic 
stability and higher levels of growth as outlined in the MTBPS include, among others: 
 
Expanding public sector investment in infrastructure through ensuring the budgets and 
MTREF’s acknowledge that capital programmes needs a balanced funding structure 
addressing not only backlogs in services but also investment in new infrastructure as well as 
renewing current infrastructure. 
 
Sustainable job creation remains a national priority and municipalities must ensure that in 
drafting their 2014/15 budgets and MTREFs, they continue to explore opportunities to promote 
labour intensive approaches to delivering services, and more particularly to participate fully in 
the Expanded Public Works Programme.  However, municipalities should not carelessly 
employ more people without any reference and consideration to the level of staffing required 
delivering effective services.  Remuneration increases associated with bargaining council 
decisions, and affordability must be considered over the medium term.  Municipalities should 
focus on maximizing job creation by: 

 Ensuring that service delivery and capital projects use labour intensive methods 
wherever appropriate; 

 Ensuring that service providers use labour intensive approaches; 

 Supporting labour intensive LED projects; 

 Participating fully in the Expanded Public Works Programme; and 

 Implementing internship programmes to provide young people with on-the-job training. 
 
Municipalities must act as catalysts for economic growth through creating an enabling 
environment for investment and other activities that foster job creation.  It is important for 
municipalities to pay particular attention to: 

 Joint planning by a municipality, its community and business sectors.  This means that 
all economic forces in the local situation have to be brought on board to identify 
resources, understand needs and work out plans to find the best ways of making the 
local economy fully functional, investor friendly and competitively productive; 

 Ensuring the timely delivery of their capital programmes and to review all by-laws and 
development approval processes with a view to removing any regulatory bottlenecks to 
investment and job creation; and 

 Act as a catalyst for local economic development by appropriately structuring capital 
programmes to address backlog eradication, asset renewal and development of new 
infrastructure; this will require carefully formulating the funding mix to include grants, 
borrowing and own funding (internally generated funding). 

 
Securing inclusive growth through investing in strategic infrastructure programmes such as 
electricity generation.  An excellent example is the partnership between the public and the 
private sectors on the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Programme. 
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Implementing the National Development Plan through expanding electricity, transport, 
communications capacity and promoting industrial competitiveness.  Municipalities need to 
support special economic zones, broadening rural development and strengthening public 
service delivery while combating waste and corruption. 
 
Building an efficient developmental state through increasing the levels of delivery by 
ensuring improvements to policy formulation, procurement, management systems, developing 
mechanisms for sharing skilled personnel in critical delivery areas and minimising waste. 
 
Furthermore the NDP recognises capable municipalities as the core of a capable state.  
National Treasury will continue to closely monitor and engage – and if need be intervene – in 
those municipalities that fail to live up to the standards of public service established in the 
Constitution. 
 
In supporting municipalities over the MTEF period, a strong focus on economic development is 
proposed by: 

 Ensuring that value for money and long term impact / sustainability are key 
considerations; 

 Having an economic development / growth support strategy in place but not just as an 
end in itself, but rather as an opportunity to understand and respond to the underlying 
economic dynamics, networks and dynamic systems of interactions of a much wider 
range of stakeholders that shape the economic fabric of each locality; 

 Pursue initiatives that: 
 Stimulate growth required to create jobs and to reduce poverty; 
 Providing a competitive local business environment; 
 Encouraging and supporting networking and collaboration between businesses 

and public/private and community partnerships; 
 Facilitating workforce development and education; 
 Focusing inward investment to support cluster growth; and 
 Supporting quality of life improvements. 

 
Considering that public expenditure growth has remained well within the limits set by 
government over the past two years, further efforts to find savings eliminate waste and 
reprioritise spending toward key social and development objectives must be pursued by all 
government spheres. 
 
The notion of ‘doing more with less’ can further be supported by municipal approaches that 
ensure: 

 Spatial strategies align public spending and unlock public and private investment; 

 Focus on catalytic interventions that also promote inclusion and desegregation; and 

 Provide clear signals to private sector. 
 
Consequently, municipal revenues and cash flows are expected to remain under pressure in 
2014/15 and so municipalities must adopt a conservative approach when projecting 
their expected revenues and cash receipts. 
 
Municipalities should carefully consider affordability of tariff increases; especially as it relates 
to domestic consumers while considering the level of services versus the associated cost.  
Municipalities should also pay particular attention to managing revenue effectively and 
carefully evaluate all spending decisions.  Municipalities must implement cost containing 
measures as approved by Cabinet to eliminate non-priority spending. 
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Local government conditional grants and additional allocations 

The division of available funds to Local Government has increased to R91.9 billion or 8.4 per 
cent for 2014/15.  This is expected to increase to R106.7 billion by 2016/17.  The Medium 
Term Budget Policy Statement 2013 indicates that over the 2013 MTEF, transfers to local 
government grow by R7.1 billion, of which R3.9 billion is added to the local government 
equitable share and R2.6 billion to local government conditional grant framework. 
 
Municipalities MUST ensure that their tabled budgets reflect the conditional grant allocations 
set out in the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill. 
 
Municipalities are advised to use the indicative numbers for 2014/15 in the 2013 Division of 
Revenue Act to compile their capital budgets.  This document is available on National 
Treasury’s website and can be assessed at: 
 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/acts/2013/Default.aspx 
 
The Medium Term Budget Policy Statement 2013 included several proposed changes to local 
government allocations for the 2014 MTEF period aimed at shifting funds towards areas that 
can support economic growth.  The proposed spending framework approved by Cabinet takes 
account of the need to control spending growth over the medium term while increasing the 
efficiency of existing allocations to improve public services. 
 
The Integrated City Development Grant which was introduced in 2013/14 provides the eight 
metropolitan municipalities with incentives to improve spatial development considerations in 
their planning.  An amount of R356 million will be added to this grant over the MTEF to 
encourage the evolution of more compact and efficient cities. 
 
The availability of water is a prerequisite for the construction of human settlements and for 
economic activity.  The Regional Bulk Infrastructure Grant (an indirect grant to local 
government) receives an additional R934 million over the MTEF to accelerate bulk water 
projects that will support broader economic development. 
 
To fund these priorities, moderate reductions have been proposed on a number of grants, 
including the Municipal Infrastructure Grant, the Urban Settlements Development Grant, the 
Expanded Public Works Programme Integrated Grant for Municipalities, the Infrastructure 
Skills Development Grant and the Energy-Efficiency Demand-Side Management Grant. 
 
Government intends to devolve responsibility for the housing function from provincial to local 
government by 2014 in six metropolitan areas namely, Johannesburg, Cape Town, eThekwini 
Ekurhuleni, Tshwane, and Nelson Mandela Bay.  A new conditional grant will be introduced in 
2014/15 to fund capacity for human settlements in these cities.  The grant of R300 million per 
year over the MTEF is funded through a reprioritisation from the provincial Human Settlements 
Development Grant.  Once the housing function is assigned to a municipality, section 16 of the 
Division of Revenue Act provides that the Human Settlements Development Grant 
infrastructure allocations for their area are transferred directly to cities from the national 
department resulting in increased allocations to local government over the MTEF. 
 
A new local government equitable share formula has been phased in from 2013/14.  It 
provides funding for a package of free basic services for the 59 per cent of households with 
monthly incomes below the value of two state old age grants.  Although no additional changes 
to the equitable share envelope are proposed, the local government equitable share will still 
grow at an average annual rate of 9.2 per cent over the MTEF. 
 
 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/acts/2013/Default.aspx
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Changes to the 2013 Division of Revenue Amendment Bill 
The Minister of Finance also tabled the 2013 Division of Revenue Amendment Bill on 23 
October 2013.  The details of the changes to municipal allocations and the reasons for these 
changes are discussed in the explanatory memorandum to the Bill, available on the National 
Treasury’s website at: 
 
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2013/review/Annexure%20W1.pdf 
 
The 2013 Division of Revenue Amendment Bill includes rollovers of funds allocated in 2012/13 
but not transferred to municipalities by national departments and funding for recovery from 
damage caused by widespread flooding in Limpopo, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu-Natal, the 
Eastern Cape and the Western Cape in late 2012 and early 2013.  The R118 million allocated 
in 2013/14 to repair or replace public infrastructure damaged in the floods is made available 
through the Municipal Disaster Recovery Grant. 
 
The explanatory memorandum to the 2013 Division of Revenue Amendment Bill also sets out 
technical corrections to the conditional grant frameworks for the Public Transport Network 
Operations Grant, Rural Households Infrastructure Grant and the Municipal Water 
Infrastructure Grant that will be gazetted in December 2013, together with the framework for 
the new Municipal Disaster Recovery Grant. 
 
Review of infrastructure grants 
The 2013 Budget announced that a “thorough review of the local government conditional grant 
system” would be “coordinated by the National Treasury, using a collaborative process that 
will include national departments, SALGA and the FFC, and extensive consultation with 
municipalities.”  This Review of Local Government Infrastructure Grants is now underway and 
will continue until recommendations for reform are made in October 2014. 
 
Formal municipal engagements are provisionally scheduled for January/February 2014 (first 
round) and April/May 2014 (second round).  Questionnaires will be distributed electronically.  
The terms of reference for the review can be viewed on the National Treasury website at: 
 
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Media_Releases/ReviewOfLGInfrastructureGrants/Documents/Ter
ms%20of%20Reference%20-%20Review%20of%20LG%20Infrastructure%20Grants.pdf 
 
In addition, any direct inputs can be sent via email to: greg.gardner@treasury.gov.za. 
 
Built environment performance plan (BEPP) 
From the 2014/15 financial year the Built Environment Performance Plan (BEPP) will be a 
requirement of the Integrated City Development Grant (ICDG).  Only metropolitan 
municipalities are required to prepare their 2014/15 BEPP during the 2013/14 financial year 
and must submit to National Treasury the draft 2014/15 BEPP by the 31 January 2014 and the 
final Council approved BEPP by the 31 May 2014 as part of the package of plans submitted 
with the approved Budget. 
 
The objective of the ICDG is to support the development of more inclusive, liveable, productive 
and sustainable urban built environments in metropolitan municipalities and the BEPP is 
intended to improve the performance of the built environment over the long term.  This will be 
achieved by adopting a spatial targeting approach at a sub-metropolitan level identifying 
Integration Zones within which infrastructure grants can be co-ordinated for greater impact and 
for attracting private sector investment.  The information contained in the BEPP will reflect the 
planning, programmes and outcomes for all major built environment grants allocated to the 
metropolitan municipality including the ICDG, Urban Settlements Development Grant (USDG), 
Public Transport Infrastructure Grant (PTIG), Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant 
(NDPG) and Integrated National Electrification Programme Grant (INEP). 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2013/review/Annexure%20W1.pdf
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Media_Releases/ReviewOfLGInfrastructureGrants/Documents/Terms%20of%20Reference%20-%20Review%20of%20LG%20Infrastructure%20Grants.pdf
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Media_Releases/ReviewOfLGInfrastructureGrants/Documents/Terms%20of%20Reference%20-%20Review%20of%20LG%20Infrastructure%20Grants.pdf
mailto:greg.gardner@treasury.gov.za
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Strengthening procurement to obtain value for money and fighting against corruption 

A large share of the national budget is spent to build infrastructure, and to procure goods and 
services.  This expenditure contributes to production and jobs throughout the economy.  
Government must ensure that its procurement processes are prudent, deliver value for money 
and help to improve service delivery. 
 
The Office of the Chief Procurement Officer, created in April 2013, will minimise waste and 
corruption, and ensure that government derives maximum social and economic benefits from 
every rand spent.  Over the next six months, the office will pilot reference pricing.  The 
following steps are being taken as part of developing the pilot programme: 

 Fair values of targeted products have been determined; 

 Guidelines are being developed; and 

 Discussions with key spending departments and agencies are under way to prepare for 
implementation. 

 
The Office of the Chief Procurement Officer will be working in collaboration with the South 
African Revenue Service, the Accountant-General and Auditor-General of South Africa to 
decrease corruption and minimise waste. 
 
Municipalities are again advised that the Supply Chain Compliance Unit will also be focusing 
on municipal procurement processes.  Municipalities are encouraged to introduce greater 
transparency in their supply chain processes by publishing SCM process outcomes for each 
bid on their websites.  Consequently, municipalities can expect requests for information 
relating to their tender committees and processes, as well as specific tenders and contracts as 
specified in detail in MFMA Circular No. 66. 
 
 
Local government budget and financial management reforms 

 
Regulation of a ‘Standard Chart of Accounts’ (SCOA) for local government 
The Minister of Finance published the draft Municipal Regulations on the Standard Chart of 
Accounts (SCOA) on 3 September 2013 for public comment; the comment period expires on 2 
December 2013.  As part of the comment process the National Treasury undertook an 
extensive consultation and awareness campaign; including 44 district engagements 
incorporating all municipalities. 
 
It is anticipated that the regulatory processes will be finalised in January 2014 and 
municipalities will be given a two year preparation window prior to full implementation which is 
1 July 2016.  In this regard, municipalities will be required to be SCOA compliant during the 
budget and MTREF compilation process leading up to the 2016/17 municipal financial year.  
Considering the legislated budgeting and planning framework for local government, this 
implies that municipalities should be in a position to capture their respective detail budgets 
proposal in the regulated SCOA format by the latest January 2016. 
 
Although it is not compulsory for municipalities to compile their 2014/15 budgets and MTREF’s 
in the SCOA format for local government, it will facilitate implementation if municipalities start 
familiarising themselves with the detail content of the SCOA for local government from a 
budgeting and planning perspective.  This process will not only provide municipalities with a 
conceptual understanding of the SCOA but also provide municipalities with an understanding 
of alignment to their own chart (general ledger) and where anomalies might exist. 
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The draft Municipal Regulations on the Standard Chart of Accounts, Project Summary 
Document and Detailed Classification Framework of the 7 Segments (SCOA Version 4) can 
be accessed at: 
 
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/RegulationsandGazettes/MunicipalRegulationsOnAStandardChart
OfAccounts/Pages/default.aspx  
 
A comprehensive change management and capacity building process will be launched with 
the promulgation of the SCOA Regulation to oversee and assist stakeholders, vendors and 
municipalities with the transition to the SCOA classification framework.  National Treasury will 
regularly communicate with all municipalities on progress during the process of finalising the 
SCOA for local government. 
 
Financial applications (systems) and the impact of SCOA 
As part of the SCOA project, National Treasury commissioned a parallel project to investigate 
financial applications (systems) in use by municipalities and compatibility of current financial 
applications (systems) in amongst others, accommodating the proposed segments of the 
SCOA for local government.  The draft SCOA Regulations also propose the specification of 
minimum business process and system requirements for municipalities and municipal entities 
as well as the implementation of processes within integrated transaction processing. 
 
In preparation for SCOA implementation, the National Treasury has completed extensive 
engagements with each of the system vendors as well as the identified pilot municipalities.  
These engagements have been structured to assess the readiness of the respective system 
vendors and identified municipalities to pilot the SCOA classification framework.  It is 
envisaged that the outcome of the pilot process will provide clarity as it relates to the 
specification of minimum business processes and system requirements for municipalities. 
 
Considering the pending Municipal SCOA Regulation the National Treasury issued MFMA 
Circular No.57 – Municipal Financial Systems and Processes which can be accessed at: 
 
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Circulars/Pages/default.aspx 
 
Municipalities are strongly advised not to proceed with any configuration or upgrades to their 
current core financial systems owing to the pending requirements of the SCOA Regulations.  
With the promulgation of the Regulation (envisaged for January 2014) a follow-up circular to 
MFMA Circular No.57 will be issued providing further guidance to municipalities. 
 
Management accounting and tariff setting 
National Treasury commissioned a project dealing specifically with management accounting 
(costing) and its impact on tariff setting. 
 
It has increasingly became apparent that municipalities are not recovering the full cost 
associated with trading services i.e. electricity, water, waste management and waste water 
management and this position is further exacerbated by the fact that no consideration is given 
to overhead costing and its influence on the total cost of providing the service.  This in turn 
impacts on tariff setting and in many instances municipalities are cross subsidising a trading 
service from property rates revenue; a totally defective approach to pricing and tariff setting of 
municipal trading services. 
 
The research work has informed the design principles for a costing segment within the SCOA 
for local government.  This will provide municipalities with not only pure accounting 
functionality as part of SCOA but also the key dimension of management accounting.  As a 
result of the additional reforms undertaken since their introduction, National Treasury 

http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/RegulationsandGazettes/MunicipalRegulationsOnAStandardChartOfAccounts/Pages/default.aspx
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/RegulationsandGazettes/MunicipalRegulationsOnAStandardChartOfAccounts/Pages/default.aspx
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Circulars/Pages/default.aspx
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envisages consequential amendments to the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations 
going forward. 
 
Performance management in local government 
Financial performance measurement is undertaken by the National Treasury through the 
section 71 and 72 in-year reporting framework.  Although significant strides have been made 
with the in-year financial reporting framework for local government, the perfect system of 
performance measurement, especially as it relates to non-financial performance, is still not in 
place.  The general perception is that local government does not deliver its constitutional 
obligations to the extent that the public expects.  There can be more than one reason for this 
perception and it is the responsibility of government as a whole to address the core problems 
and manage them to the benefit of all. 
 
Although various systems of gathering information in government are in place, a number of 
gaps in information sharing still exist.  The following are some examples: 

 Weak alignment of strategic and spatial plans, budgeting, implementation and 
operationalization / maintenance between the IDP/Budget/SDBIP/AFS/Annual Report; 

 A coordinated public and private sector investment strategy that ensures that property 
development is aligned with plans; 

 Aligned strategic spatial and sector plans that focus on spatial transformation through 
the co-ordination and implementation of a catalytic pipeline of projects, i.e. land 
development, housing, transport and infrastructure investments (and other 
interventions); 

 Service delivery and budget implementation plan is not used as the basis of 
performance reporting; 

 In-year reporting and control is not regularly undertaken, undermining oversight; 

 In many cases non-performance has no consequences.  This is further exacerbated by 
a lack of performance monitoring; 

 Where performance systems have been established, they rarely ensure accountability 
of officials and political office bearers; and 

 Performance measurement is limited to high level indicators which don’t necessary 
relate back to service delivery imperatives. 

 
The following figure provides a framework for managing programme performance information 
by National Treasury for national and provincial departments. 
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The objectives of the framework are to address specific measurable performances; in addition 
this benchmark can be used against peers in the same industry.  It is further recommended 
that the performance measurement should be classified and divided between the following 
objectives: 

 Strategic issues; 

 Governance issues; 

 Financial Issues; and 

 Non-Financial issues. 
 
The development and implementation of a performance management framework is critical if 
local government is to achieve its overall objectives.  As of the 2012/13 municipal financial 
year the National Treasury has initiated the incorporation of non-financial performance 
information as part of the section 71 and 72 in-year reporting framework for metropolitan 
municipalities.  The performance indicators are currently required from the eight metropolitan 
municipalities and nineteen secondary cities.  It will be required from all municipalities from the 
2014/15 financial year. 
 
Council oversight over the budget process 

A municipal council is elected to direct and exercise oversight of how a municipality raises 
revenue, plans the use of funds through its budget and spends the funds in accordance with 
the council approved budget.  In terms of section 4(2)(a) of the Municipal Systems Act, 2000 
the council has a duty “to use the resources of the municipality in the best interests of 
the local community”.  This duty is extended to individual councillors through the Code of 
Conduct for Councillors, which states: 
 
2. General conduct of councillors. – A councillor must –  

(a) perform the functions of office in good faith, honestly and in a transparent 
manner; and 

(b) at all times act in the best interests of the municipality and in such a way 
that the credibility and integrity of the municipality are not compromised. 

 
Over the last few years, escalating unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful 
expenditures has been observed by the Auditor-General in its annual reports on local 
government audit outcomes.  Many municipalities have not dealt effectively with instances of 
unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure.  Such matters must be dealt 
with decisively by council to address fraud and corruption. 
 
When municipal funds are used for inappropriate purposes it is not in the best interests of the 
municipality or the local community.  Those funds should have been used to deliver services 
to communities. 
 
Therefore, each council has a duty to put in place policies and processes to: 

(a) Prevent unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure; 

(b) Identify and investigate unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful 
expenditure; and 

(c) Respond appropriately, and in accordance with the law, to confirmed instances of 
unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure. 

 
As part of the 2014/15 budget process, municipalities are strongly advised to ensure that the 
necessary policies and processes are institutionalized to proactively curb prohibited 
expenditure, poor policy implementation and planning.  This requires decisive response by all 
councilors and municipal officials. 
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Municipal budget and benchmark engagements and timeframes for tabling MTREF’s 

National Treasury has institutionalised two formal annual engagements with the 17 non-
delegated municipalities, namely the Mid-year Budget and Performance Assessment Review 
and the Municipal Budget and Benchmark Engagement.  Most Provincial Treasuries have or 
are in the process of replicating similar engagements with the delegated municipalities. 
 
The Municipal Budget and Benchmark Engagements are intended to provide a platform by 
which the tabled budgets are independently analysed and assessed by National Treasury and 
the respective provincial treasuries.  These formal engagements conclude with findings and 
recommendations being supplied to the respective municipalities in a formal report which must 
be considered by the budget steering committee prior to the finalisation of the budget to be 
tabled in council for consideration and approval to the end of May. 
 
Although the 17 non-delegated municipalities have welcomed these engagements and are of 
the opinion that it strengthens the overall municipal budgeting process, concern has been 
raised over the scheduling of the engagements.  Engagements were historically scheduled in 
the middle of April and subsequently municipalities found it difficult to incorporate key findings 
and recommendations into their final budgets in time for consideration and approval by the 
municipal council. 
 
Municipalities were advised to consider tabling their budgets earlier to enable processing of 
comments before tabling the final budget for approval.  Although some municipalities still wait 
until the end of March to table their respective budgets before the municipal council, they 
should consider tabling of the 2014/15 budgets in the last week of February or, first week of 
March 2014.  The request for early tabling will have the following advantages: 
 

 Provide for a lead-time for municipalities to incorporate the findings and 
recommendations of the engagements with the National Treasury and respective 
provincial treasuries on the 2014/15 budgets and MTREF’s into their final budgets and 
MTREF’s prior to tabling for consideration and approval by the municipal council; 

 Provide a longer interval for the National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) to 
consider the proposed electricity tariff structures within their regulatory processes prior 
to adoption by the municipality; early tabling will enable municipalities to incorporate 
any comments and recommendations received by NERSA prior to finalisation of the 
2014/15 budgets and MTREF’s for consideration and approval (further guidance 
around tariff setting and the NERSA process is supplied in the section of this Circular 
dealing with revising of rates, tariff and other charges); and 

 Provide more time for public participation as required by the MFMA; an area where 
municipalities are generally weak and needs specific attention for improvement. 

 
In order to inform the benchmark exercise performed by the National Treasury and the 
relevant Provincial Treasuries, municipalities are advised to submit their tabled budget figures 
on the budget reform returns to lgdatabase@treasury.gov.za in support of the funding tests 
and other reports available to all users of the Local Government Database and Reporting 
System. 

mailto:lgdatabase@treasury.gov.za
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Headline inflation forecasts 
 

Municipalities must take the following inflation forecasts into consideration when preparing 
their 2014/15 budgets and MTREF.  Again this information will be updated in a further Budget 
Circular to be issued after the tabling of the National Budget. 

 

Fiscal year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2015 

 Actual Estimate Forecast 

CPI Inflation 
5.7% 5.9% 5.6% 5.4% 5.4% 

Source: Medium Term Budget Policy Statement 2013 

 
 

Revising rates, tariffs and other charges 
 
Operating Revenue 

 
Section 18 of the Municipal Finance Management Act, 2003 which deals with the funding of 
expenditure, states as follows: 

(1) “An annual budget may only be funded from – 

(a) Realistically anticipated revenue to be collected from the approved sources of 
revenue; 

(b) Cash-backed accumulated funds from previous financial years’ surpluses not 
committed for other purposes; and 

(c) Borrowed funds, but only for the capital budget referred to in section 17(2). 
 
(2) Revenue projections in the budget must be realistic, taking into account – 

(a) projected revenue for the current year based on collection levels to date; and  
(b) actual revenue collected in previous years.” 

 
Although some improvement was observed with the funding adequacy of the 2013/14 MTREF 
of the 17 non-delegated municipalities during the Municipal Budget and Benchmark 
Engagements, municipalities still continue to table unfunded budgets.  Various factors 
contribute to unfunded budgets such as overambitious revenue projections as part of the 
operating statement of financial performance.  In addition, municipalities tend to overstate their 
collection rates and artificially inflate their cash flow position on the budgeted cash flow 
statement.  This typically leads to cash and liquidity challenges and limited implementation of 
the budget as planned.  At the onset of the budget preparation, if the collection rate is not 
accurately projected then the consequence is less cash in the bank to support spending 
priorities. 
 
Municipalities are therefore required to realistically provide for revenue as part of the operating 
statement of financial performance and capital programme.  In this regard municipalities must 
ensure that: 
 

 The operating and capital expenditure is in line with the requirements of section 18 of 
the MFMA; and 

 The municipality is required to implement initiatives that would contribute to the 
sustainability of the municipality during the financial year.  This requires the 
implementation of the budget as planned both on the operating statement of financial 
performance and cash flow budget. 
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In assisting municipalities in managing the overall revenue value chain and ensuring budget 
implementation as planned the National Treasury issued MFMA Circular No. 64: Revenue 
Management.  This Circular provides a guideline for the management of the entire revenue 
value chain which can be accessed at: 
 
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Circulars/Pages/default.aspx 
 
It is critical that all components of the revenue value chain work efficiently and in collaboration 
with each other.  The functionality of the different components of the value chain is paramount 
to the success of the collections and hence cash in the bank. 
 
In terms of section 64 of the MFMA on Revenue Management, the municipal manager with the 
institutional and technical support of the chief financial officer and senior management is 
required to create and continuously enhance and strengthen the policy imperatives, 
procedures and processes to achieve the required minimum rate and standard on revenue 
collection and debt management. 
 
The mayor and the municipal council must implement and manage its oversight function to 
demonstrate their direct involvement by studying the monthly revenue management reports 
and utilize the MFMA System of Delegations to hold the municipal manager/accounting officer 
directly accountable for the work output, results and performance. 
 
National Treasury also continues to encourage municipalities to keep increases in rates, tariffs 
and other charges at levels that reflect an appropriate balance between the interests of poor 
households, other customers and ensuring the financial sustainability of the municipality.  For 
this reason municipalities must justify in their budget documentation all increases in 
excess of the 6.0 per cent upper boundary of the South African Reserve Bank’s inflation 
target in the budget narratives. 
 
In our endeavour to significantly improve revenue management at municipalities, the National 
Treasury has commenced with its Revenue Management Project.  It is essential that all 
municipalities take advantage of the Project that would provide the support necessary to 
achieve the right outcomes on revenue collection and its management. 
 
NERSA’s process to approve electricity tariffs 

Municipalities will submit tariff increase applications from November 2013 aligned with the 
requirements of section 43 of the MFMA and subsequently NERSA will endeavour to finalise 
and complete all municipal tariff applications by 15 March 2014. 
 
In this regard municipalities are reminded to submit all outstanding D-forms to NERSA as a 
matter of urgency as the deadline for submission was 30 October 2013.  NERSA will not be in 
a position to evaluate municipal tariff applications in the absence of complete D-forms.  It is 
important that municipalities and NERSA work together to ensure that the process of 
approving electricity tariffs does not disrupt the process of compiling municipal budgets or 
compromise community consultations on the budget.  It is for this reason that section 43 of the 
MFMA reads: 
 

43 (1) If a national or provincial organ of state in terms of a power contained in 
any national or provincial legislations determines the upper limits of a 
municipal tax or tariff, such determination takes effect for municipalities 
on a date specified in the determination. 

 
(2) Unless the Minister on good grounds approves otherwise, the date 

specified in a determination referred to in subsection (1) may - 
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(a) if the determination was promulgated on or before 15 March in a 
year, not be a date before 1 July in that year; or 

(b) if the determination was promulgated after 15 March in a year, not be 
a date before 1 July in the next year. 

 

Municipalities applying for an increase that is above the guideline will have to justify their 
increases to NERSA and the decision will be based on the following requirements: 
 

 a full analysis of additional funds requested needs to be presented to NERSA as 
part of the motivation for the above-guideline increase (the municipality must give a 
detailed revenue analysis where it indicates the revenue when using the approved 
guideline percentage increase and add the revenue and list of items, i.e. repairs 
and maintenance, where the extra funds will be allocated); 

 the approved funds must be ring-fenced to ensure that it is strictly utilised for the 
identified projects; 

 municipalities must report to NERSA on a six-monthly basis on how the additional 
funds are utilised; and 

 funds not utilised for the purpose for which they were approved will be claimed 
back in the following financial year. 

 
Eskom bulk tariff increases 

Municipalities are advised to structure their 2014/15 electricity tariffs based on the  approved 
7.39 per cent NERSA guideline tariff increase and provide for an 8.06 per cent increase in 
the cost of bulk purchases for the tabled 2014/15 budgets and MTREF.  Any changes to the 
above will be communicated to municipalities in the next budget circular for the 2014/15 
financial year, to be issued shortly after the tabling of the National Budget. 
 
Municipalities are urged to examine the cost structure of their electricity undertakings and 
apply to NERSA for electricity tariff increases that are cost reflective and ensure continued 
financial sustainability. 
 
National Treasury supports the use of the following formula, proposed by NERSA, for 
calculating municipal electricity tariff increases: 
 

MG = (B x BPI) + (S x SI) + (R x RI) + (C x CCI) + (OC x OCI) 
Where:  

MG = % Municipal Guideline Increase 
B = % Bulk purchases 
BPI = % Bulk purchase increase 
S = % Salaries 
SI = % Salaries increase 
R = % Repairs 
RI = % Repairs increase 
C = % Capital charges 
CCI = % Capital charges increase 
OC = % Other costs  
OCI = % Other costs increase 

 
The formula for calculating the guideline: 

MG = (B x BPI) + (S x SI) + (R x RI) + (C x CCI) + (OC x OCI)  
= (70 x 8.06) + (10 x 6.5) + (6 x 5.5) + (4 x 5.5) + (10 x 5.5)  
= 6.48 + 0.64 + 0.32 + 0.22 + 0.54  
= 7.39% 

All cost shares and 
increases must relate to the 

electricity function of the 
municipality 
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Municipalities must familiarize themselves with the Municipal Tariff guideline on electricity 
price increases for 2014/15 which include inclining block tariffs from NERSA which is available 
at the following link; www.nersa.org.za. 
 
Where a municipality’s evaluation of its cost structure results in a lower or higher tariff increase 
to that proposed by NERSA, the municipality must structure its tariffs accordingly and ensure it 
provides the necessary motivation and information in its tariff application to NERSA. 
 

Inclining block tariffs (IBT) for electricity 

Municipalities are urged to design an IBT structure that is appropriate to its specific 
circumstances, and ensures an appropriate balance between ‘low income customers’ and 
other domestic, commercial and business customers, and the financial interests of the 
municipality. 
 
It is also important that any proposed IBT is fully aligned to the principles set out in the South 
African Electricity Supply Industry: Electricity Pricing Policy (EPP), including the principle that 
electricity tariffs must be cost reflective and that any cross-subsidies should be explicit. 
 
A municipality must structure its IBT tariff according to its own specific circumstances and 
ensure that it provides the necessary motivation and information to NERSA in its tariff 
application.  In this regard, municipalities need to pay careful attention to determining an 
appropriate level of cross-subsidisation between the different IBT blocks given the profile of its 
customer base, and also have regard to the price elasticity of the demand for electricity. 
 
Water and sanitation tariffs must be cost-reflective 

Municipalities are once again reminded to review the level and structure of their water and 
sanitation tariffs carefully with a view to ensuring: 

 Water and sanitation tariffs are on aggregate fully cost-reflective – inclusive of bulk 
cost of water, the cost of maintenance and renewal of purification/treatment plants and 
network infrastructure, and the cost of new infrastructure; 

 Water and sanitation tariffs are structured to protect basic levels of service; and 

 Water and sanitation tariffs are designed to encourage efficient and sustainable 
consumption (e.g. through inclining block tariffs). 

 
If a municipality’s water and sanitation tariffs are not fully cost reflective, the municipality 
should develop a pricing strategy to phase-in the necessary tariff increases in a manner that 
spreads the impact on consumers over a period of time; this guidance has been supplied in 
various Budget Circulars.  As per the guidance in previous Budget Circulars, 
municipalities are expected to have cost reflective tariffs for the 2014/15 MTREF for 
both water and sanitation.  Should this not be case, municipalities will be required to clearly 
articulate the reasons within the budget document including remedial actions in rectifying this 
position. 
 
To mitigate the need for water tariff increases, municipalities must put in place an appropriate 
strategy to limit water losses to acceptable levels.  In this regard municipalities must ensure 
that water used by its own operations is charged to the relevant service, and not simply 
attributed to water losses. 
 
Municipalities, not already calculating and reporting non-revenue water in accordance with the 
International Water Association (IWA) standards as required by the Department of Water 
Affairs (DWA) should contact DWA for assistance in this regard.  National Treasury is working 
with DWA to publish this information in the near future. 
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Solid waste tariffs 

Municipalities are once again reminded that in many instances waste tariffs do not cover the 
cost of providing the different components of the service.  Where this is the case, 
municipalities should aim to have appropriately structured, cost-reflective solid waste tariffs in 
place by 2015. 
 
The tariffs for solid waste management must take into account that it is good practice to 
maintain a cash-backed reserve to cover the future costs of rehabilitating landfill sites. 
 
Municipalities are encouraged to explore alternative methodologies to manage solid waste, 
including recycling and incineration in plants that use the heat energy to generate electricity. 
 
As explained in the section dealing with the local government budget and financial 
management reforms, the project commissioned to formulate an approach to management 
accounting and tariff setting will assist in achieving cost reflective tariffs especially for the main 
trading services. 
 
 

Funding choices and management issues 
Municipalities are once again reminded that given on-going economic pressures, the revenue 
side of municipal budgets will continue to be constrained, so they will need to make some very 
tough decisions on the expenditure side of the budget.  Priority still needs to be given: 

 Ensuring that drinking water and waste water management meets the required quality 
standards at all times; 

 Protecting the poor; 

 Ensure that public investments, services, regulations and incentives are focussed in 
defined spatial areas (spatial targeting) to optimise overall connectivity and access to 
opportunities; 

 Provide clear signals to private sector; 

 Transport, human settlements, bulk infrastructure, economic infrastructure, land use 
management (e.g. zoning), tax and subsidy incentives; 

 Supporting meaningful local economic development (LED) initiatives that foster micro 
and small business opportunities and job creation; 

 Securing the health of their asset base (especially the municipality’s revenue 
generating assets) by increasing spending on repairs and maintenance; 

 Expediting spending on capital projects that are funded by conditional grants; 

 Ensuring that borrowed funds are invested in revenue generating assets as part of the 
capital programme; and 

 To implement cost containment measures. 
 
Municipalities must also ensure that their capital budgets reflect consistent efforts to address 
the backlogs in basic services and the renewal of the infrastructure of existing network 
services. 
 
Employee related costs 

Municipalities must take into account the multi-year Salary and Wage Collective Agreement for 
the period 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2015.  The agreement provides for a wage increase based 
on the average CPI for the period 1 February 2013 until 31 January 2014, plus 1 per cent for 
2014/15 financial year (with effect of 1 July 2014). 
 
Considering that municipalities will be preparing and finalising their respective 2014/15 
MTREF for tabling as per the MFMA prior to the announcement of the final CPI for the relevant 
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period, municipalities will have to provide for assumed budget growth as it relates to employee 
related costs. 
 
In this regard municipalities are advised that the average CPI for the period November 2012 to 
October 2013 is 5.8 per cent which compares well to the estimate of 5.9 per cent for 2013 as 
provided for in the 2013 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement.  Municipalities are therefore 
advised to provide for increases related to salaries and wages as follows: 
 

2014/15 Financial Year – 6.8 per cent (5.8 per cent plus 1 per cent) 
2015/16 Financial Year – 6.4 per cent (5.4 per cent plus 1 per cent) 
2016/17 Financial Year – 6.4 per cent (5.4 per cent plus 1 per cent) 

 
It is recommended that the projected inflation forecast plus one per cent be applied to the 
2015/16 and 2016/2017 financial years in the absence of a collective Salary and Wage 
agreement. 
 
Once the final average CPI for the period 1 February 2013 until 31 January 2014 is available 
municipalities will be a position to adjust their 2014/15 budget and MTREF prior to tabling for 
consideration and approval toward the end of May 2014; it is not envisaged that the actual CPI 
will be a significant deviation from the guidelines and should therefore not have a detrimental 
impact on the tabled budget prior to community consultation. 
 
In addition to considering the actual salary and wage increases municipalities are reminded to 
accurately budget for actual positions and vacancies as per the organisational structure of the 
municipality and notch increments where applicable.  Municipalities are also reminded that 
supporting tables SA22 (Summary councillor and staff benefits), SA23 (Salaries, allowances 
and benefits of political office bearers/councillors/senior managers) and SA24 (summary of 
personnel numbers) as part of the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations need to be 
accurately completed.  Municipalities are urged to provide a narrative to the budget document 
explaining the numbers and budget appropriations. 
 
Excessive expenditure on overtime has been increasingly observed in National Treasury’s 
analysis of municipal budgets.  In certain instances overtime can account for as much as 10 
per cent of the employee related costs.  Although overtime is considered acceptable, as it 
relates to essential services, an excessively high allocation could be an indication of 
performance inefficiencies.  Overtime is an expensive form of remuneration and can easily be 
abused.  Should excessive overtime be found to be legitimate it could be an indication that the 
organisational structure is insufficiently funded and hence would require funds being rather 
appropriated against vacancies.  Based on the most recent Budget and Benchmark 
Engagements with the non-delegated municipalities, overtime as a percentage of total 
remuneration decreased to an average 4 per cent.  As a guideline, municipalities are advised 
that a percentage above 5 per cent would require further investigation; it needs to be noted 
that this percentage is based on total municipal remuneration and individual functions will 
differ owing to the nature of the service rendered such as emergency services. 
 
Remuneration of councillors 
Municipalities are reminded to refer to MFMA Circular No. 67 with regard to the following 
issues: 
 
Benefits to councillors and Mayors’ – Municipalities are reminded to adhere strictly to the 
gazetted limits and provisions. 
 
Cellular telephone (mobile) and data contract policy – Municipalities were required to compile 
and approve a cellular telephone (mobile) and data (3G) policy with effect from 1 July 2013. 
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Non-revenue water and electricity 

As part of the 2014/15 budget and MTREF municipalities will be required to fully account for 
non-revenue water and electricity including technical and non-technical losses.  In this regard, 
Annexure B provides a synopsis and explanation on how the accounting transactions should 
be applied. 
 
Although the example specifically deals with the accounting transactions for non-revenue 
water, the same needs to be applied for non-revenue electricity.  It must further be noted that 
the sample does not make any provision for VAT, the payment by debtor/consumers or for any 
opening or closing stock.  It focuses on the purchase, selling transactions and stock control 
only. 
 
Furthermore, the norm for technical losses for electricity is different to that of the one used for 
water in Annexure B.  It is therefore necessary to use the correct norm and make it part and 
parcel of the municipalities’ budget policies. 
 
Renewal and repairs and maintenance of existing assets 

It is observed that budget appropriations for asset renewal as part of the capital programme 
and operational repairs and maintenance of existing asset infrastructure is still not receiving 
adequate priority, regardless of guidance supplied in the previous Budget Circular.  Asset 
management is a strategic imperative for any municipality and needs to be prioritised as a 
spending objective in the budget of municipalities. 
 
For the 2014/15 budgets and MTREF’s, municipalities must ensure they prioritise asset 
management and take into consideration the following: 

 
 Where the municipality allocates less than 40 per cent of its 2014/15 Capital Budget 

(as reflected on Table A9) to the renewal of existing assets it must provide a detailed 
explanation and assurance that the budgeted amount is adequate to secure the 
ongoing health of the municipality’s infrastructure supported by reference to its asset 
management plan; 

 Table A9 (Asset Management) provides for the breakdown of the capital budget into 
new assets and asset renewal.  Many municipalities don’t transparently complete this 
table and tend to aggregate all capital expenditure against new asset infrastructure.  
This bad practice needs to be eliminated as it directly impedes the ability of the 
municipality to proactively manage their infrastructure; 

 Where the budgeted amounts for operational repairs and maintenance reflected on 
Table A9 is less than 8 per cent of the asset value (write down value) of the 
municipality’s Property Plant and Equipment (PPE) as reflected in the municipality’s 
2012/13 annual financial statements, the municipality must provide a detailed 
explanation and assurance that the budgeted amount is adequate to secure the 
ongoing health of the municipality’s infrastructure supported by reference to its asset 
management plan.  The Ratio measures the level of repairs and maintenance to 
ensure adequate maintenance to prevent breakdowns and interruptions to services 
rendered.  A minimum level of repairs and maintenance of municipal assets is required 
to ensure the continued provision of services; 

 The average provision made for operational repair and maintenance for the 17 non-
delegated municipalities for 2013/14 was 4.2 per cent.  Although an improvement from 
the previous financial year, this is still far from the required norm of 8 per cent as 
discussed above; and 

 In the case of a municipality that received an audit qualification related to its asset 
register the municipality must provide a detailed explanation and assurance that the 
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budgeted amount is adequate to secure the ongoing health of the municipality’s 
infrastructure supported by reference to its asset management plan in the budget 
document. 

 
Municipalities are also reminded of the disclosure requirements of the Municipal Budget and 
Reporting Regulations as it relates to supporting Table SA1.  This table requires the disclosure 
of operational repairs and maintenance against employee related costs, other materials, 
contracted services and other expenditure.  Municipalities are reminded of the importance of 
supporting tables SA34 a, b, c and d which provides an analysis of capital asset renewal and 
operational repairs and maintenance.  The totals should reconcile with the supporting and 
main tables. 
 

National Treasury, along with provincial treasuries will assess aspects of asset management 
as part of the 2014/15 Municipal Budget and Benchmark Engagements.  Inadequate asset 
management appropriations (capital asset renewal and operational repairs and maintenance) 
will result in the budget been assessed as demonstrating limited credibility. 

 
Furthermore, municipalities are reminded that reporting on asset renewal and repairs and 
maintenance has been institutionalised as part of the in-year section 71 reporting process and 
publication of municipal performance.  It is in the best interest of municipalities to ensure that 
expenditure against this strategic expenditure imperative is prioritised.  If a municipality has 
failed to appropriately budget for these expenses it will distort reporting outcomes. 

 
Accounting for the rehabilitation of capital assets 
It has come to the attention of National Treasury that municipalities account for the 
rehabilitation of assets as repairs and maintenance as opposed to reporting this as an 
increase in the value of the capital asset. 
 

Expenditure to rehabilitate, enhance or renew an existing capital asset (including separately 
depreciable parts) can be recognised as capital if: 

 the expenditure enhances the service provision of that capital asset (with the exclusion 
of operational running maintenance); 

 increases the useful life of that capital asset (beyond its original life); 

 increases that capital asset capacity (beyond its original capacity); 

 increases the performance of the capital asset (beyond the original performance); 

 increases the functionality of that capital asset; 

 reduces the future ownership costs of that capital asset significantly; or 

 increases the size of the asset or changes its shape. 

 

Budgeting for unfunded/underfunded mandates 

In previous budget years, it was noted that a number of municipalities were budgeting for 

unfunded/underfunded mandates.  The South African Cities Network (SACN, 2007:78) defines 

an unfunded/underfunded mandate as when municipalities perform the functions of other 

spheres of government and bear significant costs out of their own revenue sources.  These 

unfunded/unfunded mandates pose an institutional and financial risk to the municipality as 

substantial amounts of own funding is allocated to non-core functions at the expense of 

service delivery. 

One of the main objectives of local government is to ensure the provision of basic services to 

communities.  Section 153 of the Constitution requires that budgeting processes must 
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prioritise the basic needs of the community.  Municipalities must therefore prioritise the 

provision of basic services such as electricity, water, sanitation and refuse removal in their 

MTREF budgets.  Municipalities may only budget for non-core functions such as crèches, 

sports fields, libraries, museums, health services, and etc. if: 

 

 The function is listed in Schedule 4B and 5B of the Constitution; 

 The function is assigned to municipalities in terms of national and provincial legislation; 

 The municipality has prioritised the provision of basic services; and 

 It does not jeopardise the financial viability of the municipality. 

 
In terms of Section 21 of the MFMA, the mayor must ensure that the budget tabled in council 
for consultation is credible.  A credible budget must be consistent with the IDP and be 
achievable in terms of service delivery and performance targets; revenue and expenditure 
projections must be realistic; and the implementation of the budget must improve the financial 
viability of the municipality (refer to page 2 of MFMA Circular 28 for a detailed discussion). 

 

Consequently, if the tabled budget is not credible it is a contravention of the MFMA.  

Municipalities are reminded that the Auditor-General audits compliance with legislation when 

they conduct their annual audits and that that the non-compliance with the MFMA may be 

grounds for a qualification. 

 

Municipalities are urged to sign service level agreements and recover costs where 

unfunded/underfunded mandates are performed on behalf of other spheres of government. 

 
Cost containment measures 

Cabinet resolved, on 23 October 2013 that cost containment measures must be implemented 
to eliminate waste, reprioritise spending and ensure savings on six focus areas namely, 
consultancy fees, no credit cards, travel and related costs, advertising, catering and events 
costs as well as costs for accommodation.  These measures would be applicable to all 
national and provincial departments, constitutional institutions and all public entities with effect 
from 1 December 2013. 
 
While local government is autonomous in its strategy formulation (IDP) and budget 
appropriations, it remains a sphere of government.  In pursuing value for money and curtailing 
unnecessary costs municipalities are strongly urged to take cognisance of the cost 
containment measures as approved by Cabinet and align their budgeting policies to these 
guidelines to the maximum extent possible. 
 
Eliminating non-priority spending 

The 2013 Medium-term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) highlighted the need for resource 
allocation to be prioritised in expanding public-sector investment.  The MTBPS further 
emphasises the need for government to step up its efforts to combat waste, inefficiency and 
corruption.  Municipalities must therefore pay special attention to cost containing measures 
and controlling unnecessary spending on nice-to-have items and non-essential activities. 

 

The following additional examples of non-priority expenditure have been observed, and 
municipalities are reminded that they need to be eliminated as well: 

 

i. excessive sponsorship of music festivals, beauty pageants and sporting events, 
including the purchase of tickets to events for councillors and/or officials; 
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ii. public relations projects and activities that are not centred on actual service delivery or 
are not a municipal function (e.g. celebrations; gala dinners; commemorations, 
advertising and voter education); 

iii. LED projects that serve the narrow interests of only a small number of beneficiaries or 
fall within the mandates of other government departments such as the Department of 
Agriculture; 

iv. excessive catering for meetings and other events, including the use of public funds to 
buy alcoholic beverages; 

v. arranging workshops and events at expensive private venues, especially ones outside 
the municipality (as opposed to using the municipality’s own venues); 

vi. excessive printing costs (instead of maximising the use of the municipality’s website, 
including providing facilities for the public to access the website); 

vii. excessive luxurious office accommodation and office furnishings; 

viii. foreign travel by mayors, councillors and officials, particularly ‘study tours’; 

ix. excessive councillor and staff perks such as luxurious mayoral cars and houses, 
notebooks, IPADS and cell-phone allowances; travel and subsistence allowances.  
Municipalities are reminded that in terms of section 7(1) of the Remuneration of Public 
Office-bearers Act, 1998 (Act No.20 of 1998) the Minister for Cooperative Governance 
and Traditional Affairs must determine the limit of salaries and allowances of the 
different members of municipal councils and any budget provision may not be outside 
this framework; 

x. excessive staff in the office of the mayor – particularly the appointment of political 
‘advisors’ and ‘spokespersons’; 

xi. all donations to individuals that are not made in terms of the municipality’s indigent 
policy or a bursary scheme; for instance donations to cover funeral costs (other than 
pauper burials which is a district municipality function); 

xii. costs associated with long-standing staff suspensions and the legal costs associated 
with not following due process when suspending or dismissing staff, as well as 
payment of severance packages or ‘golden handshakes’; 

xiii. the use of consultants to perform routine management tasks, and the payment of 
excessive fees to consultants; 

xiv. excessive unnecessary spending on personal bodyguards and security to political 
office bearers; and 

xv. Excessive overtime. 

 

General expenditure 

The Independent Communication Authority of South Africa is experiencing challenges 
with collecting spectrum licence fees from municipalities. 

 

The majority of radio-frequency spectrum licences for South African municipalities have been 
suspended and/or have been cancelled due to long outstanding radio-frequency spectrum 
licence fees, this while the majority of municipalities’ continue to make use of radio systems 
e.g. two-way radio systems. 

 

In this regard municipalities are requested to urgently contact ICASA to clarify each 
municipality’s position.  Correspondence can be directed to: 

 

chairperson@icasa.org.za or by facsimile to 011 566 3008 

 

mailto:chairperson@icasa.org.za
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Budget management issues dealt with in previous MFMA Circulars 

Municipalities are reminded to refer to MFMA Circulars No. 48, 51, 54, 55, 66 and 67 with 
regards to the following issues: 
 

1. Mayor’s discretionary funds and similar discretionary budget an allocation – National 
Treasury regards allocations that are not designated for a specific purpose to be bad 
practice and discourages them (refer to MFMA Circular No. 51); 

2. Unallocated ward allocations – National Treasury does not regard this to be a good 
practice, because it means that the tabled budget does not reflect which ward projects 
are planned for purposes of public consultation and council approval (refer to MFMA 
Circular No. 51); 

3. New office buildings – Municipalities are required to send detailed information to 
National Treasury if they are contemplating building new main office buildings (refer to 
MFMA Circular No. 51); 

4. Virement policies of municipalities – Municipalities are reminded of the principles that 
must be incorporated into municipal virements policies (refer to MFMA Circular No. 
51); 

5. Providing clean water and managing waste water – Municipalities are reminded to 
include a section on ‘Drinking water quality and waste water management’ in their 
2013/14 budget document supporting information (refer to MFMA Circular No. 54); 

6. Renewal and repairs and maintenance of existing assets – Allocations to repairs and 
maintenance, and the renewal of existing infrastructure must be prioritised.  
Municipalities must provide detailed motivations in their budget documentation if 
allocations do not meet the benchmarks set out in MFMA Circular No. 55 and 66; 

7. Budgeting for an operating deficit – Over the medium term, a municipality should 
budget for a moderate surplus on its Budgeted Statement of Financial Performance so 
as to be able to contribute to the funding of the Capital Budget.  If the municipality’s 
operating budget shows a deficit it is indicative that there are financial imbalances that 
need to be addressed (refer to MFMA Circular No. 55); 

8. Credit cards and debit cards linked to municipal bank accounts are not permitted – On 
02 August 2011 National Treasury issued a directive to all banks informing them that 
as from 01 September 2011 they are not allowed to issue credit cards or debit cards 
linked to municipal bank accounts (refer to MFMA Circular No. 55); 

9. Water and sanitation tariffs must be cost reflective - refer to Circular No. 66; 
10. Variances between 4th Quarter section 71 results and annual financial statements – 

refer to Circular No. 67; 
11. Additional In-Year reporting requirements – refer to Circular No. 67; and 
12. Appropriation statement (Reconciliation: Budget and in-year performance) - reference 

is made to Circular No. 67.  It came to the attention of National Treasury that a 
number of municipalities did not include the appropriation statement as part of the 
2012/13 annual financial statement.  In terms of the Standards of GRAP 24 on the 
Presentation of Budget Information in Financial Statements, municipalities are 
required to present their original and adjusted budgets against actual outcome in the 
annual financial statements; this is considered an appropriation statement and the 
comparison between the budget and actual performance should be a mirror image of 
each other as it relates to the classification and grouping of revenue and expenditure 
as has been the case in a national and provincial context.  This statement is subject to 
auditing and accordingly supporting documentation would be required to substantiate 
the compilation of this statement. 

 
Treasury control 

Section 216(2) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act No. 108 of 1996) 
stipulates the following: 
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“The National Treasury must enforce compliance with the measures established in 
terms of subsection (1), and may stop the transfer of funds to an organ of state if that 
organ of state commits a serious or persistent material breach of those measures.” 
 
National Treasury has increasingly observed persistent material breaches of the legislative 
framework governing local government.  Municipalities need to take note that the National 
Treasury has institutionalized the right to invoke Section 216(2) of the Constitution which 
directly implies the immediate and indefinite stopping of all grant transfers to municipalities, 
including the equitable share for those municipalities that are in breach of the municipal legal 
framework.  In this regard the following aspects need to be carefully noted and proactively 
dealt with by affected municipalities. 
 
Forensic audit reports 
It has come to the attention of National Treasury that forensic audit reports are not submitted 
to council for action.  Councils are again reminded of their responsibility to discuss the report 
in council and to implement a fair procedure in dealing with the findings of the report; this 
would in all probability require action against councilors and/or officials. 
 
If it is found that a municipality commissioned a forensic audit and that the subsequent report 
did not serve before the municipal council, National Treasury will invoke Section 216(2) of the 
Constitution against that municipality and stop all grant transfers.  In addition, the Auditor 
General will be informed of the incurred fruitless and wasteful expenditure. 
 
Settlement of outstanding creditors 
In terms of Section 65(2)(e) of the MFMA, all invoices must be paid within 30 days of receipt 
thereof.  Section 5(2)(e) further states that the National and Provincial Treasuries must monitor 
compliance with the Act and take appropriate steps if a municipality commits a breach of the 
MFMA. 
 
It has come to the attention of National Treasury that many municipalities neglect to settle 
outstanding creditors within the prescripts of the MFMA.  This includes water boards, Eskom 
and the Auditor General.  Any municipality that neglects to settle these creditors within 30 days 
of invoice will be subject to the invoking of Section 216(2) of the Constitution. 
 
 

Conditional transfers to municipalities 

Section 28(1)(a) of the Division of Revenue Bill originates from the role played by the districts 
with regard to co-ordinating intergovernmental relations with municipalities in their jurisdiction 
as per section 38 of the IGR Framework Act, 2005.  This necessitates enhanced co-operation 
between municipalities in order to achieve a common vision in planning, integration, alignment 
and harmonisation of strategies, in areas such as economic development and development 
planning, infrastructure investment, and building partnerships with a broad range of 
stakeholders.  With regard to the division of powers and functions between district and local 
municipalities, section 84(1)(o) of the Municipal Structures Act stipulates that the district 
municipality is obliged (where applicable) to budget and distribute grants allocated in a 
particular financial year.  Therefore section 28(1)(a) aims to facilitate the above scenario in a 
more structured manner. 
 
Linked to the above, section 16 of MFMA should be read in conjunction with Section 22(b) of 
the MFMA stating that immediately after an annual budget is tabled in a municipal Council, it 
must be submitted to the National and provincial treasuries, other national or provincial organs 
of state and to other municipalities.  In the absence of the specific timelines, the Municipal 
Budget and Reporting Regulations (MBRR) provide guidance and specify that annual budgets 
should be submitted to the prior-mentioned stakeholders by the 10th working day post tabling 
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at the municipal Council.  However, it should be noted that DoRB – Division of Revenue Bill 
has equal weight against the MFMA and we will therefore amend the 2014 DoRB to ensure 
consistency as it relates to the 10th and 14th day disjuncture. 
 
Various concerns have been raised relating to the possibility that district municipalities might 
end up submitting annual budgets twice to the relevant stakeholders prior to final adoption.  
This is premised on the event that the DoRB is enacted with major changes on 01 April each 
year.  This is a highly unlikely scenario as the National Treasury has effectively managed this 
over the years. 
 
National Treasury draws municipalities’ attention to section 29 of the 2013 Division of 
Revenue Act, regarding the responsibilities of provincial treasuries.  National Treasury has 
noticed through the municipalities’ Pre-audit Annual Financial Statements of 2012 that 
municipalities are receiving significant funding from provinces.  This funding is however not 
supported by legislation in terms of the requirements of section 29 of DoRA by ensuring grants 
received are supported by an appropriation.  Without the necessary gazette the municipality 
would not have a basis for spending the received funds. 
 
Second to the gazetting, the province must publish a payment schedule which will guide the 
flow of money to municipalities for purposes of proper planning and cash flow management.  
To this cause, the Treasury encourages provinces and municipalities to adhere to the legal 
prescripts as stated in the Division of Revenue Act. 
 
Reporting in terms of section 71 
Section 71 of MFMA provides for a parallel reporting to be done by the receiving officer to both 
the national department responsible for transferring the allocations and to the National 
Treasury.  The purpose for the reporting is amongst others to ensure a consistent reporting by 
the receiving officers on a monthly basis. 
 
We continue to observe municipalities reporting varying numbers between National Treasury 
and the National departments.  Municipalities must establish a standard operating procedure 
by which there is only one version of the truth; this can only be achieved if municipalities use 
one reporting tool through the Office of the CFO. 
 
Refer to the Reporting Requirements document for a full explanation of the requirements. 
 
Reporting against grant performance 
Municipalities must ensure that grant funding is not spent against goods and services not 
delivered or against work not done.  Treasury discourages procurement of such related 
transactions as they may be deemed to undermine the SCM processes and directly result in 
irregular expenditure.  Payments for services rendered can only be made upon receipt of 
invoices.  Furthermore, National Treasury has observed that many municipalities report 
underperformance against grant spending during the financial year only to have this corrected 
at the end of June; among others, weak internal control processes as it relates to payment 
certificates significantly contributes to this challenge.  Municipalities are therefore requested to 
ensure that all capital payment certificates are sourced by the respective engineering and 
service delivery departments and accounted for by the last working day of the month.   Any 
capital payment certificates that are not received and accounted for by the last working day 
will be included in the next reporting period. 
 
Reporting on VAT on grant in the financial statements 
MFMA Budget Circular No. 58 provided guidance on the treatment of VAT on conditional 
grants.  Further municipalities were also advised on how to classify grants in the control 
accounts.  Municipalities were advised to report grant spending VAT inclusive through the 
DoRA and section 71 reports.  With regards to grant disclosures in the Annual Financial 
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Statements, municipalities are advised to ensure that there is a clear disclosure on the type of 
grant (per grant name) on the amounts received, spent and unspent during the year.  Further, 
in instances where VAT input was received from SARS, a clear disclosure in the statements 
be made through the VAT control accounts reconciling with the grant disclosure note or 
annexures. 
 
Conditional grant issues dealt with in previous MFMA Circulars 

Municipalities are reminded to refer to MFMA Circulars No. 48, 51, 54, 55 and 67 with regards 
to the following issues: 

1. Accounting treatment of conditional grants – Municipalities are reminded that in 
accordance with accrual accounting principles, conditional grants should only be 
treated as ‘transfers recognized’ revenue when the grant revenue has been ‘earned’ 
by incurring expenditure in accordance with the conditions of the grant; 

2. VAT on conditional grants:  SARS has issued a specific guide to assist municipalities 
meeting their VAT obligations – VAT 419 Guide for Municipalities.  To assist 
municipalities accessing this guide it has been placed on the National Treasury 
website at: http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Guidelines/Pages/default.aspx; 

3. Interest received and reclaimed VAT in respect of conditional grants:  Municipalities 
are reminded that in MFMA Circular 48, National Treasury determined that: 

 Interest received on conditional grant funds must be treated as ‘own revenue’ and 
its use by the municipality is not subject to any special conditions; and 

 ‘Reclaimed VAT’ in respect of conditional grant expenditures must be treated as 
‘own revenue’ and its use by the municipality is not subject to any special 
conditions; 

4. Appropriation of conditional grants that are rolled over – As soon as a municipality 
receives written approval from National Treasury that its unspent conditional grants 
have been rolled-over it may proceed to spend such funds (refer to MFMA Circular 
No. 51 for other arrangements in this regard); 

5. Pledging of conditional grant transfers – the 2013 Division of Revenue Bill will contain 
a provision that allows municipalities to pledge their conditional grants.  The end date 
for the pledges is extended to 2015/16.  The process of application as set out in 
MFMA Circular 51 remains unchanged; 

6. Separate reporting for conditional grant roll-overs – National Treasury has put in place 
a separate template for municipalities to report on the spending of conditional grant 
roll-overs.  Municipalities are reminded that conditional grant funds can only be rolled-
over once, so if they remain unspent in the year in which they were rolled-over they 
MUST revert to the National Revenue Fund; 

7. Payment schedule – National Treasury has instituted an automated payment system 
of transfers to municipalities in order to ensure appropriate safety checks are put in 
place.  Only the National Treasury approved and verified primary banking details 
would be used for effecting transfers; and 

8. Conditional grant transfers/payments and the responsibilities of transferring and 
receiving authorities and the criteria for the rollover of conditional grants – It is 
important that the transfers applicable to municipalities’ are made transparent, and 
properly captured in the municipalities’’ budget. MFMA Circular No. 67 in this regard 
refers. The criteria for the rollover of conditional grants are referred to  MFMA Circular 
No. 51 for more information. 

 
 
 

http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Guidelines/Pages/default.aspx
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The Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations 
 

National Treasury has released Version 2.6 of Schedule A1 (the Excel Formats).  This 
version incorporates minor changes (see Annexure A).  Therefore ALL municipalities 
MUST use this version for the preparation of their 2014/15 Budget and MTREF. 
 
Download Version 2.6 of Schedule A1 by clicking HERE 
 
The Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations are designed to achieve a range of 
objectives, including improving the local government sphere’s ability to deliver services by 
facilitating improved financial sustainability and better medium term planning.  The regulations, 
formats and associated guides etc. are available on National Treasury’s website at: 
 

http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/RegulationsandGazettes/Pages/default.aspx 

 
All municipalities must prepare budgets in accordance with the regulations. 

Municipalities are reminded that the regulations apply to all municipalities and municipal 
entities as from 1 July 2009. 
 
All municipalities and municipal entities must prepare annual budgets, adjustments budgets 
and in-year reports for the 2014/15 financial year in accordance with the Municipal Budget and 
Reporting Regulations.  In this regard, municipalities must comply with both: 
 

 The formats set out in the Schedules to the Municipal Budget and Reporting 
Regulations; and 

 The relevant attachments to each of the Schedules (the Excel Formats). 
 
If a municipality fails to prepare its budget, adjustments budget and in-year reports in 
accordance with the relevant formats, actions the National Treasury will take include: 
 

 The municipality will be required to resubmit their documentation in the regulated 
format by a date determined by the National Treasury; 

 The municipality’s non-compliance with the required formats will be reported to the 
Auditor-General; and 

 A list of municipalities that fail to comply with the required formats will be tabled in 
Parliament and the provincial legislatures. 

 
Assistance with the compilation of budgets 

If you require advice with the compilation of your budgets, the budget documents or Schedule 
A1 please direct your enquiries as follows: 

http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/RegulationsandGazettes/Municipal%20Budget%20and%20Reporting%20Regulations/Pages/default.aspx
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/RegulationsandGazettes/Pages/default.aspx
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Responsible NT 
officials 

Tel. No. Email 

Eastern Cape Templeton Phogole 

Matjatji Mashoeshoe 

Kgothatso Matlala 

012-315 5044 

012-315 6567 

012-315 5005 

Templeton.Phogole@treasury.gov.za 

Matjatji.Mashoeshoe@treasury.gov.za 

Kgothatso.Matlala@treasury.gov.za 

Free State Vincent Malepa 

Kgomotso Baloyi 

012-315 5539 

012-315 5866 

Vincent.Malepa@treasury.gov.za 

Kgomotso.Baloyi@treasury.gov.za 

Gauteng Nozipho Molikoe 

Thabang Manaka 

012-395 5662 

012-395 6557 

Nozipho.Molikoe@treasury.gov.za 

Thabang.Manaka@treasury.gov.za 

KwaZulu-Natal Bernard Mokgabodi 

Johan Botha 

012-315 5936 

012-315 5171 

Bernard.Mokgabodi@treasury.gov.za 

Johan.Botha@treasury.gov.za 

Limpopo Una Rautenbach 

Sifiso Mabaso 

012-315 5700 

012-315 5952 

Una.Rautenbach@treasury.gov.za 

Sifiso.Mabaso@treasury.gov.za 

Mpumalanga Jordan Maja 

Anthony Moseki 

012-315 5663 

012-315 5174 

Jordan.Maja@treasury.gov.za 

Anthony.Moseki@treasury.gov.za 

Northern Cape  Willem Voigt 

Mandla Gilimani 

012-315 5830 

012-315 5807 

Willem.Voigt@treasury.gov.za 

Mandla.Gilimani@treasury.gov.za 

North West Sadesh Ramjathan 

Lindiwe Ngcongwane 

012-315 5101 

012-315 5357 

Sadesh.Ramjathan@treasury.gov.za 

Lindiwe.Ngcongwane@treasury.gov.za 

Western Cape Vuyo Mbunge 

Kevin Bell 

012-315 5661 

012-315 5725 

Vuyo.Mbunge@treasury.gov.za 

Kevin.Bell@treasury.gov.za 

Technical issues 
with Excel 
formats 

Ilze Baron 

 

012-395 6742 

 

Ilze.Baron@treasury.gov.za 

 

 

End to the phasing in of formats and tables 

This will be the fifth year that all municipalities are required to prepare their annual budgets in 
accordance with the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations.  National Treasury 
therefore expects all municipalities to provide a complete set of information in their annual 
budget tables, as well as the supporting tables (Schedule A1).  All municipalities are once 
again reminded that the tabled budget including all supporting documents and completed A1 
Schedule of the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations must be submitted to the 
National Treasury and respective provincial treasuries prior to the budget and benchmarking 
exercise. 
 
National Treasury, working with the provincial treasuries, will carry out a compliance check 
and where municipalities have not provided complete information, the budgets will be referred 
back to the municipalities, and an appropriate letter will be addressed to the Mayor and 
municipal manager.  Municipal managers are reminded that the annual budget must be 
accompanied by a ‘quality certificate’ in accordance with the format set out in item 31 of 
Schedule A in the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations. 
 
Consolidated budgets and reports for municipalities with entities 

A municipality that has one or more municipal entities is required to produce: 

 An annual budget, adjustment budgets and monthly financial statements for the parent 
municipality in the relevant formats; and 

 A consolidated annual budget, adjustments budgets and monthly financial statements 
for the parent municipality and all its municipal entities in the relevant formats. 

 

mailto:Templeton.Phogole@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Matjatji.Mashoeshoe@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Ansie.Myburgh@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Vincent.Malepa@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Kgomotso.Baloyi@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Nozipho.Molikoe@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Thabang.Manaka@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Bernard.Mokgabodi@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Johan.Botha@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Bernard.Mokgabodi@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Sifiso.Mabaso@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Jordan.Maja@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Anthony.Moseki@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Willem.Voigt@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Mandla.Gilimani@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Sadesh.Ramjathan@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Willem.Voigt@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Vuyo.Mbunge@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Kevin.Bell@treasury.gov.za
mailto:Ilze.Baron@treasury.gov.za
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In addition, the A Schedule that the municipality submits to National Treasury must be the 
consolidated budget for the municipality (plus entities) and not the budget of the parent 
municipality. 
 
This is to ensure that there is consistency of reporting both across municipalities, but also in 
respect of the individual municipality with municipal entities. 
 
Completion of service delivery information on Table A10 

Similar to the previous budget compilation process, municipalities are reminded that Table 
A10 is becoming an increasingly important source of information on actual service delivery 
and service delivery backlogs.  During the assessment of the 2013/14 budgets and MTREF’s, 
it was observed that the information provided in this Table A10 lacks credibility and 
compromises transparency and accountability of the entire budget process. 

 
It is therefore important for each municipality to ensure its information is up-to-date and 
accurate.  In addition, during the assessment of the 2014/15 budgets and MTREF’s specific 
attention will be given to Table A10 by National Treasury and all respective provincial 
treasuries.  Municipalities are advised to give particular attention with the completion of Table 
A10 in ensuring the information accurately depicts the actual position of the municipality.  In 
completing Table A10 care must be given to the unit of measure i.e. kilolitres, kilowatt-hour 
etc. 
 
2014/15 MTREF budget verification process – Asset management return (AM) 

The budget verification exercise involves the reconciliation between the hard copy of the 
budget adopted by Council with the electronic Schedule A budget document (tables) and 
return forms submitted to the National Treasury which must contain the same 
information/numbers.  The following figure graphically represents this process. 

 

 

 
In addition to the verification of the MTREF budget, all previous year’s figures should also be 
correctly aligned with the audited financial statements of the municipality and any restatement 
of figures. 
 
In addition most municipalities struggled with the completion of the Asset Management (AM) 
return.  The AM return is an extension of the information on Appendix B – Analysis of property, 
plant and equipment and the relevant notes to the AFS.  Municipalities’ difficulty in completing 
this return is likely due to lack of proper asset registers and incorrect reporting in the AFS. 

 

The reconciliation of the AM return starts with an opening value which is the carrying value of 
assets for the previous financial year.  The carrying value is the difference between the 
cost/revaluation minus accumulated depreciation.  Information that should be added is new 
and replaced capital for the financial year.  The information included in these columns must be 
exactly the same per line item as the information disclosed on the Table A9 (Asset 
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Management) with the same information duplicated on the Capital acquisition form (CA); these 
need to reconcile.  It will only be the CA form and information on new and replaced assets that 
will be transferred to the AM form for reconciliation purposes and not the information on the 
AM return.  The reconciliation of all the above is therefore imperative. 

 

The accumulated depreciation should be correctly calculated.  The accumulated depreciation 
will be the accumulated depreciation for the previous financial year plus the depreciation for 
the current year.  The closing total or carrying value is a reconciliation of the opening value 
(carrying value) plus the purchase of new and renewal of assets minus disposals and 
accumulated depreciation. 

 

Municipalities must test the above reconciliation before completion of the asset register 
summary on Table A9 (Asset management).  Finally the closing balance in any financial year 
should be the opening balance for the next financial year. 
 
MBRR issues dealt with in previous MFMA Circulars 

Municipalities are reminded to refer to MFMA Circulars No. 48, 51, 54, 55 with regards to the 
following issues: 
 

1. Budgeting for revenue and ‘revenue foregone’ – The ‘realistically anticipated revenues 
to be collected’ that must be reflected on the Budgeted Statement of Financial 
Performance (Tables A2, A3 and A4) must exclude ‘revenue foregone’.  The definition 
of ‘revenue foregone’ and how it is distinguished from ‘transfers and grants’ are 
discussed in MFMA Circular No. 51; 

2. Preparing and amending budget related policies – Information on all budget related 
policies and any amendments to such policies must be included in the municipality’s 
annual budget document (refer to MFMA Circular No. 54); and 

3. 2013/14 MTREF Funding Compliance Assessment – All municipalities are required to 
perform the funding compliance assessment outlined in MFMA Funding Compliance 
Guideline and to include the relevant information outlined in MFMA Circular 55 in their 
2012/13 budgets (refer to MFMA Circular No. 55). 

 
 

Budget process and submissions for the 2014/15 MTREF 
 
Over the past number of years there have been significant improvements in municipal budget 
processes.  Municipalities are encouraged to continue their efforts to improve their budget 
processes based on the guidance provided in previous MFMA Circulars. 
 
Once more, municipalities are reminded that the IDP review process and the budget process 
should be combined into a single process. 
 
Submitting budget documentation and schedules for 2014/15 MTREF 

To facilitate oversight of compliance with Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations, 
accounting officers are reminded that: 
 

 Section 22(b)(i) of the MFMA requires that immediately after an annual budget is 
tabled in a municipal council it must be submitted to the National Treasury and the 
relevant provincial treasury in both printed and electronic formats.  The deadline for 
such submissions is Tuesday, 15 April 2014; and 
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 Section 24(3) of the MFMA, read together with regulation 20(1), requires that the 
approved annual budget must be submitted within ten working days after the council 
has approved the annual budget.  So if the council only approves the annual budget on 
30 June 2014, the final date for such a submission is Monday, 14 July 2014, otherwise 
an earlier date applies. 

 
The municipal manager must submit: 
 

 the budget documentation as set out in Schedule A of the Municipal Budget and 
Reporting Regulations, including the main Tables (A1 - A10) and all the supporting 
tables (SA1 – SA37) in both printed and electronic format; 

 the draft service delivery and budget implementation plan in both printed and electronic 
format; 

 in the case of approved budgets, the council resolution; 

 Signed Quality Certificate as prescribed in the Municipal Budget and Reporting 
Regulations; and 

 Signed Budget Locking Certificate as found on the website. 
 
Municipalities are required to send electronic versions of documents and the A1 schedule to 
lgdocuments@treasury.gov.za. 

 

If the budget documents are too large to be sent via email (exceeds 4MB) please submit to 
lgbigfiles@gmail.com; any problems experienced in this regard can be made with Elsabe 
Rossouw (email: Elsabe.Rossouw@treasury.gov.za). 

Municipalities are required to send printed submissions of their budget documents and council 
resolution to: 

For couriered documents For posted documents 

Ms Linda Kruger 

National Treasury 

40 Church Square 

Pretoria, 0002 

Ms Linda Kruger 

National Treasury 

Private Bag X115 

Pretoria, 0001 

 

After receiving tabled budgets, National Treasury will complete a compliance checklist.  This 
checklist will indicate the level of compliance to the Municipal Budget and Reporting 
Regulations.  A copy of the checklist will be sent to the municipality in order to facilitate 
improvements in the quality of tabled and approved budgets.  Please review the municipality’s 
performance last year, and ensure that the gaps are addressed. 

 
In addition, the National Treasury and provincial treasuries will be conducting benchmark 
budget hearings on the municipalities’ tabled budgets during April and early May 2014 to 
assess whether the budgets are realistic, sustainable and relevant, and the extent to which 
they are funded in accordance with the requirements of the MFMA.  In this regard, National 
Treasury will communicate further with the non-delegated municipalities, while the provincial 
treasuries will communicate with their respective delegated municipalities. 
 
Budget reform returns to the Local Government Database for publication 

For publication purposes, municipalities are still required to use the Budget Reform Returns to 
upload budget and monthly expenditure to the National Treasury Local Government 
Database.  All municipalities must have already migrated to using the aligned version of the 
electronic returns.  All returns are to be sent to lgdatabase@treasury.gov.za. 

mailto:lgdocuments@treasury.gov.za
mailto:lgbigfiles@gmail.com
mailto:Elsabe.Rossouw@treasury.gov.za
mailto:lgdatabase@treasury.gov.za
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The new aligned electronic returns may be downloaded from National Treasury’s website at 
the following link: http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Return_Forms/Pages/default.aspx. 
 

Dealing with reporting inconsistencies 

In achieving reporting consistency across all municipalities’ the following needs to be give 
specific attention: 
 

 Reporting on property rates and revenue foregone 
When reporting Property Rates on the electronic returns submitted to 
lgdatabase@treasury.gov.za, municipalities are required to do so in the GFS function 
“Budget and Treasury Office” to promote consistent reporting by all municipalities.  
Revenue forgone must be divided into the 4 GFS functions (Water, Electricity, Waste 
Management and Waste Water Management) as well as Property rates (in the BTO 
function) and accounted for on supporting Table A1 of the MBRR. 

 

 Tariffs 
Municipalities are required to complete supporting Tables SA13a and SA13b and 
Table SA14.  It is the intention of National Treasury to assess and analyse this 
information across all municipalities going forward.  In addition, this information will be 
incorporated into the next Local Government Budget and Expenditure Review. 

 
Publication of budgets on municipal websites 

In terms of section 75 of the MFMA all municipalities are required to publish their tabled 
budgets, adopted budgets, annual reports (containing audited annual financial statements) 
and other relevant information on the municipality’s website.  This will aid in promoting public 
accountability and good governance. 
 

All relevant documents mentioned in this circular are available on the National Treasury 
website, http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Pages/Default.aspx.  Municipalities are encouraged to 
visit it regularly as documents are regularly added / updated on the website. 

 
 

Contact 
 

 

Post Private Bag X115, Pretoria 0001 

Phone 012 315 5009 

Fax 012 395 6553 

Website http://www.treasury.gov.za/default.aspx  

  

 
 
 
 

JH Hattingh 
Chief Director: Local Government Budget Analysis 
4 December 2013 

http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Return_Forms/Pages/default.aspx
mailto:lgdatabase@treasury.gov.za
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.treasury.gov.za/default.aspx
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Annexure A – Changes to Schedule A1 – the ‘Excel formats’ 
 

As noted above, National Treasury has released Version 2.6 of Schedule A1 (the Excel 
Formats).  It incorporates the following changes: 

 

 

 

No. Sheet Amendment Reason 

1 SA8 Amended formula in line 
18 

Accurate reflection of the current or budget collection rate 

2 SA8  Allowance for water and 
electricity losses in 
percentage terms 

Assist data gathering for mid-year assessment purposes 

3 SA9 Column heading replaced 
to reflect  Census 2011 
results 

Census 2011 data was made available to municipalities in 
March 2013. 

4 SA16 Allowance for 
withdrawals out of and 
sinking funds into existing 
investments.  

Alignment to the IM return form 

5 SA13a  Amended to reflect rate in 
the Rand to four decimal 
places 

Municipalities were unable to capture figures less than zero 
accurately 

6 SA29 ‘Sources of Finance’ 
added 

Alignment of monthly capital expenditure budget to total capital 
expenditure as reported on sheet A5 
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Annexure B – Accounting treatment for non-revenue water and 
electricity 

 
1. Purchase of water: 

 

Dt Cr

R R

Date Description Ref Amount Date Description Ref Amount
Purchase of Water 

(100000kl @ R2kl) 1 200 000.00R   

Cost of water billed 

(80000kl @ R2kl) 4 160 000.00R   
Water - Technical Losses 

(2% of Purchases @ R2kl) 5 4 000.00R        
Cost of Free basic Water 

(10000kl @ R2kl) 6 20 000.00R     

Water: Non-Technical 

Losses (8000kl @ R2kl) 7 16 000.00R     

200 000.00R   200 000.00R   

-R                 -R                 

200 000.00R   200 000.00R   

Balance Balance

Water Inventory (B/S)

 
 

Water is purchased from a supplier at R2 per kl (Cost Price) and the amount of water 

purchased was 100 000kl.  The account transaction is accounted for directly to inventory 

for water by debiting the “Water Inventory” and crediting the “Supplier” with the actual cost 

as per invoice.  The debit to the “water inventory account” may also include water 

purification costs (the total cost of inventory may include costs in addition to the actual 

bulk purchase). 

 

2. Payment of Supplier: 

 

Dt Cr

Date Description Ref Amount Date Description Ref Amount

Payment of Supplier 2 200 000.00R   

Purchase of Water 

(100000kl @ R2kl) 1 200 000.00R   

200 000.00R   200 000.00R   

-R                 -R                 

200 000.00R   200 000.00R   

Balance Balance

Supplier (B/S)
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Dt Cr

Date Description Ref Amount Date Description Ref Amount

Payment of Supplier 2 200 000.00R   

-R                 200 000.00R   

Balance 200 000.00R   -R                 

200 000.00R   200 000.00R   

Balance 200 000.00R   

Bank Account (B/S)

 
 

The payment of the “Supplier” is a normal payment by crediting the “Bank” and debiting 

the “Supplier” with the full amount as per invoice/account. 

 

3. Billing of water: 

 

Dt Cr

Date Description Ref Amount Date Description Ref Amount
Bill water Sales (80000kl 

@ R3kl) 3 240 000.00R   

-R                 240 000.00R   

Balance 240 000.00R   -R                 

240 000.00R   240 000.00R   

Balance 240 000.00R   

Water Sales Revenue (Income 

Statement)

 
 

Dt Cr

Date Description Ref Amount Date Description Ref Amount
Bill Water Sales (80000kl 

@ R3 kl) 3 240 000.00R   

240 000.00R   -R                 

-R                 Balance 240 000.00R   

240 000.00R   240 000.00R   

Balance 240 000.00R   

Customers (B/S)

 
 

Billing is taken place and 80 000kl are billed against debtor accounts at an escalated price 

of R3 per kl. The amount of R240 000 is debited against the consumer debtor accounts and 

the revenue for “water Sales” are credited. 
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4. Cost of the billed water: 

 

Dt Cr

Date Description Ref Amount Date Description Ref Amount
COS water billed 

(80000kl @ R2kl) 4 160 000.00R   

160 000.00R   -R                 

-R                 Balance 160 000.00R   

160 000.00R   160 000.00R   

Balance 160 000.00R   

Cost of Sales - Water Billed 

(Expensed)

 
 

The amount of water taken from stock to be sold by way of the billing must now be taken 

from stock and be expensed at the cost price. The next step is to debit the expense 

account “Cost of Sales – Water Billed” at the cost price of R2 for 80 000kl. The amount of 

R160 000 is then credited against the “Water Inventory” account. 

 

5. Water non-revenue technical losses: 

 

Dt Cr

Date Description Ref Amount Date Description Ref Amount

Water - Technical Losses 

(2% of Purchases @ R2kl) 5 4 000.00R        

4 000.00R        -R                 

-R                 Balance 4 000.00R        

4 000.00R        4 000.00R        

Balance 4 000.00R        

Water Non-Revenue - 

Technical Losses (Expenditure)

 
 

The next step is to journalise the water non-revenue technical losses in terms of national 

norms and standards. The norm for water technical loss is between 2% and 3%. The 

example uses 2% calculated on the amount of water purchased from the Supplier. It 

calculated 2 000kl @ R2 per kl, which amounts to R4 000. The amount is debited against 

the expenditure line item “Water non-revenue – Technical losses” and credited against the 

“Water Inventory”. 
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6. Cost of free basic water (If a tariff is not linked to it): 

 

Dt Cr

Date Description Ref Amount Date Description Ref Amount

Cost of Free basic Water 

(10000kl @ R2kl) 6 20 000.00R     

20 000.00R     -R                 

-R                 Balance 20 000.00R     

20 000.00R     20 000.00R     

Balance 20 000.00R     

Cost of free Water Services 

(Expenditure)

 
 

The next step is to calculate the cost of free basic water at the cost price. This is only 

applicable in cases where the free basic services for water are not charged in terms of the 

water consumption tariff. The cost of the water is calculated by multiplying the amount of 

water (kl) that was provided as free basic water times the cost price. The amount of 

R20 000 is debited against the expense line item “Water – Cost of free basic services” and 

credited against the “Water Inventory”. 

 

7. Accounting for the non-technical losses (unaccounted for water): 

 

Dt Cr

Date Description Ref Amount Date Description Ref Amount
Water: Non-Technical 

Losses (8000kl @ R2kl) 7 16 000.00R     

16 000.00R     -R                 

-R                 Balance 16 000.00R     

16 000.00R     16 000.00R     

Balance 16 000.00R     

Water non-revenue - Non-

Technical Losses (Expenditure)

 
 

The only transaction that is left is the writing off of the non-technical losses. The 

authorisation for this is an actual council resolution and it should be accounted for at cost 

price. The R16 000 (which is the 8 000kl @ R2) is debited against the expense “Water non-

revenue: Non-Technical Losses” and is credited against the “Water Inventory”. 
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Uniform Financial Ratios and Norms  
 
The purpose of this Circular is to provide a set of uniform key financial ratios and norms 
suitable and applicable to municipalities and municipal entities.  Section 216 (1)(c) of the 
Constitution and section 2 of the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) enable 
National Treasury to introduce uniform treasury norms and standards to ensure sound and 
sustainable management of fiscal and financial affairs of municipalities and municipal 
entities.  
 
A number of institutions currently use a variety of financial ratios and norms to assess and 
compare the financial health and performance of municipalities.  Municipalities also use 
different financial ratios and norms to assess their own performance and set benchmarks for 
improvement to be measured over time.  Results of our research show that there are in 
excess of two hundred different sets of financial ratios, with different derivatives used to 
assess municipality’s financial status.  This results in conflicting interpretation, inconsistent 
application and misunderstanding of the financial status of a municipality, often with incorrect 
diagnosis of the challenges and therefore inappropriate responses. 
 
This Circular aims to bring consistency in interpretation and application of certain financial 
information using standardised financial ratios.  It is important that any one of these ratios 
should not be read in isolation of one another, as this could lead to distortions in 
interpretation.  Ideally, a number of interrelated ratios should be analysed together in order 
to get a broader picture of a municipality’s or municipal entity’s financial performance.  When 
used in a combined manner analysis of different ratios will provide policy makers and the 
public with a very good sense of the financial status of the municipality and its entity.  This 
Circular will also assist in municipalities being able to identify areas of financial management 
that need constant monitoring and improvement. 
 
The Circular addresses different categories of ratios norms, interpretation and covers 
various aspects of a municipality’s finances, such as financial position, financial performance 
and budget implementation, so that these can be used as part of in-year and end of year 
analysis.  This will also aid in long-term financial planning and can be used to track progress 
over a number of years.  Each ratio is explained to remove ambiguity and misinterpretation.  
The source of such information is also explained in the annexures to this Circular.  Norms or 
standards have been assigned to each financial ratio, which are explained later in this 
Circular.   
 

Categorisation Financial Ratios, Formulas, Norms 
and Interpretation 
 

Categorisation 
 
In order to perform a holistic financial analysis of a municipality or municipal entity all 

financial aspects of the institution should be considered. Ratios are divided into various 
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categories to address the different financial aspects and operations of a municipality or 

municipal entity. 

 

1) Financial Position  

 

2) Financial Performance 

 

3) Budget Implementation 

 

Financial Ratios, Formulas, Norms and 
Interpretation 

 

The ratios presented in this Circular are categorised in accordance with the previous section, 

and are presented in further detail to include the following: 

 

 Purpose/ description of the Financial Ratio; 

 Formula to be Used; 

 Norms per Ratio; and 

 Interpretation of Ratio Analysis Results. 

 

Tables that provide a summary of the financial ratios, formulas, data source and norms are 

presented in Annexure 1. 

 

1. FINANCIAL POSITION 

 

A. Asset Management 

 

1. Capital Expenditure to Total Expenditure 

 

Purpose/Description of the Ratio 

 

This Ratio is used to assess the level of Capital Expenditure to Total Expenditure, 

which indicates the prioritisation of expenditure towards current operations versus 

future capacity in terms of Municipal Services. 

 

Formula 

 

Total Capital Expenditure / Total Expenditure (Total Operating Expenditure + Capital 

Expenditure) × 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm range between 10% and 20%  
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Interpretation of Results 

 

When assessing the level of Investment in Assets, a ratio less than 10% reflects 

lower spending by the municipality in infrastructure and holds potential risks to 

service delivery.  A ratio of more than 20% reflects higher spending on infrastructure 

and acceleration in service delivery, but could also hold financial sustainability risks if 

the infrastructure do not include both economic (revenue generating) and social type 

infrastructure.  

 

The environment of the municipality should be considered when assessing the level 

of Investment in Assets.  A municipality that has already invested in assets to 

address service delivery backlogs, would be required to maintain and improve such 

service levels, and therefore the percentage of spending allocated to new assets 

may not be significant higher.  

 

On the other hand a municipality where the infrastructure and level of services 

provided is low and the associated expenditure is also low, the percentage of 

investment in new assets to total expenditure would be significantly higher.   

 

The results from this ratio should be read together with the results from the analysis 

of the funding mix for capital expenditure.  

 

It is critical that capital expenditure is largely directed toward service delivery 

infrastructure and not administrative assets. 

 

2. Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment and Investment Property and 
Intangible Assets (Carrying Value) 

 

Purpose/ Description of the Ratio 

 

Asset impairment refers to the loss in future economic benefits or service potential of 

an asset, over and above the systematic recognition of the loss of the asset’s future 

economic benefits or service potential through depreciation.  

 

This implies that the utilisation of assets did not deliver the value or service levels 

envisaged when approval was originally obtained for procuring the assets.  When the 

approval is obtained to invest in Property, Plant and Equipment or Intangible Assets 

by the Municipality or Municipal Entity, the value should be realised through 

utilisation and reflected as Depreciation and not through unexpected losses due the 

Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment or Intangible Assets.  Impairment is 

therefore unexpected and only detected when the assessment for Impairment is 

performed as per the requirements of the applicable GRAP standards.  It is therefore 

not planned for or expected and will not be budgeted. 
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Formula 

 

Property, Plant and Equipment + Investment Property + Intangible Assets 

Impairment/ (Total Property, Plant and Equipment + Investment Property + Intangible 

Assets) x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is 0% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

The purpose of the Ratio is to indicate the percentage of Impairments compared to 

the Carrying Value of the Assets; a ratio above 0% reflects a risk in service delivery 

and therefore corrective measures should be implemented.  

 

3. Repairs and Maintenance as a % of Property, Plants and Equipment and 
Investment Property (Carrying Value) 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio measures the level of repairs and maintenance to ensure adequate 

maintenance to prevent breakdowns and interruptions to service delivery.  Repairs 

and maintenance of municipal assets is required to ensure the continued provision of 

services.  

 

Formula 

 

Total Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure / Property, Plant and Equipment and 

Investment Property (Carrying Value) x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is 8% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio below the norm is a reflection that insufficient monies are being spent on 

repairs and maintenance to the extent that it could increase impairment of useful 

assets.  

 

An increasing expenditure trend may be indicative of high asset-usage levels, which 

can prematurely require advanced levels of Repairs and Maintenance or a need for 

Asset Renewal / Replacements.  Also, should an increasing expenditure trend 

suddenly drop to lower levels without an increase in the fixed asset value, this may 

be indicative of challenges in spending patterns.  This may also indicates that the 

Municipality is experiencing cash flow problems and therefore unable to spend at 
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appropriate levels on its repairs to existing assets or purchase of new assets thus 

impacting negatively on service delivery.   

 

B. Debtors Management 

 

1. Collection Rate 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio indicates the collection rate; i.e. level of payments.  It measures increases or 

decreases in Debtors relative to annual billed revenue.  In addition, in order to determine 

the real collection rate bad debts written-off is taken into consideration. 

 

Formula 

 

Gross Debtors Opening Balance + Billed Revenue – Gross Debtors Closing Balance - 

Bad Debts Written Off) / Billed Revenue x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is 95% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

Assessing the Collection Ratio will provide an indication of the performance against a 

number of areas, for example: 

 

 Quality of Credit Control -  ensuring that what is billed is collected; and 

 Quality of Revenue Management - the ability to set affordable tariffs and bill correctly.  

 

If the ratio is below the norm this is an indication that revenue collection of the 

municipality requires urgent attention and corrective measures should be implemented. 

A municipality with outstanding debtors should aim at achieving a collection rate of more 

than 100%.  The results from this ratio should be viewed along with results from the age 

analysis and net debtor’s day’s ratio. 

 

2. Bad Debts Written-off as % of the  Bad Debt Provision 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio compares the value of Bad Debts Written-off on Consumer Debtors to Bad 

Debts Provided for Consumer Debtors to ensure that the Provision for Bad Debts is 

sufficient. 
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Formula 

 

Bad Debts Written-off (Period under review)/ Provision for Bad Debt (Period under 

review x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is 100% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

Municipality should only write-off Bad Debts already provided for and, if the results are 

less than 100%, it should be ideally due to the recoverability of debtors.  When 100% is 

exceeded, it indicates that the Municipality had not previously identified the Debtor/s as 

having the potential for defaults, which could indicate weakness in calculation of the 

Provision for Bad Debt, the methodology used and/or poor credit control processes. 

 

3. Net Debtors Days 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio reflects the collection period. Net Debtor Days refers to the average number of 

days required for a Municipality or Municipal Entity to receive payment from its 

Consumers for bills/invoices issued to them for services. 

 

The Ratio exclude balances for Debtors, which the Municipality or Municipal Entity has 

assessed as potentially irrecoverable, and is also a good indication of the effectiveness 

of credit control procedures within the Municipality or Municipal Entity as well as the 

extent to which the Municipality or Municipal Entity has provided for Doubtful Debts. 

 

Formula 

 

((Gross Debtors - Bad Debt Provision) / Billed Revenue)) × 365 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is 30 Days 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

This Ratio adjusts for Municipality’s who have had significant write-offs of Irrecoverable 

Debtor balances in the Gross Debtors Days analysis as it only assesses the 

performance of collectable Debtors.  In addition, it provides an indication of the quality of 

credit control policy, effectiveness of the implementation thereof and quality of revenue 

management.  If the ratio is above the norm, this indicates that the Municipality is 

exposed to significant Cash Flow risk.  This is also an indication that the municipality is 

experiencing challenges in the collection of outstanding amounts due to it.  In addition, 
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this indicates that a significant amount of potential cash is tied up in consumer debtors 

and the municipality must improve its revenue and cash flow management. 

 

C. Liquidity Management 

 

1. Cash/ Cost Coverage Ratio (Excluding Unspent Conditional Grants) 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio indicates the Municipality's or Municipal Entity’s ability to meet at least its 

monthly fixed operating commitments from cash and short-term investment without 

collecting any additional revenue, during that month. 

 

The Ratio is adjusted for Unspent Conditional Grants as the cash is not available for 

normal Municipal day-to-day operational expenditure but rather reserved for Grant 

related expenditure. 

 

Formula 

 

((Cash and Cash Equivalents - Unspent Conditional Grants - Overdraft) + Short Term 

Investment) / Monthly Fixed Operational Expenditure excluding (Depreciation, 

Amortisation, and Provision for Bad Debts, Impairment and Loss on Disposal of Assets)). 

 

Norm 

 

The norm range between 1 month to 3 months.  

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

If a municipality has a ratio below the norm it would be vulnerable and at a higher risk in 

the event of financial “shocks/set-backs” and its ability to meet its obligations to provide 

basic services or its financial commitment is compromised.  The results from this ratio 

should be viewed along with results from analysis on Debtor Management to fully assess 

Cash Flow Risk.  The more cash reserves a municipality or municipal entity has available 

the lower the risk of it being unable to fund monthly fixed operational expenditure and to 

continue rendering services.  

 

2. Current Ratio  

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio is used to assess the Municipality’s or Municipal Entity’s ability to pay back its 

Short-term Liabilities (Debt and Payables) with its Short-term Assets (Cash, Inventory, 

Receivables). 
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Formula 

 

Current Assets / Current Liabilities 

 

Norm 

 

The norm range between 1.5 to 2 :1  

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

The higher the current Ratio, the more capable the Municipality or Municipal Entity will 

be to pay its current or short-term obligations and provide for a risk cover to enable it to 

continue operations at desired levels.  A financial ratio under 1 suggests that the 

Municipality or Municipal Entity would be unable to pay all its current or short-term 

obligations if they fall due at any specific point. 

 

If current liabilities exceed current assets, it highlights serious financial challenges and 

likely liquidity problems i.e. insufficient cash to meet short-term financial obligations.  

Current assets must therefore be increased to appropriately cover current liabilities 

otherwise there is a risk that non-current assets will need to be liquidated to settle 

current liabilities. 

 

D. Liability Management 

 

1. Capital Cost (Interest Paid and Redemption) as a % of Total Operating Expenditure 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio indicates the cost required to service the borrowing. It assesses the Borrowing 

or Payment obligation expressed as a percentage of Total Operating Expenditure.  

 

Formula 

 

Capital Cost (Interest Paid and Redemption) / Total Operating Expenditure x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is between 6% to 8% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

Operating below the Norm could indicate that the Municipality has the capacity to take on 

additional financing from borrowing to invest in infrastructure projects or it could relate to 

cash flow problems where it is unable to access borrowed funds or the funding decisions 

of the municipality impacts of these levels.  On the other hand, exceeding the Norm 

could pose a risk to the Municipality should changes or fluctuations in financing costs 

arise. 
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When assessing this ratio, the cash flow requirements of the Municipality or Municipal 

Entity should also be considered. 

 

2. Debt (Total Borrowings)/ Total Operating Revenue 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio indicates the extent of Total Borrowings in relation to Total Operating 

Revenue.  It indicates short and long term debt financing relative to operating revenue of 

the municipality. 

 

The purpose of the Ratio is to provide assurance that sufficient Revenue will be 

generated to repay Liabilities.  Alternatively stated, the Ratio indicates the affordability of 

the Total Borrowings. 

 

Formula 

 

Debt (Short Term Borrowing + Bank Overdraft + Short Term Lease + Long Term 

Borrowing + Long Term Lease) / Total Operating Revenue - Operating Conditional Grant 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is 45%  

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

If the result of the Ratio analysis indicates less than 45% then the Municipality still has 

capacity to take increase funding from borrowings, however, this should be considered 

within the cash flow requirements of the Municipality or Municipal Entity.  

 

E. Sustainability 

 

1. Level of Cash Backed Reserves (Net Assets - Accumulated Surplus) 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio measures the extent to which the Other Reserves, which are required to be 

cash backed are actually backed by Cash Reserves. 

 

Formula 

 

(Cash and Cash Equivalents - Bank Overdraft + Short Term Investment + Long Term 

Investment - Unspent Conditional Grants) / (Net Assets - Accumulated Surplus – Non 

Controlling Interest – Share Premium – Share Capital – Fair Value Adjustment – 

Revaluation Reserve) 
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Norm 

 

The norm is 100%  

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

If a Municipality or Municipal Entity has less than 100% Cash Reserves it could 

negatively impact the Municipality’s or Municipal Entity ability to comply with the 

conditions for creating the Reserves and on its ability to fund current and future 

operations. 

 

2. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

 

A. Efficiency 

 

1. Net Operating Surplus Margin 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio assesses the extent to which the Municipality generates Operating Surpluses. 

 

Formula 

 

(Total Operating Revenue – Total Operating Expenditure)/ Total Operating Revenue x 

100% 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is equal to or greater than 0% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

Municipalities should at least recover operational costs for the services being delivered.  

In addition, a ratio which is greater than 0% will enable the municipality to generate a 

surplus which will assist to contribute towards its capital funding requirements.  If the 

result is less than 0% it implies that the municipality is operating at a deficit and 

measures must be implemented to address this situation to ensure sustainable service 

delivery.  In a case of an operating deficit it is critical to ascertain the extent to which the 

accounting policy, i.e. revaluation method has impacted on the calculations to avoid any 

distortions in interpretation of the outcome.  Refer to Circular 58 section 4.3 regarding 

revaluation in terms of GRAP 17 and treatment of depreciation and GRAP 24. 

 

2. Net Surplus /Deficit Electricity 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio measures the extent to which the municipality generates surplus or deficit in 

rendering electricity service.  The purpose of the Ratio is to determine the contribution 
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made by the provision of Electricity Services, being one of the major functions of a 

municipality.  

 

Formula 

 

Total Electricity Revenue less Total Electricity Expenditure /Total Electricity Revenue x 

100% 

 

Norm 

 

The Norm range between 0% and 15% 

 

It should be noted that this norm will be superseded by sector determinations from time 

to time, as other regulatory bodies address the appropriate level of tariffs and surpluses. 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio below 0% depicts that electricity service is rendered at a deficit/loss and will be 

unsustainable if other revenue is not allocated to fund such services.  The results must 

be between the range to ensure services are sustainable and that all costs associated 

with the delivery of Electricity Services are at least recovered with a margin for future 

growth and/ or capital funding for electricity assets.  

 

3. Net Surplus / Deficit Water 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio measures the extent to which the municipality generates surplus or deficit in 

rendering water service.  The purpose of the Ratio is to determine the contribution made 

by the provision of water service being one of the major functions of a municipality.  

 

Formula 

 

Total Water Revenue less Total Water Expenditure / Total Water Revenue x 100% 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is equal to or greater than 0% and will be superseded by the sector 

determination from time to time, as other regulatory bodies address the appropriate level 

of tariffs, surpluses and subsidisation. 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio below 0% depicts that water service is rendered at a loss and unsustainable.  The 

results must not be below the norm so as to ensure that the Services are sustainable 

and that all costs associated with the delivery of Water Services are at least recovered 

with a margin for future growth and/ or capital funding for water assets.  
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4. Net Surplus /Deficit Refuse 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio measures the extent to which the municipality generates surplus or deficit in 

rendering refuse service.  The purpose of the Ratio is to determine the contribution made 

by the provision of refuse service being one of the major functions of a municipality.   

 

Formula 

 

Total Refuse Revenue less Total Refuse Expenditure /Total Refuse Revenue x 100% 

 

Norm 

 

The Norm is equal to or greater than 0% and will be superseded by the Sector 

determination from time to time, as other regulatory bodies address the appropriate level 

of tariffs, surpluses and subsidisation. 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio below 0% depicts that refuse service is rendered at a loss and unsustainable.  

The results must not be below the norm so as to ensure that the Services are 

sustainable and that all costs associated with the delivery of Refuse Services are at least 

recovered with a margin for future growth and/ or capital funding for Refuse assets.  

 

5. Net Surplus / Deficit Sanitation and Waste Water 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio measures the extent to which the municipality generates surplus or deficit in 

rendering sanitation and waste water service.  The purpose of the Ratio is to determine 

the contribution made by the provision of sanitation and waste water services being one 

of the major functions of a municipality.   

 

Formula 

 

Total Sanitation and Waste Water Revenue less Total Sanitation and Waste Water 

Expenditure / Total Sanitation and Waste Water Revenue x 100% 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is equal to or greater than 0% and will be superseded by the sector 

determination from time to time, as other regulatory bodies address the appropriate level 

of tariffs, surpluses and subsidisation. 
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Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio below 0% depicts that sanitation and waste water is rendered at a loss and 

unsustainable.  The results must not be below the norm so as to ensure that the 

Services are sustainable and that all costs associated with the delivery of sanitation and 

waste water are at least recovered with a margin for future growth and / or capital 

funding for assets.  

 

B. Distribution Losses 

 

1. Electricity Distribution Losses (Percentage) 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The purpose is to measure the percentage loss of potential revenue from Electricity 

Services through electricity units purchased and generated but not sold as a result of 

losses incurred through theft (illegal connections), non or inaccurate metering or 

wastage. It is expected that implementation of the free basic service policy is included in 

the calculation for sale of electricity. 

 

Formula 

 

(Number of Electricity Units Purchased and / or Generated - Number of Electricity Units 

Sold) / Number of Electricity Units Purchased and / or Generated) × 100 

 

Norm 

 

The Norm is between 7% and 10% and will be superseded by the sector determination. 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio below the norm depicts that electricity losses are well managed.  If the Ratio 

exceeds the norm it could indicate various challenges, for example, deteriorating 

electricity infrastructure or poor management of the networks, affecting the Municipality 

or Municipal Entity, which would require further analysis to determine the reasons for 

such losses. In addition, the root causes should be addressed. 

 

2. Water Distribution Losses (Percentage) 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The purpose of this ratio is to determine the percentage loss of potential revenue from 

water service through kilolitres of water purchased but not sold as a result of losses 

incurred through theft (illegal connections), non- or incorrect metering or wastage as a 

result of deteriorating water infrastructure.  It is expected that implementation of the free 

basic service policy is included in the calculation for sale of water.  
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Formula 

 

(Number of Kiloliters Water Purchased or Purified - Number of Kilolitres Water Sold) / 

Number of Kiloliters Water Purchased or Purified × 100 

 

Norm 

 

The Norm is between 15% and 30% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio within the norm depicts that water losses and water infrastructure are well 

managed.  If the Ratio exceeds the norm it could indicate various challenges, for 

example, ageing water infrastructure or poor management, affecting the Municipality or 

Municipal Entity, which would require further analysis and explanation to determine the 

reasons for such losses. In addition, the root causes should be addressed. 

 

C. Revenue Management 

 

1. Growth in Number of Active Consumer Accounts 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The ratio measures the actual growth in the Revenue base of the Municipality brought 

about by an increase in the Consumer base rather than tariff increases. 

 

Formula 

 

(Period under Review's Number of Active Debtor Accounts - Previous Period's Number 

of Active Debtor Accounts) / Previous Period Number of Active Debtor Accounts x 100 

 

Norm 

 

No Norm is currently being proposed for this Ratio but will be monitored and a 

determined in the future. Municipalities are requested to report on this aspect to its 

Council. 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

The results from this analysis will have to be taken into consideration when assessing 

the Growth in Revenue to determine the Real Growth in the Customer base vs growth 

due to tariff and inflationary adjustments.  Growth in number of active consumers 

indicates an increase in revenue base. 

 

Further, the impact of growth on the Indigent Base vs Growth in Paying Consumers 

should be assessed regularly as this must be used to inform Councils policy. 
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2. Revenue Growth (%) 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This Ratio measures the overall revenue growth.  In addition, this ratio will assist in 

determining if the increase in Expenditure will be funded by an increase in Revenue base 

or by some other means. 

 

Formula 

 

(Period Under Review's Total Revenue - Previous Period's Total Revenue) / Previous 

Period's Total Revenue) x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is at the rate of CPI 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

The Revenue Growth has to be assessed in conjunction with the growth in the Revenue 

base and number of consumer accounts to determine the real Growth in Revenue. 

 

3. Revenue Growth (%) - Excluding Capital Grants 

 

Purpose/Use of the Ratio 

 

This Ratio measures the overall Revenue Growth adjusted for Capital Grants. In 

addition, this ratio will assist in determining if the increase in Expenditure will be funded 

by the increased Revenue Base or by some other means. 

 

Formula 

 

((Period Under Review's Total Revenue Excluding Capital Grants - Previous Period's 

Total Revenue Excluding Capital Grants)/ Previous Period's Total Revenue Excluding 

Capital Grants) x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is at the rate of CPI 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

The Revenue Growth has to be assessed in conjunction with the growth in the Revenue 

base, number of consumer accounts to determine the real Growth. 
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D. Expenditure Management 

 

1. Creditors Payment Period (Trade Creditors) 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio indicates the average number of days taken for Trade Creditors to be paid. 

 

Formula 

 

Trade Creditors Outstanding / Credit Purchases (Operating and Capital) × 365 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is 30 days 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A period of longer than 30 days to settle creditors is normally an indication that the 

Municipality may be experiencing cash flow problems, however in certain instances this 

may be as a result of disputes, processing of payments, etc.  In addition, a ratio that 

exceeds the norm indicates that the Municipality may not be adequately managing its 

Working Capital or that effective controls are not in place to ensure prompt payments. 

The municipality will be required to provide further explanations in this regard.  

 

2. Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful and Unauthorised Expenditure/ Total Operating 

Expenditure 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The ratio measures the extent to which the Municipality has incurred Irregular, Fruitless 

and Wasteful and Unauthorised Expenditure. 

 

Formula 

 

(Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful and Unauthorised Expenditure) / Total Operating 

Expenditure x 100 

 

The net amount after condonement should be used in this calculation. 

 

Norm 

 

The norm is 0% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio that exceeds 0% must be investigated and acted upon. 
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3. Remuneration (Employee Related Costs and Councillors Remuneration) as % of 

Total Operating Expenditure) 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The ratio measures the extent of Remuneration to Total Operating Expenditure. 

 

Formula 

 

Remuneration (Employee Related Costs and Councillors' Remuneration) / Total 

Operating Expenditure x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm range between 25% and 40%   

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

If the ratio exceed the norm it could indicate inefficiencies, overstaffing or even the 

incorrect focus due to misdirected expenditure to non-essentials or non-service delivery 

related expenditure.  Various factors need to be considered when commenting on this 

ratio, such as the powers and functions performed by the municipality or entity, as this 

can create distortions in the outcomes, if the analysis ignores such factors.   

 

4. Contracted Services % of Total Operating Expenditure 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio measures the extent to which the municipalities resources are committed 

towards contracted services to perform Municipal related functions. 

 

Formula 

 

Contracted Services / Total Operating Expenditure x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm range between 2% and 5% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio in excess of the Norm could indicate that many functions are being outsourced to 

Consultants, or that Contracted Services are not effectively utilised.  This also depends 

on the model of service delivery selected by the municipality.  In addition, outsourcing 

decisions will have to be weighed against the ability to attract skills; however, increases 

in this ratio can further expose the municipality to other risks, such as its inability to build 

capacity and ongoing reliance on Contractors.  
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E. Grant Dependency 

 

1. Own Funded Capital Expenditure (Internally Generated Funds + Borrowings) to 

Total Capital Expenditure 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio measures the extent to which the municipality’s Total Capital Expenditure is 

funded through Internally Generated Funds and Borrowings. 

 

Formula 

 

Own Funded Capital Expenditure (Internally Generated Funds + Borrowings) / Total 

Capital Expenditure x 100 

 

Norm 

 

No norm is proposed at this time.  It is critical that the funding mix of capital expenditure 

is undertaken in such a manner that affordable borrowing is directed towards addressing 

service delivery needs and that there is also opportunity for increased capacity on 

internally generated funding to attain an improved balance of the funding sources.   

 

2. Own Funded Capital Expenditure (Internally Generated Funds) to Total Capital 

Expenditure 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio measures the extent to which Total Capital Expenditure of the Municipality is 

funded through Internally Generated Funds. 

 

Formula 

 

Own funded Capital Expenditure (Internally Generated Funds) / Total Capital 

Expenditure x 100 

 

Norm 

 

No norm is proposed at this time.  The funding mix for capital expenditure is dependent 

on the municipal policy and ability to raise revenue from different sources. Increased 

capacity for internally generated funding is required in some circumstances, which could 

also improve the balance in funding sources.   

 

3. Own Source Revenue to Total Operating Revenue (Including Agency Revenue) 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The Ratio assesses the extent of Own Source Revenue to Total Operating Revenue, 

including Agency Revenue hence self-sufficiency. 
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Formula 

 

Own Source Revenue (Total Revenue - Government Grants and Subsidies – Public 

Contribution and Donations)/ Total Operating Revenue (Including Agency Services) x 

100 

 

Norm 

 

No norm is proposed at this time.  The municipal specific circumstances, including the 

powers and functions assigned to it, must be considered when assessing the level of 

own source revenue or its self-sufficiency.  An analysis of the trends and levels of own 

source of revenue will also inform the municipality and users of measures taken to 

optimise own revenues.  The ratio measuring own source revenue should be increasing 

over time as it reflects municipal efforts towards self-sufficiency.   

 

3. BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION 

 

1. Capital Expenditure Budget Implementation Indicator 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio measures the extent to which Budgeted Capital Expenditure has been spent 

during the financial year, under review.  Further, this ratio measures the municipality’s 

ability to implement capital projects and monitor the risks associated with non-

implementation.  The ratio also assess whether the municipality has effective controls in 

place to ensure that expenditure is incurred in accordance with an approved budget. 

 

Formula 

 

Actual Capital Expenditure / Budget Capital Expenditure x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm range between 95% and 100% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

This can be used in-year to monitor progress.  Any variance below 95% indicates 

discrepancies in planning and budgeting, capacity challenges to implement projects 

and/or Supply Chain Management process failures, which should be investigated and 

corrective measures implemented. 

  

Under-spending is also an indicator that the Municipality might be experiencing possible 

cash flow difficulties to implement projects.  Ideally, under-spending should be the result 

of improved efficiencies and not as a result of non-implementation of programmes and/or 

projects. 
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Overspending may also indicate inaccurate budgeting or poor financial management 

control. 

 

2. Operating Expenditure Budget Implementation Indicator 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio measures the extent to which Budgeted Operating Expenditure has been spent 

during the financial year, under review.  The ratio also assess whether the municipality 

has effective controls in place to ensure that expenditure is incurred in accordance with 

an approved budget. 

 

Formula 

 

Actual Operating Expenditure / Budgeted Operating Expenditure x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm range between 95% and 100%  

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

Any variance from 100% indicates either challenge in capacity to implement, issues of 

financial controls and management and/or poor budgeting. 

 

Under-spending normally is an indicator that the Municipality experiences possible Cash 

Flow difficulties or capacity challenges to undertake Budgeted/ planned service delivery, 

and/ or does not prepare accurate and credible Budgets.  Ideally, under-spending should 

be the result of improved efficiencies and not as a result of non-implementation of 

programmes and/or projects. 

 

Overspending may also indicate inaccurate budgeting or poor financial management 
control in respect of budget control.  

 
3. Operating Revenue Budget Implementation Indicator 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

This ratio measures the extent of Actual Operating Revenue (Excl. Capital Grant 

Revenue) received in relation to Budgeted Operating Revenue during the financial year, 

under review.  

 

Formula 

 

Actual Operating Revenue / Budgeted Operating Revenue x 100 
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Norm 

 

The norm range between 95% and 100% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio below 95% indicates either a challenge in capacity to implement, ineffective billing 

and credit control, weakness in compilation of budgets or issues of financial controls and 

management of the Municipality. 

 

4. Service Charges and Property Rates Revenue Budget Implementation Indicator 

 

Purpose/ Use of the Ratio 

 

The ratio measures the extent of Actual Service Charges and Property Rates Revenue 

received in relation to Budgeted Service Charges and Property Rates Revenue during 

the financial year, under review. 

 

Formula 

 

Actual Service Charges and Property Rates Revenue / Budgeted Service Charges and 

Property Rates Revenue x 100 

 

Norm 

 

The norm range between 95% and 100% 

 

Interpretation of Results 

 

A ratio below 95% indicates either a challenge in capacity to implement, ineffective billing 

and credit control, weakness in compilation of budgets or issues of financial controls and 

management of the Municipality. 

 
Monitoring 
 

It is important that these indicators are not seen or used in isolation of one another but used 

in a combined manner so as to provide a holistic picture of the financial status of the 

municipality or municipal entity.  Poor outcomes with relation to these indicators can also 

point to weaknesses in Institutional and Governance aspects in a municipality that need 

attention.  Therefore, Councillors, Municipal Managers, Chief Financial Officers, Accounting 

Offices of Municipal Entities, and all financial officials should derive benefits from a deeper 

understanding of these Ratios and Norms and their implications.  The primary responsibility 

to avoid, identify and resolve financial problems in a municipality rests with the municipality 

and proper monitoring and use of these indicators, will support decision-makers overcome 

such challenges.  
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The use of these Ratios and Norms should assist Municipalities and Municipal Entities to 

predict, identify, prevent, avoid, and resolve financial problems/crisis timeously and serve as 

an early warning mechanism.  Moreover, this will ensure that Municipalities and Municipal 

Entities make strategic decisions based on empirical and factual information and analysis for 

a sustainable outcome.  Monitoring and trend analysis of these ratios is critical to ensure that 

measures are introduced to address areas needing attention and that there is progressive 

improvements of municipalities own position against the norms.  These indicators and their 

norms, when viewed holistically, provide an overview of the financial position and 

performance of the Municipalities and Municipal Entities, while recognising institutional 

differences.  Sound and effective financial management practices form the basis for an 

effective long term sustainable municipality. 

 

The oversight role played by the Municipal Executive, Audit Committee, and Municipal 

Public Account Committee will also be enhanced with the use of these financial Ratios and 

Norms through implementation and reporting of financial information.  The financial ratios 

and norms will strengthen financial management and accountability and be used throughout 

the cycle - integrated development plans (including long term financial plan), budgets, in-

year reports for example section 52, 71 and 72 reports, annual financial statements, annual 

report and oversight reports. Comparison with other municipalities is now possible.   

 

An Excel template has been developed (Annexure 2 of this Circular) to assist municipalities 

and Municipal Entities to populate relevant financial information, automate calculations, and 

assist in interpretation thereof. 

 

These Ratios and Norms will be used to assess financial position and performance, quality 

of budgeting, management, and other characteristics of Municipalities and Municipal 

Entities, and should holistically provide an overview of the financial health of the Municipality 

or Municipal Entity, taking the respective and unique circumstances into account.  

Benchmarking and comparisons between Municipalities and Municipal Entities can also be 

undertaken, made simpler in future, and will further assist in targeting assistance and 

support, where needed. 

 

Different institutions including, financial institutions, research organisations, rating agencies, 

national and provincial government, legislatures, amongst others, can use these uniform set 

of financial indicators, ratios and norms to monitor the financial position and performance of 

municipalities.   

 

Implementation 
 
The ratios and norms provided in this Circular and elaborated in the annexures are to be 
understood in an aspirational context and utilised as soon as possible to enable municipal 
councils to commence with the process of introducing measures to address areas needing 
attention.  Municipalities and Municipal Entities should take advantage of the transition 
period, covering the medium term, to allow for progressive improvements of their own status 
against the ratios and norms.   
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Conclusion 
 

The variety of financial ratios and norms, over 200, used by various institutions to assess 

and compare the financial health and performance of Municipalities and Municipal Entities 

has resulted in confusion across the sector, as users formulate assumptions based on 

different interpretation of the same financial information. 

 

The Circular creates a uniform categorisation of ratios, standardising formulas and inputs, 

providing guidance on norms and interpretation of the financial ratio analysis, as applicable 

to Municipalities and Municipal Entities.  There may be other ratios and norms used by 

analysts that are more appropriate to the financial status of private sector institutions, 

therefore, the use, differentiation and range described in this Circular should be understood 

within the context of a public sector institution. 

 

This Circular therefore attempts to address the above challenges and also provide a more 

structured approach for holistic analysis, taking into cognisance the different type of 

Municipalities and Municipal Entities.  The consistent use of these ratios and norms will 

assist in reporting accurately the status of municipal finances.   

 

Institutions performing financial ratio analysis for Municipalities and Municipal Entities should 

therefore refer to this Circular and interpretation therein to ensure uniformity and consistency 

of application. 

 

It is important that the Municipal Manager ensure that this Circular is brought to the attention 

of the Municipal Council, Board of Directors of Municipal Entities, relevant oversight 

structures (Municipal Executive, Audit Committee, and Municipal Public Account) and all 

other relevant stakeholders.  Training providers are also requested to bring this Circular to 

the attention of trainees.   

 

The introduction and application of these uniform norms, coupled with other financial 

reforms, will allow for comparisons with different type of municipalities and municipal entities 

and it is expected that they will replace earlier regulations issued that cover financial ratios 

and norms as these are based on the latest reforms in financial management.  

 

National Treasury 
Private Bag X115, Pretoria 0001 

Phone 012 315 5850 

Fax 012 315 5230 

Email – General mfma@treasury.gov.za 

Website www.treasury.gov.za/mfma  

 
TV PILLAY 
Chief Director: MFMA Implementation 
17 January 2014 

Annexure 1: Summary of the financial ratios, norms, formulae and data sources  
Annexure 2: Excel template for calculation of the ratios and interpretation of results  
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SUMMARY OF UNIFORM FINANCIAL RATIO, FORMULAE, DATA SOURCE AND NORMS  

 

1. FINANCIAL POSITION 

 

A. Asset Management 

 

 
 

 

 

 

1
Capital Expenditure to Total 

Expenditure 

Total Capital Expenditure / Total Expenditure (Total Operating 

expenditure + Capital expenditure) × 100

Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 

Financial Performance, Notes to the AFS, 

Budget, In-Year reports, IDP and AR
10% - 20%

2

Impairment of Property, Plant and 

Equipment, Investment Property 

and Intangible Assets (Carrying 

Value)

Property, Plant and Equipment Impairment + Investment 

Property Impairment + Intangible Assets Impairment/(Total 

Property, Plant and Equipment + Investment Property + 

Intangible Assets) × 100

Statement of Financial Position, Notes to the 

AFS and AR 0%

3

Repairs and Maintenance as a % 

of Property, Plant and Equipment, 

Investment Property (Carrying 

Value)

Total Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure/ Property, Plant 

and Equipment and Investment Property(Carrying value) x 100

Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 

Financial Performance, IDP, Budgets and In-

Year Reports
8%

RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS  NORM
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B. Debtors Management 

 

 
 

1 Collection Rate 

(Gross Debtors Closing Balance + Billed Revenue - Gross 

Debtors Opening Balance + Bad Debts Written Off)/Billed 

Revenue x 100

Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 

Financial Performance,  Notes to the AFS, 

Budget , In-Year Reports, IDP and AR
95%

2
Bad Debts Written-off as % of 

Provision for Bad Debt 
Bad Debts Written-off /Provision for Bad Debt x 100

Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 

Financial Performance,  Notes to the AFS, 

Budget and AR
100%

3 Net Debtors Days 
((Gross Debtors - Bad debt Provision)/ Actual Billed Revenue)) 

× 365

Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 

Financial Performance,  Notes to the AFS, 

Budget and AR
30 days

FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS  NORMRATIO
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C. Liquidity Management 

 

 
 

 

D. Liability Management 

 

 
 

 

1

Cash/Cost Coverage Ratio 

(Excluding Unspent Conditional 

Grants)

((Cash and Cash Equivalents  - Unspent Conditional Grants - 

Overdraft) + Short Term Investment) / Monthly Fixed 

Operational Expenditure  excluding (Depreciation, 

Amortisation, Provision for Bad Debts, Impairment and Loss on 

Disposal of Assets)                               

Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 

Financial Performance,  Notes to the AFS, 

Budget, In year Reports and AR 1 - 3 Months

2 Current Ratio Current Assets /  Current Liabilities

Statement of Financial Position, Budget, IDP 

and AR 1.5 - 2:1

RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS  NORM

1

Capital Cost(Interest Paid and 

Redemption) as a % of Total 

Operating Expenditure 

Capital Cost(Interest Paid and Redemption) / Total Operating 

Expenditure x100

Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 

Cash Flows, Statement of Financial 

Performance, Budget, IDP, In-Year Reports 

and AR

6% - 8%

2 Debt (Total Borrowings) / Revenue

(Overdraft + Current Finance Lease Obligation + Non Finance 

Lease Obligation + Short Term Borrowings + Long Term 

Borrowings) / Total Operating Revenue

Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 

Financial Performance, Budget, IDP and AR 45%

RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS  NORM
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E. Sustainability 

 

 
 

1

Level of Cash Backed Reserves 

(Net Assets - Accumulated 

Surplus)

(Cash and Cash Equivalents - Bank overdraft + Short Term 

Investment + Long Term Investment - Unspent grants) / (Net 

Assets - Accumulated Surplus - Non Controlling Interest - 

Share Premium - Share Capital - Fair Value Adjustment - 

Revaluation Reserve)

Statement Financial Position, Budget and AR
100%

FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS  NORMRATIO
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2. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

 

A. Efficiency 

 

 

1 Net Operating Surplus Margin 
(Total Operating Revenue -  Total Operating Expenditure)/Total 

Operating Revenue

Statement of Financial Performance, Budget, 

In-Year reports, AR, Statement of 

Comparison of Budget and Actual Amounts 

and Statement of Changes in Net Assets

= or > 0%

2 Net Surplus /Deficit Electricity 
Total Electricity Revenue less Total Electricity 

Expenditure/Total Electricity Revenue × 100

Statement of Financial Performance, Notes 

to AFS, Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and AR 0% - 15%

3 Net Surplus /Deficit Water 
Total Water Revenue less Total Water Expenditure/Total Water 

Revenue  × 100

Statement of Financial Performance, Budget, 

IDP, In-Year reports and AR = or > 0%

4 Net Surplus /Deficit Refuse 
Total Refuse Revenue less Total Refuse Expenditure/Total 

Refuse Revenue  × 100

Statement of Financial Performance, Budget, 

IDP, In-Year reports and AR = or > 0%

5
Net Surplus /Deficit Sanitation and 

Waste Water 

Total Sanitation and Waste Water Revenue less Total 

Sanitation and Waste Water Expenditure/Total Sanitation and 

Waste Water Revenue × 100

Statement of Financial Performance, Notes 

to AFS Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and AR
= or > 0%

FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS  NORMRATIO
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B. Distribution Losses 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1
Electricity Distribution Losses 

(Percentage) 

(Number of Electricity Units Purchased and/or Generated - 

Number of Electricity Units Sold) / Number of Electricity Units 

Purchased and/or Generated) × 100

Annual Report, Audit Report and Notes to 

Annual Financial Statements
7% - 10%

2
Water Distribution Losses 

(Percentage) 

(Number of Kilolitres Water Purchased or Purified - Number of 

Kilolitres Water Sold) / Number of Kilolitres Water Purchased 

or Purified × 100

Annual Report, Audit Report  and Notes to 

Annual Financial Statements
15% - 30%

 NORMRATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS
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C. Revenue Management 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1
Growth in Number of Active 

Consumer Accounts

(Period under review's number of Active Debtor Accounts - 

previous period number of Active Debtor Accounts)/ previous 

period number of Active Debtor Accounts x 100

Debtors System None

2 Revenue Growth (%)
(Period under review's Total Revenue - previous period's Total 

Revenue)/ previous period's Total Revenue ) x 100

Statement of Financial Performance,  

Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and AR = CPI

3
Revenue Growth (%) - Excluding 

capital grants

(Period under review's Total Revenue Excluding capital grants- 

previous period's Total Revenue excluding capital grants)/ 

previous period's Total Revenue excluding capital grants ) x 100

Statement of Financial Performance, Notes 

to  AFS , Budget, IDP, In-Year reports and 

AR
= CPI

RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS  NORM
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D. Expenditure Management 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1
Creditors Payment Period (Trade 

Creditors)

Trade Creditors Outstanding / Credit Purchases (Operating and 

Capital) × 365

Statement of Financial Performance, Notes 

to  AFS, Budget, In-Year reports and AR 30 days

2

Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful 

and Unauthorised Expenditure / 

Total Operating Expenditure 

(Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful and Unauthorised 

Expenditure) / Total Operating Expenditure x100

Statement Financial Performance, Notes to 

Annual Financial Statements and AR 0%

3
Remuneration as % of Total 

Operating Expenditure

Remuneration (Employee Related Costs and Councillors' 

Remuneration) /Total Operating Expenditure x100

Statement of Financial Performance, Budget, 

IDP, In-Year reports and AR 25% - 40%

4
Contracted Services % of Total 

Operating Expenditure
Contracted Services / Total Operating Expenditure x100

Statement of Financial Performance, Budget, 

IDP, In-Year reports and AR 2% - 5%

RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS  NORM
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E. Grant Dependency 

 

 

 

1

Own funded Capital Expenditure 

(Internally generated funds + 

Borrowings) to Total Capital 

Expenditure 

Own funded Capital Expenditure (Internally generated funds + 

Borrowings) / Total Capital Expenditure x 100

Statement of Financial Position, Budget, 

AFS Appendices, Notes to the Annual 

Financial Statements (Statement of 

Comparative and Actual Information), Budget, 

IDP, In-Year reports and AR

None

2

Own funded Capital Expenditure 

(Internally Generated Funds) to 

Total Capital Expenditure 

Own funded Capital Expenditure (Internally Generated Funds) / 

Total Capital Expenditure x 100

Statement of Financial Position, Budget, 

AFS Appendices, Notes to the Annual 

Financial Statements (Statement of 

Comparative and Actual Information) Budget, 

IDP, In-Year reports and AR

None

3

Own Source Revenue to Total 

Operating Revenue(Including 

Agency Revenue)

Own Source Revenue (Total revenue - Government grants and 

Subsidies - Public Contributions and Donations)/ Total 

Operating Revenue (including agency services) x 100

Statement Financial Performance, Budget, 

IDP, In-Year reports and AR None

RATIO FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCS  NORM
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3. BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 

1
Capital Expenditure Budget 

Implementation Indicator
Actual capital Expenditure / Budget Capital Expenditure x 100

Statement of Financial Position, Budget, 

AFS Appendices, In-Year reports and AR 95% - 100%

2
Operating Expenditure Budget 

Implementation Indicator

Actual Operating Expenditure / Budgeted Operating 

Expenditure x 100

Statement of Financial Position, Budget, 

AFS Appendices, IDP, In-Year reports and 

AR
95% - 100%

3
Operating Revenue Budget 

Implementation Indicator 
Actual Operating Revenue / Budget Operating Revenue x 100

Statement of Financial Position, Budget, 

AFS Appendices, IDP, In-Year reports and 

AR
95% - 100%

4

Service Charges and Property 

Rates Revenue Budget 

Implementation Indicator

Actual Service Charges and Property Rates Revenue / Budget 

Service Charges and Property Rates Revenue x 100

Statement of Financial Position, Budget, 

AFS Appendices, IDP, In-Year reports and 

AR
95% - 100%

FORMULA DATA SOURCE AND POLICY DOCSRATIO  NORM
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1 Key focus areas for the 2014/15 budget process 

The 2014 Budget Review notes that while twenty years of democracy have brought enduring 
achievements for South Africa, there is no room for complacency.  To overcome apartheid’s 
spatial legacy, the provision of housing and social infrastructure needs to be improved, and 
planning frameworks across government strengthened.  The budget policy framework for the 
next three years is designed to manage risk in a constrained fiscal environment, while building 
a foundation for economic growth which is supported by the implementation of the National 
Development Plan (NDP).  Although South Africa’s economy has expanded over the past 
years, the rate of growth has steadily declined, from 2.5 per cent of GDP in 2012 to 1.8 per 
cent in 2013; it is however projected to increase to 2.7 per cent in 2014, and gradually 
increase to 3.5 per cent by 2016.  This trend reflects a confluence of unfavourable global and 
domestic circumstances which impact on all spheres of government.  Aware of these risks, 
government is maintaining its expenditure ceiling and no additional funds have been added to 
the total expenditure announced in last year’s Budget.  Inflation and a nominal spending 
ceiling will put real budgets under pressure over the medium term, requiring all spheres of 
government to work more efficiently. 
 
Measures to support faster growth include accelerated public infrastructure development, new 
spatial plans for cities, improved public transport, upgrading of informal settlements, the 
implementation of steps to professionalise the public service, overhaul procurement and 
supply chain management, and broadening and strengthening of industrial development.  The 
medium-term budget framework shows how government has adapted its plans in a 
challenging economic and fiscal environment.  Importantly, government continues to fund core 
economic and social priorities. 
 
The NDP has been implemented to create a framework to accelerate economic growth, 
eliminate poverty and reduce inequality.  The budget policy framework for the next three years 
reflects greater alignment with the plan, as spending programmes begin to address economic 
constraints and the need for greater state efficiency.  The NDP identifies a number of 
microeconomic reforms needed to boost economic growth.  These include reducing the cost of 
living for poor households and the costs of doing business, support for small, medium and 
micro enterprises (SMMEs), entrepreneurs and business start-ups, a greener and more 
sustainable economy, support for local production and employment through government 
procurement and broadening and strengthening industrial development. 
 
Municipalities will have to revise their spending plans and reprioritise funds to ensure key 
objectives are achieved and well-performing programmes are supported.  Expenditure plans 
need to reflect both the medium-term investment plans and long-term goals identified in the 
NDP.  Over the next three years, government as a whole will have to learn to do more with 
less.  The efficiencies that are achieved will protect public finances and enable the country to 
accelerate development when economic conditions improve.  Local government must ensure 
that efficiency gains, eradication of non-priority spending (cost containment measures) and the 
reprioritisation of expenditure relating to core infrastructure continue to inform the planning 
framework of all municipalities.  Consequently, municipal revenues and cash flows are 
expected to remain under pressure in 2014/15 and municipalities must adopt a 
conservative approach when projecting their expected revenues and cash receipts. 
 
In addition, municipalities should carefully consider affordability of tariff increases, especially 
as it relates to domestic consumers while considering the level of services versus the 
associated cost.  Municipalities should also pay particular attention to managing revenue 
effectively and carefully evaluate all spending decisions. 
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2 Division of Revenue Bill 2014 

2.1 Additional allocations to local government 2014 

The 2014 Budget Review and the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill indicate that over the 2014 
MTEF, R296 billion will be transferred directly to local government and a further R27.4 billion 
has been allocated to indirect grants over the next three years.  Direct transfers to local 
government in 2014/15 account for 8.9 per cent of national government’s non-interest 
allocations and when indirect transfers are included this amount rises to 9.6 per cent.  An 
amount of R4.7 billion is added to the local government equitable share to meet the rising 
costs of providing municipal services and to help rural municipalities, and R1.9 billion is added 
to direct conditional grants, which include the municipal infrastructure, public transport network 
operations and integrated city development grants.  A further R2 billion is added to indirect 
transfers, through whom national departments and public entities provide infrastructure and 
services on behalf of municipalities. 
 
Local government allocations receive additional funds to address among others: 
 
• Compensate and support municipalities with lower revenue-raising potential such as 

rural, local and district municipalities; 
• Compensate for the rising costs of providing free basic water and electricity to poor 

households; 
• Accelerate provision of access to clean water through bulk and reticulation projects; 
• Accelerate provision of access to electricity and improving the sustainability of access 

through the refurbishment of key infrastructure; 
• Expand the collection and use of data on the condition of municipal roads; 
• Increasing the number of interns with infrastructure-related skills working in 

municipalities; and 
• Promote more spatially integrated and efficient cities. 
 
This means the baseline allocations to local government for the 2014/15 are R44.5 billion to 
the local government equitable share and R36.1 billion for conditional grants, capacity building 
(such as the municipal systems improvement grant and infrastructure skills development 
grant) and other grants (such as water services operating subsidy and energy efficiency and 
demand-side management grant).  By 2016/17 these allocations are envisaged to have 
increased to R52.8 billion and R41 billion respectively. 
 
This document is available on National Treasury’s website at: 
 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2014 
 
In addition, National Treasury will send out ‘allocation letters’ informing each municipality of its 
equitable share, national conditional grants and provincial transfers (as reflected in the 
relevant provincial budget and gazette). 
 
Municipalities must ensure that their tabled budgets reflect the equitable share and conditional 
grant allocations set out in the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill. 
 
2.2 Changes to the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill (DoRB) 

Providing greater certainty in relation to the Public Transport Infrastructure Grant 
Clause 8(34) of the DoRB also requires consultation before funds for Public Transport 
Infrastructure projects are altered downwards by the National Treasury.  This will provide 
certainty and protect against reductions in future budgets enabling municipalities to secure 
loan financing and better project management implementation. 
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Enhancing transparency and accountability in the management of grant funds 
Clause 12(3) of the DoRB deals with the responsibilities of receiving officers of conditional 
grants which includes a requirement that if a grant transfer is withheld or stopped, the province 
or municipality must provide reasons why a grant transfer was stopped or withheld in its 
monthly and quarterly expenditure reporting. 

Promoting more integrated cities 
South African cities have grown tremendously since the end of apartheid and are considered 
engines of economic growth.  However, in many ways their spatial development patterns 
continue to perpetuate the inequalities of apartheid; poor households are located on the 
peripheries of our cities and businesses are far from the people who work there.  The City 
Support Programme (CSP) is working with metropolitan municipalities to ensure that their 
long-term development patterns and spatial form becomes both more equitable and more 
efficient; over time this strategy should support faster economic growth and a reduction in 
inequality.  In support of these objectives, several new provisions have been introduced in the 
2014 Division of Revenue Bill such as the introduction of clause 14 which requires 
metropolitan municipalities to draw-up and submit a Built Environment Performance 
Plan (BEPP).  The BEPP is a strategic summary of the city’s infrastructure programme 
(including grant and own revenue funded infrastructure) that must demonstrate how the city 
will use its infrastructure investments to change the way the city develops.  Institutionalisation 
of the BEPP will require metropolitan municipalities to: 

• Submit a Council approved BEPP that provides a strategic summary of how the 
infrastructure programme will be used to develop a more integrated and efficient city in 
terms of the spatial targeting approach of the Urban Network Strategy and associated 
development indicators; 

• BEPPs must include projects partially or fully funded by all infrastructure grants metros 
receive (Urban Settlements Development Grant, Integrated National Electrification 
Programme Grant, Public Transport Infrastructure Grant, Neighbourhood Development 
Partnership Grant); and 

• Transferring national officers are required to consider a city’s BEPP when monitoring 
allocations to metros and determining future allocations.  They also cannot make 
transfers if a BEPP is not submitted (Clause 10(9) of the DoRB). 

 
The BEPP is intended to bridge the gap between the Integrated Development Plan and the 
Budget of a municipality, giving effect to Spatial Development Frameworks; a critical 
instrument for investment prioritisation and focus on spatial targeting and integration. 

Requiring greater consultation with national transferring officers 
Clause 21 explicitly requires consultation with the respective department managing a grant 
before National Treasury will consider approving the conversion from one type of grant to 
another in-year (for example converting a direct grant to an indirect grant). 

Allowing funds to shift between Public Transport Grants 
Clause 21(1)(b) of the DoRB provides for the shifting between capital and operating grants 
that fund municipal public transport systems in cities through a gazetting process.  This 
provides greater certainty to cities in that in-year shortfalls on one aspect of the grant 
framework for public transport can be offset by shifting funds from another grant. 
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Municipal Water Infrastructure Grant 
Based on the experience with the first year of the grant, approximately half of the grant 
totalling R3.3 billion will be a direct grant to municipalities while the remaining half will be 
changed to an indirect grant through which the Department of Water Affairs will implement 
projects in municipalities with a poor track-record on implementing projects. 

Conversion of allocations 
Clause 21 of the DoRB further provides for the conversion of the Municipal Infrastructure 
Grant (MIG) and the Urban Settlements Development Grant (USDG) from a direct grant to an 
indirect grant if the conversion will improve service delivery.  Municipalities are therefore 
reminded to prioritise the eradication of the bucket system; failure to adhere to this 
requirement will result in the National Treasury invoking the relevant clauses of the Division of 
Revenue Act against Schedule 6 Grants. 

Technical amendments 
In addition to the various changes to the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill, there have also been 
technical amendments as follows: 

 
• The objects of the Bill have been redrafted to reflect the language of section 214(1) of 

the Constitution, which, read with the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act, 1997, 
requires the introduction of a Division of Revenue Bill annually; 

• Changes have been made to the way financial years are referred to so as to minimise 
any confusion and to clarify when the national/provincial financial year is applicable and 
when the municipal financial year applies; 

• Clauses that facilitate the stopping and reallocation of funds to a different sphere in the 
case that a function is assigned during the financial year have been redrafted to clarify 
that the normal rules and procedures for a conditional grant will apply to the transfers to 
the newly assigned sphere.  Municipalities that are assigned the housing function must 
also confirm or amend the expenditure plans previously submitted by a province to the 
national transferring officer; 

• Clarification has been included that National Treasury must set the date for any 
conditional grant funds that remain unspent at the end of the financial year to be 
returned to the National Revenue Fund; this forms part of the annual process in 
considering roll-overs; 

• Clarification has been added that the recovery of any fruitless and wasteful expenditure 
in terms of the Division of Revenue Act should be done using the procedures in the 
Public Finance Management Act, 1999, and Municipal Finance Management Act, 2003; 

• Clarification has been added that the national transferring officer (accounting officer of a 
national department) must sign-off the grant allocations and frameworks submitted to 
National Treasury for the 2015 Division of Revenue Bill and that the accounting officer 
may delegate the authority to sign-off these allocations; and 

• Clarification has been included in clause 29 that if the documents required by that 
section have already been submitted in terms of the timeframes set out in the Municipal 
Finance Management Act, the documents do not have to be resubmitted. 

 
 

3 Headline Inflation Forecasts 

Municipalities must take the following macro-economic forecasts into consideration when 
preparing their 2014/15 budgets and MTREF –  
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Fiscal year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Actual Estimate Forecast

Real GDP growth 2.5 1.8 2.7 3.2 3.5

CPI inflation 5.6 5.7 6.2 5.9 5.5  
Source: Budget Review 2014 
Note that the fiscal year referred to is the national fiscal year (April to March) which is more closely aligned to the municipal fiscal year (July to June) 
than the calendar year inflation. 

 
 

4 Revising rates, tariffs and other charges 

4.1 Operating Revenue 

Municipalities are reminded to refer to MFMA Circular No. 70 to ensure they abide to 
legislative prescriptions as contained in the MFMA and guidance in setting revenue 
projections.  Furthermore, considering the overall economic pressures as explained in the start 
to this Circular, municipalities need to demonstrate how they have minimised increases in 
rates, tariffs and other charges through the identification of inefficiencies and the application of 
cost containment measures while ensuring an appropriate balance between the interests of 
poor households, other customers and ensuring the financial sustainability of the municipality. 

 

National Treasury has observed that municipalities unjustifiably approve property rate and 
service charge tariff increases far above the 6.0 per cent upper boundary of the inflation 
target; in some instances municipalities have increased annual tariffs in excess of 100 per 
cent in a single financial year.  For this reason municipalities must justify and substantiate 
in their budget documentation (budget narrative) all increases in excess of the 
6.0 per cent upper boundary of the South African Reserve Bank’s inflation target.  If 
municipalities continue to act in this manner the National Treasury will have no other option 
but to set upper limits of tariff increases for property rates and service charges to which 
municipalities will have to conform. 

 
4.2 NERSA’s process to approve electricity tariffs 

Municipalities should have submitted tariff increase applications from November 2013 aligned 
to the requirements of section 43 of the MFMA and subsequently NERSA will endeavour to 
finalise and complete all municipal tariff applications by 15 March 2014.  In this regard, 
municipalities were consistently reminded to submit all outstanding D-forms to NERSA as a 
matter of urgency as the deadline for submission was 30 October 2013.  NERSA will not be in 
a position to evaluate municipal tariff applications in the absence of complete D-forms.  It is 
important that municipalities and NERSA work together to ensure that the process of 
approving electricity tariffs does not disrupt the process of compiling municipal budgets or 
compromise community consultations on the budget. 
 
Considering the above legislative requirements, NERSA approved and communicated the 
municipal electricity tariff guideline increase on 20 November 2013.  NERSA also held 
numerous provincial workshops and individual engagements with municipalities in assisting 
with the completion of the Distribution forms (D-forms), which is a crucial part of a tariff review 
document. 
 
In spite of all the efforts taken by NERSA, there have only been a total of 34 applications 
received as at 13 February 2014 from municipalities which constitutes only 18 per cent of the 
licensees.  The lack of collaboration from municipalities will therefore inhibit NERSA from 
achieving the 15 March deadline.  In this regard, municipalities must urgently submit their 
tariff application together with the accurately and comprehensively completed D-forms 
to NERSA. 
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NERSA has confirmed that they will assess and approve the submitted tariff applications as 
promptly as possible.  However, the lack of cooperation on the part of municipalities has 
created a bottleneck in the system and will inevitably result in delays.  Municipalities are 
reminded that the tariff application processes as established and institutionalised by NERSA is 
not voluntary and municipalities must ensure compliance. 
 
4.3 Eskom bulk tariff increases 

Municipalities are advised to structure their 2014/15 electricity tariffs based on the  approved 
7.39 per cent NERSA guideline tariff increase and provide for an 8.06 per cent increase in 
the cost of bulk purchases for the tabled 2014/15 budgets and MTREF.  In this regard 
municipalities are once again urged to examine the cost structure of their electricity 
undertakings and apply to NERSA for electricity tariff increases that are cost reflective and 
ensure continued financial sustainability. 
 
 
5 Funding choices and management issues 

5.1 Remuneration of councillors 

Municipalities are advised to budget for the actual costs approved in line with the latest Public 
Officer Bearers Act issued in December 2013 inclusive with the provision of an increase equal 
to the estimated CPI inflation over the MTEF. 
 
5.2 Employee related costs 

Municipalities must take into account the multi-year Salary and Wage Collective Agreement for 
the period 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2015.  The agreement provides for a wage increase based 
on the average CPI for the period 1 February 2013 until 31 January 2014, plus 1 per cent for 
2014/15 financial year (with effect of 1 July 2014). 
 
The average CPI for the period February 2013 to 31 January 2014 is 5.79 per cent which 
compares well to the estimate of 5.9 per cent for 2013 as provided for in the 2013 Medium 
Term Budget Policy Statement.  Municipalities are therefore advised to provide for increases 
related to salaries and wages as follows: 
 

2014/15 Financial Year – 6.79 per cent (5.79 per cent plus 1 per cent) 
2015/16 Financial Year – 6.40 per cent (5.40 per cent plus 1 per cent) 
2016/17 Financial Year – 6.40 per cent (5.40 per cent plus 1 per cent) 

 
It is recommended that the projected inflation forecast plus one per cent be applied to the 
2015/16 and 2016/2017 financial years in the absence of a collective Salary and Wage 
agreement. 
 
5.3 Cost containment measures 

In MFMA Circular No. 70 municipalities were strongly advised to take note of the Cabinet 
resolution of 23 October 2013 by which all national and provincial departments, constitutional 
institutions and all public entities are required to implement cost containment measures with 
effect of January 2014.  The cost containment measures must be implemented to eliminate 
waste, reprioritise spending and ensure savings on six focus areas namely, consultancy fees, 
no credit cards, travel and related costs, advertising, catering and event costs as well as costs 
for accommodation.  Municipalities were subsequently strongly urged to take note of the cost 
containment measures as approved by Cabinet and align their budgeting policies to these 
guidelines to the maximum extent possible. 
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Although it’s acknowledged that local government is autonomous in its strategy formulation 
(IDP) and setting of budget appropriations, local government remains a sphere of government 
and must therefore align itself to the maximum extent possible to that of national and 
provincial government.  In this regard in terms of section 62(1) of the MFMA the accounting 
officer of the municipality is responsible for managing the financial administration of the 
municipality, and must for this purpose take all reasonable steps to ensure: 
• That the resources of the municipality are used effectively, efficiently and economically; 
• That full and proper records of the financial affairs of the municipality are kept in 

accordance with any prescribed norms and standards; 
• That the municipality has and maintains effective, efficient and transparent systems of 

financial and risk management and internal control; and of internal audit operating in 
accordance with any prescribed norms and standards; and 

• That unauthorised, irregular or fruitless and wasteful expenditure and other losses are 
prevented. 

 
It’s within the spirit of cooperative governance and intergovernmental relations that all 
accounting officers take note of the cost containment measures and adopt similar measures 
as part of their municipal budgeting processes.  In this regard, previous MFMA Circulars 
provide guidance as to what is considered as non-priority spending.  As part of the annual 
2013/14 and 2014/15 audit process the Auditor General will be required to verify if 
municipalities have adhered to the Cabinet Decision with regard to this matter. 
 
5.4 Achieving value for money and improved outcomes 

The 2014 Budget aims to improve the quality of public services by achieving better outcomes 
within the current fiscal envelope.  If resources are wasted or diverted, the potential outcomes 
are diminished and so is the case for increased resource allocation.  In ensuring value for 
money through improved outcomes there are various initiatives underway, including: 
 
• Several spending reviews are under way, conducted jointly by the National Treasury and 

the Department of Performance Monitoring and Evaluation.  The reviews aim to provide 
greater understanding of performance and value for money in areas such as housing, 
education and industrial policy; 

• Similar spending reviews have been conducted in provincial government, and suggest a 
range of efficiency improvements that can enhance value for money; and 

• As part of efforts to combat waste, government issued the cost containment instructions 
in January 2014. 

 
5.5 2014 National Elections 

In terms of Government Notice R.145 of 2014, Government Gazette No 37387, the date of the 
election of the National Assembly and the election of Provincial Legislatures will be held on 7 
May 2014. 
 
Municipalities are reminded that the pending elections are for the sole purpose of electing the 
National Assembly and Provincial Legislatures; subsequently there is no impact on 
municipalities and hence all municipalities must refrain from making any contribution, be that 
monetary or in kind to any political party. 
 
In terms of Section 236 of the Constitution funding is provided to political parties participating 
in national and provincial legislatures on an equitable and proportional basis; this Fund is 
controlled and managed by the Independent Electoral Commission.  Any municipality that is 
found to have contributed to the national and provincial election process, be that directly or in 
kind, will be in direct contravention of legislation and subsequently the associated expenditure 
will have to be dealt with as unauthorised and irregular. 
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In addition, it has come to the attention of National Treasury that prior to a national, provincial 
or local government election some municipalities cease debt collection and credit control 
measures; this done to win public support prior to the election.  Not only is this practice 
completely irresponsible, it also jeopardises the financial sustainability of the municipality, and 
is outside the policy framework governing the municipality.  A debt collection and credit control 
policy is a resolution of the municipal council and only through that resolution being rescinded 
by the municipal council can the debt collection and credit control measures be suspended.  
Hence, no municipality is allowed to suspend debt collection and credit control 
measures prior to the National Elections.  Accounting officers need to take note that if a 
municipality is found to have suspended their debt collection and credit control measures, this 
action will be considered a serious violation of the MFMA in that it constitutes an act of 
financial misconduct and the necessary action will be taken by National Treasury.  With 
municipal elections national and provincial government respect the autonomy of the process 
and demonstrate a level of consideration; the same is expected from municipalities during the 
National Elections. 
 
5.6 Tabling a surplus budget 

National Treasury has consistently urged municipalities to table and adopt a surplus operating 
statement of financial performance.  Through the in-year reporting framework it has been 
observed that a direct correlation exists between municipalities that adopt a deficit position on 
the statement of financial performance and that of cash and liquidity challenges.  In addition, 
many municipalities are increasingly becoming dependent on grants to fund their budgets as 
no operating surpluses are generated to supplement the capital programme.  Consequently all 
municipalities are required to adopt a surplus position on the statement of financial 
performance with the 2014/15 MTREF budget. 
 
5.7 Capital expenditure – Internally generated funds: Capital Replacement Reserve 

Municipalities are required to supplement their capital expenditures from own funds through 
the application of the Capital Replacement Reserve (CRR) and current year surpluses; this is 
considered a prudent and supported principle in supplementing the overall capital programme 
in funding new infrastructure and renewing aging assets.  Notwithstanding the importance of 
supplementing the capital programme from own funding, many municipalities provide funding 
appropriations from own internally generated funds without the necessary cash backing.  This 
directly implies that the capital programme is unfunded and will inevitably result in cash and 
liquidity challenges for the municipality.  Municipalities must ensure internally generated funds 
appropriated to the capital programme is adequately cash backed if the funding source is the 
CRR or that the current year surpluses will realistically realise. 
 
5.8 Service standards 

The setting of service standards is an integral part of the service delivery value chain.  It 
provides transparency in understanding performance indicators and hence strengthens the 
entire performance management system.  In addition it ensures accountability on the part of 
the officials responsible for providing the service. 
 
Local government is mostly classified in the service delivery and governance category and as 
such needs to be clear on what the public at large can expect as a service delivery standard.  
Rate payers must be placed in a position by which they are able to measure the service 
outputs against the predetermined service standards.  This also serves as a performance 
rating instrument at an organisational and individual level.  It is for this reason that a 
municipality must adopt services standards as part of their strategic objectives and report on 
the achievements.  All municipalities are required to formulate service standards by the end of 
January 2015 which must form part of the 2015/16 draft MTREF budget documentation.  In 
addition, the service standards need to be tabled before the municipal council for formal 
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adoption.  The service standards must at a minimum incorporate the administrative, technical, 
and economic development categories of the municipality.  The following can be used as a 
guide in the development of these service standards: 
 
• Administrative service standards 

o Turnaround time in dealing with correspondence (electronically or other) 
received. 

o Turnaround time in opening a consumer account. 
• Technical service standards 

o Turnaround time in dealing with reported incidents (water leakage, pothole, 
etc.). 

o Turnaround time in restoring water and electricity connectivity. 
• Economic development service standards 

o Turnaround time in processing rezoning applications. 
o Turnaround time in processing building plans. 
o Turnaround time in processing special business applications. 

 
While its acknowledge that ‘a one size fits all approach’ is not feasible and that service 
standards will differ between municipalities.  Notwithstanding, all municipalities need to 
proceed with the process of developing service standards to be approved by the municipal 
council. 
 
5.9 Water security versus the developmental objective of local government 

Water is a scarce resource and proactive measures need to be implemented by all 
municipalities in ensuring the management of this resource.  This should however not impede 
municipalities in pursuing a developmental agenda aimed at stimulating local economic 
growth.  In mitigating against this imminent risk, the Department of Water Affairs developed 
strategies and issued reduction targets in water consumption patterns of municipalities; the 
target date for achieving these predetermined reductions is 2014.  Although some progress 
has been made by certain metropolitan municipalities in reducing consumption levels, the 
overall target has not been achieved.  Municipalities need to ensure that strategies are in 
place to reduce overall water consumption including proactively managing non-revenue water.  
The Department of Water Affairs has finalised a report in this regard and the Minister will 
release the findings in due course. 
 
5.10 Intergovernmental relationship between district and local municipalities 

The role, purpose and mandate (power and functions) of district municipalities in relation to 
local municipalities are clearly defined in the Constitution.  The current perception is that 
district municipalities don’t serve any purpose and don’t add value to broader service delivery 
outcomes in that they are a duplication of the functions undertaken by local government.  This 
perception has been created by a blurring of the roles and responsibilities by these 
municipalities. 
 
District municipalities are reminded that the grant framework and sharing of nationally raised 
revenue is based and informed by the actual allocation of functions such as the water function.  
If a district municipality has devolved the water function to the local municipalities within its 
area of jurisdiction it needs to ensure it provides for the transfer of a portion of the equitable 
share to the local municipalities actually performing the function through the district’s budget 
process.  The equitable share is gazetted as a transfer to the district and does not take into 
consideration internal arrangements and agreements between district and local municipalities. 
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Being highly grant dependent to fund operations district municipalities have started implying 
that the fiscal framework (grant framework) does not adequately fund their operations and 
directly contributes to imputed service delivery performance.  It needs to be noted that 
National Treasury has in the past observed district municipalities spending excessively on new 
administrative buildings and luxurious office furnishings.  In addition, excessive spending on 
vehicles, travelling and subsistence and over bloated remuneration structures has also been 
observed.  District municipalities are reminded that they need to perform a support function to 
local municipalities and in doing so prioritise their budget appropriations accordingly and align 
to the national and provincial objectives in executing their mandate. 
 
District municipalities are once again requested to ensure that they utilise grant funding in 
accordance with the national objectives and to ensure that grant funding reaches targeted 
focus areas. 
 
National Treasury in consultation with the Department of Cooperative Governance will be 
reviewing the powers and functions of district municipalities in relation to the powers and 
functions of local municipalities; this will include a review of the intergovernmental fiscal 
framework. 
 
5.11 The Municipal Regulation on a Standard Chart of Accounts (SCOA) 

The publication of the draft Municipal Regulation on a Standard Chart of Accounts in 
September 2013 informed the formal consultation sessions held with representatives from 
municipalities and invitees from various stakeholders.  Comments were invited, summarised in 
a register, discussed in detail by a workgroup consisting of senior officials from the National 
Treasury and appropriate comments and actions formulated.  These inputs, among others, will 
inform SCOA Version 5 that will be made available with the final SCOA Regulation. 
 
National Treasury would like to urge the management of municipalities to prioritise the 
preparation for implementation as a focus area for this budget planning period and the periods 
to follow to ensure that sufficient resources are available for this critical project.  
Implementation of a project of this nature, scope and resource allocation needs to become a 
strategic objective of the municipal council to ensure successful implementation. 
 
The principles of SCOA are ensconced in Version 4 (available on the National Treasury 
website) of the classification framework and endeavours by the municipality to prepare for 
implementation should not be limited by the pending finalisation of SCOA.  Immediate 
attention is required to bring the municipality on track for SCOA implementation and 
subsequent reporting in terms of this classification framework. 
 
The Municipal Regulation on a Standard Chart of Accounts is in its final stages and will be 
gazetted by the Minister of Finance in due course.  A follow-up MFMA Circular will be issued 
in guiding municipalities, with among others, the change management process and 
implementation phase of the SCOA. 
 
5.12 Budgeting for the pending demarcation of various municipal boundaries 

The Demarcation Board recently published proposed changes to municipal boundaries 
including the merging of various municipalities.  Although it’s acknowledged that any municipal 
boundary changes and incorporation of municipalities will have an impact on the municipal 
planning and budgeting processes, municipalities must maintain the status quo and budget as 
if it’s business as usual; this includes providing for revenue appropriations as per the gazetted 
DoRA.  Further guidance will be provided to affected municipalities as the process unfolds. 
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6 Conditional transfers to municipalities 

Section 214 of the Constitution provides for national government to transfer resources to 
municipalities in terms of the annual Division of Revenue Act (DoRA) to assist them in 
exercising their powers and performing their functions.  These allocations are announced 
annually in the national budget.  Transfers to municipalities from national government are 
supplemented with transfers from provincial government.  Further, transfers are also made 
between district municipalities and local municipalities. 
 
The DoRA provides for funds to be allocated in different ‘schedules’.  Each of the schedules 
provide for grants of a particular type as follows: 
 

Schedule 1   
Equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the three spheres of 
government 

Schedule 2   
Determination of each province’s equitable share of the provincial sphere’s 
share of revenue raised nationally (as a direct charge against the National 
Revenue Fund) 

Schedule 3   
Determination of each municipality’s equitable share of the local government 
sphere’s share of revenue raised nationally 

Schedule 4 

Part A 
Allocations to provinces to supplement the funding of programmes or functions 
funded from provincial budgets 

Part B 
Allocations to municipalities to supplement the funding of programmes or 
functions funded from municipal budgets 

Schedule 5 
Part A Specific purpose allocations to provinces 

Part B Specific purpose allocations to municipalities 

Schedule 6 
Part A Allocations-in-kind to provinces for designated special programmes 

Part B Allocations-in-kind to municipalities for designated special programmes 

Schedule 7 

Part A Allocations to provinces for immediate disaster response 

Part B Allocations to municipalities for immediate disaster response 

 
It is important that the transfers applicable to municipalities are made transparently, and 
properly captured in municipalities’ budgets.  In this regard, regulation 10 of the Municipal 
Budget and Reporting Regulations provides guidance on when municipalities should reflect a 
transfer or donation in their budgets.  Note that promises of funds that do not meet the 
requirements set out in regulation 10 must not be included in the municipality’s budget. 
 
Municipalities are advised not to provide for transfers from national or provincial departments 
that are not gazetted in terms of the 2014 Division of Revenue Act (once enacted) or the 
relevant provincial budget, or that are not related to a properly approved agency agreement.  
Such ad hoc transfers are very often unauthorised expenditure at the national and provincial 
level, and are invariably related to fiscal dumping. 
 
Also note that grants-in-kind (e.g. capital assets transferred by a district to a local municipality) 
need to be budgeted for as a ‘transfer or grant’ on Table A4 by the district municipality (and 
not on their Table A5 Capital Budget – since the expenditure does not get capitalised), and as 
a ‘contributed asset’ on Table A4 by the local municipality, and from there directly on Table A6 
Budget Financial Position. 
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In support of regulation 10 of the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations, the 2014 
Division of Revenue Bill provides that – 
 
1. In terms of section 16, National Treasury is required to publish in the Government 

Gazette the allocations and indicative allocations for all national grants to municipalities; 
2. In terms of section 30, each provincial treasury is required to publish in the Government 

Gazette the allocations and indicative allocations per municipality for every allocation to 
be made by the province to municipalities from the province’s own funds; and 

3. In terms of section 29, each category C municipality must indicate in its budget all 
allocations from its equitable share and conditional allocations to be transferred to each 
category B municipality within the category C municipality’s area of jurisdiction. 

 
The Government Gazette reflecting the allocations and indicative allocations for all national 
grants to municipalities will be available within 14 days of the 2014 Division of Revenue Act 
being signed into law at the following address: 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/bills/2014/Default.aspx  
 

In addition, National Treasury publishes a payment schedule that sets out exactly when the 
equitable share and national conditional grant funds are to be transferred to municipalities.  
This will be available at: 

http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Media_Releases/Municipal%20Payment%20Schedule/Pages/default.aspx 
 
6.1 Timing of municipal conditional grant transfers 

In order to facilitate synchronisation of the national / provincial financial year (1 April to 31 
March) with the municipal financial year (1 July to 30 June), the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill 
requires that all equitable share and Schedule 4 and 5 conditional allocations to municipalities 
must be transferred to municipalities within the period 1 July 2014 to 31 March 2015.  
Municipalities must not accept any equitable share, Schedule 4 and Schedule 5 transfers from 
national or provincial departments outside of these timeframes. 
 
National and provincial departments are also advised to only transfer grant funds and to only 
make agency payments to municipalities within the period 1 July 2014 to 31 March 2015.  This 
is to ensure the municipality is able to include such funds on its budget for 2014/15 and to 
ensure that reporting on the use of the funds is properly aligned across the national, provincial 
and municipal financial years. 
 
6.2 Payment schedule for transfers 

National Treasury has instituted an automated payment system for transfers to municipalities 
in order to ensure appropriate safety checks are put in place. 
 
Section 23 of the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill requires transfers to municipalities to be made 
as per the approved payment schedule published by National Treasury.  Through this system, 
any transfers not in line with the payment schedule will be rejected.  In addition, if the payment 
details of the municipality are not up-to-date the transfers will also be rejected. 
 
6.3 Provincial payment schedules 

The payment schedules that provincial treasuries are required to submit to National Treasury 
in terms of section 30(5) of the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill will be published on National 
Treasury’s website, along with the national payment schedule. 
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6.4 Responsibilities of transferring and receiving authorities 

The legal obligations placed on transferring and receiving officers in terms of the 2014 Division 
of Revenue Bill are very similar to previous requirements.  National Treasury intends ensuring 
strict compliance in order to improve spending levels, and the quality of information relating to 
the management of conditional grants. 
 
Municipalities are again reminded that compliance with the annual Division of Revenue Act is 
the responsibility of the municipal manager as the “receiving officer”.  The municipal manager 
is responsible for, among other things, the tabling of monthly reports in council on whether or 
not the municipality is complying with the Division of Revenue Act.  He/she is also responsible 
for reporting on any delays in the transfer or the withholding of funds.  Failure on the part of a 
municipal manager to comply with the Act will have financial implications for the municipality 
as it will lead to the municipality losing revenue when funds are stopped and/or reallocated. 
 
Where the municipality is unable to comply, or requires an extension, the municipal manager 
must apply to the National Treasury and provide comprehensive motivation for the non-
compliance. 
 
6.5 Unspent conditional grant funds for 2013/14 

To bring legal certainty to the process of managing unspent conditional grant funds, section 21 
of the 2013 Division of Revenue Act contains all provisions relating to the treatment of unspent 
conditional grant funding. 
 
The process to ensure the return of unspent conditional grants for the 2013/14 financial year 
will be managed in accordance with section 21 of the Division of Revenue Act.  In addition to 
the previous MFMA circulars, the following practical arrangements will apply –  
 
Step 1:  Municipalities must submit their June 2014 conditional grant expenditure reports 

according to section 71 of MFMA reflecting all accrued expenditure on conditional 
grants. 

Step 2: When preparing their annual financial statements a municipality must determine 
what portion of each national conditional allocation it received remained unspent 
as at 30 June 2014.  These amounts MUST exclude all interest earned on 
conditional grants and all VAT related to conditional grant spending that has been 
reclaimed from SARS, which must be disclosed separately. 

Step 3: If the receiving officer wants to motivate in terms of section 21(2) of the Division of 
Revenue Act 2013 that the funds are committed to identifiable projects or wants to 
propose an alternative payment method or schedule, the required information 
must be submitted to National Treasury by 29 August 2014.  National Treasury 
will not consider any rollover requests that are incomplete (see item 7.6 
below) or that are received after this deadline. 

Step 4: National Treasury will confirm in writing whether or not the municipality may retain 
as a rollover any of the unspent funds because they are committed to identifiable 
projects or whether it has agreed to any alternative payment methods or 
schedules by 1 October 2014. 

Step 5: A municipality must return the remaining unspent conditional grant funds that are 
not subject of a specific repayment agreement with National Treasury to the 
National Revenue Fund by 21 October 2014.  Failure to return these unspent 
funds by this date will constitute financial misconduct in terms of section 34 of the 
Division of Revenue Act. 

Step 6: Any unspent conditional grant funds that should have, but hasn’t been repaid to 
the National Revenue Fund by 21 October 2014 will be offset against the 
municipality’s November 2014 equitable share allocation. 
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All the calculations of the amounts to be surrendered to the National Revenue Fund will be 
audited by the Auditor-General. 
 
6.6 Criteria for the rollover of conditional grant funds 

Municipalities may not rollover unspent conditional grant spending in terms of section 28(2)(e) 
of the MFMA (read together with regulation 23(5) of the Municipal Budget and Reporting 
Regulations) because they are national/provincial funds.  The applicable rollover process is 
then given effect through the municipal adjustments budget in January/February each year for 
all the cash/transfers that had already been transferred to the bank accounts of municipalities 
prior to the end of the financial year.  In this regard refer to MFMA Budget Circular No. 51 for 
more information. 
 
Section 21 of the 2013 Division of Revenue Act requires that any conditional grants which are 
not spent at the end of the municipal financial year must revert to the National Revenue Fund, 
unless the receiving officer proves to the satisfaction of National Treasury that the unspent 
allocation is committed to identifiable projects, in which case the funds may be rolled over. 
 
When applying to retain unspent conditional allocations committed to identifiable projects or 
requesting a rollover in terms of section 21(2) of the Division of Revenue Act, municipalities 
must supply National Treasury with the following information –  

1. A formal letter addressed to the National Treasury requesting the rollover of unspent 
conditional grants in terms of section 22(2) of the 2013 of DoRA; 

2. List of all the projects that are linked to the unspent conditional grants; 

3. Evidence that work on each of the projects has commenced, namely either of the 
following: 

a. Proof that the project tender was published and the period for tender submissions 
closed before 30 June; or 

b. Proof that a contract for delivery of the project was signed before 30 June. 

4. A progress report on the state of implementation of each of the projects; 

5. The amount of funds committed to each project, and the conditional allocation from 
which the funds come; 

6. An indication of the time-period within which the funds are to be spent; and 

7. Proof that the Chief Financial Officer is permanently appointed.  No rollover requests 
will be considered for municipalities with vacant or acting chief financial officers. 

 
If any of the above information is not provided or the application is received by National 
Treasury after 29 August 2014, the application will be declined. 
 
In addition, National Treasury will also take into account the following information when 
assessing rollover applications, and reserves the right to decline an application if there is non-
performance by the municipality in any of these areas: 

1. Compliance with the in-year reporting requirements in sections 71 and 72 of the MFMA 
and section 12 of the 2014 DoRA, including the municipal manager and chief financial 
officer signing-off on the information sent to National Treasury; 

2. Submission of the pre-audit Annual Financial Statements information to National 
Treasury by 29 August 2014; 

3. Accurate disclosure of grant performance in the 2013/14 pre-audit Annual Financial 
Statements; 

4. Cash available in the bank as at 30 June 2014 to finance the roll-over request; and 
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5. Incorporation of the Appropriation Statement (discussed in point 6.7 below) as part of the 

pre-audit Annual Financial Statements. 

 
When approving any rollover requests, National Treasury will use the latest conditional grant 
expenditure information available at the time, which in this instance is likely to be the 
disclosure of grant performance in the 2013/14 pre-audit Annual Financial Statements which 
must to be concluded by 31 August 2014. 
 
Similarly to the above mentioned rollover process and in accordance with section 22(3)(b) of 
Division of Revenue Act, Provincial Treasuries are encouraged to institute measures and 
criteria for the rollover of conditional grant funds that municipalities receive from provincial 
departments. 
 
6.7 Appropriation statement (Reconciliation: Budget and in-year performance) 

In terms of GRAP 24 (Presentation of budget information in AFS) municipalities are required to 
present their original and adjusted budgets against the actual outcome in the annual financial 
statements; this is considered an appropriation statement.  This statement is subject to 
auditing and accordingly supporting documentation would be required to substantiate the 
compilation of this statement.  All municipalities were required to compile an appropriation 
statement with the 2012/13 AFS. 

 

Many municipalities neglected to compile the appropriation as part of their 2012/13 AFS.  
National Treasury considered this non-compliance in a serious light and going forward the 
incorporation of an appropriation statement in the AFS will form part of the evaluation criteria 
in considering and approving conditional grant roll overs.  In the absence of an 
appropriation statement National Treasury will not favourable consider conditional 
grant roll over applications. 
 
6.8 Reporting and accounting for municipal approved conditional grant roll-overs 

 
A municipality must report separately on the spending of conditional grant funds that are rolled 
over.  National Treasury has provided a separate reporting template to facilitate this.  This 
template must be submitted together with the normal template for reporting conditional grant 
spending for the current year.  The template is customised per municipality and must be 
requested by e-mail: lgdataqueries@treasury.gov.za. 

 
 

7 The Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations 

National Treasury has released Version 2.6 of Schedule A1 (the Excel Formats).  This version 
incorporates minor changes as communicated in MFMA Circular No. 70.  Therefore ALL 
municipalities MUST use this version for the preparation of their 2014/15 Budget and MTREF. 
 
Download Version 2.6 of Schedule A1 by clicking HERE 
 
The Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations are designed to achieve a range of 
objectives, including improving the local government sphere’s ability to deliver services by 
facilitating improved financial sustainability and better medium term planning.  The regulations, 
formats and associated guides etc. are available on National Treasury’s website at: 
 
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/RegulationsandGazettes/Pages/default.aspx 
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All municipalities must prepare budgets in accordance with the regulations 
Municipalities are reminded that the regulations apply to all municipalities and municipal 
entities as from 1 July 2009. 
 
All municipalities and municipal entities must prepare annual budgets, adjustments budget and 
in-year reports for the 2014/15 financial year in accordance with the Municipal Budget and 
Reporting Regulations.  In this regard, municipalities must comply with both: 
 

• The formats set out in the Schedules to the Municipal Budget and Reporting 
Regulations; 

• Ensuring Table A1 to A10 of the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations are 
accurately completed and specifically adopted by the municipal council; 

• That supporting tables SA1 to SA37 are comprehensively and accurately completed and 
tabled before municipal council as part of the budget adoption process; and 

• That the budget document (including the above mentioned tables) is supported by clear 
and concise narratives explaining the budget.  It needs to be noted that the budget is an 
expression of the policy intent (IDP and strategic objectives) of the municipality and 
needs to be supported by clear narratives explaining the actual objectives over the 
Medium-term Revenue and Expenditure Framework.  In this regard National Treasury 
issued the ‘Dummy Budget Guide’ to assist municipalities in compiling their MTREF 
budgets.  Municipalities are urged to refer to the ‘Dummy Budget Guide’ which can be 
accessed at: 

 
http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Guidelines/Pages/DummyBudgetGuide.aspx 

 
If a municipality fails to prepare its budget, adjustments budget and in-year reports in 
accordance with the relevant formats, actions the National Treasury will take include: 
 
• The municipality will be required to resubmit their MTREF Budget documentation in 

the regulated format by a date determined by the National Treasury to the municipal 
council for adoption; 

• The municipality’s non-compliance with the required formats will be reported to the 
Auditor-General; and 

• A list of municipalities that fail to comply with the required formats will be tabled in 
Parliament and the provincial legislatures. 

 
If you require advice with the compilation of your budgets, the budget documents or Schedule 
A1 please direct your enquiries as follows: 
 

 

 

Responsible NT 
officials 

Tel. No. Email 

Eastern Cape Templeton Phogole 

Matjatji Mashoeshoe 

012-315 5044 

012-315 6567 

Templeton.Phogole@treasury.gov.za 

Matjatji.Mashoeshoe@treasury.gov.za 

Free State Vincent Malepa 

Kgomotso Baloyi 

012-315 5539 

012-315 5866 

Vincent.Malepa@treasury.gov.za 

Kgomotso.Baloyi@treasury.gov.za 

Gauteng Nozipho Molikoe 

Nomxolisi Mawulana 

012-395 5662 

012-315 5460 

Nozipho.Molikoe@treasury.gov.za 

Nomxolisi.Mawulana@treasury.gov.za 

KwaZulu-Natal Bernard Mokgabodi 

Johan Botha 

Walter Munyai 

012-315 5936 

012-315 5171 

012-395 6793 

Bernard.Mokgabodi@treasury.gov.za 

Johan.Botha@treasury.gov.za 
Walter.Munyai@treasury.gov.za 

Limpopo Una Rautenbach 

Sifiso Mabaso 

012-315 5700 

012-315 5952 

Una.Rautenbach@treasury.gov.za 

Sifiso.Mabaso@treasury.gov.za 
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Mpumalanga Jordan Maja 

Anthony Moseki 

012-315 5663 

012-315 5174 

Jordan.Maja@treasury.gov.za 

Anthony.Moseki@treasury.gov.za 

Northern Cape  Willem Voigt 

Mandla Gilimani 

012-315 5830 

012-315 5807 

Willem.Voigt@treasury.gov.za 

Mandla.Gilimani@treasury.gov.za 
North West Sadesh Ramjathan 

Kgothatso Matlala 

012-315 5101 

012-315 5005 

Sadesh.Ramjathan@treasury.gov.za 

Kgothatso.Matlala@treasury.gov.za 
Western Cape Vuyo Mbunge 

Kevin Bell 

012-315 5661 

012-315 5725 

Vuyo.Mbunge@treasury.gov.za 

Kevin.Bell@treasury.gov.za 

Technical issues 
with Excel 
formats 

Elsabe Rossouw 

 

012-315 5534 

 

lgdataqueries@treasury.gov.za 

 

National Treasury, working with the provincial treasuries, will carry out a compliance check 
and where municipalities have not provided complete information, the budgets will be referred 
back to the municipalities, and an appropriate letter will be addressed to the Mayor and 
municipal manager.  Municipal managers are reminded that the annual budget must be 
accompanied by a ‘quality certificate’ in accordance with the format set out in item 31 of 
Schedule A in the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations.  The National Treasury would 
like to stress that where municipalities have not adhered to the Municipal Budget and 
Reporting Regulations, those municipalities will be required to go back the municipal 
council and table a complete budget document aligned to the requirement of the 
Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations. 
 
Municipalities with municipal entities are once again reminded that they need to produce 
consolidated budgets and in-year reports for both the parent entity and entity in that they need 
to produce: 

• An annual budget, adjustment budget and monthly financial statements for the parent 
municipality in the relevant formats; and 

• A consolidated annual budget, adjustments budget and monthly financial statements for 
the parent municipality and all its municipal entities in the relevant formats. 

 
In addition, the A Schedule that the municipality submits to National Treasury must be the 
consolidated budget for the municipality (plus entities) and not the budget of the parent 
municipality. 
 
This is to ensure that there is consistency of reporting both across municipalities, but also in 
respect of the individual municipalities with municipal entities. 
 
7.1 Budget compliance and benchmarking processes 

National Treasury and the provincial treasuries will again assess all the municipalities’ tabled 
budgets against the Compliance Checklist.  Where there is substantial non-compliance 
municipalities will be required to re-table their budgets in council as discussed above, 
otherwise municipalities will be expected to make the necessary improvements prior to tabling 
the budget for approval by 1 June 2014. 
 
In addition, the National Treasury and provincial treasuries will be conducting benchmark 
budget hearings on the municipalities’ tabled budgets during April and early May 2014 to 
assess whether the budgets are realistic, sustainable and relevant, and the extent to which 
they are funded in accordance with the requirements of the MFMA.  In this regard, National 
Treasury will communicate further with the non-delegated municipalities, while the provincial 
treasuries will communicate with their respective delegated municipalities.  
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Municipalities are reminded that the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations provide not 
only for the technical framework for municipal budgets but also for minimum requirements in 
terms of the structure of the budget document, including narratives in support of the budget 
tables.  It has come to the attention of the National Treasury that certain municipalities table 
their annual budgets (MTREF’s) in formats other than that of the prescriptions contained in the 
MBRR.  Tabling and adopting a municipal budget (MTREF) in a format other than that of the 
MBRR constitutes gross financial negligence on the part of the municipality and is outside the 
legislative framework. 
 
For all practical purposes, a municipal budget that is tabled and adopted by a municipal 
council in any other format than the prescriptions of the MBRR does not legally 
constitute a municipal budget. 
 
As part of the budget compliance and benchmarking processes to be undertaken by both the 
National Treasury and respective provincial treasuries compliance verification will include: 
 
• Level of compliance to the Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations; 
• Verification of the format in which the 2014/15 MTREF budget was tabled in the 

municipal council.  This will include proof of a council resolution in support of the tabled 
2014/15 MTREF budget (Schedule A of the MBRR); and 

• Budget document that includes narratives to the prescribed table of content and budget 
tables covering at least Tables A1 to A10. 

 
With regard to Schedule A of the MBRR, municipalities are strongly advised to specifically 
pay attention and ensure that the following tables are accurately completed with relevant 
information as National Treasury and provincial treasuries will be undertaking detailed 
analysis: 
 
• Table A10 – Consolidated basic service delivery information.  Municipalities must 

ensure that information provided includes, among others: 
o Household service targets for water, sanitation, electricity and refuse; 
o Number of households receiving free basic services it relates to each service; 
o Cost of free basic services provided; 
o Highest level of free basis services provided by the municipality; and 
o Revenue cost of free basic services provided. 

• Table SA36 – Consolidated detailed capital budget.  Municipalities must ensure that this 
tables is comprehensively completed, reconciles back to Table A5 (Consolidated capital 
expenditure) and provides for the GPS coordinates of individual projects. 

 
The above information is critical for, among others, policy formulation at all spheres of 
government and the information is routinely required by the Presidency (Department of 
Performance Monitoring and Evaluation). 
 
7.2 Certification that budget is correctly captured 

Once the municipal council has adopted the municipal budget in the format of Schedule A the 
relevant portions of the budgets reflected in Tables A1 to A10 need to be captured on the 
municipality’s financial system so that the municipality can manage its revenue and 
expenditure against the adopted budget.  It has come to National Treasury’s attention that 
many municipalities do not capture their adopted budgets on their financial system, and even 
those that do, do not ‘lock’ the adopted budget – meaning that the budget reflected on the 
system can be changed at any time without following due process. 
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To eliminate this bad practice, National Treasury hereby requests the accounting officer of 
each municipality in terms of the section 74 of the MFMA to provide a signed certificate by no 
later than 15 July 2014 certifying that: 

1. The adopted annual budget has been captured on the municipality’s financial system, 
and that there is complete agreement between the budget on the system and the 
budget adopted by council; 

2. That the adopted annual budget on the municipality’s financial system is locked; and 
3. That the municipality has in place controls to ensure that the budget captured on the 

financial system can only be changed in accordance with: 
a. a virement authorised by the municipal manager, or duly delegate official, in terms 

of a council approved virements policy; and 
b. an Adjustments Budget approved by council. 

 
A template of the certificate is available on National Treasury’ website at: 

http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Return_Forms/Pages/default.aspx 
 
 

8 Budget process and submissions for the 2014/15 MTREF 

Over the past number of years there have been significant improvements in municipal budget 
processes.  Municipalities are encouraged to continue their efforts to improve their budget 
processes based on all previous guidance provided and the Municipal Budget and Reporting 
Regulations.  Municipalities are reminded that the IDP review process and the budget process 
should be combined into a single process. 
 
8.1 Submitting budget documentation and schedules for 2014/15 

To facilitate oversight of compliance with Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations, 
accounting officers are reminded that: 
 
• Section 22(b)(i) of the MFMA requires that immediately after an annual budget is 

tabled in a municipal council it must be submitted to the National Treasury and the 
relevant provincial treasury in both printed and electronic formats.  So if the annual 
budget is table to council on 31 March 2014, the final date of submission of the 
electronic budget documents is Tuesday, 1 April 2014.  Hard copies must be received 
by no later than Wednesday, 9 April 2014 including a council resolution in support of 
the tabled budget; and 

• Section 24(3) of the MFMA, read together with regulation 20(1), requires that the 
approved annual budget must be submitted within ten working days after the council 
has approved the annual budget.  So if the council only approves the annual budget on 
30 June 2014, the final date for such a submission is Monday, 14 July 2014, otherwise 
an earlier date applies. 

 
The municipal manager must submit: 
 
• the budget documentation as set out in Schedule A of the Municipal Budget and 

Reporting Regulations, including the main Tables (A1 - A10) and all the supporting 
tables (SA1 – SA37) and prescribed minimum narrative information in both printed and 
electronic format; 

• the draft service delivery and budget implementation plan in both printed and electronic 
format; and 

• in the case of approved budgets, the council resolution. 
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As it relates to the hard copies of the budget document to be sent to the national and 
provincial treasuries, no budget document will be accepted if each page of the budget 
document (including schedules) are not formally stamped and signed by the secretariat 
responsible for ensuring accurate records of council decisions. 
 
Municipalities are required to send electronic versions to lgdocuments@treasury.gov.za. 
 
In the event that the file size exceeds 4 MB then please send it to lgbigfiles@gmail.com and 
notify the Local Government Database team via an e-mail (excluding the attachment) that the 
budget was submitted to the big files account. 
 
Municipalities are required to send printed submissions of their budget documents and council 
resolution to: 

For couriered documents For posted documents 
Ms Linda Kruger 
National Treasury 
40 Church Square 
Pretoria, 0002 

Ms Linda Kruger 
National Treasury 
Private Bag X115 
Pretoria, 0001 

 
After receiving tabled budgets, National Treasury and provincial treasuries will complete a 
compliance checklist.  This checklist will indicate the level of compliance to the Municipal 
Budget and Reporting Regulations.  A copy of the checklist will be sent to the municipality in 
order to facilitate improvements in the quality of tabled and approved budgets.  Please review 
the municipality’s performance last year, and ensure that the gaps are addressed. 
 
8.2 Budget reform returns to the Local Government Database for publication 

For publication purposes, municipalities are still required to use the Budget Reform Returns to 
upload budget and monthly expenditure to the National Treasury Local Government Database.  
The old formats may not be used to submit 2014/15 budget information.  All municipalities 
must migrate to using the aligned version of the electronic returns.  All returns are to be sent to 
lgdatabase@treasury.gov.za. 
 
Returns for the 2014/15 budget must be submitted to the Local Government Database by 
25 July 2014. 
 
The electronic returns may be downloaded from National Treasury’s website at the following 
link: http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Return_Forms/Pages/default.aspx. 
 
8.3 Publication of budgets on municipal websites 

In terms of section 75 of the MFMA all municipalities are required to publish their tabled 
budgets, adopted budgets, annual reports (containing audited annual financial statements) 
and other relevant information on the municipality’s website.  This will aid in promoting public 
accountability and good governance. 
 
8.4 Publication of municipal budgets on the National Treasury website 

National Treasury publishes all the approved municipal budgets on its website.  However, 
before publishing National Treasury verifies the correctness of the information submitted by 
municipalities by comparing the following three sources of information: 
 
1. The Approved Budget, which is the municipality’s budget in the format of Schedule A as 

approved by council (hard copy). 
2. Schedule A1, which is the electronic version of the budget Tables A1 to A10, and 

supporting tables. 
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3. The Database budgets, which is the municipal budget generated from the information 

the municipality submits in the Budget Reform Returns. 
 
The information in the Schedule A1 and the Database budget returns MUST reconcile with the 
Approved Budget as this is the budget that council has adopted and is therefore the legal 
basis for all revenue collection and expenditure activities within the municipality. 
 
While only 149 municipalities managed to achieve this reconciliation in the 2012/13 financial 
year, 206 municipal budgets were aligned in the 2013/14 financial year.  Efforts will continue 
to ensure all municipalities meet requirements and further improve the quality of budget 
information. 
 
This process of ensuring these three sources of budget information reconcile is referred to as 
the Budget Verification Process.  Municipalities must ensure that all these three sources of 
information are aligned upon finalising their budgets, and when submitting their budget 
information to the National Treasury and provincial treasuries.  The National Treasury and 
provincial treasuries will again check for this alignment before publishing the municipal 
budgets in October 2014. 
 
Municipalities are reminded that the provision of incorrect or misleading information in any 
document required in terms of the Act constitutes an act of financial misconduct in terms of 
Section 171(1)(c) of the MFMA.  In addition, National Treasury reserves the right to invoke 
section 38 of the MFMA and withhold a municipality’s equitable share if a serious or persistent 
breach of the measures established in terms of Section 216(1) of the Constitution is 
committed. 
 
All relevant documents mentioned in this circular are available on the National Treasury 
website, http://mfma.treasury.gov.za/Pages/Default.aspx.  Municipalities are encouraged to 
visit it regularly as documents are regularly added / updated on the website. 
 
 

9 General 

9.1 Section 71- Consumer collection rates versus actual cash flow 

Various municipalities do not have financial systems in place to report accurately to National 
Treasury on the breakdown of cash receipts and billings on property rates and individual 
service charges.  It was found that collections are reported in aggregate for property rates and 
service charges and subsequently equally apportioned to property rates and service charges.  
In addition, many municipalities consistently report a collection rate in excess of a 100 per cent 
which is distorted when considering the growth in outstanding debtors.   Not only does this 
deficient management practice detract from evidence based financial management it also 
distorts the information submitted to National Treasury.  This can directly be attributed to weak 
management practices on the part of the municipality. 
 
This problem is further exacerbated by the inconsistency in the methodologies applied in 
accounting for outstanding debtors.  As a principle, all municipalities must take note of the 
inverse relation between growth in outstanding debtors and the actual collection (payment) 
rate; if outstanding debtors are increasing then the collection (payment) rate should inversely 
be decreasing.  In addition, from a management perspective municipalities need to distinguish 
between current (30 day balance) and historic debt collection; debt must be classified and 
accounted for in terms of aging.  Institutionalisation of these practices will empower managers 
to distinguish between the actual current collection rate and annualised collection (including 
historic debtors).  In illustrating, a municipality might have a 100 per cent collection rate but at 
the same time debtors are increasing by 20 per cent.  This scenario directly implies that the 
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current collection rate is effectively 80 per cent while 20 per cent of collections relate to historic 
debtors; differentiation in these measures is critical for decision making and performance 
management. 
 
Municipalities must therefore ensure that the financial systems and subsequent reporting 
provides a detail breakdown for each service, including property rates which reconciles billings 
against actual receipts. 
 

9.2 Offer of grant funding to municipalities: Metro Grant Holding 

It has come to the attention of the National Treasury that a company by the name of ‘Metro 
Grant Holding’ is approaching municipalities with an offer of international donor funding 
subject to certain conditions.  Several documents from the above-mentioned institution were 
submitted to the Chief Directorate: International Development Cooperation (IDC) regarding the 
proposed availability of “free funding” for the Republic of South Africa and more specifically 
municipalities.  The National Treasury has concluded that this is in all probability a scam and 
municipalities must ensure they refrain from any engagements with this institution or any other 
institution offering donor (free) funding.  In the event that municipalities have legitimate 
proposals of donor/grant funding they need to ensure such proposals are first forwarded to the 
National Treasury (Chief Directorate: International Development Cooperation) which will 
undertake the necessary due diligence and verification on the part of the municipality. 
 
9.3 Annexures to MFMA Circular No. 72 

Municipalities are once again reminded that through the MFMA Circulars municipalities are 
continuously advised and guided in respect of various subjects ranging from budgeting and 
accounting standards to the introduction of leading practices.  In this regard municipalities 
must take note of the following annexures accompanying this Circular: 
 
• Annexure A: Certification of Audited Annual Financial Statements by the Auditor 

General. 
• Annexure B: Accounting treatment for agency services – housing function. 
• Annexure C: Observations from the mid-year performance engagements – informal 

settlements. 
 
 

Contact 
 

 

Post Private Bag X115, Pretoria 0001 

Phone 012 315 5009 

Fax 012 395 6553 

Website http://www.treasury.gov.za/default.aspx  

  

 
 
 
 
JH Hattingh 
Chief Director: Local Government Budget Analysis 
17 March 2014 
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Annexure A 
 

Certification of Audited Annual Financial Statements by the Auditor General 

It has come to the attention of the National Treasury that municipalities submit annual financial 
statements to the National and provincial treasuries that do not represent the actual audited 
annual financial statements of the municipality.  Municipalities are not allowed to alter or make 
any changes to the audited annual financial statements without first obtaining the prior 
approval of the Auditor General in consultation with the National Treasury.  This will ensure 
that: 
 
• Audited AFS and which are distributed to organs of state and other stakeholders by 

municipal councils are complete, accurate, correct and certified and signed as final after 
the audit has been completed, and 

• Compliance with Section 127(2) of the MFMA is achieved and presented with accuracy 
and reliability when the Executive Mayor / Mayor table the annual report to Council. 

 
It is imperative that National Treasury address these inconsistencies by enforcing and 
eliminating any possibility of the municipality’s Audited AFS being exposed to alterations 
without the knowledge and prior approval of the Auditor General as legislated in terms of 
Section 126(5) of the MFMA. 
 
For this reason the National Treasury hereby issues the following directives to municipalities 
and their entities in terms of section 5(2)(f) of the MFMA and has requested the Auditor 
General to implement the following processes: 
 
• The final adjusted and audited annual financial statements for all municipalities be 

certified, officially stamped and signed by Auditor General; 
• The following statements be certified, stamped and signed by Auditor General: 

o Statement of Financial Position; 
o Statement of Financial Performance; 
o Statement of Changes in Net Assets; and 
o Cash Flow statement. 

• The front cover page of the AFS read as follows: “Audited Annual Financial Statements’’. 
 
The above measures will assist in refining local government processes and improving 
credibility of reported municipal performance information prior to the presentation to various 
stake holders and Parliament.  Municipalities must therefore ensure the final Audited Annual 
Financial Statements abide to the abovementioned directives. 
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Annexure B 
 
Accounting treatment for agency services - housing 

Municipalities have requested National Treasury to provide guidelines on the accounting 
treatment for agency services and more specifically the housing function. 
 
The following scenarios provide further clarification. 
 
Scenario 1 – Construction contract (GRAP 11) 
 
The municipality must account for the revenue and expenses relating to the construction of 
RDP houses in the statement of financial performance if the municipality is a contractor as 
defined in GRAP 11 on Construction Contracts. 
  
GRAP 11 determines: 
 
• A construction contract is a contract, or a similar binding agreement, specifically 

negotiated for the construction of an asset or a combination of assets that are closely 
interrelated or interdependent in terms of their design, technology and function or their 
ultimate purpose or use. 

 
• A contractor is an entity that enters into a contract to build structures, construct facilities, 

produce goods or render services to the specifications of another entity, either itself or 
through the use of sub-contractors. 

 
In this scenario, the municipality must be appointed as the contractor in the construction of 
assets i.e. RDP houses. 
 
Scenario 2 – Grant/transfer received from government (GRAP 23) 
 
Depending on the agreement, funds transferred from another sphere of government might 
constitute a grant/transfer.  If this is the case the rules and accounting treatment for 
grants/transfer should be applied as determined in GRAP 23 and all revenue and expenditure 
must be accounted for in the budget. 
 
Scenario 3 – Agent vs principal agreements (GRAP 9) 
 
In terms of GRAP 9, an entity is acting as a principal when it is exposed to the significant risks 
and rewards associated with the sale of goods or the rendering of services.  Considerations in 
determining if an entity is acting as a principal include, but are not limited to: 
• GRAP 9, paragraph 13 determines that in an agency relationship, the gross inflows of 

economic benefits or service potential, including amounts collected on behalf of the 
principal do not result in an increase in net assets for the entity.  The amounts collected 
on behalf of the principal are not classified as revenue; revenue recognised in the books 
of the municipality is limited to the commission earned while performing the agency 
functions.  This represents an agency agreement. 

• An entity is acting as an agent when it does not have exposure to the significant risks 
and rewards associated with the sale of goods or the rendering of services.  If the 
parties have entered into an agreement by which the amount the municipality earns is 
predetermined, being either a fixed fee per transaction or a stated percentage then the 
probability that the municipality is acting as an agent is high. 

• There are instances where the municipality assists the provincial department with the 
construction of RDP houses within the municipality’s jurisdiction; the municipality might 
also be involved in managing the flow of funds from the department to the contractors.  
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This represents an agent relationship as it does not provide services directly related to 
the construction of the RDP houses.  Importantly, the receipt of an agency fee is not 
precondition for the transaction to be classified as an agency service. 

 
If the relationship between the parties is deemed to be an agency agreement, the municipality 
is not required to reflect funds received from the transferring party as revenue, with the 
exception of commission.  The primary reason being that the revenue is accrued to the 
contractor and not the municipality; similarly expenditures are accrued to the transferring party 
and not the municipality. 
 
In dealing with these transactions it’s advised that the municipality should account through the 
use of a creditor’s account for all receipts and payments relating to the project; this in turn 
provides for reconciliation in the statement of financial position at year end.  It’s also proposed 
that a separate project account be utilised deal with receipts and payments; this will ensure no 
revenue and expenditure is reflected on the statement of operating performance. 
 
Levels of accreditation and the implications on the accounting treatment 
 
Level one accreditation – Housing function 
 
Against accreditation level one, municipalities are responsible for beneficiary management, 
subsidy budget planning and allocation, and priority programme management and 
administration; municipalities are also responsible for identifying beneficiaries.  The respective 
province is directly responsible for the appointment of contractors and building houses.  Level 
one accreditation therefore constitutes an ‘agency’ function on part of the municipality as the 
revenue accrues to the provincial department and all work-in-progress during construction will 
also be accounted for by the province.  In this regard Scenario 3 would apply and the 
municipality is not required to reflect funds received from the transferring party as revenue, 
with the exception of commission. 
 
Level two accreditation – Housing function 
 
In addition to the responsibilities associated with level one accreditation, the full programme 
management and administration of all housing instruments/ programmes are assigned to the 
municipality.  Against level two accreditation, the municipality is responsible for the 
appointment, payment of contractors and building of houses.  The grant revenue is allocated 
by the provincial department to the municipality and the province must gazette the allocations 
in favour of municipalities.  In this regard Scenario 2 above will be applicable and 
municipalities are required to recognise the grant as revenue from non-exchange transactions 
in terms of GRAP 23.  The municipality must also account for RDP houses as inventory after 
completion but before the transfer to beneficiaries take place. 
 
Level three accreditation – Housing function 
 
Level three accreditation includes budget planning, allocation and priority programme 
management and administration.  This includes housing subsidy budgetary planning across 
programmes and projects, planning of subsidy/fund allocations, and project identification.  As 
set out in the Housing Act, municipal responsibilities for local beneficiary management, local 
housing priorities and the management of public stock remain municipal responsibilities 
against this accreditation level.  An important distinction between level 1, 2 and 3 accreditation 
is that with level 3 accreditation, the grant revenue is allocated by the national department to 
the municipality.  Considering that the municipality is exposed to significant risks and rewards 
associated with the execution of the function, the municipality are classified as the principle 
entity and must account for revenue, expenditure and assets in terms of GRAP. 
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Determining between an agency and principal agreement requires judgement and 
consideration of all relevant facts, agreements and circumstances.  Municipalities are strongly 
advised to review all existing contracts and where necessary either correct the accounting 
methodology in use or review the agreement between the parties to reflect actual intention of 
the agreement.  If there is any uncertainty as to what constitutes an agency versus principal 
agreement and the subsequent accounting treatment thereof, municipalities are advised to 
contact the National Treasury (Office of the Accountant-General). 
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Annexure C 
 
Observations from the Mid-year Performance Engagements: Informal Settlements 

During the recent mid-year performance engagements conducted by the National Treasury 
with the 17 non-delegated municipalities leading practice was observed by several 
metropolitan municipalities as it relates to formalisation of informal settlements.  As part of the 
formalisation process, all sites (plot/erf) are serviced and metered.  They subsequently form 
part of the revenue value chain of the municipality in that the meters are consistently read on a 
monthly basis.  Benefits of this leading practice include: 
 
• Correlation between this leading practice and revenue improvements, places 

management in a position to actively manage consumption patterns and not only report 
this consumption as part of revenue foregone or non-revenue water and electricity; 

• Improved management of the Indigent Registers; and 
• Targeting of the indigent in terms of indigent exist strategies. 
 
In addition, the title deed of the property (plot/erf) is immediately made available to the owners 
once serviced and formalised regardless if there is a top structure (RDP) on the property 
(plot/erf).  This instils a sense of ownership and responsibility on the part of the owner. 
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